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Sept. 19, Wed., 8 a. m.





Nov. 28, Wed., 11 a. m.
12 m.
Dec. 3, Mon., 8 a. m.
1 p. m.
4 p. m.
Dec. 22, Sat., 11 a. m.
5 p. m.
Jan. 3, Thnrs., 8 a. m.
Jan. 7, Mon., 8 a. m.
Jan. 22, Tues.
Jan. 28-Feb. 1., Mon.-Fri.
Jan. 30, Wed.








March 28, Thurs., 11 a. m.
5 p. m
April 1, Mon., 8 a. m.
4 p. m.
April 2, Tues., 1 p. m.





June 3, Mon., 4 p. m.
June 5, Wed.
June 7, Fri.






Entrance examinations, Urbana and Chicago
Registration Days for Freshmen
Registration Days for Graduate School
Registration Days for Upper Classmen
Instruction begtm, Urbana





Thanksgiving recess begun, Urbana
Thanksgiving recess begun, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Instruction resiuned, Urbana
Meeting, University Senate
Holiday recess begtm, Urbana
HoUday recess begun, Chicago Schools
1929
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Instruction resiuned, Urbana
Semester examinations begun, Urbana
Semester examinations, Chicago Schools










Easter recess begun, Urbana
Easter recess begun, Chicago Schools








Final examinations begun, Urbana
Final examinations, Chicago Schools
Memorial Day
Meeting, University Senate
Final examinations ended, Urbana
Class Day, Chicago Schools
Alumni Meeting, College of Medicine
















Sept. 18, Wed., 8 a. m.
Sept. 27, Fri., 8 p. m.
Sept. 30, Mon.
Oct. 7, Men., 4 p. m.
Nov. 11, Mon.
Nov. 21-23, Thurs.-Sat.
Nov. 27, Wed., 11 a. m.
12 m.
Dec. 2, Mon., 8 a. m.
1 p. m.
4 p. m.
Dec. 21, Sat., 12 m.
5 p. m.
Jan. 3, Fri., 8 a. m.




Jan. 29-Feb. 1, Wed.-Sat.
FIRST SEMESTER, 1929-1930
Entrance examinations, Urbana and Chicago
Registration Days for Freshmen
Registration Days for Graduate School
Registration Days for Upper Classmen
Instruction begun, Urbana





Thanksgiving recess begun, Urbana
Thanksgiving recess begun, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumed, Urbana
Meeting, University Senate
Holiday recess begim, Urbana
HoUday recess begun, Chicago Schools
1930
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Instruction resxmied, Urbana
Semester examinations begim, Urbana
Semester examinations, Chicago Schools









April 7, Mon., 4 p. m.
April 17, Thurs., 11 a. m.
5 p. m.
April 21, Mon., 8 a. m.
April 22, Tues., 1 p. m.





June 2, Mon., 4 p. m.
June 4, Wed.
June 6, Fri.














Easter recess begim, Urbana
Easter recess begun, Chicago Schools







Final examinations begun, Urbana
Final examinations, Chicago Schools
Memorial Day
Meeting, University Senate
Final examinations ended, Urbana
Class Day, Chicago Schools
Alumni Meeting, College of Medicine





THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Members Ex Officio
The Governor of Illinois
HON. LOUIS L. EMMERSON Springfield
The Superintendent of Public Instruction
















1822 30th Street, Rock Island
Urbana
37 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago
Joliet
Hubbard Woods





31 N. State Street, Chicago
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD
JAMES W. ARMSTRONG, Rock Island ....
HARRISON E. CUNNINGHAM, Urbana







COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
Executive Committee
James W. Armstrong, Chairman; Laura B. Evans, Merle J. Trees
Standing Committees
Buildings and Grounds—George A. Barr, Chairman; Wilham L. Noble, Helen
M. Grigsby, Merle J. Trees, Frank H. Simpson.
Finance—Merle J. Trees, Chairman; Mary E. Busey, Frank H. Simpson.
Engineering—Frank H. Simpson, Chairman; William L. Noble, Mary E. Busey.
Agriculture—Mary E. Busey, Chairman; George A. Barr, Laura B. Evans.
Chicago Departments—William L. Noble, Chairman; Merle J. Trees, Walter
T. Fisher.
Student Welfare—Helen M. Grigsby, Chairman; Laura B. Evans, Frank H.
Simpson.
Instruction—Laura B. Evans, Chairman; Walter T. Fisher, Francis G. Blair.
Librari/—Walter T. Fisher, Chairman; William L. Noble, Helen M. Grigsby.
Alumni—George A. Barr, Chairman; Mary E. Busey, Frank H. Simpson.




'Appointed, June, 1927, to serve until election.
Elected, November; qualified, December, 1928.
ADVISORY BOARDS
The Board of Trustees has established from time to time certain advisory boards or com-
mittees of citizens of the State whose function is to advise the respective departments on
questions which may be referred by the department to the boards. The list of such boards
for 1928-29 follows:
College of Law
Mb. John G. Dbennan, Chicago; Mr. William R. Hunter, Kankakee; Mb. Walter
C. LiNDLEY, Danville; Mb. George T. Page, Peoria; Mb. Peteb P. Schaefeb,
Champaign.
School of Pharmacy
Mb. J. F. Shreve, Jacksonville; Mr. John H. Harsch, Peoria; Mr. Leo L. Mrazek,
Chicago; Mr. Fred W. Rauth, Springfield; Mb. Bybon Abmstbong, Jacksonville,
Depabtment of Cebamic Engineebing
Mb. F. W. Butterworth, Danville; Mb. J. A. DeCelle, Chicago; Mr. W. E. Levis,
Alton; Mr. William Schlake, Chicago; Mr. John Clifford, Chicago; Mr. I. B.
Fry, Clyde; Mr. H, J. Lucas, Chicago.
Agricultural Experiment Station
Agronomy {Farm Crops): Mr. Eugene Funk, Bloomingion; Mr. Harvey Sconce,
Sidell; Mr. O. J. Sommer, Pekin; Mr. William Webb, Plainfi^ld.
Agronomy (Soils): Mr. G. F. Tullock, Rockford; Mr. F. I. Mann, Oilman; Hon.
A. N, Abbott, Morrison; Mr. N. F. Goodwin, Palestine; Mr. W. E. Rieqel,
Tolono; Mr. Frank S. Haynes, Geneseo.
Animal Husbandry: Mr. J. R. Fulkerson, JerseyviUe; Mr. W. S. Corsa, White Hail;
Mr. L. E. Stoutenberg, Flora; Mr. P. B. Scott, Alexis; Mr. A. L. Robison,
Jr., Pekin.
Dairy Husbandry: Mr. N. W. Hepburn, Peoria; Mr. H. C. Horneman, Danville;
Mb. F, E. Shuster, Springfield; Hon. R. B. Swift, Highland Park; Mr. Harrt
M. Wood, Delavan.
Farm Mechanics: Mr. J. P. Stout, Chatham; Ma. O. W. Horr, Geneseo; Mr. L. S.
FooTE, Tunnel HiU; Mr. Charles A. Ewinq, Decatur; Mb. E, F. Derwent,
Durand.
Farm Organization and Management: Ma. W. E. Rieqel, Tolono; Mb. Charles Fobs,
Orangeville; Mr. F, C. Parks, Minonk; Mr. Clarence Watson, Macomb; Mr.
J. P. Hanna, Geneseo.
Floriculture: Mr. J. F. Ammann, Edwardsville; Mr. James N. Cole, Peoria; Mr.
George J. Ball, Glen Ellyn; Mr. F. L. Washburn, Bloomington; Mr. J. W.
Ross, Centralia.
HoHicuUure: Mb, Guy Beauman, Tunnel Hill; Hon. H. M. Dunlap, Savoy; Mb.
August Geweke, Des Plaines; Mb. W. S. Pebbine, Centralia; Mb. W. R. Soveb-
hill, Tiskilwa.
General CommiUee: Habvey J. Sconce, Farm Crops; Mb. F. I. Mann, Soils; Mr. J.
R. Fulkerson, Animal Husbandry; Mr. N. W. Hepbubn, Dairy Husbandry;
Mb. O. W. Hoit, Farm Mechanics; Mb. W. E. Rieqel, Farm Management;
Mb. W. S. Perrine, Horticulture; Mr. J. F. Ammann, Floriculture.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
Office of the President
David Kinlet, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Thomas Arklb Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Captain I.N.G., Adjutant to the President in
Military Affairs
Anthont James Janata, A.B., Assistant to the President and Private Secretary
Habold Boomer Johnston, A.B., Executive Secretary
Office of the Provost
Kendbic Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Provost
Office of the Superintendent of Business Operations
James McLaren White, B.S., Superintendent of Business Operations and Supervising
Architect
Office of the Registrar
George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Registrar
Levi Augustus Boice, Recorder
Donald Ashwat Grossman, LL.B., Examiner
Office of the Comptroller
Lloyd Moret, A.B., B.Mus., C.P.A. (111.), Comptroller
Charles Harlow Pratt, A.B., Auditor
Horace Ballou Ingalls, B.S., Bursar
Harold Mortimer Edwards, LL.B., Purchasing Agent
Office of the Dean of Men
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Dean
Fred Harold Turner, A.M., Assistant Dean
George Herbert Smith, A.M., Assistant Dean
Office op the Dean of Women
Maria Leonard, A.M., Dean
CoBA Kathbtn Milleb, A.B., Assistant to the Dean
Ruth Mabqhabetta Caldwell, B.S., Assistant to the Dean
Office of the High School Visitor
Abthub Wilbub Clevengeb, a.m., High School Visitor
Harold D Trimble, A.M., Assistant High School Visitor
Fbed Carlisle Hood, A.M., Assistant High School Visitor
Office of the University Press
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director of the Press and the Information Office
Office of the Supervising Architect
James McLaren White, B.S., Supervising Architect and Superintendent of Business
Operations
Charles Harris, B.S., Assistant Supervising Architect
Joseph Albert Morrow, Superintendent of Buildings
Charles Eveltn Atkinson, Superintendent of Grounds
9
10 Administrative Officers
University Department of Physical Welfare
Geoege a Huff, B.S., Director
University Department of Hygiene and Public Health
Joseph Howaed Beaed, A.M., M.D., Health Officer
Veegil Alvin Ross, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
John Richaed Cain, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Haeey Cliffoed Gebhaet, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Geoege R Blackstone, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
LoEA Dean Lewis, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Wayne Beandstadt, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Myeon Boylson,' M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Leopold Newbueqeb Judah,^ M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Maude Lee Etheeedge, M.D., Dr.P.H., Medical Adviser for Women
Ethel Esthee Little, M.D., Medical Adviser for Women
ViEGiL Maetha Gilcheist, M.D., Medical Adviser for Women
Mattie Jane Bullaed, M.D., Medical Adviser for Women
University Department of Physical Education for Women
Louise Feeee,' A.M., Director
University Military Department, R, O. T, C.
Chaeles Waeeen Weeks, B.S., Colonel, Commandant
University Library
Phineas Lawbence Windsoe, Ph.B., Director
Museum Curators
Feank Collins Bakee, B.S., Natural History
William Abbott Oldfathee, Ph.D., Classical Archeology and Art
Neil Conwell Bbooks, Ph.D., European Culture
Albebt Ten Eyck Olmstead, Ph.D., Oriental Museum
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
OF THE COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
IN URBANA
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Kendeic Chaeles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean
Waldo Shumway, Ph.D., Assistant Dean
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Chaeles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean
Laurence Everette Kline, B.S., Assistant to the Dean
College of Engineering
MiLO Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Dean
Haevey Heebeet Joedan, B.S., Assistant Dean
College of Agriculture
Heebeet Windsoe Mumfoed, B.S., D.Agr., Dean
Feed Heney Rankin, B.S., Assistant Dean
College of Education
Chaeles Ebnest Chadsey, Ph.D., Litt.D., Dean
•First semester.
^Second semester.
K)n leave of absence, second semester.
Council of Administration 11
College of Law
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.D., Dean
School of Music
Frederic Benjamin Stiven, B.Mus., Director
Library School
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Director
Frances Simpson, B.L.S., M.L., Assistant Director
School of Railway Engineering and Administration
MiLO Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Director
School of Journalism
Lawrence William Murphy, A.M., Acting Director
Graduate School
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Dean
Summer Session, 1928
Charles Ernest Chadset, Ph.D., Litt.D., Director
University High School
Lewis Ward Williams, A.M., Principal
IN CHICAGO
College of Medicine
David John Davis, M.D., Ph.D., Dean
William Henry Browne, Secretary
College of Dentistry
Frederick Bogue Noyes, A.B., D.D.S., D.Sc, Dean
School of Pharmacy
William Baker Day, Ph.G., Pharm.M., Dean
THE COUNCIL OF ADMINISTRATION
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Dean of Men and Professor of Rhetoric
Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Provost and Dean of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Dean of the Graduaie School and Professor of Philosophy
Charles Ernest Chadsey, Ph.D., Litt.D., Dean of the College of Education and Professor
of Education
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the College of Commerce and Bv^ness
Administration and Professor of Economics
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., D.Agr., Dean of the College of Agriculture, Director of
Agricultural Extension Service, Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, and
Professor of Animal Husbandry
MiLO Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Dean of the College of Engineering, Director of the School
of Railway Engineering and Administration, and Director of the Engineering Experiment
Station
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.D., Dean of the College of Law and Professor of Law
Maria Leonard, A.M., Dean of Women
David John Davis, M.D., Ph.D., Dean of the College of Medicine, Professor of Pathology
and Bacteriology, and Head of the Department
Frederick Bogue Noyes, A.B., D.D.S., D.Sc, Dean of the College of Dentistry, Professor
of Orthodontia, Head of the Department, and Director of the Children's Clinic
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE'
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Entomology, Emeritus
Charles Wesley Rolfe, M.S., Professor of Geology, Emeritus
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., D.Sc, D.Eng., Professor of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering, Emeritus
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., D.Sc., Professor of Applied Chemistry, Emeritus
Herbert Jewett Barton, A.M., Professor of the Latin Language and Literature, Emeritus,
and Secretary of the Senate
Daniel Kilham Dodge, Ph.D., Professor of the English Language and Literature, Emeritus
Eugene Davenport, M.Agr., LL.D., Professor of Thremmatology and Dean of the College
of Agriculture, Emeritus
Albert Pruden Carman, D.Sc., Professor of Physics and Head of the Department
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Professor of Rhetoric and Dean of Men
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Acting Head of the Department;
Dean of the Graduate School
Isabel Bevier, Ph.M., D.Sc., Professor of Home Economics
Morgan Brooks, Ph.B., M.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering
George A Huff, B.S., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching, and Director
of Physical Welfare
James McLaren White, B.S., Professor of Architectural Engineering, Supervising Archi-
tect, and Superintendent of Bv^ness Operations
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., D.Agr., Professor of Animal Husbandry, Dean of the
College of Agriculture, Director of the Agricuilural Experiment Station, and Director of
Agricultural Extension Service
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Joseph Cullen Blair, M.S., D.Sc, Professor of Horticulture and Head of the Department
Horace Adelbert Hollister, A.M., Professor of Education and High School Visitor,
Emeritus
Oliver Albert Harker, A.M., LL.D., Professor of Law, Emeritus
Edward John Lake, B.S., Assistant Professor of Art and Design and Acting Head of the
Department
Thomas Edward Oliver, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages and Acting Head of the
Department
Wilber John Eraser, M.S., Professor of Dairy Farming
Frederick Green, A.M., LL.B., Professor of Law
Harry Sands Grindley, D.Sc., Professor of Animal Nutrition
James Wilpord Garner,* Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Political Science and Head of the
Department
Edgar Jerome Townsend, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics; Head of Department
William Albert Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chem.D., Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus
George Abbam Miller, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Julius Goebel, Ph.D., Professor of German, Emeritus
George Alfred Goodenough, M.E., Professor of Thermodynamics
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Professor of Library Science and Director of the
Library and the Library School
Henry Baldwin Ward, Ph.D., D.Sc., Professor of Zoology and Head of the Department
'The Senate is composed of all University officers of full professorial rank and all others in charge of
independent departments of instruction. This applies also to the faculties in Medicine, Dentistry, and Phar-
macy. The order is that of seniority. See index of names.
K)n leave of absence.
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The University Senate 13
John William Lloyd, Ph.D., Professor of Olericulture
Chakles Spencer Crandall, M.S., Professor of Pomology, Emeritus
John Archibald Fairlie, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science and Acting Head of the De-
partment
WiLUAM Edward Burge, Ph.D., Associaie Professor of Physiology and Acting Head of
the Departm.ent
Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Ph.D., Professor of Economics and Head of the Department
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D., Professor of Plant Physiology and Head of the De-
partment of Botany
Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
and Provost
William Trelease, D.Sc., LL.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus
John Sterling Kingsley, D.Sc., Professor of Zoology, Emeritus
William Shirley Bayley, Ph.D., Professor of Geology and Head of the Department
Laurence Marcellus Larson, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of History; Head of Department
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of the
Department
Frank Smith, A.M., D.Sc, Professor of Systematic Zoology, Emeritus
LoRiNQ Harvey Phovine, B.S., A.E., Professor of Architectural Engineering and Head of
the Department of Architecture
Frank Lincoln Stevens, Ph.D., D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Plant Pathology
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Professor of the Classics and Head of the Department
John Driscoll Fitz-Gerald, II, Ph.D., Litt.D., Professor of Romance Philology
Oscar Adolph Leutwiler, B.S., M.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering Design
Nathan Austin Weston, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Charles Zeleny, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Albert Howe Lybyer, Ph.D., Professor of History
Ernest Bernbaum, Ph.D., Professor of English
CuLLEN Warner Parmelee, M.S., Professor of Ceramic Engineering; Head of Department
David Hobart Carnahan,^ Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages; Head of Department
Charles Tobias Knipp, Ph.D., Professor of Experimental Electricity
Floyd Rowe Watson, Ph.D., Professor of Experimental Physics
Albert Ten Eyck Olmstead, Ph.D., Professor of History; Curator of Oriental Museum
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., Professor of Heating and Ventilation and Head of the De-
partment of Mechanical Engineering
Robert Graham, B.S., D.V.M., Professor of Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director of the University Press and Secretary of
the Board of Tnistees
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., D.Agr., Professor of Crop Production and Head of
the Department of Agronomy
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Professor of Floriculture
James Lloyd Edmonds, B.S., Professor of Horse Husbandry
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics, and Head
of the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Harvey Herbert Jordan, B.S., Professor of General Engineering Drawing, Head of the
Department, and Assistant Dean of the College of Engineering
Fred Henry Rankin, B.S., Superintendent of Agricultural College Extension and Assistant
Dean of the College of Agriculture
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Professor of Cattle Husbandry and Head of the Department of
Animal Husbandry
^On leave of abeence.
14 The University Senate
Hiram Thompson Scovill, A.B., C.P.A. (111.), Professor of Accountancy and Head of the
Department of Business Organization and Operation
James Byrnie Shaw, D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics
Everett Edgar King, A.B., M.C.E., Professor of Railway Civil Engineering
Charles Ernest Chadsey, Ph.D., Litt.D., Professor of Education and Dean of the College
of Education
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Economics, Dean of the College
of Commerce and Business Administration, Director, Bureau of Business Research
Roger Adams, Ph.D
, Professor of Organic Chemistry and Head of the Department
Joseph Howard Beard, A.M., M.D., Professor of Hygiene and University Health Officer
George Tobias Flom, Ph.D., Professor of Scandinavian Languages and English Philology
Walter Lee Gaines, Ph.D., Professor of Milk Production
Simon Litman, Dr.Jur.Pub. et Rer.Cam., Professor of Economics
Thomas Edmund Savage, Ph.D., Professor of Geology
LoRADO Taft, M.L., L.H.D., Non-Resident Professor of Art
Terence Thomas Quirke, E.M., Ph.D., Professor of Geology
Edward Herbert Cameron, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology
Howard Vernon Canter, Ph.D., Professor of Classics
Robert Daniel Carmichael, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Martin John Prucha, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Bacteriology
William Spence Robertson, Ph.D., Professor of History
Walter Lee Summers, A.B., LL.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.D., Professor of Law and Dean of the College of Law
Ruth Aimee Wardall, A.M., Professor of Home Economics and Head of the Department
Emil Wilhelm Lehmann,^ E.E., A.E., Professor of Farm Mechanics; Head of Department
Clell Lee Metcalf, D.Sc, Professor of Entomology and Head of the Department
Harrison August Ruehe, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Manufactures and Head of the De-
partment of Dairy Husbandry
Louise Freer,'' A.M., Professor and Director of Physical Education for Women
George Washington Goble, A.B., LL.B., Professor of Law
Albert Austin Harding, B.Mus., Professor of Music and Director of the Military Bands
Alonzo Plumstead Kratz, M.S., Research Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Walter Scott Monroe, Ph.D., Professor of Education and Director of the Bureau of
Educational Research
Lloyd Morey, A.B., B.Mus., C.P.A. (111.), Professor of Accountancy and Comptroller
Rexford Newcomb,^ A.m., M.Arch., A.I.A., Professor of the History of Architecture
Harry Gilbert Paul, Ph.D., Professor of the Teaching of English
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., Professor of Railway Engineering; Head of Department
Fred B Seely, M.S., Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Fred Wilbur Tanner, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Head of the Department
Wilbur M Wilson, C.E., M.M.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
Robert Carl Zuppke, Ph.B., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Frederic Benjamin Stiven, B.Mus., Professor of M-usic, Director of School of Music
Hardy Cross, A.B., B.S., M.C.E., Professor of Structural Engineering
Leslie Ellsworth Card, Ph.D., Professor of Poxdtry Husbandry
Matthew Thompson McClure,' Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Head of the Department
MiLo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Dean of the College of Engineering and Director of the
Engineering Experiment Station
William Gumming Rose, Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Francis Samuel Philbrick,^ LL.B., Ph.D., Professor of Law
'On leave of absence, first semester.
'On leave of absence, second semester.
'On leave of absence.
The University Senate 15
Robert Horace Baker, Ph.D., Professor of Astronomy and Head of the Department
Maria Leonard, A.M., Dean of Women
Harold Clayton M Case, M.S., Associaie Professor of Farm Organization and Manage-
ment and Acting Head of the Department
Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Professor of Soils {assigned to Extension)
Arthur Moses Buswell, Ph.D., Professor of Sanitary Chemistry
Jay Courtland Hackleman, A.M., Professor of Farm Crops (assigned to Extension)
B Smith Hopkins, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Inorganic Chemistry
Jakob Kunz,» Ph.D., Professor of Mathematical Physics
John Mabry Mathews, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
Alfred Copeland Callen, M.S., E.M., Professor of Mining Engineering and Head of the
Department
John Addison Clement, Ph.D., Professor of Secondary Education
William Everett Britton, A.M., J.D., Professor of Law
Edward Joseph Filbey, Ph.D., C.P.A. (III.), Professor of Accountancy
Worth Huff Rodebush, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Chemistry
Frederic Arthur Russell, Ph.D., Professor of Business Organization and Operation
William Ernest Carroll, Ph.D., Professor of Swine Husbandry
Maxwell Jay Dorsey, Ph.D., Professor of Pomology
Harold Eaton Babbitt, M.S., Professor of Sanitary Engineering
Neil Conwell Brooks, Ph.D., Professor of German; Curator, Museum of European Culture
Ernest E DeTurk, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Technology
Carl Leonard Lundgren, B.S., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Professor of Animal Nutrition
Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Physics
William Herschel Smith, M.S., Professor of Animal Husbandry (assigned to Extension)
and State Leader of Farm Advisers
Jacob Zeitlin, Ph.D., Professor of English
Oliver LeRoy McCaskill, Ph.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Donald Babcock Iveyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
Theodore Calaon Pease, Ph.D., Professor of History
Robert Francis Seybolt, Ph.D., Professor of Education
Sveinbjorn Johnson, A.M., LL.B., Professor of Law and Legal Counsel
Whitney Clark Huntington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head of the
Department
John Stanley Crandell, B.S., C.E., Professor of Highway Engineering
Everett Gillham Young, M.S., M.E., Research Professor of Railway Mechanical Engi-
neering
Louis Cons, Lie. es L., Professor of French
Albert William Aron, Ph.D., Professor of German and Head of the Department
Lemuel Cross Dillenback, A.M., A.LA., Professor of Architectural Design
Arnold Emch,i Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Clarence Walter Ham, M.E., Professor of Machine Design
Arthur Beverly Mays, A.M., Professor of Industrial Education
Joseph Albert Polson, M.E., Professor of Steam Engineering
Warren Albert Ruth, Ph.D., Professor of Pomological Physiology
Harald Malcolm Westergaard, Ph.D., D.Eng., Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Victor Ernest Shelford, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Lawrence William Murphy, A.M., Associate Professor of Journalism and Acting Director
of the School of Journalism
•On leave of absence.
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DoNAU) Reed Tapt, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology
Carl Herbebt Casberq, B.S., M.E., Manager of Shop Laboratories in Mechanical Engi-
neering
Thomas Whitfield Baldwin, Ph.D., Professor of English
Abthtjr Wilbur Clevenger, A.M., High School Visitor
Arthur Byron Coble, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Walter James Graham, Ph.D., Professor of English and Head of the Department
Herbert Woodrow, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology and Head of the Department
Merrill Isaac Schnebly, A.B., J.D., J.S.D., Professor of Law
Edward Chauncey Baldwin, Ph.D., Professor of English
George Lindenberg Clark, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
Ray Iris Shawl, M.S., Assistant Professor of Farm Mechanics and Acting Head of the De-
partment
George Bates Weisiger, B.S., LL.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Charles Warren Weeks, B.S., Colonel, Infantry, D.O.L., Professor of Military Science
and Tactics and Commandant
Ernest Theodore Hiller, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology and Acting Head of
the Department
Anna Lue Hughttt,* A.B., Assistant Professor and Acting Director of Physical EdtuxUion
for Women
Associate Professors
Aretas Wilbur Nolan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Agricultural EdtuxUion
Paul Van Brunt Jones,* Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Karl Baptists Lohmann, B.S., M.L.A., Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture
Arthur Samuel Colby, Ph.D., AssocicUe Professor of Pomology
Ralph Kent Hursh, B.S., Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering
Harry Stuart Vedder Jones, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Horace James Macintire, B.S., M.M.E., Associate Professor of Refrigeration
Merlin Harold Hunter, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
George Foss Schwartz, B.Mus., A.M., AssocicUe Professor of Music
Harley Jones VanCleave, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology
Waldo Shumway, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology and Assistant Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sleeter Bull, M.S., Associate Professor of Meals
Clyde Melvin Woodworth, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Plant Breeding
Maude Lee Etheredge, M.D., Dr.P.H., Associate Professor of Hygiene and Medical
Adviser for Women
Paul D Converse, A.M., Associate Professor of Business Organization and Operation
Arthur Robert Crathorne, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematical Statistics
James Garfield Randall,* Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
French Eugene Wolfe,^ Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Maxwell Ivirby, Major, Air Service, Associate Professor of Military Science and Tadice
Harold Newcomb Hillebrand, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Harry Warren Anderson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pomological Pathology
William Oscar Blanchard, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geography
ANANL43 Charles Littleton, A.M., C.P.A. (111.), Associate Professor of Accountancy and
Assistant Director of the Bureau of Bu^ness Research
Cyrus Edmund Palmer, M.S., Associate Professor of Architectural Engineering
George Wellington Pickels, C.E,, Associate Professor of Drainage Engineering
^Acting director, second eemester.
*0n leave of absence.
*0n le&ve of absence, first semester.
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Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry {assigned to Extension)
Ernest Thompson Robbins, M.S.A., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry (assigned to
Extension)
Elmer Roberts, Ph.D., Associaie Professor of Animal Breeding
William Frederick Schulz, E.E., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics
Frances Simpson, B.L.S., M.L., Associate Professor of Library Economy and Assistant
Director of the Library School
RoscoE Raymond Snapp, M.S., Associate Professor of Beef Caitle Husbandry
Seward Charle Staley, B.P.E., A.M., Associate Professor of Physical Education and
Athletic Coaching
Ivan Wright, Ph.D., D.Sc., Associate Professor of Economics
William Wodin Yapp, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dairy Cattle
James Anthony Sarratt, Major, Inf., Associaie Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Arthur G Anderson, M.S., C.E., Associate Professor of Business Organization and Operor
tion
Frederick Charles Dietz, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Charles F Schlatter, M.S., C.P.A., Associate Professor of Accountancy
Selwyn Dyson Smith, Lt. Colonel, Cav., Associate Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Bernard Levi Jefferson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Rhetoric
Robert Childers Ashby, M.S., Associate Professor of Live Stock Marketing
Harland Bartholomew, C.E., Associate Professor of Civic Design
William Patrick Hayes, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Entomology
Randolph Philip Hoelscher, M.S., Associaie Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Robert R Hudelson, A.M., Associaie Professor of Farm Organization and Management
Carl Shipp Marvel, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
Ben Edwin Perry, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Classics
William H Severns, M.S., Associate Professor of Meclianical Engineering
John Van Horne, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Romance Languages
Stanley Hart White,* B.S., M.L.A., Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture
Roy H Wilcox, M.S., Associate Professor of Farm Organization and Management
Charles Allyn Williams, Ph.D., Associate Professor of German
Sidney Guthrie Brady, Major, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Coleman Roberts Griffith, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Educational Psychology and
Director of Research in Athletics
LoN L Fuller, A.B., J.D., Associate Professor of Law
Harold Wright Holt, A.B., LL.B., S.J.D., Associate Professor of Law
Marcus Lee Hansen, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Henry Holtzclaw,' Ph.D., Associaie Professor of Economics
Howard Rice Thomas, C.E., M.S., Special Research Associaie Professor of Engineering
Materials
Henri Jacobus van den Berg, Associate Professor of MvMc
Graduate, Royal Conservatory, Amsterdam; pupil of Madame Clara Schumann
Elmer Augustin Kurtz Culler, B.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology
Walter Byron McDougall,' Ph.D., Associate Professor of Botany
Frank Erwin Richart, M.S., C.E., Research Associate Professor of Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics
Paul Thomas Young, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology
Andrew Irving Andrews, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering
Edwin Beale Doran, B.S., Associate Professor of Farm Mechanics
>On leave of absence.
*Fir8t semester.
'On leave of absence, second semester.
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William C Lemen, B.S., Major, Engineers, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Oron Allston Palmer, B.S., Major, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Assistant Professors
Edward Hardenbergh Waldo, M.S., M.E., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Design
Virgil R Fleming, B.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
John Henry Reedy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Elmer Howard Williams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Experimental Physics
Oliver Ralph Overman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Chemistry
Carroll Carson Wiley, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Highway Engineering
Charles Earl Bradbury, B.P., B.F.A., Assistant Professor of Art and Design
Ernest Barnes Lytle, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of the Teaching of Mathematics
Thomas Ernest Layng, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Armin Hajman Koller, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
Arthur Hamilton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
William Horace Rayner, C.E., M.S., Assistant Professor of Surveying
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc, Assistant Professor of Aeronautic Engineering
and Assistant to the Director of the Engineering Experiment Station
Harriet Thompson Barto, A.M., AssistarU Professor of Dietetics
Leverett Allen Adams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Henry Heaton Baily, A.M., C.P.A. (111.), Assistant Professor of Accountancy
Newton Edward Ensign, A.B., B.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Abner Richard Knight, M.E., M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Harry Cleveland Kremers, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Francis Marion Porter, M.S., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
William James Putnam, M.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Clarissa Rinaker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
John Kline Tuthill, B.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Railway Electrical Engineering
Joseph Tykocinski Tykociner, E.E., Research Assistant Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering
William Barbour Nevens, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Cattle Feeding
Arthur Charles Bevan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
James Marshall Brannon, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Bacteriology
DuANE Taylor Englis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ogle Hesse Sears, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Soil Biology
David Cle\'ELand Wimer, M.S., Assistant Professor of Soil Physics
Jamison Vawter, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Walter Valentine Balduf, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Entomology
LaForce Bailey, M.S., B.P., Assistant Professor of Architectural Design
Jasper Owen Draffin, M.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Stanley William Hall, B.S., Assistant Professor of Floriculture
Eda Augusta Jacobsen, A.M., Assistant Professor of Clothing
William Garfield Kammlade, M.S., Assistant Professor of Sheep Husbandry
Thomas Edward O'Donnell, M.S., M.Arch., Assistant Professor of Architecture
John Jacob Pieper, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Crop Production
Ernest Alexander Reid, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
George Thomas Stafford, B.P.E., M.S., Assistant Professor of Orthopedics and Physical
Diagnosis
Assistant Professors 1
Rudolph Michel, M.S., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
William Arthur Foster, B.S., B.Arch., A.E., Assistant Professor of Rural Architecture
John Richard Cain, M.D., Assistant Professor of Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
EssEL Ray Dillavou, A.B., J.D., Assistant Professor of Business Law
Charles Henry Fernald,^ B.S., M.B.A., Assistant Professor of Business Organization and
Operation
Ivathryn Van Aken Burns, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics and State
Leader of Home Economics Extension
Robert Bruce Weirick, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Harry Howard Baird, Captain, Cav., Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Olive Clio Hazlett,^ Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
John Bargate Appleton, Ph.D., Assista7it Professor of Geography
Paul Nissley Landis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Clarence Arthur Berdahl, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science
Ethel Bond, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library Economy
Anne Morris Boyd, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library Economy
Hugh Alexander Brown, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
George Harlan Dungan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Crop Production
Richard Roksabro Kudo, D.Sc, Assistant Professor of Zoology
Newlin Dolbey Morgan, M.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Architectural Engineering
Martin Luther Mosher, M.Agr., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and Manage-
ment (assigned to Extension)
Charles Watters Odell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education and Assistant Director
of the Bureau of Edurational Research
John Jay Parry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Alta Gwinn Saunders, A.M., Assistant Professor of Business English
Thomas Clark Shedd, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Structural Engineering
Joseph Ward Swain, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Pembroke Holcomb Brown, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Ray Stanley Marsh, A.M., Assistant Professor of Horticulture {assigned to Extension)
Lathan Hunter Collins, Captain, Cavah-y, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Fannie Maria Brooks, A.B., R.N., Assistant Profeisor of Home Economics (assigned to
Extension)
Arthur Farwell Dodge, A.B., Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
Claude Lee Finney, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
William Phillips Sandford,^ A.M., Assistant Professor of English
Lloyd Chandler Parsons, B.E.E., Captain, Signal Corps, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Edward Berman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Harris Francis Fletcher, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Walter A Huelsen, M.S., Assistant Professor of Olericulture
Russell Hancock Miles, B.Mus., Assistant Professor of Music
Otto George Schaffer, B.S., Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture
Edna Elliott Walls, A.M., Assistant Professor of Child Care and Training
Norman William Krase, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
James Joseph Doland, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Sanitary Engineering
Harry Levy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
John Stevenson Mallory, Captain, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
'First semester.
*0n leave of absence.
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Theodore F Abel, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology
Ralph Lloyd Shriner, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
RossLEENE Arnold Hetler, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Nutrition
Paul Vincent Kellogg, A.B., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Herman Frederick Kramer, B.S., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of
Military Science and Todies
Grace Besselene Armstrong, A.M., Assistani Professor of Foods and Nvirition {assigned
to Extension)
Arthur Beresford, Assistant Professor of Music
Taught in Boston, 1900-03; Chicago, 1903-18; concert work
James Dater Bilsborrow, B.S., Assistant Stale Leader of Farm Advisers with the rank of
Assistant Professor
Henry Roy Brahana, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathemalics
Horace Montgomery Gray, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics and Transportation
Charles Francis Green, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Earl Emanuel Libman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
Clyde Maurice Linsley, M.S., Assistant Professor of Soils (assigned to Extension)
David Philip Locklin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Transportation
Robert Frederick Paton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
Thomas Erwin Phipps, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Walter Laidlaw Roosa, A.B., Assistant Professor of Music
Francis Parker Shepard, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
E Evelyn Smith, A.M., Assistant Professor of Institutional Management
John Clyde Spitler, B.S., Assistant State Leader of Farm Advisers with the rank of As-
sistant Professor
Lyell Jay Thomas, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Paul Hubert Tracy, M.S., Assistant Professor of Dairy Manufactures
Frederick Francis Weinard, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Floriculturail Physiology
Leonard Francis Yntema, Ph.D., D.Sc, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Joel Rankin Burney, LL.B., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Ta/:tics
Carl McKee Innis, B.S., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Daisy Luana Blaisdell, A.M., Assistant Professor of German
Louise Burnham Dunbar, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Glenn D Higginson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
Martha Jackson Kyle, A.M., Assistant Professor of English
Reuel Richard Barlow, A.B., Assistant Professor of Journalism
Edwin Leodgar Theiss, Ph.D., C.P.A., Assistant Professor of Accountancy
Alfred Joseph Maria, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
LmNGSTONE Porter, A.B., Assistant Professor of History
Abram Cornelius Benjamin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Howard Edward Degler, M.E., M.S., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Reynold C Fuson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
John Theodore Geissendoerfer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
Russell Alger Hall, B.C.E., M.S., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Waldorf Vivian Howard, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
Vern G Milum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Entomology
Milton Martin Olander, B.S., Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Athletic
Coaching
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George Frederick Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Rttth Mart KIellogg, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Management
Arthur Welleslet Secord, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Associates
Harry Lovering Gill, Associaie in Physical Edtication and Athletic Coaching
Harvard School of Phj'sical Training; Amateur all-round Athletic Champion of the
United States, 1900; Professional all-round Athletic Champion, 1902
BuRRiLL Rupert Hall, Superintendent of the Pattern Laboratory
Edgar Thomas Lanham, Superintendent of the Forge Laboratory
University of Illinois, 1884-85; C. C. C. & St. L. Railroad Shops
Rosalie Mary Parr, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Virginia Hoyt Weaver, A.M., Associate in Home Decoration
Chalmers Woodruff Crawford, B.S., Associate in Animal Husbandry
Frank Tatham Johnson, Associate in Music
OberUn CoUege, 1891-94
Edwin John Manley, Associate in Athletic Coaching
Anna Belle Robinson, A.M., Associate in HoTtie Economics Education
William Howe Young, Associaie in Agricultural College Extension
Ahna CoUege, 1894-97
Irving Leonard Peterson, B.S., Associate in Landscape Architecture
Proctor Edwin Henwood, B.S., Associate in Machine Design
James Craig Ruby, A.B., Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Arthur Frederick Smith, B.S., Associate in Athletic Coaching
Ralph Stuart Grossman, M.S., C.E., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
Leonard Leo Steimley, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Caroline Frances Tupper, Ph.D., Associaie in English
Mary Cecelia Whitlock, A.M., Associate in Clothing
Victor Wendell Kelley, M.S., Associate in Pomology
Herbert Hill Braucher, B.S., Associate in Industrial Education
Ethel Esther Little, M.D., Associaie in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women
William Schwalbe, M.S., Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Virgil Martha Gilchrist, B.S., M.D., Associate in Hygiene; Medical Adviser for Women
Floyd Hamilton Crane, M.S., Associate in Soil Fertility
Tom Sherman Hamilton, M.S., Associate in Animal Nutrition
Marion Boyer Harland, M.S., Associate in Soil Physics
David Henry Hoover, A.M., M.S., Th.D., Associate in Economics
Helen E McCullough, A.M., Associate in Textiles
Robert Cooke Ross, M.S., Associate in Farm Organization and Management
Frank Paul Sanmann, M.S., Associate in Dairy Manufactures
Carlos John Wagner, M.S., Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Arthur Leighton Young, M.S., Associate in Farm Mechanics
Joseph Andrew Holly, First Lieutenant, Infantry, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics, and Supply Officer
Eugene Collum Johnston, 1st Lieutenant, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Lacey Fletcher Rickey, B.S., M.B.A., Associate in Grain Marketing Technology
William Cornell Casey, Ph.D., Associate in Political Science
Mortimer Francis Sullivan, LL.B., First Lieutenant, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate in
Military Science and Tactics
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George R Blackstone, M.D., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
John Homer Casket, Ph.D., Associate in English
Frank Greene Dickinson, Ph.D., Associate in Economics
Edward William Dolch, Ph.D., Associate in Education
Marie Miller Hostetter, A.B., B.L.S., Associate in Library Economy
Frank A Orland, B.S., Associate in Transportaiion
Florence Bell Robinson, B.S., Ph.B., M.L.D., Associate in Landscape Architecture
Russell Scott Stauffer, M.S., Associate in Soil Physics
Alice Helen Sullivan, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
A Elizabeth Todd, Ph.B., A.M., Associate in Home Economics Education
Dennis C Troth, Ph.D., Associate in Education
Harold Rollin Wanless, Ph.D., Associate in Geology
Oscar Friedolin Weber, Ph.D., Associate in Education
George Sheldon Price, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Assodaie in Military
Science and Tactics
James Malcolm Lewis, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Frederick Hayward Thomas, B.S., Superintendent of the Machine Laboratory
Francis Andrew March, III, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate in
Military Science and Tactics
Alvin Robert Cahn, Ph.D., Assodaie in Zoology
Cecil Vincent Donovan, B.P., Associate in Art and Design
Lawrence Deems Egbert, A.B., D. en Dr., Associate in Political Science
James E Ernst, B.D., Ph.D., Associate in English
Harry Clifford Gebhart, M.D., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Charles Alva Keener, M.S., E.E., Associate in Electrical Engineering
John Otto Kraehenbuehl, M.S., E.E., Associate in Electrical Engineering
Egbert Ernest Nearpass, Jr., B.P., Associate in Art and Design
Thomas Rossman Palfrey, Dr. de I'Univ. de Paris, Associate in Romance Languages
Abram Leon Sachar, Ph.D., Associate in History
Laurence Packer Simpson, A.M., J.D., Associate in Business Law
Jane Churchill Watt, A.B., B.Mus., Associate in Music
Floyd Leslie Winter, Ph.D., Associate in Plant Breeding
WiLLARD Hayes Yeager, A.M., Associate in English
Josef Franklin Wright, A.B., Associate in Journalism, Director of Publicity, and Director
of the Radio Station
Lucius Williams Elder, Jr., Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
W Russell Tylor, Ph.D., Associate in Sociology
Gerald Judy Cox, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
May Elizabeth McAdams, B.S., Associate in Landscape Architecture
Donald Statler Villars, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
David W Griffiths, First Lieutenant, Engineers, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Herbert Newell Couch, Ph.D., Associate in Classics
LuDwiG Frederick Audrieth, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
David Austin Milligan, A.M., Associate in Farm Mechanics
William Henry Spencer, B.S., Superintendent of the Foundry Laboratory
Frank Bolton Adamstone, Ph.D., Associate in Zoology
Harold Wood Bailey, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
David Gordon Bourgin, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Eugene Willard Burgess, Dr. 6s Sc. Econ., Associate in Economics
William Nelson Espy, M.S., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
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Olaf Fjelde, B.S., Associaie in Architecture
Merl Conrad Gillis, Ph.D., Associate in Olericulture
Marion Eugene Herriott,i Ph.D., Associate in the Bureau of Educational Research
Pierce Waddell Ketchum, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Frank Mills Lescher, B.S., Associate in Architecture
David Ray Mitchell, M.S., Associate in Mining Engineering
Paul Eugene Mohn, B.S., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Elisabeth Fallin Moller, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
John Angus Nicholson, Ph.D., Associate in Philosophy
George William Reagan, Ph.D., Associate in Education
Francis Spring Ronalds, Ph.D., Associate in History
Sherman Schoonmaker, B.Mus., Associate in Music
Guy Harold Smith, Ph.D., Associate in Geology
Clifford Harry Springer, B.C.E., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
James Burton Tharp, Ph.D., Associate in the Teaching of Romance Languages
Harrison Bernard Fagan, A.M., D. en Dr., Associaie in Economics
John Anthony Hartell, B.Arch., Associate in Architecture
Gilbert Hayden, M.S., First Lieutenant, Signal Corps, D.O.L., Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Fay W Lee, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science and
Tactics
Lecturers
Alice Sarah Johnson, A.B., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Reference Librarian
Adah Patton, B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Catalog Librarian
Robert Enoch Hieronymus, A.M., LL.D., Community Adviser
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Loan Librarian
JosiE Batcheller Houchens, A.m., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Binding
Librarian
Fanny Dunlap, Ph.B., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Reference Librarian
Victor Louis Krannert, B.S., Lecturer in Journalism
Instructors
Stella Mary Hague, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
Arthur Grenville Eldredge, Instructor in Photography and Director of the Photographic
Laboratories—Laboratory, Angier Chemical Co., 1898-99; Editorial Staff, Review of
Reviews, 1903-07; Country Life in America and Garden Magazine, 1907-13
Amos David Wright, Assistant Superintendent of the Pattern Laboratory
Edward Ezra Bauer, B.S., C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Beulah May Armstrong, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Liesette Jane McHarry, A.M., Instructor in University High School
Lewis Ward Williams, A.M., Instructor in Education, Principal of University High School,
and Secretary of the Appointments Committee
A Marie Anderson, A.M., Instructor in Art and Design
Charles Joseph Starr, Assistant Superintendent of the Machine Laboratory
Planning Engineer and Instructor of Training, New Britain Machine Company
Virginia Carolina Ruffin, Instructor in Mu^c
Diploma, New England Conservatory of Music, 1922
Irene Mae Barnes, A.M., Instructor in Costume Design
'First Bemester.
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Maktin Albebt Behrexs, M.S., Instructor in Business Organizaiion and Operation
Victor August Hoee3ch, Ph.D., Instructor in Maihematics
Ruth Kelso, Ph.D., Instructor in English
S Heij:.v Tatlob, A.M., Instructor in University High School
Gexevieve Duguid, A.m., Instructor in University High School
Max Albebt Faucett, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Maeqaeet Amtdon GBAifESLT, B.L.S., Instructor in Library Economy
Jesse Mahlox Har%"et, A.M., Instructor in University High School
Helen* Mabgaret Rand, A.M., Instructor in English
Ruth Eliza Wilkin, A.M., Ir^strucior in University High School
Aaron Ratmond Kienholz, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
Mabt Isabel Schell,' Ph.B., Instructor in Art and Design
Albert Jobgensen', M.S., E.M., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Stella Rebecca Pebctv'al, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Tont)Ering C Eabntll, Assistant Superintendent of the Foundry Laboratory
ViBGiNiA Babtow, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Stanley Gilbert Hall, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Wilbeb E Harnish, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Edward Frederick Potthoff, Ph.D., Instructor in Education
Carl M Voyles, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Cabita M Robebtson, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education
Anna Mabie Schbeibeb, A.M., Instructor in Foods
Elizabeth Buck, A.B., Instructor in Music
Hebman John Schr.vdeb, B.S., M.E., Instructor in Railway Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth Leah Fullenwideb, A.M., Instructor in English
Raymont) Con-bad Heidloff, B.P.E., B.S., Instructor in Physical Education and Athletic
Coaching
Mbs. Charles Hughes Johnstox, A.M., Instructor in Education
BuRTis Carl Lawson, M.S., Instructor in Agricultural Education
Rodn-et Eugene Spangleb, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
Chables Bbeweb Da'vts, A.B., Instructor in Journalism
Lint)EN Fobest Edwabds, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Carl Ebic Skbodeb, B.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Flobence Mabt King, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics Education
Cabl Elmeb Allen, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Chesteb Reed Andeeson, A.M., Instructor in English
LuTHEB BuNTAN Abcheb, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Oscar Wiluam Cag.^:n-n, M.S., Instructor in Business Organisation and Operation
Benjamin Fban-klin Cathebwood, M.S., Instructor in Economics
Edgab Charles Clabk, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
DoBOTHY EuzABETH Duxx, A.B., Instructor in Music
Louis Omar Fosteb, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Gbeeb Gilbebt Fullebton, M.S., C.P.A., Instructor in Accountancy
WiLBEBT Euqent: Karrenbbock, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Alvin Frederick Kr^LMAX, M.S., Instructor in Dairy Husbandry
William Howard San-ders, Ph.D., Instructor in Physics
Frank Waldo Tuttle, A.M., Instructor in Economics
Rollantj George Sturm, M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Frax-k Charles Howard, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry
Emma R Frazieb, A.B., Instructor in Physical Education
Carl Edward Schubert, B.S., Assistant Superintendent of Foundry Laboratory
'First Bemeflter.
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Fbai^k Whttwobth Stubbs, Jb., B.S., C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Habold Funston Huffman, B.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
John William Kennedy, A.B., Instructor in Freehand Drawing
Madeline Ashton, Ph.D., Instructor in Romance Languages
Mabgabet Bloom, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Evelyn Charlotte Colburn, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Geobgb Habpeb Dell, B.S., C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Raymond Fbancis Dvorak, B.S., B.Mus., Instructor in Music and Assistant to the Director
of Military Bands
Lena A Foley, A.M., Instructor in University High School
John WoauB Hansen, M.S., J.D., Instructor in Business Law
Joel W C Habpeb, A.M., Instructor in AccourUancy
Charles Hopkins, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Angela Mae Kitzinger, A.B., Instructor in Physical Educaiionfor Women
Max Thomas Kbone, A.B., B.S., Instructor in Music
Elizabeth Noyes, A.B., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Fbank Chappell Ogg, Ph.D., Instructor in MathemxUics
Fbed Cabl Olson, M.S., Instructor in Animal Husbandry
Mabgabet Louise Plant, B.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Hebbebt Judson Ruckeb, M.S., Instructor in Agricultural Education
Charles Hugh Smiley, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Kathbyn Janie Sutheblin, A.B., Instructor in Music
Able Hebbebt Sutton, Ph.D., Instructor in Geology
Abnold R von Lehsten, B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
Raymond C Werner, Ph.D., Instructor in History
Mabia Jane Clemans, A.B., Instructor in Physical Education
Harold Everett Wessman, M.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Chables Laubel Allen, A.M., Instructor in Journalism
Samuel Wesley Deckeb, M.S., Instructor in Floriculture
Paul Emile Jacob, A.M., Instructor in Romance Languages
Laubence Evebette Kline, B,S., Instructor in Business Organization and Operation and
Assistant to the Dean, College of Commerce
Elmeb I Love, A.B., Instructor in Architecture
Joseph Wabneb Howe, B.E., M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Ralph Eldeb Lindsey, M.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Cathebine Rose Maby Richteb, A.B., Instructor in Physical Education
Olav K Lundebebg, Ph.D., Instructor in Romance Languages
Geobge Iba Wallace, Ph.D., Instructor in Bacteriology
Stella Constance Mungeb, M.S., Instructor in HoTue Economics
John Christian Bailab, Jr., Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Joseph William Peters, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Fbances Ida Ambuhl, A.M., Instructor in Library Economy
Iba Douglas Beals, B.S., M.Arch., Instructor in Architecture
Jacob Roy Byeeley, B.S., Instructor in University High School
Glen Nelson Cox, Ph.D., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Jesse Clabence Ducommun, M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
DiLMAN Walteb Gotshalk, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy
William Habbebton, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Robert Phillip Hackett, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Abthub Willis Hershey, B.E.E., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Arnim Dean Hummell, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Harold Eugene Kenney, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education
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Velma Irene Kitchell, B.S., B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Richard Lacet McMunn, B.S., Instructor in Pomology
Bessie IR\^NG Miller, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Walter Lee Moore, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Hale Lloyd Newcomer, A.B., B.S., C.P.A., Instructor in Accountancy
Echo Dolores Pepper, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Woodford W Peters, A.M., Instructor in Education
Mrs. Ethel Scott Phipps, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Louise Milliken Pickens, M.S., Instructor in Foods
Keith Graham Reel's, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
Frank Edward Rokusek, B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
Ann Avery Smith, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education
Morris Harris Sogolow, B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
George Everette Spencer, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Leonard D Walker, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Jesse Howell Weatherby, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiology
Jerome Joseph Jord.\n, B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
Harold Wardle Baltz, A.B., B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Floyd Frank Swertfeger, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy
Gertrude Hendrix, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Clyde Lowry Thompson, B.S., Instructor in Ceramic Engineering
Rose Bernice Phelps, A.B., B.S., Instructor in Library Economy
Hugh Philo Nicholson, B.S., Instructor in Mining Engineering
Otho Clarke Leiter, A.B., Instructor in Journalism
Paul Lee DeLargy, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy
Lillian Maynard Hatfield, Ph.D., Instructor in Psychology
Assistants
Katharine Hill Paul, Scientific Artist in Zoology
Diploma, Art Institute of Chicago, 1904; Graduate work, 1905
Da\td Madison Bullock, Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Paul Anders, Assistant in Glass Blowing
Teacher and Demonstrator, Johns Hopkins University; Catholic University of America
Cornelia Pulsifer Kj:lley, A.M., Assistant in English
Severina Elaine Nelson, A.M., Assistant in English
Ivenneth Orville Smith, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Rachel Augusta Breathwit, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Francis West Cooke, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Margaret French, A.M., Assistant in English
Mrs. Esther H Rapp, A.M., AssistarU in English
John Alexander, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Francis Matthew Clark, RLS., Assistant in Bacteriology
Ethel Amanda Larm, A.M., Assistant in English
Anna Justine Van Gundy, A.M., Assistant in English
Serena Goss Hall, A.M., Assistant in English
Fred William Kistenmacher, Sergeant Major, Infantry, D.E.M.L., Assistant in Military
Science and Tactics
Ernest Charles Driver, A.M., Research Assistant in Zoology
Herman Louis Tschentke, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
George Lewis Edgett, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Harry Burton DeCook, A.B., Assistant in Physical Education
Arthur W Fox, M.S., Assistant in Transportation
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Lotns William McKel\'et, A.M., Assistant in English
McKendree Petty, A.M., Assistant in Romance Langvxiges
QuiNCY Guy Burris, A.M., Assistant in English
William Reynolds Paden, M.S., Assistant in Soil Biology
Cesarine a Breuillaud, A.m., Assistant in Romance Languages
Louise Elizabeth Millhouse,^ M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Jesse Raymond Purdy, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
John Thomas Johnson, A.M., Assistant in Botany
Cordon Clyde Life, B.S., Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Riquelme Elena Marchant, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Hugo N Swenson, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Lee Adrian Somers, M.S., Assistant in Olericulture
Margie M Burks, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Ameda Ruth Kjng, A.M., Assistant in History
Robert J Drake, B.S., Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Walter Scott Adams, M.S., Assistant in Economics
Euclid Wilfred Bousquet, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
William H Lycan, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Dale Friend Babcock, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Ida Josephine Baker, A.M., Assistant in English
Virgil Lyle Baker, A.B., Assistant in English
Catharine Bancroft Beatley, A.M., Assistant in English
Roman Becker, A.B., Assistant in English
Harry Jackson Bennett, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Cecil C Carpenter, M.S., Assistant in Economics
Catherin'e Dunlop Anderson, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Samuel Eddy, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Ruth Humphrey Ellis, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Stanley Griffith Ford, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Warren Fox,^ A.B., Assistant in Psychology
Marcus Selden Goldman, A.M., Assistant in English
Joseph D Grant, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Paul Martin Green, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Albert Nelson Guthrie, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Richard Ellis Haswell, A.M., Assistant in English
Henry George Hendricks, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Earl Hanford Johnson, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Louis Kulcinski, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Wendell William Moyer, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Gertrude Elizabeth Noyes, A.M., Assistant in English
Cletus Odia Oakley, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Edith Muriel Poggi, F.R.G.S., A.M., Assistant in Geology
James M Sanders, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Henry E Schmidt, M.S., Assistant in Physics
John Alvan Sellers, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Fredrick Seaton Siebert, A.B., Assistant in Journalism
Mabel L Staudinger, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Horace A\t;ry Stearns, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
William Dorsey Stewart, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Ralph Humphreys Stimson, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Ivan McKinley Stone, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
>Fir8t semester.
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LuciAN Hakt Strubinger, B.S., Assistant in Olericulture
John Gustav Thews, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Kenton Frank Vickery, A.M., Assistant in Classics
Ernest Gardiner Walters, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Julius White, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Mart Elizabeth Whiteford, A.B., Assistant in English
Lewis Rockmore Lowe, A.B., Assistant in English
Harold Cameron Paterson, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Clarence Peter Berg, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Edward Peter King, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Harold Wright Woodrow, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Josephine Eliza Miller, A.M., Assistant in English
Martin E P Friedrich, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Mary Agnes Jeffries, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Avon Joshua Nickerson, Assistant and Storekeeper in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
University of Illinois, 1911-13; Teacher, Chanute Field Air Service Technical School
Kenneth Dean Luney, A.M., Assistant in Economics
George Charles Wickwire, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Sidney Erwin Glenn, A.M., Assistant in English
Delia Ann Nora Bell, A.M., Assistant in English
Clarence Edward Ireland, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Ernest Lancashire, Assistant in Forge Laboratory
Sheffield University, 1915-20; Cadet, Royal Air Service, 1918
Emil Amelotti, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Robert Earl Norris, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Francis Eugene Browning, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Herbert Utley, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Margaret Kidder, A.B., Assistant in Romance Langxiages
Swanie Siguard Rossander, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
JtTLES Caesar Alciatore, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Robert William Ball, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Margaret Helen Belsley, A.M., Assistant in English
Albert F Brainard, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Wayne Brandstadt, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Marina Briones, B.H., A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Paul Kenyon Butterfield, A.M., Assistant in History
Chester Burns Claypool, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Ernest Claude Coleman, A.M., Assistant in English
Ardys Thelo Dean, A.M., Assistant in English
Annetta Dennis, B.S., Assistant in University High School
Homer Asbury Dennis, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
Audrey Diller, A.M., Assistant in Classics
Violet D Gardner, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
WiLLARD Marion Gersbacher, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Orville E Goehler, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Clay Myers Greer, M.S., Research Assistant in Chemistry
JuDSON Roy Griffin, A.M., Assistant in Geology
Frances Catherine Griswold, A.M., Assistant in English
WiNFRED A Harbison, A.M., Assistant in History
Frances Harshbarqer, A.M., Assistant in MathemcUics
Clarence Duane Hause, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Lloyd Alvin Helms, A.M., Assistant in Ectmomics
Assistants 29
William F Hoheisel, A.B., AssisiarU in Zoology
Marie De Vere Jones, A.M., Assistant in Botany
Chables Burnet Judah, Jr., A.M., Assistant in History
Suzanne Ernestine Ejssel, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
John William Kurtz, A.B., Assistant in German
Frederick Daniel Lemke, A.M., Assistant in English
LoRA Dean Lewis, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Paul Christian Ludolph, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Arthur Davtd Moinat, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Gerald E Moore, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
SiDNET Lionel Neave, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
William Abner Nichols, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Ralph Nusbaum, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Ezra Henry Pieper, A.M., Assistant in History
Hartley D'Oyley Price, B.S., B.P.E., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic
Coaching
Lucy M Puehler, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Franz Heinrich Rathmann, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Leslie James Roll, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Hilario SXenz SXenz, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Eric Verner Sandin, A.M., Assistant in English
George William Sanford, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Karl M Scott, M.S., Assistant in Economics
Lloyd Donald Sbaqer, A.B., Assistant in Physiology
George Myron Shear, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Paul Clements Snodgress, A.M., LL.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
George William Starcher, A.M., Assistant in Maihemaiics
Andrew James Stewart, A.M., Assistant in English
3 Wesley Swanson, A.M., Assistant in English
Roger Spencer Sweet, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Rayen Welch Tyler, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Olive Elizabeth Wagner, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Justin Young Wagy, A.B., Assistant in English
Sidney Jacob Walck, B.S., Assistant in Astronomy
Walter George Warnock, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Brayton Ladd Weaver, B.S., Assistant in Vegetable Gardening (assigned to Extension)
and in Olericulture
Edith Lucile Welch, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Wendell S Wilson, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Eric Winters, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Soil Physics and in Soil Survey Mapping
Albert Edward Germer, Jr., A.B., Assistant in English
Joseph Leroy Picard, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Kenneth J Tarpley, A.M., Assistant in English
Sharley K Pike, A.M., Assistant in English
Robert Lavern Matlock, B.S., Assistant in Crop Production
Helen Hayes Peffer, A.M., Assistant in Journalism
BuRRUs SwiNFORD DicKiNSON, A.M., Assistant in Journalism
Frederic Dunham Ball, A.B., Assistant in Journalism and Assistant to Publicity Director
Grace Violet Danforth, B.S., Assistant in English
Earl Devon, A.M., Assistard in English
Ralph Ernest Knipe, A.B., Assistarvt in Geology
Edna Simpson, A.M., Assistant in English
30 Assistants
Edith Sendenbukgh Sweney, A.M., Assistant in English
Adelaide Eve Thein, A.M., Assistard in English
Everett Jacob McConnell, B.S., Field Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
Glenn Arthur Greathouse, B.Ed., Assistant in Botany
Reinhold Fridtjof Larson, B.S., Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Rex Shelton Winslow, A.B., Assistant in Economics
Paul Ellsworth Nielsen, B.S., Assistant in General Engineering Drawing
David Gerald Ryan, B.S., M.E., Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
George Byrl McClellan, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Leo Campbell, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Tyler Francis Haygood,^ M.S., Assistant in Economics
FiNDLEY Weaver, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Louis George Walz, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Eda Gertrude West, B.S., Assistant in German
Wallace Windus, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Maurice Haim Krout, A.M., Assistant in Sociology
Donald W Davis, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
John Ralph Slow, A.M., Assistant in English
Orlando Ford Garrett, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Chemistry
Emily Williams, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Dewey DeWitt Shaw, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Produdion
Wilfred B Young, B.S., Assistant in Beef Cattle Husbandry
Myron Boylson, A.B., B.S., M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
George Edward Hunt, M.S., Assistant in Swine Husbandry
Darrell Althausen, B.S., Assistard in Chemistry
LuciLE Addie Rice, A.B., Assistard in Zoology
Charles D Werner, B.S., Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Charlotte Elizabeth Liebtag, A.M., Assistant in Botany
Herbert Berg, B.S., Assistard in Chemistry
Mattie Jane Bullard, A.B., M.D., Assistard in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women
Harold Edwin Myers, B.S., Assistard in Soil Biology
Charles Edward Baker, A.M., Assistant in English
Monroe David Bryant, A.B., Assistard in Zoology
Eleanore Faye Hancher, M.S., Assistard in Zoology
Sewell Hepburn Hopkins, B.S., Research Assistant in Zoology
Lillie Marie Johnson, M.S., Assistard in Foods
Wilbur Marshall Luce, M.S., Assistard in Zoology
Alycb Edythe Mange, A.M., Assistard in History
Howard Everett Munro, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Wesley Phares, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Harriet Rutherford, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Helen Mae Cox, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Albert Ensign Knauf, B.S., Ph.G., Assistard in Chemistry
Daniel Arthur Albrecht, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Farm Mechanics
Orven Roland Altman, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Edgar Elmer Ambrosius, B.S., Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Kenneth Leland Amstutz, A.B., Assistard in Chemistry
Russell Howard Anderson, A.M., Assistant in History
Marian Elizabeth Baker, A.B., Assistard in History
Chester Wallace Bennett, M.S., Research Assistant in Chemistry
James Graham Bickley, A.M., Assistard in Romance Languages
'First semester.
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Horace Hopkins Bliss, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Alpheus Bloomfield, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Louis Hamilton Bock, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Audrey Shaw Bond, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Orville Thomas Bonnett, M.S., Assistant in Plant Breeding
Carl Conrad Braun, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Leonard Bristow,^ A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Jarvis Burr Burner, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Lawrence Bussard, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Lewis William Butz, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Stephen Maxwell Corey, A.M., Assistant in Education
Herbert Walker Craig, A.B., Assistant in Physical Education
William Piers Crane, II, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Bernard Russell Crowninqshield, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic
Coaching
Standlee Vincent Dalton, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Francis Garvin Davenport, A.M., Assistant in History
Henry Grant Dawson, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Lawrence Miller Dawson, A.M., Assistant in English
Neilson Carel Debevoise, A.m., Assistant in History
Chester Edward Derrough, Assistant in the Machine Laboratory
Heber Clark Donohoe, M.S., Assistant in Entomology
William Lawrence Faith, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Jean Marguerite Fielder, A.M., Assistant in English
Jesse J Fiscus, Assistant and Storekeeper in Architecture
Harold Q Fuller, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Wendell Hinkle Furry, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Clarence Christian George Gerhold, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Joseph Gibbons, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Physics
John Ben Goodman, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Frank Clayton Green, A.M., Assistant in Physiology
Harry Greengard, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Russell Taaffe Gregg, B.S., Assistant in Industrial Education
Margaret Lois Gress, A.M., Assistant in English
Jesse Harmon, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Jesse W Harris, A.M., Assistant in English
Leona Hudson, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
MiMi Ida Jehle, B.E., Assistant in German
Henry Wilbur Kamp, A.M., Assistant in Classics
Frances Wade Kellam, A.M., Assistant in History
Marie Helen Killinger, A.B., Laboratory Assistant in Home Economics
Edwin George Koch, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Glen Kuettel, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Ruben Reinhard Kuster, A.B., Assistant in German
Evelyn McLain, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Edward McMahon, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Gibbs Mood, Jr., A.M., Assistant in English
Fritz Moore, A.B., Assistant in German
Vada Lee Nelson, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Mildred Noble, A.M., Assistant in English
Edmund Lester Pearson, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Melton Pegues,* A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
» FirBt semester.
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Geobge Hausbboucq Perhine, A.m., Assistant in Romance Languages
Ibvinq Bebby Phillips, M.S., Assistant in Economics
Datoel P Quibing, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Philip Lewis Rea, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Lewis M Reagan, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
RoMOLA Jean Reese, A.M., Assistant in English
Charles Walteb Roberts, A.M., Assistant in English
Henby Goddabd Roberts, A.B., Assistant in English
Martin Henry Roepke, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Albert Walteb Rofkab, A.B., Assistant in German
Cebilla Elizabeth Saylob, B.S., Assistant in the Library School
Robebt Mobell ScHMiTZ, A.M., Assistant in English
PiEBCE Wilson Selwood, M.S., Research Assistant in Chemistry
Daniel Tell Sigley, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
WAXKE A SiBSOU, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Paul Kimbeell Smith, A.M., M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Walteb Nelson Smith, B.S., Assistant in Physics
LtTBA Lucille Spbinger, A.B., Assistant in Botany
WiLLABD Fbancis Stanley, A.M., Assistajit in Zoology
Geobge Walteb Steep, Jb., A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Abchie Samuel Stewart, B.S., Assistant in English
Roger Wolcott Stoughton, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Beulah Fay Summers, A.M., Assistant in English
Halbert Houston Thornbebby, M.S., Assistant in Pomology
Lee Hill Townsend, B.S., Assistant in Entomology
VmA Lois Tbager, A.B., Laboratory Assistant in NiUrition
William Jackson Treece, B.S., Assistant in Physical Edxication
Stewart Lawrence Tuckey, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Manufactures
Floy Lee Underwood, B.S., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
Olga Marie Vanek, A.B., Assistant in English
Oscar Emcl Wagneb, Jb., A.B., Assistant in Geology
Thomas Eliot Weil, A.B., Assistant in History
Howabd DeFobest Widgeb, A.B., Assistant in English
Marie Jeannette Williams, A.B., AssistoTit in Instituiional Management
Mrs. Frances Douglas Wilson, A.B., Assistant in University High School
Fbedebick Lewis Wood, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Eugene Hublbut Woodbuff, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
John Charles Zimmeb, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Ransome Edwabd Ashmobe, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Daniel Bobth, Jb., M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Walteb Fredrick Frese, A.B., Assistant in Accountancy
George Lewis Horner, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Hazen Wallace KIendrick, A.B., Assistant in Accountancy
William Thomas McKinnon, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Donald Farnham Munbo, A.M., Assistant in German
Paul Beaver, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Daniel Ibvin Rasmussen, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
Iba Guild Ross, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Henby Hall, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Charlotte Brown, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Walker Eliot Campbell, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Rhoda Bliss Cbouch, A.B., Assistant in Botany
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Robert Rolla Hamilton, B.S., Assistant in Business Law
Mildred Elaine Ragle, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Mrs. Mabel Eva Haqan, B.S., Assistant in University High School
Alycb Fitz Gerald Luley, A.B., Assistant in Botany
James Wolfson Lechay, A.B., Laboratory Assistant and Demonstrator in Psychology
Herbert Wesley Conner, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Carolyn Washburn, A.M., Assistajit in English
Edwin Miller, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
George Elbridge Waln, B.S., Assistant in Public School Music
Mary Duke Wight, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Edwin Robert Bogusch, A.M., Assistant in Botany
John Probasco Gamble, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Clarence Bailey Cox, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Melvin Henderson, B.S., Assistarit in Agricultural Education
Annemarie E Krause, B.S., Assistant in Geology
Marion Blanche Moore, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Lester Dolk, A.B., Assistant in English
Earl Lloyd Klinger, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
Arthur Carson Rubey, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Gust Weber Schimpff, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Paul Howard Black, M.E,, Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Frances Mary Duffy, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Seth Judson Ewer, B.S., Assistant and Research Assistant in Botany
Neil Andrew Kjos, A.B., Assistant in Military Bands
Stanley Bryan Lindley, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Benjamin Collins Maxey, B.S., Assistant in Botany
William Burrows, B.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Gordon Lanier Barclay, B.S., Assistant in Psychology
Kenneth Karl Loemker, Ph.B., Assistant in Psychology
John Clifford Reed, B.M.E., Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Percival Simonds Rice, B.S., Assistant in Psychology
Edgar William Voelker, A.M., Assistant in Sociology
Samuel Carl McMackin, M.S., Assistant in Geology
Alice Elizabeth Fritschle, A.B., Assistant in English
Herbert Fred William Moeller, A.M., Assistant in English
Allen George Pittman, Mechanical Assistant in Chemistry
DoMiNiCK Joseph Verda, A.B., Assistant in Physiology
George Evan Howell, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Kenneth Edwin Corrigan, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Maxim Moulton, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Ronald Lester Hectorne, D.V.M., Assistant in Animal Pathology
Robert Nathaniel McCormick, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Ralph Durham Bird,* M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Selma Marie Olson, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Ray Edward Schubert, Ph.B., Assistant in German
Gerald Freeman Winfield, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
Joseph Earll Barnes, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Gideon Herman Boewe, B.Ed., Assistant in Botany
Louise Elizabeth Gulick, A.B., Assistaiit in Botany
John Wesley Cell, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
Robert Henderson, A.B., Assistant in English
'First semester.
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Martin Calvin Watson, M.S., Assistant in Physics
George Fulton Daniel Zimmerman, B.S., LL.B., Assistant in Economics
Charles Harold Fisher, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Esther Meryl Griffith, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Howard Agnew Smith, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Chemistry
Maurice S Gulp, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Carl Denison Thompson, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Harold Tascher, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Frederick Winfield Brown, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Alice Ellen Daly, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Library Science
Angelina Rosalia Pietrangeli, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Roland Willey Bartlett, M.S., Assistant in Agricultural Economics
John P Sabo, B.S., Assistant in Athletic Coaching
OsKAR Alfred Kubitz,i A.M., Assistant in Philosophy
Walter Thompson Watson,* A.M., Assistant in Sociology
John B Rehm,* B.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Henry George Nester,* A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Ruth Emma Hibbs,* A.A., B.S., Teacher in the University High School
Technicians
Orren C McMillin, Technician and Storekeeper in Zoology
Enoch George Bourne, Laboratory Demonstrator and Poller in Ceramic Engineering
Wilton Benton McDevitt, Assistant Laboratory Demonstrator in Ceramic Engineering
Arthur E Wood, Technician in Chemistry
Student Assistants
Edward Lawrence Adams, Jr., Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Fred Henry Oster, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Fred Henry Vesel, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Hugh Donald Wear, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Congress and Honore Streets, Chicago
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Professors^
David John Davis, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Preventive Medicine, Pathology, and Bac-
teriology, Head of the Department, and Dean of the College of Medicine
Charles Davison, A.M., M.D., Professor of Surgery, Emeritus
Joseph McIntyre Patton, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine
George Peter Dreyer, Ph.D., Professor of Physiology arui Physiological Chemistry, and
Head of the Department
Frederick Tice, M.D., Professor of Medicine, Emeritus
Charles Spencer Williamson, M.S., M.D., Professor of Medicine; Head of Department
Charles Sumner Bacon, Ph.B., M.D., D.Sc, Professor of Obstetrics, Emeritus
NoRVAL Har\t:y Pierce, M.D., Professor of Olo-Laryngology and Head of the Department
Julius Hayes Hess, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics
'Second Bcmester.
'Members of the University Senate.
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Hugh Alister McGuigan, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Pharmacology, Materia Medica,
and Therapeutics, and Head of the Department
Harold Douglas Singer, M.B., M.D., Professor of Psychiatry
Charles Edward Humiston, D.Sc, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery
Louis Schultz, D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery and Attending Oral Surgeon in
the Research and Educaiional Hospitals
William Henrt Welker, A.C, Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Nelson Mortimer Percy, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery
Francis Eugene Senear, B.S., M.D., Professor of Dermatology; Head of Department
Victor Emanuel Emmel,^ Ph.D., Professor of Anatomy and Head of the Department
William F Petersen, B.S., M.D., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
Adolph Hartung, M.D., Professor of Radiology
Albert Bachem, Ph.D., Professor of Bio-Physics
Frederick Howard Falls, M.S., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Head
of the Department
George Boris Hassin, M.D., Professor of Neurology
Carl Arthur Hedblom, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Surgery; Head of Department
Haim Iddell Davis, M.D., Professor of Clinical Psychiatry
Frederick George Dyas, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery
Charles Morgan McKenna, B.S., M.D., Professor of Genito-Urinary Surgery
Henry Bascom Thomas, B.S., M.D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery
Rachelle S Yarros, M.D., Professor of Social Hygiene
Edward Allen Boyden, Ph.D., Professor of Anatomy
Otto Frederic Kampmeier, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Anatomy
Robert Wood EIeeton, M.S., M.D., Professor of Internal Medicine
Maurice Lewison, M.D., Professor of Physical Diagnosis
Charles Herbert Phifer, M.D., Professor of Surgery
Sidney Strauss, A.B., M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine
Associate Professors
Joseph Clar Beck, M.D., Associate Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Edward Louis Heintz, Ph.G., M.D., LL.D., Associate Professor of Medicine, Emeritus
Frank Chauvet, M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine
Henry Eugene Irish, M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Maurice Lamm Blatt, M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Ernest Sisson Moore, Ph.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine and Superintendent
of the Hospital Medical Staff
Egan Walter Fischmann, M.D., Associate Professor of Gynecology
George de Tarnowsky, M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Lloyd Arnold, A.M., M.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology and Preventive Medicine
Edmund Andrews, A.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Olaf Bergeim, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Robert M Oslund, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology
Eric Adolphus Fennel, M.D., Associate Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
Assistant Professors
John Michael Lang, M.D., Assistant Professor of Gynecology
Arthur Reuben Cooper, Ph.D., M.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy and Assistant
to the Dean
George Luther Davenport, M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Surgery
>Deceased, November 7, 1928.
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Jacques Louis Ernest Holinqer, M.D., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology,
and Otology
Lesteb Edward Bower, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
IsADORE Bernhard DIAMOND, M.D., Assistant Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry
Anders Frick, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine
Walter Charles Hammond, M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics
Augustus George Zimmerman, LL.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Surgery
Frank Lee Stone, M.D., Assistant Professor of Gynecology
Oscar Eugene Nadeau, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Harry Albert Singer, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Marcus Hatfield Hobart, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Orthopedic Surgery
Jacob Meter, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine
IsADORE Pilot, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology, and of
Clinical Medicine
Julius Ernest Lackner, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics
Selim Walker McArthur, Ph.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Harold E Jones, M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Hallard Beard, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology
Walter John Richard Camp, M.D., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Phartnacology and
Therapeutics
Samuel A Levinson, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
Russell Dorr Herrold, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Genito-Urinary Surgery
Frank Joseph Jirka, M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Arthur R Metz, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Operative Surgery
Vincent John O'Conor, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Genito-Urinary Surgery
Franklin Samuel Wilson, Ph.G., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
Arrie Bamberger, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Carlos Isaac Reed, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology
Francis Loeffler Lederer, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology,
and Otology
Alvah Lewis Sawyer, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Benjamin Goldberg, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
Thomas Gordon Hull, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
Associates
David Mortimer Olkon, A.M., M.D., Associate in Neurology and Psychiatry
Walter Henry Theobald, B.S., M.D., Associaie in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Ralph Charles Sullivan, A.M., M.D., Associaie in Surgery
Solomon Maxwell Goldberger, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Harold Stacey Hulbert, M.D., Associaie in Neurology
Joseph K Calvin, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
IsADOR Michael Levin, A.S., B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Charles Newbergeb, B.S., M.D., Associate in Obstetrics
Samuel Perlstein, M.D., Associate in Medicine
Goldye Hoffman, M.D., Associate in Gynecology
Leo Anthony Juhnke, M.D., Associate in Gynecology
Frank Max Wittelle, B.S., M.D., Associate in Medicine
Edmund F Foley, B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Max Samuel Wien, B.S., M.D., Associate in Dermatology
John Baptist Cipriani, M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Albert VandebKloot, M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
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DuANE WiLLARD Propst, A.B., B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Maxwell Philip Borovskt, B.S., M.D., Associaie in Pediatrics
Harold N Ets, Ph.D., Associate in Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Joseph Greengard, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
John Douglas Koucky, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Frank George Murphy, B.S., M.D., Associate in Orthopedic Surgery
Benjamin Zion Rappaport, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pathology
LiNDON Seed, M.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Leonard Fred Weber, M.D., Associate in Dermatology
Abraham Fae Lash, M.S., M.D., Associate in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Thomas Smith Jones, B.F.A., Associate and Chief Artist in Medical and Dental Illustration
Max Lyon Folk, M.D., Associate in Ophthalmology
Iris McKy Chamberlain, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Ellis B Freilich, M.D., Associate in Medicine
Philip Rosenblum, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Dennis Rider Wood Chile, B.S., M.D., Associate in Anatomy and Surgery
Emil Daniel William Hauser, B.S., B.M., M.D., Associate in Orthopedic Surgery
Arthur Gideon Cole, Ph.D., Associate in Physiological Chemistry
Herman Petrus Gunnar, B.S., M.D., Associate in Medicine
Lawrence Onis Morgan, Ph.D., Associate in Anatomy
George Shaynin Livingston, M.S., M,D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Roy Isadore Theisen, M.D., Associate in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Leo Bleyer, M.D., Hospital Pathologist and Director of the Hospital Laboratory
Edwin Walter Hirsch, B.S., M.D., Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery
Yngve Joranson, A.B., B.S., M.D., Associate in Anatomy
Lecturers
Elmer DeWitt Brothers, B.S., LL.B., Lecturer on Medical and Dental Jurisprudence
Matthew Mills, A.B., LL.B., Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence
Bernard John Cigrand, M.S., D.D.S., Lecturer on the History of Medicine
Instructors
Archie James Graham, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Operative Surgery
Robert Ludwick Furby, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Michael Henry Streicher, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine and Anaiomy
IsADOR A Rabens, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Ralph August Kordenat, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Clinical Surgery
Maurice J Rose, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Bertha Kaplan, M.S., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Jerome R Head, A.M., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Henry O Wernicke, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Operative Surgery
Theodore Cornbleet, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Henry Rex Amberson, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Walter Rathfon Fischer, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery
James Edward Fitzgerald, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
James Tobias Groot, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Leon Wade Martin, Ph.C, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
George Joseph Mohr, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Criminology
Paul Louis Schroeder, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Criminology
Richard Lockwood Webb, M.S., Instructor in Anatomy
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Carroll La Fleur Birch, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Moses Goldwasser, M.D., Instructor in Medicine
David Arthur Willis, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Henry C Becker, M.D.V., Instructor in Hygiene
Hugo Otto Deuss, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Paul LEO>f Ewing, A.B., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Florence Hark, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
WiLLARD Van Hazel, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery
Ernest A Bredlau, M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Seymour Jerome Cohen, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
MiNAS Joannides, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Milton Henry Kronenberg, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
James Joseph Leach, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Richard A Lifvendahl, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine and Assistant in Dermatology
Mary Ruth McGuire, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Jacob Morton Mora, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine and Surgery
Thomas Paine Saltiel, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
John Joseph Theobald, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Louis J Brody, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Hyman Cohen, M.D., Instructor in Ophthalmology
William A Marshall, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery
Harold Irving Meyer, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Ray Conway Armstrong, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Carl L Cohen, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Max E Engerman, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Saul Charles Greenwald, M.D., Instructor in Ophthalmology
Merlyn George Henry, M.S., Instructor in Physiology
Dietrich Klemptner, M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Benjamin Mordecai Levin, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Abraham Adolph Low, M.D., Instructor in Neurology
Harry Oliver Maryan, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Rudolph Justus Emanuel Oden, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
NoRBERT Pauker, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
James Hubert Skiles, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Frances P Spinka, M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Henry George Poncher, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Louis Sender Robins, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Milton George Bohrod, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology
Oscar S Levin, B.S., M.D., Instriictor in Surgery
GusTAv Leopold Zechel, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy and Surgery
Maurice Louis Cohen,i B.S., Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology
Sol Litt, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Emil James Stein, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy and Surgery
Joseph Walkon Platin, M.D., Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery
Maurice Louis Dale,* B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
John Ambrose Clark Busby,* M.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Assistants
Benjamin Braude, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Operative Surgery




MoKRis Louis Parker, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Max E Fisch, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine and Anatomy
Herman J Pilka, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Richard A Lifvendahl, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Dermatology and Instructor in Medicine
William Clarence Doepp, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Louis Feldman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Jacob Fischer, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Alden Kinney Boor, M.S., Assistant in Physiological Chemistry
Hyman N Brown, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Maximilian T Bolotin, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Alfred P Solomon, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Neurology
Jane Rose McLaughlin, A.B., R.N., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Henry R Krasnow, M.D., Assistant in Dermatology
Hedvig Kleppe, A.B., Assistant in Clinical Pathology in the Hospital Laboratory
Nathan Schneck, A.M., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Arthur Jethro Coombs, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Walter William Dalitsch, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Irwin G Spiesman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Henry H Rubin,^ B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
John Jacob Gasser, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Paul Howard McDaniel, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
John W Harned, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Jacob Robert Jacobson, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Norman Charles Bullock, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Geoffrey Isham W Cottam, B.S., M.D., Assistant and Senior Resident in Surgery
Mary Louise Dixon, A.B., Artist in Medical and Dental Illustration
Gordon Abner Granger, M.D., Assistant and Resident in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Richard Millar,* Photographer in Medical and Dental Illustration
Jacob Paskind, M.D., Assistant in Neurology
Sherman Lawrence Shapiro, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Saul S Soloway, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Katherine Tankelewitz, M.D., Bacteriologist in the Hospital Laboratory
Oliver Edmond Van Alyea, M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Samuel Wolf, M.D., Assistant in Ophthalmology
Lillian R Zimmerman, Ph.B., Assistant in Social Service (Pediatrics)
Frank Taschereau Coote, M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Benjamin Morris Gasul, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Israel Becker, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Margaret Eugenie Wilson, A.B., Assista7it in Pediatrics
Hymen William Golub, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Ruth McAlevy Bigelow, B.S., Assistant in Clinical Pathology in the Hospital Laboratory
Dorothy Dickson, A.B., Assistant in Medicine
Clara Deborah Tiqay, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Herbert Rattner, M.D., Assistant in Dermatology
Curtis Buford Bowman, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Oscar Benjamine Ragins, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Jerry Joseph Kearns,* M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Leonard Markin, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
George Francis O'Brien,* A.B., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
DwiGHT Pence, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
'First semester.
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Adeline R White, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Franklin Smith DuBois, A.B., Assistant in Anatomy
Lawrence Anthony Toriello, Photographer in Medical and Dental Illustration
IsADORE Pat Bronstein,' B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Reuben Isadore Rlein,* A.B., Research Assistant in Pediatrics
Technicians
Joseph Lepak, Chief Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
Stanley Gregory Moore, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
Hilda Paulsen, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
Ocie Romey Burns, Ph.G., Technician in Physiology and Physiological Chemistry
Helen Kahn, Sexologist in the Hospital Laboratory
George Miller, Technician in Anatomy
John W Thomas, Mechanic and Technician in Physiology and Physiological Chemistry
Mrs. Eva Mae Fork, Technician in Anatomy
EvALD Petersen, Technician in the Hospital Laboratory
Catherine Elvira Mahoney, Technician in Surgery and in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Bertha Greenfield, Technician in the Hospital Laboratory
Karl William Schlegel, Technician in the Animal Hospital
LuciLE Rose Fitts, B.S., Technician in Anatomy
Beatrice Kahn, Technician in Neurology and Psychiatry
Ralph Waldo Freeman, A.B., Tex^hnician in Physiology and Physiological Chemistry
Charlotte M Karpass, B.S., Laboratory Technician in Ophthalmology
Ralph Fay Bouldin,* Technician in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
George Allen Kneeland, A.B., Technician in Surgery
Andrew Leander Anderson, Technician in the Animal Hospital
Dorothy Sherman, A.B., Operator for tlie Electrocardiograph
Arshag Seuerian Killian, A.m., M.D., Roentgen Operator and Assistard Radiologist
Anita Wise, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Harrison and Honore Streets, Chicago
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Professors'
Frederick Bogue Noyes, A.B., D.D.S., D.Sc., Professor of Orthodontia, Head of the
Department, Director of the Children's Clinic, and Dean of the College of Dentistry
Donald Mackey Gallie, D.D.S., Professor of Operative Dentistry; Head of Department
George Walter Dittmar, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry and Head of the
Department
Frederick Brown Moorehead, M.S., D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery and
Head of the Department
Loins ScHULTZ, D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery and Oral Pathology
William Henry Welker, A.C, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry and Metallurgy and Head
of the Department
James Roy Blayney, B.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics,
Head of the Department, and Associate Director of the Infirmary
Associate Professors
Victor Theodore Nylander, A.B., D.D.S., Associate Professor of Operative Dentistry
and Director of the Infirmary
^Second semester.
'First semester.
'Members of the University Senate.
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BuRNE Olin Sippy, M.S., D.D.S., Assodale Professor of Orthodontia
Stanley Daniel Tylman, A.B., D.D.S., Associate Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
John Sanford Kellogg, D.D.S., Associate Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Waclaw Howard Kubacki, D.D.S., Associate Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Assistant Professor
Isaac Schour, D.D.S., Assistant Professor of Histology
Associates
Edward John Krejci, D.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
Thomas William Humble, D.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
Nell Snow Talbot, Ph.B., Associate in English and Assistant to the Dean
Edward Charles Wach, Ph.G., D.D.S., Associate in Materia Medica and Therapeutics
George Franklin Kolar, B.S., D.D.S., Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry
Lecturer
Elmer DeWitt Brothers, B.S., LL.B., Lecturer on Medical and Dental Jurisprudence
Instructors
Carlton Everly Kerrick, Instructor in Technical Drawing
Illinois State Normal University, 1912-15; Illinois College of Dentistry, 1920-21
Frances B Schwab, Instructor in Histology
Anita Marie Ellingson, R.N., Instructor in Materia Medica and Therapeutics
Anna Rieke, A.B., R.N., Instructor in Oral Surgery
William Benham Downs, D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
Richard Alvin Jentzsch, D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
Robert George Kesel, D.D.S., Instructor in Materia Medica and Therapeutics
Margaret Dame, Instructor in Roentgenology
Malcom Errett Galvin, D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
Kermit Frederick Knitdtzon, D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
George Matula, D.D.S., Instructor in Operative Dentistry
Elsie Gerlach, D.D.S., Instructor in Orthodontia and Superintendent of the Children's
Clinic
Robert Lelon Ladd, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Oral Surgery
William Cyrus Young, D.D.S., Instructor in Oral Surgery
Eli Olech, D.D.S., Instructor in Oral Surgery
Robert Knighton Baxter, D.D.S., Instru-ctor in Operative Dentistry
Walter Marion Mann, D.D.S., Instructor in Operative Dentistry
Mary Newell, D.D.S., Instructor in Orthodontia
SiGMUND Francis Bradel, B.M.E., D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetics
Paul Gustave Lilja, D.D.S., Instructor and Examiner in the Infirmary
Assistants
Nellie Morgan Frain, Artist in Dental Illustration
Evelyn Norgaard, G.D.N,, Assistant in Orthodontia
Dorothy Marie Daggy, Assistant in Roentgenology
Indiana University, 1921-22, 1923-24; University of Pennsylvania, 1922-23
Bess Helen Faust, A.B., Assistant in Orthodontia
Technicians
Marie Westgate, Technician in Oral Surgery
Gustave Swanson, Technician in the Infirmary
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Wood and Floumoy Streets, Chicago
David Kini^y, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Peofessors^
William Baker Day, Ph.G., Pharm.M., Professor of Materia Medica and Botany, and
Dean of the School of Pharmacy
Clyde Mason Snow, Ph.G., A.M., Professor of Pharmacy
Albert Henry Clark, B.S., M.S., Ph.G., Professor of Chemistry
Edmund Norris Gathercoal, Ph.G., Professor of Pharmacognosy
Assistant Professors
Hugh Leslie Davis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Elmer Hauser Wirth, Ph.C, M.S., Assistant Professor of Pharmacognosy
Ralph Eugene Terry, Ph.G., M.S., Assistant Professor of Pharmacy
Associates
George Lewis Webster, Ph.G., B.S., Associate in Chemistry
Charles Wildman Clarke, M.S., Assodaie in Chemistry
Lecturer
James Tobias Groot, B.S., M.D., Lecturer in Physiology
Instructors
Sherman William Morrison, M.S., Ph.C, Instructor in Pharmacy and Pharmacist in
the State Hospital
Lewis Elbert Martin, Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacy
Herbert Martin Emig, B.S., Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacy
Seward E Owen, M.S., Ph.G., Ph.C, Instructor in Pharmacognosy
Leonard Dana Powers, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry
Assistants
John August Dorjahn, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacognosy
Esther Meyer, Ph.G., Assistant in Bacteriology
Joseph Charles Ocenasek, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
Meyer Balin, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
Samuel Shkolnik, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
Rebecca Rosenblum, Ph.G., Assistant in Chemistry
Reuben Max Reifler, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
Ray Arthur Patelski, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Lawrence Templeton, B.S., Assistant in Pharmacy
Vivian Josephine Stuchlik, Ph.G., Assistant in Botany and Materia Medica
Ernst Rudolf Kirch, Ph.C, Assistant in Chemistry
Gilbert Mintz, Ph.C, Assistant in Chemistry
Lorenze Blough Eyer, Ph.C, Assistant in Botany and Materia Medica
Leonard Levin, Ph.C, Assistant in Pharmacy
George A Riendeau, Jr., Ph.C, Assistant in Botany and Materia Medica
Margaret Catherine Gallagher, Ph.C, M.S., Assistant in Botany and McUeria Medica
Technicians
Andrew Burger, Technician in the School of Pharmacy
Kenneth B Teague, Technician in the School of Pharmacy




Phinbas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Director of the Library and Library School
Order Department—
WiLLiA Kathryn Garver, B.L.S., Order Librarian
IcKO Iben, Ph.D., Exchange Assistant
William Otto Baehr, B.S., Assistant
Mary Lois Bull, B.S., Assistant
Dorothy Moyer, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Isabelle Fitch Grant, B.Ed., Assistant
Harriet Virginia Rinard, Ph.B., B.S., Assistant
Kathleen Margaret Ruckman, A.B., B.S., Assistant
John Paul Stone, B.S., Assistant
Periodicals—
Ivatherine Adele Doyle, Assistant
Catalog Department—
Adah Patton, B.L.S., Catalog Librarian
Eleanor Mabel Robertson, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Amanda Moore Flattery, A.M., Cataloger
Katherine McGraw Wheeler, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Cleo Lichtenberger, B.S., B.L.S., Cataloger
Esther Willard Anell, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Angeline McNeill, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Meta Maria Sexton, A.M., B.L.S., Cataloger
Christopher Urdahl Faye, A.M., Cataloger
Jeannette Vander Ploeg, A.B., Cataloger
Mary Abegail Mann, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Edna Mae Brown, B.S., Cataloger
Mrs. Evalene Kramer Sullivan, B.S., Cataloger
Hazel Rea, B.S., Cataloger
Allen Ditmars Wilson, A.B., Cataloger
Sherwood Hall Steele, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
Mary Delia Taylor, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
Loan Department—
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Loan Librarian
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The University of Illinois is situated in Urbana-Champaign, in Champaign
County, about fifty miles northeast of the geographical center of the State.
The campus lies partly in the city of Urbana and partly in the city of
Champaign. The two municipalities form one community of about thirty
thousand inhabitants. The railway, express, telegraph, and telephone
services of both cities are available for the University, and a sub-station of
the Urbana post ofl&ce is located in the Law Building.
History
The University was incorporated by an act of the General Assembly, Feb-
ruary 28, 1867, as the Illinois Industrial University. This action was taken
following the act of Congress known as the "Morrill Land Grant," whereby
the national government gave each state in the Union public land scrip
equal to 30,000 acres for each senator and representative in Congress, "for
the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college whose
leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are
related to agriculture and the mechanic arts. *** in order to promote the
liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits
and professions of life.
"
The institution was placed under the control of a Board of Trustees,
consisting of the Governor, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, and
the President of the State Board of Agriculture, members ex officio, and
twenty-eight citizens appointed by the Governor. The chief executive
officer was caUed the Regent, and was made ex officio a member of the Board
and presiding officer of both the Board of Trustees and the faculty. In
1873 the number of members was reduced to eleven—the Governor and the
President of the State Board of Agriculture, ex officio, and nine others, who
were still appointed by the Governor. Since this time also, the President of
the Board has been chosen by the members from among their own number
for a term of one year. In 1887, a law was passed making membership in
the Board elective at a general State election and restoring the Superintendent
of PubUc Instruction as a member ex officio. There were then, therefore,
three ex officio and nine elective members. In 1917, the General Assembly
passed a law reorganizing the administration of the State. By virtue of
this law, on January 1, 1919, the office of the President of the State Board
of Agriculture was abolished. There are now, therefore, eleven members,
two ex officio and nine elective.
In 1885, the General Assembly changed the name of the institution from
the Illinois Industrial University to the University of Illinois.
The office of executive head of the institution has been held by six persons
:
Dr. John Milton Gregory, Regent from 1867 to 1880; Dr. Selim Hobart
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Peabody, Regent pro tempore from 1880 to 1881 and Regent from 1881 to
1891; Dr. Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Acting Regent from 1891 to 1894; Dr.
Andrew Sloan Draper, President from 1894 to 1904; Dr. Edmund Janes
James, President from 1904 to 1920; and Dr. David Kinley, Acting President
from 1919 to 1920, and President since 1920.
The University opened on March 2, 1868. The number of students en-
rolled was fifty; the faculty consisted of the Regent and two professors.
During the first term another instructor was added, and the number of
students increased to 77—all men.
During the first term instruction was given m. algebra, geometry, physics,
history, rhetoric, and Latin. During the autumn of 1868 a chemical labora-
tory was provided, and laboratory work in botany was begun the following
year. In January, 1870, a mechanical shop was equipped, and here was
begun the first shop instruction given in an American university.
On March 9, 1870, the Trustees voted to admit women as students. In
the year 1870-71, twenty-four entered. Since that time they have constituted
from one-sixth to one-fourth of the total number of students.
By the original State law, the University could not grant diplomas and
degrees; certificates showing the studies pursued and the grades were given
instead. The certificates were unsatisfactory, and in 1877 the legislature
gave authority to confer degrees and issue diplomas.
In addition to the original endowment, Congress has made provision for
the Land Grant institutions by the second Morrill act of 1890 ($25,000 a
year) ; the Adams act of 1900 ($15,000 a year for research and experimental
work); and the Nelson act of 1907 ($25,000 a year).
The General Assembly in 1911 passed a law providing for a mill tax to
provide a fund for the maintenance and operation of the University, thus
inaugurating a policy of definite partial provision for the institution.
In 1892, graduate work was undertaken under the name of the Graduate
School. In 1907, the General Assembly appropriated $50,000 for the Grad-
uate School, and the Executive Faculty of that school was organized. The
first summer session was held in 1894. The department of music became
the School of Music in 1897. The work in law was organized as the School
of Law in 1896—the name being changed to the College of Law in 1900.
The General Assembly made a special appropriation in 1900 to establish
courses of training for business life, and the Trustees organized the Courses
in Business Administration, which in 1915 became the College of Commerce
and Business Administration. In 1905, the Trustees established a School
of Education, which became the College of Education in 1918. The School
of Railway Engineering and Administration was created in 1907. The
General Assembly in 1909 established the department of mining engineering.
In 1913, the College of Literature and Arts and the College of Science were
united to form the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. In 1927, the work
in journalism, previously administered in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, was organized to form the School of Journalism.
Research in agriculture was begun at an early date. In 1888, the Agri-
cultural Experiment Station was founded, and in 1903 the Engineering Exper-
iment Station was established. Similar organizations on a smaller scale are
the Bureau of Educational Research (1918) and the Bureau of Business
Research (1921).
^
The facilities for research have been increased by the
location at the University of certain State organizations, including the State
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Laboratory of Natural History (1885) and the State Entomologist's Office
(1885), merged to form the State Natural History Survey in 1917.
The Chicago College of Pharmacy, founded in 1859, became the School
of Pharmacy of the University in 1896. The College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Chicago was aflfiliated with the University under a lease in 1897,
but this arrangement proved unsatisfactory and was discontinued in 1912.
In 1913, the stock and assets of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Chicago were given to the University, and the College of Medicine was
reopened in that year. The School of Dentistry, which was organized as a
department of the College of Medicine in 1901, became the College of Dentist-
ry in 1905. It was closed in 1912 and was reopened in 1913.
In 1897, the School of Library Economy, established in 1893 at the Ar-
mour Institute of Technology in Chicago, was transferred to the University,
the Director of that school was appointed Librarian of the University, and
the Library School was opened.
EQUIPMENT
Buildings and Grounds
The land occupied by the University includes the main campus, 403.37 acres,
the Chicago campus, two and one-fifth acres, the experimental farms at
Urbana-Champaign, 1142.96 acres, experiment fields outside Champaign
County, 688.41 acres, timber reservations, 60 acres, and trust farms, 346 acres,
a total of 2642.94 acres. There are approximately 64 buildings on the main
campus at Urbana-Champaign and 28 buildings on the experimental farms at
Urbana-Champaign. The more important buildings, listed by colleges and
departments, or according to use, with the dates of erection, are:
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
University Hall (1873)
The Old Law Building (1878; assigned to the department of Entomology,
1927)
Natural History Hall (1892; additions, 1909 and 1921)
The Astronomical Observatory (1896)
The Chemistry Laboratory (1901-02; addition, 1914-15)
The Entomology Building (1905)
The Art and Design Annex (erected 1908 as the floriculture service
building; remodeled in 1914 and 1917 for a student hospital; assigned
to department of Art and Design, 1928)
Lincoln Hall (1911; addition 1928-29)
The Botany Annex (1914)
The Vivarium Building (1915-16)
The College of Commerce and Business Administration
The Commerce Building (1925)
The College of Engineering
Engineering Hall (1894)
The Electrical Engineering Laboratory (1898)
The Laboratory of Apphed Mechanics (1901-02)
The Pattern Laboratory (1901-02) and The Foundry Laboratory (1904)
The Machine and Forge Laboratory (1902)
The Civil Engineering Surveying Building (erected 1904-05 as the Horti-
cultural Field Laboratory and remodeled for surveying in 1923)
The Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (1905; remodeled, 1917)
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The Physics Laboratory (1909)
The Highway Laboratory (1910)
The Mining Laboratory (1912)
The Ceramic Kiln House (1912)
The Locomotive Testing Laboratory (1912)
The Transportation Building (1912; addition, 1921)
The Ceramic Engineering Building (1915-16)
The Building for Architecture and Kindred Subjects (1927)
The College of Agriculture
The Agricultural Building (1900)
The Agronomy Greenhouse (erected, 1900; rebuilt, 1912)
The Agronomy Building (1904-05)
The Animal Pathology Laboratory (erected 1904-05 as a beef cattle
building; assigned to Animal Pathology, 1919)
The Farm Mechanics Building (1906-07; addition, 1923)
The Floriculture Greenhouse Group (1912-13)
The Vegetable and Plant Breeding Greenhouse Group (1912-13)
The Stock Judging Pavilion (1913)
The Genetics Building (1915-16)
The Beef Cattle Group (first unit, 1917; second unit, 1925)
The New Agricultural Building (1922-23)






The Pure Bred Dairy Bam (1924-25)
The Sheep Group
The Swine Group
The College of Education
The Administration Building (East) (1912; occupied by the College of
Education since 1926)
The College of Law
The Law Building (erected as the Library, 1896-97; additions, 1914,
1918, 1926; assigned to the College of Law, 1927)
The School of Music
The Tina Weedon Smith Memorial Hall (1918-19) (Gift of Captain
Thomas J. Smith as a memorial to his wife, Tina Weedon Smith)
The Band Building (erected as the Armory Annex, 1921-22; assigned to
Military Bands, 1928)
Military Science
The Armory (1914-15 and 1926-27)
The Military Stables (1919 and 1922)
Physical Welfare
The Gymnasium Annex (1889-90; addition, 1918)
The Noi-th Men's Gjonnasium (1901)
The South Men's Gynmasium (first unit, 1925; second unit, 1926)
Residence Halls for Women
The Woman's Residence Hall (1917)
Davenport Residence Hall (acquired, 1922; addition, 1928)
West Residence Hall (1925)
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Special
The President's House (acquired, 1917)
The Education Building (1917-18) (Houses the University High School)
The Radio Station (1926) (Gift of Boetius Sullivan as a memorial to his
father, Honorable Roger C. Sullivan)
General
The Health Service Building (erected, 1896, as the President's House;
assigned to Health Service, 1919)
The Woman's Building (1905; additions, 1912-13 and 1923-24)
The Auditorium (1907-08)
The Administration Building (East, 1912; West, 1915)
The Memorial Stadium (1922-23) (The gift from alumni and friends of
the University through the Athletic Association)
The McKinley University Hospital (1925) (Gift of Senator William B.
McKinley)
The Library (first unit, 1925; second unit, including first stack unit, 1927;
third unit, including second stack unit, 1929)
The Service Buildings
The Pumping Station (1901)
The Central Heat and Power Plant (1910; additions 1914, 1920, 1925)
The University Service Groups (storeroom, warehouse, etc.)
The University Garages (North, 1922; addition, 1928; South, 1923;
addition, 1928)
Buildings in Chicago
The College of Medicine Building (acquired 1913)
The College of Dentistry Building (acquired 1913)
The School of Pharmacy Building (1915; addition, 1926-27)
The Research and Education Hospitals (part of the hospitals built in
cooperation with the State Department of PubHc Welfare, 1921)
The Research Laboratory and Librarj'^ Building (1922-23)
Libraries
(For the Library Staff see page 43.)
The University Library includes all the books belonging to the colleges and
schools of the University which are situated in Urbana and also the libraries
of the College of Medicine and the School of Pharmacy in Chicago.
The number of volumes, pamphlets, etc., in the several libraries on July
1, 1928, was as follows:
Pieces of
In Urbana: Volumes Pamphlets Maps Sheet Music
General and Departmental Libraries 728,269 150,000 2,925 8,143
In Chicago:
College of Medicine 35,010 4,860
School of Pharmacy 5,050 2,600
Total in University Library .... 768,329 157,460 2,925 8,143
The Library is housed, for the most part, in the Library Building. The
officers of instruction and administration and the graduate students have
access to the shelves. All students have the direct use of 15,000 volumes
in the general reading room, seating 500, and in addition advanced students
have the use of 13 seminar and departmental hbraries, some of them located
in the Library Building. The reserved book reading rooms seat 500. About
5,000 periodicals are currently received.
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As a part of the Library are included several special collections: The
Dziatzko Collection of Library Economy: 300 volumes, 250 pamphlets, bought
in 1905. The Dittenherger Collection of the Classics: 5,600 items, bought in
1907. The Heyne collection: about 5,000 items, principally on German
philology and literature, bought in 1909. The Karsten collection, priacipally
on French and German philology and literature. The Groher collection:
6,300 titles, principally on the Romance languages, purchased in 1912. The
Vahlen collection: 10,000 volumes, purchased in 1913. The Aron collection:
20,000 volumes, purchased in 1913. The Carl Martin James collection: 1,030
volumes relating to statistics and similar subjects, presented in 1915 by
President Edmund J. James. The Rattermann collection, of German-American
literature and history: 7,000 volumes, purchased in 1915. The Amanda K.
Casad collection, relating to history, economics, politics, and education:
1,732 volumes, presented in 1916 by President . Edmund J. James. The
Constance Barlow-Smith collection, of musical scores, manuscript books, and
portraits, presented in 1916 by the late Mrs. Constance Barlow-Smith. The
Thomas J. Burrill collection, of general and botanical hterature, presented
by Mrs. Burrill in 1917. The Cavagna-SanGuiliani library of over 40,000
volumes and pamphlets, purchased in 1921, in Italy.
Mason Library of Western History.—The library of western history col-
lected by Edward G. Mason, Esq., long president of the Chicago Historical
Society, is in the Public Library of the city of Champaign, and is accessible
to students in the University.
Museums and Collections
Art.—A collection of casts, photographs, and engravings presented to the
University in 1876 by citizens of the community has, for want of a gallery,
been placed in different buildings on the campus. A collection of German and
Japanese prints purchased from the St. Louis Exposition in 1905 is displayed
in the rooms of the department of art and design.
Other collections of value to art students are placed in the studios and
corridors of the Building for Architecture and Kindred Subjects. A col-
lection of original paintings and lithographs purchased by the University
from notable American artists is placed in the Gallery of Painting, and a
collection of casts from sculpture and architectural forms is placed in the
Hall of Casts of the Architecture Building.
Classical Archaeology and Art.—This museum is in Lincoln Hall. It
contains reproductions of a considerable number of the more important
works of art of pre-Greek, Greek, and Roman civilization. There are also
original exhibits from each of these periods, consisting chiefly of smaller
objects, such as Cretan seals, numerous Greek and Roman coins, with a
series of monetary tokens illustrating the development of currency, terra
cotta statuettes, vases, bronzes, and fragments of Greek papyri. Many
small articles of the Greek period in Egypt, discovered in the campaigns of
the Egypt Exploration Fund, have been received through the generosity
of the late Mr. W. G. Hibbard, Jr. There are a number of watercolor pictures,
principally of Minoan frescoes and Pompeian scenes, as well as a series of
mounted photographs for classroom use.
European Culture.—This museum is in Lincoln Hall. It contains casts
of Romanesque, Gothic, and Renaissance sculpture ; color reproductions of
paintings, including the rare Pol de Mont reproductions of early Netherlands
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masterpieces; originals and facsimiles of medieval manuscripts, early printed
books, and early maps of the world; originals and reproductions of arms
and armor; original Paleolithic, Neolithic, and Bronze Age antiquities, in-
cluding the collection of Professor Baudon, formerly president of the French
Prehistoric Society; theater models and prints of theaters and actors; peasant
costumes and other textile materials; ship models; historical groups made by
Dwight Franklin; originals and reproductions of early wood carving, early
church ivory carving, and metal work; Delft ware collected by Mrs. John
Milton Gregory and given by her daughter; carbon prints of cathedrals and
other photographic material; about 350 coins; reproductions of runic in-
scriptions, early musical instruments, and other objects.
Oriental Museum.—This museum is in Lincoln Hall. Among its collec-
tions are 1,700 unpublished cuneiform tablets, the majority from Drehem,
Umma, and Larsa, dating from the twenty-ninth to the twentieth century
B.C.; others from the period of Nebuchadnezzar; Babylonian seals; fragments
of Assyrian and Babylonian bricks with royal inscriptions; pottery, slate
pallettes, mummy case fragments, mummified sacred birds, and small objects
from Egypt, the gift of the late Mr. W. G. Hibbard, Jr.; Egyptian alabasters;
squeezes of Hittite and Assyrian inscriptions, lent by Dr. B. B. Charles of
Philadelphia; squeezes of Phoenician inscriptions; pottery and pottery
fragments from ancient sites in the Near East; objects from Palestine, in-
cluding two Hebrew manuscripts, models of domestic furniture, pottery,
and prehistoric implements, and unpublished photographs of the Near East.
The Museum of Natural History, in the Natural History building, contains
modern exhibits in zoology and geology, including classification, evolution,
variation, geographic distribution, habitat relations, commercial use of
natural resources, archeology, ethnology of the American Indians. Special
exhibits include the Greenland Eskimo material obtained by the Crocker
Land Expedition, and the archeology of the Cahokia Mound Builders, ob-
tained by the recent explorations carried on by the University. An exhibition
of historical geology or paleontology illustrates the development of animals
and plants during geologic time.
Zoology is represented by a synoptic series of animal life carried down
to orders, including extinct groups. Paleontology includes a stratigraphic
collection of historical geology, representing the principal types of animals
and plants found in American geological formations. Special collections in-
clude the Blaschka glass models of the invertebrate animals; the Barnum and
Hess collections of bird's eggs. The zoology of Illinois is well represented.
The research material includes Mollusca collected by Daniels, Hinkley,
Nason, Baker, Worthen, and Ferriss, embracing 500,000 specimens, including
a collection of species from North and Middle America, with many types.
Among the insects are the Bolter and Nason collections numbering 170,000
specimens. The fossil series include the Daniels and Carr collections of coal
plants from Mazon Creek, Grundy county, Illinois, a series of the animal
life of the same formation, the Nason and Baker collection of Devonian
animal life, and collections of Pleistocene life received from the Illinois
Geological Survey and from the field work of the museum staff. The re-
search collections number more than 1,000,000 specimens.
Botany.—The herbarium contains 223,800 sheets and specimens in boxes
properly labeled. It is representative of the higher plants and fungi of
Champaign County and of the State, and forms a collection for the general
flora of the United States. The herbaria of Brendel, Welsch, Schneck,
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Andrews, Mrs. Agnes Chase, and Hill are valuable for students of the Illinois
flora. Because of the interest of the late Professor BurriU and his special
students, CUnton, Earle, Seymour, and others, in the study of parasitic
fungi, the part of the herbarium devoted to the representation of plants
of this group is rich in material records of investigation, to which has been
added the Stevens collection of Porto Rican fungi, fourteen thousand numbers.
The published "exsiccatae" in this group comprise 670 centuries. The
Mrs. Mary S. Snyder set of the Phycotheca Boreah-Americana, representing
over 2,000 named species, has increased the value of the herbarium for
students of algae.
Entomology.—The entomology collections include a series of 20,000
specimens, representing 2,100 common species; and the MacGillivray collec-
tion of Tenthredinoidea consisting of about 1,000 species and 400 type
specimens. The department has access, also, to the insect collections of the
State Laboratory of Natural History, which contains 405,000 pinned insects,
including approximately 2,500 type specimens; 28,000 bottles of insects in
alcohol; and 5,350 microscope slides of insects and other small animal forms.
Geology.—The collections include materials classified under the headings
of geology, mineralogy, paleontology, and geography. Some of the depart-
mental materials are in the Museum of Natural History. The department
cares for three cases of exhibits deahng with the material covered in general
geology courses. Study collections include 10,000 rock specimens, 3,000 thin
sections for microscopic study, 12,000 mineral specimens, and 75,000 fossils.
The paleontology collections are available for research, especially Silurian
faunas and those representative of Illinois. Among the collections available
for advanced studies are those of Tyler McWhorter, Hertzer, and the greater
part of the specimens collected both privately and for the State Geological
Survey by A. H. Worthen and T. E. Savage. The department maintains a
complete file of the United States topographic maps, a collection of United
States Geological Survey folios, foreign topographic maps, rehef models
and geographical maps, and several thousand lantern slides, illustrating
geological and geographical features throughout the world.
Zoology.—The zoology collections present a synoptical view of zoology
including representations of all orders and classes. There are also the Ziegler
wax models and sections, and other preparations showing the embryology
of vertebrates and invertebrates. An extensive collection of animal parasites
and the Kingsley and Eycleshymer embryological collections are especially
noteworthy.
The collections of the State Laboratory of Natural History are available
for illustrative purposes, and for original research by advanced students.
Engineering.—The departments of the College of Engineering maintain
collections of materials drawn from their respective fields. The Department
of Architecture has reproductions of fragments from architectural monuments.
The Ricker Library of Architecture has 15,000 mounted photographs
and 11,000 lantern sHdes.
The Hall of Casts in the Building for Architecture and Kindred Subjects
is a room 75 feet by 48 feet, two stories in height, in which is housed an in-
teresting collection of full-sized reproductions of architectural details, con-
sisting of columns, caps, bases, cornices, and other details.
The Department of Ceramic Engineering has a collection of modern wares
representing types of bodies, glazes, and methods of decoration. The De-
partment of Mechanical Engineering is the custodian of a 600 h.p. vertical
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triple-expansion engine, directly connected to an electric generator, a type
of machine in use in power-stations twenty years ago, and machines of
historical value, including a 25 h.p. horizontal, double-acting, single-expansion
steam engine, designed and built in 1871, with the help of students, by
Professor S. W. Robinson, the first professor of mechanical engineering at the
University. This engine supphed power to the first shop in this country in
which instruction in the Mechanic Arts was given. In the mining museum
is a collection of models showing the methods of working coal and ore mines
and both sectionalized and operating mining machines, and appliances.
Collections of photographs and blue prints illustrate mining and metallurgical
design and construction. This department has also collections of specimens
of ores, coals, non-metallic minerals, and metallurgical products. The
Department of Railway Engineering has exhibits of track rails exemplifying
practice since the beginning of railway construction; ma,ny details employed
in car and locomotive construction, historic and modem; and a collection
of photographs and prints.
Agriculture.—The agricultural departments maintain collections illus-
trating their work. The collections include specimens of standard varieties
of corn; wax models of fruit and vegetables; a horticulture herbarium; speci-
mens of breeds of live stock; farm machinery; and exhibits of negatives and
samples showing the progress of investigations with fruit, crops, and soils.
Library School Collection.—The School has made a collection of books
and pamphlets on library science; library reports, bulletins, and catalogs;
mounted samples showing methods of administration in libraries; book-
plates; books, photographs, and lantern slides on library architecture and
the history of books, printing, and libraries.
ADMINISTRATION
Government
The government of the University is vested by law in a Board of Trustees,
consisting of eleven members. The Governor of the State and the Super-
intendent of Pubhe Instruction are members ex officio. The other nine
members are elected by the people of the State for terms of six years; the
terms of three members expire every second year.
The administration of the University is vested by the Board of Trustees
in the President of the University, the Provost, the Senate, the Council of
Administration, the Faculties of the several colleges, the Deans of the colleges,
and the Directors of the schools.
The President is the administrative head of the University.
The Senate is composed of all officers of full professorial rank and those
other members of the faculty who are in charge of separate departments
of the various colleges and schools. It is charged with the direction of the
general educational pohcy of the University.
The Council of Administration is composed of the President, the Dean
of the Graduate School, the Deans of Men and Women, and the Deans of
the several colleges. It constitutes an advisory board to the President, and
has exclusive jurisdiction over all matters of discipline.
The Faculties of the colleges and schools of the University have juris-
diction, subject to higher University authority, over all matters which per-
tain exclusively to these organizations.
The Dean of the Graduate School, the Deans of the several colleges, and
the Directors of the schools are responsible for the carrying out of all Univer-
sity regulations within their respective departments.
Departments and Curricula
For the purpose of administration, the University is divided into several
colleges and schools. These are not educationally separate, but are inter-
dependent and form a single unit. The list follows:
I. The CoUege of Liberal Arts and Sciences
II. The College of Commerce and Business Administration
III. The College of Engineering
IV. The College of Agriculture
V. The College of Education
VI. The CoUege of Law
VII. The School of Music
VIII. The Library School
IX. The School of Railway Engineering and Administration
X. The School of Journalism
XI. The Graduate School
XII. The College of Medicine
XIII. The College of Dentistry
XIV. The School of Pharmacy
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ADMISSION
An applicant for admission to any of the colleges or schools of the Univer-
sity must be at least sixteen years of age, except that the Council of Ad-
ministration may admit on petition a student over fifteen years of age but
less than sixteen who meets the requirements for admission and who is to
reside, when he enters the University, with his parents or guardians, or with
some one chosen by them. Candidates for admission to the College of
Dentistry (Chicago), and to the School of Pharmacy (Chicago), must be
seventeen years of age.
Women are admitted to all departments on the same terms as men.
Students are admitted to the professional departments in Chicago (Medi-
cine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy) only at the beginning of the first semester;
they can enter the College of Engineering to best advantage at the opening
of the school year in September. In all other cases they should enter if pos-
sible at the beginning of the semester.
Scholarship Requirement for Non-Illinois Students.—An applicant for
admission to the University who is not a legal resident of Illinois will be
required to present with his application for admission to any of the colleges
or schools of the University, except as an unclassified student or as a student
in the Graduate School, satisfactory evidence that he maintained at the
school or college from which he would enter the University of Illinois a
scholastic average at least ten percent above the passing grade of such school
or college. In case of records which are not kept in numerical grades but in
literal or other systems of grading, this requirement will be interpreted to
mean an average of one grade above the passing grade; e.g., in a system of
A, B, C, and D, with D as the passing grade, the average must be C.
The Undergraduate Colleges
Fifteen units of secondary school work in acceptable subjects must be offered
by every candidate. A unit represents the work of 180 recitation periods of
forty minutes each, or the equivalent in laboratory or other practice.
Students may not enter with a deficiency in preparatory work. The
full requirements as stated below must be met before the applicant may
enter.
The subjects and credits required by the University for admission to the
various curricula in the undergraduate colleges and schools are given on
the following page.
Whenever two units of language are required both units must be in the
same language.
Students who intend to pursue curricula involving college mathematics,
physics, or advanced chemistry, or those in which university courses in
mathematics are prescribed, should present for admission one-half unit of
advanced algebra in addition to the required unit coramon to all.
In any curriculum in which less than fifteen hours of laboratory science
are required a student who enters without at least one unit of laboratory
science shall be required to substitute five hours of a laboratory science for
five hours free electives in the requirements for graduation.





Undergraduate Colleges and Schools
(Expressed in terms of high-school units)















































































































At least the fol-
lowing number
of electives









Total 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
*For admission to all other curricula of the College of Education, two years of general college work are
required.
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Subjects Accepted for Admission
List A.
—
Required of all: (Note also the special prescriptions for the various
curricula as given in the preceding table).
Units











Italian (As an elective only) 1-3




Greek and Roman history 1



















Commercial arithmetic (accepted only when preceded by one year of work in
high-school mathematics) H
Domestic science 1-3
Drawing, art and design M-1
Drawing, mechanical 3^1
Manual training or farm mechanics 1-2
Foreign language (other than those of List B) 1-2
General science M-1
Music 1-2
Shorthand and typewriting (when offered together) 1-2
Typewriting (when offered alone in double periods) 1
Subjects Recommended for Admission
The subjects listed in the preceding table as required for admission to the
various colleges, schools, and curricula are those which are considered es-
sential preparation for college work and without which the student may not
be admitted. In order to assist prospective students to select courses in
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high school which will give most effective preparation for later work in
college, there are presented below lists of additional subjects which are
strongly recommended. In planning his work the prospective student should
endeavor to include these subjects in his curriculum.
1. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.




For the pre-medical curriculum—two units in laboratory science
(physics, chemistry, botany, zoology).
For all other curricula—foreign language, one or two units, in addition
to the units prescribed; history and civics, two units; laboratory
science, one unit.
2. The College of Commerce and Business Administration.
For all curricula—advanced algebra, one-half unit.
J. The College of Engineering.
For all curricula (stated in the order of preference)—French or German
or Latin, two units; physics or chemistry, one unit; botany, zoology,
physiography, geology, one unit; history (American, ancient, Euro-
pean), one and one-half units; civics, one-half unit.
4. The College of Agriculture.
For all curricula
—
physics or chemistry, one unit; advanced algebra
and solid geometry, one unit.
Sources of Acceptable Credits
The credits required for admission to the undergraduate departments, as
detailed above, may be secured:
(a) By certificate from an accredited high school or other secondary
school.*
(b) By examination.
(c) By transfer from another university or college of recognized
standing.
(A) Admission by Certificate
A candidate for admission by certificate must be a graduate of an ac-
credited school.
An applicant who has attended hut who has not been graduated from an ac-
credited school must pass entrance examinations in the following subjects,
amounting to 5 units:
English composition 1 unit
Algebra 1 unit
Additional subjects to be designated by the University authorities 3 units
Total 5 units
The remaining 10 units necessary to make up the 15 units required for
admission may also be made in entrance examinations or may be offered by
certificate from an accredited school.
Blank certificates for students wishing to enter the University by certi-
ficate from an accredited high school or academy may be had of the Registrar.
They should be obtained early and should be filled out and sent to the Regis-
trar for approval as soon as possible after the close of the high-school year
in June.
*For the present, credits offered for entrance from junior high schools are to be certified by the principal
of the senior nigh school from which the candidate enters.
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The Registrar will endeavor to notify a student of his status promptly
on receipt of his certificate. However, because of the rush of business, it
is sometimes impossible to send such notices in cases where certificates do
not arrive until the week prior to the opening of the University.
Accredited Schools.—The High School Visitor of the University visits
and inspects, on request, high schools and other preparatory schools through-
out the State. On the basis of his reports, approved by the Cormnittee on
Accredited Schools and by the Council of Administration, the University
accredits all work which is found to be sufiiciently well done. For a list of
accredited schools, address the High School Visitor. Not all the schools
named in this list are accredited for the same amount of work or all for the
same subjects. A student presenting a certificate from any one of these
schools will be given entrance credit for all the subjects named therein for
which the school is specifically accredited as shown in the certificate of its ac-
credited relation issued to the school by the University.
Entrance credits will also be accepted on certificate from the following
sources
:
1. From schools accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
2. From schools accredited to the state universities which are included
in the membership of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary-
Schools, provided the certificate shows that the Illinois standard time require-
ments have been met.
3. From schools accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
4. From schools approved by the New England College Entrance Certi-
ficate Board.
5. From high schools and academies registered by the Regents of the
University of the State of New York.
6. From the state normal schools of Illinois and other state normal
schools having equal requirements for graduation.
Foreign Students.—Candidates for admission who come from foreign
countries must bring complete official credentials. They must be able to
meet the scholarship requirement for non-Illinois students as given on page 55
above. Certificates from Oriental and Slavic countries must be accompanied
by certified translations. On arriving at the University foreign students
should consult with the Assistant Dean of Men for Foreign Students, Room
152 Administration Building.
The University will not issue a permit to enter except on the basis of
official detailed credentials filed in advance.
(B) Admission by Examination
The University Entrance Examinations.—Entrance examinations are
given at the University in Urbana three times each year: in September,
immediately before the opening of the fall semester; in January and February,
shortly before the opening of the spring semester; and in July, during the
Surmner Session. Similar examinations are given in Chicago five times each
year, about March 15, June 15, August 15, September 15, and December 15.
These examinations cover substantially all the subjects required or accepted
for admission. Programs may be obtained by addressing the Registrar.
The Examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board.—The certi-
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ficate of the College Entrance Examination Board, showing a grade of 60
percent or higher, will be accepted for admission in any subject in the lists
on pages 57 and 58 in the amounts there specified as being acceptable. These
examinations will be held during the week of June 17-22, 1929.
All applications for examination must be addressed to the Secretary of
the College Entrance Examination Board, 431 West 117th Street, New York,
N. Y., and must be made on a blank form to be obtained from the Secretary
of the Board on application. The fee must accompany the application.
Applications for examinations at points in the United States east of the
Mississippi River, and at points on the Mississippi River, must be received
by the Secretary of the Board at least three weeks in advance of the first day
of the examinations, that is, on or before Monday, May 27, 1929; applica-
tions for examinations at points in the United States west of the Mississippi
River or in Canada must be received at least four weeks in advance of the
first day of the examinations, that is, on or before Monday, May 20, 1929;
and applications for examinations outside of the United States or Canada
must be received at least six weeks in advance of the first day of the examina-
tions, that is, on or before Monday, May 6, 1929.
Applications received later than the dates named will be accepted when
it is possible to arrange for the admission of the candidate concerned, but
only on payment of an additional fee of $5. The Board wiU not accept be-
lated applications for the Scholarship Aptitude Test.
The examination fee is $10 for all candidates. The fee should be re-
mitted by postal order, express order, or draft on New York to the order
of the College Entrance Examination Board and should accompany the
application.
A list of the places at which examinations are to be held by the Board
in June, 1929, will be published about March 1. Requests that the examina-
tions be held at particular points, to receive proper consideration, should
be transmitted to the Secretary of the Board not later than February 1.
The New York Regents' Examinations.—Credits will be accepted, also,
from the examinations conducted by the Regents of the University of the
State of New York.
(C) Admission by Transfer of Entrance Credits from Other Colleges
OR Universities
A person who has been admitted to another college or university of rec-
ognized standing will be admitted to this University on presenting a certificate
of honorable dismissal from the institution from which he comes and an
official statement of the subjects upon which he was admitted to such in-
stitution, provided it appears that the subjects are those required here for
admission or real equivalents. No substitutes will be accepted for the sub-
jects prescribed by the University except that a student who comes from
an institution rated in Class A by the University with a record of thirty
hours without failures or conditions and with an average grade ten per-
cent above the passing grade of the college, may be matriculated irrespective
of deficiencies in prescribed subjects.
Admission to Advanced Standing.—After matriculation, an applicant may
secure advanced standing either by examination or by transfer of credits.
I. By examination.—Advanced standing in the undergraduate colleges
at Urbana is granted only by examination unless the applicant is from an
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approved school. Examinations for advanced standing are given without
fee if taken within 60 days after matriculation; if taken later, a fee of $5
is charged for each examination.
2. By transfer of credits.—Credits may be accepted for advanced standing
from another university or a college or a junior college of recognized standing
or from a state normal school. In general it is unwise for a student to enter
a specialized curriculum at the University as late as the beginning of the
senior year. An applicant for advanced standing by transfer must present a
certified record of work done in the institution from which he comes, ac-
companied by a summary of his preparatory work and by a letter of honorable
dismissal. Students intending to transfer to the University of Illinois should
send their credentials to the Registrar as early in the summer as possible.
Students in large number enter the University after completing one,
two, or even three years at other universities and the colleges of the State.
In recognition of this situation the University is cooperating cordially and
sjonpathetically with the higher institutions in the State in their endeavor
to coordinate their work with that of the University. In order that informa-
tion may be had in advance in regard to the credit to be allowed from a
specific institution, the University, in conference with the colleges, has
adopted certain standards for accrediting and has classified the higher
institutions within the State in accordance with the manner in which they
are able to meet these standards. Students from the colleges which have
met these standards in full, on entering the University receive hour for hour
credit but in applying for a degree are expected to conform to all the pre-
scriptions and limitations as to credit announced for their chosen curriculum.
The Registrar of the University will, on application, gladly furnish full
information in regard to the transfer from Illinois colleges.
Admission as Unclassified Students.—Persons over twenty-one years of
age may be admitted as unclassified students in the undergraduate colleges
at Urbana, provided they secure (1) the recommendation of the instructor
whose work they wish to take, and (2) the approval of the dean of the college
concerned. They must give evidence that they possess the requisite informa-
tion and ability to pursue profitably, as unclassified students, their chosen
subjects, and must meet the special requirements for the particular college
in which they wish to enroll, as stated below.
An unclassified student is not matriculated and must pay a tuition fee
of $7.50 a semester in addition to the regular incidental fee. (See page 82.)
No one may enroll as an unclassified student in any school or college of
the University /or more than two years, except by special permission, applica-
tion for which must be made through the dean of the coUege.
A person registered as an unclassified student in one college and desiring
to take a course in another college of the University must obtain the approval
of the dean of the latter college.
For certain of its coUeges the University has adopted special requirements
for the admission of unclassified students. These are as follows:
1. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.—A written application must
be presented, accompanied by official certificates indicating the applicant's
preparatory work and showing honorable dismissal from the school last
attended. Such applications should be presented at least one week before
the beginning of a semester.
2. The College of Commerce and Business Administration.—A written
application must be presented, accompanied by official certificates showing
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the character and extent of preparatory work accomplished and honorable
dismissal from the school last attended. Statements from employers or
official superiors may also be presented as collateral evidence of the candi-
date's qualifications. In order to secure action before the beginning of the
semester or summer session, applications should be submitted one week
before the date set for general registration.
5. The College of Engineering.—The applicant must satisfy the regular
entrance requirements in mathematics and English (algebra, \}/2 units;
plane geometry, 1 unit; solid geometry, 3^ unit; Enghsh composition and
literature, 3 units).
4. The College 0} Agriculture.—In the case of men, two years of experience
in practical agriculture are required. Any applicant accepted who is unable
to satisfy the regular entrance requirements in English must carry Enghsh
in the University until the deficiency is made good.
5. The College of Law.—No credit earned by an unclassified student
in the College of Law may be counted toward a degree in law.
No-Credit Course in Rhetoric for Deficient Students.—Early in the first
semester the Department of English determines by tests, including the writing
of several compositions, the grade of each student's preparation for freshman
work in rhetoric, and places those students who are found to be insufficiently
prepared in a special course for which no credit is given.
The Professional Schools
College of Education.—For admission to the two-year professional curricula
in the College of Education, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science
in education, a candidate must be able to matriculate in one of the under-
graduate colleges and must offer, in addition, 60 semester hours of college
credit (exclusive of mihtary science). (For the requirements for the under-
graduate curricula in Athletic Coaching and Industrial Education in this
College, see above.)
College of Law.—For admission to the College of Law as a regular
student, beginning January 1, 1929, an applicant must be a graduate of
a college or university of recognized standing, or a student in the University
of lUinois of senior standing who is permitted to elect courses in law for the
degree of Bachelor of Arts or for the degree of Bachelor of Science.
School of Journalism.—For admission to the School of Journalism as a
candidate for a degree a student must be able to matriculate in one of the
undergraduate colleges of the University and must offer, in addition, 60
semester hours of coUege work of acceptable grade, exclusive of physical
education, hygiene, and mihtary science; but inclusive of the following
prescribed subjects:
Rhetoric and composition, 6 hours.
Science, 10 hours in any two of the following subjects: zoology, botany,
chemistry, physics, geology. Note: A student who enters the University
without at least one unit of high-school work in laboratory science must
substitute five hours of a laboratory science for five hours of free electives
in the requirements for graduation.
History, political science, economics, and sociology, 8 hours.
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Note : As desirable electives the following subjects are suggested : English
literature, 6 hours; accountancy, 3 hours; newspaper reporting, 6 hours;
printing and publishing, 4 hours; introduction to journalism, 2 hours; foreign
language, 8 hours.
Library School.—Admission to the Library School is conditioned on
the presentation of credentials showing that the applicant holds a bachelor's
degree in arts or science from the University of Illinois or has had other
equivalent training. Application blanks for admission may be secured from
the Director of the School, and these, filled out, should be filed, with docu-
mentary material showing qualifications for admission, not later than August
1. It is to the candidate's interest to present his application and certificates
early, in order that the question of admission may be settled before he comes
to Urbana.
For admission as an unclassified student to the Library School a written
application is required, accompanied by official certificates indicating the
character and extent of the applicant's preparatory and college work. In
order that action may be taken on such applications before registration day,
they should be presented not later than one month in advance. It is the
practice to admit as unclassified studefits only those persons who, though
unable to meet the requirements for entrance, are substantially prepared for
thorough and advanced work. Such persons must present evidence of
possessing the information and abihty to pursue the chosen subjects profit-
ably. They must also present some substitute for the requirements for
entrance, such as approved library or teaching experience. Preference will
be given to those engaged in library work, especially in Illinois libraries.
Such students are expected to take the regular curriculum, or, failing that,
as much of the prescribed work as they are prepared for.
College of Medicine (Chicago).—For admission to the College of Medi-
cine, candidates must present:
1. Four years' work in an accredited high school or the equivalent,
comprising not fewer than 15 units in acceptable subjects, including pre-
scribed subjects as follows:
English 3 units
Algebra 1 unit
Plane geometry 1 xmit
Latin, Greek, Grerman, or French (both units in the same language) 2 imits
History and civics 1 unit
Electives 7 imits
Total 15 units
2. Two years' work in a recognized college or university, comprising
not less than 60 semester hours, and including prescribed subjects as follows:
Semester Hours
Chemistry (including organic chemistry, 4 semester hours) 12
Physics (at least 2 hours of laboratory work) 8
Biology (at least 4 hours of laboratory work, see note 1) 8
English 6
German, French (see note 2) 6
Electives outside of the chemical, physical, and biological sciences (see note 3) 6
Free electives (see note 3) exclusive of mihtary, hygiene, and physical education 14
Total 60
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Note 1: Biology—Four of these 8 semester hours must consist of laboratory work.
This requirement may be satisfied by a course of 8 semester hours in either general biology
or zoology, or by courses of 4 semester hours each in zoology and botany, but not by botany
alone.
Note 2: German, French—The student is strongly urged to secure a reading knowl-
edge of one of these languages. This will ordinarily require at least two years* work m
the high school followed by at least 6 hours' work in the same language in college, or two
years' work (at least 12 hours) in college if the language was not begun in high school, or
the equivalent.
Note 3: Electives—As desirable electives the following subjects are suggested:
psychology; college algebra and trigonometry; additional English; economics, histoiy,
sociology, political science; logic; Latin, Greek; drawing. Among the free electives ad-
vanced chemistrj'^, zoology, and botany may be offered.
. ,
Preference to Illinois Residents.—In considering applications for admission
preference will be given candidates who are residents of Illinois.
Students registered in the medical curriculum.—The seven year medical
curriculum offered by the University (p. 177) consists of two years of pre-
medical work at Urbana, including the subject requirements stated above,
two years of pre-clinical work in the College of Medicine in Chicago (for
these four years a B. S. degree may be given), two years of clinical work in
the College of Medicine in Chicago, and one year as an interne in a hospital
approved by the University. The registration of students at Urbana who
have completed the requirements of the first two years of the medical curri-
culum (the pre-medical work) and who have done in residence at the Univer-
sity the last two semesters of such curriculum, is continued in the College of
Medicine subject to the following conditions:
1. The student who wishes thus to continue his work in the University
must signify his intention to the Registrar on a form provided by him not
later than March 1 of the year in which he purposes to continue his work
in the Chicago department.
2. The student must comply with the general regulations for registra-
tion in the University in the medical course. This includes the payment of
fees in advance.
3. No student who is on probation in the University or who has been
dropped from the University for poor scholarship will be considered for con-
tinuance in the College of Medicine.
4. The registration of non-residents of Illinois can be continued in the
College of Medicine only provided there is room after all properly qualified
residents of the State have been accommodated.
No conditions are -permitted.—The requirements for admission as stated
above must be met in full before admission will be granted. No deficiencies
are permitted.
College oj Dentistry (Chicago).—For admission to the College of Dentis-
try, candidates must present:
1. Four years' work in an accredited high school or the equivalent,
comprising not fewer than 15 units in acceptable subjects, including pre-
scribed subjects as follows:
EngUsh 3 imits
Algebra 1 unit
Plane geometry 1 unit
Laboratory science (must be physics if this subject is not included among
the 60 hours pre-dental college work) 1 unit
Electives (see general electives, page 57) 9 units
Total 16 units
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2. Beginning with the class entering in September, 1929, two years
of work in an approved college of liberal arts and sciences, comprising not
fewer than 60 semester hours, and including prescribed subjects as follows:
Semester Hours
Chemistry 8
(At least 4 semester horn's must be in qualitative analysis.)
Biology or Physics (Physics must be presented if it has not been taken in the




School of Pharmacy {Chicago).—The requirements for the School op
Pharmacy are the same as those for the undergraduate colleges at Urbana
with respect to high-school graduation, the number of units required, the ac-
ceptable subjects, and the prescribed subjects (see pages 56 to 58).
The required fifteen units may be summarized as follows:
I. Prescribed subjects
English (composition and literature) 3 units
Algebra 1 unit
Plane geometry 1 unit
II. Electives (general electives, not more than 4 imits from List C) 10 units
Total 15 units
Preference to Illinois Residents.—In considering applications for admis-
sion, preference will be given candidates who are residents of Illinois.
Graduate School
Admission to the Graduate School may be granted to graduates of institu-
tions whose requirements for the bachelor's degree are substantially equiva-
lent to those of the University of Illinois. A graduate of an institution
meeting the requirements of a standard college (see p. 60) may be admitted
to the Graduate School, provided he satisfies the Dean and the departments
concerned that he will be able to proceed to the master's degree in a period
not exceeding two years. Admission to the Graduate School does not, however,
imply admission to candidacy for an advanced degree, and gives no right or claim
to be so admitted. Such candidacy is determined by the Faculty after the student
has demonstrated by his work here, for from two to five months, that he has the
ability to do major work of graduate character. A mere accumulation of ^^ credits "
or "grades" is not sufficient.
Application blanks for admission may be secured from the Registrar.
Every applicant must submit with his application for admission an official
transcript of his college record.
Description of Subjects Accepted for Admission
Particularly for the purpose of furnishing a guide to those students who ex-
pect to meet the requirements for admission by examination, brief descrip-
tions of the acceptable subjects are given below.
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1. Agriculture, (j to 3 units, 168 to 504 clock hours).—Separate
courses covering at least 36 weeks each in different phases of agriculture
should be given. At least one-half the time must be devoted to laboratory-
work and notebooks should be kept.
2. Algebra. (/ to 2 units, 120 to 240 clock hours).—{a) One unit—
Fundamental operations; factoring; fractions; simple equations, including
the graphical solution of a linear system; extraction of square roots; radicals
of the second order; variation and proportion; solution of quadratics by
factoring and completing the square; verbal problems.
{b) One and one-half units.—In addition to the subjects of (a) above:
statistical graphs; quadratic equations solved graphically and by the formula,
and equations reducible to quadric form; complex numbers; theory of ex-
ponents; reduction from radicals to fractional exponents and vice versa;
radicals and the rationalization of denominators; radical equations; log-
arithms, arithmetic, and geometric progressions; binomial theorem.
(c) Two units—The material covered in (a) and (b) above, with an ad-
ditional half year which should conform with the course given to freshmen
in college algebra.
3. Astronomy. {% unit, 60 clock hours).—The geography of the
heavens, the various celestial motions, and the positions of the conspicuous
naked-eye heavenly bodies.
4. Bookkeeping. (/ unit, 240 clock hours).—Double entry bookkeeping,
with emphasis on business transactions and their interpretation in the ledger
accounts; simple trading, profit and loss statements, and balance sheets, and
explanation of the meanings of the items involved. The work must be done
under the immediate supervision of a teacher. Credit to the amount of one
unit may be granted also for 120 clock hours extending through the year,
with prepared work done outside of class, in those schools in which the
subject is taught by teachers who have had at least twelve semester hours
of accountancy which are equivalent to the twelve semester hours of ac-
countancy prescribed for Commercial Teachers at the University of Illinois.
5. Botany. {1/2 to i unit, 84 to 168 clock hours).—The general structure
of plants; the principal organs and their functions; the main groups of plants;
the ability to classify and name the more common species. Laboratory note-
books and herbarium collections must be presented.
6. Business Law. (% unit, 60 clock hours).—The subject as covered
in any of the standard text-books.
7. Chemistry. (/ to 2 units, 168 to 336 clock hours).—Text-book and
laboratory work so arranged that at least half of the time shall be given to
the laboratory. Laboratory notebooks must be presented.
8. Civics. {V2 to i unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—Social organization of
institutional life and industries; nature of democracy; duties and obligations
of citizens; government, local, state, and federal.
9. Commercial Arithmetic. (% unit, 60 clock hours).—The subject
as covered in any standard text. To receive credit the course must be pre-
ceded by one year of high-school mathematics.
10. Commercial Geography. {% to i unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—
The subject as covered in any standard text.
11. Drawing. {Freehand drawing, % to i unit, 120 to 240 clock hours;
mechanical drawing, % to i unit, 120 to 240 clock hours).—Drawing books or
plates must be submitted by all students taking entrance examinations.
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12. Economics. {1/2 to i unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—The principles
of economics, with economic history.
13. English Composition and Rhetoric. (/ unit, 120 clock hours).—
Grammar, rhetoric, written and oral composition.
14. English Literature. (/ to j units, 120 to 360 clock hours).—
For candidates preparing to take the entrance examination in EngUsh
Literature, the following outline of the requirements is presented, (a) With a
view to a large freedom of choice, the books provided for reading are arranged
in the following groups from which at least ten units are to be selected, two
from each group. Each unit is here set off by semicolons.
I. The Old Testament, comprising at least the chief narrative episodes
in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together
with the books of Ruth and Esther; the Iliad, with the omission, if desired,
of Books XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI; the Odyssey, with the omis-
sion, if desired, of Books I, II, III, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII; VergU's Aeneid.
The Iliad, the Odyssey, and the Aeneid should be read in English translations
of recognized literary excellence.
For any unit of this group a unit from any other group may be substituted.
II. Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice; Midsummer Night's Dream;
As You Like It; Twelfth Night; Henry the Fifth; Juhus Caesar.
III. Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Part I; Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield;
Scott's Ivanhoe or Quentin Durward; Hawthorne's House of Seven Gables;
Dickens's David Copperfield or Tale of Two Cities; Thackeray's Henry
Esmond; Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford; George Ehot's Silas Marner; Stevenson's
Treasure Island.
IV. Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Part I; Sir Roger de Coverly Papers
in the Spectator; Franklin's Autobiography (condensed); Irving's Sketch
Book; Macaulay's Essays on Lord Clive and Warren Hastings; Thackeray's
English Humorists; selections from Lincoln, including the two Inaugurals,
the Speeches in Independence Hall and at Gettysburg, the Last PubUc Ad-
dress, and the Letter to Horace Greeley, with a brief memoir or estimate;
Parkman's Oregon Trail; either Thoreau's Walden or selections from Huxley's
Lay Sermons; Stevenson's Inland Voyage and Travels with a Donkey; the
Atlantic Prose and Poetry.
V. Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First Series), Books II and III, with
especial attention to Dryden, Collins, Gray, Cowper, Burns; Gray's Elegy
in a Country Churchyard and Goldsmith's Deserted Village; Coleridge's
Ancient Mariner and Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal; Scott's Lady of the
Lake; Byron's Childe Harold, Canto IV, and Prisoner of Chillon; Palgrave's
Golden Treasury (First Series) Book IV, with especial attention to Words-
worth, Keats, and Shelley; Poe's Raven, Longfellow's Courtship of Miles
Standish, Whittier's Snow Bound; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome and
Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette, Launcelot
and Elaine, The Passing of Arthur; Browning's Cavalier Tunes; The Lost
Leader, How They Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix, Home
Thoughts from Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the French
Camp, Herve Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess, Up at a ViUa—Down
in the City.
(b) In addition to the foregoing the candidate will be required to present
a careful, systematic study, with supplementary reading, of the history of
either English or American literature.
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(c) The candidate will be exarmned on the form and substance of certain
books in addition to those named under (a). For 1929 the books will be
selected from the Hst below. The examination will be of such a character
as to require a minute study of each of the works named. The Hst is:
Shakespeare's Macbeth; Milton's Comus, L'Allegro, and II Penseroso;
Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America, or Washington's Farewell
Address and Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration; Macaulaj^'s Life of John-
son, or Carlyle's Essay on Burns; a volume of modem short stories and a
volume of modern essays.
The work outliued in (a), (b), and (c) counts for two units.
(d) The three units in English composition, rhetoric, and hterature,
as described above, are required for all students. A fourth unit may be
obtained for one full year's additional work in the study of English and
American authors.
15. French. (/ to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First yearns work:
Elementarj' grammar; the irregular verbs; pronunciation. About 100 pages
of easy prose should be read. Second year's zvork: Advanced grammar; all
the irregular verbs; elementary composition and conversation. About 300
pages of modern French should be read. Third year's tvork: Composition
and conversation. About 500 pages of standard authors should be read,
including a few classics. Fourth year's work: Composition and conversation.
About 700 pages of standard modern and classical authors should be read.
16. General Science. (% /o / unit, 60 to 168 clock hours).—For one
unit of credit the subject must be conducted as a laboratory science and
laboratory notebooks must be presented.
17. Geology. {1/210 i U7iit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—The thorough study
of one of the shorter modern text-books of geology, v/ith laboratory work
on specimens, maps, models, etc., and field trips.
18. Geometry. {Plane geometry, i unit, 120 clock hours; solid geometry,
i/2 unit, 60 clock hours).—The subject as presented in any standard text.
19. German. (/ to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First year's work:
Reading and translation of simple German prose; elementary grammar up
to the subjunctive; easy prose composition. Second year's work: Modern
writers; oral and wiitten drill on elementary grammar. Third year's work:
Modern prose; advanced prose composition; oral practice. Fourth year's
work: Composition with free reproduction of portions of the text studied;
reading of modern and classical authors.
20. Greek. (/ to j units, 120 to j6o clock hours).—First year's work:
The exercises in a beginning book, and one book of the Anabasis or its equiva-
lent. Second year's work: Two additional books of the Anabasis and three
of Homer, or their equivalents; prose composition equal to one exercise a
week for one year. Third year's work: Three additional books of the Ihad,
three of the Odyssey, and Books VI, VII, VIII of Herodotus, or an equivalent
from other authors.
21. History. (/ to 5 units, 120 to j6o clock hours).—Ancient history to
800 A.D., one unit; medieval and modem history, one unit; English history,
one-half or one unit; American history, one-half or one unit.
Examinations for entrance will be given in all these subjects. The exam-
ination for each unit is intended to cover one full year of high-school work.
22. Home Economics. (/ to 3 units, 180 to S40 clock hours).—The divi-
sions of the subject recognized for credit are: (a) food and nutrition, one
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unit; (b) clothing and textiles, one unit; (c) home management, one unit.
A unit of credit may be made up from half units in the above courses.
23. Industrial Arts. (/ to 2 units, 240 to 480 clock hours).—First
yearns work: Mechanical drawing and wood-shop. Second yearns work: Any
combination of the following groups, provided at least 120 hours of work
are offered from each group
—
(1) machine drawing, (2) wood turning and
pattern making, (3) wood turning and furniture and cabinet making, (4) forg-
ing, (5) machine shop practice, (6) printing, (7) auto mechanics, (8) a course
in farm mechanics acceptable to the University.
24. Latin. (/ to 4 tinits, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First yearns work:
Inflections and syntax as given in a good beginners' book ; the ability to read
simple fables and stories. Second year's work: Four books of Caesar's Gallic
War, or its equivalent; simple Latin prose based on the text. Third year's
work: Six orations of Cicero; simple Latin prose based on the text; historical
references and the fundamentals of syntax. Fourth year's work: Six books
of Vergil's Aeneid, with history and mythology; the scansion of hexameter
verse.
25. Music. {Theoretical and Applied—i to 2 units, 120 to 240 clock
hours).—Music may be accepted to an amount not exceeding two units of
credit for admission to any department of the University. The following
courses may be accepted:
(1) Theory and Harmony, 1 to 2 units.
(2) History of Music, 1 unit.
(3) Appreciation of Music, 1 unit.
(4) A composite course consisting of any two of the subjects listed
under (1), (2), and (3), 1 to 2 units.
(5) Applied Music, i.e., individual instruction in piano, voice, etc.;
orchestra; band; choral music, 1 unit. Acceptable only provided one unit
in theoretical music (as indicated in 1, 2, 3, and 4 above) is offered at the same
time, and provided also that the course offered in applied music has been
preceded by two years of high-school work in apphed music courses.
For admission to the School of Music, two units in "applied" music,
i.e., piano, voice, or violin, are required. Credit in the "applied" music
is given only after examination. For two units in piano, students are re-
quired to play the following or the equivalent: Simple scales and arpeggios
at fairly rapid tempo; Bach Two-part Inventions; Czerny, Op. 299; an easy
sonata of Haydn, Mozart, or Beethoven. For two units in voice, students
are required to sing the following or the equivalent: Simple scales and ar-
peggios; studies selected from Concone, Sieber, Panofka, and Panseron;
songs selected from Schubert, Schumann, and modern composers. For two
units in violin, students must be able to accomplish all basic movements
of finger and bow technic as in Flesch, Basic-Studies I A, B, C, E; II A-E;
or Sevcik, Op. 1, Book I, Exercises 7, 8, 11 (Variations 1-6, 39-41), 29 (Varia-
tions 1-10, 29-32), Op. 7, Book I, Op. 8, 9. All scales (2 and 3 octave).
Etudes equivalent to Kayser (especially 2, 12, 14, 17, 21, 27 in Svecenski
edition); Mazas Special Studies; Kreutzer Etudes, (especially 2, 7, 8, 12,
15, in Singer Edition). Repertoire equivalent to Dancla "Airs Varies,"
Bach Concerto in E major, Mittell Classics, Volumes 3 and 4.
26, Physics. (/ to 2 units, 168 to jjd clock hours).—Elementaiy phy-
sical science with laboratory practice. The laboratory notebook will be
considered as part of the examination.
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27. Physical Geography, {i/2 to i unit, 60 to 168 clock hours).—For
more than one-half unit a laboratory notebook will be required.
28. Physiology. {V2 to i unit, 60 to 168 clock hours).—The anatomy,
histology, and physiology of the human body. For more than one-half unit
a laboratory notebook will be required.
29. Shorthand and Typewriting. (/ to 2 units, 240 to 260 clock
hours).—Three examinations are given. A candidate who desires two units
of credit must take the examination outlined in paragraph 3. Two units
cannot be obtained by offering a combination of the examinations outlined
in paragraphs 1 and 2.
1. Typewriting (one unit). Transcription from typewritten material
at the rate of 35 words per minute.
2. Stenography and typewriting (one unit). Dictation at the rate of
75 words per minute; transcription at the rate of 25 words per minute.
3. Stenography and typewriting (two units). Dictation at the rate
of 90 words per minute; transcription at the rate of 35 words per minute.
30. Spanish. (/ to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First yearns work:
Grammar, including the irregular verbs; pronunciation, and translation of
simple Spanish when spoken; reading about 100 pages of easy prose; simple
composition and dictation. Second year's work: In addition to the foregoing,
about 300 pages of modern prose; elementary syntax; dictation, composition,
and translation of spoken Spanish. Third year's work: Intermediate com-
position and conversation; about 500 pages of standard authors. Fourth
year's work: Advanced composition and conversation; about 700 pages of
standard modem authors.
31. Trigonometry. {% unit, 60 clock hours).—Plane trigonometry, as
given in any standard text-book, including the solution of right and oblique
triangles. Solution of practical problems, trigonometric identities, and
trigonometric equations.
32. Zoology, {i/2 to i unit, 84 to 168 clock hours).—Laboratory, text-
book, and recitation work. Notebook and drawings must be presented. The
drawings are to be made from the objects themselves, not copied from il-
lustrations, and the notes are to be a record of the student's own observa-
tions of the animals examined. An accurate knowledge of the external
anatomy of each of eight or ten animals distributed among the larger divi-
sions of the animal kingdom, their life histories, and their adaptations to
environment will be required. Special attention should be given to a study
of the living animal. The names of the largest divisions of the animal king-
dom, with their distinguishing characteristics, and with illustrative examples
selected from familiar forms, ought also to be known.
GRADUATION—FIRST DEGREES
A bachelor's degree is conferred on a student who satisfactorily completes
a curriculum in one of the colleges and schools, doing either the first three
years, or the last year, of his work in residence at the University.
A candidate for a bachelor's degree must pass in the subjects marked
prescribed in his curriculum, and must conform to the directions in that
curriculum in regard to electives. In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
(for the A.B. degree), the College of Commerce and Business Administration,
and the College of Agriculture, credit for 130 hours is required for graduation.
In chemistry and chemical engineering in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, in the College of Engineering, in the College of Law, in the Library
School, and in the School of Music, the candidate must complete the cur-
riculum as laid down.
In order to receive his bachelor's degree a student must have secured
grades not lower than C in subjects aggregating at least three-fourths of the
work, prescribed or elective, required for such degree. The system of grading
is as follows: A, excellent; B, good; C, fair; D, poor (but passing); E, failure.
The work required includes, for men, military drill and tactics, hygiene,
and physical education; and for women, hygiene and physical education.
Men excused from the military requirements, and women who do not take
the course in physical education, must elect instead an equivalent number
of hours in other subjects.
When a thesis is required,^ the subject must be announced by the first
Monday in November, and the completed thesis must be submitted to the
dean of the proper college by June 1. The work must be done under the
direction of a professor in the department concerned and must be in the
line of the curriculum for which a degree is expected. The thesis must be
presented on regulation paper.
The annual commencement exercises are held in June, but degrees may
be conferred at other times as follows:
Students who complete their work at the end of the first semester may,
on application, be recommended at the February meeting of the Senate.
Students who are to complete their work for the bachelor's or the master's
degree in the Summer Session, and who, in advance of the June meeting of
the Senate, file a list of specified courses to be taken that session which com-
plete the requirements in their cases, may be recommended at the June
meeting, subject to the successful completion of the courses in the Summer
Session.
Students who complete their work at the end of the Summer Session
may, on application, be recommended at the October meeting of the Senate.
A student who has received one bachelor's degree may receive a second
bachelor's degree, provided that all specified requirements for both degrees
be fully met, and provided also that the curriculum offered for the second
degree include at least 30 semester hours not counted for the first degree.




By the following system of honors, the University gives public ofl5cial recog-
nition to such students as attain a high grade of scholarship. The plan is
applicable to those undergraduates at Urbana who are enrolled in a four-
year curriculum requiring only high-school preparation for admission or
in the College of Education.
I. Honors Day. An annual University Honors Day is held in accordance
with the following plan:
1. On Honors Day there is a University Convocation with an address
by some distinguished speaker.
2. Announcement is made at that time of the winners of cups or other
trophies for scholarship, awarded within the p>eriod between convocations
and in accordance with conditions approved by the Council of Administra-
tion,
3. Election of stijdents to those honorary societies is announced where
the basis of election meets a standard of scholarship approved by the CouncO
of Administration.
4. Announcement is made of those organized groups whose average is
eqiiivalent to 0.20 above the average of all undergraduates on the basis of
the methods now employed by the University authorities in determining
group averages.
5. Announcement is made of the names of undergraduate students who
have distinguished themselves in scholarship during the two semesters pre-
vious to Honors Day: with the exception that in the case of freshmen the
basis of award is the grades for the first semester.
There are three grades of such honors:
(a) Students in the upper ten percent of each cla^ are entitled to
have their names printed on the convocation program.
(b) Students in the upper three percent of the sophomore, junior,
and senior classes are entitled to wear a badge or other suitable emblem
to be selected by a committee of three faculty and six student members
appointed by the President of the University.
(c) Those seniors who are in the upper three percent of their class
in both junior and senior years are entitled to have their names inscribed
on a suitable tablet. After the fourth convocation on Honors Day, the
names of those placed on the tablet four years before are removed from
the tablet and transferred to a book kept by the Univei^ity for that
purpose. This book is a p-ermanent record of the University.
6. The basis of award is the attainments of the student or group of
students as shown by the scholastic records on file in the ofl5ce of the Regis-
trar. The students and organizations to be given honors are selected by the
University Senate on the recommendation of the Council of Administration.
7. A student whose name is among the upper ten percent of his class in
accordance with the foregoing plan, at the convocation held in his junior
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year, is permitted so to adjust the studies of his senior year as to allow him
freedom to put a considerable proportion of his time on some selected sub-
ject of study or investigation under the supervision of the department con-
cerned, provided that such arrangement does not cause omission of pre-
scribed subjects in set curricula except by special permission of the dean of
his college. In heu of a final examination the department may require such
reports or thesis as it deems most suitable. The amount of approved work
which may be thus taken during the senior year may not exceed the equiva-
lent of a total of ten semester hours if taken within one department or of
sixteen semester hours if in two departments. A student availing himself
of the opportunity which this plan offers may not register for more than a
total of eighteen hours either semester of his senior year.
II. Graduation zcith Honors. The University Senate maj' recommend
candidates for bachelor's degrees with honors in a particular field under the
following conditions:
1. For the degree with Honors, the student must have received the
grade of A in at least one-half of the semester houi^ accepted in satisfaction
of the requirements for a major, or in a minimum of twelve hours in ap-
proved courses in his field of speciahzation, exclusive of beginning courses
open to freshmen, and no grade below C in any of the work offered in his
major or field of specialization. He must have attained a grade of not lower
than B in at least three-fourths of all other work which he presents for
graduation, exclusive of courses during his freshman year.
2. For the degree with High Honors, constituting a recognition of work
of exceptional merit, the student must have received the gi-ade of A in at
least three-fourths of the work offered in courses accepted in satisfaction
of the requhements for a major or in a minimum of fifteen hours in approved
courses in the field of specialization, exclusive of beginning courses open only
to freshmen, and no grade below B in the work offered in his major or field
of speciahzation. He must also have attained a grade not lower than B
in at least three-fourths of aU the other work which he presents for graduation,
exclusive of courses taken during his freshman year. In addition he must
have completed satisfactorily at least ten hours in courses open to advanced
undergraduates and gi'aduate students, or courses approved for this purpose
by the department in his field of speciahzation. He must either present
an acceptable thesis or pass a comprehensive examination based on a course
of study approved by that department.
3. The thesis or course of study in the field of speciahzation shall cany
credit for at least four semester hours, irrespective of whether the student
eventually receives High Honors or not; and the instructor in charge shall
report to the Registrar a grade for each semester, based on the student's
progress.
4. These distinctions shall be noted on the student's baccalaureate
diploma and in the Commencement Program and the Annual Register, smd
the winners shaU receive special consideration in departmental recommenda-
tion for graduate scholarships and for professional positions.
III. Graduation u.-ith Honors, Professional Schools. A student who compKes
with the requirements for graduation from the College of Law (degree of
J.D. or LL.B.), the LibrarJ- School, the College of Medicine, the College
of Dentistn.-, or the School of Pharmacy, and who attains in aU work done in
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courses offered in the college concerned, and presented for the degree, the
average grade specified below, may be recommended by the University
Senate for the honors stated: For an average grade of not less than 4.35,
Graduation with Honors; for an average grade of not less than 4.75, Grad-
uation with High Honors. The honors conferred shall be noted on the diploma
and the commencement program.
Debating and Oratory
The University engages yearly in eight intercollegiate debates, the teams
for which are chosen in a series of competitive preliminaries.
The Western Conference Debate League (for men) consists of the
universities of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Northwestern,
Ohio State, Purdue, and Wisconsin. A rotating schedule is used and is so
arranged that each university debates with each of the other universities
once every two years. Each university participates in four debates annually;
two on the second Thursday in December and two on the third Thursday
in March. The University of Illinois debates with Purdue, Northwestern,
Minnesota, and Ohio State in 1928-29, and the other universities in 1929-30.
Two Open Forum Decisionless Debates are held annually with Ejiox
College at Galesburg, Illinois.
The University of Illinois, Northwestern University, and Purdue Univer-
sity in 1927 formed a debating league for women's teams. It holds a debate
at each university on the second Thursday in January.
The Inter-Society Declamation Contest is held yearly.
A series of Intramural Debates is held during the second semester
each year. This consists of (1) intra-college debates in the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, Commerce, EDgineering, Agriculture, Education, and
Law, in which college teams consisting of two members are chosen
; (2) inter-
college debates, leading to a final or inter-college championship debate.
Prizes are awarded as follows: a silver cup to the college whose team wins
the final debate, $50 to each member of the championship team, $25 to each
member of the team losing the final debate, and $25 to each member of the
six college teams.
Prizes
The Thacher Hozvland Guild Memorial Prize.—Friends of Thacher Howland
Guild, instructor and associate in English, 1904-14, have endowed the Thacher
Howland Guild Memorial Prize, an annual prize of $25, to be given to the
undergraduate student submitting the poem or one-act play which, in the
opinion of a committee appointed by the department of English, shows the
greatest originality and literary merit; provided that the award may be with-
held in any year if no production is deemed worthy of a prize. The name
of the winner of this prize is printed in the commencement program.
The Bryan Prize.—In 1898, Mr. William Jennings Bryan gave to the
University the sum of $250 from the interest on which a prize of $25 is offered
biennially for the best essay on a topic relating to the science of government.
The contest is open to all matriculated undergraduate students. The essays
may not be less than 3,000 nor more than 6,000 words in length, and they
must be left at the President's office not later than the second Wednesday
in May. It is suggested that the essays be on some phase of modern colonial
government. The prize was offered for the first time in 1901. It will be
offered next in 1929.
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The Rolfe Prize, amounting to $250, was awarded first in 1927 by Pro-
fessor C. W. Rolfe for the best contribution towards a new, better, or in-
creased utilization of any natural resources of the State of Illinois.
The Francis J. Plym Fellowship in Architecture.—Through endowment
by Mr. Francis J. Plym, of Niles, Michigan, a graduate of the University of
lUinois of the class of 1897, the Trustees have established a fellowship for
the advanced study of architecture. The stipend is $1,200, awarded annually
by competition in architectural design. The holder of the fellowship is re-
quired to spend a year in study abroad. For further information address
the Department of Architecture.
The Plym Foreign Scholarship in Architectural Engineering.—Through
endowment by Mr. Francis J. Plym, the Trustees have established a scholar-
ship for foreign study for architectural engineers. The stipend is $700,
awarded annually by competition. The holder of the scholarship is required
to spend six months abroad in the study of engineering and architecture.
The American Institute of Architects Medal.—The American Institute of
Architects offers annually a medal to the senior in Architecture whose develop-
ment during the four years' course is the most consistent and best. In making
the award, scholarship in all work is considered.
The Scarab Medal in Architecture.—The Scarab Society offers annually
to students in Architecture two bronze medals awarded during the second
semester for the best solution of a problem in design. One medal is given
in architecture and the other in architectural engineering.
The Richer Prize in Architectural History.—The Ricker Prize in Archi-
tectural History is awarded annually for the best presentation of some phase
of architectural history, and is open to all students registered in the second
year's work in this subject. This prize is given by the Alpha Rho Chi society
in recognition of the distinguished contributions made by the late Dr. Nathan
Clifford Ricker, who for fifty years taught architectural history.
American Academy Prize.—The Prize in Architecture of the American
Academy in Rome is open for competition among qualified undergraduates
and graduates of certain American architectural schools, including that of
the University of Illinois. This prize grants three years of residence and
travel abroad for the study of classic and renaissance architecture.
Plym School Prizes.—Through endowment by Mr. Francis J. Plym, the
Department of Architecture offers annually certain prizes for undergraduate
work. The prizes for architectural engineers represent three awards to those
senior architectural engineers whose work, attitude, and ability are judged
the highest. The prize for summer sketches is awarded to that student who,
during a summer vacation, makes the most interesting and best freehand
sketches. The prize for sketch problems is offered as a stimulation to the
student architects in the department during the school year for the better
development and presentation of the sketch problems given during the year.
The Paris Prize.—The Society of Beaux-Arts Architects offers an annual
award known as the Paris Prize, which is open for competition among quali-
fied students of certain American architectural schools, including that of
the University of Illinois.
Civil Engineering Prizes.—The late Dr. Ira 0. Baker, Professor of Civil
Engineering, Emeritus, and for forty-eight years a professor in the depart-
ment, endowed two prizes for the two ranking senior students in civil engi-
neering. These prizes, amounting to $75 and $25 respectively, are awarded
primarily on excellence of scholarship and secondarily on personal qualities
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and professional activity. The names of the winners are placed annually
on a bronze tablet located near the civil engineering drafting room and a
special certificate is given to the student winning first prize.
The Schaejer Prize in Engineering.—Mr. John V. Schaefer, a graduate
of the College of Engineering of the Class of 1889, offers annually a first
prize of $50 and a second prize of S25 for the two best technical papers
written by students beyond the freshman year in the College of Engineering.
The essay, which must be at least 1,500 words and not more than 2,500 words
in length, must describe some engineering construction or operation with
which the writer has been personally identified in some capacity during
a vacation period, and must be accompanied by photographs and by free-
hand sketches made by the writer. It must be submitted to the Dean of
the College of Engineering early in January of each year.
American Academy in Ro7ne Fellowship.—The Fellowship in Landscape
Architecture of the American Academy in Rome is open for competition
among the qualified undergraduates and graduates of certain American land-
scape schools, including that of the University of Illinois. The Fellowship
carries with it a three-year term of study in landscape architecture at Rome.
University Landscape Architects Society.—Competition for membership,
which is held in the fall, is open to any male student regularly em*olled and
matriculated in the professional course in Landscape Architecture and who
is at the time of the competition in good standing as a junior or a senior
student.
The Spring scholarship competition which carries for the winner the
honor of having his name inscribed on a bronze shield and of receiving a
book on some landscape architectural subject, is open to any student, male
or female, who is regularly matriculated in the professional course in Land-
scape Architecture, and who is, at the time of the competition, in good stand-
ing as a junior or senior, and who has not won a previous competition, or who
has not competed in two previous competitions.
The Foundation for Architecture and Landscape Architecture.—Two sum-
mer scholarships, in both Architecture and Landscape Architecture, are
offered to ranking seniors of certain middle-western universities, including
the University of Illinois. The scholarships grant three months of residence
and instruction at Lake Forest, Illinois.
Persons holding summer scholarships are eligible to compete for fellow-
ships offered each year, one in Ai'chitecture, one in Landscape Architecture.
Each fellowship grants a stipend of §1,250, to be used for a year's travel and
study in Europe.
Chi Omega Prize in Sociology.—The University of Illinois Chapter of
Chi Omega offers annually a prize of $25 for the best essay written by a
woman in connection with any course in sociology.
Phi Beta Kappa Prize.—Garoma of Illinois chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
offers annually a prize of $50 to that member of Gamma chapter who at
his graduation from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences gives evidence
of greatest promise as a scholar in the liberal arts. The award is based on
the following considerations: (a) Class room records; (b) other literary and
scholarly activities in the University; (c) an essay, which may be a senior
thesis or a term paper. The committee in charge may withhold the award
if none of the essays appear worthy of the prize. Essays submitted in com-
petition and all correspondence with reference to this prize should be ad-
dressed to the Secretary of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, University of Illinois.
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Tlie committee will not be limited in its award to those who have submitted
papers specifically for this purpose or have otherwise given formal notice
of candidacy. Special consideration will be given to theses deposited in
the College office by candidates for honors in the various departments.
Essays should be submitted not later than May 1.
Beta Gamma Sigma Prize.—Beta Garmna Sigma awards each year a
silver cup to the freshman in the College of Commerce and Business Ad-
ministration who makes the highest average in his first semester's work.
The name of the prize winner and his average for the semester are engrossed
on a parchment scroll hung in a prominent place in the Commerce building.
The Gamma Epsilon Pi Trophy.—A silver cup is awarded the freshman
woman in the College of Commerce and Business Administration who makes
the highest average each semester. The name and average of the winner
are engraved on the cup, which is kept in a case in the haU of the Conmaerce
building. The name and grade are also engrossed on a parchment scroU
which is placed near the case.
Delta Sigma Pi awards a gold key annually to the student who, on gradua-
tion from the College of Commerce and Business Administration, ranks
highest in scholarship for the entire course. The key is awarded to any
student, whether he is a member of the fraternity or not.
Alpha Zeta.—A sUver cup is awarded each year to the freshman in the
College of Agriculture who makes the highest average for both semesters.
Omega Beta Pi Scholarship Cup.—Omega Beta Pi awards a cup at the end
of the first semester each year to the freshman pre-medical student making
the highest scholastic average. The University has constructed a case for
the trophy in the main hall of the Natural History Building.
The Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants Membership.—The
Illinois Society of Certified Pubhc Accountants offers student associate
membership each spring to two students in advanced courses in account-
ancy who will be senior or graduate students during the succeeding academic
year. Selection is based primarily on excellence in scholarship and second-
arily on personal qualities and indications of professional stability.
Skull and Crescent offers annually a gold watch to the sophomore man
who ranks highest in scholarship and activities in the opinion of a committee
composed of Dean T. A. Clark, Mr. F. H. Turner, Director G. A. Huff, and
the president of Skull and Crescent.
The Alethenai Short Story Contest.—The Alethenai Literary Society offers
a prize of $25 to the author of the best short story submitted in its annual
short story contest which is open to all University students. The contest
is announced in December and closes in April and the judges are members
of the department of English.
Prizes for Essays on Thrift.—The committee on War Savings Stamps
Sales for Illinois has presented to the University the sum of $1,281.16, the
income of which is to be used for prizes for essays on thrift. AH students
of the University who have had a course in the principles of economics may
compete. Essays may deal with any aspect of thrift or its promotion. The
contest is administered by the Head of the Department of Economics.
The English Poetry Prize.—The Enghsh Department offers two prizes,
one of fifteen and one of ten dollars, for the best undergraduate poems of
the year. Poems should be sent to the head of the department by May first.
The B'nai B'rith Prize.—The Champaign and Urbana Lodge of B'nai
B'rith offers annually prizes amounting to fifty dollars for essays on Jewish
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subjects. These prizes, for which all undergraduate students in the Univer-
sity may compete, are divided into two groups. For upperclassmen there is
a first prize of S2o, and a second prize of SIO. For freshmen there is one prize
of $15.
Conference Medal.—The Intercollegiate Conference, through its Faculty
Representative at each Conference institution, awards annually a medal to
the student of the graduating class who has attained the greatest proficiency
in athletics and in scholastic work.
Military Contests and Prizes
The University Gold Medal.—The Tmstees provide annually a gold medal
awarded on Military Day to the best drilled second-year basic course student,
whose property the medal becomes. Each student must have matriculated
in the University, and must have completed three semesters' work in mihtary
drill with a grade not lower than B; and three semesters' work in military
theorj' with a grade not lower than A; and he must have an average standing
not lower than C in all his other studies for the preceding semester. This
standing shall be determined by the Registrar. The name of the winner
is pubhshed in the Annual Register. The award is made for excellence in:
(1) Theoretical standing; (2) Record of attendance at theory and drill;
(3) Military bearing and neatness; (4) Practical knowledge of the rules of
courtesy; (5) School of soldier without arms.
The Hazelton Prize Medal.—Captain W. C. Hazelton provided, in 1890,
a medal which is awarded to the best drilled freshman basic course student.
Each competitor must have been in attendance at the University at least
sixteen weeks of the current college year and have had not more than one
unexcused absence from drill. The award of this Medal will be made on
Military Day, and is made for excellence in the same detaUs as in the Uni-
versity Gold Medal contest.
The name of the successful competitor is published in the Annual Reg-
ister. He retains possession of the medal until the fifteenth of May, follow-
ing, when he must return it for the next competition.
Cavalry Medal.—The Cavalrj'^ unit, in 1920, provided a gold medal which
is awarded, at a competitive drill held some time between May 15 and May
31, to the best drilled cavalry student of the basic course. The award is
made for excellence in the use of cavalry weapons, both mounted and dis-
mounted, and for soldierly bearing and appearance. The name of the success-
ful competitor is published in the Annual Register. He is given a certificate
setting forth the facts, and may wear the medal until the fifteenth of May,
following, when he must return it for the next competition.
Infantry and Artillery Prize.—To the infantry company and artillery
battery which win the competition in the Infantry and Artillery respectively,
is awarded a silver cup.
Phalanx Award.—The outstanding freshman cadet in each unit taking
First Year Basic Course Military receives the Phalanx Award on Mihtary Day.
ASSOCIATIONS, SOCIETIES, AND CLUBS
The Alumni Association is the general organization of the alumni of the
University. The Association maintains an office at the University and pub-
lishes a monthly periodical, the Illinois Alumni News; in this office is com-
piled the alumni directory, known as The Alumni Record. Work is under way
for the next edition. An edition for the Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry and
School of Pharmacy, at Chicago, was published in 1921, The Chicago de-
partment graduates have alumni associations of their own, as has the Library
School. Local alumni associations have been organized in many states.
The Illinois Union is an association of the men of the University, having
for its general object the promotion of college spirit and good fellowship.
All male students are eligible to active membership; alumni and members
of the faculty may become associate members.
The Woman^s League was organized to further the spirit of unity among
the women of the University and to be a medium for the stimulation and
maintenance of high standards. All women students are ehgible to active
membership; all women members of the faculty and of the Graduate School
are eligible to associate membership.
The Student Council is a student governing body in close contact through
its members with every branch of student enterprise where the interests
of men and women together are concerned.
The Students' Mutual Benefit Hospital Fund provides ward hospital care
for members who become ill and need such care for a period not to exceed
four weeks during any semester. Members pay $3 a semester. The Dean
of Men is the trustee of the fund.
Literary Societies include the Adelphic and Philomathean societies for
men, and the Alethenai, Athenian, Illiola, Jamesonian, Gregorian,
and Anonian societies for women.
Membership in the Young Men's Christian Association is based on will-
ingness to serve on some one of the eighteen committees. Every man in
the University is eligible for membership. The rooms are open to all students.
Religious meetings are held on Sunday evenings. Bible discussion groups
and friendly relations with foreign students are promoted. An employment
bureau managed by the Association helps students find work.
The Young Women's Christian Association is housed in the Hannah Mc-
Kinley building. Dormitory space is provided for sixty-five women. A
dining room is located in the basement. An employment bureau is main-
tained to help University women to find employment.
At the opening of the college year the Associations endeavor to help new
students to find rooming and boarding places. The Students' Handbook,
giving information about the University and the various college organiza-
tions and activities, is sent free to prospective students.
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Honorary Societies
The honorary societies or fraternities named below are private inter-
collegiate organizations of students and graduates, having for their primary
purpose the recognition and encouragement of excellence in scholarship in
various departments of study. Election is in all cases made by the societies
themselves in accordance with their own rules. The University assumes
no responsibility for elections.
Societies honoring high scholarship in the colleges are: Phi Beta Kappa,
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Beta Gamma Sigma (men) and Gamma
Epsilon Pi (women), College of Commerce and Business Administration;
Tau Beta Pi, College of Engineering; Alpha Zeta, Gamma Sigma Delta,
College of Agriculture; Pi Kappa Lambda, School of Music; Phi Delta
Kappa (men) and Kappa Delta Pi (men and women). College of Education;
Order of the Coif, College of Law; Sigma Xi, general research; Omicron Nu,
Phi UpsUon Omicron, Home Economics; Alpha Omega Alpha, Sigma Xi,
College of Medicine.
Societies honoring high scholarship in the Freshman Class regardless of
college are Phi Eta Sigma (men) and Alpha Lambda Delta (women).
There are in each college a number of societies and clubs devoted to
outside work of a literary, scientific, or technical nature, auxiliary to the work
of various departments of that college. Among these are the following:
In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: The Botanical Club,
the Celtic Club, le Cercle Francais, el Circulo Espanol, the Chemical Club,
the University of Illinois Section of the American Chemical Society, the
English Journal Club, the Geological Journal Club, Hexapoecia, the Mathe-
matical Club, the Philological Club, the Psychology Club, the Romance
Journal Club, the Scandinavian Club, the Bryce Club, the German Conversa-
tion Club, the Poetry Society, the Freshman Mathematics Club.
In the College of Commerce and Business Administration: The
Accountancy Club, the Commerce Club, the Foreign Trade Club, the lUini
Chamber of Commerce, Commercia.
Alpha Delta Sigma, Band of X, Beta Alpha Psi, Beta Nu Kappa, Gamma
Alpha Chi, Pan-Xenia.
In the College of Engineering: The Architectural Club, the Student
Branch of the American Ceramic Society, the Student Branch of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the Electrical Engineering Society, the Engineering
Council, the General Engineering Society, the Student Branch of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining and Metalliu-gical Engineers, the Student Branch
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Physics Colloquium,
the Railway Club, the Urbana Section of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers.
In the College of Agriculture: The Agricultural Club, the Horti-
cultural Club, the Home Economics Club, the Landscape Club, the Hoof
and Horn Club, the Floricultural Club, the Dairy Club, the Agricultural
Educational Club, the Student Branch of the American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers, the Agronomy Club.
In the School of Music: The University Choral Society, the University
Military Band, the University Orchestra, the University Women's Glee
Club.
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
(For circulars giving more detailed information apply to the Registrar.)
Unless otherwise stated, a scholarship covers matriculation and incidental
fees in any department of the University.
County Scholarships.—One for each county. The holder is selected by
competitive examination.
General Assembly Scholarships.—One nomination annually by each mem-
ber of the General Assembly. The nomination must be received by the
President of the University not later than the first Monday in July.
Scholarships in Ceramic Engineering.—One scholarship to each county
in the State, awarded on the nomination of the Illinois Clay Workers' As-
sociation. For students entering the study of ceramics or ceramic engineering.
Scholarships in Agriculture and Home Economics.—One to each county
in the State, except Cook and Lake, and one to each of the first ten congres-
sional districts, for students preparing for the study of agriculture in the
College of Agriculture ; and one for students preparing for the study of home
economics in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences or in the College of
Agriculture. Scholarships in the College of Agriculture are also provided
for unclassified students twenty-one years of age or over.
Thomas J. Smith Scholarships in Music.—Four scholarships annually
for women, preferably from Champaign county.
State Military Scholarships.—For World War Veterans. Special provision
passed by the General Assembly of 1919.
John M. Gregory and Louisa C. Gregory Scholarships.—The annual stipend
is one hundred dollars.
The E. A. Wallace Memorial Scholarship.—This is a scholarship of the
capital value of $10,000, established by Mrs. Gertrude E. Haweis "for the
benefit of students in the University from Havana, Illinois, selected by the
Board of Education of that city."
LaVerne Noyes Scholarships.—Thirty scholarships have been made avail-
able under the will of LaVerne Noj'^es to students in the University. These
scholarships, covering all student fees, are open to those who have served
in the army or navy of the United States of America in the World War, or
those who are descendants of active participants in the war.
Other Scholarships.—See under College of Law, College of Medicine,
School of Music, Summer Session, and Graduate School.
BENEFICIARY AID
(For more detailed information apply to the Comptroller.)
The following loan funds have been established for the benefit of worthy
students who are in need of financial aid in order to finish their courses.
Edward Snyder Department of Students' Aid; Class of 1895 Fund;
Graduate Club Loan Fund; Woman's League Loan Fund; William B. Mc-
Kinley Loan Fund ; Henry Strong Loan Fund ; Margaret Lange James Loan
Fund ; Woman's Pharmacy Loan Fund (available for men as well as women)
;
Library School Fund (administered by the Library School Alumni Associa-
tion); First Fund for Overseas Soldiers; Dora E. Biddle Loan Fund; James
R. Morris Loan Fund; Grace Darling Memorial Loan Fund; Carter-Pennell
Trust; Henry Roberts Temple Loan Fund; Marcus Russell Loan Fund;




All University fees are payable each semester in advance.
Matriculation Fee.—Each student not holding a scholarship, on
satisfying the requirements for admission to the University,
pays the matriculation fee of SIO . 00
Incidental Fee. All students in departments at Urbana other than
Law, residents of Illinois, except those holding scholarships,
pay, each semester, an incidental fee of 25 . 00
Students in departments at Urbana other than Law, not residents
of Illinois, pay, each semester, an incidental fee of 37 . 50
Students in the College of Law, residents of Illinois, except those
holding scholarships, pay, each semester, an incidental fee of . . 50 . 00
Students in the College of Law, not residents of Illinois, pay, each
semester, an incidental fee of 75 . 00
Graduate students enrolled for thesis work on leave of absence pay
an incidental fee of 20 . 00
Law Fee. Students not registered in the College of Law, pay, each
semester, for courses in law (per semester hour) 1 . 00
Tuition Fee. Unclassified students (except in agriculture or home
economics holding scholarships), pay, each semester, a tuition
fee of 7 . 50
Laboratory Fees. Students working in laboratories, or in drafting
or engineering classes, pay fees varying from SO.50 to $12.50,
to cover materials and apparatus used and breakages or
damages.
Uniform Deposits. Students taking mihtary make a deposit for
uniform and equipment. This deposit is refunded to the student
when his uniform and equipment are returned 15 . 00
Listener's Fee. Persons not connected with the University who at-
tend classes as listeners, pay for each course, each semester. . . 7.50
Late Registration Fee. Former students who enter after the Regis-
tration Days in either semester pay a late registration fee of . . 5 . 00
Special Instruction in English. Students placed under the care of
the Committee on Students' Use of English, pay each semester
for this special instruction a fee of 5 . 00
Change Fee. For every change of study-list made later than the
Monday noon following registration, a fee of SI is charged,
except that the total charge for the rearrangement authorized
on any one change-slip shall not exceed S2 1 . 00
Locker Fee. Payable each semester by men for a gymnasium locker
and clean towel service 1 • 00
Payable each semester by women taking a course or courses
in physical education for a locker, soap, towels, and tank suit . . 1-50
Special Examination Fee. For any special examination, except
examinations for advanced standing taken within sixty days
after matriculation, the fee is 5 . 00
Diploma Fee 10.00
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The Graduate School
Students in the Graduate School pay fees as indicated above under "General
Fees" except that no tuition, incidental, or laboratory fee (unless breakage
or consumption of materials exceeds a certain allowance) is paid by fellows,
scholars, or members of the corps of instruction or scientific staffs.
School of Music
In addition to the above general fees students registering in courses in ap-
pUed music (voice, piano, violin, violoncello, organ, or band instruments)
pay special fees as follows:
1. If enrolled in the School of Music or in the curriculum in music
education in the College of Education, each semester $25 . 00
2. If enrolled in another College of the University, for one lesson
each week of collegiate grade, for one semester 25.00
Practice Fees
Piano for practice one hour a day each semester $3.00
Additional hours at the same rate.
Organ for practice one hour a day for one semester (beginners) .... 20 . 00
Organ for practice one hour a day for one semester (advanced stu-
dents) 25.00
College of Medicine
Firsi Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
stitdents from studentsfrom studentsfrom studentsfrom
III. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill.
Matriculation
(paid but once) ... $ 10 $ 10
Tuition 130 165 $130 $165 $160 $195 $165 $200
Laboratory 35 35 35 35 5 5 5 5
Total $175 $210 $165 $200 $165 $200 $170 $205
Note.—County Hospital ticket, $5. Maternity Fee, Chicago Lying-In
Hospital, $15. All students taking gross anatomy are required to make a
deposit of $10 for the use of a disarticulated skeleton.
Late registration fee, $5.
A diploma fee of $10 is required payable at the end of the second year
by students receiving the B.S. degree, and at the end of the fifth (interne)
year by students receiving the M.D. degree.
The following fees are charged Usteners or visitors in the courses of the
College of Medicine: For each twenty-five clock hours, or fraction thereof,
state students, $10; non-state students, $20.
Fees charged unclassified students are based on the amount of work
taken.
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College of Dentistry
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
,
_
lU. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill. III. Non-IU. III. Non-IU.
Matriculation
(paid but once) . . . $ 10 $ 10
Tuition 125 155 $125 $155 $125 $155 $125 $155
Laboratory 40 40 35 35 55 55 60 60
Diploma fee .... .... .... .... .... 10 10
Total $175 $205 $160 $190 $180 $210 $195 $225
Note.—Late registration fee, $5.
The following fees are charged listeners or visitors in the courses of the
College of Dentistry: For each semester hour, state students, $10; non-state
students,
School of Pharmacy
First Year Second Year Third Year
III. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill.
Matriculation (paid but once) $ 10 $ 10 .... .... .... ....
Tuition 100 150 $100 $150 $100 $150
Laboratory 30 30 40 40 40 40
Diploma fee .... .... .... 10 10
Total $140 $190 $140 $190 $150 $200
Note.—Late registration fee, $5.
The following fees are charged listeners or visitors in the courses of the
School of Pharmacy: For each semester hour, state students, $10; non-state
students, $20.
A laboratory deposit of $15 each year is required to cover breakage or
damage to apparatus furnished by the University. From this deposit will be
deducted the charges for apparatus broken, missing, or not returnable, and
the locker fee of $1 if the student uses a locker in the coatroom.
Annual Expenses
The following are estimated minimum and average annual expenses for under-
graduate students attending at Urbana, exclusive of clothing, railroad fare,
and laboratory fees, if any. This includes only the inmiediate and funda-
mentally necessary expenses.
Books and Equipment $ 25 to $ 75
Feesi 50 to 75
Room rent for one (two in a room) 81 to (150)
Single rooms (108)to 180
Board at Clubs, etc 260 to 360
Washing 30 to 45
Total (excluding the duplicate figiires for room) $446 to $705
'Students of law and music and unclassified students must make needed changes in the amount given
for "semester fees." . .
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Other necessary expenses will need to be taken into consideration. For
all the necessary expenses of the year the average student is likely to need
not less than $600 to $800. Most students spend more than this amount.
For information in regard to scholarships which cover the matriculation
and incidental fee, see page 81.
Women's Residence Halls
The University operates three residence halls for women, the Woman's Resi-
dence Hall, the West Residence Hall, and Davenport Residence Hall. Resi-
dents of the state of Illinois are given preference in the assigrmaent of rooms
in the haUs.
The Woman's Residence HaU has accommodations for one hundred fifty
women students, the West Residence Hall for one hundred forty-six, and
Davenport Residence Hall for fifty-three. A flat rate is charged per year of
thirty-six weeks for room, laundry of sheets and pillow cases, and board.
The halls are closed for two weeks during the holidays, which period is not
included in the thirty-six weeks on which the rates are based.
The rates in the residence haUs vary; for single rooms the rate is from
$396 to $432, and for double rooms, from $360 to $432 per person. Bills
for board and room are payable to the University of Illinois at the Bursar's
Office, 100-B Administration Building, in advance for each semester. These
must be paid before 5 p. m. on the Saturday preceding instruction for the
first semester, and for the second semester before 5 p. m. on January 25 of
the first semester.
Applications for rooms will be received by the Bursar beginning March 15
for the following university year. A deposit of $10 must accompany each
application and is credited on the second semester account. Rooms are
assigned in the order of application by the Dean of Women, beginning on
May 1.
Women students and their parents who desire information concerning
these residence halls or other suitable homes should correspond with the
Dean of Women. On request, the booklet of information, "Women's Resi-
dence Halls," and apphcation cards, will be sent.

PART II
THE COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
For admission, see page 55; for the buildings used by this College, see page 47;
for rmiseums and collections under its care (classical art and archeology,
oriental, European culture, natural history, botany, entomology, geology, and
zoology), see pages 50-52; for clubs and societies auxiliary to its curricula, see
page 80 ; for fees see page 82 ; for a statement of the regulations of the
University in regard to unclassified students, see page 61. It is the policy to
admit as unclassified students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
only a select group of mature and serious persons who, though unable to
meet the formal requirements for entrance, are substantially prepared for
work of college grade and have a specific and clearly defined purpose in
their study.
The University, through its College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, offers
a liberal education in the humanities and the sciences; furnishes, preparatory
to later professional and technical studies, especially arranged curricula by
which good students may ordinarily obtain in six years both the degree in
arts and a professional degree in medicine; and provides highly speciahzed
curricula in applied optics, chemistry, and home economics. The degree of
Bachelor of Arts is conferred on the completion of all curricula, except those
in applied science for which the degree of Bachelor of Science is given.
Under the modified elective system a student who desires to prepare for
teaching may specialize to a considerable extent in the subject which he
wishes to teach and may also find time for courses in education and related
subjects of interest to teachers. Such students should, as a rule, continue
their preparation in the Graduate School.
Students who desire to devote a part of their undergraduate study to
specific preparation for some calling other than teaching may select courses
in law, medicine, Ubrary science, journaHsm, agriculture, commerce, engi-
neering, or music in accordance with directions given in the following pages.
Requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
{For students entering prior to September /, 1929)
University Requirements.—Each candidate must meet the general university
requirements with respect to registration and residence, and must also secure
credit in approved courses amounting to one hundred thirty hours, an hour
being one class period a week for one semester. Each class period presupposes
two hours of preparation by the student, or the equivalent in the laboratory
or drawing room.
A. Prescribed Subjects.—Rhetoric 1-2; Physical Education, 2 hours, and
Hygiene 1-3 for men; Physical Education 7a-7b, 8a-8b, and Hygiene 2 for
women; Military Science, a total of 4 hours for men.
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B, Group Requirements.—Students are expected to complete the group
requirements within the first 60 hours of work. Every candidate must offer
the minimum of work specified in each of the following groups:
I. English.—The offering in this group must include at least a one-
semester course in literature.
II. Foreign Language and Literature (exclusive of courses in English
translation)
.
If a student has offered but two units of a foreign language for entrance
to the University, he must piu-sue the study of foreign language through
two one-year courses or the equivalent. If he has offered for entrance three
or more units of foreign language, he must continue the study of foreign
language through one year of his college course.
Note.—Candidates who have not offered Greek or Latin or French or
German for entrance must offer one of these languages jor graduation.
III. History, Political, and Social Science.—History, economics, political
science, sociology: 8 hours.
IV. Mathematics and Physical Science.—Mathematics, astronomy
(courses with college mathematics as prerequisites), physics, chemistry:
at least 5 hours.
Note.—Every candidate for the degree of A.B. shall offer a minimum
total of 15 semester hours in Groups IV and V combined with a minimum
of 5 semester hours in each. Not less than four laboratory hours a week
for one semester, or the equivalent, shall be offered in some one department.
In any curriculum in which fewer than 15 hours of laboratory science
are required a student who enters without at least one unit of laboratory
science shall be required to substitute 5 hours of laboratory science for five
hours of free electives in the requirements for graduation.
V. Botany, bacteriology, entomology, geology, geography, physiology,
zoology: at least 5 hours. See note under IV.
VI. Education, philosophy, psychology: 6 hours, of which 3 shall be
in philosophy or psychology.
C. Major Subjects.—Each candidate must select some one subject as
his major. A major consists of courses amounting to at least 20 hours chosen
from among those designated by a department and approved by the faculty
of the college. Such courses are to be exclusive of those elementary or be-
ginning courses which are open to freshmen and inclusive of some distinctly
advanced work. At least five hours of the work accepted for a major must
have been done in residence at this University and included within the
maximum credits allowed in any one division.
The subjects at present recognized as majors in this college are: Bac-
teriology, botany, chemistry, classics, economics, education, English, en-
tomology, French, geography, geology, German, Greek, history, home
economics, journalism, Latin, mathematics, philosophy, physics, physiology,
pohtical science, psychology, public speaking, sociology, Spanish, zoology.
D, Minor Subjects.—Each candidate must offer, in addition to his
major, a minor of 20 hours in one or more allied subjects designated by the
major department and approved by the faculty of the college. At least 8
hours must he offered in one subject.
E. Elective Subjects.—
1. Not more than 40 hours in any one subject may be counted for
graduation, except: (a) in special courses approved by the faculty of the
college; (b) when a student is writing a thesis, he may count, in addition
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to the 40 hours, the hours of the course in which he does his thesis work;
(c) in the department of EngHsh a student may take 40 hours in addition
to Rhetoric 1-2, PubHc Speaking, and the Hnguistic courses in Scandinavian.
Note.—The total credit in Art and Design is limited to 20 hours.
2. In order to secure any credit in a beginning course in a foreign lang-
uage, a full year's work must be completed.
Electives in Other Colleges and Schools
3. A limited amount of credit toward the A.B. degree is ordinarily given
for courses offered in other colleges and schools of this University, as follows
:
College of Agriculture.—Agronomy 11 (Soil Biology), 22 (Plant Breeding),
28 (Soils). Animal Husbandry 7 and 31 (Animal Nutrition). Dairy Hus-
bandry 10 (Advanced Dairy Bacteriology), 20 (Economic Problems of Dairy
Farming). Farm Mechanics 12 (Farm Home Equipment). For students
majoring in Home Economics only. Horticulture 36 (History of Landscape
Architecture), 37a (City Planning), 42 (Landscape Architecture).
The total credit allowed in agricultural courses may not exceed 14 hours,
except that students taking their major work in entomology may take 20
hours in the above agricultural courses with the addition of Agronomy 7
and 25, and Horticulture la, lb, 2, 3, 6, and 7.
College of Commerce and Business Administration.—Accountancy la
(Principles of Accounting), lb (Accounting Procedure), le (Principles of
Accounting), 13 (Governmental Accounting). Business Organization 2
(Marketing Organization), 9 (Trade and Commercial Organization), 10
(Newspaper Advertising), 11 (Survey Course in Business Organization).
Business Law la-lb (General Law), 2 (Elementary Law of Business). Eco-
nomics, all courses. Transportation 1 (Economics of Transportation), 2
(European Railroads).
College of Education.—All courses in the department of Education (ex-
clusive of courses in Educational Practice, Athletic Coaching, and courses
1-7 in Industrial Education).
College of Engineering.—Architecture 11, 12 (History of Architecture),
71, 72 (Architectural Drawing). Civil Engineering 27, 28, and 34 (Survey-
ing), 94 (Highway Administration). Drawing, General Engineering, 1
(Elements of Drafting), 2 (Descriptive Geometry). Electrical Engineering
2 or 5. Mechanical Engineering 10, 13 (Thermodynamics), 31 (Mechanics
of Machinery). Mechanics, Theoretical and Applied, all courses. Mining
Engineering 9 (Ore and Coal Preparation), 21 (Mining Examination and
Valuation), 61 (Elementary Mine Surveying), but no credit will be given
for this course in addition to C. E. 27.
The total credit allowed in engineering courses may not exceed 24 hours.
School of Journalism.—Journalism 5-6 (Reporting), 9a-9b (Printing and
Publishing), 17 (History and Principles of Journalism), 19-20 (Editorials
and the Editorial Page).
College of Lazv.—A student in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
who earns at least 30 hours in this college may take and count towards the
A.B. degree not to exceed 30 hours of work in the College of Law, provided
that not less than two courses amounting to at least five hours are taken per
semester, under the advice of the Dean of the College of Law as to the courses
to be taken. Courses in law may not be taken before the senior year by students
enrolled in this college.
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Law 14 (Carriers) and 24 (Municipal Corporations) are open to students
of this college offering political science or economics as a major subject
who have had a previous course in law or political science involving the
study of cases.
Library School.—Library Science 2a-2b or 12 (Reference), 7 (History
of Libraries), 9 (History of Books and Printing), 13a-42 (Public Documents).
The total amount of credit in Library Science may not exceed 15 hours.
College of Medicine.—Students who have spent three years in residence,
earning not less than 94 semester hours in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, are permitted, at the end of their first year in a Class A college
of medicine, to transfer credits in the medical sciences to complete the re-
quirements for graduation from this college and to receive the degree of
Bachelor of Arts.
School of Music—Music 1, 2, 32, 33 (History of Music), 3, 4, 5, 6 (Har-
mony), 7, 8, (Counterpoint), 9, 10 (Analysis and Form), 11, 12 (Advanced
Composition), 13, 14 (Music Appreciation), 15, 16 (Instrumentation).
Credit to an extent of four hours is allowed for applied music (piano,
voice, etc.) after Music 3 and 4 (Harmony) have been taken and on the re-
commendation of the Director. For every additional hour of applied music
the student must elect a similar number of hours of theoretical music from
the courses mentioned above.
The total amount of credit in music may not exceed 16 hours. No credit
will be allowed for courses in Public School Music.
Physical Education and Hygiene.—Not to exceed 5 semester hours for
men and 8 semester hours for women (exclusive of courses in Educational
Practice).
Military Science and Tactics.—Military Science not to exceed 10 semester
hours.
F. Bachelors' Theses.—A bachelor's thesis is not generally required in
this College. Students of high standing are, however, encouraged to write
theses in connection with their major studies. Credit toward the degree
is given for thesis work only as part of the work in a Thesis or Honors course.
G. Optional Degree of Bachelor of Science.—Students who do major
work in one of the subjects in Group IV or Group V or in Home Economics,
and who have credit for 60 semester hours or more in these groups or in
Home Economics, on petition to and recommendation of the faculty of this
College, may be graduated with the degree of B.S. instead of A.B. Such
a petition must be presented not later than lo days after the opening of the
last semester or summer session preceding the granting of the degree.
Home Economics
The courses of instruction in this department are planned to meet the needs
of students who desire a knowledge of the general principles and facts of
home economics. Opportunity is given through elective courses in the third
and fourth years to emphasize various phases of home economics such as
household and institutional management, nutrition and dietetics, clothing
and costume design, and house planning and decorations. Courses in the
teaching of home economics are available for those who plan to teach.
Students who hold scholarships in home economics must make this subject
their major along one of the lines indicated and take each semester at least
four hours in home economics or in subjects required for admission to courses
in home economics.
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Students whose major subject is home economics must satisfy the require-
ments for the degree of bachelor of arts in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences.
Preparatory to Journalism
The following two-year journalism curriculum covers entrance requirements
of the School of Journalism of the University and includes specific courses of
special value to students of journalism. It is recommended that, where
possible, students choose additional electives from the departments of:
economics, political science, history, literature, philosophy, psychology, and
art.
See also the announcement of the School of Journalism, page 157.
A Suggested Two-Year Curriculum Preparatory to Journalism
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
HouTs^ Hours^
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Hygiene 1—Hygiene (men) J^ Hygiene 3—Hygiene (men) J^
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^ Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Joum. 1—Introduction 1 Joum. 2—Introduction 1
History 3 or 4 History 3 or 4
English 10—Introduction 3 English 11—Introduction 3
Foreign Language' 4 Foreign Language* 4
Total 16 or 17 Total 16 or 17
SECOND YEAR
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed }4 Phys. Ed M
Joum. 5—Reporting 3 Joum. 6—Reporting 3
Joum. 9a—Printing and Publishing. . 2 Joum. 9b—Printing and Publishing . 2
Ace 'y la—Accoimting 3 Pub. Sp. 1—Principles 3
Physics, Chemistry, or Geology* .... 5 Zoology or Botany' 5
History, Pol. Sci., or Economics 3 Electives 3
Total 17H Total 17H
Preparatory to Law
The two-four curriculum in liberal arts and law was abandoned January 1,
1929.
Students taking the three-three curriculum must comply with the group,
major, and minor requirements of this college and with the requirements
of the College of Law.
See also the announcement of the College of Law, page 148.
Preparatory to Medicine
The requirements for admission to the College of Medicine are stated on
page 63.
The following two-year pre-medical curriculum covers the entrance re-
quirements of the College of Medicine and includes additional courses in
science which are considered desirable for prospective medical students.
'Semeeter hotirs. For definition, see page 206.
*High-6chooI credit may reduce tbeee requirements; reading knowled^ of one foreign language z«quired.
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This course of study is recommended to students who enter the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences to prepare themselves for the study of medicine.
The following subjects are suggested as desirable electives in the second
year: chemistry, economics, Enghsh, entomology, history, psychology, and
zoology.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours' Hours*
Chem. 1 or 2—General Chemistry . .5 or 3 Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry 5
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2 Zool. 2—Vertebrate Zoology 5
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) \^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) J^ Phys. Ed J^
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium 3^ Military Drill and Theory 1
Military Drill and Theory 1 EUectives 3
Total 15-17 Total 18
SECOND YEAR
French or German 4 French or German 4
Phys. 7a—General Physics 2J^ Phys. 7b—General Physics 2H
Phys. 8a—Laboratory 2)^ Phys. 8b—Laboratory 2J^
Zool. 3—Vertebrate Embrj'ology .... Chem. 33—Organic Chemistry
or or
Chem. 33—Organic Chemistry 5 Zool. 3—Vertebrate Embrj'ology ... 5
Phys. Ed H Phys. Ed M
Military Drill and Theorj' 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives* 3 Electives* 3
Total 18M Total 18M
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Students who follow the general curriculum in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences with chemistry as a major subject are eligible for the degree
of Bachelor of Arts.
For the more specialized training of the chemist, the following curricula,
largely prescribed, have been arranged. Each requires a maximum total of
136 hours and leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Attention is called to the fact that the schedules for the first and second
years in both chemistry and chemical engineering are the same.
Preliminary preparation in German or French equivalent to 2 years of
high-school work is advised. The total language requirement for graduation
including courses offered for entrance must be equivalent to 2 years of Uni-
versity work in German or French, T\Tien a student does not offer German
or French for entrance the second year of the language required for graduation
will be accepted in partial fulfillment of the non-chemical electives in either
curriculum. Students entering under this arrangement should take the
second year of la,nguage during the sophomore year and will not be admitted
to senior standing in either curriculum until the requirement has been satisfied.
Students registering either in the curriculum in chemistry or in that in
chemical engineering must offer 1 unit of high-school chemistry and 3^ unit
of advanced algebra for admission to these curricula. University credit in
Chemistry 1 (five hours) is acceptable in lieu of Chemistry 2 and one unit
of entrance chemistry, Mathematics 3 (five hours) in lieu of 3^ unit of ad-
vanced algebra and Mathematics 2. 1
•Semester hotire. For definitioD, see page 205.
Those who desire to take Physiological Chemistry before leaving the University should take Chemistry
24 during the first semester of the second year.
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FIRST YEAR, BOTH CURRICULA
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 2—Inorganic Chemistry 3
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry 2
German or French* 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education 3^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) }4




Chem. N6—Inorganic Chemistry ... 5
Math. 6a—Analytical Geometry .... 4
German or French 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education 3^
Hygiene 3—Hygiene (men) 3^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18




Math. 8a—Differential Calculus .... 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physical Measurements . . 2
Physical Education Ji
Electives' 3




Quantitative Analysis ... 5
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics ........ 2
Phys. 3b—Physical Measurements . . 2
Physical Education J^
Electives' 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 16M
Curriculum in Chemistry, Third and Fourth Years
THIRD YEAR
Chem. N34a—Organic Chemistry ... 5
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.
.
1
Chem. 92a—Chemical Literature ... 1
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
Electives (must total 8 hrs. for the
year) 4
Total 17
Chem. 36b—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 37b—Organic Chemistry Lab. 2
Chem. 42b—Physical Chemistry .... 3
Chem. 43b—Physical Chemistry Lab. 1






Electives (must total 8 hrs. for the
year) 4
Total




Chem. 60a—Chemical Technology . 4
Chem. 9oa—History of Chemistry. . 2




Chem. 60b—Chemical Technology . 4
Electives (must total 13 hrs. for the
year) 7
Total 16
Of the electives at least seven hours should be from advanced courses in chemistry.
'Semester hours. For definition, Bee page 205.
'Students who have presented German for entrance should take French la and lb; those who have offered
French should take German 1 and 2.
•T. and A. M. 20 required for Chemical Engineers. Chemistry courses may not be chosen as electives.
Suggested courses for electives are—Zoology 1, 2, 5, or 7; Botany 1; English 20; Geology 20, 43, or 47;
History 3a or 3b; German or French.
'Ten hours of thesis credit are required for graduation in chemistry and five hours for graduation in
chenucal engineering, subject to a provision that in si>ecial cases a partial substitution of chemical electives
may be granted on recommendation of the department. In no case may the total thesis credit in either curric-
ulum be reduced below a minimum of five hours.
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Chem. N34a—Organic Chemistry ... 5
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.
.
1
Chem. 60a—Chemical Technology . 4




Chem. 36b—Organic Chemistry. . . .
Chem. 37b—Organic Chemistry Lab
Chem. 42b—Physical Chemistry . .
.
M. E. 2—Steam Engineering
Chem. 60b—Chemical Teclmology .






Chem. 61a—Principles of Chemical
Engineering 4
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E. E. 61—Laboratory 1
Chem. 44a—Thermodynamics 2
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2
Chem. 62—Principles of Research and
Development 2
Electives 3
Chem. 61b—Principles of Chemical
Engineering 4
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 3





It is suggested that students take the elective courses outside of chemistry,
no conditions may a student elect more than two hours of chemistry.
Under
Curriculum in Applied Optics
Students who wish to prepare themselves to pass the examination pre-
scribed by the IlHnois Optometry Act of April 19, 1919, which regulates
the practice of optometry within the state, must meet the requirements
for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, taking their major
work in the department of Physics. For a student who is preparing for the
design of optical instruments, sometimes called "optical engineering," a
special curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science may be
arranged.
^Semester hotira. For definition, see page 205.
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
For admission, see page 55; for the building used by this College, see page 47;
for societies and clubs auxiliary to its curricula, see page 80;for/^<?j-, see page 82;
for a statement of the regulations of the University and of the College in
regard to unclassified students, see page 61.
The University, through the College of Commerce and Business Adminis-
tration, offers its students a training in the principles underlying business,
with special training for particular business callings. It does not attempt
to prepare students for clerical and similar occupations as employees, but
to lay a foundation on which successful careers in managerial and adminis-
trative positions, and as proprietors, may be built. To this end, courses in
economics, accountancy, business organization and operation, banking,
commerce, railway administration, public utilities, and industry are offered
in combination with courses in language and literature, the social sciences,
law, mathematics, and the natural sciences.
The work is divided into three departments as follows: Economics, in-
cluding Agricultural Economics, Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Labor
and Statistics, Public and Private Finance, Public Utilities, and Theory
and History; Business Organization and Operation, including Accountancy,
Business Law, Business Writing, and Public Utilities; and Transportation.
Requirements for Graduation
Students who complete a curriculum in the College of Commerce and Business
Administration are awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science. The require-
ments for graduation are as follows
:
1. University Requirements.—A candidate must comply with the Uni-
versity requirements as to residence and registration, and secure credit
amounting to 130 hours, including credit in the following subjects prescribed
by general University regulations for all students: Rhetoric i and 2, 6 hours;
and Hygiene i and j and Physical Education, 3 hours, for men, and Physical
Education ya and yb and 8a and 8b and Hygiene 2, 5 hours, for women; and
Military Science, 4 semesters, 4 hours, for men. Students who elect the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps must also take Military Science, 4 ad-
ditional semesters, 6 hours.
2. Prescribed Subjects.—A candidate must also secure credit in the other
subjects listed as prescribed in his chosen curriculum.
Note.—If a prescribed course should not be offered or should be unavail-
able to the student for other reasons, arrangements must be made with the
Dean of the College for acceptable substitutes.
3. Language Group.—Of the electives allowed at least 8 hours must be
either in English literature or in a foreign language in all curricula, but pre-
scribed courses in either of these subjects may be counted in meeting this
requirement.
In order to secure any credit in a beginning course in any foreign language,
a full year's work must be completed.
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4. Social Science Group.—Twelve hours of electives must be chosen
from the following group of subjects: History, political science, philosophy,
psychology, and sociology, provided that not jezver than six hours m any one
subject may be counted in fulfilling this requirement; but prescribed courses
in any of these subjects may be counted.
Requirement 4 appUes to curricula in: General Business, Banking, In-
surance, Accountancy, General Railway Administration, Conmierce and
Law, and Trade and Civic Secretarial Service.
Requirement 4 does not apply to curricula in: Railway Transportation,
Commercial Teaching, Foreign Conmierce, Industrial Administration, and
Public Utilities.
5. Science Group.—In all curricula ten hours of electives must be chosen
from the following group of subjects: Chemistry, mathematics (Math. 22 and
Math. 23 excepted), and physics, provided that not fewer than five hours in
any one subject may be counted in fulfilling this requirement; but prescribed
courses in any of these subjects may be counted.
6. Free Electives Group.—Free electives suflEicient to make the 130 hours
required for graduation may be selected from any department in the College
of Commerce, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, or the Library School.
All other electives must have the approval of the Dean of the College at the
time of registration.
7. Laboratory Science.—In any cuiTiculum in which less than fifteen
hours of laboratory science are required a student who enters without at least
one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substitute five hours of a
laboratory science for five hours of free electives in the requirements for
graduation.
The curricula in Commerce and Business Administration are: (1) General
business; (2) trade and civic secretarial service; (3) banking and finance;
(4) insurance; (5) accountancy; (6) general railway administration; (7) rail-
way transportation; (8) commercial teaching; (9) foreign commerce; (10)
industrial administration; (11) public utilities; (12) commerce and law.
The subjects prescribed for graduation in each curriculum are listed in the
following outlines. These subjects are in general arranged in sequence and
should be taken in the order given.
In addition to the prescribed subjects, sufiicient electives must be taken
each semester to make up a minimum of 15 hours, but not to exceed a maxi-
mum of 18 hours of work. In choosing electives the attention of students
is called to provisions 3, 4, and 5 of the preceding statement of the require-
ments for graduation. It is required that a sufficient number of hours from
the subjects in groups 3 and 5 above be taken during each semester of the
first year to make up, together with the prescribed subjects, a schedule of
not fewer than 15 hours. Attention is called to the fact that some elementary
courses carry only part credit for seniors.
McKiNLEY Professorship in the Economics of Public Utilities
The late Honorable William B. McKinley, United States Senator from
Ilhnois, endowed a professorship in the Economics of PubHc Utilities (includ-
ing transportation), in the College of Commerce and Business Administration.





Acc 'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing« 3-2
Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed H
Hyg. 1 J^




Acc 'y lb—Accounting Procedure ... 3
Econ. 27—Modem Industry 3
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed H
Hyg. 3 H





Acc 'y 2a—Elementary Cost Account-
ing 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5




Acc'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting. 3
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
B. O. and 0. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2





B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3











B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3




B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
or
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2




•Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
*Tho8e students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.
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Curriculum for Trade and Civic Secretarial Service
FIRST YEAR
Same as General Business
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours*
Pol. Sci. 1—American Government . . 3 Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2
Psych. 1—^Introduction to Psychology 4 Psych. 2—General Psychology 4
Otherwise same as Greneral Business
THIRD YEAR
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza- Econ. 10—Corporation Management
tion and Operation 3 and Finance 3
Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Gov't 3 Electives 12-15
Sociol. 8—Charities 3




Bus. Law la—Principles of Business Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3 Law 3
Advanced Economics— (Junior or B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Senior Courses) 3 Hort. 37b—City Planning 2
Hort. 37a—City Planning 2 B. O. and O. 9—Civic and Commercial




Curriculum in Banking and Finance
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curriculum except
that Math. 2 or 3—College Algebra (3 or 5)—is prescribed in the first semester of
the first year.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours*
B. 0. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza- Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
tion and Operation 3 Law 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business Econ. 10—Corporation Management
Law 3 and Finance 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3 Math. 23—Mathematics of Finance . 3
Electives 6-9 Electives 6-9
ToUd 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Bus. Law 10—Law of Security Rela- Econ. 8—Foreign Exchange and the
tions and Banking 3 Money Market 3
Econ. 9—Advanced Theory and Prac- Econ. 36—Investments 3




^Semester hours. For definitioD, see page 205.
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Curriculum in Insurance
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Required Subjects Required Subjects
Hours* Hours*
Math. 2 or 3—^Algebra 3 or 5 Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2 or
or Math, lb—Introd. to College Math, . 5
Math, la—Introd. to College Math. . 5
Otherwise same as General Business
SECOND YEAR
Math. 8a—Calculus 3 Math. 8b—Calculus 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2
Otherwise same as General Business
THIRD YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3 Law 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza- Econ. 10—Corporation Management
tion and Operation 3 and Finance 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3 Math. 23—Mathematics of Finance. . 3
Electives 6-9 Electives 6-9
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2 B. O. and O. 8—^Advertising 3
or or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3 B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
Econ. 55—Economics of Insurance . . 3 Econ. 56—Property Insurance 3
Math. 30—Actuarial Theory 3 Math. 31—Actuarial Theory 3
Electives 6-10 Electives 6-10
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Curriculum in Accountancy
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curri-
culum except that Mathematics 2 or 3—College Algebra (3 or 5)—is pre-
scribed in the first semester of the first year.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hoiu-s*
Ace 'y 3a—Advanced Accounting ... 3 Ace 'y 3b—Auditing 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza- Econ. 10—Corporation Management
tion and Operation 3 and Finance 3





Acc'y 5a—C. P. A. Problems 3 Ace 'y 5b—C. P. A. Problems 3
Ace 'y 4a—Cost Accounting 2 Ace 'y 4b—Systems 2
Econ. 11—Industrial ConsoUdations . 3 Acc'y 20—Income Tax 2
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3 Law 3
Electives 4-7 Electives 6-8
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
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Math, la—Introd. to College Math. . . 5
Otherwise same as Gteneral Business
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
or
Math, lb—Introd. to College Math. . 5
SECOND YEAR
The second year is the same as in the General Business Curriculum,
THIRD YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3




Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3






Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor
Problems 3
Trans. 7—Railroad Finance 3
Trans. 16—Railroad Operation 3
Trans. 22—Ocean Shipping 3
Electives 3-6
Trans. 8—Railroad Organization and
Working 2
Econ. 42—The Labor Movement ... 2








Ace 'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing2 3-2
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting. . . 4




Math, la—Introd. to College Math. . 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed Yi
Hyg. 1 H





Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure ... 3
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry.
.
4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
or
Math, lb—Introd. to College Math.. 5
Phys. Ed M
Hyg. 3 y2




^Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
^hose students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.




Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential and Integral
Calculus 3
Phj'sics la—General Phj'sics 3
Physics 3a—Physical Measurements . 2
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2






Econ. 3—^Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Math. 8b—Differential and Integral
Calculus 3
Physics lb—General Physics 2
Physics 3b—Physical Measurements. 2
B. O. and O. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3





Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3




Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
C. E. 36—Surveying 2




Econ. 42—Labor Movement 2




Trans. 7—Railroad Finance 3
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2
Trans. 16—Railroad Operation 3
Trans. 22—Ocean Shipping 3
Electives 0-3
Total 15-18
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 3
E. E. 62—^Alternating Current Lab-
oratory 1
Trans. 8—Railroad Organization and
Working 2
Trans. 26—Railroad Problems 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Commercial Teaching
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curri-
culum except that foreign language is prescribed in the first year, Psych. 1
—
Introduction to Psychology (4), and Psych. 2—General Psychology (4),




Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology ... 3
Pol. Sci. 1—American Government . . 3













'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.




B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Ed. 6—Principles of Secondary Ed. .
.
3





B. O. and 0. 8—Advertising 3
or
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
Education (Electives) 6
Econ. 29—Foreign Ck)mmerce and
Commercial Policies 3
or




Cttrriculum in Foreign Commerce
The first and second years of this curricukim are the same as in the General





Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Foreign Language 3 or 2
Trans. 1—liconomics of Transporta-
tion 3






Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Foreign Language 3 or 2




Pol. Sci. 6a—International Law .... 3
Trans. 22—Ocean Shipping 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
Econ. 8—Foreign Exchange and the
Money Market 3
Econ. 24—Economic Development of
Modem Europe 3 •
Electives ^12
Total .15-18
Curriculum in Industrial Administration
The following curriculum is intended for students planning to enter the
administrative or selling departments of industrial plants. To the usual
courses in economics, accounting, etc., are added groups of technical courses
offered by other colleges of the University. Four such groups have been
arranged, as follows: Group A, the machine industries; Group B, the elec-
trical industries; Group C, the building trades; Group D, the chemical in-
dustries. The student who selects one of these groups is required to take all
the courses listed in the chosen group.
*Seinester hours. For definition, see pag^ 205.
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A student electing the chemical industries group is required to take
Econ. 27—Modern Industry (3) and Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States (3), instead of G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting (4) and
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry (4), in the first year; and Chem. 1 or
2
—Inorganic Chemistry (5 or 3) and N6—Inorganic Chemistry (5), instead
of T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mechanics (3), and Rhet. 10—Business
Letter Writing (2) in the second year. Rhet. 10 is deferred until the third
year.





Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing2 3-2
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting. . . 4
("Math. 2—College Algebra 3
\Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
or
Math, la—Introd. to College Math. . 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed H
Hyg. 1 ^





Acc 'y lb—^Accounting Procedure ... 3
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry ... 4
Math. 6—^Analytic Geometry 5
or
Math, lb—Introd. to College Math.
.
5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed 1^
Hy?.3 Vi





Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus .... 3
Physics la—General Physics 3
Physics 3a—Physical Measurements. 2
Acc 'y 2a—Elementary Cost Accounting 3




Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—General Physics 2
Physics 3b—Physical Measurements. 2
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
B. O. and O. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3




B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transportation 3
Prescribed Technical Courses, Group
A, B, C, orD 6-2
Electives 0-7
Total 15-18
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Prescribed Technical Courses, Group
A, B, C, or D 6-2
Electives 6-13
Total .15-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Those students who ofTer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Aco'y le instead of la.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIBST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours*
B. O. and O. 4*—Management in B. 0. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Manufacturing 3 or
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2 B. 0. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or Econ. 43—Personnel Administration. 3
B. O. and 0. 8—Advertising 3 Econ. 10—Corporation Management
Prescribed Technical Courses, Group and Finance 3
A, B, C, or D 7-3 Prescribed Technical Courses, Group




Optional Groups of Techxical Courses
GROUP A—Machine Industries:
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours*
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech- M. E. 88—Machine and Forge Lab. 3
anics 2 M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry
Laboratory 3
FOURTH YEAR
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2 E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3 paratus 3




T. and A. M. 21—Analjiiical Mech- M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
anics 2
FOURTH YEAR
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2 E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3 paratus 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1 E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab-
E. E. 90—Lighting 1 oratory 1
GROUP C—Building Trades:
THIRD YEAR
A. E. 43—Technology of Materials. . 2 A. E. 44—Technology of Materials. . 2
T. andA. M. 25—Resistance of Mate- T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-
rials 4 anics and Hydrauhcs 4
FOURTH YEAR
A. E. 45—Graphic Statics 3 C. E. 36—Surveying 2
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
»B. O. and O. 4—Management in Manufacturing—is not required of etudenta ptirsuing Group C of the
curriculum (Building Trades).
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GROUP D—Chemical Industries:
THIRD YEAR
FIHST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTEH
Hours' Hours'
Chem. 10—Inorganic Chemistry and Chem. 24—Elementary Quantitative
Qualitative Analj'sis 5 Analj-sis 5
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. N34a—Organic Chemistry ... 5 Chem. 40—Elementary Physical
Chem. 92a—Chemical Literature and Chemistry 3
Reference Work 1 Chem. 41—Elementary Physical
Chem. 60a—Chemical Technology. . . 4 Chemistry (Laboraton,' Work) ... 1








Ace 'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing2 3-2
Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States 3
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed }4
Hyg. 1 M






Acc'y lb—^Accounting Procedure ... 3
Econ. 27—Modern Industry 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phvs. Ed H
Hyg. 3 H




Acc'y 2a—Elementarj- Cost Account-
ing 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Physics 7a—General Physics 23^
Phvsics 8a—Introductory Laboratory'
Physics 2}4





B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transportation 3
Pol. Sci. 1—American Government . . 3
Econ. 81—Principles of Pubhc Utili-
ties 3
Electives 0-3
Acc'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting. 3
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
B. O. and 0. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3
Physics 7b—General Physics 23^
Phvsics 8b—Introductory' Laboratorv
Physics '. 2H
Militarv Drill and Theory 1









Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2
Pol. Sci. 3—State and Local Govern-
ment 3




•Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
Those students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.




Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Gktvemment. . 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor
Problems 3






Pol. Sci. 11—Constitutional Aspects
of Social and Industrial Problems
. 3
Pol. Sci. 34—Municipal Problems ... 3
Econ. 43—Personnel Administration. 3
Econ. 82—PubUc Utility Regulation. 3
Econ. 83—PubUc Utility Rates 3
Electives 0-3
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Commerce and Law
(A six-year combined curriculum)
The following curriculum is provided for students who wish to combine
commercial and legal studies and secure both the degree of Bachelor of
Science and the degree of Bachelor of Laws or of Doctor of Law in six years.^
Students who elect this curriculum must meet all the requirements for
graduation from the College of Commerce and Business Administration;
but, in exercising their privileges of election, they are urged to select as many
hours as possible from the following subjects: Hist. 2a-2b, English History
(6); Hist. 3a-3b, United States History (6); Hist. 4a-4b, English Constitu-
tional History (6); Pol. Sci. 1, American Government (3); Pol. Sci. 3, State
and Local Government (3); and Econ. 25, Economic History of England
(3). Students expecting to study law should devote at least 12 hours to work
in history and political science. A course in English History is regarded as
one of the most essential pre-legal subjects.
The law courses in the curriculum may be taken only in the fourth year,
and are counted for 30 hours of credit toward the degree, provided the full
year's work is completed. In their fourth year, students will be regularly
registered in the College of Law, but must file copies of their study-lists in
the office of the Dean of the College of Conunerce and Business Administra-




Ace 'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing» 3-2
Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed ]/i
Hyg. 1 M





Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure ... 3
Econ. 27—Modem Industry 3
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed
Hyg. 3






^Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'See also requirement for graduation of College of Law.
'Those students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Aoo'y le instead of la.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours^
Ace 'y 2a—Elementary Cost Accounting 3 Ace 'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting . 3
Eeon. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5 Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2 Philos. 1—Logic 3
Military Drill and Theory 1 B. O. and 0.1—Industrial Organiza-
Phys. Ed J^ tion and Management 3
Eleetives 3J^-6M Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed M
Total 15-18 Eleetives 1^-4^
Total 15-18
THIRD YEAR
B. 0. and 0.2—Marketing Organiza- Econ. 10—Corporation Management
tion and Operation 3 and Finance 3





Law la—Contracts 3 Law lb—Contracts 4
Law 2a—Torts 3 Law 2b—Torts 3
Law 5—Criminal Law 4 Law 11—Agency 3
Law 4a—Procedure I 2 Law 4b—Procedure I 2
Law 49—Reading Course I 1 Law 29—Real Property I 3




In the College of Commerce and Business Administration numerous courses
open only to graduate students are offered in Economics (including Agri-
cultural Economics and Transportation), Accountancy, and Business Or-
ganization and Operation. An opportunity is afforded graduate students
for study in any one of the twelve curricula of the College.
Bureau of Business Research
The Bureau of Business Research was organized in 1921 to carry on research
in economic problems of state-wide importance. In addition to its work in
research, it maintains a Division of Information which attempts to be of
assistance to the business men of the state. The members of the
staff of the Bureau for 1928-29 are as follows: Charles Manfred Thompson,
Ph.D., LL.D., Director; Ananias Charles Littleton, A.M., C.P.A., Assistant
Director; Arthur Harry Winakor, M.S., C.P.A., Research Assistant; Myrick
H. Sublette, A.B., LL.B., Research Assistant; Florence Leone White, A.B.,
Research Assistant; Don Marcus DaUey, A.M., Research Assistant; Ray-
mond Frank Smith, A.B., Research Assistant; Margaret Mae Barton, M.S.,
Research Assistant; and Beatrice Eleanor DeVol, B.S., Research Assistant.
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
For the requirements for admission to the University, see page 55; for a
statement of the regulations of the University in regard to unclassified
students, see page 61; for a Hst of the buildings used by this College, see
page 47; for collections related to it, see page 52; for clubs and societies auxil-
iary to its curricula, see page 80 ; for fees, see page 82 ; for prizes, see pages
75 and 76.
The purpose of the College is to train men for the profession of engineer-
ing. In its curricula, cultural subjects are interwoven with the theoretical
subjects of the several departments. The instruction of the class-room and
the practice afforded by the library, the drafting room, and the laboratory
are correlated. Throughout his course, the student works on problems and
proceeds by methods similar to those which arise in the experience of the
practicing engineer.
Requirements for Graduation
Each curriculum in the college requires the completion of 142 credit hours.
With the exception of the curricula in Ceramics, General Engineering, and
Engineering Physics, no less than 130 hours of the 142 are specified and
required for the degree. Five to eight hours of non-technical work are
elective in the junior and senior years of each curriculum.
Description of Departments
The College of Engineering comprises the following departments:








Department of Civil Engineering
Department of Electrical Engineering
Department of General Engineering Drawing
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Department of Mechanics, Theoretical and Applied
Department of Mining Engineering
Department of Physics




The curriculum in General Engineering is administered by the oflfice of
the Dean of the College.
The curriculum in Gas Engineering is administered by the Department
of Mining Engineering.
Architecture.—The University offers two curricula in the Department
of Architecture leading to the first degree, the curriculum in Architecture
and the curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
The curriculum in Architecture aims to train the student to produce cor-
rect, thoughtful, and beautiful works of architecture. The schedule includes
liberal and scientific subjects to supply the background for creative work and
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to give a knowledge of the principles involved in the processes of safe and
economic construction; also free-hand drawing to train the ej'^e to recognize
correct proportion and to train the hand to skillful and rapid drawing. The
curriculum, however, consists mainly of the study of architectural forms
and principles and their application in architectural design. From time to
time the problems of the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design are given and the
student drawings sent to New York for judgment.
The curriculum in Architectural Engineering gives a groundwork in mathe-
matics and apphed mechanics, and includes such studies as strength of
materials, mill, and tall building construction, reinforced concrete, etc. The
principles of these subjects are applied to all forms of building construction
in courses given in the senior year. WhOe specializing in construction, this
curriculum includes also the study of the forms and principles of architecture
through such subjects as free-hand drawing, architectural historj', architect-
ural drawing, and architectural design.
Both curricula prepare the students for the examinations of the Illinois
State Board of Examiners of Architects, and graduates are exempt from
examinations required for entrance into the American Institute of Architects,
and from the preliminary examination for the prize in Architecture of the
American Academy at Rome.
Students intending to take up the study of architecture should take free-
hand and architectural drawing and general history in the high school.
The Ricker Library of Architecture, occupying the second floor of the
north wing of the Building for Architecture and Kindred Subjects, is open
every week day from 8 a. m. to 10 p. m. The books, representing a collec-
tion of several thousand on architecture, engineering, and allied arts, are
for reference in history, design, and construction. There are also over 15,000
lantern slides, 15,000 mounted photographs and drawings, and a collection
of stereoscopic views of several countries.
Ceramic Exgineering.—The University offers two curricula in the
Department of Ceramic Engineering leading to the first degree: the cur-
riculum in Ceramics and the curriculum in Ceramic Engineering. The
former is intended primarily for the training of ceramists for factory labora-
tories, for control of processes, for testing and investigations, for teaching,
and for research. The curriculum in Ceramic Engineering prepares the
student for the designing of plants and equipment, the construction of kilns
and driers, and the supervision of manufacturing operations. It is distinctly
an engineering course in which engineering subjects predominate.
The courses as a whole prepare the student in the general scientific
principles underlying the operating of the silicate industries, which includes
manufacturing glass, vitreous enamels for metals, cements, and clay products.
Some opportunity is given the advanced students for specialization.
Civil Engineering.—The courses in the Department of Civil Engineer-
ing offer a systematic training in the principles underlying the design and
construction of bridges, buildings, and other structures; highways; water
supply and sewage disposal systems; and hydraulic engineering works.
Opportunity is offered in the senior year for a certain amount of special-
ization in some of the more important branches of Civil Engineering by
the options in Structural Engineering, Highway Engineering, HydrauHc
Engineering, and Sanitary Engineering.
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The Surveying Building houses the surveying recitation and drafting
rooms and is located close to the surveying practice fields.
The Highway Laboratory building houses the bituminous and the non-
bituminous laboratories for undergraduate instruction and the advanced
highway laboratory for research and graduate study.
The Structural Laboratory building houses the cement-concrete laboratory,
the structural research laboratory, and the semi-fluids laboratory.
The Plans Library is a collection of plans, specifications, photographs,
and reports of civil engineering projects, which are available for supple-
mentary study.
For the design courses, models and full size details of many structural
parts are exhibited in the design drafting rooms.
The Experimental Sewage Treatment Plant is equipped for investigations
in some of the methods of sewage disposal. Opportunities for practice and
study are provided at the filter water plant of the Champaign and Urbana
Water Company, at the sewage treatment plant of the Urbana and Champ-
aign Sanitary District, and at the University experimental sewage treatment
plant.
Electrical Engineering.—In the Department of Electrical Engineering
is provided a curriculum in the theory and application of electricity. The
first two years of work are substantially the same as in the other engineering
curricula, including work in drafting room and shop, and instruction in the
principles of mathematics and physics. In the third year a course in dynamo
machinery is followed by the theory of alternating currents, while laboratory
and design courses emphasize principles. Technical courses cover the genera-
tion, transmission, and distribution of electric power, and its various applica-
tions. In the laboratory a study of dynamos is followed in the fourth year
by experiments in the operation of electrical machinery. Investigation of
problems of power distribution is made in advanced laboratory and thesis
work. In the fourth year courses covering the principles of radio communica-
tion are offered.
The 1250-kilowatt power plant of the University supplies the electrical
engineering laboratory with power for its operation. The radio laboratory
contains apparatus for the study of radio communication.
Mechanical Engineering.—The courses in the Department of Mechan-
ical Engineering are planned to present the theory and practice of the genera-
tion and transmission of power, and of the design, construction, operation,
and testing of machinery of all kinds. In the laboratories emphasis is given
to the engineering and economic principles of machine construction and to
problems of scientific shop management.
The Mechanical Engineering Laboratory is equipped with machines and
testing instruments for instruction in steam engineering, gas power engineer-
ing, refrigeration, heating, and ventilation.
The Shop Laboratories are provided with machinery and apparatus to
illustrate the process of the manufacture of machinery. The laboratories
include the Pattern Laboratory, the Foundry Laboratory, the Forge Laboratory,
and the Machine Laboratory.
Mechanics, Theoretical and Applied.—The courses in theoretical
and applied mechanics are designed to meet the needs of students of engi-
neering.
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The Laboratory of Applied Mechanics comprises the materials testing
laboratory and the hydraulics laboratory.
The laboratory contains testing machines for testing full size structural
and machine members. Among these there is a universal machine of six
hundred thousand pounds capacity. The Concrete Laboratory in the Ceramics
Building offers facilities for testing cement and aggregates and for making,
curing, and testing mortars, concrete, and reinforced concrete.
The Fatigue of Metals Laboratory contains many machines of several
tjT)es for testing specimens under repeated loading.
The Hydraulics Laboratory has facilities for furnishing water under a range
of pressures and volumes.
Mining Engineering.—In the Department of Mining Engineering are
offered courses of instruction in mining and metallurgical engineering to train
men for the various phases of the mineral industry.
The work of the department adds to the preliminary courses in mathe-
matics, languages, chemistry, physics, and general engineering, that are com-
mon to all courses in engineering, specialized work in mine surveying, mining
methods, geology, prospecting, mine examination and valuation, ventilation,
mining machinery, coal washing and ore concentration, metallurgy, assay-
ing, administration and organization of mines, mining law, and the design
of mining and metallurgical structures.
There are three options—coal mining, ore mining, and metallurgical
engineering.
The department also concerns itself with the development and dissemi-
nation of scientific facts of service in improving the practice of mining with
respect to efficiency in operation, the security of life in the mines, and the
conservation of the mineral resources of the State.
Physics.—The Laboratory of Physics supplies facilities for instruction
and investigation in physics. Gas, distUled water, compressed air and
vacuum, and direct and alternating electric currents are avaUable in all parts
of the building. There is a collection of over 4,000 pieces of apparatus. New
investigations can usually be started with the apparatus on hand. There
are two workshops, one for advanced students and instructors, and one for
the mechanicians of the department.
Railway Engineering.—The Department of Railway Engineering is
organized to train students for service in the technical departments of rail-
ways. It offers curricula in railway civil engineering, railway electrical
engineering, and railway mechanical engineering, all three of which are
substantially the same as the corresponding civil, electrical, and mechanical
engineering curricula to the end of the second year. The curricula in rail-
way civil and railway mechanical engineering are designed for those who
wish to enter steam railway service in the engineering and motive power
departments respectively, while the curriculum in railway electrical engineer-
ing is for those who will serve on electric railways or in the electrical depart-
ments of steam roads. The special subjects of the curriculum in railway
civil engineering concern the location, design, construction, and maintenance
of track and equipment, and the design of railway structures. The courses
in railway electrical engineering deal with the design and construction of
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electric railway equipment, the operation and performance of electric cars
and locomotives, and the problems which arise in the electrification of
steam lines. The curriculum in railway mechanical engineering adds to the
fundamentals of the general mechanical engineering curriculum special courses
on the design of locomotives and cars, the resistance of trains, the perform-
ance and tests of locomotives, and tests of railway equipment.
A locomotive testing plant, built from the original designs of the depart-
ment, is devoted exclusively to making tests to determine the performance
of locomotives. The locomotives tested have, for the most part, been fur-
nished by certain railroad companies. For purposes of instruction a light
freight locomotive is permanently available in this laboratory. This loco-
motive, donated by the Illinois Central Railroad, is of the mogul t\'pe with
simple cylinders using saturated steam.
The University owns and operates, jointly with the Illinois Central Rail-
road, a railway test car designed for experimental work on steam roads. It
is equipped for making train resistance and locomotive performance tests.
For work on electric roads the University owns an electric test car, of the
interurban tj^pe, designed and built for the University. Through the courtesy
of the Illinois Traction Sj^stem this car is operated on its lines, which enter
the campus of the University.
Three st^am roads—the Illinois Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, & St. Louis, and the Wabash railroads, and one electric interurban
road—the Illinois Traction System—enter Champaign and Urbana. The
department is afforded by them opportunities for practical road tests and
field work.
General Exgixeerixg Lectures for Freshmen
One general lecture, sufficiently popular in character to interest and inspire
young students, is given each week. All freshman engineering students are
required to attend this lecture.
Trips of Inspection
Students in the College of Engineering are required to make a trip of in-
spection during their senior year, to inspect the work of industrial estab-
hshments and of engineering enterprises. These trips usually occupy from
three to four days, and are taken during term time, under the supervision
of University authorities. They involve an expense of approximately S30
to S35 to each student. For the 3^ear 1928-29, the trips occurred on November
14-17, 1928.
No student not in line for graduation is permitted to go on the annual
inspection trip of the College of Engineering without the approval of the
General Committee on Inspection Trips.
Electives
The non-technical electives for students in the College of Engineering are
subject to the foUo-^dng restrictions:
1. They are restricted to courses offered in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, the College of Commerce, courses 1 to 16 in the School of Music,
Horticulture 37a and 37b, Architecture 11 and 12, and the general courses
(Group A) in the College of Education.
2. Such courses must not be open to freshman students except in the
cases of Botany 1, Geography 1, Geology 1, History la and lb, Library
Science 12, Mathematics 5, and Zoology 1.
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3. Students in the College of Engineering electing the third and fourth
years' work in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps may substitute the
credit thus received for the required non-technical electives hour for hour.
4. Required work in physical education of the sophomore year may
be substituted for an equal number of non-technical electives.
Technical electives include all courses in the College of Engineering not
required in the student's curriculum, excepting Architecture 11 and 12 and
General Engineering Drawing 1 and 2.
Approved electives include all technical and non-technical electives as
defined above.
Technical options are restricted to courses of a technical character as
listed under this classification by each department.
Rhetoric Prerequisite for Junior Standing
Rhetoric 1 and 2 are prerequisites for junior standing in the College of Engi-
neering, and no student in this College shall be permitted to register in more
than eight hours of prescribed junior work without having passed or being
registered in Rhetoric 1 or 2.
Requirements in Language
Any student who has completed in high school one of more years of French,
German, Spanish, or the fourth year of English and has had the same accred-
ited to him as entrance credits by the Registrar may be excused from language
requirements specified in his curriculum to the extent that one year's high-
school work shall be considered the equivalent of a semester's work in college
and he may select in lieu thereof any course falling under the designation
of non-technical electives in the College of Engineering or technical electives
outside the required courses in his curriculum. No fractional unit of high-
school work may be considered in the application of this regulation, and
the full equivalent of the eight-hour requirement in a single language must
be obtained by each student in the fulfillment of graduation requirements.
In any curriculum where the language requirement is specifically designated,
as German or French, for instance, the high-school language must correspond
to the required language in order for a student to come under these pro\asions.
The fourth year of high-school English shall be considered as coming
within the meaning of this rule when the student elects to satisfy the language
requirement in English.
Theses
Theses are required of all students in the curriculum in Ceramics and may
be elected by students in other curricula of the college with the approval
of the head of the department concerned. Only students of high standing
are allowed to elect theses.
Curricula and Degrees
Each of the following fourteen curricula, leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Science, may ordinarily be completed in a period of four years.
A graduate of the University of Illinois in architectural, ceramic, civil,
electrical, general, mechanical, mining, or railway engineering may receive
the degree of an alhed curriculum on the completion of from thirty to thirty-
six semester hours of work approved by the faculty. This work may ordi-
narily be done in one academic year.
A graduate of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences of the University
of Illinois, or of any college of equal standing, whose mathematical training
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includes the calculus, and who has had an acceptable course in physics and
training in mechanics to enable him to begin the mechanics cJf the junior
year, may usually obtain the degree of Bachelor of Science on the completion
of sixty-eight credit hours of work in engineering under the direction of the
faculty. This work may be done in two academic years, except in the de-
partment of Architecture. Candidates for the degree in the department of
Architecture are not required to be prepared in calculus or mechanics, but





Arch. 31—Arch, and Freehand Draw-
ing 4
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry .
.
4
Math, la—Introd. to College Math. 5
or
(Math. 2—^Advanced Algebra 3
and
Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education 3^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene and Sanitation (men) J^




Arch. 13—History of Architecture . . 2
Arch. 23—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 33—Design 3
Arch. 43—Technology of Materials . 3
Physics 9a—Lectures 2
Physics 10a—Laboratory 2
T. and A.M. 15—Strength of Materials 3
Physical Education 3^
Mihtary Drill and Theory 1
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Arch. 32—Arch, and Freehand Draw-
ing 4
Chem. 2 or 3—Inorganic Chemistry . 3 or 4
T. and A. M. 14—Elementary Mech-
anics 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education ]/%
Hyg. 3—Hygiene and Sanitation
(men) H
Mihtary Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
Total 16 or 17
YEAR
Arch. 14—History of Architecture ... 2
Arch. 24—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 34—Design 3
Arch. 44—Technology of Materials . 3
Physics 9b—Lectures 2
Physics 10b—Laboratory 2
T. and A.M. 16—Strength of Materials 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 183^
THIRD
Arch. 15—History of Architecture . . 2
Arch. 25—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 35—Design 5
Arch. 45—Graphic Statics 3
Arch. 65—Theory of Architecture ... 1
E. E. 90—Lightmg 1
French or German 4
Total 18M
YEAR
Arch. 16—History of Architecture ... 2
Arch. 26—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 36—Design 5
Arch. 46—Graphic Statics 3
Arch. 55—Building Sanitation 1
Arch. 66—Theory of Architecture ... 1
French or German 4
Total









Arch. 18—History of Architecture. .
.
2
Arch. 28—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 38—Advanced Design or Thesis 7
Arch. 60a—Special Lectures 2
Arch. 67—Theory of Form and Color 2
Non-technical Elective* 2
Total 17 Total 17
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Non-technical elective For definition, see page 112.
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Chem. 2 or 3—Inorganic Chemistry . 3 or 4
G. E. D. 1 or 4—Elements of Drafting 4




Math. 2—Advanced Algebra 3
and
Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education J^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene and Sanitation (men) 3^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture






G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry . . 4




Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education )/2
Hyg. 3—Hygiene and Sanitation
(men) K




Arch. 13—History of Architecture .
.
2
A. E. 33—^Arch. and Freehand Draw-
ing 3
A. E. 43—Technology of Materials . 2




Military Drill and Theory 1
Total ISH
Arch. 14—History of Architecture. . 2
A. E. 34—Design 3
A. E. 44—Technology of Materials . 2
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total ISH
THIRD YEAR
Arch. 15—^History of Architecture . 2
A. E. 35—Design 3
A. E. 45—Graphic Statics 3
Language* 4
T. andA.M .25—Resistance of Materials 4
Non-technical Elective' 2
Total 18
Arch. 16—History of Architecture ... 2
A. E. 36—Design 3
A. E. 46—Graphic Statics 3
Language* 4
T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-
anics and Hydraulics 4
Total 16
FOURTH YEAR
A. E. 47—^Architectural Engineering 5
A. E. 57—Fireproof Construction ... 2
A. E. 99—Inspection Trip
E. E. 92—Lighting and Wiring 2




A. E. 48—^Architectural Engineering. 5
A. E. 58—Fireproof Construction ... 2
A. E. 67—Building Sanitation 2




iSemester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'French, German, Si>8mish, or EnsliBh.
'Non-technical elective. For dennition, see page 112.
'Technical elective. For definition, see page 113.
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Curriculum in Ceramics^




Chem. 2 or 3—Inorganic Chenaistry . 3 or 4
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
German or French 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed M
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) J^
Mihtarv" Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lectm-e






Math. 6a—Analytic Geometry 4
German or French 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed. y2
Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) J/^




Cer. 1—Ceramic Materials 3
Chem. 24—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus .... 3
Phj'sics la—Physics Lecture 3
Physics 3a—Physics Laboratory .... 2
Physical Education ^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 17M
Cer. 4—Ceramic Materials Laboratory 3
Chem. 28b—^Advanced Quantitative
Analysis 5
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—Physics Lecture 2
Physics 3b—Physics Laboratory ... 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 16H
THIRD ^-EAR
Cer. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
Cer. 7—Heavy Clay Products 3
C«r. 21—Ceramic P\Tometry 1
Chem. 73a—Metallurgy 3
Geol. 47—Systematic Mineralogy ... 3
Physics 17a—Light 3
Total 18
C«r. 11—Drjnng Claj' Products .... 3









Cer. 22—Kilns and Burning 3
Cer. 97—Thesis 2
Cer. 99—Inspection Trip
Chem. 49a—Chem. of Colloids 3









Physics 44b—Electrical Measurements 2
Technical Elective* 3
Total 18
'Both the curricula, Ceramics and Cfiramic Engineering, as published here are new, and in full effect
September, 1929. For interim programs see Announcement of Courses as published each semester until
September, 1929.
^Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Non-technical elective. For definition, see page 112.
Technical elective. For definition, see page 113. Includes certain junior and senior courses in chemistry
and geology.
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Curriculum in Ceramic Engineering^
FIRST YEAR




Cer. 1—Ceramic Materials 3
Chem. 24—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus .... 3
Physics la—Physics Lecture 3
Physics 3a—Physics Laboratory .... 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Cer. 4—Ceramic Materials Laboratory 3
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—Physics Lecture 2
Physics 3b—Physics Laboratory .... 2
T.and A.M.20—Analytical Mechanics 3
Physical Education ]/2
Military Drill and Theoiy 1
Total . 173^ Total
THIRD YEAR
17H
Cer. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
Cer. 7—Heavy Clay Products 3
French, German, or English 4
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Mate-
rials 4
Cer. 11—Drying Clay Products .... 3
Cer. 14—Glasses and Glazes 3
Chem. 40—Elementary Physical
Chemistry 3
C. E. 36—Surveying 2
French, German, or English 4







Kilns and Burning 3
Cer. 23—-Dryer and Kiln Design
Cer. 99—Inspection Trip
C. E. 77—Structural Engineering ... 3
E. E, 11—Direct Current Apparatus 3






Cer. 24—Ceramic Engineering Design 3
Cer. 28—Pyrochemical Problems ... 2
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 3




Tolal 18 Tolal 17
Curriculum in Civil Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
C. E. 27—Plane Surveying 3
Language^ 4




Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 183^
Hours^
C. E. 28—Topographic Surveying . . 3
Language^ 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total isy2
iBoth the curricula, Ceramics and Ceramic Engineering, as published here are new, and in full effect
September, 1929. For interim programs see Announcement of Courses as published each semester until
September, 1929.
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Non-technical elective. For definition, see page 112.
'Technical elective. For definition, see page 113. Includes certain junior and senior courses in chemistry
and geology.
'French, German, Spanish, or English.




C. E. 51—Railroad Surveying 5
C. E. 95—Plain Concrete 2
M. E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery 3
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2





C. E. 54—Roads and Pavements ... 4
C. E. 60—Structural Stresses 4
C. E. 62—Elementary Structural
Design 2
C. E. 81—Theory of Reinforced Con-
crctc 2








C. E. 71—Water Supply Engineering 4
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction .... 3
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5






C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
C. E. 82—Structural Design 4




C. E. 55—Highway Design 4
C. E. 57—Hydrology 2
C. E. 71—Water Supply Engineering 4
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5




C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction ... 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
C. E. 82—Structural Design 4
C. E. 94—Highway Administration . 3
C. E. 96—Road Materials 2
Total 17
C. E. 57—Hydrology 2
C. E. 71—Water Supply Engineering 4
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction .... 3
C, E. 85—Structural Design 5




C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 78—Drainage Engineering .... 3
C. E. 79—Water Power Engineering. 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2




Chem. 80a—Chemistry of Water and
Sewage 2J^
C. E. 71—Water Supply 4
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5
C. E. 87—Water Purification 3
C. E. 99—Inspection Trip
IV. Sanitary Option*
C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction ... 3
C. E. 82—Structural Design 4
C. E. 89—Sewage Treatment 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Sp)ecifica-
tions 2
Non-technical Elective* 3
Total 17 Total 18
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
*Non-technical elective. For definition, see page 112.
*C. E. 97-98 (Thesis) may be substituted for a technical subject in any of the five options of the senior
year_ upon approval of the head of the department. Only students of high standing are permitted to elect a
thesis. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Civil Engineering. I, (l); II, (2 or 3).
Technical elective. For definition, see page 113; includes Geol- 43; Math. 16, 17, and 23.
'Approved elective. For definition, see page 113.




C. E. 63—Statically Indeterminate
Structiires 3
C. E. 71—Water Supply Engineering 4
C. E. 84—Estimates and Costs 2
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5





C. E. 64—Statically Indeterminate
Structures 3
C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction ... 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
C. E. 82—Structural Design 4
Approved Elective* 3
Total 18
Curriculum in Electrical Engineering
FIRST YEAR





Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab-









Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory or Elective 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^




E. E. 25—Direct Current Apparatus. 4
E. E. 75—Elec. Eng. Laboratory .... 2
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory .... 3
Physics 44a—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Mate-
rials 4
Non-technical Elective* 2
E. E. 26—Alternating Currents .... 4
E. E. 76—Elec. Eng. Laboratory 2
Math. 9a—Integral Calculus 2
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
Physics 44b—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 2
T. and A. M. 26—^Anal. Mechanics
and Hydraulics 4
Total 18 Total 17
E. E. 35—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 4
E. E. 55—Electrical Design 2
E. E. 85—Elec. Eng. Laboratory ... 2
E. E. 95—Seminar 1
E. E. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2
Non-technical Elective' 3
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 36—^Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 4
E. E. 56—Electrical Design 4
E. E. 86—Elec. Eng. Laboratory 2
E. E. 96—Seminar 1





•C.E. 97-98 (thesis) may bo substituted for a technical subject in any of the five options of the senior
year upon approval of the head of the department. Only students of high standing are permitted to elect a
thesis. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Civil Engineering. I (1); II (2 or 3).
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Any approved non-technical course. See page 112.
Approved elective. For definition, see page 113.
•French, German, Spanish, or English.
*Onlv high grade students are allowed to take a thesis course.
Technical elective. For definition, see page 113.
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Curriculum ix Engineering Physics
(Leading to the degree of B. S.)
The object of this curriculum is to fit persons for investigations in general
engineering problems calling for a knowledge of physics and mathematics.
Students who expect to teach physics and aUied subjects in engineering
schools will also find this curriculum of interest.
FIRST YIL\R






German 1—Elementary German or
French la 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—Physics Lectures 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education J^









Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—Physics Lecture 2
Phvs. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. "and A. M. 20—.\nalji,ical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^
Militarj' Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD YK\R
E. E. 25—Direct Ciurent Apparatus
.
4
E. E. 75—Elec. Eng. Laboratory ... 2
Phys. 44a—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
Phys. 17a—Light 3




E. E. 26—.\ltemating Currents ... 4
E. E. 76—Elec. Eng. Laboratory'. ... 2
Math. 9a—Advanced Calculus 2
M. E. 2—^Steam Engineering, or
M. E. 62—Power Measurement .... 3
Phys. 44b—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 2
Physics 16 and 36—Heat, or
Elective in Physics 4
Total 17
FOURTH YE-\R
Math. 16—Advanced Calculus and
Diff. Equations 3
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3
Phys. 14a—Dynamics 3
or
Phys. 23 and 33—Sound 4
Phys. 97—Thesis' or






Math. 17—Differential Equations . . 3
Phys. 24 and 27—Properties of Matter
or
Phys. 30—Introduction to Theoretical
Electricitv 3
Phys. 98—thesis' or
Elective in Physics 3
Electives* 4
Total 16
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Six hours of these electives must be in approved non-technical coxirses.
»Only high grade students are allowed to take a thesia course.
See page 112.
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Curriculum in Gas Engineering
The curriculum in gas engineering combines many of the items of the course
in Chemical Engineering and a number of the more distinctly engineering
subjects from Mechanical, Electrical, and Mining Engineering. It is intended
to fit men for operating positions about a gas or coke plant rather than for
positions in the laboratory where the work is more distinctly of a chemical





Chem. 2 or 3—Inorganic Chemistry . . 3 or 4
German 4—Intermediate Course .... 4
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education J^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) 3^







German 6—-Scientific Reading 4
Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education }/^
Hygiene 3—Hj-giene (men) J^
Mihtary Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture




G. E. D. 1—General Engineering
Drawing 4
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus .... 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physical Measurements. . . 2
Physical Education J/^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18
YEAR
Chem. 33—Organic Chemistry 5
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 2
Phys. 3b—Physical Measurements .
.
2
T. and A. M" 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^






E. E. 5—Electric Currents and Ap-
paratus 4
M. E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery
. 3
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3










M. E. 15—Heat Engineering 3
Phys. 16—Heat Phenomena 3
Phys. 36—Heat Measurements 1
T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-
anics and Hydraulics 4
Special—Gas Engineering 6
Chem. 60a—Chemical Technology ... 4
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2







Cer. 20—Refractory Materials 2
Chem. 60b—Chemical Technology ... 4




The time allotted to special Gas Engineering in the senior year will be
divided among such subjects as the design of gas plants and the manufacture,
distribution, utilization, and economics of gas.
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Non-technical elective. For definition, see page 112.
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Curriculum est General Engineering
This curriculum is intended for students who do not wish to pursue the more
speciaUzed engineering curricula, but who wish to secure training in engi-
neering principles and their application. Fifteen hours of work in economics,
corporations, business law, etc., are required, and sixteen hours of free elec-
tives are allowed. The degree of Bachelor of Science in General Engineering
is awarded on completion of the curriculum.
FIRST YEAR




Econ. 2—Principles of Economics ... 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5









Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3




T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^




E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
Language^ or Approved Elective' .... 4
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory 3
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Mate-
rials 4
Total 18
C. E. 60—Structural Stresses 4
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 3
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab-
oratory 1
Language* or Approved Elective' .... 4-3
M. E. 10—ThermodjTiamics 3
T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-




C. E. 88—Structural Design 4
Econ. 41—Labor Problems 3
Language* or Approved Elective' ... 4
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
G. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Total 17
Bus. Law 3—Contracts, etc., or
Approved Elective' 3-4
C. E. 90—Structural Design 4
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
M. E. 64—Power Measurement 3
Language* or Approved Elective' .... 4
Total 17-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'French, German, Spanish, or English. If any of the first three are elected, the full 16 hours reqmred
in the curriculum must be completed, subject to the language requirement of the college. See page 113.
'Approved elective. For definition, see page 113.
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CUERICULUM IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR




M. E. 13—ThermodjTiamics 3
M. E. 31—Mechanics of Machinery. . 5
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory 3
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2




M. E. 6—Steam Engineering 4
M. E. 16—Thermodynamics 2
M. E. 40—Mechanical Engineering
Design 3
M. E. 64—Steam Power Laboratory. 3
M. E. 88—Machine Laboratory 3
Non-technical Elective* 3
Total 18 Total 18
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
M. E. 41—M. E. Design 4
M. E. 65—Heat and Power Lab 3
M. E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals
or Non-technical Elective* 3
Technical Option' 3
M. E. 99—Inspection Trip
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 12—A. C. Apparatus 3
E. E. 62—A. C. Laboratory 1
M. E. 28—Heating and Ventilation .
.
4
M. E. 52—Power Plant Design 3
M. E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals




M. E. 7—Int. Comb. Engines
M. E. 17—Refrigeration
M. E. 33—Aeronautical Engineering
T. and A. M. 41—Adv. Mech. of Materials
C. E. 77—Structural Engineering
TECHNICAL OPTIONS
M. E. 15—Heat Engineering
M. E. 17—Refrigeration
M. E. 34—Aeronautical Engineering
T. and A. M. 42—Engineering Materials
Curriculum in Mining Engineering
FIRST YEAR





Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5









Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Min. 62—Mine Surveying 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education M
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18^
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
»Non-technical elective. For definition, see page 112.
•Technical option. For definition, see page 113.
'French, German, Spanish, or English.







Min. 1—Elements of Mining 3
Min. 10—Electrical Engineering of
Mines 3






C. E. 58—Graphic Statics 2
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
M. E. 62—Power Measurements and
Steam Engines 3
Min. 4—Mining Methods 3
T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-






Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Coal and Ore Preparation ... 3
Min. 15—Mine Ventilation 2
Min. 20—Mine Ventilation Labora-
tory 2
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 3
Min. 90—Mining and Metallurgical
Reports 1
Min. 99—Inspection Trip
Chem. 63—Fuels and Their Combus-
tion 3




Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 2
Min. 64—Coal and Ore Preparation
Laboratory 3
Non-technical Elective" 3
Total 17 Total 17
Chem. 73a—Metallurgy 3
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Coal and Ore Preparations . . 3
Min. 15—Mine Ventilation 2
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 3
Min. 69—Fire Assaying 2





Geol. 96—Economic Geology 3




Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 2





Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Coal and Ore Preparation . . 3
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 3
Min. 69—Fire Assaying 2






Chem. 63—Fuels and Their Com-
bustion 3
Min. 16—Non-Ferrous Ore Treat-
ment 5
Min. 18—Metallurgical Problems . . 2
Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 2




'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
2Non-technical elective. For definition, see page 112.'
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Curriculum in Railway Civil Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculura in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR




C. E. 51—Railroad Surveying 5
C. E. 95—Plain Concrete 2
R. E. 25—Railway Development .... 2
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2





C. E. 60—Structural Stresses 4
C. E. 62—Elementary Structural
Design 2
C. E. 81—Theory of Reinforced
Concrete 2
R. E. 32—Railway Construction ... 3
R. E. 36—Railway Maintenance .... 3
T. and A. M. 10—Hydraulics 3
Total 18 Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5
M. E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery. 3
R. E. 31—Ry. Yards and Terminals. 3
R. E. 35—Railway Signaling 1
R. E. 37—Railvv^ay Maintenance .... 2
R. E. 51—Seminar 1
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Non-technical Elective'' 2
Total 17
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction ... 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
E. E. 2—Elem. Electrical Eng. or
Technical Elective^ 3
R. E. 33—Railway Location 4




Curriculum in Railway Electrical Engineering
FIRST YEAR





Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—Physics Lectures 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
R. E. 25—Railway Development. ... 2
Physical Education J^





Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry
Laboratory 3
Phys. lb—Physics Lectures 2
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education 3^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
^Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Any approved non-technical course. See page 112.
'Technical elective. For definition, see page 113.
French, German, Spanish, or English.




E. E. 25—Direct Current Apparatus
.
4
E. E. 75—Electrical Laboratory .... 2
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory .... 3
Phys. 44a—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
R. E. 59—Electric Railway Principles 2






E. E. 26—^Alternating Currents .... 4
E. E. 76—Electrical Laboratory 2
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
Phys. 44b—Elec. and Mag. Measiire-
ments 2
R. E. 60—Electric Railway Principles 2





E. E. 35—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 4
E. E. 85—Elec. Eng. Laboratory 2
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
M. E. 61—Power Measurements .... 2
R. E. 35—Railway Signaling 1
R. E. 62—Electric Railway Labora-
tory 2
R. E. 64—Electric Railway Practice. 3
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Total 17
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifica-
tions 2
E. E. 36—^Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 4
E. E. 86—Elec. Eng. Laboratory 2
R. E. 67—Seminar 1
R. E. 70—Electric Railway Design . 2




CuRRictJLUM IN Railway Mechanical Engineering
FIRST YEAR





Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—Physics Lectures 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
R. E. 25—Railway Development ... 2
Physical Education J^





Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foimdry Lab-
oratory 3
Phys. ll>—Physics Lectures 2
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18M
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Non-technical elective. For definition, see page 112.
'French, German, Spanish, or English.




M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory .... 3
R. E. 3—Locomotives 2
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2






M. E. 6—Steam Engineering 4
M. E. 16—ThermodjTiamics 2
M. E. 40—Engineering Design 3
M. E. 64—Steam Power Laboratory
,
3
M. E. 88—Machine Laboratory 3
R. E. 4—Locomotives 3
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
M. E. 8&—Heat Treatment of Metals 3
R. E. 2—Locomotive Design 3
R. E. 5—Railway Laboratory 3
R. E. &—Seminar 1
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Non-technical Elective* 3
Total 17
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifica-
tions 2
E. E. 12—Alternating Cxirrent Ap-
paratus 3
E. E. 62—^Alternating Current Lab-
oratory 1
R. E. 7—Advanced Design 3
R. E. 8—Railway Laboratory 2
R. E. 61—Electric Traction 3
Non-technical Elective^ 3
Total 17
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
*Non-technical elective. For definition, see page 112.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
For admission to this College, see page 55; for buildings, see page 48;
for clubs and honorary societies auxiliary to its curricula, see page 80; for fees
and expenses, see page 82; for a statement of the regulations of the Univer-
sity in regard to unclassified students, see page 61.
The University of Illinois, through the College of Agriculture, performs
three principal functions: instruction of students; investigation and re-
search; and extension service.
Instruction
The College offers four curricula leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Agriculture, Landscape Architecture, Floriculture, or Home Economics.
In addition to the professional purposes of each curriculum, preparation for
the practical affairs of life is an important aim. Technical work is closely
associated with the related sciences and cultural subjects in order to further
the development of cultivated and versatile men and women.
The curriculum in agriculture aims to fit the student for the profession
of farming, for technical positions in industries closely allied to agriculture,
for public service in investigational work or extension service relating to
agriculture, or for the teaching of agriculture.
In the department of home economics, curricula are offered which are
designed to give training in household affairs and home making, in the teach-
ing of home economics, in nutrition, in institutional work, in home economics
extension, and in other lines of social service.
Of the one hundred thirty semester hours required for graduation, in the
curriculum in general agriculture forty-nine must be in technical agricultural
subjects; sixty-four hours in non-agricultural subjects; and the remaining
seventeen hours may be open electives, taken either in the College of Agri-
culture or in other colleges of the University.
Investigation and Research
The affihation of the College of Agriculture with the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station enables the University to support a larger faculty and affords
opportunity for a higher degree of specialization than would otherwise be
possible. For the most part, those who teach in the College conduct experi-
ments in the same subjects in the Station. Results of these investigations
are published in bulletins and circulars.
The department of home economics conducts investigations and research
in nutrition and offers opportunity for graduate work in this field.
Extension Service
The Agricultural Extension Service brings the results of the investigations
of the College and Station and general information on farming problems
before the people of the state. Ninety-six counties cooperate in this work
in the emplo3Tiient of farm advisers who work with the extension specialists
from each department of the College.
Through the home economics extension service, information on the prob-
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lems of home making is carried to women and girls of the state by home
advisers and other agents. The home economics extension service cooperates
with twenty-one county home advisers in extension work with women, and
is working with 582 organized girls' clubs in sixty-nine counties of the state.
In addition, a separate service known as Agricultural College Extension
conducts extension enterprises that do not deal with technical subject matter
and cooperates with other departments in projecting their work throughout
the state. Correspondence is conducted with prospective students and
records of former students are kept. Other extension enterprises are
:
1. Farmers' Week, formerly known as the Corn Growers' and Stockmen's
Convention, held annually in January.
2. Agricultural Open-House, held each year in June.
3. Demonstration in connection with soil-fertility and crop fields in
different localities in the state.
4. Farm Bureau and community excursions to the University.
5. Educational exhibits at fairs and expositions.
6. The furnishing of instructors and lecturers for Farmers' Institutes,
Farm Bureaus, rural community meetings, and boys' state fair school.
Graduate Work.—Applicants for admission to the Graduate School
should have had an undergraduate course in scientific and technical agri-
culture equivalent to that of the University of Illinois; students who are
otherwise eligible for admission to the Graduate School may be admitted
to graduate standing in agriculture, however, if they have had a thorough
training in the fundamental sciences, even though their undergraduate cur-
riculum may have lacked to some extent the technical work included in
the curriculum of the College of Agriculture.
Requirements for Graduation.—Students who have satisfied the Uni-
versity requirements as to registration, residence, and diploma fee, and who
have maintained throughout their course a satisfactory record of scholar-
ship and moral character, will, on completion of the studies of the prescribed
list and suflficient electives to make a total of 130 semester hours, be grad-
uated with the degree of Bachelor of Science.
A thesis is not required for graduation, but any student who has com-
pleted not fewer than 90 hours of credit may elect a thesis course in any
department, provided that he has done at least 20 hours' work in courses
pertinent to the thesis problem, subject to the approval of the head of the
department.
Graduates of approved colleges may secure a degree in agriculture from
the University on completion of the technical and scientific requirements.
This will ordinarily require two years of residence work; a minimum of one
year is required.
Not more than five semester hours of physical education and hygiene
are accepted toward graduation for men, nor more than seven for women.
Instruction and Methods of Work
Agronomy.—The Department of Agronomy gives instruction in subjects
which relate to the field, such as field crops; the chemistry, physics, and
biology of soil; manures, fertilizers, and rotations in their relation to pro-
ductivity; and plant breeding. In addition to the facilities of the department
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for this instruction, there is opportunity for contact with the research work
of the Agricultural Experiment Station, in the anal>^ical and pot culture
laboratories, on the soil bins, and also on the experiment fields at the Uni-
versity and in other parts of the state.
Animal Husbandry.—Courses in Animal Husbandry cover the study of
sheep, swine, poultry, and beef cattle, and their products; heavy and light
horses, with their care and training; the management of herds, flocks, and
studs; feeding, breeding, general sanitation, hygiene and disease control,
and marketing; and the chemical and physiological phases of animal nutrition.
The University herds, flocks, and studs contain about six hundred pure-
bred cattle, swine, sheep, and horses, and several hundred fowls, which are
available for class purposes and for feeding and breeding investigations.
The Stock Judging Pavilion offers opportunity for show and judging work.
The department equipment includes buildings for the housing of beef
cattle, swine, sheep, horses, and poultry, and a feed storage bam with grind-
ing mills and other feed preparation machinery. Laboratories afford facil-
ities for undergraduate and advanced study in animal nutrition, animal
breeding, and animal diseases.
Dairy Husbandry.—Courses in Dairy Husbandry offer instruction in
the judging, breeding, feeding, and management of dairy cattle; the manu-
facture of dairy products; and dairy bacteriology' and dairy chemistry.
A complete commercial creamery forms part of the equipment of the
department, as does also a 180-acre farm stocked with typical representatives
of the Holstein-Friesian, Jersey, Guernsey, Brown Swiss, and Ayrshire breeds.
Farm Mechanics.—Courses in Farm Mechanics cover the principles of
engineering as applied to agriculture, including elementary farm mechanics,
farm shop, drainage, farm buildings, concrete construction, farm machinery,
tractors, harvesting machinery, horticultural machinery, dairy machinery,
and farm home equipment.
The University has an assortment of tractors, gas engines, and farm
machinery in this department for student use. Lighting units and water
systems are provided in the home equipment laboratory. There is a drafting
room for work in farm buildings, and facilities are provided for concrete
construction.
Students who plan to enter teaching, research, or design work in this
field should supplement the courses mentioned above with higher mathematics,
mechanics, and other basic engineering courses given in the College of Engi-
neering.
Farm Organization and Management.—Courses in Farm Organization
and Management apply the principles of economics and accounting to the
business of farming. The work, which deals with problems of farm organ-
ization and farm operation, is based on the available literature and on financial
and detailed cost records secured from farmers throughout the state.
Field trips which are conducted to a number of corn-belt farms where
records are being kept in cooperation with the department constitute a part
of the regular work in the farm management courses.
Problems on systems of farming, organization and operation of farms,
and land ownership and tenure may be given special study by advanced
undergraduate students; courses dealing with farm management principles
and the historical study of contributions to the farm management field, and
research problems are available to graduate students.
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Home Economics.—The courses given in this department are planned
primarily to meet the needs of students who desire a knowledge of the gen-
eral principles and facts of home economics. Opportunity is given through
elective courses in the third and fourth years to emphasize various phases
of home economics such as household and institutional management, nu-
trition and dietetics, house planning and furnishing, and clothing and costume
design. Courses in the teaching of home economics are available for those
who plan to teach.
The department is housed in the Woman's Building, where laboratories,
lecture rooms, and an apartment for home management are provided. A
cafeteria serves as a teaching laboratory in institutional work.
Horticulture.—Courses in Horticulture provide instruction in the five
divisions (pomology, olericulture, floriculture, landscape architecture, and
plant breeding) and in subjects dealing with all divisions, such as plant
propagation, spraying, the evolution of horticultural plants, and experimental
horticulture.
For instruction in pomology, use is made of the fruit plantations main-
tained by the department, where the principal varieties of fruit grown in
Illinois are represented. A collection of fruit packages illustrates types used
in commercial packing. The field laboratory building presents opportunity
for the study and investigation of fruit by-products, particularly cider and
fruit vinegars.
Facilities for instructional work in olericulture or vegetable gardening
include a greenhouse and several acres of land on which garden operations
are illustrated and the principal vegetable crops are grown. A laboratory
furnishes opportunity for the study of methods of canning and packing.
The equipment for floriculture includes ten glass houses and a service
building. The houses contain a selection of roses, carnations, and chrysan-
themums, and of plants representing the forms used in commercial and
decorative or conservatory work. The ornamental gardens furnish illustrative
materials for students in floriculture and landscape architecture.
The equipment in landscape architecture includes four drafting rooms,
filing devices for office practice, seminar rooms, lecture rooms, offices, and
a hbrary.
The collections of trees and shrubs growing on the campus and about
residences near the University furnish material for studies in the courses
in planting design. The herbarium of the division is also available for refer-
ence.
Instruction in plant materials is facilitated by a collection of native woods
and a forest tree plantation of about twenty acres.
Curriculum in Agriculture
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
All students except those in the special curricula in home economics, flori-
culture, and landscape architecture are required to take the same work during
the freshman year and part of the sophomore, junior, and senior years. This
work gives the student a conception of farm practices and an insight into
the technical branches of agriculture, such as animal and dairy husbandry,
horticulture, farm crops, soils, farm mechanics, and buildings, and leaves
a large part of the junior and senior years open for elective studies.
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One hundred thirty semester hours are required for graduation, as follows:
Agricultural courses prescribed 29 hours
Agricultural courses prescribed, as electives, Group A 20 hours
Total agricultural semester hours required 49 hours
Non-agricultural courses prescribed 50 hours
Non-agricultural courses to be elected from Group B 8 hours
Non-agricultural courses to be elected from Group C 6 hours
Total non-agricultural semester hours required 64 hours
Free electives 17 hours
Total 130 hours
FIRST YEAR
FIBST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours*
Agr. Ext. 4—Elementary Lectures. . . 1 Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry and
Hort. la—Elements of Horticulture . . 2 Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture . . 2
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium }/2 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) J^ Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium H
MUitarj' DriU and Theory 1 Hyg. 3 }i
Bot. 5—General Botany 3 Military Drill and Theory 1
or Ent. 1—Introductory Entomology ... 3
Ent, 1—Introductory Entomology ... 3 or
(Group 1) Bot. 5—General Botany 3
Chem. 2—Inorganic Chemistry 3 with
and A. H. 1 2
D. H. 24a—Production 3 or
or D. H. 24a—Production 3
D. H. 24b—Manufacturing 3 or
{Or Group 2) D. H. 24b—Manufacturing 3
Chem. 1—Inorganic Chemistry 5 or
and Agron. 25—Farm Crops 3
A. H. 1 2
Total 17 or 18
Total 17 or 18
SECOND YEAR
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3 Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3
Econ. 1 or 22 5 or 3 A. H. 21—Principles of Feeding 3
Phys. Ed ]4 Phys. Ed J^
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Chem. 32—Organic 3 Farm Mech. 1—Elementary Farm
or Mechanics 3
Farm. Mech. 1—Elementary Farm or
Mechanics 3 Chem. 32—Organic 3
Agron. 25—Farm Crops 3 Econ. 1 or 2* 5 or 3
or or
A. H. 21—Principles of Feeding .... 3 Ace 'y 11—Farm Accounting 4
Electives to make 153^ to 18J^ Electives to make 15J^ to 18
THIRD YEAR
Zool. 15—Genetics 3 Agron. 28—Soils 5
Acc'y 11—Farm Accounting 4 Hort. 10a—Rural Improvement 2
or Farm Man. 1—Elementary Farm
Farm. Man. 1—Elementary Farm Management 3
Management 3 Bact. 5a—Introductory Bacteriology
and Sanitary Science 3
Electives to make 15 to 18
Electives to make 15 to 18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Students specializing in agricultural economics should take Econ. 1.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIBST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
HotiTs^ Hours*
Electives to make 15 to 18 Eledives to make 15 to 18
Group A—Minimum 20 hours
All courses offered by the College of Agriculture other than
those prescribed.
Hours*
Group B—Minimum 8 hours
Botany 7 3
Botany 3 5








Entomology 8a 3 or 5
Entomology 8b 3 or 5
Mathematics 3 or 2 5 or 3
Mathematics 4 2
Political Science 1 3
Political Science 3 3
Physics 7a and 8a 5
Zoology 1 5
Group C—Minimum 6 hours
Agricultural Education 51 3




French la and lb 8
German 1 and 2 8
Philosophy 1 or 2 3
Psychology 1 4
PubUc Speaking 1 and 2, 1 and 3, or 1 and 10 5 or 6
Rhetoric 10 2
Sociology 1 or 7 3
Curriculum in Floriculture
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Floriculture
The object of the floriculture curriculum is to fit men and women for the
profession of floriculture. The laboratory exercises in the technical subjects
consist of practical work in the greenhouses and gardens and give the students
a working knowledge of the best methods now in use.
Of the 130 semester hours required for graduation, 102-104 are provided
for in the prescribed list. The other 26-28 hours of credit necessary for
graduation are electives.
^Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
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Students registered in floriculture wUl be required to make at least one
inspection trip before graduation. The annual trip costs about $25.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEME8TEB




Chem. lor2—Inorganic Chemistry .. 5 or 3 Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry and
Hort. 5—Plant Propagation 3 Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Hort. 4—Plant Houses 3
Ent. 1—Introductory Entomology. . . 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Oj-mnasium J^ Bot. 5 3
Hj-g. 1—Hygiene (men) H Phys. Ed.—Gjnnnasium J^
Mihtary Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 16-14
Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) J^
Total 16
SECOND YEAR
Bot. 3—Plant Physiology 5 Agron. 28—Soils 5
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5 Hort. 15a—Greenhouse Management 3
Geol. 44—Agricultural Greology 3 Hort. 24b—Trees and Shrubs 3
Hort. 24a—Trees and Shrubs 3 Hort. 31—Garden Flowers 3
Phys. Ed ^ Phys. Ed H
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 17^ Total 15^
THIRD YEAR
Ace 'y la 3 Ace 'y lb 3
Bot. 7—Plant Pathology 3 Hort. 7—Spraying 3
Hort. 15b—Commercial Crops 3 Hort. 15c—Commercial Cropw 3




B. O. and O. 1 3 Hort. 30—Tender Bedding Plants .
.
3
Hort. 32a—Floral Decoration 3 Hort. 32b—Floral Decoration 3
Hort. 43—Greenhouse Fertihzers ... 3 Hort. 45—Plant Nutrition 3
Total 9 Total 9
Additional Requirements
A minimum of 4 hours from Group C in the curriculum in agriculture.
Home Ecoxoincs
Students who hold scholarships in home economics must take each semester
at least four hours in home economics or in subjects required for admission
to courses in home economics.
To satisfy the requirements for graduation, students transferring home
economics credits from other institutions must take five hours in residence
from the following: Home Economics 20, 28, 31, 33, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a, 43b,
47, 48, 50, 51, 55.
^Semester hours. For definition, sec page 205.
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One hundred thirty credit hours are required for graduation.
Students may choose the general curriculum in home economics or the
curriculum in nutrition and dietetics as suggested below.
CURRICXTLUM IN GENERAL HOME ECONOMICS
Prescribed Subjects
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Hours^
Art and Design 13a, 13b 4
Bacteriology 5a, 5b 5
Botany 1 or Zoology 1 5
Chemistry 1 or 2, 5 10 or8
Chemistry 33 5
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
English 1, 2 8
Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 2, 5, 7, 10, 29 25 or 20
Hygiene 2 1
Physiology 4 5
Physical Education 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 4
Rhetoric 1, 2 6
Sociology 1 3
List A—a minimum of 6
List B—a minimum of 10
93 to 102
Open Electives 37 to 28
ToUd 130
Eledives
List A (a minimimi of 6 hours)
History la, lb, 3a, 3b
Sociology 2, 3, 7, 8
Economics 3, 41, 44
Psychology 1
List B—a minimum of 10 hours from home economics
courses in addition to those prescribed above and
excluding Home Economics 11, 11a, 13, and 34.
Suggested Curriculum in General Home Economics
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours*
A. D. 13a—Design 2 A. D. 13b—Design 2
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry . . 5-3 Chem. 5
—
Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Home Econ. 7—Textiles 3 Bot. 1 or Zool. 1—General Course. . . 5
Hyg. 2—Hygiene (women) 1 Phys. Ed. 7b—Gymnasium 1
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium 1
Total 15 or 13
Total 16
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
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5EC0N~D YE.^
PIBST STJTVnrS TKK SECOND SXMXSTZB
Engl. 1—Survev of English Literature 4 Engl. 2—^Survev of English Literature 4
Home Econ. 1—Foods 4 Home Econ. 2—Home -\jchitecture . . 3
Chem. 3^3—OTganic Chemistry 5 Home Econ. 6—Foods 4
Home Econ. 2^—Clothing 4 Physiol. 4—Physiology of Digestion . . 5
Phvs. Ed, 8a—Gvmnasiuin 1 Phvs. Ed- 8b—<jvmnasium 1
Tolal ..- IS Tc-ial 17
THIRD ni\R
Bact. 5a, 5b—^Introductory Bacteriol- Home Econ. 10—Home Bfanagement 3
ogy .... 5 Sociol. 1—Principles of SoeiolfOgy ... 3
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4 Electives 10-11
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Electives 2-3 Toial 1&-17
Total . . 16-17
FOUKTH YEAH
During the third and fourth years, students will complete the requirements for the degree
of Bachelor of Sdezice in the Collie ol Agricultiire. Electives will be ch>3sen in accord
with ti« special interests of the studoit.
1. Clothing and costiime design: Home Economics 3, 19. 30, 31. 42, 43a, 43b, 50, 51.
2. Hospital dietetics and nutrition: Home Economics 20, 33. 46, 47, 4S, 55.
3. Hoiisehold and institutional management: Home Economics 14, 28, 46, 47, 48,
and additional courses in economics.
4. House planning and furnishing: Art and Design 19, 20; Architecture 11, 12; Home
Economics 3, 43a, 43b, and additional courses in art and histon.-.
5. Nutrition and dietetics: Chemistr.- 24, 50a; Zoology 1; Home Economics 20, 33,
39a, 39b. 41. 45.
6. Teaching of home economics: Home Economics 11, 13, 34, 45; Education 6, 10, 25.
CURRICXXUM IN" NUTRinOX AND DlETETICS
Prescribed Subjects
Required for tlu Degree oj Bachelor oj Science in Home Economics
Hours^
Bacteriologv 5a. 5b 5
Chemistry 1 or 2, 5, 24, 33, 50a 25 or 23
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
English 1,2 8
Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 5, 20, 33, 39a,
39b. 41 24 or 19
Hygiene 2 1




Zoology 1 . 5
List A, a mJTiiTnnm of 6
97 to 88
Open Electives 33 to 42
Total 130
i5«ines?«r hours. For deSnition, see page 205.
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List A (a minimum of 6 hours)
Histon- la, lb, 3a, 3b
Sociology 2, 3, 7, 8





Home Economics 45, 46, 47, 48
General Hygiene 10
French or German




Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium 1
Hyg. 2—Hygiene 1
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5






Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Bact. oa, 5b—Introductory Bacteriol-
ogy 5






Quantitative Analysis ... 5
Home Ex;on. 1—Foods 4
Physiol. 4—Physiol, of Digestion ... 5
Phvs. Ed. Sa—<i%'mnasium 1
Total 15
Chem. 33—Organic Chemistry 5
Home Econ. 6—Foods 4
Eicon. 1 or 2—Principles of Economics 5 or 3




Engl. 1—Survey of English Literature 4 Engl. 2—^Survey of English Literature 4
Chem. 50a—Physiological Chemistry 5 Home Econ. 4i—Problems in Xutri-
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4 tion 5
Home Econ. 46
—
Quantity Cookery . . 3 Home Econ. 47—Institutional ilan-
agement 3
Total 16 Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology. ... 3
Electives 0-2
Total 15 or 17
FOmTH YYAR
Home Econ. 33—Diet in Disease ... 3
Home Econ. 39a—Nutrition 1
Electives 11 or 12
Total 15 or 16
Home Econ. 20—Infant Nutrition. . . 2
Home Econ. 39b—Nutrition 1
Home Econ. 45—Nutrition Classes. . i
Bact. S—Food Bacteriology* 5
Electives 6 or 7
ToUd 15 or 16
^Semeeter hours, For definition, see pace 205.
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Curriculum in Landscape Architecture
Required for the Degree of Bachelor oj Science in Landscape Architecture
The curriculum provides for a four years' course which is intended as prep-
aration for the professional practice of Landscape Architecture. Courses
are open to any student in the University having the prerequisites or their
equivalents.
Of the 130 semester hours required for graduation, 118 hours are provided
for in the prescribed list. The other 12 hours necessary for graduation may
be taken in suggested electives.
Attention is called to a requirement that in any curriculum in which
less than 15 hours of laboratory science are required, a student who enters
without at least one unit of laboratory science, shall be required to sub-





. 4Arch. 71—^Architectural Elements
Hort. 36—History of Landscape
Architecture 3
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) 3^
Hort. 39a—Special Lectures J^
Hort. la—Elements of Horticulture . . 2





Arch. 72—Architectural Elements. .
.
4
Bot. 5—General Botany 3
A. D. 12—Design 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium j/^
Hort. 39b—Special Lectures J^
Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture
.
Military Drill and Theory
.
Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) . H
Total
Total
C. E. 31—Surveying 3
Hort. 21a—Landscape Design 4
Arch. 75—Frame Const. Details .... 3
Arch. 11—History of Architecture. . . 3
Hort. 39a—Special Lectures H
Phys. Ed H




C. E. 32—Surveying 3
Hort. 21b—Landscape Design 4
Arch. 76—Masonry Const. Details . 3
Arch. 12—History of Architecture . . 3
Hort. 39b—Special Lectures J^
Phys. Ed yi
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total . 15 Total
THIRD YEAR
15
Hort. 23a—Landscape Design 4
Hort. 24a—Trees and Shrubs 3
Hort. 27a—Landscape Construction . 3
Engl. 20a—English Writers of the
19th Century 4
Hort. 39a—Special Lectures 3^
Pub. Spk. 1—Public Speaking 3
Hort. 23b—Landscape Design 4
Hort. 24b—Trees and Shrubs 3
Hort. 27b—Landscape Construction. 3
Hort. 39b—Special Lectures H
Hort. 31—Garden Flowers 3
Total 1S}4
Total
Hort. 25a—Landscape Design 5
Hort. 26a—Planting Design 3
Hort. 37a—City Planning 2
Hort. 39a—Special Lectures K
Hort. 40—Care of Plant Materials . . 2
I7y2
FOURTH YEAR
Hort. 25b—Landscape Design 5
Hort. 26b—Planting Design 3
Hort. 37b—City Planning 2
Hort. 39b—Special Lectures }4
Hort. 38—Office Practice 1
Total I2y2 Total IIH
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
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Teacher Training Course (Smith-Hughes)
Students who are graduated with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agri-
culture may qualify to teach under the Vocational Act if they have credit
for thirteen to twenty hours of education, including one semester of practice
teaching.
Students applying for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Education must take the first two years in the College of Agriculture, as
required for the degree of B.S, in Agriculture, and the last two years in the
College of Education.
Farmers' Week
The annual meeting which was formerly known as the Corn Growers' and
Stockmen's Convention is now conducted as Farmers' Week. In 1929, the
meeting extended from January 14 to 18. The program is especially arranged
to meet the needs of farmers and young men who can spend but a few days
away from home. The farm as a unit is considered. Fundamental topics,
such as systems of farming, the physical layout of the farm-stead, and the
location of buildings, garden, and lawn are discussed. The maintenance of
soil fertility, plant relationships, reducing costs of farming operations, ac-
counting, relations of the farmer to his farm organizations, and community
standards are studied. Intensive class work is given in animal husbandry,
poultry, dairying, farm crops, soils, farm mechanics, farm management, and
horticulture.
No entrance examinations are required or fees charged for this course.
It is important that everyone be present at the opening of the session. On
arrival at Champaign or Urbana, application should be made at the Uni-
versity Young Men's Christian Association for information concerning board
and room.
Tractor and Gas Engine Short Courses
January 21-26, and January 28-February 2, 1929
The Department of Farm Mechanics conducts short courses each year on
farm tractors and gas engines. These courses were given January 21-26
and January 28-February 2, the two weeks following Farmers' Week. The
work is of a practical nature. Eight hours a day are spent on lecture and
laboratory work taking up the operation, care, adjustment, and repairs of
tractors. Ignition, magnetos, carburetors, transmission systems, clutches,
and lubrication systems are studied.
Only a limited number can be accommodated, and a small fee is charged.
Announcement is made through the agricultural papers in December, and
those desiring to come should write immediately to the Department of Farm
Mechanics, University of Illinois, for admission.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
The College of Education includes the general courses leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Science (Education), and curricula in Agricultural Education,
Athletic Coaching and Physical Education for men, Home Economics
Education, Music Education, and Industrial Education. It is the aim of
the University to prepare students in the college for educational positions.
The College is, therefore, considered as a professional school. In Industrial
Education, and in Athletic Coaching and Physical Education for men, four-
year curricula are offered.
For the requirements for admission to the College of Education, see
pages 55 and 62; for the buildings used by this College, see pages 48 and 49;
for honorary societies auxiliary to its curricula, see page 80; for fees, see page
82; for a statement of the regulations of the University in regard to un-
classified students, see page 61.
Juniors entering the College of Education from the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences should have completed the prescribed subjects and the
first five group requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. A junior
entering from another college should have selected a curriculum in the
college chosen, and have completed the first two years. A junior entering
from another institution must present 60 hours of a curriculum pursued
in that institution.
Graduation.—Students who complete a curriculum in the College of
Education are awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science.
The requirements for graduation are as follows:
1. Admission to the College of Education.
2. A curriculum of 70 hours, except in Athletic Coaching and Physical
Education, in which 136 hours are required, and in Industrial Education,
in which 130 hours are required.
3. A major of 20 hours in education, including the following courses:
Educational Psychology, 3 hours; Technic of Teaching, 3 hours; a teacher's
course in the subject of specialization, 2-3 hours; Principles of Secondary
Education, 3 hours; and Educational Practice, 3-5 hours.
4. Students must specialize in two subjects commonly taught in high
schools. In the first of these subjects twenty hours of approved courses
must be completed (except that in Agricultural Education, 49 hours, Home
Economics Education, 36 hours, Athletic Coaching and Physical Education,
47 hours, and Industrial Education, 25 hours must be completed.) In the
other subject of specialization the student must complete 16 hours of ap-
proved courses. In computing the hours in the subjects of speciahzation,
courses taken in other colleges prior to admission may be counted.
5. The remainder of the curriculum may be elected from a list of courses
approved by the faculty of the College of Education.
Curricula.—Because of the variety of curricula which the student may
offer for admission to the College of Education, none is presented in any
department except agricultural education, home economics education, in-
dustrial education, music education, and athletic coaching and physical
education. Students preparing to teach other subjects should follow the
requirements stated under "Graduation."
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Agricultural and Home Economics Education.—Courses are offered
for the preparation of teachers, supervisors, and administrators of Vocational
Agriculture, and of Home Economics, designed to meet the requirements of
the Smith-Hughes Act relating to teacher-training institutions.
Courses in teaching include practice in the departments of Vocational
Agriculture and Home Economics in the high schools near the University.
Opportunity is offered to graduate students to carry on investigations in
the field of Agricultural Education.
Suggested Curriculum in Agricultural Education
Meeting the requirements of teacher-training under the Smith-Hughes Act.
Prerequisite: Sixty hours in some curriculum of the College of Agriculture.
FIRST YEAR
(Third year of the Curriculum in Agricultural Education)
Required: Hours^
Education 25—Educational Psychology 3
Education 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Education 6—Principles of Secondary Education 3
Electives in Technical Agriculture and Education
SECOND YEAR
(Fourth year of the Curriculum in Agricultural Education)
Required:
Educational Practice 5—Teaching of Agriculture 3-5
Education 51—Teachers' Course in Agriculture 3
Electives in Technical Agriculture and Education
Curriculum in Home Economics Education




Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 2, 5, 7, 10, 29 20 or 25
Art and Design 13a and 13b 4
Chemistry 1 or 2, 5 10 or 8
Chemistry 33 5
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
Physiology 4 5
List A, a minimmn of 13
List A (a minimum of 13 hours)
Home Economics 3, 14, 19, 20, 28, 30, 31, 33, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a,
43b, 46, 47, 55.
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
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Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science
(Home Economics Education—Smith-Hughes)
Students expecting to meet the requirements for teacher-training under the
Smith-Hughes Act should include the following subjects in their four-year
curriculum.
Hours^
Art and Design 13a—Design 2
Art and Design 13b—Design 2
Bacteriology 5a, 5b—Introductory Bacteriology 6
Chemistry 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry 5 or 3
Chemistry 5—Inorganic and Qualitative Analysis 5
Chemistry 33—Organic Chemistry 5
Economics 2—Principles of Economics 3
Education 6—Principles of High School Education 3
Education 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Education 14—Home Economics Education 5
Education 25—Educational Psychology 3
English 1, 2—Survey of English Literature 8
Home Economics P—Foods 4
Home Economics 2—Home Architecture 3
Home Economics 3—Home Decoration 3
Home Economics 5—Dietetics 4
Home Economics 6^—Foods 4
Home Economics 7—Textiles 3
Home Economics 10—Household Organization and Management .... 3
Home Economics 11—Teachers' Course 3
Home Economics 13—Home Economics Education 3
Home Economics 14—Practice House 3
Home Economics 19—Costume Design 3
Home Economics 29—Clothing 4
Home Economics 30—Clothing 3
Hygiene 2—Essentials of Hygiene and Sanitation 1
Physical Education 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b—Gymnasium 4
Physiology 4—Physiology of Digestion 5
Psychology 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Rhetoric 1, 2—Rhetoric and Themes 6
Sociology 1—Principles of Sociology 3
Electives 15 or 17
Total 130
Curriculum in Public School Music Education
The first and second years follow the curriculum of the same years in the
School of Music. One of the applied music subjects must be piano during
these two years.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours*
Music 25a^Public School Methods . 4 Music 25b—Public School Methods . 4
Music 52a, 62a, 72a, or 92a3 3 Music 52b, 62b, 72b, or 92b 3
Music 62a or 92a (different) 2 Music 62a or 92a (different) 2
Music 13—Appreciation 1 Music 14—Appreciation 1
Music 15—Instrumentation 1 Music 16—Instrumentation 1
Psychology 1 4 Education 25 3
Electives^ 1-3 Electives 2-4
Total 17-18 Total 16-18
iSemester hours. For definition, see page 205.
*Hotne Economics 1 and 6 or Home Economics 44.
'If Voice has been taken as a major or a minor subject during the first two years, two semesters of an
orchestral instrument are required during the Junior year. Otherwise two semesters of Voice are required
during the Junior year.
'Electives suggested: Counterpoint; English or American Literature. Electives to be selected only after
conference with adviser.




Music 26a—Public School Methods. . 4
Education 10—Technic of Teaching . . 3





Music 26b—Public School Methods. . 4
Education 6—Principles of Secondary
Education 3
Educational Practice 20 3-4
Electives 4-5
Total 14-16
Suggested Curricula in Industrial Education
The Department of Industrial Education aims to aid in the promotion of
the welfare of industry, largely through the better training of teachers.
The department also trains teachers of shop work and drafting in the field
of general education, and administrators for industrial education. The
Department makes use of such courses in other colleges and departments
as serve its purposes.
Attention is called to a requirement that in a curriculum in which less
than 15 hours of laboratory sciences are required a student who enters with-
out at least one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substitute
5 hours of a laboratory science for 5 hours of free electives in the requirements
for graduation.
I. Curriculum for Supervisors and Directors of Industrial Education.
For Heads of Departments and High School Teachers of Manual Arts.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours*
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting. .4 Ec. 27—Modem Industry 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 A. D. 1—Freehand Drawing 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Indus. Ed. 2—Adv. Manual Arts .... 4
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^
Hyg. 3—Hygiene ^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 1
Indus. Ed. 1—Manual Arts, 1st Course 4
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium }4
Hyg. 1—Hygiene }4




Ed. 3—Survey of Modern Educational
Problems 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry 3
Journalism 9a—Printing 3
Physical Education J^




Indus. Ed. 2a—Advanced Manual Arts 4
Psych. 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5





Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor
Problems 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology ... 3
Indus. Ed. 50—Problems of Industrial
Education 3




Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Econ. 24—Economic Development of
Modem Europe 3
M. E. 88—Machine Laboratory 3
B. O. and O. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3
Electives 3-6
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
'Semester hoiirs. For definition, see page 205.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours'
Ed. 6—Prin. of Secondary Education 3 Ind. Ed. 62—History and Organiza-
Ed. 41—Problems of Vocational Ed. . 3 tion of Industrial Arts 3
Indus. Ed. 57—Organization of Shop- Ed. 55—Problems of Vocational Guid-
work 3 ance 3
SocioL 1—Principles of Sociology .... 3 Ed. Prac. 16—Supervised Teaching . . 3-5
Electives 3-6 Electives 6-9
Total .- 15-18 Total 15-18
II. Curriculum for Teachers of Related Subjects and General Continu-
ation Teachers, Same as I. Electives to be chosen with advice of instructor.
III. Two-year Curriculum for Teachers of Related Subjects and General
Continuation Subjects.
Students over 21 years of age who are graduates of accredited high schools
may, with the approval of the dean of the college and the head of the depart-
ment, select two years of work from the curriculum under I. Students over
25 are not required to take Physical Education or Military Training.
IV. Curriculum for Teachers of Shop-Work in Vocational Schools and
Classes Operating under the State Board for Vocational Education,
First Year
First Semester
Psychological basis of trade teaching. Analysis of teaching material in trades. Lesson-
planning. Observation of trade teaching. Reports on observations. (Such study of
mathematics, science, drawing, and EngUsh as may be needed by shop teachers will be
included.)
Second Semester
Further work in trade analysis and observation of teaching. Special study of evening
school problems. Analysis of the evening school student. Intensive study of methods




History of trade and industrial education. Place of industrial education. Types of in-
dustrial schools and classes. Problems of administration of industrial education.
Second Semester
Early American legislation on vocational education. The Smith-Hughes Law, Other
modem laws and movements. State vocational education laws. The Illinois plan. Ob-
servation and practice teaching,
CUHRICULUM IN AtHLETIC CoACHING
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours'
Group (A. C. 30—Football (1st half). 2 Group [A. C. 2—Calisthenics, Single
A* ]A. C. 40—Basketball (2nd A* JLine Marching, and Gym-
or I half) 2 or I nastic Dancing 4
Group fA, C, 2—Calisthenics, Single Group/A. C. 40—Basketball (1st half) 2
B2 \ Line Marching, and Gym- B^ \A. C. 30—Football (2nd half) 2
[ nastic Dancing 4 with
vyith A. C. 18—Camp Craft 1
Anatomy 1 3 A. C. 19—Scout Craft 1
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Anatomy 2 3
Military Drill and Theory 1 Physiol. 1—General Physiology .... 2
Electives (academic) 6-7 Rhetoric 12 5
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 17-18
Total 17
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Students who take group A first semester, must take group A second semester. Students who take
group B first semester, must take group B second semester.




Group fA. C. 31—Football (1st half)
.
2
A» ^A. C. 7—Boxing (2nd half) .
.
1
or [a. C. 8—WrestUng (2nd half) 1
Group B»: A. C. 50—BasebaU 4
vrith
Physiol. 2—Physiology of Circulation 4
Ed. 28'—Psychology of Athletics ... 3
Pub. Spk. 1—Oral Expression 3
Journ. 7—Sports Writing 3





Group A^: A. C. 50—Baseball 4
or (A. C. 7—Boxing (1st half) . . 1
Group] A. C. 8—Wrestling (1st half) . 1
B2 [A. C. 31—Football (2nd half) 2
with
Hygiene 10 3
Pub. Spk. 2—Extempore Speaking . . 2
Journ. 8—The Newspaper 3











A. C. 70—Phys. Diag. and
or I Med. Gymnastics 5
Group/A. C. 20—Track 4
B2 \A. C. 60—Swimming 2
toith
Ed. 25—Educational Psych 3
Ed. Prac. 1—Practice Teaching .... 2-4
Electives (academic) 3-7
Total 17-18
Group/A. C. 20—Track 4
A* 1 A. C. 60—Swimming 2
or fA. C. 4—Gym. Stunts (2nd
Group half) 2
" A. C. 41—Basketball (1st half) 2
A. C. 70—Phys. Diag. and
Med. Gymnastics 5
loith
A. C. 32—FootbaU 2
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3






A. C. 17—Organ, and
Admin (2)
A. C. 16—Training (2nd
half) (1)
A. C. 15—Commimity
Recreation (1st half) (3) . 6
Group
B2
A. C. 11—History, Sys-
tems, and Theories of
P. E (2)
A. C. 12—School Pro-
gram (3) ... 5
tvith
A. C. 90—Theory of Coaching 2
Ed. 6—Secondary Education 3
Educational Practice 3 2
Electives (academic) 4-6
[A. C. 11—History, Sys-
Group tems, and Theories of
A2 { P. E (2)
lA. C. 12—School Pro-










A. C. 91—Theory of Coaching 2
Ed. 43—Physical and Mental Tests. 3





Total 17-18 Total 16-17
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
^Students who take group A first semester, must take group A second semester. Students who take group
B first semester, must take group B second semester.
'Education 28, which now taikes the place of A. C. 25, is open only to men in Atfaletio Ck>aching, who may
substitute it for Psychology 1 as a prerequisite for Education 25.
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Suggested Cuericulum in Physical Education for Women
FIRST YEAR
Registration in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours^
Hygiene 2 1 Rhetoric 2 3
Rhetoric 1 3 Language 4
Language 4 Chemistry 6-3
History or Mathematics 3-4 P. E. 7b 1
Physiology 1 2 Electives 4
P. E. 7a 1
Electives 1 Total 15-17
ToUd 15-16
SECOND YEAR
English 1 or Language 4 EngUsh 2 or Language 4
Physiology 2 4 Psychology 1 4
P. E. 8a 1 Zoology 2 5
Zoology 1 5 P. E. 8b 1
Electives 3 Electives 3
Total 17 Total 17
THIRD YEAR
Registration in the College of Education for the degree of B.S. in Education
Greek 15—Greek Athletics 1 Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology ... 3 P. E. 18—Theory of Correctives .... 3
P. E. 15a—P. E. Methods 3 P. E. 15b—P. E. Methods 3
Public Speaking 1 3 Music 14 1
Anatomy 2 3 Ed. 5—Comparative Education .... 3
Music 13 1 P. E. lib—First Aid 1
Electives* 3 P. E. 16—Kinesiology 3
Total 17 Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Home Ec. 38 2 P. E. 10b—Organization and Ad-
P. E. 10a—History of P. E 1 ministration 1
P. E. 17a—Educational Practice .... 3 P. E. 19—Physical Diagnosis 2
Sociology 1 3 P. E. 17b—Educational Practice ... 3
P. E. 11a—Therapeutics 1 Electives in Education 6




University High School.—The laboratory work of the College of
Education centers around the work of University High School. This school,
limited to 250 students, offers the customary high-school curricula. The
courses in educational practice are conducted by the instructors of the high
school in connection with their high-school teaching. Thus, through ob-
servation of skilled teaching and through participation in the student and
the teacher activities, the college senior secures an unusual type of practice.
Bureau of Educational Research.—The Bureau of Educational
Research is equipped for: (a) investigation of educational problems; (b) state
service by correspondence; and (c) publication of circulars and bulletins.
The University, through the Bureau, also offers a curriculum to prepare
students for directing educational research in public schools. This curriculum
iSemeater houre. For definition, see page 205.
^Students who have not bad English 1 and 2 or 10 and 11 are required to take English 20a.
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is planned for: (1) superintendents and supervisors who are directing ed-
ucational research, (2) supervisors and teachers who desire to prepare them-
selves to direct educational research, and (3) graduate students in education.
The members of the Bureau staff for 1928-29 are: Walter Scott Monroe,
Ph.D., Director; Charles Watters Odell, Ph.D., Assistant Director; Marion
Eugene Herriott,^A,M., Associate; Max Dissette Engelhart, M.S., Assistant;
Mabel Ruth Hull, A.M., Assistant; and Vivian Thomas Smith,^ A.B., Assistant.
Committee on Appointment of Teachers.—The Committee on Ap-
pointment of Teachers recommends qualified graduates of the University for
positions as teachers or supervisors in public schools, colleges, and technical
schools in response to requests from the school authorities. The Dean of
the College of Education is chairman of the committee, and the Principal
of the University High School is its secretary.
Certification of High School Teachers in Illinois.—In Illinois
high schools all teachers must be duly certificated. County high-school certi-
ficates are granted on examination by county superintendents, and State
high-school certificates on examination by the State Superintendent. A
county high-school certificate may be granted without examination to grad-
uates who, within three years after graduation, present certified credits to
the State Examining Board in the subjects of examination, accompanied
by faculty recommendation of ability to teach in the high school. Following
are the requirements for securing this certificate: (1) Graduation. (2)
Faculty recommendation. (3) Certified credits for: (a) 8 semester hours in
English; (b) 12 semester hours in education, including Educational Psychol-
ogy and Technic of Teaching; (c) 3 majors of not less than 16 semester hours
in three high-school subjects or groups of related subjects; (d) 3 minors of
not less than 8 semester hours each in three high-school subjects. (4) Electives
sufficient to make up the remaining number of semester hours required for
graduation. When an appHcant has had secondary or high-school work in
any subject which is offered as a major or a minor and such secondary work
is the necessary prerequisite for the college work which is offered, the same
may be counted in making the majors and minors, but shall not be counted
in making the total number of semester hours required for graduation.
The following subjects may be combined within their groups to form a
major: Algebra and geometry; botany, zoology, physiology; physics and
chemistry; two or more history courses; mechanical drawing and manual
training; domestic art and domestic science.
"A four-year high-school certificate valid in any high school in the State, for which
the requirements shall be: (1) Graduation from a recognized college or university, or the
completion of an equivalent preparation; (2) three years' successful teaching, two of which
shall have been in the State on a first grade, a high-school, or a supervisory county certi-
ficate; (3) a successful examination in English, educational psychology, and the principles
and methods of teaching; and (4) the preparation of a thesis on one or more secondary
school problems, the subjects of which shall be selected from a list prescribed by the Super-
intendent of Public Instruction."
Education 10 and 25 embody the materials usually covered by the State
examinations in educational psychology and in methods of teaching.
Requirements of the North Central Association.—Students who
anticipate teaching in high schools accredited to the North Central Associa-
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools should complete courses in education




For the faculty of the College of Law and for the courses in law, see under
"Law" in the Description of Courses, Part III; for the requirements for
admission to the College of Law, see pages 62 and 55 to 70; for the building
used by this College, see page 48; for a statement of the regulations of the
University in regard to unclassified students, see page 61 ; for fees and
expenses, see page 82.
The aim of the University through the College of Law is to educate
students for the practice of law, to train a limited number of students for
the teaching of law, to promote scholarship and research, and to train students
for public service.
The Law Library.—The law library contains 42,000 volumes including
all the reports of the state courts of last resort and the state intermediate
courts, four sets of reports of the United States Supreme Court, the reports
of the subordinate federal courts, and most of the English, Irish, Scotch,
Australian, and Canadian reports. It contains the current statute law of
the United States, England, and the various states, and over 4,000 volumes
of the older compilations and session laws. It also contains the leading
sets of American and English selected case series, encyclopedias, digests,
and current periodicals. Besides an extensive collection of standard treatises
and text-books, there are 2,700 bound volumes of legal periodicals. The
library collections of the University contain about 722,127 volumes and
153,100 pamphlets. All collections are available to law students.
Advanced Standing.—Students from law schools of approved standing
who comply with the requirements for admission to this school may receive
by transfer not to exceed two years of credit. Students from other schools
may in special cases be given advanced standing upon examination in sub-
jects taken by them in such schools; but no credit will be given for private
reading or correspondence study.
Six-Year Combined Curricula.—Thirty hours of law may be credited
toward the degree of Bachelor of Arts in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences or toward the degree of Bachelor of Science in the College of Com-
merce and Business Administration. In this manner students may secure
in six years both a degree in arts or commerce and a degree in law. This
combination of curricula is known as the three-three combined curriculum.
A candidate for both degrees must in his fourth year register in the College
of Law, and also register or file a copy of his study list in his other college,
as that college may require.
Requirements for Graduation
Degree op Bachelor of Science (in Law).^—Candidates for the degree
of Bachelor of Science in law must offer 130 hours of university credits; but
courses open to university freshmen and sophomores wiU not, when taken
by juniors or seniors, count for the degree, except by special recommenda-
tion of the College of Law. The required credits must include the following
courses or their equivalents
:
'Students are no longer admitted to this curriculum, but those registered in it are permitted to com-
plete it.
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(a) Required oj all candidates: Rhetoric 1, 2, 6 hours; University Latin,
one year, for students not offering two years of high-school Latin for entrance
;
Mathematics, or the Physical or Natural Sciences, 10 hours; Psychology or
Philosophy (a course in Logic being required), 6 hours; Law, not less than 30
nor more than 40 hours.
(b) Additional requirements for students entering from the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences: Foreign Language (including the Latin prescribed above),
EngUsh, Rhetoric (not counting Rhetoric 1 and 2), or Public Speaking, 20
hours (but in the case of a student offering for entrance three or more high-
school units of foreign language this requirement will be 12 hours).
Two minors of at least 12 and 8 hours, respectively, in History, Political
Science, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology, or Public Speaking.
(c) Additional requirements for students entering from the College of Com-
merce and Business Administration: Accountancy la, lb, 6 hours; Business
Organization and Operation 1, 3 hours; Economics 1, 3, 51, and 10, 14 hours;
additional advanced courses in Economics or Accountancy (Economics 55
being for this purpose an advanced course), 6 hours; History, Political Science,
Philosophy or Sociology, 9 hours; Foreign Language (including the Latin
prescribed above), English, Rhetoric (not counting Rhetoric 1 and 2), or
Pubhc Speaking, 10 hours.
Degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.).—The degree of Bachelor of
Laws will be conferred on students who complete eighty-four hours of law
work distributed over a period equal to three academic years.
The degree of Bachelor of Laws will also be granted to students in the
four-year curriculum who shall have complied with the requirements for
the degree of Bachelor of Science in law and in addition shall have received
credit for 56 hours in legal or other courses; provided that their total credits
in law courses shall be not less than 86 hours, and provided that credits
allowed in law courses in excess of 86 hours shall be confined to courses in
public law or in the legal aspects of economic problems. In either case the
candidate must have pursued the courses of the first year, and Equity I
of the second year, and have secured grades not lower than C in subjects
aggregating at least three-fourths of his law work, prescribed or elective,
taken at the University of Illinois and required for such degree.
Degree of Doctor of Law (J.D.).—The degree of Doctor of Law will
be granted to students in the three-year curriculum who comply with the
following conditions:
1. Secure a Bachelor's degree in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
or in the College of Commerce and Business Administration at
least two academic years prior to the completion of the courses
for the degree of Doctor of Law.
2. Complete the work required for the degree of Bachelor of Laws.
3. Obtain a minimum average grade of B in the College of Law. If the
grade is below B, the degree conferred is Bachelor of Laws.
4. Present a thesis approved by the faculty of the College of Law, in
accordance with the requirements.
The degree of Doctor of Law will be granted to students in the four-year
curriculum who can comply with the following conditions:
1. Complete the work required for the degree of Bachelor of Science
inlaw.
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2. Complete the work of the four-year law curriculum with a minimum
average grade of B. If the grade is below B, the degree conferred
is Bachelor of Laws.
3. Present a thesis approved bj' the faculty of the College of Law, in
accordance with the requirements.
Honors.—A student who compUes with the requirements for graduation
from the College of Law (degree of LL.B. or J.D.) and who attains in all
work done in courses offered in the college, and presented for the degree,
the average grade specified below, may be recommended by the University
Senate for the honors stated: For an average grade of not less than 4.35,
Graduation with Honors; for an average grade of not less than 4.75, Grad-
uation with High Honors. The honors conferred shall be noted on the diploma
and the commencement program.
Scholarships.—Four scholarships covering full tuition and four scholar-
ships covering half tuition are awarded at the end of each j-ear under the
following faculty regulations:
1. The four full-tuition scholarships shall be given to the four students
in the College of Law ha%'ing the highest averages in their law work in the
preceding year. The four half-tuition scholarships shall be given to the four
students in the College of Law ha\'ing the next highest averages in their law
work in the preceding year.
2. To be ehgible, a student must have been registered as a regular
student in the College of Law both semesters, and have taken at least 28
hours of work, of which not less than 20 hours must have been in law courses.
3. A student who does not return the following year may use his scholar-
ship subsequently, provided a period of not more than one year shall have
intervened.
Order of the Coif.—Each year ten percent of the senior class (or a
minimum of three) are eligible to the Order of the Coif, a national honorary
law society organized to promote scholarship in law, the first chapter of
which was estabUshed at the College of Law of the University of Illinois
in 1904. Elections of seniors to the Order of the Coif are held at the be-
ginning of the second semester.
Illinois Law RE^^EW.—The Illinois Laze Reviezv is a legal magazine
which is published jointly by the University of Illinois, Northwestern Uni-
versity, and the University of Chicago. It is devoted to the study and
investigation of the law. Particular attention is given to problems of interest
to the bar of Illinois. The Reviezi' is edited by faculty representatives and
a board of student editors, chosen primarily on the basis of scholarship,
from the three universities concerned. Its publication forms a part of the
educational program of this college.
Instruction in Practice and Procedure.—The criticism frequently
urged against law schools that they do not give practical training in practice
and procedure has been met by the establishment of suitable courses aimed
to give skill and facility in the application of legal rules. This work is covered
by several special courses.
Instruction is given in the use of law books, where the student is drilled
in legal bibhography and the use of digests and reports. The student is
thoroughly initiated into the study of procedure in his first year in the course
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Procedure I which deals with the common law forms of action. In Procedure
II the fundamentals in good pleading are studied. The conmion and peculiar
features of the common law and equity sj'stems are analyzed, noting what
features have been adopted, rejected, or modified by the code system. In
Procedure III a study is made of the various steps taken in a civil action
from the issuance of process to the satisfaction of judgment. The course
in Evidence deals with admission and exclusion of e\^dence, together with
such related matters as the burden of proof, presumptions, and the relative
function of the court and jury.
The Practice Court is a forum in which students are required to prosecute
and defend contested issues of law and fact, simple and compHcated, pro-
ducing their own witnesses and documents of evidence. Students are thrown
on their own resources in the selection of a forum, a remedy, and the means
of making the selected remedy effective, being taught not only to apply
the principles learned in the course Procedure III, but to relate all branches
of the law previously studied, to discover some not given special treatment,
and to develop constructive, along with analj'tical, powers. The Practice
Court is also designed to teach the fundamentals of advocacy in the behef
that a better bar and bench, with higher ideals, can be produced by la}dng
these important foundations under skilled guidance in the law school than
by leaving them to be picked up at random in the various types of law
offices and under the varying conditions of modern practice. Problems in
office practice are also given to develop constructive thinking, and the ability
to use abstract knowledge.
Prescribed axd Suggested Courses
Pre-Legal
Students are advised to plan their pre-legal college work with great care
and to consult members of the law faculty in regard to their plans.
Students taking the three-three combined curriculum of either the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences or the College of Commerce and Business
Administration and the College of Law must exercise care to compl}' with
the group, major, and minor requirements of the college in which their
pre-legal work is taken. Such students are urged to complete all of these
requirements and at least one hundred hours of credit before entering the
College of Law in order that the}' may devote their entire fourth year to
the first year of the law curriculum. Students registered in the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences or the College of Commerce and Business Ad-
ministration are strongly urged not to commence law study before their
senior year.
The prospective law student is advised to choose his work, bej'^ond those
subjects prescribed in the college in which he is registered, from among the
following courses: Accountancy; Economics, Principles of Economics, Money
and Banking, Corporation Management and Finance, Labor Problems,
Public Finance, and Taxation; PoUtical Science, American Government,
State Government, Municipal Government, International Law, Principles
of Jurisprudence, and Public Opinion; Philosophy, Logic, Introduction to
Philosophy, and Political and Social Ethics; History, English History,
History of the United States, Constitutional Histor}^ of England, and Con-
stitutional History of the United States; Psychology'; Sociology-; English,
Rhetoric, and Public Speaking.
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Professional
Fifteen hours of law work should be enough to occupy a student's full time;
he cannot register for more without special permission.
FIRST YEAR
(Prescribed)
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours^
Law la—Contracts 3 Law lb—Contracts 4
Law 2a—Torts 3 Law 2b—Torts 3
Law 4a—Procedure I 2 Law 4b—Procedure I 2
Law 5—Criminal Law 4 Law 11—Agency 3
Law 3—Personal Property 2 Law 29—Real Property I 3




The student is required to take the course in Equity I in his second year, and is advised
to include in the courses of that year Evidence, Procedure II, Real Property II (Titles),
and Bills and Notes.
THIRD YEAR
The student is advised to include in the courses of his third year Private Corporations,
Constitutional Law, Conflict of Laws, and Procedure IV.
^Semester houn. For definition, see page 205.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
For admission to the School of Music, see pages 55-70; for fees and expenses,
see page 82; for the buildings used by this School, see page 48; for clubs and
societies auxiliary to its curricula, see page 80; for a statement of the regu-
lations of the University in regard to unclassified students^ see page 61 ; for
the faculty of the School of Music and description of the courses in music,
see under "Music" in the Description of Courses, Part III.
The University offers in the School of Music regular courses leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Music. In conjunction with the College of Educa-
tion the degree of Bachelor of Science in Music Education is offered to
students completing the curriculum in Public School Music. See page 142.
A student matriculated in the School of Music takes throughout his
course two applied subjects, one a major (piano, voice, etc.) in which two
half-hour lessons a week are taken, and the other a minor in which two
twenty-minute lessons a week are taken.
Students of the School of Music are not allowed to participate in any
musical activity outside the University without the consent of the Director.
All courses in history, theory, and appreciation of music are open to all
qualified students free of charge.
The University Choral Society and the University Orchestra are open
to quaHfied persons from any College.
Graduation.—Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Music must
offer credit for 130 semester hours, including the prescribed subjects named
below, one of which must be piano.
Attention is called to a requirement that in a curriculum in which less
than 15 hours of laboratory sciences are required, a student who enters
without at least one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substitute
five hours of a laboratory science for five hours of free electives in the require-
ments for graduation.
All music students are required to attend the concerts and recitals which
are given under the auspices of the School of Music. More than three un-
excused absences during the semester will affect the grade of the major
applied subject, of which this required attendance is part.
Public performance is a part of the curriculum in an applied subject and
all students are required to participate in a program when prepared.
Musical Organizations.—The University Choral Society is conducted
by the Director of the School of Music, and gives three choral concerts during
the year. The chorus meets once a week. Members of the faculty, students
of the University, and singers of the community are admitted by examination
or conference with the Director.
The University Orchestra is conducted by the Director of the University
Bands, and meets for rehearsal once a week. Concerts are given throughout
the year. It is open to all students who qualify for membership.
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Curriculum with Instrumental Major




Mus. 19—Rudiments of Theory 1
Mus. 21—Ear Training and Sight
Singing 1
Mus. 42a, 62a, 72a, 82a, or 92a—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject)
.
4
Mus. 42a, 52a, 62a, 72a, 82a, or 92a—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject) 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium (women) 1
Hygiene 2—Hygiene (women) 1
Hygiene 1—Hygiene (men) J^
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium (men) J^







Mus. 20—Rudiments of Theory
Mus. 22—Ear Training and Sight
Singing 1
Mus. 42b, 62b, 72b, 82b, or 92b—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject)
.
4
Mus. 42b, 52b, 62b, 72b, 82b, or 92b—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject) 3
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed. 7b—Gymnasium (women) 1








Mus. 1—History of Music 2
Mus. 5—Advanced Harmony 3
Mus. 23—Ear Training and Sight
Singing 1
Mus. 43a, 63a, 73a, 83a, or 93a—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject) . 4
Mus. 43a, 53a, 63a, 73a, 83a, or 93a—










Military Drill and Theory 1
Total, Men 18H
Total, Women 18
Mus. 2—History of Music 2
Mus. 6—Advanced Harmony 3
Mus. 24—Ear Training and Sight
Singing 1
Mus. 43b, 63b, 73b, 83b, or 93b—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject) 4
Mus. 43b, 53b, 63b, 73b, 83b, or 93b—






Phys. Ed. 8b—(women) 1
Phys. Ed.—(men) H




Mus. 7—Counterpoint, Canon, and
Fugue 3
Mus. 44a, 64a, 74a, 84a, or 94a
—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject) . 4-5
Mus. 44a, 64a, 64a, 74a, 84a, or 94a
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject)* 3
Mus. 15—Instrumentation 1-2
Restricted Elective (Non-technical)'. 4-5
Total ,15-18
Mus. 8—Counterpoint, Canon, and
Fugue 3
Mus. 44b, 64b, 74b, 84b, or 94b—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject) . 4-5
Mus. 44b, 54b, 64b, 74b, 84b, or 94b—






'Semester houra. For definition, eee page 205.
'Voice to be taken as a minor in Band and Orchestral Instruments major.
'At least three hours of the electives must be in English or American literature. Students preparinc to





Mu8. 9—^Analysis, Musical Form ... 2
Mus. 45a, 65a, 75a, 85a, or 95a
—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject) 4-5
Mus. 45a, 55a, 65a, 75a, 85a, or 95a






Mus. 10—^Analysis, Musical Form ... 2
Mus. 45b, 65b, 75b, 85b, or 95b—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject) 4-5
Mus. 45b, 55b, 65b, 75b, 85b, or 95b—





Curriculum with Vocal Major
The first and second years are the same as in the mstrumental major cur-
riculum, except that voice is the major appUed subject.
At least eight hours each of French, German, and Italian are required
for the vocal major. One of the languages is to be taken in the sophomore
year, and a second language in the junior year. If the student has not pre-
sented at least two units of the third language, taken in high school, he must
elect this language in the senior year. Otherwise, a course in English is




Mus. 7—Coimterpoint, Canon, and
Fugue 3
Mus. 13—Music Appreciation 1
Mus. 54a—Voice (Major subject) ... 4





Mus. 8—Counterpoint, Canon, and
Fugue 3
Mus. 14—Music Appreciation 1
Mus. 54b—^Voice (Major subject) ... 4







Mus. 9—^Analysis, Musical Form ... 2
Mus. 55a—^Voice (Major subject) ... 4
Mus. 45a—Piano (Minor subject) ... 3
Restricted Elective' 5
Total 14
Mus. 10—Analysis, Musical Form ... 2
Mus. 55b—Voice (Major subject) ... 4




Theory Major.—A student may take a major in theory of music only
on reconmiendation of the Director. In addition to the theory course offered
in the instrumental major, he must complete the courses in Advanced Com-
position (Music 11-12), and Advanced Orchestration (Music 17-18). He
must also present a recital during the senior year, of his own compositions
and orchestral arrangements. His work in applied music must be equivalent
to that of three years of collegiate study. A thesis is required.
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 205.
'Music 38a and b (Organization and Conducting), 2 hours, required instead of Minor subject in Band
and Orchestral Instruments Major.
'Restricted electives (to be taken only when the student has had more than two years of required modern
language in High School).
Psychology 4 Keyboard Harmony 2
English 2-4 Course in Accompanying 1
SCHOOL OF RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND
ADMINISTRATION
The School of Railway Engineering and Administration has been established
to prepare men for the technical and administrative departments of rail-
roads. The work offered is arranged in five different curricula, any one of







The first three of these curricula are administered by the College of
Engineering, and a description of them appears with that of other curricula
offered by this College. Students are admitted to them under the same con-
ditions as to other curricula of the College of Engineering, and they have
available for their use all of the library, drafting-room, and laboratory facili-
ties which constitute the equipment of this College. The last two curricula
are administered by the College of Commerce and Business Administration;
they are described in detail in connection with the other curricula of this
College. Students are admitted to them under the same conditions as to
other curricula of the College of Commerce and Business Administration.
It is the purpose of each of these curricula to add to a foundation of




Students preparing to enter the School of Journalism may register as fresh-
men and sophomores in the Pre-Journahsm curriculum within the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences. For the requirements for admission, see page 55
;
for fees and expenses, see page 82; for a statement of the regulations of the
Umversity in regard to unclassified students, see page 61,
General Statement.—The School of Journalism offers a two-year
curriculum in journalism, based on an entrance requirement of two years
of college work (60 semester hours, exclusive of physical education, military
science, and hygiene), leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Jour-
nahsm.
Requirements for Admission
For admission to the School of Journalism as a candidate for a degree
a student must be able to matriculate in one of the undergraduate colleges
and must offer, in addition, 6o semester hours of college work of acceptable
grade, exclusive of physical education, hygiene, and military; but inclusive
of the following prescribed subjects:
Rhetoric and composition, 6 hours.
Science, 10 hours in any two of the following subjects: zoology, botany,
chemistry, physics, geology. (Attention is called to the University require-
ment that a student who enters the University without at least one unit of
high school work in laboratory science must substitute five hours of a labora-
tory science for five hours of free electives in the requirements for graduation.)
History, poUtical science, economics, and sociology, 8 hours.
As desirable electives the following subjects are suggested: English
literature, 6 hours; accountancy, 3 hours; newspaper reporting, 6 hours;
printing and publishing, 4 hours; introduction to journalism, 2 hours; foreign
language, 8 hours.
Requirements for Graduation
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism
The requirements for graduation are as follows:
(1) Registration in the School of Journalism.
(2) Completion of a total of 130 hours, including the 60 hours required
for admission.
(3) Completion of the following work as a part of the 130 hours required
for graduation:
a. At least 30 hours in journalism including: reporting, 6 hours; copy-
reading, 6 hours; printing and publishing, 2 hours; newspaper advertising
or business problems, 2 hours; history of journalism, 3 hours; ethics of
journalism, 3 hours; editorial writing, 2 hours; special problems or thesis,
4 hours.
b. At least 20 hours chosen from the following subjects, with one or
more courses in any four of them: history, economics, sociology, pohtical
science, business organization and operation.
c. At least 12 hours in literature. (The work in literature may be done
in any language. In foreign languages, only courses that are based on two
years of college work, or their equivalent, in the given language, may be
counted toward these twelve hours.)
d. A course in rhetoric beyond 1 and 2.
e. Three hours in philosophy.
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Normal Arrangement of Studies
Students in the School of Journalism who have entered from the Pre-
Joumalism Curriculum may elect their work in accordance with the follow-




History of Journalism 3
Social Sciences 3-6
Copyreading 3





Ethics of Journalism 3
Social Sciences 3-6
Copyreading 3





Special Problems or Thesis 2
Social Sciences 3-6
Literature or Philosophy 3-4
Electives 6-4
Advertising or Bus. Prob 2
Special Problems or Thesis 2
Social Sciences 3-6
Literatiire or Adv. Rhet 3-4
Electives 6-4
Total 16-18 Total 16-18
Students entering the School of JournaUsm from various courses in other






Printing and Publishing 2
History of Journalism 3







Ethics of Journalism 3
Literature or Adv. Rhet 2-4
Social Sciences 3-4
Electives 4-2




Special Problems or Thesis 2





Advertising or Bus. Prob 2
Special Problems or Thesis 2




iSemester hours. For definition, see page 205.
i
LIBRARY SCHOOL
For admission, see page 63; for an account of the libraries, see page 49; for
the collection in library economy, see page 53; iov fees, see page 82.
The University offers a two-year curriculum for college graduates who
wish to enter librarianship as a profession, and certain elective library courses
for undergraduates. The instruction in the first year covers methods and
practice in library work; students who complete this year's work are pre-
pared for positions in library service. In the second year, now transferred
to the Graduate School, historical and comparative methods of treatment
are emphasized; new subjects and research methods are introduced to give
the student the outlook and equipment for responsible positions. Methods
are taught to enable students to work in large libraries where bibUographic
exactness is required.
A senior in the University may, with the consent of the Director, elect
any course for which he is prepared. Freshmen and sophomores are offered
a course on the use of the library and the ordinary reference books.
Preliminary Curriculum.—Undergraduates who intend, on completing
their college work, to apply for admission to the Library School, are requested
to select courses to include the following studies preparatory to library work
:
English literature, 10 hours; rhetoric, 6 hours.
Latin, 8 hours, in addition to four years of high-school Latin.
German, 12 hours, in addition to two years of high-school German.
French, 8 hours, in addition to two years of high-school French.
German and French begun in college should be continued for a longer period.
Medieval and modern European history, 6 hours; history of England, 6 hours; history
of the United States, 6 hours.
Economics, 6 hours; political science, 4 hours; sociology, 6 hours; philosophy, 4 hours;
general psychology, 4 hours; zoology, 6 hours; botany, 4 hours; chemistry or
physics, 6 hours.
The total of this work is 102 semester hours, leaving about one year of
a four-year course free.
Advanced Standing.—College graduates who have had approved hb-
rary experience or who have attended other library schools may receive
advanced standing by securing credit for some of the courses required for
graduation. After matriculation, the applicant for advanced standing may
secure such credit by examination or by transfer of credits from an approved
institution offering courses in library economy. (See page 60.)
Preparation for Special Libraries.—Students who plan to work in
special libraries are encouraged to modify the second-year curriculum. A
student who has completed the work of the first year may petition for such
modification, if he intends to work in a special library, and if his under-
graduate courses included sufficient work in the field of specialization. The
faculty may permit such students to substitute for Library School courses
such electives in the colleges of the University as will fit them for special
library work in the subject selected.
Library Visits.—Each year all students in the School visit the libraries
and some of the book binderies, book stores, and printing establishments
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of either Chicago and vicinity or St. Louis and vicinity. During this visit,
which occupies one week, the students are accompanied by members of the
faculty. The estimated expense is about $30 for each trip. Students are
required to present a written report on their return to the University, as
the work forms part of Library 33 and Library 26.
Curriculum.—The full curriculum is two years in length. For graduation
a student must receive credit for all courses except those marked with an
asterisk (*), which are elective. The degree of Bachelor of Science in Lib-
rary Science is conferred on a student who has completed the first year's
required work in the curriculum and has received credit in courses amounting
to 30 semester hours.
FIRST YEAR
FIE8T SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
HouTs^ Hours'
Lib. 2a—Reference 3 Lib. 2b—Reference 3
Lib. 3a—Selection of Books 2 Lib. 3b—Selection of Books 2
Lib. 16—Order and Accessions 2 Lib. 30—Practice 3
Lib. 17—Classification 3 *Lib. 7—History of Libraries 2
Lib. 30—Practice 3 *Lib. 21—Printing, Binding, Indexing 2
Lib. 31a—Cataloging 2 Lib. 33b—Library Admin, and Ext. . . 3
Lib. 34—Library Administration and Lib. 31b—Cataloging 2




Lib. 13a—Public Documents 2 Lib. 9—History of Printing 2
Lib. 24a—Selection of Books 2 Lib. 24b—Selection of Books 2
Lib. 40a—Practice 3 Lib. 26b—Library Administration . . 3
Lib. 44—Book-buying for the Large *Lib. 28—Practice lto4
Library 2 Lib. 40b—Practice 3
Lib. 45—Library Buildings and Equip- *Lib. 42—Pubhc Documents 3
ment 2 'Lib. 43—High School Lib. Admin. . . 2
Lib. 101—Thesis—1 to 2 units Lib. 101—Thesis— 1 to 2 units
Lib. 102—Seminar—1 unit Lib. 102—Seminar—1 unit
Lib. 103—Advanced Reference
—




The degree of Bachelor of Library Science is conferred on the student,
not a candidate for a Master's degree, who has completed the required work
in the two-year curriculum, and has received credit in courses amounting
to 62 semester hours.
Members of the Second Year class, who are candidates for the Master's
degree in Library Science, register in the Graduate School, and meet its
requirements.
Library Club.—Any member of the Library School faculty or of the
staff of the University Library and any student in the Library School may
become a member. Six meetings are held each year.
Visiting Lecturers.—In addition to the courses of the regular curric-
ulum, the School offers to its students the advantages of lectures by men
and women prominent in bibhographical and library fields. Eight or ten
such lectures on subjects connected with Ubrarianship are given each year.
^Semeflter boon. For definition, see pace 205.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The Executive Faculty
David Kinlet, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Dean of Graduate School
Roger Adams, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry
Ernest Bernbaum, Ph.D., Professor of English
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., D.Agr., Professor of Crop Production
Edward Herbert Cameron, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology
Arthur Byron Coble, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Maxwell Jay Dorsey, Ph.D., Professor of Pomology
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
Rexford Newcomb, [M.Arch., A.I.A., Professor of the History of Architecture, Secretary
of the Faculty
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Professor of Classics
William Spence Robertson, Ph.D., Professor of History
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Professor of Beef Cattle Husbandry
Fred Wilbur Tanner, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., Professor of Heating and Ventilation
The University of Illinois offered facilities for advanced study and research
in various lines as early as 1872. Organized graduate instruction, however,
under the name of the Graduate School, was first undertaken in 1892. In
1894 the administration of the school was vested in the Council of Adminis-
tration, and the Vice-President of the University became Dean of the School.
In 1906 the Graduate School was organized as a separate faculty, consisting
of a dean and members of the University faculty assigned to this duty by the
President.
By action of the Trustees the teaching faculty of the Graduate School
includes all members of the University faculty who give instruction in ap-
proved graduate courses. The affairs of the School, however, are in charge of
the Executive Faculty appointed each year by the President.
Admission.—Admission to the Graduate School may be granted to
graduates of institutions whose requirements for the bachelor's degree are
substantially equivalent to those of the University of Illinois, and to appli-
cants from other institutions approved by the Executive Faculty. Admission
to the Graduate School does not, however, imply admission to candidacy jor an
advanced degree, and gives no right or claim to be so admitted. Such candidacy
is determined by the Faculty after the student has demonstrated by his work here,
jor jrom two to five months, that he has the ability to do major work of graduate
character. A mere accumulation of '^ credits'' or "grades'' is not sufficient.
Admission to graduate courses may be granted only to those who have
had the requisite undergraduate work in those courses or departments.
But a student of mature age who satisfies the Dean and the department
concerned of his ability to pursue graduate work in a given line may be
enrolled in particular graduate courses, without reference to a degree, and
permitted to carry on such study or investigation under the direction of
a department of the University as the department shall recommend and the
Dean approve.
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Application blanks for admission may be secured from the Registrar of
the University. Every applicant must submit with his appUcation for ad-
mission an official transcript of his college record.
Character of Graduate Work.—The principal aim of graduate study
is the development of the power of independent work and the promotion of
the spirit of research. Each candidate for a degree is expected to have a
wide knowledge of his subject and of related fields of work; for the graduate
student is not expected to get from lecture and laboratory courses all the
knowledge and training necessary to meet the requirements for his degree.
Graduate Study ix the Summer.—Graduate students in the summer
session are subject to the same scholastic requirements as those in the regular
University year. Their study-Usts must be approved by the Dean of the
Graduate School, or his representative. Attendance during four out of six
consecutive summer sessions, or one semester and two summer sessions, is
considered the equivalent of one year in residence. If in these sessions the
required amount of work is properly done a master's degree may be earned
in this way. The faculty is unwilling to accept summer-session work beyond
the master's degree towards the doctor's degree, except in the case of a
student who works in a summer session preceding or following a regular
year's attendance at the University. In no case may the last year's work
for the doctorate be done in disconnected summer sessions.
No course offered in the summer session may be taken for credit towards
a higher degree unless it is specifically described in the summer-session cir-
cular as accepted for that purpose.
Summer Work in Medical Sciences.—Graduate courses in medical
sciences are offered in the summer quarter between June and September
at the College of Medicine of the University in Chicago.
Degrees
Masters' Degrees.—The master's degree conferred depends upon the
character of the bachelor's degree. Usually, A.M. follows A.B., and M.S.
follows B.S. This practice may be varied in cases where the undergraduate
course of study of the candidate was of a kind for which some reputable
institutions in this country give A.B., while others give B.S.
Amount of Work Required.—Candidates for the degree of Master of
Arts or Master of Science are required to do at least one full year's work in
residence, including a thesis. By this is meant from four to five unit courses
each semester or their equivalent. A unit course is one which requires ten
hours of time a week through one semester, or a minimum of 180 hours,
irrespective of the mode of distribution of that time in class work, laboratory
work, and private study. Four such courses or their equivalent constitute
a full viinimum program for one semester, and eight such courses, or their
equivalent, constitute the minimum formal year's work accepted for a master's
degree. Only first-rate students are permitted to secure a degree with this
minimum program.
Students in zoology who take work in a marine or fresh-water biological
laboratory or station are permitted to offer not less than sLx weeks nor more
than nine weeks of such work in partial fulfillment of the requirement for
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the master's degree.^ This privilege is granted only when the work is done
with the permission of the faculty (secured in advance), in an approved
laboratory, and under instructors accepted by the faculty. Credit for such
work may be secured by examination after the student has submitted an
official certificate of attendance at the laboratory'' or station, together with
a full written report of the work done there. No candidate for the master's
degree may avail himself of this provision who is not registered in the Grad-
uate School for one full academic year, during which he shall do the rest of
the work necessary for his degree.
Similar arrangements are made, under similar conditions, for students
of geology in connection with Geological Surveys.
A candidate for a master's degree may do all his work in one subject,
or he may select a major and one minor, or a major and two minors. A major
or a minor denotes the field of knowledge of a department, or such part
thereof as constitutes a separate and independent division of that field.
The abihty to use one or more of the modern languages ordinarily studied
in the undergraduate curriculum is expected of all candidates for the master's
degree, and in some hues of study is required.
Each candidate for a master's degree is required to present a thesis on
some subject approved by the professor in charge of his major work and
the Executive Faculty of the Graduate School. Such approval, except in
case of students working for masters' degrees in summer sessions only, must
be secured not later than the end of the sixth week of the year of residence.
Students working for masters' degrees exclusively in summer sessions
must announce their thesis subjects not later than the beginning of their
third session in residence. The requirement of a thesis may be waived,
however, on the recommendation of the head of the department in which
the student is doing his major work and the approval of the Dean, provided
application to waive the thesis is made at the time for announcing thesis
subjects. A student excused from writing a thesis must replace it with
additional courses of instruction.
The thesis in its final form, together with a certificate of approval by
the proper officer, must be left by the professor in charge at the Dean's office
at least two weeks before the date on which the degree is to be conferred.
No article prepared for another use, or previously published, will be accepted
as a thesis.
Second Degrees in Engineering.—Two classes of second degrees are
open to graduates of the College of Engineering, namely, academic and
professional.
The academic second degree in engineering is Master of Science, following
Bachelor of Science, in architecture, architectural engineering, civil engineer-
ing, electrical engineering, etc. This degree is conferred in accordance with
the regulations described above for academic zvork in residence only.
The -professional second degrees in engineering are as follows:
Master of Architecture, after B.S. in architecture.
Architectural Engineer, after B.S. in architectural engineering.
Ceramic Engineer, after B.S. in ceramic engineering.
Civil Engineer, after B.S. in civil engineering or B.S. in municipal and
sanitary engineering.
'The experience at a marine laboratory, which, as indicated above, is optional with the candidate for the
master's degree, is required of all candidates for trie doctorate in soology.
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Electrical Engineer, after B.S. in electrical engineering.
Mechanical Engineer, after B.S. in mechanical engineering.
Engineer of Mines, Civil Engineer, Electrical Engineer, or Mechanical
Engineer, after B.S. in mining or railway engineering, according to the course.
Professional degrees in engineering may be conferred on two classes of
candidates: (1) those who have received an academic degree in engineering
from the University of lUinois; (2) those who have received an academic
degree in engineering from other institutions of equal standing and who have
been members of the teaching or research staff of the College of Engineering
or Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois for at least
three years prior to the conferring of the professional degree,
A candidate declares his candidacy by filing with the Dean of the College
of Engineering, as chairman of the committee in charge, a detailed state-
ment covering his professional engineering experience. This statement must
be made on a form supplied by the Dean of the College of Engineering, and
must be filed not later than the first Monday in November preceding the
commencement at which the candidate expects to receive the degree. No
statement of experience will be considered by the committee which does not
show that the candidate has had a minimum of four years of acceptable
engineering experience after receiving the degree of Bachelor of Science,
and that for at least three years he has been in responsible charge of engi-
neering work. Responsible charge in engineering teaching may be con-
sidered as responsible charge of work. In determining the acceptability of
the engineering experience of the candidate the committee will be guided
by the character of his professional work and the degree of responsibility
involved, and will take into consideration such evidences of professional
ability and growth as may be shown by his investigation of engineering prob-
lems, his contributions to technical literature, and his membership and
activity in engineering societies.
If the professional experience of the candidate is accepted, he must sub-
mit for approval, prior to December 31, an outline of his proposed thesis.
The completed thesis, in the form prescribed in the "instructions for the
preparation of masters' and doctors' theses," must be deposited with the
Dean of the College of Engineering not later than May 1. The candidate
must present himself at commencement in order to receive the degree.
A candidate for a professional engineering degree must pay the incidental
fee of fifty dollars on being notified that his professional study and experience
are accepted as qualifying him to enter as a candidate for the degree. No one
will be enrolled as a candidate for the degree at the following conmaencement
who does not pay his fee at this time. WTien a candidate for a professional
engineering degree has once been accepted and paid his fee, he is eligible to
receive the degree at any time within five years, without additional fee, on
completion of the requirements; provided, however, that unless he completes
the requirements within two years his name will be dropped from the list of
candidates and in order to receive the degree within the five-year period he
must register once more.
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy.—A member of the Graduate
School who desires to become a candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philos-
ophy is required to pursue a major subject in the department in which his
research lies. He is also required to choose one minor subject, or he may
choose two. If one minor only is chosen it must be taken in a department
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of study other than that of the major, and credit for it may be earned by work
representing not less than four units, or one-sixth of the total residence re-
quired for the doctorate. If two minors are chosen, one must be a subject
closely related to the major. With the approval of the adviser it may be a
division of the major field of study. If the second minor is outside the de-
partment of major study, it may be satisfied by work representing not less
than two units or one-fourth of a year of residence.
Except by special permission of the Dean the preliminary examination in
major and minor subjects may not be taken until the minor work has been
done.
Method of Computing Residence.—Credit for a full year of graduate
work means that the student has during that time devoted all his working
time and energy to study of a graduate grade. After the first year of resi-
dence credit is not recorded in units, and there is no fixed correspondence
between credit and courses as in undergraduate work. Thus it is possible for
a second-year student to devote all his time to one course and his research;
and for a third-year student to devote all his time to his research alone.
Period of Study.—The minimum period of study required for securing
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is three years, during which the student
is required to devote all his working time to his studies. All three years must
be spent in resident graduate study at some accredited educational institution
and either the first two or the last one of the three must be spent at the
University of Illinois. The degree is conferred, however, not for residence
during a certain period, but for scholarly attainments and power of invest-
igation, as proved by a thesis and examinations.
Work Done in Other Universities.—Credit for graduate work done
in other universities is not "transferred." However, it may be accepted on
examination as equivalent to resident work at the University of Illinois,
provided the institution in which it was done is of high standing.
Examinations.—Towards the end of his second year of study, or by
special permission, at the beginning of his third year (not later than the first
Saturday in October), the candidate for the degree must submit to a pre-
liminary examination, in order to determine whether he will be accepted as
a candidate for the degree in the following year. This examination is in-
tended to test the student's knowledge of the fields of his major and minor
subjects of study only. It is partly oral, and may be wholly so.
The student will not be admitted to his preliminary examination until the
faculty is satisfied that he has finished substantially the equivalent of two
years' graduate work. He must do a full year's graduate work between his
preliminary examination and the completion of his work for the doctorate.
The candidate wUl be required to demonstrate his ability to read French
and German and other languages needed in his work. This test of proficiency
in the use of French and German must be passed before the student is ad-
mitted to the preliminary examination in major and minor subjects.
At least two weeks before the time when the degree is conferred, the
candidate must submit to a, final examination, given by a committee appointed
by the Dean. This examination is primarily on the research work of the
student, as embodied in his thesis, but it is not confined to that. It extends
to the whole field of study of the candidate. It will not be confined to the
courses which the candidate has attended in the University of Illinois only,
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if he has done part of the work elsewhere; nor even to the field covered by the
courses specifically taken in this or other universities; but will be so conducted
as to determine whether the candidate has a satisfactory grasp of his major
subject as a whole, and a general acquaintance with the fields of knowledge
represented by his course of study.
The final examination may not be divided. The examination must be
taken all at one time even though it requires several sessions.
If after having passed his preliminary examination, he fails in the third
year of his study to meet the expectations of the professors in charge of his
work, or in any way fails to maintain the standard of scholarship and power
of research expected of him, he may be refused admission to the final exam-
ination.
Other Examinations.—Before the candidate is admitted to the final
examination and the defense of his thesis, he may be required to take any
other examination, oral or written, that is thought proper by the various
departments in which he has studied.
The above examinations are in addition to those in the courses for which
the student is registered. These must be taken at the time for which they
are set in the examination schedule.
Thesis.—The power of independent research must be shown by the pro-
duction of a thesis on some topic connected with the major subject of study.
The candidate is expected to defend his thesis or dissertation before the
members of the faculty, or as many of them as may wish to question him
about it, in connection with his final examination.
The subject of the thesis should be chosen not later than the end of the
second year of residence and must be submitted for formal approval by the
faculty not later than sLx weeks from the beginning of his third year of
residence.
A tjTJewritten copy of the complete thesis, on thesis paper^ and in final
form, must be deposited in the office of the Dean for presentation to the
examining committee not later than two weeks prior to the final examination
and not less than four weeks before the time when the degree is conferred.
At the same time, the candidate must deposit with the Dean a manuscript
of the essential part, or an abstract, or a digest of his thesis, in condition for
publication, at a cost not to exceed seventy-five dollars (S75). The manu-
script must be sufficient to show the method followed, the evidence used, and
the conclusions reached in the investigation, and must bear the approval of
the department and the Executive Faculty of the Graduate School.
The candidate must pay to the Comptroller before graduation the sum
of seventy-five (S75) out of which the University will print at least one
hundred copies of this manuscript for circulation by the University, unless
the thesis entire or in abbreviated form is published by the author or is ac-
cepted for publication by a standard journal or publisher within a year from
the date of graduation. In the latter event, and after one hundred copies
have been presented to the University by the writer, the cash deposit shall
be returned to him.
The typewritten and printed forms of the thesis must comply with the
regulations given in "instructions for the preparation of masters' and doctors'
theses," copies of which may be obtained at the Dean's office on application.
>No other will be accepted by the Dean.
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Doctor's Degree in Engineering.—The degree of Doctor of Philos-
ophy in Engineering is offered in certain lines of academic work of a high
scholastic type in engineering science for students who wish to prepare them-
selves as teachers, investigators, and experts.
The general requirements for this degree, as to preliminary education,
linguistic attainments, etc., are the same as in other lines.
The following lines of engineering science, or others approved by the
Graduate School, may be selected as majors: Engineering mechanics; steam
engineering; hydrauHc and sanitary engineering; electrical engineering; heat-
ing and ventilation engineering; railway engineering; masonry construction
and structural engineering; coal-mining engineering.
The first minor may be any of the above or one of the following sciences
or an authorized combination of two of them: Theoretical mechanics; mathe-
matics; thermodynamics; bacteriology; chemistry; geology; physics (experi-
mental or mathematical); zoology; botany; economics.
The second minor should be in other than engineering subjects.
Scholarships and Fellowships.—A number of scholarships and fellow-
ships have been established by the Trustees of the University. To first-year
graduate students of ability and promise there are open a number of scholar-
ships with a stipend of $300 each and freedom from tuition, incidental, and
laboratory fees.^ To second-year and third-year graduate students, that
is, those who have had one or two years of graduate study, there are open
fellowships with stipends of $400 and $500, with freedom from the above-
mentioned fees. The larger stipends are given only to students who are
expected to take their degrees within the year. Each holder of a fellowship
or scholarship must pay the matriculation fee of ten dollars, unless he holds
a first degree from the University, and also the diploma fee of ten dollars on
receiving his diploma.
Candidates for these scholarships and fellowships must be graduates of
the University of Illinois, or of colleges or universities having equivalent
requirements for bachelors' degrees.
Application must be made on blanks to be obtained from the Dean of
the Graduate School. These application forms should be sent to the Dean
of the Graduate School as early as possible in February of the academic year
preceding that for which the fellowship is desired. No application will be
considered if received later than March first, until after April fifteenth, the
date when appointees from the first list of applicants must accept or refuse
their appointments.
Nominations to fellowships are made on the grounds of worthiness of
character, scholastic attainments, and promise of success in the principal
line of study or research to which the candidate proposes to devote himself.
Scholarships and fellowships are not given to candidates who are over thirty
years of age at the time when the appointment is to be made.
For second-year fellowships, adequate preparation in French, and for
third-year fellowships, adequate preparation in both French and German is
required.
An appointment as honorary fellow, without stipend, may be made as
specified for paid fellowships in the case of any one who has shown distin-
guished merit in his work.
*Up to a certain amount.
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The Carr Fellowship in Chemistry.—The Honorable Robert F. Carr,
of the class of 1893, gave in 1919 the sum of ten thousand dollars, the income
of which is to be used as the stipendium of a fellowship in chemistry or chem-
ical engineering.
Scholarships and Fellowships in Public Utilities.—A gift from
persons interested in the problems relating to the economics of public util-
ities enables the University to offer the following scholarships and fellow-
ships for the year 1928-29:
Six scholarships of $400 each to first-year students.
Six fellowships of $600 each to second-year students.
Four fellowships of $800 each to third-year students.
Appointments to these scholarships and fellowships are made on the
approval of the Dean of the College of Commerce and in accordance with
the regulations which govern appointments to other scholarships and fellow-
ships. The holders are exempted from tuition and incidental fees.
Research Graduate Assistants in the Engineering Experiment
Station.—The Engineering Experiment Station is devoted to research. Its
purposes are the study of problems of special importance to engineering and
to manufacturing, railway, mining, and industrial interests, and the stimu-
lation and elevation of engineering education.
Fourteen research graduate assistantships have been established, open
to graduates of approved technical schools and universities. The stipend
is $600 a year for each. Apphcants to whom these graduate assistantships
are awarded agree to hold them for two years, devoting one-half their time
to the work of the Engineering Experiment Station. At the end of this
period, if all requirements have been met, the degree of Master of Science
will be conferred.
In addition, the Illinois Gas Association furnishes funds for the main-
tenance of two research graduate assistantships in gas engineering.
The Austin Manufacturing Company donates funds to pay the annual
stipend for two research graduate assistants in highway engineering, and
The American Society of Civil Engineers donates funds to pay the annual
stipend of two research graduate assistants in civil engineering. Applica-
tions for these graduate assistantships should be made to the Director of
the Engineering Experiment Station not later than March 1.
Du Pont Fellowships.—Du Pont de Nemours and Company gave the
University in 1918 the sum of $750 with which to establish a fellowship in
chemistry. They have repeated the gift in the succeeding years.
The Illinois Historical Survey.—The Illinois Historical Survey is a
department of the Graduate School established in 1910 to conduct research
in the history of the State of Illinois. It possesses extensive collections of
source materials for western history and is continually adding to them. It
assists the Illinois State Historical Library in the publication of these and
other materials in the Illinois Historical Collections. It also offers to graduate
students direction in the preparation of theses or monographs based on its
collections.
The following persons constitute the staff of the Survey for the year
1928-29: Professor Laurence M. Larson, Ph.D., Director; Professor Theodore
Calvin Pease, Ph.D., Assistant Director; Gertrude Marie Layton, Assistant.
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
Under the Morrill Land Grant of 1862, the University is required to include
military training in its curriculum; and under the Acts of Congress of June
3, 1916, and June 4, 1920, there are at the University of Illinois six units
of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps.
All male students who are citizens of the United States and physically fit,
except (1) students over twenty-two years of age when entering the Uni-
versity and (2) students entering the University with junior standing, are
enrolled during their first two years in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps.
Military training helps to develop those qualities of leadership which
make for success in life. The training is designed primarily as a part of the
program of National Defense, but in addition it has considerable educational
value. It develops loyalty, patriotism, the habit of obedience to law, respect
for authority, coordination of mind and body, initiative and self assurance,
and the ability to lead men.
The courses cover four consecutive years of work. The basic course
consists of the first two years, and students in this course are required to
devote three periods a week of not less than one hour each to military train-
ing. For each semester of work one hour of credit toward graduation is
granted. Students may attend a summer camp of six weeks. No university
credit is allowed for this camp.
The final two years are called the advanced course. Students who have
completed the basic course may elect the advanced course, and, if selected
by the President of the University and the Professor of Military Science
and Tactics, they will be eligible to sign the contract with the Government
to pursue the course for two years for which they will receive the payment
of commutation of rations provided by law. Students of the advanced course
are required to devote five hours a week to military science and training
for the two years, and the completion of this work is for them a prerequisite
for graduation; they are also required to attend one summer camp of six
weeks' duration. From the beginning of the advanced course until the con-
clusion, except for the time spent in camp, such students receive commuta-
tion of rations at a rate determined by the Secretary of War; the rate at
present is thirty cents a day. At camp, rations in kind are furnished and
payment of seventy cents a day is made each student. For each semester of
work in the advanced course, students receive 1^ hours' credit toward
graduation. Students who have been members of units of the Reserve
Ofiicers' Training Corps at other institutions and who have completed the
basic course requirement may take advanced work, provided they present
certificates signed by the Professor of Military Science and Tactics under
whom they served, indicating that they have satisfactorily completed the
required courses in military science.
A student who completes the elective advanced course and is recommended
by the President of the University and the Professor of Military Science and
Tactics is eligible for appointment by the President of the United States
as a reserve officer of the United States Army for a period of five years.
Students who complete the basic course of the first two years are eligible
for appointment as sergeants in the enlisted reserve corps of the United
States Army; those who complete one year of advanced course work are
eligible for appointment to any grade in the enlisted reserve corps.
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Military instruction is under the direction of officers of the United States
Army, The courses have special reference to the duties of officers. The
equipment for military instruction is furnished by the War Department and
includes: for Infantry, United States magazine rifles, automatic pistols,
machine guns, trench mortar, and 37 millimeter guns; for Artillery, twelve
French 75 mm. guns, also one each of the following: 155 mm. Howitzer
(Schneider), 155 mm. gun (Filloux), 4.7 inch American gun, engineer and
signal equipment, tractors, reconnaissance car and trucks; ninety horses,
harness and saddle equipment; for Cavalry, sixty horses with full field equip-
ment, rifles, pistols, sabres, automatic rifles, and machine guns; for Engineers,
engineer instruments used for military sketching, surveying and making
of maps; demolition equipment, map reproduction and photographic equip-
ment, tools and supplies for field fortification, and bridge material; for
Signal Corps, radio telephone and telegraph instruments, field telephones,
telegraph instruments, heliographs, flags, wire-carts, storage batteries, etc.;
for Air Corps, airplane engines, aerial machine guns, aerial bombs, motor
test block, radio code and buzzer sets, etc. Anununition and supplies for
demonstrations and practice are furnished. Students in each arm of the
service are given instruction in the functions and equipment of the other
arms.
The Cadet Brigade consists of an Infantry Regiment, a Field Artillery
regiment, a Cavalry regiment, one regiment of Engineers, one Signal Corps
regiment, one Observation Group of Air Corps. The training in each of
these courses is directed by an army officer of the appropriate arm of service.
Within the limits of available facilities a student is free to choose any branch
for which his aptitude and course of study fit him. Appointments as cadet
officers in the Brigade are made on the nomination of the Commandant of
Cadets, confirmed by the President of the University,
A committee appointed by the President of the University examines
candidates for nomination to the Governor of the State for cormnissions
as brevet captains in the State National Guard. Candidates must be members
of the senior class in full standing; must have completed the course of military
studies; must have served two semesters as commissioned officers; and must
be approved by the CouncO of Administration as having good reputations
as scholars, officers, and gentlemen.
The University Bands
The University bands are the Concert Band, the First Regimental Band,
and the Second Regimental Band. Service in the bands takes the place of
the required military drill and tactics, and every full term of band service
is counted as one term of drill. After satisfying the required four semesters'
mihtary credit, those who are continued as members of the Concert and
First Regimental Bands are paid for this additional service an amount
equal to the term fees for the year as required from students who are residents
of Illinois. Membership is determined on a competitive basis. Besides
giving numerous concerts during the year, the bands furnish the music for
military ceremonies, convocations. Commencement, and other occasions as
required by the President of the University. The bands also cooperate
with the Athletic Association by furnishing music for the principal athletic
events of the year. The University owns a varied and complete band equip)-
ment, including an especially fine Ubrary. Additional information may be
secured by addressing the Director of Bands, 12 Band Building.
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In Physical Education the University requires all students to enroll in
some type of physical activity for two years, or four full semesters. These
courses meet twice or three times weekly for periods one hour in length. One-
half hour credit is given for each semester's work for men, and one hour for
women. Thus each student receives two or four hours' credit toward grad-
uation for this work.
The University requires all students to enroll in Health Education; all
men must take this course for two semesters, and women must take the
course for one semester. This course consists of instruction in personal
hygiene by the medical staff of the Department of PubUc Health once each
week. Men are allowed one-half hour credit each semester; women one hour
credit for one semester.
The Health Service work includes medical inspection, medical advice,
campus sanitation, and hospital service. All students are required to take
a medical examination on registering in the University. Those who have
subnormal conditions of any sort, bad heart, defective kidneys, defective
eyes, etc., are placed on a recall list and are kept under supervision until
the defects have been corrected or improved enough to warrant discontinuance
of supervision. The students may secure free medical advice at any time
their health is impaired. This department supervises the sanitary con-
ditions of the campus and all local places where the students normally con-
gregate: fraternities, sororities, eating places, etc. Eleven physicians are
employed full time in this service. A hospital fee of $3 a semester, which
is optional, provides all those who enroll with free hospital service for a
maximum of four weeks.
The Varsity athletic program is controlled entirely by the University
and consists of the organization and training of representative teams in the
following sports: football, baseball, track and field, basketball, swimming,
water basketball, wrestling, tennis, golf, gymnastics, fencing, and soccer.
Intramural athletics are fostered and promoted in all lines of athletic
activity. Meets, tournaments, and leagues are seasonally organized in
twenty separate activities. Participation in these activities is purely volun-
tary and does not receive university credit. Nominal entrance fees cover the
cost of all cups, shields, and trophies awarded for winning in these com-
petitions.
Required Physical Education for Men.—On entering the University
all students are required to take a health and physical examination. Those
who reveal pronounced physical deficiency are excused from the regular
courses in physical education and military training and required to take
Individual Gymnastics, a course in correctives. Students assigned to this
work continue to take it until they have been pronounced reasonably sound.
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Thereupon they withdraw from this course and register in the regular phy-
sical education course. Thus a student may take from one to eight semesters
of this special work. In view of the desirability of having the student regain
normal physical condition as soon as possible, this course requires attendance
for five days in each week.
The remainder of the students are provided with a score of natural,
practical, physical activities from which they are allowed to elect one each
semester. Since a student is not allowed to take the same course twice,
each student covers two courses of each type or a total of eight during the
period of residence.
Six courses are open for the freshman group: Individual gymnastics,
beginning swimming, individual athletics, tumbling stunts, soccer, football,
and gymnastic dancing. Those who are pronounced physically defective
register in Individual Gymnastics. Of the remainder, those who cannot
swim fifty yards register in beginning swimming. Those who passed the
health examination and swimming test register in any one of the other four
courses for each semester.
Six courses have been made available for the sophomore group: Indi-
vidual gymnastics, advanced swimming, boxing, wrestling, fencing, and ap-
paratus stunts. Those who are physically defective register in individual
gymnastics. The remainder elect any two of the other courses, one for each
semester.
Physical Education for Women.—The purpose of the work of this
department is to improve and maintain the health of the individual. The
physical condition and motor ability of each student are determined on her
entrance to the University by a medical examination and motor efficiency
tests given by the Health Service and the Department of Physical Education.
Exercise is prescribed which will best meet the individual need. Further
examination is given whenever necessary.
Freshmen and sophomores may choose for the regular work in the fall
and spring one of the following outdoor sports: Hockey, soccer, volleyball,
track and field, baseball, or tennis. The indoor work consists of regular
classes in gymnastics, apparatus, clogging, folk dancing, group games, natural
dancing, and swimming. In addition to the required work, there are inter-
class teams in hockey, soccer, bowling, basketball, apparatus, swimming,
baseball, and track and field athletics. Individual gymnastics are prescribed
for the student who is not able to take the regular work. These are given
under the supervision of the instructor of remedial and corrective gymnastics.
In addition to the regular classes in swimming there are "open hours"
at which time any woman in the University may swim.
Since a uniform costume is prescribed, students are requested not to buy
gymnasium costumes until after registration in the University.
There is a suggested curriculum for students desiring to specialize in
Physical Education.
THE SUMMER SESSION
The Summer Session for 1928 opened June 18 and closed August 11, making
a term of eight weeks, or half a semester, except for students taking only
athletic coaching, for whom the term was six weeks from June 18. The
Sunmier Session of 1929 will open on June 17 and close August 10.
All courses, except those in athletic coaching, extend through eight weeks.
Students who remain for only six weeks, may obtain from the Director a
certificate of such attendance, but university credit will not be given for six
weeks' courses except for those in athletic coaching.
Students may register for courses aggregating eight hours or less.
The Summer Session is an integral part of the university year. Numerous
courses are offered in Liberal Arts and Sciences, Commerce, Engineering,
Education, Law, Music, and Library Science. Unless otherwise specified,
all courses may be counted toward a bachelor's or a master's degree.
Students who have just graduated from an accredited high school may
matriculate in the Summer Session and obtain credit for a half-semester.
Pre-medical students are urged to do this and to register for chemistry or
zoology, mathematics, rhetoric, or other prescribed pre-medical subjects.
One purpose of the Summer Session is to meet the needs of teachers in
the public schools who wish to spend part of the vacation in serious study
or investigation. Numerous courses are designed for high-school teachers,
supervising officers, teachers of special subjects, and coaches of athletic
teams; graduate courses are offered for college instructors, school supervisors,
and principals who are working for advanced degrees.
Admission in regular status to courses in the Summer Session for which
university credit is granted is limited to students who could be regularly
admitted to the colleges of the University in which they would be registered
in the winter session. See pages 55-70.
Admission to courses which give university credit, as unclassified students,
not candidates for a degree, may be granted to persons 21 years of age or over,
subject to the regulations of the University.
A student who transfers from another college or university must present
a letter of honorable dismissal and a transcript of record from the institution
previously attended.
Students will register on Monday, June 17, 1929.
Fees.—All fees are due on registration. An incidental fee of twenty
dollars (thirty dollars for students in the College of Law) is required of
residents of Illinois, and of thirty dollars (forty-five dollars for students in
the College of Law) for students not residing in the State. This entitles one
to admission to regular courses and special lectures. A laboratory fee is
charged in some courses for materials used. Any single course, counting not
more than two and one-half credit hours, may be taken by Illinois students
for a fee of ten dollars (fifteen dollars for students not residing in the State),
and the laboratory fee, if there be any.
Additional fees are required for practical courses in music.
Scholarships.—All high-school teachers in Illinois, and all other teachers
in the State who can matriculate in the University, are entitled to Summer
Session scholarships of twelve dollars, reducing the incidental fee from
twenty dollars to eight dollars. Similar scholarships are granted librarians
and assistants employed by Illinois libraries and persons under appointment
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to such positions. To matriculate in the University, one must pass the
entrance examinations, or present a certificate from an accredited high
school or other evidence of having completed the requisite amount of pre-
paratory work.
The scholarship privilege is extended also to persons graduated from the
IlUnois State Teachers' College during the academic year preceding the
session in which the scholarship is desired, and to persons (otherwise quali-
fied) who are under contract to teach in the State during the coming year.
Scholarship application blanks may be obtained from the Registrar.
Graduate Work.—Emphasis is placed on graduate courses leading to
the master's degree. The departments related to high-school teaching and
to educational administration have been made the centers of this emphasis.
The graduate offerings vary from year to year so that advanced students
each year may find acceptable work in their fields.
The normal requirement for the master's degree is full work of graduate
grade, satisfactorily completed, through one year of residence, or a residence
of thirty-six weeks at the University. Qualified graduate students may fulfill
this residence requirement in four summer sessions of eight weeks each.
Courses in Library Sciexce.—Two distinct groups of courses for the
training of librarians were offered in 1928.
(1) For college graduates, there were eight-weeks courses selected from
the curriculum of the Library School, counting toward the bachelor's or the
master's degree. By attending two summer sessions a student may complete
the work of the first semester.
(2) For high-school graduates employed as librarians or assistants, and
for others who had completed one year of study in a college or normal school,
elementary eight-weeks courses were offered which were not counted toward
a degree. Problems confronting Illinois hbraries were given special con-
sideration.
Application blanks for admission must be filled out, and sent to the
Director of the School with additional statements, showing the applicant's
qualifications for admission.
Courses in Dentistry.—During the month of June, extension courses
are offered in Ceramics, Crown and Bridge, Denture, Histology, Operative
Dentistry, Oral Surgery, and Therapeutics. A summer course in clinical
dentistry is offered to third and fourth year students.
Courses for Athletic Coaches.—Courses for athletic coaches were
given by the department of Physical Education for Men, to train men to
direct and coach athletics. These courses assist both the high-school teacher
or principal who desires to become proficient in coaching one or more athletic
teams and the man who intends to take up the directing of athletics or coach-
ing as a vocation. The courses occupy the first six weeks. The larger part
of the instruction is given on Illinois Field.
Students may devote either their whole time or part of their time to these
courses.
Athletics.—Both the men's and women's gymnasiums are open (when
not in use by regular classes) to students for general recreation and exercise.
A small locker fee is charged. The tennis courts, general athletic fields, and
golf courses of the University are open to students.
Description of Courses.—For a description of the courses offered, see
the General Description of Courses, beginning on page 205, and the description
of courses under Dentistry, beginning on page 195.
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
For the faculty of the College of Medicine, see pages 34-40 ; for admission,
see page 63 ; for the College of Medicine buildings, see page 49 ; for societies
auxiUary to its curricula, see page 80; for fees, see page 83; for scholarships,
see pages 81 and 175.
The College of Medicine of the University is in Chicago, located in the
city block bounded by Harrison, Congress, Honore, and Lincoln Streets.
Advanced Standing.—The University will accept scholarship and time
credits for work done in medical colleges having standards equal to those
of the College of Medicine of the University, in so far as this work coincides
with or is the full equivalent of the courses prescribed by the University.
The pre-medical work of the applicant must meet in full the admission re-
quirements for the class which he desires to enter. The applicant must present
a letter of honorable dismissal from the college in which he pursued his
medical studies. His record must show a scholastic average at least ten
percent above the passing grade of such college. In case of Uteral systems
of grading, this requirement will be interpreted to mean an average of one
grade above the passing grade; e. g., in a system of A, B, C, and D, with
I) as the passing grade, the average must be C.
Irregularities due to differences in the curricula must be satisfactorily
adjusted during the first year -of the student's attendance.
Registhation.—Students register (in the order in which their fees are
paid) in the office of the Secretary on the opening of the term for the work
of that term. Credit is allowed only in the branches in which they are
registered. The number of students in each class is Mmited to one hundred
and thirty.
Living Expenses.—The expense of living in Chicago is less than in most
large cities. From fifty to seventy-five dollars a month may be regarded as
adequate for the ordinary living expenses of a student exclusive of books,
clothing, railroad fare, and miscellaneous needs. The expense for books is
from $25 to $50 a year. The instructors at the beginning of each course
direct students in the purchase of text books.
Rea Scholarships.—Through the generosity of the late Professor R. L.
Rea, four scholarships each year, awarded by the Faculty, are provided for
worthy students. For the session of 1927-28, they were granted to the follow-
ing students
:
Michael B. Greenfield Julius Prohovntk
Samuel H. Kraines Samuel Shapiro
Admission to Licensing Examinations In England.—The Royal
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons have added the University of Illinois
to the list of universities whose medical departments are recognized by that
Board. By this action graduates of this institution are exempt from all
prehminary examinations and are admitted to the final hcensing examination
of the Examining Board.
Memorial Lectureship.—In commemoration of members of the alumni,
faculty, and student body who lost their lives during the World War, the
alumni, faculty, and students have established a Memorial Lectureship.
At least one lecture is delivered annually on a subject of general medical
interest.
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Adolph Gehrmann Lectureship.—By the will of Mrs. Albertina
Gehrmann, widow of Adolph Gehrmann, for many years Professor of Bac-
teriology and Hygiene in the College of Medicine, the sum of $10,000 was
given for the establishment and support of a lectureship in the College of
Medicine, in memory of Dr. Gehrmann.
The third of this series of lectures was given by Professor Haven Emerson,
of Columbia University, April 23-25, 1928, his subjects being ''Diphtheria
in New York City," "The Prevention of Diabetes," and "Child Hygiene."
The William Beaumont Memorial Fund.—Dr. Frank Smithies of
Chicago has endowed an annual prize of $100 in memory of William Beau-
mont. The prize is awarded to the student or faculty member of the College
of Medicine who submits the best original work on diseases of the alimentary
tract; it is administered by a committee appointed by the Dean of the Col-
lege of Medicine. The second award was made on June 9, 1928, to Edward
A. Boyden, Ph.D.
Requirements for Graduation.—A candidate for graduation from the
College of Medicine must meet the following requirements:
1. He must have presented acceptable evidence of good moral character.
2. He must have paid all indebtedness to the college.
3. (For the B.S. degree.) He must have secured grades of not less than
C, or the equivalent, in subjects aggregating at least three-fourths of the
work leading to that degree.
4. (For the Certificate in Medicine.) He must have spent four years^
in attendance, the last one at least of which must be in residence at the
University of Illinois, completed the prescribed curriculum and secured
grades of not less than C or the equivalent in subjects aggregating at least
three-fourths of the work leading to the degree (whether taken at the Univer-
sity of Ilhnois or elsewhere).
5. (For the M.D. degree.) He must in addition have satisfactorily
completed a hospital course^ of not less than twelve months' duration in a
hospital affiliated with or approved by the University of Illinois, or a year of
research work acceptable to the University.
Graduation With Honors.—Students who comply with the require-
ments for graduation from the College of Medicine and who attain in all work
done in courses offered in the college, and presented for the degree, the average
grades specified below, may be recommended by the University Senate for
honors: For an average grade of not less than 4.35, Graduation with Honors;
for an average grade of not less than 4.75, Graduation with High Honors.
The honors conferred are noted on the diploma and on the commencement
program.
Curricula and Degrees.—The student is offered his choice of the
following combinations
:
1, A nine-year curriculum—four years in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at Urbana, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, followed
by five years in the College of Medicine in Chicago, leading to the degree of
Doctor of Medicine. This course of study is recommended to students who
are of the average age of graduation from the public high schools.
2. An eight-year curriculum—three years in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at Urbana, followed by five years in the College of Medicine
See Medical Practice Act of the State of Illinois, Senate Bill No. 439, approved June 30, 1923, Section
5(b).
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in Chicago. Students taking this course are permitted, at the end of their
first year in the College of Medicine, to transfer credits in the medical sciences
to complete the requirements for graduation of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, and receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts. On the completion
of the remaining four years in the College of Medicine they receive the degree
of Doctor of Medicine.
3. A seven-year curriculum—two years in a recognized college of liberal
arts and sciences followed by five years in the College of Medicine. The
work of the first two years must include certain prescribed subjects. On
the completion of the first two years in the College of Medicine, these students
receive the degree of Bachelor of Science; and on the completion of the five
years in the College of Medicine, they receive the degree of Doctor of Med-
icine.
General Plan of Instruction.—In the first two years the work is,
in the main, confined to the sciences fundamental to medicine, and the time
of the student is largely devoted to laboratory work. For the first year this
consists of work in anatomy, histology, embryology, neurology, chemistry,
physiology, and bacteriology. In the second year physiology is continued
and the student takes up pathology, laboratory diagnosis, pharmacology,
physical diagnosis, medicine, surgery, and obstetrics.
In the third and fourth years the time is devoted to the clinical branches,
particularly to practical instruction in dispensary and hospital clinics.
In the fourth year clinical clerkships are established to be operated at one
time for one-fourth of the class and for a period of two months. This one-
fourth of the class is further divided into four sections, one section being
assigned to Medicine, one to Surgery, one to Obstetrics, and one to service
in outside hospitals.
Students are prohibited from doing work that interferes in any way with
the fulfillment of the requirements of the curriculum. Unofl&cial clinical work
may not be substituted for the official requirements of the curriculum.
Electives.—In the second semester of the second year, the student is
required to elect six hours a week from the courses offered by the pre-clinical
departments. If the student has a satisfactory scholarship record, he may,
with the consent of the head of the department concerned, register in the
graduate school for one unit of work.
In the third year the student must elect two hours a week in each semester.
In the fourth year five and one-half hours per week of elective work must
be taken from the optional subjects, and at least one hour of these electives
must be taken from the optional subjects in surgery.
The elective work of the third and fourth years may be in pre-clinical
or clinical subjects. A student may thus emphasize his training in some
particular subject or subjects. The elective work may be counted for gradu-
ate credit provided the student registers in a course recognized for graduate
credit by the graduate faculty and can satisfy the head of the department
concerned as to his ability to pursue the work proposed.
Semester Examinations Required.—Examinations must be taken at
the close of each semester on the work of the semester in all subjects except
those whose character, in the opinion of the faculty, renders it unnecessary
or impracticable. Other examinations are held as often as the work requires.
Significance op Grades.—The system of grading is as follows: A,
excellent; B, good; C, fair; D, poor, but passing; E, failure.
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Examination of Absentees.—Absences from examinations count as
failures. Subsequent examinations may be allowed by the Dean in case of
sickness or other conditions which the student is unable to control.
Removal of Failures.—A failure in a major subject (sixty-four clock
hours) can be removed only by repetition of the subject in course either in
this University or some other approved institution. If the failure is removed
by repeating the work at the University of Illinois, it must be made up the
first time the course is presented. The student's total schedule including
the repeated work may not exceed the normal schedule for the period, unless
his record in all other courses averages B.
Students who may desire to make up failures by summer work elsewhere
must receive the consent of the head of the department and the Dean in
advance. This consent will not abrogate the right of department heads to
demand examinations in such cases as they deem necessary.
Provision for the removal of failures in minor subjects which total less
than sixty-four clock hours will be made by the head of the department con-
cerned with the approval of the Dean.
Special examinations for the removal of failures in minor subjects are
held during the week preceding the next collegiate year. These examinations
may be taken only upon the recommendation of the head of the department
concerned with the approval of the Dean. Evidence of actual additional
work done in a subject must be presented before permission is granted for a
special examination. Only one examination in a given subject will be permitted.
Raising of D Grades.—A grade of D in a given subject may be raised,
first, by satisfactory completion of work prescribed by the head of the depart-
ment concerned, such prescribed work being the equivalent in amount to
the regular course; or, second, by repetition of the course with the earning
of a higher grade.
Special Examinations.—Special examinations may not be taken for
the purpose of raising grades in courses in which a student already has credit.
Special examinations will be allowed by arrangement with the head of
the department and the Dean when the examinations of the State Board
where the student wishes to practice conflict with the dates of the final
examinations of the University. For all such examinations a permit must be
obtained and a fee of $5.00 paid in advance. In the case of a subject which
is continuous for more than one semester an examination covering a year's
work may be allowed for a single fee ($5.00).
A student who has completed the work of a semester is considered to be
still under registration for the purpose of this rule up to the end of the registra-
tion period for the next semester.
Refusal of Registration for Poor Scholarship.—A student who, in
any semester, fails in one-half the total number of hours in his course, shall
be refused further registration in the College of Medicine.
Rules Regulating Readmission of Students Who May Be Dropped
For Poor Scholarship
First or Second Year Students.—First or second year students who have
been dropped for poor scholarship and who wish to be considered for read-
mission will be so considered on presenting evidence that they have completed
in the subjects specified below:
(a) 24 semester hours of work with an average grade of C (not more
than 18 semester hours being completed in one semester), or
(b) 15 semester hours with an average grade of B
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in an institution of the standard of the University of lUinois, provided there
is no duplication of any work previously accepted for credit. At least one-
half of the work in either alternative must be confined to the physical,
chemical, and biological sciences,
A student may be considered for readmission if he has completed in a
class A medical school with an average grade of C aU courses in which he
received grades lower than C in the College of Medicine of the University
of Illinois.
Third or Fourth Year Students.—A third or fourth year student who has
been dropped for poor scholarship may be considered for reinstatement at
the beginning of a later semester corresponding to the one in which he failed,
after repetition and completion of one semester's work with an average
grade of C, in subjects selected by the Dean.
All Students.—Reconsideration of the case of a student dropped for
poor scholarship does not guarantee readmission.
A student dropped for poor scholarship may be reinstated but once.
Clinical Facilities ; Dispensary,—The dispensary is divided into eleven
departments: medicine, surgery, obstetrics, pediatrics, orthopedics, laryng-
ology, dermatology, ophthalmology, gynecology, neurology, and genito-
urinary surgery. A total of 100,151 treatments were given in 1927-28; 23,347
new patients were registered during the same period.
The student examines cases personally under the guidance of instructors,
and makes laboratory examinations pertaining to his own cases. Such
examinations as the Wasserman reaction are made by instructors in the
laboratory but the student has opportunity to follow these and to learn
the technic involved.
Clinics.—In addition to those in the dispensary, more than 600 clinics
in various hospitals are open to students. The great majority of diseases
seen in the temperate zone are demonstrated, and most of the operations
of surgery are performed in these clinics.
Fourth-year students are required to examine and diagnose many cases,
and under certain conditions may assist in operations.
The Cook County Hospital is located within half a block of the College.
This is the largest charity hospital in America, and in it is conducted much
of the clinical instruction of the College. Medical appointments in this
hospital are made each year by the Civil Service Board. Ninety-two internes
are selected each spring by competitive examination. Only graduates of
medical colleges of Cook County are eligible for the examinations. The
internes serve eighteen months.
The County Morgue is located in the hospital grounds, and daily post-
mortems are held by the pathologists of the hospital.
The hospital tickets cost $5 each. They are for sale at the office of the
Warden and admit the holders to all clinics, autopsies, public operations,
and lectures.
The Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium at Crawford and Bryn Mawr
Avenues, one of the largest institutions of its kind in the country, has accom-
modation for 1,250 patients, and it treats an average of 2,500 per year. There
small groups of students receive practical instruction in residence during
their senior years.
The Municipal Contagious Hospital at 3026 South California Avenue has
a capacity of 326 beds and deals with 4,000 patients per year. Small groups
of senior students spend a short period in residence at this hospital also.
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Clinical instruction to students in smaU groups, and bedside instruction
to those serving as extemes. may be given in the following hospitals: Augus-
tana Hospital, Chicago Policlinic Hospital, Grant Hospital, Illinois Chari-
table Eye and Ear Infirman.-, Michael Reese Hospital, Mt. Sinai Hospital,
St. Anthony de Padua Hospital, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, St. Joseph's Hos-
pital, St. Luke's Hospital, St. Marj-'s of Nazareth Hospital, University
Hospital, and "West Side Hospital.
New Hospital Facilities.—-In association with the State Department
of Public Weh'are, a group of Hospitals and Laboratories has been opened.
The buildings occupy a campus approximately eight acres in extent,
adjacent to the Cook County Hospital. The units now in operation include
the following:—Outpatient Dispensar.',General Hospital, Research Laboratory'
and Librar}', Pediatric Ward, and the Orthopedic and Psychiatric Di\'isions.
The Research and Educational Hospital.—This has been designed to afford
everj' comfort for the patient and to facilitate the use of the clinical material
for teaching and investigation. Some 200 beds are occupied, and the total
of 450 contemplated for the main building will be available soon.
The /:rj/ floor of the hospital proper contains the departments of p)edi-
atrics, obstetrics, and roentgenology*. The University has made pro\-ision
to develop the diagnostic and therapeutic sides of roentgenology' and has
provided equipment for the other branches of physiotherapy. Undergraduate,
as well as graduate, instruction is offered in this department.
The second hospital floor contains wards and the clinical laboratories, with
di^'isions for bacteriology-, serolog>-, pathology-, biochemistn.-, and metabolism.
The third floor contains eight suites of operating rooms and service rooms
and special operating rooms for head and genito-urinan,' work.
The fourth a.nd jijth floors contain li^ung rooms for internes and residents,
and quarters for the managing officer of the institution.
The Outpatient Dispensary occupies the main floor of the Hospital build-
ing, and has waiting rooms, suites for clinical work, an amphitheatre, drug
dispensarv' and preparation rooms. Electrocardiographic and hydrothera-
peutic units are located in the basement.
The Research and Library Building.—The laboratory' building for the
science group of the medical school joins the hospital by corridors leading
from the basement and the third floor.
The basement houses the photographic and plastic di\'isions of the illus-
tration studios. The department of pharmacology* occupies the first floor,
department of bacteriology* and pathology* the second floor, and the third
is used by the department of physiology* and physiological cheinistr>'. The
department of anatomy occupies the major part of the fourth floor. The
main section of the illustration studios is also situated on this floor. The
entire fifth floor is given over to the animal hospital, animal surgerj*, and
kennels for dogs and smaller animals.
The librarv*. with reading room and stack rooms, occupies an entire wing
of this building, and part of the basement. It contains 35.300 bound volumes
and a number of reprints, including the standard textbooks, works of refer-
ence, monographs, and journal files in the fields of medicine, dentistrv*, and
pharmacy. The pharmacy collection occupies part of the main floor of the
School of Pharmacy. It contains 5,171 volumes and 2.S00 pamphlets and
ranks as one of the largest pharmaceutical hbraries in the countrv*. In
addition to these two collections many of the departments of the three schools
are supplied with working Libraries.
DESCRIPTIOX OF COURSES IN MEDICINE^
ANATOMY
1. Histology.—Lectures and recitations; 3: laboraton" 6 hours. I.
Professor Botdex, Dr. Morgan and assistants
2. Embryology.—Lectures and recitations; 3: laboraton.-; 6 hours. I (,first_ half).
Professor Kampmeier, Dr. Morgax and assistants
3. Neurology.—Lectures and recitations; 3: laborator.-; 6 hours. I (second half).
Professor Kampmeier, Dr. Morgan and assistants
4-5. Regional A>rD Systemic Anatomy.—Lectures and recitations; 1: laboratory;
two four-hour periods. II.
Professors Emmel,^ Boyden, instructors and assistants
6. Topographical Anatomy.—Three two-hour periods. I.
Professor Kampmeier and assistants
Elective Courses
51. Microscopical Technic.—Two three-hour periods. I.
52. Medical Illustrating.—Two three-hour periods. Mr. Jones
54. Regional Anatomy.—Two three-hour i>eriods. I. Dr. Ceile
62. Courses Pbepaeatory to Specialization—(Special Fee).
a. The Eye.
b. The Ear.
c. Mouth, Nose, and Throat.
d. The Thorax and Abdomen.
e. The Genito-Urinary System.
f. PEL'^^c Anatomy.
g. The Extremeties, especially the joints and their mechanism,
h. The Brain and Spinal Cord.
Research.—Physicians who desire to do research and students who have had three
years of university training may begin research work in this department. A reading
knowledge of French and German is essential.
65.
_
Seminar.—Recent anatomical literature; preparation of bibliographies and
of scientific papers for pubhcation. Presentation and discussion of the results of investi-
gations.
Courses for Graduates
101. Histogenesis and Experimental Morphology.—On-e or tu-o units.
Professors Emmel,- Kampmeier, Boyden
103. iNDniDUAL Research.—On^ or two units.
Professors Emmel,' Kampmeier, Boyden
DERMATOLOGY
1. Phactice.—Lectures, 1. I. Professor Senear, Dr. Wiex
2. Clinic.—1. I. Professor Senear
9. Clinic.—Dispensary. In sections. Three one-hour periods. (Jour weeks). I.
Professor Senear; Dr. Wien, Dr. Weber, Dr. Cornbleet
'The Arabic numerals preceding the captions indicate the numbers of the courses. Unless otherwise
specifically stated, the Arabic numerals follow-ing the descriptions o{ courses indicate the number of one-hoxir
I>enod8. The Roman numerals I and II indicat-e the number of semesters over which the course extends.
'Deceased.
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Elective Coubses—Fotjrth Yeab
50. Syphilis.—1. {eight weeks). I. Professor Seneak, Dr. Wien
61. Dermatology.—1. {eight weeks). I. Professor Sbneab, Dr. Wien
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Dermatology.—One to three units. Professor Senear
SOCIAL HYGIENE, CRIMINOLOGY, AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
6. Medical Jurisprudence.—Lectures, 1. I. Mr. Brothers
7. Social Hygiene.—1. {eight weeks). I. Professor Yarros
Elective Course—Fourth Year
8. Mental Hygiene.—1. {eight weeks). I. Dr. Mohr
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Juvenile Behavior.—One to three units.
LARYNGOLOGY, RHINOLOGY, AND OTOLOGY
3. Practice.—1. I. Professor Pierce
11. Practice.—Diagnosis and treatment. 1. {ten weeks). I.
Professor Pierce, Assistant Professor Lederer
13. Dispensary.—Research Hospital. Three two-hour periods, {three weeks). I.
Professor Pierce, Assistant Professor Lederer, Dr. W. H. Theobald, Dr. J. J.
Theobald, Dr. Livingston, Dr. Bredlau, Dr. Coombs, Dr. Schneck, Dr. Shapiro,
Dr. Harned
14. Clinic.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight weeks). I.
Professor Pierce, Assistant Professor Lederer
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
60. Anatomy and Physiology of Ear, Nose, and Throat.—8 hours.
Professor Pierce and stafiF
61. (a). Studies in Development of the Otic Capsule.
(b). Development of the Pneumatic Spaces of the Nose and Ear.—8 hours.
Professor Pierce and staff
63. Research and Experimental Work in Otolaryngology.—8 hours.
Professor Pierce and staff
Course fob Graduates





2. Physical Diagnosis.—1. I. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Lewison, Associate Professor Chauvet, Dr. Freilich
3. Practice.—Diseases of metabolism. 1. I. Professor Keeton




Assistant Professor Sawyer, Dr. Cipriani, Dr. Vanderkloot, Dr. Deuss
6. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Williamson
7. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. 1. I. Professor Keeton
8. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period, {eight
weeks). I. Professor Strauss
9. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital, Tuberculosis Wards. One two-hour period.
{eight weeks). I. Dr. Freilich
10. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period {eight
weeks). I. Assistant Professor Meyer
11. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period {eight
weeks). I. Assistant Professor Pilot
13. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period, {eight
weeks). I. Dr. Birch
23. Physical Diagnosis Clinic.—Cook County Hospital, Tuberculosis Wards.
1. I. Professor Lbwison, Associate Professor Chauvet, Dr. Freilich
27. Clinic.—Dispensary. (In sections). Three two-hour periods {three weeks). II.
Dispensary staff
Elective Courses—Third Year
50. Diseases of the Gastko-Intestinal Tract.—Lectures and demonstrations.
1. I. Assistant Professor Meyer
51. Clinico-Pathological Lectures and Demonstrations.—1. {eight weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Singer
52. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. 1. {eight weeks). I. Dr. Gunnar
53. Principles of Medicine.—Review course. 2. I.
Dr. Mora, Dr. Lifvendahl, Dr. Kronenberq
54. Clinic.—Diseases of the chest. Cook County Hospital. 1. I. Dr. Freilich
Required Courses—Fourth Year
(Note: Of the following courses 144 hours will be assigned each student.)
12. Seminar in the Classics of Medicine.—1. I.
Professor Williamson and associates
14. Practice.—Lectures. 1. 11. Professor Lewison, Dr. Gunnar
16. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Williamson
18. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I.
Associate Professor Moore
20. Clinic.—Augustana Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period {eight
weeks). I. Assistant Professor Frick
21. Clinic.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period. I.
Assistant Professor Singer
22. Ward Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period
{eight weeks). I. Dr. Foley
24. Ward Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period
{eight weeks). I. Dr. Streicher
25. Ward Clinic.—Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Keeton
39. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Strauss
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Elective Courses—Fotjbth Year
55. Practical Therapeutics of Chest Diseases.—1. I. Professor Patton
56. Diseases of the Heart.—1. I. Professor Strauss
57. Diseases of the Blood.—Demonstration course. 1. I.
Associate Professor Moore, Dr. Birch
58. Practical Application of Blood Chemistry.—Demonstrations and practical
work. One two-hour period {eight weeks). I.
59. Clinical Parasitology.—One two-hour period (ei^A/ tceefcs). I. Miss Kaplan
60. Principles of Medicine.—Review course. 2. I.
Dr. Mora, Dr. Lifvendahl, Dr. Kronenberg
61. Cardiovasculorenal Diseases.—1. I. Dr. Feldman
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Medicine.—One to three units. Professor Williamson
NEUROLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY
Required Course—Third Year
1. Neubology.—Didactic. 1. I. Dr. Olkon, Dr. Hulbert
Required Courses—Fourth Year
2. Neurology.—Lectures and demonstrations. 1. II. Professor Hassin
3. Dispensary.—Eight two-hour periods. I.
Assistant Professor Diamond, Dr. Olkon, Dr. Hulbert, Dr. Low, Dr. Solomon,
Dr. Paskind
4. Psychiatry.—Lectures and case demonstrations. 1 }^. I.
Professors Singer, Davis
5. Neurology.—Clinic. St. Luke's Hospital. One two-hour period {eight weeks).
I. Dr. Solomon
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
50. Neuropathology.—1. {eight weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Diamond, Dr. Low
51. Clinical Psychiatry.—Psychopathic Hospital. One two-hour period {four
weeks). Professors Singer, Davis
PEDIATRICS
Required Courses—Third Year
1. Practice and Clinic.—Lectures; clinical conferences. 1. I. Professor Hess
4. Practice.—Recitations. 1. I. Associate Professor Irish and assistants
5. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period {eight weeks). 1.
Dr. Calvin
6. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period {eight weeks). I.
Dr. ROSENBLUM
9. Clinic.—Cook Coimty Hospital. 2. {four weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Bower, Dr. Borovskt
Required Courses—Fourth Year
10. Clinic.—Dispensary; Research Hospital. Three two-hour periods {four weeks).
I. Dispensary staff
12. Clinic.—Cook Coimty Hospital. One two-hour period. I. Professor Hess
13. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period {eight weeks). I.
Associate Professor Irish
14. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. 2. {eight weeks). I.
Associate Professor Blatt
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Elective Courses—Fottrth Year
52. Clinical Pediatrics.—Research Hospital. 1. I. Dr. Robins, Dr. Poncher
53. Laboratory Diagnosis.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period {eight
weeks). I. Dr. Robins, Dr. Poncher
54. Clinic.—Michael Reese Hospital. In groups. One two-hour period (Jour
iveeJcs). I. Professor Hess
56. Pediatrics.—Mental Hygiene. 1. (eight weeks). I. Dr. Mohr
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Pediatrics.—One to three units. Professor Hess
ROENTGENOLOGY
4. Roentgenology.—Practice and demonstration. 1. I. Professor Hartuno
Elective Course—Fourth Year
50. Principles of Physiotherapy.—1. I. Professor Bachem
HISTORY OF MEDICINE
Elective Course—Fourth Year




1. Physiology of Pregnancy and Labor.—2. I.
Assistant Professor Hammond, Dr. Theisen, Dr. Fitzgerald, Dr. Martin, Dr.
Skiles, Dr. Litt
Required Courses—Third Year
2. Pathology of Pregnancy and Labor and the Puerperium.—Lectures, quizzes
and demonstrations. 2. I.
Professor Falls, Assistant Professor Lackner, Dr. Rose, Dr. McGuire, Dr. New-
BERGER, Dr. MaRYAN
3. Manikin.—One two-hour period (eight weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Hammond, Dr. Newberger, Dr. Martin, Dr. Rose, Dr. Theisen
4. Clinics.—Clinics are held for small groups at Cook County Hospital, Mt. Sinai
Hospital, Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period (eight weeks). I.
Professor Falls, Dr. Fitzgerald, Dr. Lash, Dr. Newberger
7. Dispensary Out-clinic.—Three two-hour periods (three weeks). I.
Dr. Rose, Dr. Groot, Dr. Martin, Dr. Theisen, Dr. Hark, Dr. Maryan, Dr.
Lirr, Dr. Busby, Dr. Bullock
Elective Courses—Third Year
50. Toxemias of Pregnancy.—1. I. Assistant Professor Lackner
51. Physiology of Pregnancy.—1. I. Dr. Groot
52. Puerperal Sepsis.—1. I. Dr. Newberger
53. Sterility and Conception.—1. I. Dr. Martin
54. Review Course.—1. I. Dr. Hark
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Required C!oijbses—Foubth Yeab
10. CiiiNic.—^Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period {eight
weeks). I. Professor Falls
15. Obstetrical Labobatoby.—One two-hour period (Jour weeks). I.
Dr. Lash, Dr. Theisen, Dr. Hark, Dr. Litt
Elective Coxjeses—Foubth Yeab
55. Obstetrical Pathology.—1. I. Dr. Lash
56. Heart Complications in Pregnancy.—1. I. Dr. Fitzgebald
57. Manikin.—1. I. Dr. Habk
58. Re\tew Course.—1. I. Dr. Rose
Course for Graduates




1. Lecture and Quiz.—1. II.
Professor Falls, Associate Professor Fischmann, Assistant Professors Stone, Lackneb
4. Seminar.—1. {eight weeks). 1. Assistant Professor Lang, Dr. Hoffman
7. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. I. Professor Falls
15. Clinic Dispensary.—Three two-hour periods (three weeks). I.
Associate Professor Fischmann, Assistant Professors Lang, Hammond, Stone, Dr.
Juhnke, Dr. Hoffman, Dr. Lash, Dr. McGuire, Dr. Busby
16. Gynecological Laboratory.—One two-hour period {foitr weeks). I.
Dr. Lash, Dr. Theisen, Dr. Habk, Dr. Lrrr
Elective Courses—^Fourth Yeab
50. Pelvic Neoplasms.—1. I. Associate Professor Fischmann
51. Pelvic Inflammation.—1. I. Dr. Lash
52. Utebine Hemobrhages.—1. I. Associate Professor Stone
53. Menstrual Disorders.—1. I. Dr. Juhnke
56. Preoperative and Postoperative Gynecological Treatment.—1. I.
Assistant Professor Lang
57. Gynecological Diagnostic Methods.—1. I.
Assistant Professor Lackneb
OPHTHALMOLOGY
1. Clinic and Practice.—Dispensary, clinic, and laboratory course. Five two-
hour periods (four weeks). I. Dr. Folk, Dr. Greenwald
2. Didactic Ophthalmology.—Stereopticon demonstrations and quizzes. 1. I.
Assistant Professor Beard, Dr. Folk
Elective Course—Fifth Year
50. Ophthalmology.
1. Methods of Clinical Examinations (9-12 a.m. daily), 12 months.
2. Study of classical monographs and preparation of 25 case-histories for "The
National Board of Ophthalmic Examinations" (2-5 p.m. daily), 4 months.
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Physicians' Extension Courses in Ophthalmology
6. Clinical Course.—Affords individual training in standardized methods. Twelve
months. The fee for each period of four months is $50.00. The staff




1. General Bacteriology and Protozoology.—Lectures, demonstrations; 2:
laboratory; 6 hours. I.
Professor Davis, Associate Professor Arnold, Assistant Professor Pilot, and assistants
Required Courses—Second Year
2. General Pathology and Pathological Histology.—Lectures, recitations,
demonstrations; 3: laboratory; 8 hours. I.
Professor Petersen, Associate Professor Fennel, Assistant Professor Levinson, and
assistants
4. Clinical Pathology.—Lectures and demonstrations; 1: laboratory; 4. I.
Dr. Blyer and assistants
5. Preventive Medicine.—Lectures. 2. I.
Associate Professor Arnold, Assistant Professor Hull
Required Courses—Third Year
21.^ Clinical Pathology.—Lectures and demonstrations; 1: laboratory; 2. I.
Dr. Blyer and assistants
24. Autopsies.—One two-hour period. I.
Professor Petersen, Assistant Professors Pilot, Levinson
25. Special Pathology.—One three-hour period. I.
Professor Petersen, Assistant Professors Pilot, Levinson
27. Preventive Medicine.—Lectures and demonstrations. 2. I.
Professors Davis, Singer, Yarros, Associate Professor Arnold
Required Course—Fourth Year
29. Public Health.—Lectures and practical work. ^ {eight weeks) . I. Dr. Beckek
Elective Courses
50. Pathology, Bacteriology, and Immunity op Tuberculosis.—6. I.
Professor Petersen, Assistant Professor Levinson
5L Advanced Work and Research.—6. I.
Professors Davis, Petersen, Associate Professor Arnold
52. Advanced Work in Special Diagnostic Laboratory Methods.—6. I.
Assistant Professor Pilot, Dr. Rappaport
55. Diagnosis op Tumors.—6. I.
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Pathogenesis.—One or tioo units. Professor Petersen
105. Individual Research.—One or two units. Professors Davis, Petersen
PHARMACOLOGY, MATERIA MEDICA, AND THERAPEUTICS
Required Courses—Second Year
1. Pharmacology.—Lecture; 1: laboratory; 2. I.
Professor McGuigan, Assistant Professor Camp, Dr. Exs
4. Pharmacology.—Lecture or quiz; 2: laboratory; 4. I.
Professor McGuigan, Assistant Professor Camp, Dr. Ets
>Not to be given after 1928-29.
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Required Course—Third Year
5. General Therapeutics and Pharmacy.—2. I. Professor McGuiqan
Elective Courses—Second Year
{Minimum registration: 5 students for each course)
50. History op Pharmacology and Toxicology.—^3. I.
Professor McGuigan, Assistant Professor Camp, Dr. Ets
51. Materia Medica.—3. I.
Professor McGuigan, Assistant Professor Camp, Dr. Ets
52. Toxicology.—3. I. Professor McGuigan, Assistant Professor Camp, Dr. Ets
53. Systemic Pharmacology.—3. I.
Professor McGuigan, Assistant Professor Camp, Dr. Ets
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Pharmacodynamics.—One or two units. Professor McGuigan
103. Research in Pharmacodynamics.—One or two units. Professor McGuigan
PHYSIOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
Required Course—First Year
4. Physiology.—Lectures and recitations; 3: demonstration and laboratory; 3. I.
Professor Dreyer, Associate Professor Oslund, Assistant Professor Reed, and
assistants.
6. Physiological Chemistry and Toxicology.—Lectures, demonstrations, con-
ferences; 2}/^: laboratory; 7J^. I.
Professor Welker, Associate Professor Bergeim, Dr. Cole, Mr. Boor, Mr. Johnson,
and assistants
Required Course—Second Year
5. Physiology.—Lectures, recitations, demonstrations; 3: laboratory; 4. I.
Professor Dreyer, Associate Professor Oslund, Assistant Professor Reed, and
assistants
Elective Courses
51. Advanced Laboratory Work.—Physiological demonstrations and research;
graphic methods. 3. I.
Professor Dreyer, Associate Professor Oslund, Assistant Professor Reed
53. Internal Secretion.—3. I. Associate Professor Oslund
54. Gastro-Intestinal Tract.—3. I. Assistant Professor Reed
55. Physiology of the Special Senses.—3. I. Professor Dreyer
60. Special Topics in Biochemistry.—Blood analysis. Vitamine studies. Meth-
ods and clinical significance. Associate Professor Bergeim, Dr. Cole
61. Physical Chemistry.—The elements of physical chemistry and their application
to biology and medicine.—3. I. Dr. Cole
62. Preparation of Pure Proteins.—6. I. Professor Welker
63. Physiological Seminar.—Members of the teaching staff and advanced students
meet weekly and discuss special topics suggested by current research and the journal
literature.
65. Biochemical Seminar.—The members of the teaching staff and graduate
students in physiological chemistry meet weekly to discuss the current literature.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with the requisite scientific train-




101. Advanced Biological Chemistry.—Biochemical methods of research, bio-
logical colloids, enzyme action and metabolism. One or two units.
Professor Welker, Associate Professor Berqeim
103. Biochemical Research.—One or two units.
Professor Welker, Associate Professor Bergeim
105. Advanced Physiology.—An introduction to original work in experimental
physiology. Individual instruction in fundamental methods. Laboratory course. One
or two units. Associate Professor Oslund





1. Fundamental Principles op Surgery.—2. I.
Required Courses—Third Year
2. Regional Surgery and Surgical Pathology.—Conferences, demonstrations,
recitations. 2. II.
Professor Phifer, Assistant Professor Bamberger, Dr. Seed, Dr. Sullivan
5. Surgical Diagnosis.—Research and Educational Hospital. 1. I.
Professor Hedblom
6. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight
weeks). I. Associate Professor Andrews
7. Clinic.—Dispensary. Research and Educational Hospital. History taking,
diagnosis, minor surgery and surgical dressings. Three two-hour periods, (three weeks). II.
Assistant Professor Bamberger, Dr. Seed, Dr. Koucky, Dr. Kordenat, Dr. Amber-
son, Dr. Meyer
11. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight weeks). I.
Professor Dyas
13. Clinic.—Augustana Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight weeks). I.
Professor Percy
Required Courses—Fourth Year
20. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight
weeks). I. Professor Hedblom
21. Surgical Diagnosis.—1. {eight weeks). I. Professor Humiston
22. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight
weeks). I. Dr. Seed
23. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight
weeks). I. Dr. Koucky
24. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period (ei^/i/ tceefcs). I.
Professor Dyas
25. Clinic.—Washington Boulevard Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight weeks). I.
26. Surgical Pathology.—Laboratory. One two-hour period, {eight weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Nadeau, Dr. Head
28. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight weeks). I.
Associate Professor de Tarnowskt
32. Clinic.—^Augustana Hospital. One two-hour period {eight weeks). I.
Professor Percy
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33. Clinic.—St. Luke's Hospital. One two-hour period, {eight weeks). I.
Assistant Professors Jones, McArthtte
36. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period {eighX weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Jirka
Elective Courses—Third and Fourth Years
60. Principles of Surgery.—^A review course. 2. I. Dr. Mora
51. Regional Surgery.—A review coiu*se. 2. I.
52. Operative Surgery of the Abdomen.—1. I. Dr. Graham, Dr. Braude
53. Surgery of Fractures.—2. I. Dr. Crile
54. Preoperative and Postoperative Treatment.—1. I.
Assistant Professor Nadeau
55. Anaesthesia, Blood Transfusion, Surgical Dressings, and Bandaging.—
Individual instruction and demonstration. 1. I. Dr. Head
56. Special Features.—Lectures, recitations, conferences. 2. I.
Assistant Professor Davenport
57. Surgical Diagnosis.—1. I. Dr. Kordenat
58. Surgery of the Central Nervous System.—1. I.
Assistant Professor Davenport
59. Surgery of the Neck.—1. I. Dr. Seed
60. Surgery of the Thorax.—1. I. Professor Hedblom, Dr. Head
61. Surgery of the Abdomen.—1. I. Professor Humiston
62. Surgery of Hernia.—Lectures, lantern slide demonstration.—1. I.
Associate Professor Andrews
63. Surgery of Fractures.—1. L Professor Thomas
64. Surgery of the Spleen and Anaemias.—1. I. Professor Percy
65. Surgical Diseases of the Bladder.—1. I. Professor McKenna
66. Operative Surgery on the Cadaver.—Regional Surgical Anatomy. Indi-
vidual demonstration. One two-hour period. I. Dr. Crile
67. Seminar.—Intensive study of a subject of the student's own selection. One
two-hour period. I. Associate Professor Andrews
68. Operative Surgery on Animals.—One two-hour period. I. Dr. Koucky
69. Regional Surgical Anatomy;—One two-hour period. I. Dr. Crilb
70. Research on Assigned Problems for those Qualified.
Professor Hedblom and staff
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Surgery.—One to three units. Professor Hedblom
GENITO-URINARY SURGERY
Required Courses—Third Year
3. Practice.—Conferences, recitations. In sections. 1. I.
Professor McKenna, Assistant Professors Herrold, O'Conor, Dr. Van Hazel
5. Clinic.—Dispensary. In sections. Three two-hour periods (three weeks). I.
Professor McKenna, Dr. Van Hazel, Dr. Hirsch
Required Courses—Fourth Year
12. Clinic.—Washington Boulevard Hospital. One two-hour period (four weeks). I.
Assistant Professor O'Conor
13. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period (Jour
weeks). I. Professor McKenna
Summary of Hours 191
Elective Cotjhses—Third and Fourth Years
50. Advanced Genito-Urinary Surgery.—1. I.
Professor McKenna, Assistant Professor Herrold, Dr. Hirsch
51. Surgery of the Genito-Urinary Tract.—1. I.
Professor McKenna, Assistant Professor O'Conor
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Required Courses—Third Year
3. Practice.—Conferences, recitations. 1. I.
Professor Thomas, Assistant Professor Hobart, Dr. Murphy, Dr. Hauser, Dr.
Marshall
5. CuNic.—St. Luke's Hospital. 2. I.
Professor Thomas, Assistant Professor Hobart, Dr. Hauser
15. Clinic—Dispensary. Three two-hour periods (three weeks). I.
Professor Thomas, Assistant Professor Hobart, Dr. Murphy, Dr. Hauser, Dr.
Marshall
Elective Course—Fourth Year
50. Special Topics in Surgery of Joints.—1. I. Professor Thomas, Dr. Hauser
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*Noc to b€ given after 1928-29.
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
I
For the faculty of the College of Dentistry, see pages 40-41 ; for admission,
see page 64; for the building used by the College, see page 49; for fees, see
page 84; for scholarships, see page 8L
The College of Dentistry is located in the clinical center of Chicago, at
Harrison and Honore streets, opposite Cook County Hospital. Adjoining
it on the north is the University of Illinois College of Medicine, and on the
west the West Side Hospital. Within a few blocks are a majority of the
metropohtan hospitals and professional schools.
Students who meet the requirements for admission to the University
and who have studied dentistrj' in any college accredited to the University
for not less than one year, may be admitted to advanced standing. Such
students are required to meet all the conditions of the curriculum of the
College.
Graduates of colleges of medicine accredited to the University may be
admitted to the College and given credit for one year in time and for all satis-
factorily completed courses which are required by the College.
Students holding credits other than those listed above should com-
municate with the Dean for further information.
Requirements for Graduation.—The requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Dental Surgery are as follows:
1. Completion of the work of the curriculum with a grade of 75 percent
or more in at least 75 percent of the subjects of the entire course. (The
curriculum covers four years of coUege work.)
2. Settlement of all obligations to the University.
Curricula and Degrees.—/. A Five-Year Curriculum.—One year in
a recognized college of liberal arts and sciences followed by four years in the
College of Dentistry. The work of the first year must include the following
prescribed subjects: Chemistry, six semester hours; Biology or Physics, six
semester hours; English, six semester hours; Electives, twelve semester hours.
On the completion of the fourth year in the College of Dentistry the degree
of Doctor of Dental Surgery is conferred.
2. A Six-Year Curriculum.—Two years in a recognized college of Uberal
arts and sciences followed by four years in the College of Dentistry. The
work of the two years in the arts and sciences must include certain pre-
scribed subjects and must have been preceded by 15 units acquired in an
accredited high school. On the completion of the first two years in the College
of Dentistry, students will receive the degree of Bachelor of Science; and
on the completion of the fourth year in the College of Dentistry, they will
receive the degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery.
Requirements for Six-Year Course.—/. High-School Requirements.—
English, 3 units^; Algebra, 1 unit; Plane Geometry, 1 unit; Physics with
laboratory work, 1 unit; Electives, 9 units.
2. College Requirements.—Two years in a recognized college or university
iSee definition of iinit, page 65.
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with a minimum of sixty semester hours, distributed as follows: Chemistry,
12 semester hours^; Physics, 6 semester hours; Biology, 8 semester hours;
English, 6 semester hours; German, French, Spanish, or Italian, 6 semester
hours; Electives (not including chemistry, physics, or biology), 6 semester
hours; Free electives, 16 semester hours.
Change in Entrance Requirements.—For students entering in Sep-
tember, 1929, and thereafter, two years (sixty semester hours) in a college
of liberal arts and sciences will be required. The sixty hours must include
chemistry, eight semester hours (including not less than four semester hours
of quaUtative analysis); biology or physics, six semester hours; English,
six semester hours; electives, forty semester hours.
License to Practice in England.—The Council of the Royal College of
Surgeons, in London, has added the College of Dentistry of the University to
the list of dental schools recognized by the College. The Royal College will
exempt graduates in dental surgery of the University from the preliminary
science examination for the License in Dental Surgery, and will accept such
parts of the curriculum for the License as are completed in the College of
Dentistry of the University toward the curriculum of studies required for
a license.
Honorary Research Assistants.—Students may, during the last year
of their course, be permitted to pursue advanced work in a department,
provided, first, that they have shown special aptitude; and, second, that
their previous work has been of a sufficiently high grade. If at the end of
the last year's work the student's application and attainment are regarded
as of a sufficiently high character, he may be awarded an honorary research
assistantship.
Infirmary.—A large part of the senior course is devoted to practical
dentistry, and for this purpose an Infirmary is provided. The Infirmary
is supplied with modern accessories, and there are windows on three sides,
as well as sky-lights overhead, so that all work may be done by daylight.
Library.—The library of the Chicago departments is in the Medical
Research building. In this Ubrary there are 35,300 volumes, including a
comprehensive collection of works on dental and allied subjects. All standard
dental journals are kept on file, and there is a representative collection of
works in literature, standard and modern, for the use of classes in English
in the College of Dentistry. The library, in charge of a librarian and assistant,
is open from 9a. m. to5p. m., and room is provided for students desirous of
employing their study periods in the library.
>By a semester hour of college credit is meant the work of a class meeting once a week for a semester of
18 weeks. Sixty semester hours represent ordinarily two years of college work.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN DENTISTRY
ANATOMY, HISTOLOGY, EMBRYOLOGY
10-11. Systematic Anatomy.—Lectures, demonstrations, recitations, and seminar,
1; laboratory, two three-and-a-half-hour periods. I and IL
Assistant Professor Cooper and assistants
7. General Histology.—Lectures or quiz, 1; laboratory, two two-and-a-half-hour
periods. I. Assistant Professor Schour, Miss Schwab
8. Dental Histology and Embryology.—Lecture, recitation or seminar, 1; lab-
oratory, two two-and-a-half-hour periods. II.
Assistant Professor Schour, Miss Schwab
Elective Course
51. Embryology of the Dental System.—Open to graduate students and students
who present vertebrate zoology for entrance. Lectures or quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-
hour periods. I. Assistant Professor Schour, Miss Schwab
54. Advanced Anatomy of the Head and Neck.—Open to fourth year students.
Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, one three-hour period. II.
Assistant Professor Cooper and assistants
CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGY
6. Qualitative Analysis.—Lecture or recitation, 1; laboratory, two two-and-a-
half-hour periods. I. Dr. Colb
9. Organic Chemistry.—Lectures, demonstrations, and conferences, 2; laboratory,
two three-hour periods. II.
Associate Professor Bergeim, Dr. Cole, Mr. Boor, Mr. Johnson
Prerequisite: Chemistry 6 or its equivalent.
12. Physiological Chemistry.—Lectures, demonstrations, and conferences, 2;
laboratory, two two-and-a-half-hour periods. I.
Assistant Professor Bergeim, Mr. Boor
Prerequisites: Chemistry 6 and 9 or their equivalents.
Elective Courses
52. Metallurgy.—^Lecture or conferences, 2; laboratory, one four-hour period. II.
Professor Welker
Prerequisites: Chemistry 6 or its equivalent.
53. Quantitative Analysis.—Lectures and conferences, 2; laboratory, two three-
hour periods. Mr. Johnson
Prerequisite: Chemistry 6 or its equivalent.
55. Metallurgy.—An advanced course. Professor Welker
Prerequisite: Metallurgy 52.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with scientific training for research
under the direction of a member of the staff.
CHILDREN'S CLINIC
Children's Clinic.—Students assigned in groups. I and II.
Dr. Gerlach and assistant
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DENTAL JURISPRUDENCE
3. Dental Jurisprxtdence.—Lectures, 1. I. Mr. Bbothehs
ENGLISH
3. Dental Seminar.—1. I. Mrs. Talbot
5. Public Speaking.—1. I. Mrs. Talbot
7. Ethics.—1. I. Mrs. Talbot
8. Seminar.—1. II. Mrs. Talbot
9-10. Dental Seminar.—1. I and II. Mrs. Talbot
CJoRRELATivE CouRSES—Individual consultations and occasional class meetings;
papers prepared for other courses. Mrs. Talbot
MATERIA MEDICA, PHARMACOLOGY, AND THERAPEUTICS
1. Hygiene.—^The essentials of hygiene. Mouth examination and diagnosis. Lec-
ture, 1, I. Associate Professor Blaynet
3. Materia Medica and Therapeutics.—Lectures, 2. I.
Associate Professor Blayney, Dr. Wach
5. Pharmaco-Dynamics.—Demonstrations and laboratory exercises. One two-hour
period. II. Professor McGuigan, Dr. Ets and assistants
Prerequisite: Materia Medica and Therapeutics 3.
6. Preventive Dentistry and Sanitation.—Lectures, 1. II.
Associate Professor Blayney, Miss Ellingson
9-10, Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and II.
Members of the staff
Prerequisite: Operative Dentistry 11-12.
11-12. Therapeutics.—Seminar, lectures, and recitations, 2. I and II.
Associate Professor Blayney; Dr. Kesel
Prerequisite: Pharmaco-Dynamics 5.
13-14. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and II.
Members of the staff
Prerequisites: Clinical Practice 9-10.
Elective Course
52. Reactions of Periapical Tissues to Treatment.—Course limited to ten
students acceptable to the department. Lectures and laboratory, 2. II.
Associate Professor Blayney
Prerequisite: Clinical Practice 13.
MEDICINE
1. Physical Diagnosis and Nutrition.—Lecture and clinic, one two-hour period.
I. Professor Hess
2. General Medicine.—Lecture and clinic, one two-hour period. II.
Professor Williamson
4. Dermatology.—Lecture and clinic. 1. (eight weeks). II.
Professor Senear, Dr. Wien
5-6. Medicine.—CUnic and ward walks, one two-hour period. I and II.
Professor Williamson
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OPERATIVE DENTISTRY
3-4. Dental Anatomy.—Lecture or quiz, 1. I and II. Laboratory, one three-hour
period. I, II. Dr. Humble and assistants
11-12. Technic.—Lecture and quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-hour periods. I and
II. Lecture, 1, bi-weekly. II. Associate Professor Nylander; Dr. Krejci, Dr. Humble
Prerequisites: Dental Anatomy 3 and 4.
15-16. Operative Dentistry.—Principles of practice; lecture, 1, bi-weekly. I and
II. Professor Gallie; Associate Professor Nylander
Prerequisites: Technic 11-12.
17-18. Clinical Practice.—Diagnosis. Conferences and demonstrations to groups.
I and II. Members of the staff
Prerequisites: Technic 11-12.
19. Radiographic Interpretation.—Lecture, 1, bi-weekly. I. Dr. Lilja
21-22. Clinical Observations, Office Equipment and Management.—Lecture
1, bi-weekly. I and II. Professor Gallie
25-26. Clinical Practice.—Continuation of courses 17-18 with emphasis on the
more difficult cases. Practical examinations. I and II. Members of the staff
Prerequisites: Clinical practice 17-18.
ORAL AND PLASTIC SURGERY AND PATHOLOGY
5. Oral Pathology.—Lectures, recitations, demonstrations, 1 ; laboratory, one three-
hour period, I. Professors Moorehead, Schultz; Dr. Ladd and assistants
11-12. Oral Surgery.—Recitation and conference, 1. I and II.
Professors Moorehead, Schultz
15-16. Oral Surgery.—Clinic; two two-hour periods. I and II.
Professors Moorehead, Schultz; Miss Riekb
19-20. Extracting Clinic.—Six three-hour periods with groups. I and II.
Dr. Olech, Dr. Young, Miss Rieke
ORTHODONTIA
5. Orthodontia.—Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, two two-hour periods. II.
Associate Professor Sippy, Dr. Newell, and assistants
9. Orthodontia.—Lecture, 1. I. Professor Noyes; Associate Professor Sippy
11-12. Clinical Practice.—Case diagnosis and management; selection and ad-
justment of appUances; routine cases; groups of four. I and II. Members of the staff
52. Elective Course.—Lecture, 1. Laboratory, one two-hour period. II.
Professor Noyes; Associate Professor Sippy
PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
4. General Bacteriology.—Lectures, recitations, and demonstrations, 2; labora-
tory, two two-hour periods. I. Associate Professor Arnold and assistants
(7. General Pathology.—Lectures, recitations, and demonstrations, 3; laboratory,
two two-and-a-half-hour periods. I. Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Fennel and assistants
Prerequisite: Bacteriology 4.]
Elective Course
61. Advanced Laboratory and Research Work.—Open to a limited number of
qualified students. Professor Petersen; Associate Professors Fennel, Arnold
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PHYSIOLOGY
4. Human Physiology.—Lectures and recitations, 6; laboratory and demonstra-




2. Technic.—Lecture or quiz, 1 ; laboratory, two three-hour periods. II.
Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs, Dr. Galvin, Dr. Bradel
4. Ceramics.—Laboratory, one three-hour period. II.
Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs, Dr. Galvin, Dr. Bradel
5. Technic.—Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-and-a-half-hour periods. I.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs, Dr.
Galvin, Dr. Bradel
Prerequisites: Technic 2-4 and Ceramics 4.
6. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. Lecture, 1,
bi-weekly. II.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs
Prerequisite: Technic 5.
7-8. Diagnosis.—Lectures and demonstrations, 1, bi-weekly. I and II.
Professor Dittbiar; Associate Professor Tylman
Prerequisite: Clinical Practice 6.
9-10. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations. I and II.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs
Prerequisite: Clinical Practice 6.
Elective Course
62. Technic.—Porcelain and removable bridges. Associate I^rofessor Tylman
Prerequisite: Technic 5.
DENTURE
1-2. Technic.—Lecture, 1; laboratory, two two-and-a-half-hour periods. I and 11.
Associate Professors Kellogg, Kubacki; Dr. Kolar, Dr. Knudtzon
3-4. Technic.—Lecture, 1, I and II; laboratory, two two-and-a-half-hour periods.
I; one two-hour period. II.
Associate Professors Kellogg, Kubacki; Dr. Kolar, Dr. Knudtzon
Prerequisites: Technic 1-2.
5-6. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and II.
Lecture, 1, bi-weekly. II. Professor Dittmar; Associate Professors Kellogg, Kubacki
Prerequisites: Technic 3-4.
7-8. Prosthetic Dentistry.—Lecture, 1, bi-weekly. I and II. Professor Dittmab
Prerequisites: Clinical Practice 5-6.
9-10. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and II.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professors Kellogg, Kubacki
Prerequisites: Clinical Practice 5-6.
ROENTGENOLOGY
3. Roentgenology.—Clinical practice, demonstrations, and conferences, 2. I and
n. Miss Dame and assistant
TECHNICAL DRAYHNG




Ten Weeks Beginning June 15
Open to third and fourth year students, a comprehensive course in clinical practice,
embracing operative dentistry, denture, crown and bridge and ceramics, therapeutics, and
oral surgery.
Students may receive credits appljdng on either third or fourth year infirmary require-
ments. Hours, nine to twelve and one to four.
EXTENSION COURSES
Courses in the following subjects, open to legally quaUfied practitioners, are offered
beginning June 1, and continuing four weeks: Ceramics, Crown and Bridge, Denture,
Histology, Operative Dentistry, Oral Surgery, Therapeutics. In addition to the courses
offered in June, special arrangements may be made for courses at other times during the
year.
LECTURES AND LECTURE CLINICS
Lectures and lecture-clinics in the following subjects are offered to dental societies
and study-clubs throughout the state: Ceramics, Chemistry, Crown and Bridge, Denture,
Histology, Operative Dentistry, Oral Surgery, Orthodontia, Pathology, Therapeutics.
GRADUATE COURSES
Graduate students who are candidates for the degree of Master of Arts or Master of
Science may register for graduate courses in dentistry, subject to the rules and require-
ments of the Graduate School. (See page 161.)
1. ORAL SURGERY
107. Advanced Pathology.—Four times a week, both semesters. Two units.
Professor Davis; Associate Professor Fennel
105, Pathology of Mouth.—Twice a week, both semesters. One unit.
Professor Moorehead
117. Anatomy of Head and Neck.—Three times a week, one semester. One unit.
Professor Emmel*
111. Oral Surgery.—Twice a week, both semesters. One unit.
Professor Moorehead
Candidates for the master's degree in Oral Surgery are required to spend at least four
hours a week, both semesters, in clinical study and diagnosis.
2. ORTHODONTIA
117. Anatomy of Head and Neck.—Three times a week, one semester. One unit.
Professor Emmel^
109. Orthodontia.—Four times a week, both semesters. Two units.
Professor Noyes
• Candidates for the master's degree in Orthodontia are required to take clinical orth-
odontia, and to spend at least six hours a week in clinical practice and diagnosis.
^Deceased.
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General Clinics (Infirmary Prac.) .































































136 120 464 512 1232
^Pathology is not o£Fered in the year 1928-29; therefore it is not included in (he total hours.
*Pby8iology will not be offered in the third year after 1928-29.
Summary of the Curriculum
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136 104 496 544 1280 313^
'Pathology ia not offered in the year 1928-29.
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
For the faculty of the School of Pharmacy, see page 42; for admission,
see pages 65 and 55-70; for the building used by the School, see page 49; for
fees, see page 84; for scholarships ^ see page 81.
The School of Pharmacy was originally the Chicago College of Pharmacy
and was incorporated under that name September 5, 1859. In October,
1859, the first course of lectures was instituted. The first class, of two stu-
dents, was graduated in 1861. The College was formally united with the
University May 1, 1896, becoming the School of Pharmacy of the University
of Illinois.
The School of Pharmacy buildings are located at the corner of Wood and
Flournoy streets, in the great medical center of Chicago and close to the
Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry of the University.
Requirements for Graduation.—The candidate for the degree of
Pharmaceutical Chemist must be twenty-one years of age, and must have'
attended three annual courses of instruction, the first and second of which
may have been in some other recognized school of pharmacy. He must
have attended regularly the laboratory and lecture courses and have satis-
factorily finished the work required. Students who have successfully met
the scholarship requirement, but are lacking in age, will receive a certificate
and will be awarded the diploma when this requirement is satisfied.
State Registration.—The pharmacy law of Illinois requires all candi-
dates for the certificate of registered pharmacist to pass an examination
given by the Department of Registration and Education. Credit is given
as a part of the "practical experience in compounding drugs" required for
the actual time of attendance at a recognized school of pharmacy, but not
to exceed twenty-four months for registered pharmacist or twelve months
for registered assistant-pharmacist. Graduation from a recognized school
of pharmacy is required by law of all candidates for the certificate of reg-
istered pharmacist. The diploma of this school also admits to the pharmacy
examinations in other states where the graduation requirement is in force.
Fees and Expenses.—Fees are payable in advance. Students unable
to meet this requirement must make satisfactory arrangements with the
Secretary of the College of Medicine at the beginning of the course.
Board and lodging, within a convenient distance of the School, can be
had for from ten to fifteen dollars a week.
Curriculum and Degree.— Three-Year Curriculum.—The curriculum
in the School of Pharmacy extends over three years, and leads to the degree
of Pharmaceutical Chemist.
Equipment.—The capacity of the laboratories is 700 students, working
at one time.
The Ubrary contains over five thousand volumes, including, in addition
to works of reference, many rare books, and complete files of the leading
pharmaceutical journals.
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PHARMACY
First Year
1. Theoretical Pharmacy.—Three lectures and recitations each week. I.
Professor Snow; Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Balin, Mr. Reifler, Mr. Templeton
2. Pharmaceutical Physics.—One lecture or recitation and one laboratory period
of three hours each week. I.
Professor Snow; Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Balin, Mr. Reifler, Mr. Templeton
3. Arithmetic of Pharmacy.—Three lectures or recitations each week. I,
Mr. Balin, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Reifler, Mr. Templeton
4. Galenical Pharmacy and Introduction to Inorganic Pharmacy.—Three
lectures and recitations each week. II.
Professor Snow; Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Balin, Mr. Reifler, Mr. Templeton
5. Operative Pharmacy.—One lecture or recitation and one laboratory period
of three hours each week. II.
Professor Snow; Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Balin, Mr. Reifler, Mr. Templeton
Second Year
6. Galenical Pharmacy and the Pharmacy of the Inorganic Compounds.—
Three lectures and recitations each week, I,
Professor Snow; Mr. Martin, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Ocenasek
7. Dispensing.—One lecture or recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods
each week. I. Mr. Martin, Mr. Ocenasek
8. Organic Pharmacy.—Three lectures and recitations each week. II.
Professor Snow; Mr. Martin, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Ocenasek
9. Organic Pharmaceutical Preparations.—One lecture or recitation and two
three-hour laboratory periods each week. II. Mr. Martin, Mr. Ocenasek
Third Year
10. Operative Pharmacy.—Three lectures or recitations and two three-hour lab-
oratory periods each week. I.
Professor Snow; Assistant Professor Terry, Mr. Emig, Mr. Levin
11. Seminar.—One recitation each week. I.
Assistant Professor Terry; Mr. Emig, Mr. Levin
12. Seminar.—One recitation each week. II.
Assistant Professor Terry; Mr. Emig, Mr. Levin
13. Advanced Dispensing.—Three lectures or recitations and two three-hour lab-
oratory periods each week. II.
Professor Snow; Assistant Professor Terry; Mr. Emig, Mr. Levin
14. Dispensary Practice.—Fifty clock hours during the year. I or II.
Mr. Morrison, Mr. Shkolnik
CHEMISTRY
First Year
la. General Chemistry.—Three lectures or recitations and one four-hour labora-
tory period each week. I. Assistant Professor Davis; Mr. Patelski, Mr. Kirch
3. General Chemistry.—Four lectures or recitations each week. II.
Assistant Professor Davis; Mr. Patelski, Mr. Kirch
4. Qualitative Analysis.—One laboratory period of four hours each week. II.
Assistant Professor Davis; Mr. Patelski
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Second Year
5. Quantitative Analysis.—Two lectures, one three-hour and one four-hour lab-
oratory period each week. I. Mr. Clarke, Miss Rosenblum, Mr. Mintz
6. Theoretical Organic Chemistry.—Three lectures or recitations each week. I.
Professor Clark; Mr. Webster, Mr, Powers, Mr. Mintz
7. Quantitative Drug Analysis.—Two lectures or recitations, one three-hoiir and
one four-hour laboratory period each week. II.
Mr. Clarke, Miss Rosenblum, Mr. Mintz
8. Theoretical Organic Chemistry.—Three lectures and recitations each week. II.
Professor Clark; Mr. Webster, Mr. Powers, Mr. Mintz
Third Year
9. General Organic Chemistry.—Two lectures or recitations each week. I.
Professor Clark
10. Organic Preparations.—One lecture and two four-hour laboratory periods
each week. I. Mr. Webster, Mr. Powers
11. Advanced Drug Analysis.—One lecture and two four-hour laboratory periods
each week. II. Professor Clark; Mr. Webster, Mr. Powers
MATERIA MEDICA AND BOTANY
First Year
1. General Botany.—Three lectures or recitations and one laboratory period of
three hours each week. I.
Professors Day, Gathercoal; Miss Gallagher, Mr. Rcendeau
2. Physiology and Hygiene.—Three lectures or recitations each week. II.
Dr. Groot
3. Plant Histology.—One lecture or recitation and two three-hour laboratory
periods each week. II.
Professor Gathercoal; Mr. Owen, Miss Gallagher, Mr. Riendeau
Second Year
4. Materia Medica.—Three lectures or recitations each week. I.
Professor Day; Assistant Professor Wirth; Mr. Dorjahn
5. Pharmacognosy.—One recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods each
week. I. Assistant Professor Wirth; Mr. Dorjahn, Miss Stuchlik
6. Materia Medica.—Three lectures or recitations each week. II.
Professor Day; Assistant Professor Wirth; Mr. Dorjahn
7. Pharmacognosy.—One recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods each
week. II. Assistant Professor Wirth; Mr. Dorjahn, Miss Stuchlik
Third Year
8. Bacteriology.—Three lectures or recitations and three three-hour laboratory
periods each week. I or II.
Professor Gathercoal; Miss Meyer, Mr. Owen, Mr, Eyer
9. Materia Medica.—Three lectures or recitations each week. II.
Professor Day; Assistant Professor Wirth; Mr. Dorjahn
10. Pharmacognosy.—Two three-hour laboratory periods each week. I or II.




The arrangement of subjects in the Description of Courses is alphabetical.
The connections of allied departments are indicated by cross references.
Following the description of each course of instruction will be found the
requirements, if any, for admission to that particular course. The sequence
indicated by these prerequisites must be followed. For instance, under
Art and Design 14b, Apphed Design, the prerequisites given are Art and
Design 12 and 14a. These two courses must be completed before Course
14b may be taken.
If a course not required for gi-aduation is selected by fewer than five
students it may be withdrawn for the semester.
Graduate courses are numbered upward from 100.
Credit is reckoned, for undergraduate students^ in semester hours, or simply
hours. An hour is one class period a week for one semester or the equivalent
in laboratory, shop, or drawing room.
The semester or semesters that the course is offered and the number of
hours each semester for which the course counts are shown after each course,
thus: I and II; (2). The Roman figures indicate semesters; the Arabic num-
erals in parentheses indicate hours of credit for each semester for under-
graduates.
Credit for first-year graduate students, candidates for the master's degree,
is counted in units. * A unit course is one which requires ten hours of time
a week through one semester, irrespective of the distribution of that time
in class work, laboratory work, and private study; four such courses or their
equivalent constitute a full minimum program for one semester. The unit
values of graduate courses (numbered 100 and upward) are indicated in
the following pages. Courses of the intermediate groups "for graduates
and advanced undergraduates" are in general (unless otherwise specified
by the department concerned) evaluated as follows for graduate credit:
(a) courses open only to students having at least senior standing, 1 unit for
a 4-hour or 5-hour course, ^ unit for a 1-hour, 2-hour, or 3-hour course;
(b) courses open to juniors, j^ unit for a 4-hour or 5-hour course; 3^ unit
for a 1-hour, 2-hour, or 3-hour course.
For second-year and third-year graduate students, candidates for the doctor's
degree, no record of units is kept.
The omission of a course for the current year is indicated by enclosing
the entire description of such a course in brackets.
Courses given in the sunmier session of 1928 are indicated by the initial
letter S preceding the number and are grouped by departments after the
courses given during the winter.
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ACCOUNTANCY
(See Business Organization and Operation.)
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXTENSION
4. Lectures for Freshmen.—Required of first-year students who have never done
university work. Credit given to agricultural freshmen only. I; (1).





8. Forage Crops.—Adaptation, culture, utilization, and preservation. Lectures;
discussions; assigned readings. II; (3). Assistant I*rofes8or Pleper
Prerequisite: Agronomy 25.
12. Soil Ferttlitt.—Permanent maintenance; effect of soil treatment and cropping
systems on productive capacity of soils. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. I; (3).
Professor DeTurk; Mr. Crane
Prerequisite: Chemistry 22; Agronomy 9.
14. Grain Grading and Marketing.—(For students who plan to enter the grain
or seed business.) Sampling, inspection, and grading by Federal Grain Standards; methods
and problems of marketing. Lectures; laboratory. Inspection trip required; cost about
$15. I; (3). Mr. Rickey; Assistant Professor Piepeb
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Agronomy 25.
18a-k. Investigation with Thesis.—(Continuous throughout the year; credit not
given for either semester separately.) (5).
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including not less than 20 hours pertinent
to thesis problem; approval of head of department.
(a-b). Soil Fertility. Professor DeTurk
(c-d). Soil Physics. Professor Smith
(e-f). Soil Biology. Assistant Professor Sears
(g-h). Plant Breeding. Associate Professor Woodworth
(j-k). Field Crops. Professor Burlison
25. Farm Crops.—Production and harvesting of common farm crops; means of
improvement; diseases, insects, weeds, and their control; seed purity and germination;
market grades of grain; grain judging. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Pieper; Mr. Matlock
Prerequisite: Botany 5.
28. Soils.—Origin, formation, and nature of soils; kinds of soils and their properties;
increase and maintenance of productive capacity; amendments, fertilizers, management
practices, and cropping systems. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. Field trip required; cost
not to exceed $1. I and II; (5).
Professor DeTurk; Assistant Professor Wimeh; Mr. Harland, Mr. Crane, Mr.
Stauffer
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5; Geology 44.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Advanced Crop Production.—Ecological behavior of farm crops. Lectures;
assigned reading. II; (3). Professor Burlison; Assistant Professor Dungan
Prerequisite: Agronomy 25.
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10. Special Work m Soil Physics.—Soil character; soil groups of the world; soil
geography; physical properties of soils. Lectures; assigned reading; laboratory. II; (3).
Professor Smith; Assistant Professor Wimer
Prerequisite: Agronomy 28 or equivalent.
11. Soil Biology.—Micro-organisms of the soil in relation to fertility; nitrogen
fixation, assimilation, and preservation. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. II; (5).
Assistant Professor Sears; Mr. Clark
Prerequisite: Agronomy 12 or 28; Bacteriology 5a and 5b, or Bacteriology 20.
13. Theory and Practice of Soil Fertility Maintenance.—Chemistry of plant
growth; utilization of plant-food materials; special methods of analysis and problems in
laboratory and greenhouse. I; (3). Assistant Professor Sears
Prerequisite: Agronomy 12 or 28.
22. Plant Breeding.—Crop improvement. Lectures; assigned reading; demon-
strations. I; (3). Associate Professor Woodworth; Mr. Mumm
Prerequisite: Zoology 16.
Courses for Graduates
101. Soil Investigations.—Fertility; methods of investigation; interpretation of
results; experimental error and its control. Lectures; outside reading. I; {I unit).
Professor DeTurk
104. Seminar in Agronomy.—I and II; (% unit). Heads of divisions
111. Soil Biology.—Biochemical and bacteriological methods. Lectures; assigned
readings. I; {% to 1 unit).^ Professor DeTurk
112. Advanced Plant Breeding.—Biometry; field plot technic; statistical treat-
ment of experimental data; cytology; plant genetics; problems in selection and hybridiz-
ation. Lectures. II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Woodworth
114. Crop Production.—Ecology; methods and results of investigations. I and II;
(% to 2 units).
^
Professor Burlison
118. Research.—Special problems. I and II; {^2^0 4 units). ^ Heads of divisions






1. Introduction to Animal Husbandry.—Elementary livestock judging. Re-
quired of students not having had livestock judging in high school. (No credit allowed
to juniors and seniors.) I and II; (2). Mr. Crawford
3. Livestock Judging.—Judging horses, beef cattle, sheep, and swine. I; (5).
Associate Professor Snapp
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 1 or equivalent.
6. Livestock Management.—Breeding, feeding, and management of horses, beef
cattle, sheep, and swine. II; (5). Professor Edmonds
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21. It is recommended that Farm Management 1
be taken previously or concurrently.
,
»In reentering for a course with variable unite, a tudent must put down on hii etudy-liBt not the poeBible
unita as shown here, but the number of unite for which he intends to take the couree; i.e., not J4 to 4 unite
but Ji, or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4 units.
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9a-v. Investigation with Thesis.—(Continuous throughout the year; credit is
not given for either semester separately.)
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including 20 hours pertinent to the thesis
problem; and the approval of the head of the department. (5).
(a-b). Beef Cattle. Professor Rusk; Associate Professor Snapp
(c-d). Horses. Professor Edmonds
(e-f). Sheep. Assistant Professor Kammlade
(g-h). Swine. Professor Carroll
(j-k). Poultry. Professor Card
(1-m). Animal Nutrition. Professor Mitchell
(n-p). Animal Breeding. Associate Professor Roberts
(q-r). Animal Pathology. Professor Graham
(s-t). Meats. Associate Professor Bull
(u-v). Marketing. Associate Professor Ashbt
12, Special Problems.—I and II; (5). Members of the department
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work; approval of the head of the department.
21. Principles of Feeding.—I and II; (3). Associate Professor Bull; Mr. Olson
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5; Animal Husbandry 1.
34. Anatomy and Physiology, and Non-Contagious and Parasitic Diseases of
Farm Animals.—Lectures; readings, quizzes. I; (3).
Professor Graham; Mr. Hectorne
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21.
35. Animal Hygiene; Sanitation; Contagious Diseases of Farm Animals.—Lec-
tures; readings, quizzes. II; (2). Professor Graham; Mr. Hectorne
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 34; Bacteriology 5a.
36. Meat.—Physical and chemical composition, nutritive value, economy, selection,
and utilization of different cuts. Lectures and demonstrations. I; (2).
Associate Professor Bull
37. Poultry Management.—Lectures; readings, quizzes. II; (3).
Professor Card; Mr. Barrett
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21.
38. Poultry Breeds and Judging.—From the students in this class will be chosen
the team to represent the University in the Annual Mid-West Inter-Collegiate Student
Poultry Judging Contest. This class will visit a nearby poultry show; estimated cost of
trip, $10. I; (2). Professor Card; Mr. Barrett
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 37.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Principles OF Animal Nutrition.—Lectures; recitations. I; (5). Mr. Hamilton
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work including Animal Husbandry 21 and Chem-
istry 22 and 32.
10. Meat.—Farm butchering; cutting, curing, and care of meats. The relation of
the live animal to the dressed carcass. The class will visit a Chicago packing house;
estimated cost of trip, $15. II; (3). Associate Professor Bull; Mr. Olson
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21 and 36.
22. Advanced Stock Judging.—From the students in this class will be chosen the
team to represent the University in the Annual Inter-Collegiate Student Judging Contest.
I; (3). Heads of divisions
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3.
24. Meat.—Special problems. I; (2 to 5).* Associate Professor Bull; Mr. Olson
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 10.
25. Beef Production.—I; (3). Professor Rusk; Associate Professor Snapp
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandly 3 and 6.
•In registering for a course with variable credit hours a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to
6, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 6.
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26. Pork Production.—I; (3). Professor Carroll
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3 and 6.
27. Sheep Husbandry.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Kammladb
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3 and 6.
28. History of Breeds of Live Stock.—Lectures; readings; problems. II; (3).
Heads of divisions
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3. It is recommended that this course precede
Animal Husbandry 22.
29. Systems of Live-Stock Farming.—Physical and economic factors; economic
organization. The class visits some of the live stock farms included in the cost accoimting
investigations conducted by the departments of Animal Husbandry and Farm Organiza-
tion and Management; estimated cost of trips, $10. II; (2). Associate Professor Wilcox
Prerequisite: Farm Management 1; Animal Husbandly 6.
31. Advanced Course in Animal Nutrition.—Physiology; factors affecting meta-
bolism. Lectures; quizzes; readings. II; (3). Professor Mitchell
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 7.
32. Marketing Live Stock.—II; (2). Associate Professor Ashby
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work; Animal Husbandry 3.
33. Horse Production.—II; (3). Professor Edmonds; Mr. Crawford
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3 and 6.
39. Poultry Production.—Breeding, incubation, brooding, and rearing. Lec-
tures; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Card
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 37.
40. Economics op Poultry Keeping.—I; (3). Professor Card
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 38 and 39.
4L Animal Breeding.—Domestication; physiology of reproduction; heredity;
systems of breeding; selection. Lectures; demonstrations; laboratory. II; (3).
Associate Professor Roberts
Prerequisite: Zoology 15 or equivalent.
Courses for Graduates
Students entering graduate work in animal husbandry must have had a thorough training
in the fundamental principles of the subject, either in connection with or in addition to a
course of study in agriculture substantially equivalent to that offered in this University.
103. Experiaient Station Problems.—Objects, methods, and sources of error in
experimental work. II; (% unit). Professor Mumford
110. Animal Nutrition.—Biochemistry, digestion, metabolism of proteins. I, H;
(% unit). Professors Mitchell, Grindley
112a-f. Research.—I, II; (1 to 2 units). '^ These courses may be taken during the
summer by special p)ennission.
a. Economic Factors Involved in Meat Production. Professor Rusk
b. Systems of Live-Stock Farming. Associate Professor Case
[c. The Valuation of Pedigrees.—Not given, 1928-29.]
d. Animal Nutrition. Professor Mitchell
e. Animal Breeding. Associate Professor Roberts
f. Poultry Husbandry. Professor Card
117. Animal Breeding.—Physiology of reproduction; fertiUty; heredity. I, II;
(/ unit). Associate Professor Roberts
118. Animal Nutrition Seminar.—I, II; {% unit). Professor Mitchell
119. Laboratory Methods in Animal Nutrition.—I, II; (% to 1 unit).^
Professor Mitchell
120. Laboratory Methods in the Diagnosis of Animal Diseases.—I, II; {% io
1 unil).^ Professor Graham
•In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the poe-
dble units as shown here, but the niunber of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not ^ to 2




11. History of Akchitecture.—(Non-technical.) Architectural form from early
times down to the Renaissance. Illustrated lectures; readings; semester reports. I; (3).
Professor Newcomb
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Not open to students expecting a degree in
Architecture.
12. History of Architecttjre.—(Non-technical.) Renaissance and modem archi-
tecture. Illustrated lectures; readings; semester reports. II; (3). Professor Newcomb
Prerequisite: Architecture 11.
13. 14, 15, 16, 18. History op Architecture (for architects and architectural engi-
neers).—The evolution of architectural forms from the Egyptian period to modem times.
Illustrated lectures; readings; quizzes; reports. 13, 15-1; 14, 16, 18-11; (2).
Professor Newcomb; Assistant Professor O'Donnell
Prerequisite: Architecture 31 and 32 for architects. Sophomore standing for ar-
chitectural engineers. Courses must be taken in sequence.
23-24. Freehand Drawing.—Charcoal drawing from the cast. Water color work.
I and II; (2). Mr. Kennedy
Prerequisite: Architecture 32. The courses must be taken in sequence.
25. Freehand Drawing.—Arrangement of form and color; rhythm and sequence;
harmony and contrast. I; (2). Assistant Professor Bailey
Prerequisite: Architecture 24.
26. Freehand Drawing.—Charcoal, pen, pencU, and water color drawing from
the cast and still-life. Out-of-door sketching. II; (2). Assistant Professor Bailey
Prerequisite: Architecture 25.
27. Freehand Drawing.—Figure drawing from the cast and from life. I; (2).
Assistant Professor Bailey
Prerequisite: Architecture 26.
28. Freehand Drawing.—Life drawing. I or II; (2).
Assistant Professor Bailey
Prerequisite: Architecture 27.
31. ABCHirECTURAL AND Freehand DRAWING.—Instruments, pen, pencil, and
brush; lettering; shades and shadows; perspective. Charcoal drawing from the cast. I; (4).
Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Love, Mr. Horner
Prerequisite: Registration in General Engineering Drawing 2.
32. Architectxjral and Freehand Drawing.—Elements of architecture; walls,
moldings, doors, windows, the Orders, vaults, roofs, stairs. Wash rendering, charcoal
drawing from the cast. Lectures and sketching. II; (4).
Mr. LovB, Mr. Horner, Mr. Hogan
Prerequisite: Architecture 31.
33-34. Design.—(Elementary). Rendered order and sketch problems. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Bailey; Mr. Love
Prerequisite: Architecture 32. These courses must be taken in sequence.
35-36. Design.—(Intermediate). Rendered plan and sketch problem. I and II; (5).
Mr. Hartell, Mr. Fjelde
Prerequisite: Architecture 34; registration in Architecture 65, 66. These courses
must be taken in sequence.
37. Design.—(Advanced). Original design. I; (7). Professor Dillenback; Mr. Beals
Prerequisite: Architecture 36.
38. Advanced Design.—I or II; (7). Professor Dillenback; Mr. Beals
Prerequisite: Architecture 37.
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43. Technology of Materials.—Growth, cutting, seasoning, working, and finish-
ing of woods; detailing on large scale; floors, walls, roofs, doors, windows, cornices, stairs,
wainscoting, cabinet-work, interior finish; working drawings. I; (3).
Mr. Lescher, Mr. Spangler
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 2, Architecture 31, 32, for students in
the Department of Architecture; consent of the instructor for others.
44. Technology op Materials.—Materials for stone masonry; kinds of masonry
and external finish; tools for stone cutting; brick masonry; terra cotta; columns, beams,
girders, and footings; joints and connections. Working drawings. II; (3).
Mr. Lescher, Mr. Spangler
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 2; Architecture 32, 43, for students in
the Department of Architecture; consent of the instructor for others.
45. Graphic Statics.—Trussed roofs; steel and masonry arches, domes. Graphic
representation of reactions, bending moments, shear and deflection in beams. (For ar-
chitects.) I; (3). Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 16,
46. Graphic Statics.—Wooden and steel roofs; determination of section of mem-
bers; design of joints; mill and steel skeleton construction. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Architecture 45.
65. Btjilding Sanitation.—Plumbing; water closets; drains and systems of water
supply; sewage disposal. (For architects.) Recitations; lectures; designs for special
problems. II; (1). Mr. Lescher
Prerequisite: Physics 9a-9b, lOa-lOb; Architecture 43, 44.
59. Domestic Architecture.—(Given in connection with Home Economics 2.)
Lectures; criticism. I; (2). Assistant Professor Foster
60a. Special Lectures.—(For architects.) II; (2). Associate Professor Palmer
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
65-66. Theory of Architecture.—Influence of function on form, plan, and eleva-
tion; problem analysis. Lectures; research; exercises. I and II; (1). Mr. Fjelde
Prerequisite: Registration in Architecture 35 or 36. These courses must be taken
in sequence.
67. Theory of Form.—Arrangement of form; architectural ornament and com-
position, proportion, and balance. II; (2). Mr. Hogan
Prerequisite: Senior standing in architecture.
68. Specifications.—General and special clauses; contracts; practice in writing
several sets; relations of the architect, owner, and builder; office organization; building
ordinances; ethics. (For architects.) I; (3). Professor Provine
Prerequisite: Senior standing in architecture.
71. Architectural Elements.—(For those interested in general architectural
forms and presentation.) The use of drawing instruments, lettering, shades and shadows.
Simple motifs. Pencil and charcoal drawing from objects and from simple casts. Outline
and proportion. I; (4). Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Crane
Prerequisite: Not open to students expecting a degree in Architecture.
72. Architectural Elements.—The orders of architecture and their application
to simple design problems. Pencil and charcoal drawing from casts of architectural orna-
ment. II; (4). Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Crane
Prerequisite: Architecture 71.
75. Frame Construction Details.—For Landscape Students—Characteristics and
uses of various woods. Lectures and drafting room work involving details of construction
for garden fences, gates, pergolas, shelters. I; (3). Assistant Professor Foster
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Not open to students in the Department of
Architecture.
76. Masonry Construction Details.—For Landscape Students—Materials used
in masonry construction, stone, brick, terra cotta, tile, and other materials as appUed to
walks, walls, gateways, shelters, and similar subjects. Lectures and drafting room work.
II; (3). Assistant Professor Foster
Prerequisite: Architecture 75.
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97-98. Thesis.—I and II; (7). Professor Ddolenback
99. Inspection Tkip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
B. ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
33. Akchitecttjral Drawing.—Lettering; elements of architecture; walls, mould-
ings, windows, doors, shades and shadows, perspective, the Orders, vaults, roofs, stairs;
wash rendering, stereotomy, charcoal drawing from the cast. Lectures; sketching. I; (3).
Mr. Crane
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1, or 4, and 2.
34. Design.—(Elementary.) Rendered order and sketch problems; library research.
II; (3). Mr. Crane
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 33.
35-36. Design.—(Intermediate.) Rendered plan and sketch problems; library re-
search. I and II; (3). Mr. Reeve
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 34. The courses must be taken in sequence.
43. Technology op Materials.—See Architecture 43. (For architectural engi-
neers.) I; (2). Mr. Lescher, Mr. Spangler
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1, 2.
44. Technology of Materials.—See Architecture 44. II; (2).
Mr. Lescher, Mr. Spangler
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 33, 43; General Engineering Drawing 1, 2.
45. Graphic Statics.—^AppUcation to forces; beams imder fixed and moving loads.
I; (3). Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20; registration in Theoretical and
Apphed Mechanics 25.
46. Advanced Graphic Statics.—Analysis of masonry arches, domes, and vaults;
large and unusual forms of roof trusses. II; (3). Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 45.
47. Architectural Engineering.—Design and working drawings of trusses, mem-
bers and joints, plate girders, chimneys; investigations of wind bracing. I; (5).
Associate Professor Palmer; Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Apphed Mechanics 26; Architectural Engineering 44,
46.
48. Architectural Engineering.—Footings; framed structures; working drawings.
II; (5). Associate Professor Palmer; Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 47.
57. Fireproof Construction.—Reinforced concrete and other forms of fireproof
construction. I; (2). Associate Professor Palmer
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 26; Architectural Engineering 44,
46; registration in Architectural Engineering 47.
58. Fireproof Construction.—(Continuation of first semester's work.) II; (2).
Associate Professor Palmer
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 47, 57; registration in Architectural Engi-
neering 48.
67. Building Sanitation.—See Architecture 55. (For architectural engineers.)
Recitations; lectures; quizzes; designs for sp)ecial problems. II; (2). Mr. Lescher
Prerequisite: Physics la-3a, lb-3b; Architectural Engineering 43 and 44.
68. Estimates and Specifications.—Estimating; contracts; specifications; general
and special clauses; relations of architect, owner, and builder. (For architectural engi-
neers.) II; (4). Professor Provine
Prerequisite: Senior standing in architectural engineering.
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
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Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in architecture presupposes the fuU undergraduate course
in that subject. Semi-weekly conferences are held and additional instruction given in
all coiu"ses as may be required.
101. Architectural Construction.—Design of special structures. I and II;
{% to 1 unit).^ Professor Proving; Associate Professor Palmer
103. Advanced Architectural Graphics.—I and II; (/ to 2 units)}
Professor Provine; Associate Professor Palmer
104. Architectural Design.—Advanced course. I and II; {1 to 4 units)}
Professor Dillenback
105. Architectural Practice.—Contracts, specifications, and office methods. I
and II; (4i to % unit)} Professor Provine
106. Architectural History.—Special research. I and II; {% to 2 units)}
Professor Newcomb
ART AND DESIGN
1. Freehand Drawing.—Charcoal and pencil; perspective; light, shadow, shade,
and reflections in monochrome; graphical representation. I and II; (3). (Two hours'
credit for seniors.) Mr. Nearpass, Mr. Donovan
2a-2b. Pictorial Composition.—Arrangement of pictorial eflfects in monochrome.
2a-I; 2b-II: (3). Mr. Nearpass
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1.
3a-3b. Figure Drawing.—Drawing from posed model; anatomy; proportion, con-
struction, composition, and action. 3a-I, 3b-II: (3). Assistant Professor Bradbury
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1.
3c-3d. Advanced Figure Drawing.—3c-I; 3d-II: (3).
Assistant Professor Bradbury
Prerequisite: Art and Design 3a.
4a-4b. Water Color Painting.—Still-life; flowers and outdoor sketching. 4a-I;
4b-II: (3). Mr. Nearpass
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1.
4c-4d. Advanced Water Color Painting.—4c-I; 4d-II: (3). Mr. Nearpass
Prerequisite: Art and Design 4a.
6a-6b. Figure and Portrait Painting.—Painting in oil from costumed models;
portrait and character study. 6a-I; 6b-II: (3). Assistant Professor Bradbury
Prerequisite: Art and Design 3a.
6c-6d. Advanced Figure and Portrait Painting.—6c-I; 6d-II: (3).
Assistant Professor Bradbury
Prerequisite: Art and Design 3a, 6a.
7a-7b. Still-Life in Oil Colors.—Still-life; flowers and outdoor sketching. 7a-I;
7b-II: (3). Mr. Donovan
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1.
7c-7d. Advanced Still Life and Landscape in Oil Colors.—7c-I; 7d-II: (3).
Mr. Donovan
Prerequisite: Art and Design 7a.
8a-8b. Modeling.—Clay modeling of anatomical and decorative forms; plaster
molds and models; sculptural art. 8a-I; 8b-II: (3). Assistant Professor Lake
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1,
8c-8d. Advanced Modeling.—8c-I; 8d-II: (3). Assistant Professor Lab:e
Prerequisite: Art and Design 8a.
•In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to 4
unite, but H> or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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9a. CoTTESE FOB TzACHEH3.—Work in common school art study for the first six
grades; organization; equipment; administrative duties of the supervisor. I; (3).
Miss Ant)Eeson
PrereqMi-fi'i : Art and Design 12.
9b. CorBSE FOB Teachxes.—Work in common school art study for the seventh
and eighth grades and high school; orgamiation; equipment; administrative duties of the
supervisor. II; (3). Miss Axdersox
Prcrequisiie: Art and Design 12.
10. Sketchixg.—Pen, pencil, wash, charcoal, pastel; methods in sketching from
still-life, landscape, and figure. I and II; (1). .\ssistant Professor Bbadbcbt
Prerequisiic : .\rt and Design 2 or 3a.
12. Design*.—Theory of pure design; effects of material on execution; fitness of
forms of media; space divisions and relations; color schemes and exercises; conventionahza-
tion of natural forms. I and II; [2). Assistant Professor Lake
PrtTiquisii^: Art and Design 1.
13a. Design.—A study of composition ia monochrome for home economics students.
I and 11; i2).
'
Miss Schell, Miss Avdeesox
13b. Design*.—A study of composition in line, tone, and colors. I and II; (2).
Miss SCHELL, Miss AXDERSOX
Prerequisiii : Art and Design 13a.
l-ia- Applied Design*.—Decorative illustration in black and white applied to jx)st«^
covers, book-plates, etc.; processes of reproduction in printing. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Bhadbubt
Prerequiiiie: Art and Design 12.
1-ib. Applied Design*.—Decorative iUustxation in color applied to posters, covers,
book-plates, etc.; processes of reproduction in printing. II; (.3).
.\saistant Professor Bhadbubt
Prereqitisiie: Art and Design 12, 1-la.
19. HisTOBT OF Flne .Abts.—Periods and styles of architecture, sculpture, and
painting previous to the Italian Renaissance. I; (2). Assistant Professor Lake
Prerequisiie: One year of college work.
20. HisTOBT OF FrsE Abts.—Periods and styles of architecture, sculpture, and
painting of the Italian Renaissance and to the present time. 13; (2).
Prerequigiii: One year of college work.
Assistant Professor Lake
Sttmmeb Session* CorBsn
Si. Eleme>.*tabt Abt.—Form drawing from stUl-life, cast, and nature; outline and
shading in charcoal; perspective. (2). Assistant Professor Lake
S9. Abt fob the CoiCviON" Schools.—Planning and execution of work in common
school art study; blackboard drawing. Lectures on organisation, equipment, and the
administrative side of the supervisor's work. (2). Assistant Professor Lake
Si 9. HisTOBT OF Fln-e .Abts.—(2). Assistant Professor Lake
Equkcilerd: -\rt and Design 19,
ASTRONOMY
COUBSES FOB Un'DEBGR AOrATES
1. Descriptive Astp.on'OMT.—The earth as an astronomical body; the solar g}*8tem.
I; (3). (Credit not given for both 1 and 3). P*rofessor Bakeb; Mr. Walck
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
2. Descbipttve .\stron"omt.—Continuation of course 1. The sim; stars and neb-
ulae; stractiire of the universe; cosmic evolution. II; (3). Professor Bakeb
PrerequisiU: .\stronomy 1 or 3.
3. Gen-xral .\sTE0N-0!irr.—Similar to course 1, but more technical. 11; (3). (Credit
not given for both 1 and 3).
_
Professor Bakes; ^Ir. WaI/CK
Prereq-ijiiUi: Mathematics 4; sophomore standing; general physics desirable.
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CotJKSES FOB AdVAN'CED UNDERGRADUATES A^*D GRADUATES
7. Celestial Mechaxics.—Central forces; potentials; differential equations of
planetary motion; theory of orbit determination. II; (3). Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9.
[9. Astrophysics.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Astronomy 1 or 3; general physics.]
14. Observational Astronomy.—I; (3). Professor Bakes
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
15. Geodetic Astronomy.—Laboratory. II; (3). Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7.
Course for Graduates
101. Seminar.—I and II; {1 unit). Professor Baker
Summer Session Course






Major: 20 hours chosen from the courses offered by this department. Five hours
may be chosen from the following courses offered by other departments: daiiy bacteriology
(Daily Husbandly)-
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following: Chemistr}', botany,
zoology, physiology.
The prerequisite for graduate work in the department of bacteriology is 10 semester
hours of bacteriology' and 15 semester hours of some physical or biological science. Cer-
tain courses in the departments of agronomy, botany, chemistn,-, and dairy husbandry
are required of students who are candidates for the doctor's degree. The attention of
students is called to the courses in applied bacteriology- offered by these departments,
since they form an integral part of the instruction in bacteriology offered at the University.
Courses for Undergraduates
5a. Introductory Bacteriology and Sanitary Science: Lectures.—Bacteria,
yeasts, and molds; structure, morphologv", and systematic relationships; general sanitation,
communicable diseases, etc. Designed to accompany Bacteriology 5b, but may be elected
without it. I and II; (3). Professor Tanner and assistants
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing; one semester of chemistrj- or consent of the in-
structor.
5b. Introductory Bacteriology: Laboratory.—Morphology and physiology- of
bacteria and related microorganisms; preparation of media and apparatus; staining;
cultivation. Designed to accompany BacteriologA- oa. I and II; (2).
Dr. Wallace, Miss Millhouse, Mr. Burrows, Mr. Clark, Mr. Rehm
Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a or concurrent registration in it; Chemistrj- 5, N6, 10,
or 4.
6. Bacteriology for Sanitary Engineers.—I; (2^)- Miss Millhouse
Prerequisite: Chemistry 80a.
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Courses fob Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7a-7b. Theses and Specxal Problems.—I and II; (3 to 5).^
Professor Tanner; Dr. Wallace
Prerequisite: Junior standing, 10 hours of bacteriology, or consent of instructor.
8. Food Bacterxology.—Decay of organic matter in nature; soil and sewage bac-
teria; water bacteria; foods; food poisoning; laboratory lectures; discussions; readings;
reports. II; (5). Professor Tanner; Dr. Wallace, Mr. Clark
Prerequisiie: Junior standing; Bacteriology 5a and 5b, or their equivalents; consent
of the instructor.
10. Epidemiology.—Spread and control of communicable diseases. Lectvu-es;
reading; problems. I; (2). Dr. Wallace
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Bacteriology 5a and 5b; consent of instructor.
20. General Bacteriology.—(For advanced undergraduates and graduates.)
Laboratory; lectures; reading; reports. I and II; (5). Professor Tanner; Dr. Wallace
Prerequisite: Two years of college chemistry; senior standing; consent of the in-
structor.
26. Pathogenic Bacteriology.—Recommended that students who take this lab-
oratory course elect Bacteriology 10 at the same time. I; (3). Dr. Wallace
Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and 5b; junior standing and consent of the instructor.
Courses for Graduates
103. Physiology of Bacteria.—Fermentation; growth and death; lectures; read-
ing; reports. I; (1 unit). Professor Tanner
107. Research in Bacteriology.—Intended for those who are taking a major in
bacteriology either for the master's or doctor's degree. I and II; (i to 4 units).^
118a-118b. Current Literature.—Required of all graduate students who major in
bacteriology. I and II; {I/4 unit). Professor Tanner
Prerequisite: Graduate standing; 10 hours of bacteriology; consent of the instructor.
Summer Session Courses
Note.—The courses offered in the Summer Session are equivalent to courses of the same
numbers given during the academic year and have the same prerequisites.
Courses for Undergraduates and Graduates
S5a. Introductory Bacteriology and Sanitary Science. Professor Tanneb
S5b. Introductory Bacteriology: Laboratory.
Professor Tanner; Dr. Wallace
820. General Bacteriology. Professor Tanner; Dr. Wallace
S26. Pathogenic Bacteriology. Dr. Wallace




(See Bacteriology, Botany, Entomology, Physiology, and Zoology.)
>In registering for a cotirse with variable hours or units, a student should put down on his study-list not
the possible hours or units as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take the
course; i.e., not 1 to 5, but 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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BOTANY
Major: 20 hours of Botany exclusive of courses 1, 5, or 11.
Minor: 20 hours chosen in consultation with the head of the department from not
more than three subjects in the following list: agronomy, bacteriology, chemistry, ento-
mology, geology, horticulture, mathematics, physics, physiology, and zoology. At least
8 hours must be offered in one subject.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Botany.—Lectures, discussions, and laboratory. I and II; (5). (Four
hours' credit for seniors).
Professor Hottes; Associate Professor McDougall, and other members of the staff.
2. Morphologt.—Morphoogy of Thallophytes, Bryophytes, Pteridophytes, and
Spermatophytes. II; (5). Dr. Hague
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
3. Physiology.—The absorption of materials from the external world and their
transformation within the organism; the production and use of food. I; (5).
Professor Hottes and assistants
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
5. General Botany (For students in Agriculture).—Lecture, discussions, labora-
tory. I and II; (3). (Two hours' credit for seniors).
Professor Hottes; Associate Professor McDougall, and other members of the staff
6. Systematic Botany.—The structure, classification, and identification of flower-
ing plants. I; (3). Mr. Bogusch
PrerequisUe: Botany 1 or 5.
7. Pathology.—^The causes, diagnosis, and treatment of plant diseases. I; (3).
Professor Stevens
Prerequisites: Botany 1 or 5.
8. Ecology.—Plants in their natural habitats, in relation to environment, to animals,
and to each other. II; (3). Associate Professor McDougall
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
11. Local Flora.—A laboratory and field course for the identification of lUinois
plants. II; (3). Dr. Hague
12. Mushrooms.—Structure, identification, classification, and ecological relations
of edible and poisonous mushrooms. I; (3). Associate Professor McDougall
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
13. Physiology.—Response of the plant to external stimuli. II; (3).
Dr. KlENHOLZ
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
14. Botany for Teachers.—Intended primarily for students who expect to teach
botany in high schools and normal schools. II; (3).
Professors Hottes, Stevens; Associate Professor McDougall
Prerequisite: 15 hours of Botany.
15. Diseases of Plants.—Groups such as fruits, vegetables, ornamentals, or cereals
may be selected. II; (3). Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: Botany 7.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Candidates for advanced degrees in botany must offer for admission at least 20 hours in
botany or 15 hours in botany and 5 hours in a related subject acceptable to the department.
Graduate students who desire to elect botany for minor credit must offer 15 hours in botany
or 10 hours in botany and 5 hours in a related subject acceptable to the department.
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The department wishes to call the attention of graduate students to courses in agron-
omy and soils, bacteriology, chemistry, entomology, geography, geology, horticulture,
mathematics, physics, physiology, and zoology which are available to advanced students
and offer a broad foundation for the different phases of botanical work. The practical
work in plant sciences in the College of Agriculture and the Experiment Station offer
imusual facilities to the graduate student. Joint majors may be arranged in botany and
agronomy.
Prerequisites, unless otherwise stated: 15 hours of Botany and jimior standing.
33. Physiology.—Discussions and experiments on growth, and the effect of the
environment on growth. I; (3 or 5).* Professor Hottes and assistant
34. Physiology.—Discussions and experiments on respiration, and the effects of the
environment and food on energy release. II; (3 or 5).* Professor Hottes and assistant
40. Algae.—II; (3 or 5).^ Given in 1928-29 and in alternate years. Dr. Hague
Prerequisite: 15 hours in Botany and junior standing or 5 hours in Biology and 25
hours of physical science and graduate standing.
41. Bryophytes.—I; (3 or 5).' Given in 1928-29 and in alternate years.
Dr. Hague
42. Fungi.—General morphology and taxonomy. II; (3 or 5).* Professor Stevens
[43. Pteridophytes.—I; (3 or 5).* Not given in 1928-29 or in alternate years.
Dr. Hague]
[44. Spermatophytes.—II; (3 or 5).^ Not given in 1928-29 or in alternate years.
Dr. Hague]
45. Cytology and Anatomy.—Given in 1928-29 and in alternate years. II; (3 or 5).'
Professor Hottes
[46. Heredity and Evolution.—Not given in 1928-29 or in alternate years. I;
(3 or 5).' Professor Hottes and assistant]
60. Systematic Botany.—Phylogenetic study of ferns and flowering plants. The
principal orders and families. Taxonomy and the identification of species. II; (3 or 5).'
70. Taxonomy of Pathogenic Fungi.—Myxomycetes, Bacteria, Phycomycetes,
and Ascomycetes. I; (3 or 5).
^
Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: 15 hours of Botany inclusive of 7 or 42.
77. Taxonomy of Pathogenic Fungi.—Basidiomycetes and Fungi Imperfecti. II;
(3 or 5).^ Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: 15 hours of Botany inclusive of 7 or 42.
[78. Morbid Histology.—I; (3 or 5).^ Not given in 1928-29 or in alternate years.
Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: Botany 70 and 77.)
79. Methods in Pathology.—I; (3). Given in 1928-29 and in alternate years.
Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: Botany 70 and 77.
80. Ecology.—Symbiosis: inter-relationship of plants and the living environment.
I; (3 or 5).^ Associate Professor McDougall
88. Ecology.—Plant Communities: structure and development of local plant
associations. II; (3 or 5).* Associate Professor McDougall
90a-90b. Thesis Course.—I and II; (2).
91a-91b. Honors Course.—I and II; (2).
Courses for Graduates
110. Botanical Discussions.—Required of all graduate students in Botany. I,
II; (no credit).
113. Discussions in Physiology.—I and II; (^^ unit). Professor Hottes
'In registering for a course with variable units or credits, a student must put down on his study-list not
the possible units or credits as shown here, but the number of units or credits for which he intends to take the
course; i.e., not 3 or 5, but 3, or 5.
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[116. Discussions in Taxonomy op Cormophytes.—I, II; (^A unU). Not given,
1928-29.]
117. Discussions in Pathology and Mycology.—I and II; (}A unit).
Professor Stevens
118. Discussions in Ecology.—I and II; {i/j^ unit).
Associate Professor McDougall
Research Courses
130. Physiology.—(Botany 113 to be taken concurrently). I and 11; {% to 2 units)}
Professor Hottes
[160. Taxonomy of Cormophytes.—(Botany 116 to be taken concurrently). I
and II; (% to 2 units)} Not given, 1928-29.]
170. Pathology.—(Botany 117 to be taken concurrently). I and II; (% to 2 uniis).^
Professor Stevens
177. Mycology.—(Botany 117 to be taken concurrently). I and II; {y^ to 2 units).^
Professor Stevens
180. Ecology.—(Botany 118 to be taken concurrently). I and II; (% to 2 units)}
Associate Professor McDougall
Summer Session Courses
(For description of courses, wholly or in part, see corresponding numbers in the descrip-
tion of courses in the regular session.)
Courses for Undergraduates
Sl. General Botany.—(5). Professor Hottes; Dr. Hague; Mr. Stewart
S3. Physiology.—(5). Professor Hottes; Mr. Stewart
Prerequisite: Botany SI or equivalent.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S33. Plant Physiology.—(3). Professor Hottes
Prerequisite: Botany S3 or equivalent; senior standing.
Course for Graduates
S130. Physiology.—(% to 1 unit)} Professor Hottes
BUSINESS LAW
(See Business Organization and Operation.)
•In registering for a courBe with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list
not the variable units as shown here, but the number of units for which ht intends to take the (?ourse; i.e., not
yi to 2, but M, or 1, or VA, or 2.
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BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
A. ACCOUNTANCY
Courses fob Undergbaduates
la. Principles of Accounting.—Simple transactions, accounts, books, and state-
ments; trial balances, adjustments; partnerships. Students who present one unit of bookkeep-
ing for entrance will not be allowed credit for la and should register in le. I and II; (3).
Mr. Allen and others
lb. Accounting Procedure.—Relation of business documents to accoimts; balance
sheet and income statement; corporation accounting. I and II; (3).
Mr. FuLLERTON and others
Prerequisite: Accountancy la or le.
le. Principles of Accounting.—Similar to Accountancy la, for those who present
one unit of entrance credit in bookkeeping. I and II; (2). Mr. Foster and others
Prerequisite: One unit entrance credit in bookkeeping.
2a. Elementary Cost Accounting.—Departmental, process, sequential, and job
lot costs; cost records and procedures; disposition of burden. I and II; (3).
Associate Professor Schlatter and others
Prerequisite: Accoimtancy lb.
2b. Intermediate Accounting.—Depreciation; corporation accounts; balance
sheet and income statements. I and II; (3). Associate Professor Schlatter and others
Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a.
11. Farm Accounting.—I and II; (4). Mr. Fullerton
Prerequisite: Open only to students in agriculture who have had Economics 1 or 2.
Courses fob Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3a. Advanced Accounting.—Reserves; sinking funds; branch houses; consohdated
statements; hquidation; estates. I and II; (3).
Professor Filbet; Associate Professor Littleton; Mr, Newcomer
Prerequisite: Accoimtancy 2b; Economics 3; an average of " C " or better in Account-
ancy 1 and 2.
3b. Auditing.—I and II; (3).
Professor Filbey; Associate Professor Littleton; Assistant Professor Theiss
Prerequisite: Accountancy 3a.
4a. Advanced Cost Accounting.—Factory procedure; departmental burden; cost
control; cost reports; installation of cost systems. I and II; (2).
Associate Professor Schlatter; Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a and 2b.
4b. Accounting Systems.—Systems used by banks, building and loan associations,
insurance companies, brokers, department stores. I and II; (2).
Assistant Professor Baily
Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a and 2b.
5a-5b. C. P. A. Problems.—Type problems and questions, including theory and
auditing. I and II; (3). Professor Scovill
Prerequisite: Accountancy 3b.
13. Governmental Accounting.—Accounts of institutions, municipalities, and of
State and Federal governments. Organization; procedure, budget, accounts and records,
reports, audits; purchasing and storekeeping. I and II; (2).
Professor Morey; Mr. Hackett
Prerequisite: Accountancy 3a.
20. Income Tax Procedure.—II; (2). Professor Filbey
Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Accountancy 3b; senior standing.
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30. Budgets and AccouNrma Conteol.—I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Theiss
Prerequisite: Accountancy 2b.
90a-90b. Thesis.—Primarily for candidates for high honors. I and II; (2).
Associate Professor Schlatteb
Prerequisite: Major in accountancy, senior standing.
Courses foe Gbaduates
The courses for graduates only may be selected by those who have had approximately
fifteen imiversity accounting credits including Accountancy 3a or its equivalent. Account-
ing 4a is a prerequisite for 104; 3b for 110; 13 for 113; and 20 for 120.
103. Advanced Theory.—I and II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Littleton
104. Accounting Ststems.—Operations of industrial and mercantile enterprises:
designing of accounting systems; uniform accounting systems. I and II; {1 unit).
Professor Scovill
[110. Accounting Reports.—II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.] See siunmer ses-
sion courses.
113. Governmental Accounting.—II; {1 unit). Professor Moret
120. Income Tax Development.—I; {1 unit). Professor Filbey
129. Thesis.—I and II; {1 unit). Professor Filbet and others
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
S2a-2b. Intermediate Accounting.— (6). Mr. Hackett
Equivalent: 2a-2b.
Prerequisite: Accountancy lb or le; registration or credit in Economics 1.
Courses foe Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S3a. Advanced Accounting.—(3). Associate Professor Schlatteb
Equivalent: Accoimtancy 3a.
Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a-2b; Economics 3; average of "C" or better in Ac-
countancy 1 and 2.




SllO. Accounting Reports.—(i unit). Professor Filbet
Equivalent: Accountancy 110.
S129. Thesis.—(/ unit). Professor Filbet
Equivalent: Accountancy 129.
B. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Industrial Organization and Management.—Organization and administrative
policy; supervision and management of industrial units. I and II; (3).
Associate Professor Anderson; Mr. Behrens, Mr. Foster
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; 45 credit hours. Junior and senior engineering stu-
dents admitted with consent of instructor.
2S2 Business Organization and Operation
2. Mabketing Organization and Operation.—I and II; (3).
Associate Professor Converse; Mr. Kline and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1; junior standing.
11. Survey Cottrse in Business Organization and Operation.—For non-com-
merce students. I and II; (3). Professor Russell
Prerequisite: 45 credit hours.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. Retail aito Wholesale Store Organization and Operation.—II; (3).
Mr. Behbens
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2.
4. Management in Manufacturing.—The internal problems of production and
eflScient control in factories. I and II; (3). Associate Professor Anderson
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 1.
7. Salesmanship.—Selling problems of manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers.
I and II; (2). Mr. Cagann
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2.
8. Advertising.—I and II; (3). Professor Russell; Assistant Professor Fernald
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2.
9. Trade and Commercial Organization.—Duties of the commercial organization
secretary. II; (2). Dean Thompson; Mr. Kline
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2; senior standing.
10. Newspaper AnvERTisma—Designed primarily for students specializing in
joumaUsm. I; (3). Assistant Professor Fernald
Prerequisite: Joumahsm 5 and 6 or equivalent.
[14. Problems in Industrial Management.—II; (3), Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 4 or registration therein.]
17. Sales Management.—Modern sales organizations; selling problems of manu-
facturers, wholesalers, and retailers, management of salesmen. II; (2).
Professor Russell
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 7; senior standing.
18. Advertising Campaigns.—II; (3). Professor Russell
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 8.
20. Credits and Collections.—I and II; (3). Associate Professor Converse
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2.
70. Operation of Public Utilities.—II; (3). Mr. Obland
Prerequisite: Economics 81 or consent of instructor.
75. Management of Public Utilities.—I; (3). Assistant Professor Gray
Prerequisite: Economics 1 and Accountancy 2a.
90a-90b. Thesis.—Primarily for candidates for high honors. I and II; (2).
Members of the staff
Prerequisite: Major in Business Organization and Operation; senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
To register in the graduate coiu-ses one must have had at least five semester hours' credit
in the principles of economics; also coiu-ses in Business Organization and Operation 1 and 2
or equivalent. Business Organization and Operation 4 is a prerequisite for 104.
102. Marketing Policies and Problems.—I and II; (1 unit).
Associate Professor Converse
104. Scientific Management.—I and II; (/ unit).
Associate Professor Anderson
107. Sales Campaigns.—I and II; (/ urUt). Professor Russell
129. Thesis.—I and II; {1 unit). Professor Russell and othwe
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StniiMER Session Courses
C!ouRSES FOR Undergraduates
51. Industrial Organization and Management.— (3).
Associate Professor Anderson
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 1.
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; 45 credit hours.
52. Marketing Organization and Operation.— (3). Mr. Kline
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 2.
Prerequisite: Economics 1; junior standing.
Sll. Survey Course in Business Organization and Operation.—(3).
Professor Russell
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 11.
Prerequisite: 45 credit hours.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S4. Management in Manufacturing.—(3). Associate Professor Anderson
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 4.
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 1 or equivalent.
S7. Salesmanship.— (2). Professor Russell
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 7.
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2.
Courses for Graduates
S104. Scientific Management.— {1 unit). Associate Professor Anderson
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 104.
C. BUSINESS LAW
Courses for Undergraduates
la. General Principles of Business Law.—Contracts, agency, sales of personal
property, negotiable instruments, partnerships, and business corporations. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Dillavou; Dr. Simpson, Dr. Hansen, Mr. Hamilton
Prerequisite: Sixty hours of university credit, including Economics 1 and Accoimt-
ancy lb.
lb. General Principles of Business Law.—Contracts, agency, sales of p>ersonal
property, negotiable instruments, partnerships, and business corporations. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Dillavou; Dr. Simpson, Dr. Hansen, Mr. HAinLTON
Prerequisite: Business Law la.
2. Elementary Law of Business.—Contracts, leases, property. I; (3).
Dr. Hansen
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
3. Law for Engineering Students.—Contracts, negotiable instruments, insurance,
real property; landlord and tenant. Open only to students in engineering who have credit
in Economics 1 or 2. II; (3). Dr. Simpson
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
10. Law of Security Relations and Banking.—Suretyship; mortgages; pledges;
rjrsonal property; real property; insurance; bankruptcy; banking; Federal Reserve Board,
and II; (3). Assistant Professor Dillavou




Sib. General Principles of Business Law.—(3). Mr. LeMasteb
Equivalent: Business Law lb.
_
^
Prerequisite: Business Law la, or permission of the instructor.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING
Courses for Undergraduates
1.. Ceramic Materials.—Properties of clays and other ceramic materials; identifica-
tion of varieties met in practical work. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3).
Professor Parmelee
Prerequisite: Chemistry 4.
4. Ceramic Materials.—Laboratory. II; (3).
Associate Professor Andrews; Mr. Thompson
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1.
5. Ceramic Bodies.—Composition and properties; effects of ingredients; special
bodies. Lectures; laboratory. I; (5). Professor Parmelee; Mr. Thompson
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1, 4.
7. Heavy Clay Products.—Manufacture and testing of brick, tile, hollow tile,
sewer pipe, etc. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Associate Professor.Andrews
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1, 4.
8. Glass Technology.—The chemistry and physics of the silicate glasses and their
preparation. Industrial methods. Lectures; reading; discussion. II; (2).
Professor Parmelee
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40; Ceramic Engineering 14.
10. Cements.—Cements, limes, plasters; composition, reactions; methods of manu-
facture and testing. II; (3). Lectures. Associate Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40, registration in Ceramic Engineering 28.
11. Drying Clay Products.—Drying; drying equipment; construction and regu-
lation of dryers. II; (3). Lectures. Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb; 3a-3b; Ceramic Engineering 1, 4.
14. Glasses and Glazes.—The physico-chemical properties governing the composi-
tion of glasses and glazes. II; (3). Professor Parmelee; Mr. Thompson
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 5, registration in Chemistry 40.
16. Enamels.—Composition, application, properties, and testing. Lectures; labora-
tory. I; (3). Professor Parmelee; Associate Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 14.
18. Ceramic Microscopy.—I; (3). Mr. Thompson
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40; Geology 47 and Geology 6 or equivalent.
20. Refractory Materials.—Properties and uses; refractory power, chemical
composition and physical conditions; changes at high temperatures. The Phase Rule.
Lectures; discussion; assigned reading. II; (2). Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40.
21. Ceramic Pyrometry.—Instruments and methods used in high temperature
measurement. Lectures. I; (1). Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Physics lb and 3b, Chemistry 4.
22. Kilns and the Burning op Clay Products.—The burning process; utilization
of fuels; types of kilns and their operation. Lectures. I; (3).
Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 5 and 11.
,
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23. Dryer and Kiln Design.—Design problems having to do with this equipment.
Laboratory. I; (2). Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 11; registration in Ceramic Engineering 22;
General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4.
24. Ceramic Engineering Design.—Design of special ceramic equipment; factory
planning and layout. Laboratory. II; (3). Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 23; Theoretical and AppUed Mechanics 25.
28. Pyrochemical Problems.—The Phase Rule; graphic representation and in-
terpretation of the chemistry and mineralogy of ceramics. Lectures. II; (2).
Associate Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40; Ceramic Engineering 14.
97-98. Thesis.—I and II; (3 or 5).^ Professor Parmelee and others
99. Inspection Trip.—Visits to industrial plants. I; {no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Graduate work leading to the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy in
chemistry (ceramic chemistry), and Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy in ceramic
engineering, is offered by the department. Graduate students who wish to elect ceramic
chemistry as their major field of study must have had the equivalent of twenty-five semester
hours of chemistry and this must include satisfactory courses in general chemistry, qual-
itative and quantitative analysis, and either physical or organic chemistry. Such students
must also have had at least one year of college physics and training in mathematics which
includes the calculus.
The prerequisites for graduate work in ceramics or ceramic engineering are the equiv-
alents of the undergraduate courses required for the degree of Bachelor of Science in ceramics
or ceramic engineering according to the branch of the subject in which registration is desired.
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with their major field of study in
ceramic chemistry must fulfill the same general requirements in chemistry as candidates
in other branches of chemistry. Before receiving the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in
ceramic chemistry and in engineering, all candidates must demonstrate their abiUty to
read French and German literature in their major subject.
101. Chemistry of the Compounds of Silicon.—Seminar. I and II; (% unit).
Prerequisite: Elementary courses in organic and physical chemistry.
102. General Technology of the Clay Industries.—Physical properties of
ceramic materials and products; chemical composition, mineralogical constitution, and
physical condition. Lectures; seminar; laboratory. I and II; {1 or 2 units)}
Professor Parmelee
Prerequisite: The elements of mineralogy and of physical chemistry.
(103, Silicon Chemistry.—Laboratory. II; {1 or 2 units)} Not given, 1928-29.]
104. Technology of Glass.—Glassy silicates; limiting composition; physical and
chemical properties. Lectures and laboratory. II; {1 or 2 units)}
Professor Parmelee
105. Methods of Ceramic Research.—The present status of ceramic research
—
its methods and apparatus and critical analysis of data. II; {1 unit).
Professor Parmelee
'In registering for a course with variable credits or units, a student should put down on his study-list
not the possible units as shown here, but the number of credits or units for which he intends to take the
course; i.e., not 1 or 2, or 3 or 5 credits or units, but 1, or 2, or 3, or 5.
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CHEMISTRY
Major: 20 hours, exclusive of Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and N6, and inclusive of courses
in analytical and organic chemistry.
Minors: 20 hours, chosen from not more than three of the following subjects: Bacteri-
ology, botany, geology, mathematics, philosophy, physiology, physics, and zoologj-.
Students in the curricula of chemistry and chemical engineering, majors in chemistry,
and all others who desire a thorough training in the fundamentals of chemistrj' and their
appHcations to modem life should select com-ses from the following: Chemistry 1 or 2,
N6, 10, 24, N34a, 36b, 37b, 40, 41, 42b, 43b, 50a, and courses in the industrial, sanitary,
and miscellaneous groups. Students in engineering should register for Chemistrj' 3 or
2, 4, 24. Students who are compelled to meet chemical requirements briefly may register
for the following courses in sequence: Chemistry 1 or 2, 5, 24, 32 or 33.
Courses for Unt)ergraduates
Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
1. Inorganic Chemistry.—The non-metallic elements. (For students who have
had no chemistry.) I and II; (5). {Seniors, 3 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professors Kremers, Yntema; Dr. Parr,
Dr. Bartow, Dr. Audrieth, Dr. Bailar, and assistants
Prerequisite: One unit of entrance credit in physics, or 2J^ units of entrance credit
in mathematics or registration in Mathematics la, or 2, or 3.
Note.—Students who have received entrance credit for high-school chemistry are
given only three hours of credit for Chemistry 1.
2. Inorganic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratorj'. For all students who
have had one year of high-school chemistry. I and II; (3). {Seniors, 2 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professors Kremers, Yntema; Dr. Pabb,
Dr. Bartow, Dr. Audrieth, Dr. Bailar, and assistants
Prerequisite: 1 unit of entrance credit in chemistn,'.
Note.—Students whose preparation proves to be inadequate for continuing this
course will be required to change their registration to Chemistry 1. Students who have not
used their high-school chemistrj' for entrance may receive 5 hours' credit for Chemistry 2,
but such students must complete the work with a grade of "C" or above to secure the 5
hours of credit. Students who have failed in Chemistry 1 are permitted to register for
Chemistry 2 and will receive 5 hours' credit if their final grade is "C" or above.
3. Inorganic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. (For engineering
students who have had no chemistry.) I and II; (4). {Seniors, 3 hovrs only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professors ICremers, Yntema; Dr. Pabb,
Dr. Bartow, Dr. Audrieth, Dr. Bailar, and assistants
4. QuALITATrV'E ANALYSIS AND ChEMISTRY OF THE METALLIC ELEMENTS.—Lectures;
class and laboratory work. Limited to students in the engineering curricula. I and II;
(4). {Seniors, 3 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professor Reedy; Dr. Elder, Dr. Audrieth,
Dr. Bailar, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2, or 3.
5. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative: Analysis.—Lectures; recitations;
laboratory. Limited to students in the agricultural, home economics, and pre-medical
courses. I and II; (5). {Seniors, 3 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professors Kremers, Yntema; Dr. Parr,
Dr. Bartow, Dr. Audrieth, Dr. Bailar, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2, or 3.
N6, Inorganic Chemistry.—The metalhc elements. Greneral course for second
semester students. I and II; (5). {Seniors, 3 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professors Ivremers, Yntema; Dr. Parr,
Dr. Bartow, Dr. Audrieth, Dr. Bailar, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2, or 3.
10. Qualitative Analysis.—Qualitative analysis of metals and inorganic com-
pounds. Lectures; recitations; laboratorj'. (Required of students majoring in chemistry,
or for those registered in the curriculum of chemistry or of chemical engineering.) I and
II; (5).
Professor Clark (in charge); Assistant Professor Reedy; Dr. Elder, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry N6.
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24. Elementary Quantitative Analysis.—Gravimetxic and volumetric analysis;
stoichiometrical relations. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I and II; (5).
Professor Clahk (in charge); Assistant Professors Englis, Smith, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5 or 10, or 4.
Organic Chemistry
32. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—(Especially for students in agriculture.)
Important compounds of carbon. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Fuson and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5 or 10.
33. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. (Espec-
ially for students in home economics and pre-medical courses.) I and II; (5).
Assistant Professor Shriner and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5 or N6 and 10.
N34a. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. (For
students majoring in chemistry or for those registered in the curriculum of chemistry or of
chemical engineering.) I; (5). Associate Professor Marvel, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry N6, 10, and 24.
Sanitary Chemistry
80a. Chemistry of Water and Sewage.—Chemical analysis of potable and in-
dustrial waters. History, sources, contamination, and standards of purity. Analysis of
sewage and effluents from sewage treatment plants. (For students in sanitary engineering
registered in connection with Bacteriology 6.) I; (2J^).
Professor Buswell; Mr. Neavb
Prerequisite: Chemistry 4.
81b. Sanitary Chemistry and Limnology.—Laboratory control of water and
sewage purification plants. Biological, biochemical, and coUoidal reactions in sewage
purification processes. Colloidal water treatment. Water softening. Temp)erature cycles.
Dissolved gases and microscopic growths. Microscopic organisms in reservoirs and sewage
filters. (For students in sanitary engineering.) II; (3).
Professor Btjswell; Mr. Nbave
Prerequisite: Chemistry 4 and 80a; Bacteriology 6.
Miscellaneous Courses
90a-90b. Thesis.—The subject should be chosen and reading begun in the junior year.
A minimum of 5 semester hours required. (Required of seniors in chemistry and chemical
engineering.) I and II; (3 to 5).' Professor Adams (in charge)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24, N34a, 40, 41, 42b and 43b, or the consent of the head of
the department.
91b. Elements of Glass-Blowing.—Laboratory. Construction and repair of glass
apparatus. II; (1). Mr. Anders
Prerequisite: Two years' work in chemistry.
CoTJRSES for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
12b. Teachers' Course.—Methods of teaching elementary chemistry. (Open
only to those who expect to teach.) (Graduate credit not allowed in this course.) II; (3).
Dr. R. M. Parr
Prerequisite: 13 hours of chemistry and senior standing.
15a. Inorganic Chemistry.—The common elements; periodic relationship; prepara-
tion and apphcation of the common elements and compoimds. Lectures; recitations.
I; (2). Assistant Professor Kremers
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
'In registering for a course with variable credits, a student must put down on his study-list not the poBr
Bible credits as shown here, but the number of credits for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 3 to
o, but 3, or 4, or 6.
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16a. Inorganic Chemistry (Laboratory).—Preparation of the less easily produced
inorganic compounds. I; (2). Assistant Professor Kremees and assistants
Prerequisite: Senior standing; registration in Chemistrj' 15a.
18b. Qualitative Analysis.—Methods of separation; qualitative reagents; theory
of reactions. For those intending to teach analytical chemist^J^ Lectures; seminar. II;
(2). Assistant Professor Reedy
Prerequisite: Senior standing and Chemistry 40, or registration in Chemistry 40.
[19b. Physical Methods in Inorganic Problems.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Reedy
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40 and 41.]
QuarUitative Chemistry
27. Instrumental Methods in Quantitative Analysis.—Gas analysis, electro-
metric titration, organic combustions, and other advanced analyses. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Smith; Dr. Elder
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24, 40, 41, or registration in 40 and 41.
28b. Analytical Chemistry.—(Second course.) Quantitative methods of analy-
tical chemistry. Analysis of ores and alloys. Stoichiometry. II; (5).
Assistant Professor Smith and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24.
Organic Chemistry
36b. Organic^Chemistry.—(Second course.) Lectures; recitations. II; (3).
Associate Professor Marvel
Prerequisite: Chemistry N34a.
37b. Organic Chemistry.—(Laboratory). (Second course). Organic synthesis.
To accompany 36b. II; (2). Assistant Professor Fuson and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry N34a and 36b or registration in 36b.
38a. Qualitative Organic Analysis.—Identification of pure organic compounds
and mixtures. I; (3). Assistant Professor Shriner
Prerequisite: Chemistrj' 36b and 37b.
Physical Chemistry
40. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—Lectures; problems. I and II; (3).
Professor Rodebush
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24; Physics la-lb, or 7a-7b; Mathematics 7 or 8.
41. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(Laboratory). To accompany Chemistry
40. I and II; (1). Assistant Professor Phipps and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24; Physics la-lb or 7a-7b; Mathematics 7 or 8.
42b. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(Lecture). Continuation of Chemistry
40. II; (3). Assistant Professor Phipps
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40.
43b. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(Laboratory). II; (1).
Assistant Professor Phipps and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40 and 41, and registration in 42b.
44a-44b. Physical Chemistry.—Thermodynamics and free energy calculations.
Atomic structure. 44a: I; 44b: II; (2).
Professor Rodebush; Assistant Professor Phipps
Prerequisite: Chemistry 40 and 41.
[49a. Chemistry OF Colloids.—(Sanitary Division). I; (3). (^/^uniO- Not given,
1928-29. Professor Buswell; Mr. Neave
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24 and 40 or consent of the instructor.]
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Physiological Chemistry
50a. Physiological Chemistry.—Proteins, fats, and carbohydrates; tissues, diges-
tion, intestinal putrefaction, and feces; quantitative analysis of gastric contents, blood,
milk, and urine. Clinical aspects for prospective students of medicine. Lectures; demon-
strations; conferences; laboratory; reading. I; (5).
Professor Rose; Dr. Cox and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24 and 33 or N34a.
51b. Problems of Metabolism.—Micro-methods of blood and urine analysis, with
their appUcations to metabolism and to the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Lectures;
conferences; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Rose; Dr. Cox and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 50a.
Industrial Chemistry
60a. Chemical Technology.—Important processes and recent developments in
chemical industry; chemical control of industrial processes; inspection trip. (Estimated
cost of this trip is $30-$35 per student.) Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I; (4).
Assistant Professor Layng; Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24; registration in Chemistry N34a.
60b. Chemical Technology.—II; (4). Assistant Professor Layng; Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24.
61a. Principles of Chemical Engineering.—Scientific principles in unit opera-
tions of chemical engineering. Lectures; laboratory. I; (4)-
Professor Kbyes; Assistant Professor Krase
Prerequisite: Chemistry 42b, 60a and 60b.
61b. Principles of Chemical Engineering. II; (4).
Professor Keyes; Assistant Professor Krase
Prerequisite: Chemistry 42b, 60a, 60b, and 61a.
62. Principles of Research and Development.—The research and development
departments in chemical industry. I; (2). Professor Ejjyes
Prerequisite: Senior standing in chemistry or chemical engineering.
63. Fuels and Their Combustion.—Composition of fuels; principles of combustion;
combustion equipment. Lectures; laboratory. I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Registration in Chemistry 40 and 41.
[64b. The Flow of Heat.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 60a.]
[65b. Industrial Stoichiometry.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 60a.]
[67a-67b. Evaporation.—I and II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Krasb
Prerequisite: Registration in Chemistry 60a.l
[68a. Mechanical Separation.—I; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Krasb
Prerequisite: Registration in Chemistry 61a.]
[69b. Flow of Gases and Liquids.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Krasb
Prerequisite: Registration in Chemistry 60a.]
[70b. Humidification and Drying.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29. Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Senior standing in chemistry or chemical engineering.]
[71a. Sampling, Grinding, and Mixing.—I; (1). Not given, 1928-29.
Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Registration in Chemistry 60a.]
[72b. Distillation.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29. Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 60a.)
73a. Metallurgy.—Iron and steel. I; (3). Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering courses only.
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74b. Metallurgy and Metallography.—General metallurgy of iron and steel;
physical characteristics and micro-structure of metals and alloys. Lectures; laboratory.
11; (3). Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24.
Sanitary Chemistry
86b. Chemistry of Sanitation.—Lectures, demonstrations, and field trips. Water
purification, sewage treatment, and general sanitation. II; (3). (% unit).
Professor Buswell; Mr. Neave
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24.
49a. Chemistry of Colloids.—(See Physical Chemistry.)
Miscellaneous Courses
92a-92b. Chemical Literature and Reference Work.—Periods, leaders, journals.
Required of juniors in the chemistry curriculum; advised for juniors who are majoring
in chemistry and for students in the curriculum of chemical engineering. I and II; (1).
Miss Sparks
Prerequisite: 18 hours of chemistry; one year of French or German; junior standing.
95a. History op Chemistry.—Lectures; reading. I; (2). Professor Rodebtjsh
Prerequisite: 20 hours of chemistry including one semester of organic chemistry;
one year of French or German and junior standing, or consent of instructor.
97b. Food Analysis.—Quantitative organic analysis of food products; alcohols,
carbohydrates, fats and oils, cereals, nitrogeneous bodies, preservatives, and colors. II; (5).
Assistant Professor Englis and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24, N34a or 33.
[98b. Chemistry of Plant Products.—Lectures. II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Englib
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24, N34a or 33.]
Courses for Graduates
Graduate students whose major subject is in some department other than chemistry, before
taking graduate work for credit in this department, must have had the equivalent of 15
university credits in chemistry, and the ground covered should include satisfactory work
in general chemistry and in qualitative and quantitative analysis and elementary organic
chemistrv. Such students are advised to make selections from the following courses:
Chemistry 40, 41, 42b, 43b, 27, 28b, N34a, 36b and 37b, 50a, 15a, and 97b. Courses of a
more special nature will not, as a rule, be accepted for graduate work unless preceded by
one of the courses above.
Graduate students who are candidates for an advanced degree in chemistry must have
had the equivalent of 25 university credits in chemistry, properly distributed.
Graduate students whose major subject is in some department other than chemistry
and who intend to take a first minor in chemistry or any branch of chemistry toward the
Ph.D. degree must include among the courses taken, Chemistry 40 and 41, or must have
had the equivalent.
Graduate students who are candidates for the A.M. or M.S. degree in chemistry must
include in the courses taken Chemistrj' 40 and 41 or must have had the equivalent.
Graduate students who are candidates for the Ph.D. degree in any branch of chemistry
must include among their courses Chemistry 40, 41, 42b, and 43b, or must have had the
equivalent. Those courses (with the exception of Chemistry 12b) hsted under the heading
"Advanced Undergraduate and Graduate Coiu-ses" may all be counted toward advanced
degrees in chemistry.
Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
lOla-lOlb. Inorganic Chemistry.—The less famihar elements and their relationship
in the periodic system. Lectures; recitations. I and II; (% unit). Professor Hopkins
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102a-102b. Inorganic Chemistry.—Inorganic preparations and qualitative analysis
of the less familiar elements. (To accompany or follow Chemistry lOla-lOlb.) I and II;
(^ to 1 unit).^ Professor Hopkins
N105a-N105b. Inorganic Chemistry.—Seminar and special topics. I and II; (i/4.
unit). Professor Hopkins
Qtiantitative Chemistry
124a-124b. Quantitatite Analysis.—Advanced principles, calculations, methods,
and applications. Lectures, with or without laboratory. I and II; (% to /% units).^
Professor Clark; Assistant Professor Englis
125a-125b. Quantitative Analysis.—(Seminar). Special topics in analytical chem-
istry. (Required of all students taking a major in analytical chemistry.) I and II; (^/4
to 1 unit). Professor Clark
[126b. Quantitative Analysis.—(Quantitative organic chemistry.) II; (% to 1%
units). ^ Not given, 1928-29. Assistant Professor Englis]
127a-127b. Modern Applications of Radiation and Other Physical Methods
IN Chemical and Industrial Problems.—X-rays, optical spectroscopy, spectrophoto-
metry, polarimetry, refractometry, ultraviolet microscopy, light scattering, etc. I and II;
(% to 1 unit).^ Professor Clark
Organic Chemistry
132a. Organic Chemistry.—(First course). I; (% unit). Professor Adams
133b. Organic Chemistry.—Geometric isomerism; tautomerism; mechanisms of
important reactions; etc. II; (% unit). Professor Adams
134. Organic Chemistry.—Chiefly laboratory work. I and II; (% to 1 unit)}
Associate Professor Marvel; Assistant Professor Fuson
135a-135b. Organic Chemistry.—(Seminar). Current Uterature. (Required of all
students majoring in organic chemistry.) I and II; (^^ unit). Professor Adams
136a. Organic Chemistry.—Special topics. I; (% unit).
Assistant Professor Fuson
Physical Chemistry
145a-145b. Physical Chemistry.—(Seminar). Recent developments. I and II; (%
unit). Professor Rodebush and staff
Physiological Chemistry
150b. Physiological Chemistry.—Chemistry of intermediary metabolism. Lec-
tures; discussions; readings. II; {% unit). Professor Rose
152b. Physiological Chemistry.—Difficult biochemical preparations; analytical
methods. (Chiefly laboratory.) II; (% to 1 unit).^ Professor Rose
155a-155b. Physiological Chemistry.—(Seminar). Current literature. (Required
of all students majoring in physiological chemistry.) I and II; (% unit).
Professor Rose
Industrial Chemistry
160a-160b. Chemical Engineering, Chemical Technology, and Plant Design.—
Recent developments in the chemical industry; quantitative study of these developments
and plant design. Lectures; laboratory. I and II; {1 unit).
Professor Keyes; Assistant Professor Krase
[163a-163b. Fuels and Their Combustion.—I and II; (% unit). Not given, 1928-
29. Assistant Professor Layng]
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list net the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not J^ to IJi
units, but yi, or 1, or IJi.
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Sanitary Chemistry
186a-186b. Sanitary Chemistry.—Special problems and new developments in
sanitary chemistry. I and II; (% to li/j^ uniis).^ Professor Buswell
Miscellaneous
190a-190b. Research.—A thesis is usually required of students taking the Master's
degree and is always required of students taking the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. I
and II. Work may be taken in the following subjects:
Physical and Electrochemistry
Professor Rodebush, Assistant Professor Phipps; Professor Ciark, Assistant Professor
Reedy
Inorganic Chemistry
Professor Hopkins; Assistant Professors Reedy, Kremers, Yntema
Analytical Chemistry Professor Clark; Assistant Professor Smith
Food Chemistry Assistant Professor Englis
Applied X-Rays Professor Clark
Organic Chemistry
Professors Noyes, Adams; Associate Professor Mar\'el; Assistant Professors Shriner,
FusoN
Sanitary Chemistry Professor Buswell
Physiological Chemistry Professor Rose
IndustrialChemistry Professors Parr,Keyes;Assistant Professors Laynq, Krase
Ceramic Chemistry Professor Parmelee
Phyto-Chemistry Assistant Professor Englis
Animal Chemistry (Nutrition) Professor Grindley
Summer Sb:ssion Courses
Note.—All the courses in chemistry in the Summer Session are equivalent to the courses
of the same number given during the academic year, and have the same prerequisites.
Courses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and N6 carry reduced credit for seniors.
Courses fob Undebgraduates
51. Elementaby Chemistry.—(5). Professor Hopkins; Dr. Villabs
52. Inobganic Chemistry,— (3).
Professor Hopkins; Dr. R. M. Parr, Dr. Villars
53. Inorganic Chemistry.— (4).
Professor Hopkins; Dr. R. M. Parr, Dr. Villars
54. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.—(4).
Assistant Professor Yntema
55. Inorganic Chemistry.—(5). Assistant Professor Yntema
SN6. Inorganic Chemistry.—(5). Assistant Professor Yntema
SlO. Inorganic Chemistry.—(5). Assistant Professor Reedy
S24. Elementary Quantitative Analysis.— (5). Dr. Smith, Dr. Eldeb
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note.—By suitable selection through four consecutive summers it is possible for persons
attending summer sessions to meet the requirements for the Master's degree. Students
following this plan should notice that courses S97b, S16a, S40, S41, Sl32a are not offered
every summer.
'In registering for a couree with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to
1}4 units, but J^, or I, or 1}^.
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SN34a. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—(5).
Assistant Professor Shriner; Mr. Lycan
S38a. Qualitative Organic Analysis.—(3).
540. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(3).
541. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(Laboratory). (1).
S43b. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(1),
S50a. Physiological Chemistry.—(5).
S61a. Principles op Chemical Engineering.—(4).
S62. Principles of Research and Development in the Industries.—(2).
Professor Keyes
S90. Research.—See S190.





Dr. Cox, Mr. Scull
Professor E[eyes
Courses for Graduates
SlOlb. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.—(% unit). Professor Hopkins
Sl02b. Laboratory Work in the Rarer Elements.—(% to % unit).^
Professor Hopkins
S124b. Quantitative Analysis.—(% to i% units)
y
Dr. Smith, Dr. Elder
Sl33b. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—(% unit). Assistant Professor Shriner
S134. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—{1 unit). Associate Professor Marvel
Sl52b. Advanced Physiological Chemistry.—{i/2 to 1 unit). Dr. Cox
S90 and S190. Research.
Inorganic Chemistry
Professor Hopkins; Assistant Professors Reedy, Yntema; Dr. Parr, Dr. Villars
Organic Chemistry
Associate Professor Marvel; Assistant Professor Shriner; Dr. Fuson
Analytical Chemistry Dr. Smith, Dr. Elder
Physical Chemistry Professor Rodebush
Physiological Chemistry Dr. Cox
Photochemistry Dr. Villars
Industrial Chemistry Professor Keyes
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Courses for Undergraduates
27. Elementary Surveying.—^Use of instruments; partitioning of land; map con-
struction; United States land survey methods, re-establishment of corners and boundaries,
interpretation of deeds. Problems. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Rayner, Mr. Dell, Mr. Spencer, Mr. Wessman
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4.
28. Topographic Surveying.—The transit and plane-table in topographic surveys;
methods. II; (3). Assistant Professor Rayner, Mr. Dell, Mr. Spencer
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 27.
[30. Higher Surveying.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Rayner
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 28.]
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his atudy-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to
IJi units, but }^, or 1, or l^.
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31. Surveying for Landscape Gardeners.—Adjustment of instruments; survey
methods; setting slope stakes; cross-sectioning; construction and use of profiles; mapping.
I; (3). Mr. Dell
PrerequisUe: Mathematics 4.
32. Surveying for Landscape Gardeners.—The stadia; topographic signs; contour
construction; grading and drainage; earthwork computations. Each student prepares a
large scale topographic map of a portion of the campus. II; (3). Mr. Dell
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 31.
34. General Surveying.—Common and special surveying methods; triangulation;
topographic surveying; U. S. land surveys; computations of areas by latitudes and de-
partures; computation of earthwork. I and II; (3).
Associate Professor Pickels; Assistant Professor Rayner, Mr. Dell, Mr. Baueb,
Mr. Stubbs, Mr. Wessman
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4.
36. Principles op Surveying.—(For junior students in ceramic engineering.) II;
(2). Mr. Dell
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4; General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4.
51. Railroad Surveying.—Location, construction, and maintenance of railways;
curves, turnouts; earth-work, preliminary and location surveys. Each student makes a
set of maps, profiles, and estimates. I; (5).
Associate Professor Pickels; Assistant Professors Wiley, Ray^ter, Vawteb
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 28.
52. Roads and Pavements.—Road and street location and construction; paving
materials and accessories. I and II; (3). Professor Crandell
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51.
54. Roads and Pavements.—Road and street location and construction; paving
materials and accessories. I and II; (4).
Professor Crandell; Assistant Professor Wiley, Mr. Baueb
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51.
55. Highway Design.—Road systems; city streets; pavement types; design, prep>-
aration of plans, specifications, and estimates of cost. I; (4).
Professor Crandell; Assistant Professor Wiley
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 54; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21, 29.
57. Hydrology.—Precipitation, evaporation; transpiration, deep seepage; run-off;
hydraulics of rivers and small streams; use of current meter, float, weir, etc. I; (2).
Associate Professor Pickels
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
58. Stresses in Mine Structures.—(For students in mining engineering.) Stresses
in tipples, head-frames, and other mine structures. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Vawter
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29.
60. Structural Stresses.—Analysis of stresses in statically determinate structures.
• II; (4). Assistant Professors Vawter, Shedd; Mr. Wessman
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29.
62. Elementary Structural Design.—Design of details of steel, concrete, and
timber structures. Working drawings. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Vawter; Mr. Stubbs, Mr. Wessman
Prerequisite: Registration in Civil Engineering 60.
63. Statically Indeterminate Structures.—The elastic theory and its applica-
tions to statically indeterminate structures. I; (3). Professor Cross
Prerequisite: Registration in Civil Engineering 85.
Note.—C. E. 63 is recommended for graduate students who have not had similar
training.
64. Statically Indeterminate Structures.—A continuation of Civil Engineering
63. II; (3). Professor Cross
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 63.
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71. Water Supply Engineering.—Source of supply; hydraulics of wells; stream
flow; reservoirs; the distribution system; tests and standards of purity of potable water.
I; (4). Professor Babbitt; Assistant Professor Doland
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 29, 10.
72. Sewerage.—Sewerage systems; surveys and plans; hydraulics; house sewerage;
rainfall and storm-water flow; size and capacity of sewers; appurtenances; sewage disposal;
estimates and specifications. II; (3).
Professor Babbitt; Assistant Professor Doland
Prerequisite: Registration in Civil Engineering 71.
75. Masonry Construction.—Brick and stone masonry; foimdations; bridge piers
and abutments, dams, retaining walls, culverts, and arches. I and II; (3).
Professor Huntington; Assistant Professor Vawter
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 60.
77. Structural Engineering.—Design of steel and reinforced concrete structures;
buildings and foundations. For engineering students other than civil. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Shedd
Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering.
78. Drainage Engineering.—Land drainage; river improvement. II; (3).
Associate Professor Pickels
Prereqtiisite: Civil Engineering 57.
79. Water Power Engineering.—Rainfall and stream flow records; estimate of
available power. Theory and testing of turbines. Dams; power house; approach channels;
draft tubes. Relation of investment costs, auxiliary plants, and other factors to the values
of projects. II; (3). Assistant Professor Doland
Prerequisite: Theoretical and AppUed Mechanics 10 or 26.
80. Engineering Contracts and Specifications.—Engineering relations, the law
of contracts; business and technical clauses used in specifications. I and II; (2).
Professor Crandell; Associate Professor Pickels; Assistant Professor Vawter
Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering.
81. Theory of Reinforced Concrete.—II; (2).
Assistant Professors Vawter, Doland; Mr. Stubbs, Mr. Wessman
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 29.
82. Structural Design.—A continuation of Civil Engineering 85. II; (4).
Assistant Professors Shedd, Doland; Mr. Wessman
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 85.
84. Estimates and Costs.—Cost estimating, valuation and cost keeping. I and
II; (2). Professor Huntington; Mr. Stubbs
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
85. Structural Design.—Stress sheets, general design drawings, and details of
buildings, railway and highway bridges, and other types of structures of steel and reinforced
concrete. I; (5). Assistant Professor Shedd; Mr. Wessman
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 60, 62, 81.
87. Water Purification.—Design of water purification works; standards and tests
of purity of potable water. Lectures; seminar work; drafting. I; (3).
Professor Babbitt
Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Civil Engineering 71, Chemistry 80a, and
Bacteriology 6.
88. Stresses in Structures.—^Analysis of stresses. Foimdations and superstruc-
tures. I; (4). Mr. Stubbs
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 60.
89. Sewage Treatment.—Design of sewage treatment works; garbage disposal;
sanitary restrictions and regulations. Lectures; seminar work; drafting. II; (3).
Professor Babbitt
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 71 and 87; registration in 72.
90. Structural Design.—Design based on the work in Civil Engineering 88. II ; (4)
.
Mr. Stubbs
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 88.
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94. Highway Administration.—Relation of road and street improvement to social
and economic welfare; highway organization; highway and pavement financing. II; (3).
Professor Crandell; Assistant Professor Wiley
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
95. Plain Concrete.—Tests for Portland cement; aggregates; field and laboratory
examination and tests; proportioning. Laboratory practice. I and II; (2). Mr. Bauer
Prerequisite: Junior standing in engineering.
%. Road Materials.—Examination and tests of bituminous and non-bituminous
materials; interpretation of results; specifications; inspection. Laboratory practice. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Wiley
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 54, 95. Students who expect to take Civil Engineering
96 are urged to take Geology 43 or its equivalent in the junior year.
97-98. Thesis.'—Investigation or design. Only students of high standing are per-
mitted to take a thesis. I; (1)—II; (2 or 3).*
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
101. Water Supply Engineering.—Advanced work. I; (1 unit).
Professor Babbitt
102. Sewerage.—General sewerage design and construction; sewerage systems;
hydraulics of sewers. II; {1 unit). Professor Babbitt
103. Highway Construction.—I; {1 unit). Professor Crandell
104. Municipal Engineering.—II; {1 unit). Professor Crandell
105. Advanced Reinforced Concrete Theory.—Once a week. The influence of
theories of the action of reinforced concrete members on methods of design and construction.
I; (i unit). Professor Cross
106. Reinforced Concrete Structures.—Continuity in reinforced concrete de-
sign. Elastic theorj'; arches and domes. I; {1 or 2 units).
^
Professor Cross
107. Statically Indeterminate Structures and Secondary Stresses.—I;
{1 unit). Professor Wilson
108. Advanced Bridge Design.—Design of steel arch, cantilever, suspension, and
movable bridges. II; (i or ^ units).* Professor Cross
109. Water Purification and General Sanitation.—Design of water purification
and principles of sanitation. I; (/ unit). Professor Babbitt
110. Sewage Disposal, Wastes Disposal and General Sanitation.—Principles
and design of sewage treatment and waste disposal works. The principles of sanitation.
II; {1 unit). Professor Babbitt
112, Masonry Construction and Foundations.—I and II; {1 unit).
Professor Huntington
[113. Appraisals and Rate Making.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
[124. Steel Building Construction.—I; {1 or 2 units).* Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Huntington]
125. Advanced Design op Industrial Structures.—Steel and reinforced concrete
mill and factory buildings; head frames, tipples, and other mine structures; grain elevators.
II; {1 unit). Dean Ketchum
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 107.
130. Advanced Hydrology.—Precipitation, evaporation, transpiration, run-off,
stream flow regulation by storage, flood control. I or II; {1 unit).
Associate Professor Pickels
'In exceptional cases a thesis may be substituted for a technical subject in any one of the options of the
senior year of the civil engineering curriculum, on the approval of the head of the department.
_
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list" not the possible hotirs or units as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to




Major: 20 hours excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 55.
Minors: 20 hoiu-s chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign languages
(Latin being especially recommended), English literature, history, and philosophy,
Latin
Major: 20 hours excluding Latin lla-llb, 6, la-lb, 13, 20, 56 and including six
hours in translation courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors : 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following : Foreign languages
(Greek being especially recommended), English Uterature, history, and philosophy.
Classics
Major: 20 hoiu-s in Greek and Latin, excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, 17, 18, 55, and
Latin lla-llb, 6, la-lb, 9, 13, 20, and 56. At least 6 hours shall be carried in the secondarj^
language and the remaining hours in the primary language.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign lan-
guages, English literature, history, and philosophy.
GREEK
Courses for Undergraduates
The courses in translation naturally come in the following sequence: la-lb, 3, 4, 5 or 7,
6 or 8. Course la-lb is intended for students who cannot present Greek for entrance to the
University, but who desire to commence the study of the language. Courses 16, 17, 18
are open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors; 55 is open to those who have completed one
course in history or classics.
la-lb. Elementary Greek.—I and II; (4). Mr. Kamp
3. Second-Year Greek.—^Plato (selections). I; (3). Professor Canter
Prerequisite: Greek la-lb.
4. Second-Year Greek.—Homer, selections from the Iliad. II; (3). Mr. Diller
Prerequisite: Greek 3 or an equivalent.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
5. Herodotus and Lyric Poets.—I; (3). Dr. Couch
Prerequisite: Greek 3 and 4.
[6. Thucydides and Plato.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Greek 3 and 4.]
7. Greek Drama: Tragedy and Comedy.—II; (3). Dr. Couch
Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 5.
[8. Greek Oratory.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Greek 6.]
Greek Life and History
Courses 15, 16, 17, and 18 presuppose no knowledge of Greek and are open to all students
except freshmen.
15. Greek Athletics.—Lectures; prescribed readings. I; (1).
Professor Oldfather
16. The Life of the Ancient Greeks.—Lectures; prescribed readings. I; (1).
Dr. Couch
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17. Greek Drama in English Translation.—II; (2). Dr. Couch
18. Greek Archaeology.—Lectures; prescribed readings. I; (2). Dr. CorrcH
54. Comparative Literaittre.—See English 54.
55. Greek History.—Not open to freshmen. I; (3). Professor Oldfatheb
Prerequisite: One course in history or classics.
Courses for Graduates
Preparation for graduate work in Greek must include at least two years of preparatory
Greek, two years of college Greek, and two years of college Latin.
105. Plato and Aristotle.—I; (1 unit). Professor Oldfatheb
106. The Drama.—II; (/ unit). Associate Professor Perry
llOa-llOb. Bibliography and Criticism.—(Thesis course; the same as Latin 110a-
110b.) I and II; {1 unit). Professors Oldfather, Canter and others
[113. The Greek Romance.—I; (/ unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
120. Theocritus.—I; {1 um,it). Associate Professor Perry
LATIN
Courses for Undergraduates
lla-llb. Elementary Latin.—I and II; (4). Mr. Vickery, Mr. Diller
6. Cicero.—Selections from the Orations. I; (4). Mr. Vickery
Prerequisite: Two entrance units in Latin or Latin lla-llb.
la. Ovid.—I; (4). Mr. Diller
Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin or Latin 6.
lb. Vergil.—II; (4). Mr. Vickery
Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin or Latin 6.
3. Lucretius and Horace (Odes).—I; (3). Dr. Couch
Prerequisite: Latin 12a-12b or an equivalent.
4. Horace and Vergil {Eclogues and Georgics).—II; (3). Dr. Couch
Prerequisite: Latin 12a-12b or an equivalent.
5a. Latin Composition.—Grammatical drill and practice in simpler forms of ex-
Fression. Required of those receiving the recommendation of the department as teachers.
; (1). ... I^r. Couch
Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin or Latin 6.
5b. Latin Composition.—II; (1). Dr. Couch
Required of those receiving the recommendation of the department as teachers.
Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin or Latin 6.
9. Teachers' Course.—Purpose, problems, methods, and results of secondary
Latin instruction; the teacher's preparation. Required of those receiving the recommend-
ation of the department as teachers. II; (2). Professor Canter
Prerequisite: 14 hours of college Latin. A portion of this requirement may be waived
in the case of those who have taught Latin.
12a. Plautus, Terence, Catullus.—I; (4). Mr. Kamp
Prerequisite: Four entrance units in Latin or Latin la-lb.
12b. Sallust and Cicero {De Senectute).—II; (4). Mr. Kamp
Prerequisite: Four entrance units in Latin or Latin la-lb.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[21. Tacitus {Annales) and Juvenal.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major.]
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[22. Martial, SuETONrus, and ApuiiEitrs.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major.]
23. LivY, TiBULLtrs, and Propertius.—I; (3). (Given as Latin 14 in first semester
of 1928-29.) Professor Canter
Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major.
24. Ovid {Elegy) and Seneca (Epistles and Tragedies).—II; (3).
Professor Canter
Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major.
10. Latin Composition.—Leading principles; assigned models. Required of those
receiving the recommendation of the department as teachers. II; (2). Dr. Coxtch
Prerequisite: 12 hours of college Latin acceptable for a major, including Latin 5a-5b
or an equivalent.
30a-30b. Honors Course.—Thesis or a special course of study approved by the
department. I and II; (2). Professor Canter
Prerequisite: 14 hours of Latin acceptable for a major; senior standing.
Roman Life and Histort
(Courses 13 and 20 presuppose no knowledge of Latin and are open to all students except
freshmen.)
13. Roman Life.—The family, organization of society, marriage, education, amuse-
ments. Lectures; readings; photographs and slides. II; (1). Dr. Couch
20. Classical Mtthology.—Lectures and assigned readings. I; (2).
Associate Professor Perrt
54. Comparative Literature.—See English 54,
56. Roman History.—Not open to freshmen. II; (3). Professor Oldfathbb
Prerequisite: One course in history or classics.
Courses for Graduates
Students desiring to do graduate work in Latin should have had at least three years of
college Latin in addition to the Latin prescribed to meet entrance requirements.
[101. Epigram.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
102. Roman Oratory.—II; {t unit). Professor Canter
104. Latin Palaeography.—II; (i unit). Professor Oldfather
109. Vergil.—I; (/ unit). Professor Canter
llOa-llOb. Bibliography and Criticism.—(Thesis course; the same as Greek 110a-
110b.) I and II; (1 unit). Professors Oldfather, Canter, and others
[115. Elegy.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
J
117. Lucretius.—II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Perry
118. Latin Romance.—I; (1 unit). Associate Professor Perry
Summer Session Courses
SI. Caesar.—(13^). Assistant Professor Spencer
S9. Teachers' Course.—(2J^). Professor Canter
S13. Roman Private Life.— (1). Assistant Professor Spencer
S56. Roman History—The Empire.—(Ij^). Assistant Professor Spencer
Courses for Graduates
SI 10. Research Course.—(% to 1 unit).^ Professor Canter
SI 16. Latin Satire.—(% to 1 unit).^ Professor Canter
'In regietering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the coarse; i.e., not H ^ 1






1. Testing Dairy Products.—Lectures; recitations; problems; laboratory. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Overman; Mr. Garrett
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b or 30 hours' university work.
2. Dairy Cattle.—Selection, feeding, breeding, and management. Lectures;
recitations; laboratory. II; (5).
Associate Professor Yapp; Assistant Professor Nevens
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24a; Animal Husbandry 21.
8. City Milk Supply.—Production, transportation, plant management, and dis-
tribution of milk. Required inspection trip costing $15 to $20. Lectures; laboratory;
readings. II; (3). Assistant Professor Tracy; Mr. Tuckey
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12.
11. General Dairy Bacteriology.—Milk sanitation. Lectures; readings; reports.
II; (2). Professor Prucha
Prerequisite: 30 hours' university work.
12. General Dairy Bacteriology.—Contamination and control. Laboratory.
II; (2). Professor Prucha; Assistant Professor Brannon
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 11 or registration therein.
[22. Cheese Making.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29; to be given, 1929-30.
Professor Ruehe; Mr. Tuckey
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 11, 12, and 24b.]
23a-23k. Investigation with Thesis.—I and II; (5).
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work including not less than 20 hours pertinent
to thesis problem and approval of head of department. Credit is not given for either
semester separately.
(a-b). Dairy Bacteriology. Professor Prucha; Assistant Professor Brannon
(c-d). Dairy Chemistry. Assistant Professor Overman
(e-f). Dairy Farming and Economic Milk Production. Professor Fraser
(g-h). Dairy Manufactures. Professor Ruehe; Assistant Professor Tracy
(j-k). Dairy Production.
Professor Gaines; Associate Professor Yapp; Assistant Professor Nevens
24a. Elementary Dairy Production.—Survey of the industry; breeds of dairy
cattle; selection, feeding and management of herds. (No credit allowed juniors and seniors.)
Lecture; quiz; laboratory. I and II; (3)
Assistant Professor Nevens; Mr. Kuhlman, Mr. Shaw
24b. Elementary Testing and Manufacture of Dairy Products.—Testing and
manufacture of dairy products; cream separators. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. (No credit
allowed juniors and seniors.) I and II; (3). Mr. Sanmann
Prerequisite: Credit or registration in Chemistry 1 or 2.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Manufacture of Ice Cream.—Standardizing, mixing, and freezing; defects and
their causes; judging; artificial refrigeration; machinery and equipment. Required in-
spection trip costing about $30. I; (5). Assistant Professor Tracy; Mr. Tucket
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours of university work.
5. Composition of Dairy Products.—Rapid commercial tests; milk proteins;
chemical and physical properties of milk fat. Lectures; recitations; problems; readings;
laboratory. II; (3). Assistant Professor Overman
Prerequisite: Chemistry 32.
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7. Ckeamert Btjttermaking and Factory Management.—Types of creameries;
buttennaking; creamery by-products; refrigeration. Creamery location and plans. Re-
quired inspection trip costing about $30. Lectures; readings; problems; laboratory.
II; (5). Professor Ruehe; Mr. Sanmann
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours of university work.
10. Advanced Dairy Bacteriology.—Bacterial flora of milk and milk products.
Readings; reports. I; (4). Assistant Professor Brannon; Professor Prucha
Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and 5b; 60 hours of imiversity work.
14. Milk Condensing.—Methods of manufacturing condensed milk and milk
powder. Required inspection trip costing about $30. Lectures; laboratory. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Tracy; Mr. Tuckey
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours of university work.
17. Advanced Study of Dairy Breeds.—Historical background; characteristics;
noted individuals and families; lactation. Study of blood lines; inheritance of physical
and physiological characters. Lectures; readings; seminar. I; (3).
Associate Professor Yapp
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 2 and 60 hours of university work.
20. Economic Problems in Dairy Farming.—I; (3). Professor Fraser
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work.
21. Systems op Dairy Farming.—A three-day inspection trip costing about $20
required. II; (3). Professor Fraser
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work.
25. Advanced Study op Dairy Cattle Feeding.—Feeding standards and experi-
ments; nutritional problems; planning investigations. Lectures; readings; seminar. I;
(2). Not to be given, 1929-30. Assistant Professor Nevens
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 2; 60 hours of university work.
Courses for Graduates
101. Economic Milk Production.—Efficiency of dairy farms; factors influencing
profits. I, II; {% to 2 units)} Professor Fraser
104. Dairy Bacteriology.—Fermentation in dairy products. I, II; (V2io 1 unit)}
Professor Prucha
105. Dairy Manufactures.—Special problems. I, II; (% to 2 units)}
Professor Ruehe
106. Dairy Bacteriology.—Assigned problems. I, II; (% to 2 units)}
Professor Prucha
107. Dairy Chemistry.—^Assigned problems. I, II; (% to 2 units)}
Assistant Professor Overman
108. Physiology of Lactation.—I, II; {%to 2 units)} Professor Gaines
112a-f. Research.—I, II; (1 to 4 units)}
Note.—Graduate students writing a thesis should so indicate when registering in
Dairy Husbandry 112.
(a). Dairy Bacteriology. Professor Prucha
(b). Dairy Chemistry. Assistant Professor Overman
(c). Dairy Cattle Breeding. Associate Professor Yapp
(d). Dairy Cattle Feeding. Assistant Professor Nevens
(e). Milk Production. Professor Gaines
(f). Dairy Manufactures. Professor Ruehe
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to 4
unitB, but }^, or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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DRAWING, GENERAL ENGINEERING
1. Elements of Drawing.—Lettering; orthographic projection; working drawings;
graphical representations; isometric, oblique, and perspective projections; plates and
tracings; tracings duplicated in blue and white line prints; time sketches. I and II; (4).
Department staff
2. Descriptive Geometry.—Point, line, and plane; surfaces; intersections and
developments. Problems; recitations. I and II; (4). Department staff
Prerequisite: Sohd Geometry.
4. Advanced Drawing.—Architectural, structural, topographic, machine, and
pictorial drawing. Graphical representations. I and II; (4).
Associate Professor Hoelscher; Mr. Grossman, Mr. Jorgensen, Mr. S. G. Hall
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or equivalent to be determined by the
department.
6. Elements of Drawing.—Part of General Engineering Drawing 1. (For students
in Chemical Engineering.) II; (3). Assistant Professor Michel
Prerequisite: Plane Geometry.
[2L Advanced Descriptive Geometry.—A continuation of course 2, treating
higher relations of the point, line, and plane. Application of descriptive geometry to
practical engineering problems. Special problems. II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Porter
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 and 2.]
Summer Session Courses
SL Elements op Drawing.—See General Engineering Drawing 1. (4).
Mr. Springer
S2. Descriptive Geometry.—Orthographic projection; point, line, and plane;
properties of surfaces; tangents; intersections and developments. Problems; recitations.
Mr. Springer
Prerequisite: Plane and solid geometry.
ECONOMICS
Major: For students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 20 hours made up
of Economics 1 and any other courses in economics for which it is a prerequisite.
Minors: 20 hours in any one or two of the following subjects: Geography, history,
philosophy, poUtical science, and sociology.
Economics 22 and 27 are open only to freshmen, without previous requirement.
Economics 1 is the fundamental course in economics. It is prerequisite for most of
the advanced courses, and students expecting to do advanced work in economics should
take it in their sophomore year.
Economics 2, though open to all students who have had 30 hours of university work,
is primarily for students in the Colleges of Agriculture and Engineering and in courses in
home economics, chemistry, chemical engineering, and other sciences. It may not be used
as a prerequisite for advanced courses in economics except as indicated.
Graduate students electing economics as their major must have had at least eight
accredited semester hours in this field, including a course in the principles and an advanced
course for which this is a prerequisite. Those who take the course as a minor must have
had a course of at least five semester hours in the principles.
See also Business Organization and Operation, and Transportation.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Economics.—Value, price, money, exchange, distribution, con-
sumption, and other fundamental concepts. I and II; (5).
Assistant Professor Brown and others
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
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2. Elements of Economics.—^A briefer presentation of the subject matter covered
in Economics 1. I and II; (3). Dr. Burgess and others
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
3. Monet, Credit, and Banking.—I and II; (3). Dr. Fagan and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
16. Economics of Agriculture.—Production and exchange of agricultural products;
accumulation and consumption of agricultural wealth. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Norton
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
[17. Economic History op Agriculture.—I; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Norton
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.]
22. Economic History of the United States.—Explorations and settlements;
colonization; growth of industry, agriculture, commerce, transportation, and labor. Open
to freshmen only. I; (3). Professor Bogart and others
_
27. Modern Industry.—Environment as a conditioning factor; relation of science
to industry; typical extractive and manufacturing industries. Open to freshmen only.
II; (3). Associate Professor Hunter and others
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[4. History of Money and Banking Institutions.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Wright
Prerequisite: Economics 3.]
8. Foreign Exchange and the Money Market.—Foreign exchange and inter-
national payments; seasonal demands for money; rates of discount; stock and produce
exchanges. II; (3). Associate Professor Wright
Prerequisite: Economics 1 and 3; senior standing.
9. Advanced Theory and Practice of Banking.—Banking practice in the United
States. I; (3). Associate Professor Wright
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 and 3; senior standing.
10. Corporation Management and Finance.—Corporations; organization and
securities; stockholders and directors; analysis of reports; receiverships and reorganizations;
social and political effects. II; (3). Professor Robinson and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 and 3; Accountancy la and lb.
11. Industrial Consolidation.—The growth of monopoly; monopoly prices and
methods; the effect of trusts on prices, wages, interest, and profits of monopoly; the control
of trusts. I; (3). Professor Robinson
Prerequisite: Economics 10.
13. Marketing and Prices of Agricultural Products.—Practices, processes,
and agencies related to the marketing of farm crops, livestock, and livestock products.
I; (3). Associate Professor Stewart
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
14. Cooperation in Agriculture.—Cooperative associations for agricultural pro-
duction and marketing. II; (2). Assistant Professor Norton
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
15.
^
Financing Agriculture.—The credit and banking needs of farmers and rural
communities; agencies and methods for supplying them. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Norton
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
18. Land Economcs.—Utilization, valuation, tenure, and conservation of land
available for crops, pastures, and forests. II; (3). Associate Professor Stewart
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing.
24. Economic Development of Modern Europe.—France, Germany, and England
since the industrial revolution. II; (3). Professor Bogart
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
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25. Economic History of England.—The manorial system; gilds; commercial
policy and expansion of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; industrial growth of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. I; (3). Professor Boqabt
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
29. Foreign Commerce and Commercial Policies.—International trade relations
and attempts to solve them; changes in theories and in poUcies; customs tariffs; com-
mercial treaties; export trade. II; (3). Professor Litman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
30. World Markets.—The chief markets of the world, with special reference to
the United States; the materials of commerce. II; (3) Professor Litman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
31. Organization of Foreign Commerce.—Exporting and importing; foreign trade
promoting institutions; financing shipments. I; (3). Professor Litman and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 and junior standing.
35. Corporation Finance.—Organization, financiering, capitalization, and manage-
ment of corporations; relations to investors and to the public. For engineering students
only. I; (3). Assistant Professor Brown
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
36. Investments.—The nature of saving, investment, and speculation; forms of
investment; institutions for facilitating investment. II; (3). Professor Robinson
Prerequisite: Economics 10; senior standing.
41. Introduction to Labor Problems.—The economic, legal, and social position
of the wage-earner; risks and uncertainties of the worker; problems involved in marketing
his labor. I; (3). Assistant Professor Herman and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
42. The Labor Movement.—The history, purposes, problems, and activities of
the labor movements in the United States and Great Britain as expressed in trade union-
ism, pohtical action, and cooperation. II; (2). Assistant Professor Berman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
43. Personnel Administration.—The manager and the problems of labor ad-
ministration; labor turnover; withheld effort; selection of workers, promotion, transfer,
etc.; training; welfare work; shop committees, industrial councils; the personnel depart-
ment. II; (3). Dr. Dickinson and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
44. Socialism and Economic Reform.—Plans for economic reconstruction. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Berman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing.
5L Public Finance.—PubUc expenditures; financial administration; taxation;
public debts. I; (3). Associate Professor Hunter and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
52. Taxation.—The major problems of our present system of federal, state, and
local taxation. II; (3). Associate Professor Hunter
Prerequisite: Economics 51.
[54. The Fiscal System of Illinois.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Hunter
Prerequisite: Economics 51.]
55. Economics of Insurance.—Historical development and economic aspects, with
special reference to life insurance. I; (3). Associate Professor Holtzclaw
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
56. Property Insurance.—Fire, marine, title, and credit insurance, and corporate
suretyship; technical characteristics and economic effects. II; (3). Dr. Dickinson
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 and 3; junior standing.
58. Urban Land Economics.—I; (3). Dr. Dickinson
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
61. Economic Theory.—^A restatement of the leading principles of economics in the
light of their historical development. I and II; (2).
Assistant Professor Brown; Associate Professor Hunter
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
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71. Economic Statistics.—Methods of collection, presentation, and interpretation
of statistical data; laboratory exercises. I; (3). Associate Professor Holtzclaw
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
72. Economic Statistics (Business Barometers).—The interpretation of statistics
as a method of forecasting business changes; possibihties and limitations of this method.
II; (3). Assistant Professor Norton
Prerequisite: Economics 71 or permission of the instructor.
81. Principles of Public Utilities.—History of electric, gas, telephone, and
electric railway utilities; economic peculiarities; their relationship to the community and
to each other; valuation and rates; service requirements; financial requirements; customer
ownership and public relations; regulation. I; (3). Assistant Professor Gray
Prerequisite: Economics 1 and 3.
82. Public Utility Regulation.—Problems of regulation; phases of regulation
of unusual importance to the utility executive; selected cases, commission orders, and
court and commission decisions. II; (3). Assistant Professor Dillavou
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, and 3, and 81.
83. Public Utility Rates.—Rate structures in the different utilities, rates and
rate building, the general level of rates, practical problems in rate making. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Gray
Prerequisite: Economics 81.
90. Thesis.—For seniors who have elected economics as their major subject and
are writing a thesis. II; (2 to 4).^ Dr, Burgess and members of the staff
Prerequisite: Major in economics; senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
101. Economic Theory.—Planned primarily for first-year graduate students and
particularly for those who have had only the minimum preparation required for graduate
study in economics. I, II; (/ unit). Professor Weston
102. Theory and History of Money, Credit, and Prices.—I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Weston
[103. The Distribution of Wealth.—I, II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
104a. Theories and Policies of Foreign Commerce.—Foreign trade phenomena;
commercial policies of leading industrial nations of the world. I; {1 unit).
Professor Litman
104b. Methods and Practices of Foreign Trade.—The problems confronting
exporters and importers. II; (i unit). Professor Litman
105. Public Finance.—PubUc expenditures, public revenues, public indebtedness,
and the administration of pubhc funds. I, II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Hunter
106. International Exchange and the Money Markets.—Methods of financing
and settling international trade transactions, exchange rates, interest rates, and market
movements. II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Wright
[107. The Corporation in Economic Evolution.—I, II; {1 unit). Not given,
1928-29.]
109. Reserve Banking.—Central banking policies and practices of the principal
commercial coimtries of the world; the Federal Reserve System. I; {1 unit).
Associate Professor Wright
110b. Finance and Investments: The Holding Corporation.—Private finance
and safe investments; financial institutions under the capitalistic organization; problems
in financial organization and procedure. I, II; {1 unit). Professor Robinson
112a-b. Labor Problems.—The development of unionism in the United States;
the strength and weaknesses of organized labor; and the forces making for and against
industrial peace. I, II; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Berman
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not
the possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2
to 4, but 2, or 3, or 4.
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118. Seminar. Thesis Course.—(All graduate students writing theses in Eco-
nomics must register in Economics 118; registration for other students is optional.) I, II.
(a). Third Year Seminar. Professor Weston
(b). First Year: General Economics. Assistant Professor Brown
(c). First Year: Agricultural Economics. Associate Professor Stewart
(d). First Year: Public Utilities. Assistant Professor Gray
120. The History of Economic Thought.—Economic doctrines in very modem
times; economic ideas of ancient philosophers and legal writers and the notions and policies
of the middle ages and early modem times with respect to economic problems. Special
reading assignments with reports and discussions. I, II; {1 unit). Professor Weston
122. Economic History of the United States.—Growth of American economic
activities and institutions; inter-relations of industrial development and economic poUcy.
I, II; {1 unit). Professor Bogart
[124. International Finance.—I, II; (i unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
130. Theory op Agricultural Economics.—^Agricultural business activity and
occupational well-being. I, II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Stewart
131. Agricultural Resources and Prices.—Production and centers of production;
trends in consumption; long time trends and short time fluctuations in prices. I, II;
(/ unit). Assistant Professor Norton
132. Agricultural Economics Research.—(Credit conditional on completion of
satisfactory theses.) I, II; (/ to 2 unit^).^ Associate Professor Stewart
[143. Administration of Industrial Relations.—I, II; {1 unit). Not given,
1928-29.]
144. Statistical Theory and Analysis.—Statistical method in the treatment of
economic data. I; (/ unit). Associate Professor Holtzclaw
180. Management of Public Utilities.—Promotion, finance; capital turnover,
consohdations, receiverships and reorganization, customer ownership, public relations,
expansion of business accounting, publicity, complaints, and relations to regulatory bodies.
I, II; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Gray
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
52. Principles of Economics.— (3). Dr. Hoover, Mr. Adams
Prerequisite: One year of university work or (for teachers) the permission of the
instructor.
Equivalent: Economics 2.
53. Money, Credit, and Banking.—(23^). Professor Weston
Prerequisite: A course in the principles of economics or the permission of the in-
structor.
Equivalent: Economics 3 when used as a prerequisite.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
SIO. Corporation Management and Finance.—(23^).
Assistant Professor Brown
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or permission of the instructor.
Equivalent: Economics 10 when used as a prerequisite.
S13. Marketing and Prices of Agricultural Products.—(3).
Associate Professor Stewart
'In regbtering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible unite as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 3
unite, but 1, or 1}^, or 2.
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S36. Investments.—(23^). Assistant Professor Brown
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, senior standing, or permission of the instructor.
Equivalent: Economics 36.
S41. Introduction to the Study of Labor Problems.—(2J^). Dr. Hoover
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or the permission of the instructor.
Equivalent: Economics 41 when used as a prerequisite.
S51. Public Finance.—(2H). Assistant Professor Locklin
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or permission of the instructor.
Equivalent: Economics 51 when used as a prerequisite.
S61. Problems in Economic Theory.— (2). Assistant Professor Brown
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or permission of the instructor.
Equivalent: Economics 61.
S65. Teaching of Economics and Other Social Sciences.—(2). Mr. Adams
Prerequisite: A course in the principles of economics or the permission of the in-
structor.
Courses for Graduates
SlOl. Economic Theory in Its Historical Development.—{1 unit).
Professor Weston
SI 18. Seminar.—For graduate students who are writing theses, or are engaged in
research work. {1 to 2% units).
^
Professor Weston
S130. Theory of Agricultural Economics.— (1 unit).
Associate Professor Stewart
EDUCATION
Major: For students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 20 hours including
educational psychology, history of education, technic of teaching, and principles of second-
ary education.
Minors: 20 hours made up from either (a) courses in any university subject repre-
sented in the high-school program; or (b) courses in any one or two of the following de-
partments: Psychology, sociology, philosophy, and political science.
A. GENERAL COURSES IN EDUCATION
Introductory Courses
2. History of Education.—(A general survey). I and II; (3). Professor Seybolt
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
3. Survey of Modern Educational Problems.—I; (3). Mrs. Johnston
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
5. Comparative Education.—II; (3). Mrs. Johnston
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
6. Principles of Secondary Education.—I and II; (3).
Dr. Weber, Dr. Troth, Mrs. Johnston, Dr. Potthoff, Mr. Peters,
Prerequisite: Education 10 and 25.
10. Technic of Teaching.—(This course, with Education 25, is required of all
students who are given the official recommendation of the Appointments Committee for
teaching positions in secondary schools.) I and II; (3).
Dr. Troth, Dr. Weber, Dr. Herriott, Dr. Reagan, Mr. Lawson, Mr. Peters
Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Education 25.
25. Educational Psychology.—(Introductory course). See Education 10. I and
II; (3).
Professor Cameron; Dr. Dolch, Mr. Lawson, Dr. Potthoff, Mr. Corey, Dr.
Reagan
Prerequisite: Psychology 1.
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intenos to take the course; i.e., not ^ to 2>^
units, but H, or 1, or 2)^.
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Methods Coueses
Ck»urses offered in the respective departments in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
and the School of Music will be accepted as courses in Education.
Art and Design 9a.—I; (3).




English 41.—I and II; (2).
English 42.—I and II; (2).
[German 25.—II; (2).]
History 18—1 and II; (2).
Home Economics 11.—I and II; (3).
Home Economics 13.—I and II; (3).






Physical Education 15a.—I; (3).
Physical Education 15b.—II; (3),
Physics S18.—(1).
Public Speaking 12.—II; (2).
French 25.—I; (3).
Spanish 25.—II; (3).






Open only to men in Athletic
Associate Professor Griffith
4. Edttcational Administration.—I; (3). Dr. Weber
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
11. Ancient and Medieval Education.—I; (2).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
18. Educational Measurements.—I and II; (3).
Prerequisite: Education 25.
20a. Supervision of Secondary Education.—I; (2)
Prerequisite: Education 25.
26. The Junior High School.—II; (2).
Prerequisite: Education 25.
27. High School Curricula.—II; (2).
Prerequisite: Education 6, or consent of instructor.
28. Psychology op Athletics.—I and II; (3).
Coaching.
Prerequisite: Psychology 1.
30. History of American Education.—II; (2).
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Education 2 or 11.
41. Survey of Vocational Education.—I; (3).
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Same as Industrial Education 41
42. Special Education.—I; (2).
Prerequisite: Education 25.
43. Mental Tests.—II; (3). Professor Cameron
Prerequisite: Education 25; the consent of the instructor.
44. Educational Psychology.—(Laboratory course). I; (3). Professor Cameron
Prerequisite: Education 25.
49. The Principles of Intellectual Development.—The facts of animal, foUc,
and child psychology. II; (3). Associate Professor Griffith
Prerequisite: Senior standing, Psychology 1, Education 25, and consent of instructor.
53. Problems of Industrial Education.—I and II; (3). Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or consent of instructor. Same as Industrial Educa-
tion 50.
54. Functions and Methods of Part-Time Teaching.—I; (2). Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Same as Industrial Education 54.
54a. The Curriculum and Administration of Part-Time Schools.—II; (2).
Professor Mays





55. Problems in Vocational Guidance.—II; (3). Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Same as Industrial Education 55.
99a-99b. Thesis.—For candidates for honors in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and for other seniors. I and II; (2). Dean Chadsey and others
Courses for Graduates
101. Educational Theory.—The philosophical basis of education theory. II;
{1 unit). Professor Cameron
102. Research in History op American Education.—I and II; (1 unit).
Professor Seybolt
[104. Educational Administration.—I and II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Dean Chadsey]
[106. High School Administration.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Clement]
110. Methods of Teaching.—I; (1 unit). Professor Monroe
[119. Curriculum Construction.—II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Monroe]
120a. Seminar in the Supervision of Secondary Education.—^11; {1 unit).
Professor Clement
121. Educational Measurements.—II; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Odell
123. Educational Statistics.—I; (/ unit). Assistant Professor Odell
124. Educational Research.—I; {1 unit). Professor Monroe
125. Educational Psychology.—I and II; (1 unit). Professor Cameron
127. High School Curricula.—I; (/ unit). Professor Clement
131. Analysis and Evaluation of High School Texts.—II; (1 unit).
Professor Clement
133. Studies in Secondary Education.—I; (1 unit). Professor Clement
141. Problems in the Teaching of English in the Secondary School.—I and
II; {1 unit). Professor Paul
150. Thesis.—I and II; (1 to 2 units).^
170. Public School Business Administration.—II; (1 unit). Dr. Weber
Departmental Conference.—All graduate students majoring in education are
expected to meet with the departmental staff the first and third Mondays of each month,
7 to 9 p.m. I and II; (no credit).
Summer Session Courses
(The content of these courses is, in general, the same as in the regular session.)
Courses for Undergraduates
S2. History of Education.— (3). Professor Seybolt
55. Comparative Education.—(3). Mrs. Johnston
56. Principles of Secondary Education.—(3). Mrs. Johnston, Mr. Herriott
SIO. Technic of Teaching.—(3). Dr. Reagan, Miss McHarry
S25. Educational Psychology.—(3). Dr. Dolch, Mr. Williams, Mr. Corey
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his etudy-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 2.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S4. Special Problems in Educational Administration.—(2). Dr. Weber
S14. School Hygiene.— (2). Dr. Etheredge
517. The Teacher.—(2^)- Mr. Williams
518. Educational Measurements.—(2). Assistant Professor Odell
S20a. Supervision OF Secondary Education.—(2^)- Professor Hollister
526. Junior High School Procedures.— (2). Professor Williams
527. High School Curricula.— (2J^). Professor Hollister
S41. Survey of Vocational Education.—(2J^). Professor Mays
S55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—(23^). Professor Mays
S69. The Construction and Use of Exa.minations.—(1).
Assistant Professor Odell
Courses for Graduates
SlOl. Educational Theory.— {I/2 unit). Professor Cameron
SllO. Methods of Teaching.—(1 unit). Professor Monroe
S119. Curriculum Construction.—(% unit). Professor Monroe
Sl20a. Supervision op Secondary Education.—{1 unit). Professor Clement
Sl20b. Supervision of Elementary Education.—{% unit). Professor Williams
5123. Educational Statistics.— (1 unit). Assistant Professor Odell
5124. Educational Research.— {1 unit). Professor Monroe
5125. Advanced Educational Psychology.— (/ unit). Professor Cameron
5127. High School Curricula.—{1 unit). Professor Clement
5128. Source Problems of the Junior High School.—{Y2 unit).
Professor Clement
S130. History of American Education.— (1 unit). Professor Seybolt
S141. Problems of the Teaching of English in Secondary Schools.—(% unit).
Professor Paul
5147. Psychology of the Elementary School Subjects.—(1 unit). Dr. Dolch
5148. Psychology of High School Subjects.—{% unit). Professor Cameron
S150. Thesis.—(% to 1 unit).^ Dean Chadsey and others
S164. Public School Finance.— {I unit). Dr. Weber
5168. Supervised Study.—{% unit). Dr. Weber
5169. Current Tendencies in Education.—{1 unit). Professor Williams
B. EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE
Open to seniors in the College of Education and in- certain cases with the consent of the
instructor to juniors.
1. Athletic Coaching.—I and II; (2 to 4).'
2. Athletic Coaching.—I and II; (2 to 4).»
3. Athletic Coaching.—I and II; (2 to 4).i
4. Athletic Coaching.—I and IT; (2 to 4).'
5. Agricultural Education.—I and II; (3 to 5).^
Mr. Lawson, Mr. Rucker, Mr. Henderson
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-list
not the possible hours or unite as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take the
course; i.e., not >^ to 5, but 3^, or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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6. Biology.—I and II; (5). Mr. Byerlet
7. Chemistry.—I and II; (5). Mr. Harnish
8. Civics.—I; (5). Mr. Habberton
9. Drawing, Art and Design.—I and II; (3 to 5).^ Miss Anderson
10. Drawing, Mechanical.—I and II; (3 to 5).^ Mr. Braucher
11. English.—I and II; (5). Miss McHarry, Miss Dugtjid, Miss Foley
11a. Public Speaking.—I; (5). Miss McHarry, Miss Duguid, Miss Foley
12. French.—I or II; (5). Mr. Harvey
13. General Science.—I and II; (5). Mr. Byerley
14. Home Economics Education.—I and II; (5).
Miss King, Miss Robinson, Miss Todd
Prerequisite: Home Economics 11 or concurrent registration in it.
15. History.—I and II; (6). Mrs. Wilson, Mr. Habberton
16. Industrial Education.—I and II; (3 to 5).^ Mr. Braucher
17. Latin.—I and II; (5). Miss Wilkin
19. Mathematics.—I and II; (5).
Assistant Professor Lytle, Miss Taylor, Miss Hendrdc
20. Music—I and II; (3 to 5).^ Mr. Krone
21. Physics.—I and II; (5). Mr. Harnish
[23. Spanish.—I and II; (5). Not given, 1928-29.]
24. Stenography and Typewriting.—I and II; (3 to 5).^ Mrs. Hagan
25. Elementary Education.—I and II; (5). Dean Chadsey
26. Bookkeeping.—I and II; (5). Mrs. Hagan
27. Economics.—I and II; (5). Mrs. Wilson
C. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
1. General Agricultural Education.—Introductory study of the general field of
agricultural education. I and II; (2). Mr. Lawson
50.
_
Teaching.—See Educational Practice 5—Sections will be arranged for the
supervision of home projects, class room teaching, observation, and for conferences. I
and II; (2 to 5).»
Prerequisite: Education 10 and senior standing. Required of vocational teachers.
51. Teachers' Course in Agriculture.—Required of vocational teachers. I and
II; (3). Associate Professor Nolan
Prerequisite: Education 10, 25; senior standing.
90. Rural and Agricultural Education.—I and II; (3).
Associate Professor Nolan
91. Case Studies in Vocational Agriculture.—II; (2).
Associate Professor Nolan
Prerequisite: Senior standing in the College of Agriculture.
Summer Session Courses
(All courses in agricultural education are designed for teacher-training in vocational agri-
culture, meeting the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act for Vocational Education.)
Si. Introduction to Agricultural Education.—(2). Mr. Rucker
550. Farm Practice Supervision and Summer Teaching.—{214)- Mr. Rucker
551. Teachers' Course in Agricultural Education.—(3).
Associate Professor Nolan
S90. Rural Education.— (2). Associate Professor Nolan
State Conference of Teachers of Vocational Agriculture.
/In registering for a couree with variable credit hours a student must put down on his etudy-list not the
possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to
5, but 2, or 3, or i, or 5.
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D. ATHLETIC COACHING
2. Calisthenics.—Single line marching and gymnastic dancing. I and II; (4).
Mr. Wagner, Mr. Price
4. Gymnastic Stunts.—Practice of acrobatic stunts. I and II; (2). Mr. Heidloff
Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 2 and junior standing.
7. Boxing.—Practice and theory in fundamentals. I and II; (1).
Mr. VoTLES and assistants
8. Wrestling.—Practice and theory in fundamentals. I and II; (1). Mr. Votles
11. History, Systems, and Theories op Physical Education.—Development in
France, Germany, Sweden, and the United States; school programs. I and II; (2).
Associate Professor Staley
Prerequisite: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
12. School Program of Physical Education.—I and II; (3).
Associate Professor Staley
Prerequisite: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
15. Community Recreation.—Combative contests, games, mass athletics; 8up>er-
vision of community recreation. I and II; (3). Associate Professor Staley
16. Training and First Aid.—I and II; (1). Mr. Bullock
Prerequisite: Anatomy 1 and 2; Physiology' 1 and 2.
17. Organization and Administration.—Organizing and administering physical
education and athletics. I and II; (2). Assistant Professor Olandeb
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
18. Campcraft.—I and II; (1). Mr. Wilson
19. ScouTCRAFT.—I and II; (1). Mr. Drake
20. Track and Field Athletics.—Track and field events, coaching and training
methods, management of meets. I and II; (4). Mr. Gill, Mr. Werner
25. Psychology op Athletics.—Now Educ. 28.
26. Experimental Methods in Athletics.—I; (3). Associate Professor Griffith
Prerequisite: Education 25 and 28.
30. Football.—Practical work in fundamentals. I and II; (2).
Mr. Smith, Mr. Lipe, Mr. Voyles, Mr. Sogolow, Mr. Wilson, Mr. von Lehsten,
Mr. Rokusek, Mr. Sabo
31. Football.—Review of fundamentals; practical and theoretical work in team
play. I and II; (2). Mr. von Lehsten, Mr. Rokusek, Mr. Voyles
Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 30.
32. Football.—Fundamentals and football strategy from coaches' standpoint.
II; (2). Professor Zuppke
40. Basketball.—Practical and theoretical work. I and II; (2).
Mr. Ruby, Mr. Smith, Mr. Lipe, Mr. Voyles, Mr. Wilson, Mr. von Lehsten,
Mr. Rokusek, Mr. Sabo
41. Basketball.—Methods and technic from coaches' standpoint. I and II; (2).
Mr. Ruby, Mr. Lipe
Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 40 and junior standing.
50. Baseball.—Theory and practice. I and II; (4).
Professor Lundqren, Mr. Jordan
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
60. Swimming.—Swimming, diving, water sports. I and II; (2). Mr. Manley
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
70. Orthopedics and Medical Gymnastics.—Detection of abnormahties and
treatment by phj^sical methods. I and II; (5). Assistant Professor Stafford
Prerequisite: Anatomy 1 and 2; Physiology 1 and 2.
90. Theory of Coaching.—I; (2).
Assistant Professor Olander; Mr. Ruby and others
Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 30, 31, 40, 41.
91. Theory of Coaching.—II; (2). Professor Lundgren; Mr. Ruby and others




SlOa. Baseball Theory.— (1). Professor Lundgren
SlOb. Baseball Practice.—(J^). Professor Lundgren
Si la. Track and Field Theory and Demonstration.—(IK). Mr. Gill
S12a. Basketball Theory.—(1). Mr. Ruby
Sl2b. Basketball Practice.—(3^). Mr. Ruby
S12c. Basketball Theory.—(1). Mr. Lambert
S12d. Basketball Practice.—(3^). Mr. Lambert
S13a. Football Theory.—(2). Mr. Olander
Sl3b. Football Practice.—(J^). Mr. Voyles
Sl4a. Training Theory.—(J^). Mr. Bullock
Sl4b. Training Practice.—(no credit). Mr. Bullock
515. Calisthenics.—(14). Mr. Wagner, Mr. Heidloff
516. Mass Physical Activities.—(J^). Associate Professor Staley
517. Gymnastic Stunts.—(J^). Mr. Heidloff
Sl8a. Medical Gymnastics.— (2). Assistant Professor Stafford
Sl8b. Medical Gymnastics Practice.—(J^). Mr. Brainard
520. Physical Diagnosis.—(1). Assistant Professor Stafford
521. Gymnastic Dancing.—(K)- Mr. Wagnee
522. History, Systems, and Theories of Physical Education.— (1).
Associate Professor Staley
523. School Programs op Physical Education.—(1).
Associate Professor Staley
S24a. Swimming.—Theory and Practice.
—(J^). Mr. Paterson
S24b. Diving and Life Saving.—(J^). Mr. Paterson
S25. Psychology of Athletics.—(2). Associate Professor Griffith
S28. Miscellaneous Games.—(3^). Mr. Brainard
S31. Health Education Theory.—No credit. Assistant Professor Stafford
E. HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
1. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 11. Required of all who wish
to be recommended to teach home economics. I and II; (3). Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Home Economics 6, 29. Prerequisite or concurrent: Education 10;
Home Economics 5, 10; and for non-Smith-Hughes students. Home Economics 34.
2. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 13. Required of all who wish
to be recommended to teach home economics. I and II; (3). Miss Todd
3. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 34. I or II; (1). Miss King
F. INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
1. Manual Arts.—First course. I and II; (4). Mr. Braucher
2. Advanced Manual Arts.—I and II; (4). Mr. Braucher
2a. Problems of House Construction.—II; (4). Mr. Braucher
3. Mechanical Drawing.—Same as G. E. D. I and II.
4. Pattern and Foundry Work.—Same as M. E. 85 and 86. I and II.
6. Woodwork.—Same as M. E. 73. I.
7. Machine and Forge Work.—Same as M. E. 87 and 88. I and II.
8. Printing and Publishing.—Same as JoiUTialism 9a-9b.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
41. Survey of Vocational Education.—I; (3). Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
50. Problems of Industrial Education.—I and II; (3). Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
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54. Function and Methods of Part-Time Teaching.—^I; (2). Professor Mats
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
54a. The CtrRRicirLUM and Administration op Part-Time Schools.—II; (2).
Professor Mats
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
56. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—II; (3). Professor Mats
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
67. Organization of Shopwork.—I; (3). Professor Mats
61. Supervised Teaching of Manual Arts.—I; (5). Mr. Braucher
62. HiSTORT AND ORGANIZATION OF MANUAL ArTS.—II; (3). ProfeSSOF MaTS
E41. SuRVET OF Vocational Education.—Same as Education 41. Esctra-mural.
I and II; (1 to 3).i Assistant Professor Dodge
Prerequisite: Age over 21.
E50. SuRVET OF Industrial Education.—Same as Industrial Education 50. Extra-
mural. I and II; (1 to 3).^ Assistant Professor Dodge
E52. Teaching Related Trade Subjects.—Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3).*
Assistant Professor Dodge
E54. Principles and Methods op Part-Time Teaching.—Same as Industrial
Education 54. Extra-mural. I and II. Assistant Professor Dodge
E54a. Continuation of Industrial Education E54.—Extra-mural. I and II.
Assistant Professor Dodge
E55. Problems op Vocational Guidance.—Same as Industrial Education 56.
Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3).^ Assistant Professor Dodge
E55a. Continuation of E55.—Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3).'
Assistant Professor Dodge
E56. Teaching Shopwork.—Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3).*
Assistant Professor Dodge
Prerequisite: (a) Two years of trade or industrial experience beyond the apprentice-
ship; (b) completion of elementary school curriculum.
E56a. Continuation op E56.—Extra-mural. I and II. Assistant Professor Dodge
Summer Session Courses
Sla. Home Mechanics.—(2J^). Mr. Braucher
S2a. Problems of House Construction.—(2^)- Mr. Braucher
53. Mechanical Drawing.—Same as General Engineering Drawing 1.
54. Printing.—(3). Same as Journalism S9a.
S62. HiSTORT AND ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL ArTS.—(23^). Mr. BrAUCHER
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S41. A SuRVET OF Vocational Education.—(2^). Professor Mats
S55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—(2J^). Professor Mats
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
2. Elementart Electrical Engineering.—Electric power transmission; utiliza-
tion of alternating and direct current machinery. Operation and testing of generators,
motors, and transformers in the laboratory. II; (3). Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: One year of college physics; junior standing.
_
iln registering for a course with variable credit houre, a student must put down on hie study-list not the
variable hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to
3, but 1, or 2, or 3.
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11. Direct Current Apparatus and Single Phase Alternating Current
Circuits.—Direct current generators, motors, distribution circuits, storage batteries,
and alternating current single-phase circuits. (For students in general and mechanical
engineering and industrial administration.) I; (3). Mr. Kraehenbuehl, Mr. Faucett
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b; Mathematics 8 or 9; registration in Electrical
Engineering 61.
12. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Generators and motors, transformers,
distribution systems. (For students in general and mechanical engineering and industrial
administration.) II; (3). Mr. Kraehenbuehl
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 11, 61; registration in Electrical Engineering 62.
25. Direct Current Apparatus.—Laws of electric and magnetic circuits; con-
struction and operation of direct current generators and motors. I; (4).
Assistant Professors Knight, Brown
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; registration in Electrical Engineering 75 and Physics
44a.
26. Alternating Currents.—Mathematical and graphical treatment of periodic
currents; phenomena in transmission Unes and transformers. II; (4).
Assistant Professors Knight, Brown
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 25; Physics 44a; registration in Electrical Engi-
neering 76.
35. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Transformers and generators. I; (4).
Professor Paine; Assistant Professor Reid; Mr. Keener
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26, 76; registration in Electrical Engineering 85.
36. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Synchronous, induction, and commutator
motors; rotary converters; distributed inductance and capacity; transient phenomena.
II; (4). Professor Paine; Assistant Professor Reid; Mr. Keener
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 35, 85; registration in Electrical Engineering 86.
51. Radio Communication.—Radio telegraphy and telephony; experimental work
with radio equipment. I; (3). Assistant Professor Brown; Mr. Skroder
Prerequisite: Senior standing in electrical engineering.
52. Radio Communication.—Continuation of Electrical Engineering 51. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Brown; Mr. Skroder
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 51.
55. Electrical Design.—Electromagnets and dynamos, direct and alternating;
transformers. I; (2). Assistant Professor Waldo; Mr. Archer
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26; registration in Electrical Engineering 35.
56. The Economical Design of Electrical Systems.—Power plant design. II;
(4). Assistant Professor Waldo; Mr. Archer
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 35; Mechanical Engineering 3.
58. Power and Communication Networks.—The exact solution of typical elec-
trical circuits by Heaviside's expansion theorem and by other methods. Classroom and
laboratory exercises. II; (3). Assistant Professor Knight; Mr. Keener
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26.
61. Direct Current Laboratory.—Circuits and machines. (For students in
general and mechanical engineering and industrial administration.) I; (1).
Mr. Kraehenbuehl, Mr. Faucett, Mr. Hershey
Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 11.
62. Alternating Current Laboratory.—Alternating current circuits and ma-
chines. (For students in general and mechanical engineering and industrial administra-
tion.) II; (1).
_
Mr. Faucett, Mr. Hershey
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 11, 61; registration in Electrical Engineering 12.
71-72. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Construction of special apparatus
or other work approved by the department. (Elective for juniors and seniors.) I and II;
(1 to 3).i
Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 25.
}\n registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to
3, but 1, or 2, or 3.
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75. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Direct current laboratory accompany-
ing Electrical Engineering 25. I; (2).
Mr. Keener, Mr. Faucett, Mr. Huffman, Mr. Hershey
Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 25.
76. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—^Advanced direct current testing.
Alternating current circuits, instruments. II; (2). Mr. Keener, Mr. Huffman
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 25, 75; registration in Electrical Engineering 26.
85. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced alternating current testing.
I; (2). Assistant Professor Reid; Mr. Skroder, Mr. Huffman
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 76; registration in Electrical Engineering 35.
86. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—^Advanced alternating current testing.
II; (2). Assistant Professor Reid; Mr. Skroder, Mr. Huffman
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 85; registration in Electrical Engineering 36.
90. Lighting.—Electric lamps and other illuminants, and their effective use. (For
students in architecture.) I (half semester only); (1). Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Physics 1 and 3.
92. Lighting and Wiring.—Lighting as in 90, also interior wiring; imderwriter's
rules. Distribution and fusing. (For students in architectural engineering.) I; (2).
Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Physics 1 and 3.
95-96. Seminar.—Papers and discussion of ciurent engineering topics. I and 11; (1).
Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Senior standing in Electrical Engineering.
98. Thesis.—First semester: preliminary reading and investigation; second semester:
completion. I; (no credit); II; (3).
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in electrical engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
101. Advanced Course in Alternating Currents.—Theory of transient phe-
nomena; pol3^phase circuits; measuring apparatus. I and II; {U/2 units). Professor Paine
103. Electrical Design.—Plans for specified machine or apparatus; or for the ar-
rangement of an electrical plant; or for the installation of such machinery or apparatus.
I and II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Waldo
105. Electrical Engineering Research.—Investigation of electrical phenomena




(See Architecture, Ceramic Engineering, Civil Engineering, Drawing, Electrical
Engineering, Gas Engineering, General Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Mechanics, Mining Engineering, Physics, Railway Civil Engineering, Railway
Electrical Engineering, and Railway Mechanical Engineering.)
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
(Including Rhetoric, Public Speaking, and Scandinavian.)
Major in English
Major: 20 hours in English excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, 10, 12, EngHsh 10, 20a, 20b,
41, 42, and including at least 10 hours in Enghsh literature, at least 3 hours in composition,*
and two courses from the advanced group in English literature.
Minor: 20 hours in either (a) Latin or Greek or French or German; or (b) in any
two of those languages; or (c) in one of those languages and philosophy; or (d) in one of
those languages and history.
iln registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the j)oar
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which ?ie intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 3 units,
but 1, or 2, or 3.
'This requirement may be satisfied by three hours in any of the following courses: Rhetoric 3, 4, 6, 7, 17, 46.
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Major in Public Speaking
Major: 10 hours in public speaking, inclusive of courses 7 and 8 and either 4 or 6,
and 10 hours of English exclusive of English 10, 41, 42, and of Rhetoric 1, 2, 10, 12, 21, 22,
and inclusive of one coiu-se in English literature from the advanced group.
Minor: 20 hours in any one or two of the following subjects: psychology, philosophy,
Greek, Latin, French, German, history, political science, economics, sociology.
Credit for seniors who take English 10, 11, Rhetoric 1, 2, 12, will be reduced one hour.
A. ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
1. Survey of English Literature.—(Credit is given for only one of the following
pairs of courses: English 1-2; 10-11; 20a-20b.) I; (4).
Assistant Professors Parry, Finney, Fletcher; Dr. Ernst, Mrs. Rapp, Miss Kelley,
Mr. Haswell
Prerequisite: One year of college work.
2. Survey op English Literature.—(Credit is given for only one of the following
pairs of courses: English 1-2; 10-11; 20a-20b.) II; (4).
Assistant Professors Parry, Finney, Fletcher; Dr. Ernst, Mrs. Rapp, Miss Kelley,
Mr. Haswell
Prerequisite: One year of college work and English 1.
10. Introduction to Literature.—The forms of poetry. (Intended only for
those who expect to do considerable work in literature, in English, or in any other language.
Credit is given for only one of the following pairs of courses: English 1-2; 10-11; 20a-20b.
English 10 is not counted toward a major in English.) I; (3). (Two hours' credit for
seniors.)
Professor Zeitlin; Assistant Professors Rinaker, Weirick, Parry, Landis, Secord,
Kyle; Dr. Tupper, Dr. Caskey, Dr. Kelso, Miss Hall, Miss Van Gundy, Mr. Goldman,
Miss NoYES, Miss Beatley, Mr. Becker, Miss Bell, Miss Miller
Prerequisite: The minimum entrance requirements in English.
11. Introduction to Literature.—The forms of prose literature. (Intended only
for those who expect to do considerable work in literature, in English, or in any other
language. Credit is given for only one of the following pairs of courses: English 1-2; 10-11;
20a-20b.) II; (3). (Two hours' credit for seniors).
Professor Zeitlin; Assistant Professors Rinaker, Weirick, Parry, Landis, Secord,
Kyle; Dr. Tupper, Dr. Caskey, Dr. Kelso, Miss Hall, Miss Van Gundy, Mr. Goldman,
Miss NoYES, Miss Beatley, Mr. Becker, Miss Bell, Miss Miller
Prerequisite: The minimum entrance requirements in English.
12. American Literature.—I; (2).
Professor Paul; Miss Fullenwider, Dr. Ernst
Prerequisite: English 1 and 2, or 10 and 11, or junior standing.
13. American Literature.—II; (2).
Professor Paul; Miss Fullenwider, Dr. Ernst
Prerequisite: English 1 and 2, or 10 and 11, or junior standing.
20a. Chief English Writers of the Nineteenth Century.—Nineteenth Century
men of letters on religion, politics, economics, conduct, and social life. (For those whose
program admits of but one semester's work in English. Students who make a grade of
B may elect in the second semester English 22, 23, 24, and in their junior and senior years
be admitted to other courses in literature with the consent of the instructor. Not counted
toward a major in English. Credit is given for only one of the following pairs of courses:
English 1-2; 10-11; 20a-20b.) I and II; (4).
Associate Professor Jefferson; Assistant Professor Weirick; Dr. Tupper, Dr.
Caskey, Miss Rand, Miss Fullenwider, Miss French, Miss Larm, Mr. Glenn
Prerequisite: One year of college work.
20b. Chief English Writers before 1800.
—
(Credit is given for only one of the
following pairs of courses: English 1-2; 10-11; 20a-20b.) II; (4).
Associate Professor Jefferson; Miss Fullenwider
Prerequisite: English 20a.
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21. LiTERABY Study of the Bible.—I; (3).
Professor E. C. Baldwin; Assistant Professor Fletcher
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature, or EngUsh 20a or 20b with a grade of B.
22. Literary Study of the Bible.—II; (3).
Professor E. C. Baldwin; Assistant Professor Fletcher
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature, or English 20a or 20b with a grade of B.
23. Introduction to Shakespeare.—I and II; (3).
Associate Professor Hillebrand; Professor T. W. Baldwin; Assistant Professors
Finney, Fletcher; Miss Hall, Miss Baker
Prerequisite: EngUsh 1 and 2, or 10 and 11, or junior standing, or English 20a or
20b with a grade of B.
24. English Literature of the Victorian Period.—II; (3).
Assistant Professor Kyle
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature.
29. English Literature from 1557 to 1688 (exclusive of the drama).—I; (3).
Professor E. C. Baldwin
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature.
33. English Literature from 1789 to 1837.—I; (3).
Professor Zeitlin; Mr. Wagy
Prerequisite: 6 hours of EngUsh literature or junior standing.
34. Dr. Johnson and His Circle.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Rinakeb
Prerequisite: 6 hours of EngUsh literature or junior standing.
41, The Teaching of English Literature.—I and II; (2). (Not counted toward
a major in English.) Professor Paul; Mrs. Sweney
Prerequisite: 10 hovu"s of EngUsh literature; junior standing.
42. The Teaching of Engush Composition.—I and II; (2). (Not counted toward
a major in EngUsh.) Professor Paul; Mrs. Sweney
Prerequisite: 9 hours of composition; junior standing.
44. Contemporary Poetry.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Weirick
Prerequisite: 10 hours of English literature or junior standing.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing and either 10 hours of EngUsh literature
or the consent of the instructor.
3. The Poetry of Milton.—Origin, forms, artistic and ethical values; Milton's
place in English Uterary history. II; (3).
Professor E. C. Baldwin; Assistant Professor Fletcher
4. English Versification.—History and theory of poetical forms; reading of
representative poems; verse composition. I; (2). Assistant Professor Landis
5. Shakespeare.—Intensive study of six plays, with special emphasis on Hamlet.
Professor T, W. Baldwin
Old English (Anglo-Saxon).—Grammar and elementary reading. I; (3).
Professor Flom
Old English (Anglo-Saxon).—Beowulf. II; (3). Associate Professor Jones
History of the English Language.—II; (3). Professor Flom
Chaucer.—I; (3), Associate Professor Jones
Spenser.—II; (3). Associate Professor Jones
Tendencies in American Fiction Since 1870.—II; (3), Dr. Tuppeb
English Literature, 1688-1789.—II; (3). Professor Graham
The English Drama (exclusive of Shakespeare).—From the beginning to 1600.
Professor T. W. Baldwin
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38. The Arthukian Tradition.—The Historical Arthur; Celtic influences; Old
French Romances; the tradition in England, with especial attention to Malory and Tenny-
son. II; (3) Assistant Professor Parry
39. Introduction to the Literature of the Middle Ages.—Classical influences;
epic, romance, lay, allegory, fabliau, IjtIc, and other types. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Parry
43. Browning.—Intensive reading of the principal poems. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Kyle
45. Development of the Modern Drama.—Reading; lectures. I; (3).
Associate Professor Hillebrand
50. Prose op the First Half of the Seventeenth Century.—Bacon, Hooker,
King James's Bible, Sir Thomas Browne, etc, II; (3). Professor Zeitlin
[52. The Great Novelists of the Nineteenth Century.—I; (3). Not given,
1928-29. Professor Bernbaum; Mr. Burris]
54a-54b. Introduction to Comparative Literature.—Introductory and compara-
tive survey of the greatest Greek, Latin, Italian, Spanish, French, German, and English
authors. English 54a is a prerequisite for 54b. I and II; (3).
Professors Bernbaum, Oldfather, Fitz-Gerald, Oliver, Aron; Associate Pro-
fessors Perry, Van Horne; Assistant Professors Parry, Landis; Dr. Palfrey
56. Tennyson.—Intensive reading of the principal poems. I; (3).
Professor Graham
57. Great Foreign Novelists in Relation to the English Novel.—Goethe,
Hugo, Manzoni, Balzac, Dumas, Flaubert, Zola, Turgenev, Dostoevski, Tolstoi. I; (3).
Professor Bernbaum
60a-60b. Thesis.—Special training in investigation. For candidates for honors and
for other seniors. I and II; (2). Assistant Professor Rinaker and others
Courses for Graduates
101. Research in Special Topics.—Guidance in writing theses for advanced
degrees. I and II; {1 or 2 units).
^
Professors Graham, Flom, Bernbaum, Paul, Zeitlin, T. W. Baldwin, E. C. Bald-
win; Associate Professors Jones, Hillebrand, Jefferson; Assistant Professors Rinaker,
Parry, Secord
[110. Old English (Anglo-Saxon) Poetry.—I; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Flom]
111. Caedmon and Ctnewulf.—I; (1 unit). Associate Professor Jones
114. Development of the Essay.—I and II; (1 unit). Professor Zeitlin
[120. History and Principles of Literary Criticism.—I and II; (/ unit). Not
given, 1928-29.]
[121. History of Rhetorical Theory.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
[128. Literature of the Sixteenth Century.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given,
1928-29. Associate Professor Jones]
129. English Literature from the Norman Conquest to 1400.—I and II;
(/ unit). Associate I*rofessor Jones
130. Tragedy.—I and II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Hillebrand
135. Problems in American Literature.—I and II; (/ unit). Professor Paul
[136. The Classical Movement, 1675-1750.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Secord]
138. The Romantic Movement.—I and II; {1 unit). Professor Bernbaum
>In regiBtering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 or 2,
but 1, or 2.
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140. Investigations in Modern English Literatuhe.—I and II; (/ to S unit»)y
Professor Behnbaum
141. History of Seventeenth Century English Literature.—I and II; (/ unit).
Professor E. C. Baldwin
143. SEBfUNAR: The History and Theory of Prose Fiction.—I; (/ unit).
Professor Bernbaum
145. Studies in Eighteenth Century Literature.—I and 11; (/ unU).
Professor Graham
147. Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama.—Critical study of the chief plays.
I and II; {1 unit). Professor T. W. Baldwin
151. The Literature of Travel and Biography in Relation to Prose Fiction.—
II; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Secord
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
Sla. Survey of English Literature: Chaucer to Milton.
Assistant Professor Fletcher, Mrs. Rapp
Prerequisite: One year of college work or the equivalent.
Equivalent: First half of English 1. Together wdth Slb this course covers the work
of English 1. To be credited as equivalent to English 1, Sla and Slb must be taken in
the same Summer Session.
Slb. Survey of English Literature: Bunyan to Burns.— (2).
Assistant Professor Fletcher
Prerequisite: One year of college work or the equivalent.
Equivalent: Second half of English 1. To be credited as equivalent to English 1,
Sla and Slb must be taken in the same Summer Session.
S13. American Literature.— (2). Professor Paul, Mr. Glenn
Prerequisite: English 1 and 2, or 10 and 11, or junior standing.
Equivalent: English 13.
S41. The Teaching op English Literature.—(2). Professor Paul, Mr. Glenn
Prerequisite: 10 hours of English literature, and junior standing.
Equivalent: English 41.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior standing, and either 10 hours of English literature or consent
of the instructor.
S5. Shakespeare.—(3). Assistant Professor Bundy
Equivalent: English 5.
S8. Old English.— (3). Associate Professor Jefferson
Equivalent: English 8.
S34. Dr. Johnson and His Circle.—(3). Dr. Caskey
Equivalent: English 34.
S52. Great Novelists of the Nineteenth Century.— (3).
Mr. BuRRis, Mr. Goldman
Equivalent: English 52.
Courses for Graduates
SlOl. Research in Special Topics.—Guidance in writing theses for advanced
degrees. Individual conferences. {1 unit).
Professor Paul; Associate Professor Jefferson; Assistant Professor Bundy
>In regbtermg for a course with variable unite, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 3,
but 1, or 2, or 3.
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S141b. History of Seventeenth Century English Literature.— {1 unit).
Assistant Professor Bundy
B. RHETORIC
0. Preparatory Composition.—For students who do not pass the preliminary
test in Rhetoric I. Spelling, grammar, punctuation, sentence structure. I or II; (no credit).
Mr. Widger (in charge). Miss Belsley, Miss Danforth, Miss Griswold, Miss
Thein, Mr. Tarpley, Mr. Harris, Mr. Slow, Miss Fielder, Miss Summers, Mr. Baker,
Miss Reese
1-2. Rhetoric and Composition.—Required for students in the Colleges of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, Commerce, Engineering, and Agriculture. The course is not counted
toward a major in English. 1: I, II; 2: I, II; (3). (Two hours' credit for seniors).
Associate Professor Jefferson (in charge); Assistant Professors Landis, Finney,
Secord; Dr. Caskey, Dr. Ernst, Dr. Kelso, Dr. Bloom, Miss Rand, Miss Fullen-
wiDER, Miss Kelley, Miss French, Mrs. Rapp, Miss Larm, Miss Van Gundy, Miss
Hall, Mr. Burris, Mr. Glenn, Mr. Wagy, Miss Ida Baker, Miss Beatley, Mr. Gold-
man, Miss Miller, Miss Noyes, Mr. Becker, Miss Bell, Mr. Haswell, Miss Belsley,
Mr. Dean, Mr. Devon, Miss Griswold, Mr. Lemke, Miss Pike, Mr. Andrew Stewart,
Miss Thein, Miss Simpson, Mr. Slow, Mr. Sandin, Miss Danforth, Mr. Tarpley,
Mr. Germer, Mr. Dawson, Miss Fielder, Mr. Harris, Miss Gress, Mr. Mood, Miss
Noble, Miss Reese, Mr. Charles Roberts, Mr. Schmitz, Miss Summers, Miss Wash-
burn, Mr. Charles Baker, Mr. Widger, Miss Vanek, Mr. Dolk, Mr. Archie Stewart,
Miss Fritschle, Mr. Moeller, Mr. Henderson
3. Exposition.—I and II; (3).
Assistant Professors Secord, Fletcher, Kyle; Miss French, Mr. Glenn
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2.
4. Narration and Description.—I and II; (3).
Dr. Kelso, Miss Rand, Mrs. Rapp, Mr. Burris
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2.
6. Narrative Composition.—Short-story writing. (Intended for those who have
some aptitude for literary work.) I; (3). Assistant Professor Weirick
Prerequisite: Two years of college work and consent of the instructor.
7. Advanced Narrative Composition.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Weirick
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 6.
10. Business Letter Writing.—(Not counted toward a major in English.) I
and II; (2).
Assistant Professor Saunders; Mr. Anderson, Mr. McKelvey, Mr. Lowe, Mr.
Coleman, Mr. Sandin, Mr. Tarpley
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2.
12. Rhetoric and Literature.—Rhetoric 2 combined with an elementary study
of literature for students in athletic coaching. II; (5). Mr. Widger, Miss Pike
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1.
21. Advanced Business Writing.—Sales letters; circulars; bulletins; articles for
trade journals and house organs; reports. I and II; (2). Assistant Professor Saunders
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 10 with A or B standing.
[22. Advanced Business Writing.—I or II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Saunders]
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior standing and the consent of the instructor.
17. Advanced Composition.—Theory and practice. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Rinaker
46. Dramatic Composition.—II; (3). Associate Professor Hillebrand
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Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
51. Rhetoric and Themes.—(3).
Miss Fullenwider, Mr. Haswell, Mr. Goldman
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in English.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 1. (Credit for seniors is reduced one hour.)
52. Rhetoric and Themes.—(3). Mrs. Rapp, Mr. Burris
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 2. (Credit for seniors is reduced one hour.)
53. Exposition.—(3). Dr. Casket
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 3.
SIO. Business Letter Writing.—(Not counted toward a major in English.) (2),
Mr. Lowe
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 10.
Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates




1. Principles of Effective Speaking.—Speech composition; delivery; how to
hold the attention and interest of the audience. Short expository and argumentative
talks on selected topics. I and II; (3).
Miss Nelson, Mr. Baker, Miss Whiteford, Mr. Swanson, Mr. Roberts
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2.
2. Business and Professional Speaking.—Persuasion; composition and delivery
of common types of business and semi-public addresses. I and II; (2).
Mr. Yeager, Mr. Baker
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1.
3. Elements of Debating.—Construction of arguments; adaptation to audiences;
refutation; practice debates on topics of current interest. I and II; (3).
Mr. Yeager, Mr. Baker, Miss Whiteford
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1.
9. Oral Interpretation of Shakespeare.—Study and class presentation of two
plays; lectures; assigned readings. I; (2). Miss Nelson
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1.
10. Oral Interpretation of Literature.—Study and class presentation of read-
ings drawn from various sources; analysis of literature to determine its suitability for oral
presentation. I and II; (2). Miss Nelson
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Advanced Debating.—Logical theory and its application; debate strategy;
study of great debates; practice discussions on political and legal subjects. I and II; (3).
Mr. Yeager
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 3; junior standing.
6. Persuasion and the Forms of Public Address.—Persuasive technics; inaugural,
dedicatory, political, and academic addresses. I; (3). Mr. Yeager
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 2; junior standing.
i
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7. Masters of Public Address.—Style and methods of great orators. II; (3).
Mr. Yeager
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 2 or 3; junior standing.
8, Dramatization.—The drama, theatre, and dramatic production. I; (3).
Mr. SwANSON
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 9 or 10; junior standing.
11. Play Production.—^Continuation of Public Speaking 8; practice in acting,
staging, and theatrical production. II; (3). Mr. Swanson
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 8; junior standing.
12. The Teaching of Public Speaking.—Organization of high-school and college
courses; methods; debate and contest coaching; theatricals; standards of criticism. II;
(2). Mr. Yeager
Prerequisite: Five hours of PubUc Speaking; junior standing.
Summer Session Courses
51. Principles of Effective Speaking.—(2). Mr. Yeager, Mr. Swanson
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2 or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 1.
52. Business and Professional Speaking.—(2). Mr. Yeager
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1 or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 2.
SIO. Oral Interpretation of Literature.—(2). Mr. Swanson
Prerequisite: PubUc Speaking 1 or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 10.
SIX. Plat Production.—(2). Mr. Swanson
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 8 or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 11.
S12. The Teaching of Public Speaking.—(2). Mr. Yeager
Prerequisite: Junior standing and five hours of Public Speaking or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 12.
D. SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Undergraduate Courses Not Open to Freshmen
[1. Elementary Norwegian.—I and II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Flom]
[4. Intermediate Swedish.—I and II; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Flom]
6. Ibsen.—Study of three of the social dramas; parallel reading of three early and
three of the later dramas. II; (2). Professor Flom
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
12. Norse Mythology.—Primitive religion; religious belief in the North in pre-
Christian times; interpretation of the principal myths; beginnings of Uterature. I; (2).
Professor Flom
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
[14. History of Old Norse Literature.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Flom]
Courses for Graduates
Preparation for graduate work in the Scandinavian languages must include a reading
knowledge of one of the Scandinavian languages and systematic work in the usual under-
graduate courses in Scandinavian. Any graduate student in language may, however,
be admitted to course 101.
[101. Old Norse.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Flom]
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110. Advanced Old Norse (Old Norse Poetry).—Critical study of the Poetic
Edda. I and II; {1 unit). Professor Flom
[130. The Runic Inscriptions and Primitive Germanic Grammar.—I; (1 unit).
Not given, 1928-29. Professor Flom
Prerequisite: Scandinavian 101 or English 8.]
150. Research.—Special problems in Scandinavian philology or literature. I and




Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department, except Entomology 1,
2, and 31.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than three of the following: Zoology, botany, phys-
iology, chemistry, horticulture, and agronomy.
Entomology 1 is open to freshmen, without prerequisite, and Entomology 2 and 31
may be taken after 30 hours of university work. Course 1 or 2 may be followed by any
of the other courses for undergraduates or by 20 or 21 in the senior year. Agricultural
students and others desiring strictly practical work may take 1, 8, and 20 in sequence;
arts and other students ma\' begin with either 1 or 2. Students preparing for service as
economic entomologists should take as many of the courses offered as possible and should
consult the head of the department.
1. Destructive and Useful Insects.—Habits, life-histories, structure, physiology,
and classification of insects. Recognition and control of important pests of orchard,
garden, and field crops, the household, domestic animals, and man. (Preparation of an
insect collection required: those desiring to collect specimens in advance should get printed
instructions from the department.) I and II; (3). (Two hours' credit for seniors).
Professor Metcalf; Associate Professor Hayes; Assistant Professors Balduf, Milum,
and assistants
2. Insects: Their Habits, Adaptations AxVd Classification.—Development,
behavior, habitats, structure, and interrelations of insects. Lectures, discussions, and
laboratory. I and II; (5). Assistant Professor Baldttf
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
3. Classification of Insects.—Recognition marks of orders and families. Practice
in identification. Modem classification, systematic Uterature, and the entomological
code. Lectures; readings; laboratory. I; (5). Assistant Professor Baldup
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2; 30 hours of university work.
7a. Insect Morphology.—Comparative external and internal morphology; deri-
vation of types of structures; terminology; identification of parts. I; (3).
Associate Professor Hayes
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2 and 30 hours of university work.
7b. Insect Morphology.—II; (3). Associate Professor Hayes
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2 and 30 hours of university work.
8a. Pests of Special Groups.—Advanced economic entomology. Field; labora-
tory; reference work; discussions. I; (3 or 5).^ Associate Professor Hayes
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2 and 30 hours of university work.
8b. Insect Pests of Field Crops.—II; (3 or 5).* Associate Professor Hayes
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2 and 30 hours of university work.
[22. Methods and Technic Useful in the Study of Insects.—II; (3). Given in
alternate years. Not given, 1928-29. Associate Professor Hayes
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2; 30 hours of university work.]
31. Essentials of Beekeeping.—Structure of the honeybee; behavior as a basis
for seasonal management. Lectures; laboratory and general apiary manipulations. I
and II; (2). Assistant Professor Milum
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
[32a-32b. Advanced Beekeeping.—I and II; (2). Either semester's work may be
taken separately. Not given, 1928-29. Assistant Professor Milum
Prerequisite: Entomology 31, or consent of instructor.]
iln registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list not the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for wiiich he intends to
take the course: i.e., not J4 to 6, but Hi or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
6. Special Problems.—Open to seniors ready to take up some special investigation
which may be completed as an undergraduate study, or be a beginning of a thesis problem
for an advanced degree. I and II; (2 to 5).* Members of the department
Prerequisite: Any of the following: Entomology 3, 7, 8, 10, 20, 21, 22, or 31; senior
standing.
[lOa-lOb. Morphology and Taxonomy of Ibimature Insects.—I and II; (3).
Given in alternate years. Not given, 1928-29. Associate Professor Hayes
Prerequisite: Entomology 3 and 7; senior standing.]
20. Insect Control.—(Intended to anticipate the requirements and difficulties
encountered in practical agricultural, entomological, and horticultural work.) I; (4).
Professor Metcalp
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2; senior standing.
21. Insect Bionomics.—The biology and ecology of insects. (For the advanced
student of entomology', zoology, or botanjO- Lectures; readings. II; (3).
Professor Metcalf
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2; senior standing.
Courses For Graduates
The prerequisite for graduate work in entomology is two years of undergraduate biology
including zoology and entomology.
102. Research in the Morphology and Embryology of Insects.—Individual
research course. I and II; (i/2 to 2 units)} Associate Professor Hayes
107. Insect Anatomy.—Lectures and laboratory work on the comparative anatomy
of insects. I and II; (% unit). Associate Professor Hayes
108. Research in Economic Entomology.—Individual research course. I and II;
(% to 2 units)?- Professor Metcalf
109. Research in Systematic Entomology.—Individual research course. I and
II; (% to 2 units)} Professor Metcalf; Assistant Professor Balduf
110. Research in the Biology and Ecology of Insects.—Individual research
course. I and II; (^ to 2 units)} Professor Metcalf
FARM MECHANICS
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elementary Farm Mechanics.—Basic principles of mechanics, heat, and
electricity as applied to the farmer's problems. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I
and II; (3). Mr. Milligan; Associate Professor Doran; Mr. Albrecht
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
2. Field and Power Machinery.—Machines for soil, seed, and feed preparation,
seeding, cultivating, and harvesting. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
3. Gas Engines and Tractors.—Lectures; quizzes; laboratory. II; (3). An
inspection trip costing about S20 is required. Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
4. Farm Buildings.—Materials, construction, arrangement, design, and cost estima-
tion. Lectures; recitations; drafting. II; (3). Assistant Professor Foster
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
"In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list not the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which A« intends to
take the course; i.e., not ^ to 6, but Kf or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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5. Drainage.—Surveying: chaining, mapping, leveling; drainage: principles, de-
signing, setting grade stakes, laying tile. Lectures; field work; drafting. I; (3).
Associate Professor Doban
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
[7. HoRTicuLTURAi, MACHINERY.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I; (3). Not
given, 1928-29. Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.]
11. Dairy Machinery Am) Equipment.—Pumps; power and power transmission;
refrigeration; water supply; scales and conveyors. I; (2). Mr. YouNO
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
12. Farm Home Equipment.—For students in Agriculture and Home Economics.
Equipment and machinery for the farm home. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. II;
(2). Professor Lehmann
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1 or 60 hours of university work.
18a-18b. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous throughout the year; credit
is not given for either semester separately. (5).
Professor Lehmann; Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including not less than 20 hours pertinent
to the thesis problem, and approval of the head of the department.
20. Farm Concrete Construction.—Materials; mixing and placing; tests; specifica-
tions and estimates. Recitations; laboratory. I; (2). Mr. Albrecht
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
21. Farm Shop Work.—Farm machinery and equipment; repairs; simple construc-
tion jobs; care of tools; shop planning. Recitations; laboratory. II; (2). Mr. Milligan
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
17. Harvesting Machinery.—^Advanced work in grain, hay, pea, and soybean
harvesting and threshing machinery. II; (3). Assistant Professor Shawl; Mr. Younq
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 2.
28. Advanced Gas Engines and Tractors.—Construction; ignition troubles;
assembly; drawbar and belt H.P. ratings. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 3, and the consent of the instructor.
51. Special Power and Field Machinery.—Each student chooses a special prob-
lem for laboratory or field work with special Ubrary research. Lectures; laboratory. I
and II; (3). Professor Lehmann; Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 17 or 28, consent of the instructor.
FARM ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elementary Farm Management.—Factors of production; types of farming;
organization; administration or operation. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. Field trips re-
quired. The class will visit a number of farms, some of which are included in the cost
accounting investigations carried on by the department. Estimated cost, $5. I and II;
(3). Associate Professor Wilcox; Mr. Ross
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; 60 hours of university work.
lOa-lOb. Investigation with Thesis.—Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work
including not less than 20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of the head of
the department. (This course is continuous throughout the year; credit is not given for
either semester separately.) Time to be arranged. (5).
Associate Professor Case and others
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COITBSES FOB ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES
4. Farm Operation.—Labor and power requirements; standards of accomplish-
ment; planning farm work; farm records as a basis for efficient operation. Trips required,
similar to those for Course 1. Estimated expense, $3. I; (2). Mr. Ross
Prerequisite: Farm Management 1; 90 hours of university work.
5. Farm Organization.—Economic organization of types of farming. Field trips
to study organization and replanning of certain farms. Estimated expense, $10. II; (3).
Associate Professor Case
Prerequisite: Farm Management 1.
6. Land Tenure.—Relation of land tenure to types of farming and community
life; its bearing on utilization and earnings of tenant farms; opportunity for tenants to
become land owners. I; (2). Associate Professor Case
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; 90 hours of university work.
Courses for Graduates
101. Farm Organization and Management.—A study of principles, including
an historical study of the contributions to the field of farm management. I and II; (/ unit).
Associate Professor Case
110. Farm Organization and Management Research,—Only those who write
acceptable theses will receive credit. I and II; {1 to 2 units). ^ Associate Professor Case
FINE ARTS




(See Romance Languages and Literature.)
GENERAL ENGINEERING DRAWING
(See Drawing, General Engineering.)
GEOLOGY
A. GEOLOGY
Major: 20 hours in geology exclusive of Geology 1, 43, and 44, and including
Geology 2b and 4 (the field covu-se).
Minors: 20 hours selected from courses in any one or two of the following: astron-
omy, botany, chemistry, physics, zoology, mining engineering, and civil engineering, after
consultation with the department of geology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Geology.—Surface features; agencies and processes of change; evolu-
tion of topographic forms; meteorology and oceanography; rocks and minerals. Lectures
and discussion; laboratory; quiz; one or two field trips. (Seniors receive only four credits;
students who have credit for Geography 1 receive only three credits for Geology 1.) I
and II; (5).
Professors Savage, Quirke; Assistant Professors Bevan, Howard, Shepard; Dr.
Wanless, Dr. Sutton, Mr. Knipe, Mr. Claypool, Mr. Wagner, Mr. McMackin
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the variable
unite as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2 units,
but 1, or 1>^, or 2.
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2. Historical Geology.—Evolution of the earth and its life. Discussion; quiz;
laboratory (continuing course 1). I; (5). (Seniors receive only four hours' credit). This
course is replaced by Geology 2a and 2b the second semester of 1928-29.
Professor Savage; Assistant Professor Bevan; Mr. Knipe, Mr. Griffin, Mr. Clay-
pool
Prerequisite: Geology 1.
2a. Historical Geology.—Discussion; quiz. (Seniors receive only three credits).
II; (4). Professor Savage; Assistant Professor Bevan
Prerequisite: Geology 1.
2b. Historical Geology Laboratory.—(Required of majors in Geology.) II; (1).
Assistant Professor Bevan; Mr. Griffin
Prerequisite: Geology 2, or 2a, or registration in 2a.
28, Geological History of Vertebrates.—Lectures; discussion. II; (2).
Dr. Wanless
Prerequisite: Geology 2a.
20. General Mineralogy.—Minerals of economic and scientific importance; blow-
pipe analysis. Quiz; laboratory. I; (3). Assistant Professor Howard; Mr. Griffin
Prerequisite: One year of Chemistry.
4. Field Work.—Lectures or quizzes, two Saturday field trips and mapping of
an area in Illinois during the week following the Easter recess. Credit is given only on
completion of a satisfactory written report. Expense about $35. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Shepard; Dr. Wanless
Prerequisite: Credit or registration in Geology 2b.
43. Engineering Geology.—Discussions; laboratory. II; (3).
Professor Quirke; Mr. Wagner, Mr. Claypool
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in the College of Engineering.
44. Agricultural Geology.—Quiz; laboratory; one field trip. I and II; (3).
Dr. Wanless; Mr. Knipe, Mr. McMackin, Mr. Griffin, Mr. Claypool
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in the College of Agriculture.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
9. Invertebrate Paleontology,—Fossil groups in biological sequence. Lectures;
laboratory. I; (3). Professor Savage; Mr. Griffin
Prerequisite: Geology 2a and 2b.
16. Stratigraphy.—Fossil faunas, with special reference to Paleozoic invertebrates;
correlation and stratigraphy. II; (3). Dr. Sutton
Prerequisite: Geology 9.
[38, Regional Geology of the United States.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Bevan
Prerequisite: Geology la or 2a.]
47. Systematic Mineralogy.—Study of common minerals (mainly nonsilicates.)
Crystallography; classification. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3).
Professor Bayley; Mr. Griffin
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 and N6 or equivalent and, except for mining and chemistry
students. Geology la or 2a and 2b.
48. Silicate Minerals and Rock Study.—(A continuation of 47.) Quiz; labora-
tory. II; (6). Professor Bayley; Mr. Griffin
Prerequisite: Geology 47.
49. Microscopic Mineralogy.—Designed for students of Ceramics or of Chemistry.
Quiz; laboratory. II; (5). Assistant Professor Howard
Prerequisite: Geology 47.
95. Economic Geology.—Nature, occurrence, origin, and uses of coal, oil, building
stones, and bedded deposits of economic importance. Lectures; quizzes. I; (3).
Professor Bayley
Prerequisite: Geology la or 2a and 2b, or 43 and 20 or 48.
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96. Economic GEOiiOOT.—Nature, occurrence, and origin of metaliferous deposits;
theories of ore deposition. II; (3). Professor Quibke
Prerequisite: Geology 2a and 2b or 43, and 20 or 48.
15. Structural and Metamorphic Geology.—Rock deformation and its results.
Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Assistant Professor Shepard
Prerequisite: Senior standing and consent of the instructor.
60a-60b. Introduction to Research.—I and II; (2). Members of the department
CouHSES FOE Graduates
For graduate work in geology the student must have a thorough training in the principles
of the science (except in unusual cases, which will be decided on their merits); at least
20 hours of geology and two or more weeks of field experience will be required. Grad-
uate students with adequate technical preparation in other sciences may be admitted to
graduate courses in certain subjects, such as crystallography. Courses 15, 47, 48, 9, 16,
60, 38 may be offered as graduate work by students who have other credits for at least
20 hours of geology.
101. Advanced Crystallography.—Measuring, projecting, and calculating crystal
forms; physical properties of crystallized bodies. I and II; (1 unit). Professor Bayley
[102. Igneous Petrography.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Bayley]
103. Metamorphic Geology.—l;{lunit). Professor Bayley
[104. Pre-Cambrian Stratigraphy.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Quirke]
[108. Ore Deposition.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Bayley]
125. Sedimentation.—I; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Bevan
135. Research.—Individual work under supervision of members of the staff in
their respective fields. I and II; (% to 4 units).^
Professors Bayley, Savage, Quirke; Associate Professor Blanchard; Assistant
Professors Bevan, Appleton, Howard
142. Stratigraphic Paleontology.—Invertebrate index fossils of the successive
geologic formations. I and II; (1 unit). Professor Savage
[151. Advanced Dynamic Geology.—I; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Quirke]
152. Advanced Historical Geology.—II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Bevan
160. Petroleum Geology.—I and II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Howard
B. GEOGRAPHY
Major: 20 hours of courses that have prerequisites in geography, exclusive of
Geography 1.
Minors: 20 hours selected from not more than three of the following subjects:
economics, education, history, zoology, and botany.
For students whose major is in geography, the following sequence is recommended:
Geography 1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 12, 5, and 8 or 53.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Geography.—Development of physical features and their effect
on life; effects of climate, drainage, natural resources, shape, size, and location on human
activities; political, industrial, and social interests. Five hours of lecture, discussion, and
quiz; two hours of laboratory; three or four field trips. (Seniors receive 4 hoiu"s' credit;
those who have credit in Geology 1 will receive only three horn's' credit.) I and II; (5).
Assistant Professor Appleton; Dr. Smith; Miss Poggi, Miss Krause
>In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to 4 units,
but Hi or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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2. Industrial and CJommercial Geography.—Geographic conditions afifecting
industries, production, and commerce of the world; development and relations of com-
mercial areas to location and availabihty of resources; markets and transportation routes.
Discussions and quiz. I and II; (5). (Seniors receive four hours' credit only.)
Associate Professor Blanchard; Dr. Smith
Prerequisite: Geography 1 taken after September, 1927.
4. Geography of North America.—Influences of geographic factors on the coun-
tries of North America. Lectures, discussion, and quiz; reading and map study. I; (5).
Assistant Professor Appleton
Prerequisite: Geography 2.
7. Field Geography.—Influences of topography, drainage, regional location, and
uatural resources on economic development of a selected area investigated. The field
chosen for study in 1929 includes a portion of the IlUnois Valley and the Chicago district.
Expenses will be about $40. Week after Easter vacation. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Appleton
Prerequisite: Geography 1.
9. The Teaching of Geography.—I; (2). Miss Poggi
Prerequisite: Geography 2 and 4 or 5 or 8.
12. Historical Geography of the United States.—Geographic conditions affect-
ing the history of the United States as manifested in the spread of settlement and poUtical
control, and in economic and social development. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Appleton
Prerequisite: Geography 4; History 3a and 3b; junior standing.
14. Weather and Climate.—The atmosphere and its processes; weather and fore-
casting; causes and distribution of climates. I; (3). Dr. SiaTH
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
5. South America.—World relations of South America; influence of climate, drain-
^e, topography, size, shape, and natural resources on settlement, economic development,
and foreign trade. I; (3). Associate Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Geography 3; senior standing.
8. Geography of Europe.—Influence of climate, surface features, and natural
resources upon distribution of peoples, their industries, and routes of trade. New bound-
aries and economic problems. II; (3). Associate Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Geography 2; senior standing.
53a. Advanced Agricultural and Industrial Geography.—Geographical aspects
of the production of the great world commodities. I; (3). Associate Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Geography 2; at least one course in regional geography.
53b. Advanced Commercial Geography.—Geographical aspects of transportation.
II; (3). Associate Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Geography 2; at least one course in regional geography.
Summer Session Courses
Courses foe Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S4. Geography of North America.—(23^). Assistant Professor Appleton
Prerequisite: Geography 1; its equivalent; or on consultation.
S8. Geography of Europe.—(2H)- Lectures; discussion.
Assistant Professor Appleton
Prerequisite: Geography 1; its equivalent; or on consultation.
Course for Graduates
S135. Individual Research in Geography.—(For 1928, Problems in Economic
Geography of Europe). (% to £ units).
^
Assistant Professor Appleton
>In registering for a coiorse with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which lie intends to take the course; i.e., not ^ to 2
units, but Ht or Hi or 1, or 2.
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GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Major: 20 hours in German, excluding German 1 and 2 and including at least
6 hours in courses with a prerequisite of not less than three years of college German or
equivalent.
Minor: 20 hours in not more than two subjects chosen from the following list:
Languages (not less than 8 hours in any one), education, history, philosophy, and psy-
chology.
Elementary and Intermediate Courses
1. Elementary Course.—Grammar and reading for beginners. I and II; (4).
(Three hours' credit for seniors).
Professor Brooks; Associate Professor Williams; Assistant Professors Blaisdell,
Geissendoerfer; Miss Jehle, Mr. Kurtz, Mr. Kuster, Mr. Moore, Mr. Munro,
Mr. RoFKAR, Mr. Schubert, Mrs. West
Prerequisite: Not open to students who have had high-school credit in this language.
2. Elementary Course (continued).—Grammar and reading. I and II; (4).
(Three hours' credit for seniors).
Professor Brooks; Assistant Professors Roller, Blaisdell, Geissendoerfer; Miss
Jehle, Mr. Kurtz, Mr. Kuster, Mr. Moore, Mr. Munro, Mr. Rofkar, Mr. Schubert,
Mrs. West
Prerequisite: German 1, one year of high-school German, or equivalent.
4. Intermediate Course.—Modem narrative prose. Oral practice; sight reading.
I and II; (4).
Associate Professor Williams; Assistant Professors Koller, Blaisdell, Geissen-
doerfer; Miss Jehle
Prerequisite: German 2, or two years of high-school German, or equivalent.
5. Intermediate Course (continued).—Literary reading. Modem narrative prose,
but at the option of the instructor one of the easier classical works may also be read. Oral
practice; sight reading. I and II; (4).
Assistant Professors Koller, Blaisdell, Geissendoerfer
Prerequisite: German 4, or three years of high school German, or equivalent.
6. Scientific Reading.—Rapid reading of scientific prose. (Parallel with 5. Stud-
ents may not take both 5 and 6 for more than a total of four hours' credit without per-
mission of department.) II; (4). Associate Professor Williams
Prerequisite: (Same as for Course 5.)
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
7. Modern Fiction.—(Intended primarily for students who take 5 the first semester.)
II; (3). Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent.
10. Introductory Goethe Course.—Goethe's life. Reading of works illustrating
difi'erent periods of his development. II; (3). Professor Aron
Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent.
14. Introductory Schiller Course.—Schiller's life; reading of dramas, lyrics,
and ballads illustrating diflferent periods of his development. I; (3). Professor Aron
Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent.
[15. Heine.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Associate Professor Willla.ms
Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent.]
16a. Conversation and Writing.—I; (2). Assistant Professor Koller
Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent.
16b. Conversation and Writing.—II; (2). Assistant Professor Koller
Prerequisite: German 16a or equivalent.
24a. Nineteenth Century Drama.—Rapid reading of dramas by Grillparzer,
Hebbel, Hauptmann, and others. I; (2). Assistant Professor Geissendoerfer
Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent.
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24b. XrxzTEEN-TH CxN-TTRY Drama.—11; (2). Assistant Professor Geissentxjerfeb
Prerequisite German 24a or equivalent.
[25. Teachers' CoxmsE.—II; (2). Not given, 192S-29.
Prerequisite: Three years of college German or equivalent.]
28a. Ltbics axd Baixabs.—Form; development; t}-pes; the VoUtslied. I; (2).
Associate Professor Williams
Prerequi-siie: German 5 or equivalent, and sophomore standing.
28b. Lyrics a.vd Bailabs.—11; (2). Associate Professor Williams
Prerequisite: German 25a or equivalent, and sophomore standing.
29a. Advanced Con'versatiox ajst) Writing.—I; (2).
Assistant Professor Geisskndoerfeb
Prerequisite: German 16b or equivalent.
29b. Advanced Cowersation an-d Writixg.—11; (2).
Assistant Professor Geissexdoeefeb
Prerequisite: German 29a or equivalent.
30a-30b. Senior Thesis and Honors Course.—Intended primarily for candidates
for honors in German, but open to other seniors. I and II; (2). Professor Aron
Prerequisite: Senior standing and three years of college German, or equivalent.
Courses for Advanced Untjebgradcates a_st> Graduates
[8. Schiller.—WaUenstein, and other selections. 11; (3). Not given, 1928-29.]
19a. Goethe's Faust.—I; (2). Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Three years of college German or equivalent.
19b. Goethe's Faust (continued).—II; (2). Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: German 19a or equivalent.
26a. Survey of German Literature.—To the end of the eighteenth century.
I; (3). Professor Abon
Prerequisite: Three years of college German or equivalent.
26b. SuBVEY OF German Literatupj:.—Nineteenth century. II; (3).
Professor Aeon
Prerequisite: German 26a or equivalent.
[27. Lessing.—Not given, 1928-29.)
31. Middle High German.—I; (2). Associate Professor Willtams
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing; three years of college German.
[39a-39b. Goethe .an-d Schiller.—I and H; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
J
54. Comparative Literature.—See English 54.
Courses for Graduates
Students desiring to take German as a major should have completed a four years* course
of undergraduate study in German, corresponding to the four years' course at this Uni-
versity, and should be famiUar with the principal works of the writers of the classical
and modem periods of German Uterature, show a general knowledge of the histoiy of
German literature, and be able to follow lectures in the German language.
A reading knowledge of Latin and French is required. It is desirable that candidates
for the degree of Ph.D. have some knowledge of Greek. All students are expected to have
had a course in German histor.-.
101. Seminar.—Research. I and II; {1 unit). Professor Abon
[103. Introduction to the Historical Study of the GERMA>ric Languages.—
Histon' of Germanic philolog\-; comparative grammar of the Old Germanic dialects.
I; (1 unit). Not given, 192S-29.]
[104. Gothic.—Grammar and literature. H; (J unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
105. Old High German.—Grammar and interpretation of the oldest Uterary docu-
ments. 11; (1 unit). Associate Professor Williams
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[109. Goethe's and Schilleb's Philosophy.—11; {1 unU). Not given, 1928-29.]
[110. Early German Drama.—German drama up to the Reformation. I; (/ unit).
Not given, 1928-29. Professor Brooks]
113. German Literature of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries.—
I; (i unit). Professor Brooks
121. Walthbb von deb Vogelweide.—II; {1 unit).
Associate Professor Williams
[121a. The Nibelungenlied.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
[121b. Gudrun.—II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]




51. Elementary Course.— (4). Mr. Kubtz
Equivalent: German 1.





Prerequisite: German 1, or SI, or one year of high-school German.
Equivalent: German 2.
54. Intermediate Course.— (4). Mr. Cressman
Prerequisite: German 2, or S2, or two years of high-school German.
Equivalent: German 4.
55. Intermediate Course (continued).
—
(2). Assistant Professor Kolleb
Prerequisite: German 4, or S4, or three years of high-school German, or equivalent.
Equivalent: German 5 (in part).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
S16a. Conversation and Writing.—(2). Assistant Professor Kolleb
Prerequisite: German 5, or four years of high-school German, or equivalent.
Equivalent: German 16a.
S24a. Modern Drama.—(2). Assistant Professor Koller
Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent.
Equivalent: German 24a.
Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S39a. Goethe and Schiller.—(2 or 3).* Professor Abon
Prerequisite: Three years of college German, or equivalent.
Equivalent: German 39a-39b (in part).
Course for Graduates




Major: 20 hours, excluding History la and 2a, and including (a) either History lb
or 2b; (b) six hours selected from courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates;
and (c) any other courses offered in the department.
Minor: 20 hours, selected from two of the following subjects: Economics, political
science, law, sociology, English and American literature, and philosophy. Courses in
any foreign language may be accepted in satisfaction of this requirement if the student
can show his ability to read ordinary historical prose in that language.
'In registering for a course with variable credits or units, a student must put down on his studv-list
not the possible credits or unite, as shown here, but the number of credits or units for which he intends to
take the course; i.e., not H to 3, but Hi or 1, or 2, or 3.
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COUKSES FOR UndBBGRADUATES
la-lb. Continental European History.—Europ)e from the sixteenth century to
the present time, la: I; lb: II; (4 or 3).^ (Either semester may be taken separately.)
Assistant Professors Porter, Swain; Dr. Ronalds, Dr. Sachar, Mr. Anderson,
Mr. BuTTERFiELD, Mr. Davenport, Mr. Debevoise, Mr. Harbison, Mr. Jtjdah, Miss
King, Miss Mange
2a-2b. English History.—I: The History of the British p)eople8 to the close of
the seventeenth century. II: Modem history of the United Kingdom to the present time;
colonial and imperial development. 2a: I; 2b: II; (3 or 2).* (Either semester may be taken
separately.)
Associate Professor Dietz; Mr. Daventort, Mr. Harbison, Mr. Judah, Miss Kellam,
Miss Mange, Mr. Peeper, Mr. Weil
3a-3b. History of the United States.—I: The colonies in the eighteenth centurj"
the beginnings of national life. II: A centuiy of national development, 1828-1929. 3a: I;
3b: II; (3). (Either semester may be taken separately.)
Associate Professor Hansen; Assistant Professor Dunbar; Dr. Werner, Mr. Ander-
son, Mr. Butterfield, Miss Kellam, Miss EaNG, Mr. Pieper, Mr. Weil
Prerequisite: One year of college work.
14. The American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century.—I; (3).
Dr. Werner
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
18. The Teaching of History.—Preparation of students for the teaching of history
in secondary schools. I and II; (2). Dr. Werner
Prerequisite: One year of college history and senior standing.
23a. The Puritan Revolution in England and America.—Influence of Puritanism
on the institutions of modem England and America. I; (2). Professor Pease
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
23b. The Puritan Revolution in England and America.—Growth of parties,
1660-1760. II; (2). Professor Pease
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
33a-33b. History of Russia with Some Account of the Neighboring Slavic
Peoples.—33a: I; 33b: II; (3). Assistant Professor Porter
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
[37a-37b. History of Asia.—I and II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Lybyer
Prerequisite: One year of college history.]
41. The Middle Ages: The Formation and the Development of the European
States.—I; (3). Professor Larson
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
36a. The Holy Roman Empire.—I; (3). (Given in first semester, 1928-29, as
History 45a.) Assistant Professor Porter
Prerequisite: Junior standing and one year of college history.
36b. The Development of Modern Germany.—II; (3).
Assistant Professor Porter
Prerequisite: Junior standing and one year of college history.
50a. The Ancient World.—The prehistoric age and the ancient empires. I; (3).
Professor Olmstead
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
50b. The Ancient World.—Greece and Rome. II; (3). Professor Olmstead
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
'Three credits for seniors; four credits for students other than seniors.
Two credits for seniors; three credits for students other than seniors.
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90a-90b. Thesis.—Special training in investigation for candidates for honors and
for other seniors. I and II; (2). Professor Robertson
91a-91b. Honors Course.—Reading in selected fields in consultation with the in-
structor. I and II; (2). Professor Lybteb
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
(Open to juniors and seniors. The abihty to use modem languages is desirable.)
16a-16b. The Foundations of American Society.—The American colonies in the
eighteenth century, national beginnings, 16a: I; 16b: II; (3).
Assistant Professor Dunbar
Prerequisite: History 3a.
17a-17b. Social and Economic Forces in the Nineteenth Century.—American
development; the changes in industry, agriculture, and intellectual life. 17a: I; 17b: II;
(3). Associate Professor Hansen
Prerequisite: History 3a-3b.
19a-19b. The History of American Immigration.—19a: I; 19b: II; (2).
Associate Professor Hansen
Prerequisite: History 3.
[20a-20b. History of the South.—I: The Old South. II: The Lower South. I
and II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: History 3a-3b.]
21. Recent History of the United States.—Contemporary American politics;
economic, political, and social problems; international relations; the United States in the
Great War. I; (3). Professor Robertson
Prerequisite: History 3b.
22a. History of the West, 1634-1815.—Settlement of the Northwest; economic,
poUtical, and social problems, influence on national policies. I; (2). Professor Pease
Prerequisite: History 3a.
22b. History of the West, 1815-1860.—Settlement of the Northwest; economic,
pohtical, and social problems, influence on national policies. II; (2). Professor Pease
Prerequisite: History 3a.
[25. The Civil War and the Reconstruction.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Randall
Prerequisite: History 3a-3b.]
26. History of the Latin-American Colonies.—Spain and Portugal during the
age of discovery. Colonization, administration, and civilization of Latin America and the
PhiUppines. I; (3). Professor Robertson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
27. History of Latin America from the Wars of Independence to the Present
Time.—Existing governments; poUtical parties; economic and social conditions; relations
with the United States. II; (3). Professor Robertson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
29. America and Europe, 1776-1850.—The foundations of international inter-
course in the later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries; the Latin-American colonies
and states. II; (3). Professor Robertson
Prerequisite: One year of coUege history.
30a. The Mohammedan World.—The Saracen Empire and the Crusades. I; (3).
Professor Lybyeb
Prerequisite: One year of coUege history.
30b. The Mohammedan World.—The Ottoman Empire and the question of the
Near East. II; (3). Professor Lybyer
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
32a. Recent European History.—National consolidation and world-wide ex-
pansion, 1848-1904. I; (3). Professor Lybyer
Prerequisite: One year of college history, economics, or political science.
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32b. Recent European History.—Alliances, the Great War, and subsequent
events. II; (3). Professor Lybyer
Prerequisite: One year of college history, economics, or pohtical science.
34a-34b. The History op Europe, 1648-1848.—National growth and colonial ex-
pansion; the French Revolution, Napoleon, and the European reaction. 34a: I; 34b: II;
(3). Assistant Professor Swain
Prerequisite: One year of college history, economics, or pohtical science.
[38a-38b. Development of the French Monarchy in Early Modern Times,
1285-1648.—I and II; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Associate Professor Jones
Prerequisite: History la-lb.]
[39a-39b. The Renaissance and the Reformation.—I and II; (3). Not given,
1928-29. Associate Pirofessor Jones
Prerequisite: History la.]
40. History of the British Commonwealth.—Expansion of England; imperial
organization; development of colonial nations. I; (2). Dr. Sachar
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
42. Medieval Civilization.—Rehgious and intellectual development of medieval
society. II; (3). Professor Larson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
43. The British People in the Victorian Age.—II; (2). Dr. Sachab
Prerequisite: One year of collie history.
44a. The Constitutional History of England.—Institutional origins. I; (3).
Professor Larson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
44b. The Constitutional History of England.—Modem constitutional practice.
11; (3). Professor Larson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
46a-46b. The Industrial Revolution and English Social Politics.—Agri-
culture, industry, and commerce in Great Britain, ^1750-1928; the social significance of
this development. 46a: I; 46b: II; (3).
'
Associate Professor Dietz
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
48. Medieval Institutions.—Social, political, and economic. II; (2).
Professor Larson
Prerequisite: Senior standing and the consent of the instructor.
51a-51b. Hebrew History.—The Hebrew people to the revolt under Hadrian;
source problems. Bibhcal history and the history of the times. 51a: I; 51b: H; (2).
Professor Olmsteap
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
52. The Hellenistic Age.—I; (3). Professor Olmsteap
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
53. Assyrian History.—II; (3). Professor Olmstead
.
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
[54. History op Egypt.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Olmstead]
[57. The Roman Empire.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Olmstead
Prerequisite: One year of college history.]
[59. Prehistory.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Olmstead
Prerequisite: One college course in history.]
[60. The United States in the Great War.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Randall
Prerequisite: History 3b.]
[62a-62b. Constitutional History of the United States.—I and II; (3). Not






Graduate work in history presupposes two years of college work in this subject, or 16
semester hours, which should include courses in European and American history corres-
ponding roughly to History la-lb and 3a-3b in this University. Linguistic preparation,
especially in French and German, is important. For medieval history some knowledge
of Latin is essential, and Spanish is useful for certain fields of American history.
Advanced courses in history at the University are of three kinds: (1) For information
and guidance in general reading. (2) Instruction in methodology, historiography, and
bibliography. A part of this work (in course 103a) is required of all graduate students in
history during their first year. (3) Seminar courses for the study of special fields with a
view to training in the methods of historical criticism and research.
Illinois Historical Survey.—Students have an opportunity to pursue research in
Western history in connection with the Illinois Historical Survey, an organization for the
piupose of carrying on systematic studies in the history of Illinois.
Attention is also called to the fact that the University has for some time cooperated
with the Trustees of the State Historical Library in the gathering and editing of archive
material. As a result, instructors and graduate students in the department have con-
tributed from time to time to the publications of the Library, and have been given useful
training in the study of manuscript and printed material.
lOla-lOlb. Seminar in American History.—I: Introduction to research. II: In-
vestigation of selected topics. I and II; {1 to 2 units). ^ Professors Robertson, Pease
102a-102b. Seminar in English History.—I and II; {1 to 2 xmits)}
Associate Professor Dietz
103a-103b. Studies in Historical Method and Historiography.—103a is required
for an advanced degree in history of all candidates who do not present evidence of similar
training elsewhere. I and II; {% unit). Assistant Professor Swain
104a-104b. Seminar in European History.—Europe and the Near East. Biblio-
graphy, historiography, and selected problems; reports. I and II; {1 to 2 units).^
Professor Lybyer
105. Research in Special Topics.—Advice and direction in research, and guidance
in writing theses for advanced degrees in various fields. I and II; (Jf to 2 units).
^
Professors Larson, Lybyer, Robertson, Olmstead, Pease; Associate Professors
Dietz, Hansen; Assistant Professors Swain, Dunbar




126. Spain in Europe and America, 1750-1825.—Bibliography, historiography,
and topical reports. I; (/ unit). Professor Robertson
127. Spanish-American Relations.—Relations of the Latin-American states with
the United States. The Monroe Doctrine, international trade, etc. II; (1 unit).
Professor Robertson




Sla. History of Modern Europe, 1500-1815.
—
(3 credits for students other than
seniors; 2 credits for seniors). Dr. Ronalds
Approximate equivalent: History la.
Sib. History of Modern Europe, 1815-1927.
—
(3 credits for students other than
seniors; 2 credits for seniors). Dr. Ronalds, Miss King
Approximate equivalent: History lb.
S2b. History of England, 1688-1927.
—
(3 credits for students other than seniors;
2 credits for seniors). Dr. Sachar
Equivalent: History 2b.
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 1>^, or 2.
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S3a. HiSTOHT OP THE United States to 1828.
—
(3). Dr. Wehneb, Miss Kma
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Equivalent: History 3a.
S3b. History of the United States, 1828-1927.
—
(3). Dr. Werner, Miss King
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Equivalent: History 3b.
Courses for Advanced Undergradttates and Graduates
(At least junior standing is required for all courses in this group.)
S22b. History op the West, 1787-1860.—(2). Professor Pease
Equivalent: History 22b.
S30b. The Mohammedan World: The Ottoman Empire and the Question op




S43. The British Peoples in the Victorian Age.—(2). Dr. Sachar
Equivalent: History 43.
Courses for Graduates
SlOl. Seminar in American History.—The American Revolution in the West.
{1 unit). Professor Pease
5104. Seihnar in European History.—Studies dealing with events in the Age
of Discovery. {1 unit). Professor Lybyer
5105. Research in Special Topics.—(Thesis Course).
Professors Lybyer, Pease; Dr. Sachar
HOME ECONOMICS
College of Agriculture
Curriculum in General Home Economics. (See page 135.)
Curriculum in Nutrition and Dietetics. (See page 136.)
College of Education
Home Economics Education. (See page 141.)
Home Economics Education—Smith-Hughes. (See page 142.)
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Major A.—General Home Economics: 20 hours from courses offered by the depart-
ment, excluding Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 7, and including Home Economics
2, 5, 10, 29, and two or more of the following: Home Economics 14, 19, 20, 28, 31, 33,
41, 43a, 43b, 48, 55.
Major B.—Nutrition and Dietetics: 20 hours excluding Home Economics 1 and
including Home Economics 5, 6 (or 44), 39a, 39b, 41, and two or more of the following:
Home Economics 20, 33, 45, 47.
Minors: 20 hours from (a) chemistry, bacteriology (lecture and laboratory), and
physiology (at least one course from each subject), or (b) economics (a minimum of 8
hours), and one or two of the following subjects: Education, history, psychology, sociology.
Transfer Students: To satisfy the requirements for graduation, students trans-
ferring home economics credits from other institutions must take five hours in residence
from the following: Home Economics 20, 28, 31, 33, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a, 43b, 47, 48, 50,
61, 55.
Electtves: In addition to the required subjects in each college, it is expected that
students will choose electives in accord with their special interest.
1. Clothing and Costume Design: Home Economics 3, 19, 30, 31, 42, 43a, 43b, 50,51.
2. Hospital Dietetics and Nutrition: Home Economics 20, 33, 46, 47, 48, 55.
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3. Household and Institutional Management: Home Economics 14, 28, 46, 47, 48,
and additional courses in economics.
4. House Planning and Furnishing: Art and Design 19, 20; Architecture 11, 12;
Home Economics 3, 43a, 43b, and additional courses in art and history.
5. Nutrition and Dietetics: Chemistry 24, 50a; Zoology 1; Home Economics 20,
33, 39a, 39b, 41, 45.
6. Teaching of Home Economics: Home Economics 11, 13, 34, 45; Education 6, 10,
25.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Foods.—Natiu-e, chemical composition, uses, selection, and preparation of foods;
production and consumption. I and II; (4).
Miss ScHREiBER, Assistant Professor Kellogg, Miss Munger, Miss Pickens, Miss
Johnson
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 5.
2. Home Architecture.—Situation, construction, design, and history of the house.
Heating, ventilating, lighting, plmnbing, water supply, and drainage. Making skeleton
plans. I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Foster; Miss Weaver
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a and sophomore standing.
3. Home Decoration.—Design apphed to interiors; selection and arrangement
of fumitiu-e, pictures, and accessories. The treatment of walls, floors, and windows.
Historic, artistic, and economic aspects. I and II; (3). Miss Weaver
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a, 13b; Home Economics 2.
5. Dietetics.—Food requirements and values. Planning of dietaries for individuals
and family groups. I and II; (4). Assistant Professor Barto; Miss Colburn
Prerequisite: Chemistry 33; Home Economics 6; Physiology 4.
6. Foods.—A continuation of Home Economics 1. I and II; (4).
Miss ScHREiBER, Assistant Professor Rellogg, Miss Munger, Miss Pickens, Miss
Johnson
Prerequisite: Home Economics 1.
7. Textiles.—Characteristics, production, and manufacture of textile fibers; fabric
study, stressing design, finish, and tests. I and II; (3 or 2).^ Miss McCullough
9. Home Economics Extension.—History, organization, and development. Prac-
tice in preparing extension projects and community and county programs of work. Field
trips. II; (3). Assistant Professor Burns
Prerequisite: Senior standing in home economics; consent of the instructor.
10. Organization and Management of the Household.—Family income; house-
hold activities and equipment. Emphasis on economic aspects. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Kellogg
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 2, 6, 7.
11. Teachers' Course.—Methods; observations; practice in planning courses and
lessons. One inspection trip (approximate cost, $3). Required of all who wish to be
recommended to teach home economics. Same as Home Economics Education 1. I and
II; (3). Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Home Economics 6, 29. Prerequisite or concurrent: Education 10;
Home Economics 5, 10. Recommended: Home Economics 34.
11a.* Supervised Teaching.—Supervised teaching of twenty double-period lessons
or their equivalent in secondary school classes. I and II; (2).
Miss Robinson, Miss Todd, Miss King
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 11.
13. Home Economics Education.—Development of women's education; the home
economics movement; home economics in schools and colleges. Students entering the
teaching profession are expected to take this course. Same as Home Economics Education
2. I and II; (3). Miss Todd
Prerequisite: Home Economics 10, 29.
•Two credits for seniors; three credits for other students.
"Students wishing a five-hour course in supervised teaching in home economics should take Educational
Practice 14. (See page 251.) Credit is not allowed for supervised teaching in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences.
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14. Practice House.—Planning, preparation, and serving of meals; care of the
house. Lectures, conferences, and laboratory work in practice apartment and laundry.
The students reside in the practice apartment four weeks during the semester. This
course is required for aU students expecting to meet the Smith-Hughes requirements.
I and II; (3). Miss Munqer
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5, 10; consent of the instructor.
19. Costume Design.—^A study of the principles of costume design. I and II; (3).
Miss Barnes
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a, 13b; Home Economics 29.
29. Clothing.—General introductory course. Selection and construction of cloth-
ing. Economic and artistic principles involved in the planning of the entire wardrobe.
I and II; (4). Assistant Professor Jacobsen
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a or 13b; Home Economics 7.
30. Clothing.—Study and alteration of commercial patterns. Design and con-
struction of clothing. I and II; (3). Miss Whitlock
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 19.
34. Teachers' Course in Clothing.—Analysis of problems; making of illustra-
tive material for clothing courses. (Every student expecting to teach clothing is advised
to register for this course.) Same as Home Economics Education 3. I; (1),
Miss King
Prerequisite: Home Economics 19.
38. Elements op Food and Nutrition.—Food selection and nutrition. This
course is open only to students not majoring in home economics. I and II; (2).
Miss CoLBURN, Miss Munger
Prerequisite: Section for men, junior standing; sections for women, senior standing.
40. Home Care of the Sick.—Lectures, demonstrations, laboratory. II; (1).
Assistant Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Senior standing in home economics.
42. History of Costume.—Costumes and their settings from the early Egyptian
through the nineteenth century. I; (1). Miss Barnes
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 19.
44. Foods.—Foods from the physical and chemical viewpoint. (This course is




Prerequisite: Transfer credit of one year each in general chemistry and foods; con-
sent of the instructor.
46. Quantity Cookery.—Handling food materials in large quantities. Time and
cost studies. The department cafeteria is used as a laboratory. Course planned for
students who expect to do hospital and institutional work or to manage a school lunch.
I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Smith; Miss Williams
Prerequisite: Home Economics 6.
47. Institutional Management.—Purchase of food supplies and equipment for
institutions. Grades of food; judging of quality and cost in relation to season, pure food
laws, and government inspection. The storeroom and its management. Equipment and
furnishings. Institutional housekeeping. Floor plans and routing; specifications for
equipment. Inventory for equipment. Visits to stores and markets. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Smith
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2. Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 46.
51. Textiles.—Textiles from the economic, artistic, physical, and chemical view-
points. Special problem work. II; (2). Miss McCullough
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5; Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 29.
55. Food and Nutrition.—The relation of chemistry and physiology to food and
nutrition. Methods of demonstrating deficiency diseases and of measuring energy output
under different conditions. Lectures, discussions, laboratory. I; (5).
Assistant Professor Hetler; Miss Plant
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 5.
56. Child Care and Training.—The development of the child. The home and
community in their relationship to child development. Cooperating agencies. This
course is intended for seniors with a major in general home economics. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Walls
Prerequisite: Home Economics 10; P^chology 1.
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56a. Child Cake and Training.—This course is similar to Home Economics 56
and is intended for students who are not majoring in home economics. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Walls
Prerequisite: Senior standing or the consent of the instructor.
Courses fob Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
20. Infant Nutrition.—Lectures, demonstrations, readings, discussions. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Hetler; Miss Plant
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing.
28. Organization and Management of the Household.—Economic relation-
ships of the household to certain public, private, and cooperative agencies. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Kellogg
Prerequisite: Home Economics 10.
31. Clothing.—^Artistic and economic aspects of clothing. Modeling on the dress
form. II; (3). Assistant Professor Jacobsen; Miss Whitlock
Prerequisite: Home Economics 30.
33. Diet in Disease.—I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Barto
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5.
35. Experimental Food Study.—II; (3). Miss Schreiber
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; consent of the instructor.
39a. Readings in Foods and Nutrition.—Reports, discussions, and review of
scientific hterature. I; (1). Assistant Professors Hetler, Barto
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5. Prerequisite or concurrent: Chemistry 50a, or
Home Economics 20, 33, or 55.
39b. Readings in Foods and Nutrition.—Reports, discussions, and review of
scientific literature. II; (1). Assistant Professors Hetler, Barto
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5. Prerequisite or concurrent: Chemistry 50a, or
Home Economics 20, 33, or 55.
41. Problems in Nutrition.—Discussions; investigations. II; (3 to 5).*
Assistant Professor Hetler; Miss Plant
Prerequisite: Chemistry 50a; Zoology 1.
43a. Problems in Textiles and Clothing.—Investigation and report of specific
problems in the field of textiles and clothing. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Jacobsen; Miss Weaver, Miss Whitlock, Miss McCullough,
Miss Barnes
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 30. For students expecting to
do a textiles problem, Home Economics 51 is a prerequisite. Each student will under-
take an individual problem which in some cases may involve prerequisites of chemistry
and physics.
43b. Problems in Textiles and Clothing.—Investigation and report of specific
problems in the field of textiles and clothing. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Jacobsen; Miss Weaver, Miss Whitlock, Miss McCullough,
Miss Barnes
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 30. For students expecting to
do a textiles problem, Home Economics 51 is a prerequisite. Each student will under-
take an individual problem which in some cases may involve prerequisites of chemistry
and physics.
45. Nutrition Classes.—The nutrition of the school child and the teaching of
nutrition to school children. Observation and practice in public school classes. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Barto; Miss King
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing; consent of the instructor.
48. Insti^futional Dietaries and Administration.—Dietary studies and menu-
making for various types of institutions such as dormitories, cafeterias, hospitals, and
tea rooms. Problems of organization, personnel studies, administration of food service,
records and cost accounting, professional ethics. Opportunity will be given for observa-
tion and practice in various fields. Three and one-half day inspection trip in Chicago
(approximate cost, $25). II; (4). Assistant Professor Sshth
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5, 47.
»In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
Itossible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intenos to take the course; i.e., not 3 to
6, but 3, or 4, or 6.
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50. Costume Design.—Designing for the usual and unusual types of individuals.
Details of dress decoration. II; (3). Miss Barnes
Prerequisite: Home Economics 30, 42.
57a. Problems in Household Management.—Individual investigation and report
of specific problems in the field of household management. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Kellogg
Prerequisite: Home Economics 10.
57b. Problems in Household Management.—Individual investigation and report
of specific problems in the field of household management. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Kellogg
Prerequisite: Home Economics 10.
CouBSES foe Graduates
Students electing graduate courses dealing with food and nutrition will present: chemistry,
20 hours (including quantitative and organic); bacteriology, 5 hours; physiology, 6 hours;
food and dietetics, 10 hours; nutrition, 2-5 hours. For the more general problems involved
in Home Economics 101, students must present: food and dietetics, 10 hours; textiles
and clothing, 8 hours; chemistry, 12 hours; phj-siology, 5 hours; principles of economics,
3 hours.
101. Home Economics.—Each member of the class selects a problem for continuous
work and report. I and II; (/ unit). Professor Wardall
102. Research in Food and Nutrition.—I and 11; {1 to 2 units)}
Assistant Professor Hetleb
103. Nutrition Seminar.—I and II; {% unit). Assistant Professor Hetleb
HORTICULTURE
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Elements of Horticulture.—Fruit growing. Recitations; exercises. (No
credit allowed to juniors and seniors.) I; (2).
Associate Professor Colby; Mr. Kelley, Mr. Potteb
lb. Elements of Horticulture.—Vegetable gardening. Recitations; laboratory.
(No credit allowed to juniors and seniors.) II; (2). Mr. Somers, Mr. Strubinger
2. Small Fruit Culture.—The blackberry, raspberry, dewberry, currant, goose-
berry, and strawberry. Recitations; reference work; laboratory. II; (2).
Associate Professor Colby
Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb.
3. Commercial Vegetable Gardening.—Production of vegetables for market.
Lectures; reference readings; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Lloyd; Mr. Somers
Prerequisite: Horticulture lb.
4. Plant Houses.—Construction; cost and maintenance; heating; ventilating. II;
(3). Mr. Decker
5. Plant Propagation.—Grafts; buds; layers; cuttings; seeds. Lectures; laboratory;
quizzes. I; (3). Professor Dorner; Mr. Decker
[6. Nursery Methods.—Lectures; reference readings. Trips to nurseries, the cost
not to exceed $20. II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Horticulture 5.]
7. Spraying.—Materials; appliances; methods. Lectures; reference readings;
laboratory; field work. II; (3). Professor Ruth
Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb; Chemistry 1.
8a-8b. Orcharding.—Principal fruits; cultivation; harvesting; marketing. I and
II; (3). An inspection trip is required, expenses not to exceed $15. Mr. McMunn
Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb.
>In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 2.
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10a. Rttral Improvement.—Landscape architecture in the open country. Lectures;
reference readings; reports. (Credit not allowed for both 10a and 42.) II; (2).
Assistant Professor Schaffer
15a. Greenhouse Management.—Soils; fertilizers; potting and shifting plants;
watering. Lectures, reference readings; greenhouse work. II; (3).
Professor Dorner; Assistant Professor Hall
Prerequisite: Botany 5; Horticulture 5.
15b-15c. Commercial Crops.—Greenhouse plants and cut flowers for market;
care; marketing. Lectures; greenhouse work. I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Hall
Prerequisite: Horticulture 15a.
19. Amateur Floriculture.—Propagation and ciilture of plants for window and
garden. I; (3). Mr. Decker
21a-21b. Landscape Design.—Elements of the natural landscape, principles of
landscape composition, types of drafting. Lectures; reference readings; field trips. I
and II; (4). Miss McAdams
Prerequisite: Architecture 72.
22a-22k. Ittvestigation with Thesis.—Continuous throughout the year; credit
is not given either semester separately. (5).
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including not less than 20 hours pertinent
to the thesis problem, and approval of the head of the department,
(a-b). Pomology.
Professors Dorset, Ruth; Associate Professors Anderson, Colby
(c-d). Olericulture. Professor Lloyd
(e-f). Floriculture. Professor Dorner; Assistant Professor Weinard
(g-h). Landscape Architecture. Assistant Professor Schaffer
(j-k). Plant Breeding. Professor Dorset
23a-23b. Landscape Design.—Gardens, estates, playgrounds, and small parks.
Lectures; field trips; problems; sketches; readings; reports. I and II; (4).
Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Horticulture 21b.
24a-24b. Trees and Shrubs.—Identification and characteristics of hardy plant
material. Lectures; reference readings; field trips. (Open only to landscape architecture
and floriculture students.) I and II; (3), Miss McAdams
Prerequisite: Botany 5.
25a-25b. Advanced Landscape Design.—Public and semi-public properties, such
as educational groups, rural parks, golf courses, cemeteries, etc. Lectures; field trips;
readings. I and II; (5). Associate Professor Lohmann
Prerequisite: Horticulture 23b.
26a-26b. Planting Design.—Arrangement. Planting plans and estimates; lectures;
drafting; reference readings; field trips. I and II; (3). Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Horticulture 23a, 24b.
27a-27b. Landscape Construction.—Preparation of grading plans; working draw-
ings; specifications; reports; etc. I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Schaffer
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 32.
30. Tender Bedding Plants.—Tropical and sub-tropical plants used in outdoor
bedding. Lectures; greenhouse work. II; (3). Assistant Professor Hall
Prerequisite: Horticulture 15a.
31. Garden Flowers.—Propagation and growing of annuals, herbaceous perennials,
bulbs, and shrubs for cut flowers and ornamental plantings. II; (3).
Professor Dorner, Mr. Decker
Prerequisite: Botany 5.
32a-32b. Floral Decoration.—Arrangement in baskets, designs, and bouquets;
table and house decoration. (For floricultural students.) I and II; (3).
Professor Dorner
33. Systematic Pomology.—Description, nomenclature, and classification of native
and sub-tropical fruits; judging and displaying fruits. (For students specializing in pomol-
ogy.) I; (2). Mr. McMuNN
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work.
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34. Vegetables Undeb Glass.—Types and equipment of greenhouses for forcing
vegetables; management problems; marketing; forcing crops. Lectures; reference readings;
laboratory. Inspection trip required; expenses about $20. I; (3). Mr. Somers
Prerequisite: Horticulture 3 or 15a.
36. History of Landscape Architecture.—^Lectures; reference readings; library
sketches; reports. Required of freshmen in the professional course; open to other students
by permission of the instructor in charge. I; (3). Mr. Peterson
37a-37b. City Planning.—The physical development of communities; conscious
design or haphazard growth; zoning. Lectures; reference readings. An inspection trip
required the second semester of all landscape students and optional for others; expenses
about $30. I and II; (2). Associate Professors Bartholomew, Lohmann
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work.
38. Office Practice in Landscape Architecture.—Professional ethics and
practice; contracts and specifications. Lectures; reference readings; seminars and reports.
II; (1). Assistant Professor Schaffer
Prerequisite: Horticulture 25a.
39a-39b. Special Lectures.—(Open only to students in landscape architecture.
Professional students are required to register in this course each semester of each year.)
Lectures by members of the faculty and invited lecturers. Inspection trip required (esti-
mated expense, $2). One lectiu-e a week; written reports. I and II; (J^).
Assistant Professor Schaffer and others
40. Care of Plant Materials.—Cultivation for landscape purposes; planting,
pruning, spraying, tree surgery, landscape forestry. I; (2).
Assistant Professor Schaffer
Prerequisite: Horticulture 24b; 90 hours of imiversity work.
42. Landscape Architecture.—(For students outside the professional course.)
General appreciation in landscape architecture; interpretation of plans, etc. Lectures;
readings; reports; field trips. Credit not allowed for both 10a and 42. II; (3).
Mr. Peterson '
Prerequisite: 30 hours of imiversity work.
49. Systematic Vegetable Crops.—Types; varieties; strains. Nomenclature;
descriptions. Selection for market and exhibition. Judging. Lectures; research; labora-
tory. I; (2). Professor Lloyd; Mr. Somers
Prerequisite: Horticulture lb.
50. Veget.\ble Seed Production.—Sources; climatic influences; trial groxmds.
Selection of seed stock; winter storage; growing the seed crop; "roguing"; harvesting;
curing; storage. Lectures; research; laboratory. II; (3). Assistant Professor Huelsen
Prerequisite: Horticulture 3 and 49; Zoology 15.
52. Special Vegetable Crops.—Classification, cultural requirements, and uses of
less common vegetables. Lectures; research; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Lloyd
Prerequisite: Horticulture 3 and 49.
53. Viticulture.—History, species, varieties; vineyard management; harvesting;
marketing; by-products. Laboratory; recitations; reference readings. I; (2).
Associate Professor Colby
Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb.
54. Horticultural Manufactures.—Commercial canning and preserving. Inspec-
tion trip, costing about $20, required. Lectures; laboratorj'. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Huelsen
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1; registration in Bacteriology 5a.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
12. Evolution of Horticultural Plants.—Historj', classification, and distribu-
tion of cultivated plants; modification under culture; variation. I; (3).
Professor Dorsey
Prerequisite: Zoology 15.
[18. Experimental Horticulture.—For advanced students preparing for experi-
ment station work. II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: 20 hours' work in horticulture.]
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43. Greenhouse Fertilizers.—Soils and fertilizers; plant food; water requirement
of greenhouse crops. Lectures; seminar. I; (3). Assistant Professor Weinard
Prerequisite: Botany 3; Agronomy 28; Horticulture 3 or 15a.
44. Pomology Seminar.—^Assigned topics; review of books, technical journals, and
other publications. For seniors and graduates specializing in pomology. I and II; (1).
Professors Ruth, Dorset
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work.
45. Plant Nutrition.—Plant food; growth of greenhouse plants. Lectures; assigned
readings; seminars. II; (3). Assistant Professor Weinard
Prerequisite: Botany 3; Agronomy 9 or 28, Horticulture 3 or 15a.
46. Marketing of Horticultural Products.—An inspection trip is required;
expenses about $20. For seniors and graduates specializing in horticulture. I; (3).
Professor Lloyd
Prerequisite: Economics 1; Horticulture 3 or 8a; 90 hours of university work.
47. Fruit Production and Storage.—The effects of environment upon fruit
trees and fruits. The storage of fruits. Lectures; reference readings; laboratory. I; (3).
Professor Ruth
Prerequisite: Chemistry 32; Botany 3, or concurrent registration in Botany 3.
51. Fruit Diseases.—Symptomology; control measures. Laboratory; field studies.
II; (3). Associate Professor Anderson
Prerequisite: 90 hoiu-s of university work including Botany 7a.
Courses for Graduates
At least two years of collegiate work in horticulture and alhed subjects and specific prepa-
ration for chosen topics are required for entrance on major work in this department.
103. Olericulture.—Cultxu-al requirements and improvement of vegetables. Re-
search; conferences. I and II; {1 to 2 units).
^
Professor Lloyd
108. Pomology.—Special problems of small fruits and orchard fruits. I and II;
{1 to 2 units). ^ Professors Blair, Dorsey, Lloyd, Ruth; Associate Professor Anderson
115. Floriculture.—Horticultural status of flowering plants, or special problems
in culture of greenhouse plants. I and II; {1 to 2 units).
^
Professor Dorner; Assistant Professor Weinard
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Graduates
S103. Olericulture.—Cultural requirements and improvement of vegetables.
Research; conferences. {1 to 2 units). '^ Professor Lloyd
S108. Pomology.—Special problems of small fruits and orchard fruits. (1 to 2 units).
^
Professor Dorsey
HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
1. Elementary Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate men
during their first year of residence. I; (^).
Professor Beard; Assistant Professor Cain; Dr. Ross, Dr. Blackstone, Dr. Gebhart,
Dr. Lewis, Dr. Brandstadt, Dr. Boylson
2. Essentials op Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate
women during their first year of residence. I and II; (1).
Associate Professor Etheredge; Dr. Little, Dr. Gilchrist, Dr. Bullard
3. Elementary Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate men
diuing their first year of residence. II; (H)-
Professor Beard; Assistant Professor Cain; Dr. Ross, Dr. Blackstone, Dr. Lewis,
Dr. Brandstadt, Dr. Judah
10. General Hygiene.—Hygiene as applied to the individual, the home, the school,
and the community. II; (3). Professor Beard; Dr. Gebhart
'In reg^istering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos
nble units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or Iki, or 2.
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JOURNALISM
(See also Rhetoric 6, English 45, Political Science 27, 28, History 21, Law 2, 5.)
Students who are registered in the two-year curriculum in the School of Journalism are
referred to the requirements stated on page 157.
Major in Joubnalism
Major: For students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 20 hovu*8 in English
excluding Rhetoric 1-2, 10, 12, 13-14, English 10, 41-42, and JoumaUsm 1-2, lla-b. At
least 10 hours in English literature and 10 in journalism, including one advanced course
in each group.
Minors: 20 hours in (a) history, (b) political science, (c) economics, (d) philosophy,
(e) sociology, or (f) one foreign language, or (g) in any two subjects in this list.
Courses for Undergraduates
1-2. Introduction to Journalism.—Open to pre-joumalism freshmen only. A
non-technical siirvey and critical study of journalism as a profession. I and II; (1).
AssistantProfessor Barlow
Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Rhetoric 1 or 2.
3. The Newspaper and the News.—A survey course for non-professional students.
I or II; (2). Miss Peffer
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing and Rhetoric 1 and 2. Not open to students with
credit in Journalism 1 and 2 or to students registered in Journalism 5 or 6.
4. Newspaper Reference Service.—Organization of reference systems of large
and small papers. I or II; (2). Miss Peffer
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing and Rhetoric 1 and 2.
5-6. Reporting.—Gathering news; writing the news story; types of newspaper
narratives; reporting, interviewing, correspondence, organization details, press associations.
Lecture, laboratory, and quiz. I and II; (3). Mr. Davis, Miss Peffer
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing and Rhetoric 1 and 2.
7-8. Sports Writing.—(For students in athletic coaching.) I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Barlow; Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Ball
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing and Rhetoric 1 and 2.
9a-9b. History and Practice of Printing and Publishing.—Lecture and lab-
oratory exercises. I and II; (2). {Note: 3 credits for students of Industrial Education 8
registering for 4 hours of laboratory work.) Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing and Rhetoric 1 and 2.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
10. Newspaper Advertising.—(Same as B. O. & O. 10). I; (3).
Assistant Professor Fernald
Prerequisite: Junior standing and Journalism 5 and 6.
11. The Press, the Courts, and the Law.—News of legal procedure and of a
legal nature. The law in its relation to the press. I or II; (2). Mr. Siebert
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
12. Publicity Methods.—I; (2). Mr. Wright
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
13-14. Copyreading, Headwriting, and Makeup.—Laboratory exercises in desk
work. I and II; (3). Mr. Siebert
Prerequisite: Journalism 5 or equivalent and credit or registration in Journalism 9a
and junior standing.




17. History of American Journalism.—I; (3). Associate Professor Murphy
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
18. Ethics of American Journalism.—II; (3). Associate Professor Murphy
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
19-20. Editorials and the Editorial Page.—I and II; (2).
Associate Professor Murphy
Prerequisite: Journalism 5 and 6, or equivalent, and junior standing.
21. Community and Country Journalism.—I; (2). Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
22. Newspaper Administration.—The weekly and small daily. II; (2).
Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
24. Agricultural Journalism.—Farm and home news and features. Open to
students in journalism, agriculture, and home economics. II; (2). Miss Peffer
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
29-30. Advanced Reporting.—I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Barlow
Prerequisite: Journalism 5 and 6 or equivalent and junior standing.
33-34. Newspaper Advertising Copy and Layouts.—I and II; (2). Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
35-36. Contemporary Life and Thought.—I and II; (2). Mr. Siebert
Prerequisite: Junior standing and 6 hours of journalism.
39-40. Special Problems.—For seniors in Journalism not writing theses. I and
II; (2). Assistant Professor Barlow
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
41. Business Problems of the Newspaper.—Factors and methods in newspaper
business operation. I or II; (3). Assistant Professor Barlow
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
43. Newspaper Accounting.—Practice and theory of newspaper accoimting. I; (3).
Mr. Krannert
Prerequisite: Junior standing and Accountancy la.
47-48. Teaching of Journalism.—JournaUstic writing in the high school, super-
vision of school publicity, newspaper study, supervision of school publications. I and II;
(2). Miss Peffer
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
60a-60b. Thesis Course.—Primarily for candidates for honors. I and II; (2).
Associate Professor Murphy and staff
Prerequisite: Senior standing and high scholarship.
Summer Session Courses
SI. The Collecting and Writing op News.—(3). Mr. Siebert
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1-2.
Equivalent: Journalism 5.
S9a. History and Practice of Printing and Publishing.—(See also Industrial
Education S4). Lectures, assigned readings, and laboratory work. (4 laboratory hours
and 2 credits for journalism students; 6 laboratory hours and 3 credits for education stu-
dents.) Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing and Rhetoric 1 and 2.
Equivalent: Journalism 9a.





S24. The Teaching of Journalism.—Journalistic writing in the high school;
interpretation of newspapers; supervision of school news; direction of school publications.
(2). Mr. Allen










la-lb. Contracts.—Corbin, Cases on CorUracls. I; (3). II; (4).
Professor Goble
2a-2b. Torts.—Bohlen, Cases on Torts (2d. ed.). I; (3). U; (3).
Professor Weisiqer
3. Personal Property.—Bigelow, Cases on Personal Property. I; (2).
Associate Professor Fxjller
4a-4b. Procedure I.—McCaskill, Cases on Remedies. I; (2). II; (2).
Professor McCaskill
5. Criminal Law.—Mikell, Cases on Criminal Law (2d. ed.). I; (4).
Professor Harno
11. Agency.—Mechem, Cases on Agency. II; (3). Professor Green
29. Real Property I.—Rights in Land. Bigelow, Cases on Rights in Land. II; (3).
Professor Summers
49. Reading Course I.—Reading of specified books and articles. I; (1).
Associate Professor Holt
Note: In addition to the regular courses, first year students are required to attend a
aeries of lectures given by Professor McCaskill during the first two weeks of the first se-
mester. They also are required to attend one quiz hour each week during the first semester
on Saturdays.
Second and Third Year Courses
6a. International Law: Law of Peace.—Nature, sourceSj and development of
international law; rights and duties of states; treaties, settlement of mtemational disputes.
I; (3). Dr. Egbert
6b. International Law: Law of War and Neutrality.—II; (3). Dr. Egbert
7. Persons.—Including domestic relations. McCurdy, Cases on the Law of Persons
and Domestic Relations. I; (2). Associate Professor Holt
8. Evidence.—Hinton, Cases on Evidence. II; (4). Professor Harno
9. Sales.—Woodward, Cases on Sales. I; (3). Professor Britton
10. Real Property II.—Titles. Bigelow, Introduction to the Law of Real Property,
and Aigler, Cases on Property. I; (4). Professor Summers
12a-12b. Equity Jurisdiction I.—Equitable relief and the chief divisions of equit-
able jurisdiction; the injunctive remedy against torts and specific performance of con-
tracts. Cook, Cases on Equity (one vol. ed.). I; (3). II; (2). Professor Schnebly
[13. Damages.—Beale, Cases on Damages (2d. ed.). II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Weisiger]
14. Carriers and Public Utilities.—Green, Cases on Carriers (2d. ed.). I; (3).
Professor Green
15. Bills and Notes.—Britton, Cases on Bills and Notes. II; (3).
Professor Britton
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16. Trusts.—Scott, Cases on Trusts. I; (4). Professor Schneblt
17. Private Corporations.—Richards, Cases on Private Corporations (2d. ed.).
I; (4). Professor Johnson
18. Wills and Administration.—Costigan, Cases on Wills, Descent and Adminis-
tration. II; (3). Professor Summers
19. Partnership.—Gilmore, Cases on Partnership; Britton's Supplementary Cases.
I; (2). Professor Britton
20a-20b. Procedure II.—I; (2). II; (3). Professor McCaskill
21. Suretyship.—Ames, Cases on Suretyship. I; (2). Associate Professor Fuller
22a. Constitutional Law.—Government and the individual. Hall, Cases on
Constitutional Law. I; (3). Professor Green
22b. Constitutional Law.—State and nation. HaU, Cases on Constitutional Law.
II; (2). Professor Green
23. Mortgages.—Case book to be selected. II; (3). Associate Professor Fuller
24. Municipal Corporations.—Tooke, Cases on Municipal Corporations. I; (2).
Associate Professor Holt
25. Bankruptcy.—Britton, Cases on Bankruptcy. II; (2). Professor Britton
26. Legal Ethics.—Lectures. Professor Harkeb
27. Real Property HI.—^Future interests. Powell, Cases on Future Interests.
II; (4). Professor Schnebly
28. Insurance.—Vance, Cases on Insurance, and selected material. Open to ad-
vanced students who have an average in their law work of 4. or over. II; (2).
Professor GtOBLE
31. Conflict of Laws.—Beale, Cases on Conflict of Laws (shorter selection). II; (4).
Associate Professor Holt
32. Equity Jurisdiction II.—Reformation, rescission, at law (Quasi-Contracts)
and in equity. Cook, Cases on Equity, Vol. III. II; (3). Associate Professor Fuller
33. Administrative Law.—Freund, Cases on Administrative Law (2d. ed.). II; (2).
Associate Professor Holt
34. Legislation.—Problems of legislative drafting and the general principles of
statutory interpretation. Open only to advanced students who have an average in their
law work of 3.5 or over. II; (1). Professor Britton
35. Procedure III.—Hinton, Cases on Trial Practice, and selected cases. I; (4).
Professor McCaskill
36. Procedure IV.—Practice Court. II; (4). Professors McCaskill, Johnson
[45. Use of Law Books.—Not given, 1928-29. Professor Weisiger]
[46. Legal History.—Jenks, Brief History of English Law, and supplemental reading.
Not given, 1928-29. Professor Philbrick]
[48. Legal Analysis.—Salmond, Jurisprudence (7 ed.) and collateral readings.
Not given, 1928-29. Professor Green]
50. Reading Course II.—Reading of books selected after consultation with the
instructor. I; (1). Associate Professor Fuller
51. Reading Course III.—Reading of books selected after consultation with the
instructor. I; (1). Associate Professor Fuller
[52. Law of Oil and Gas.—Selected cases. Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Summers]
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[53. Trade Regulation.—Oliphant, Cases on Trade Regulation. II; (2). Not
given, 1928-29. Professor Goble]
54. Legal Problems I.—Legal problems to be assigned. I; (1).
Professor Britton; Associate Professor Holt
Prerequisite: One year of law work and at least an average grade of 4. in law courses.
55. Legal Problems II.—Legal problems to be assigned. II; (1).
Professor Britton; Associate Professor Holt
Prerequisite: One year of law work and at least an average grade of 4. in law courses.
56. Legal Problems III.—Legal problems to be assigned. I; (1).
Professor Britton; Associate Professor Holt
Prerequisite: Legal Problems I or II, two years of law work, and at least an average
grade of 4. in law courses.
57. Legal Problems IV.—Legal problems to be assigned. II; (1).
Professor Britton; Associate Professor Holt
Prerequisite: Legal Problems I or II, two years of law work, and at least an average
grade of 4 in law courses.
Note: In addition to the program for which a second or a third year student registers,
he is asked to hold open the ten o'clock hour on Saturdays during the first semester for
quizzes to be scheduled during the semester.
Summer Session Courses
S19. Partnership.—Gilmore, Cases on Partnership, Britton 's Supplement. (2).
Associate Professor Weisiger
523. Mortgages and Recording Acts.—Parks, Cases on Mortgages. (2^).
Professor Summers
524. Municipal Corporations.—Tooke, Cases on Municipal Corporations. (2J^).
Professor Johnson
525. Bankruptcy.—Britton, Cases on Bankruptcy. (23^). Professor Britton
S51. Reading Course III.
—
(1). Associate Professor Weisiger
LIBRARY SCIENCE
Courses for Freshmen and Sophomores
12. General Reference.—Classification and arrangement of books in the Univer-
sity library; card catalogs; reference books. (Intended for freshmen and sophomores,
not for students in the Library School.) I and II; (2).
Miss Hostetter, Miss Gramesly, Miss Johnson, Miss Dunlap, Miss Black, Miss
Shaw, Miss Signor
Courses for First Year Library School Students
2a-2b. Reference.—Bibliographical research; use of reference books; work in the
reference department of the library. I and II; (3). Miss Phelps
3a-3b. Selection of Books.—Selection for libraries of different types; standard
lists, critical periodicals; practice in writing book annotations. I and II; (2).
Assistant Professor Boyd
16. Order and Accessions.—Order department records and routine book-buying;
publishers and discounts; serials; gifts; exchanges; duplicates. I; (2). Miss Hostetter
17. Classification.—The Dewey Decimal classification; the Cutter Expansive
classification; book numbers. I; (3). Assistant Professor Bond; Miss Ambuhl
31a-31b. Cataloging.—Dictionary and classed cataloging; subject headings. I
and II; (2). Assistant Professor Bond; Miss Ambuhl
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21. Printing, Binding, and Indexing.—Printing for libraries; preparing copy and
reading proof. Materials and methods of binding; preparing books for the bindery. Index
citations; choice and arrangement of headings; kinds of type. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Bond and others
34-33b. Library Administration and Extension.—Organization and adminis-
tration of public libraries; loan legislation; special libraries; state commissions; publicity
methods; library training; library associations; current library literature; an inspection
trip to libraries and book publishing firms, requiring about one week and costing ap-
proximately $30. I and II; (3). Miss Grameslt
30. Practice.—Work in the various departments of the University Library. To be
taken with Library 2, 16, 17, 31, and 21. I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Bond
Courses for Advanced Library School Students and Graduates
7. History of Libraries.—The foundation, development, and resources of the
leading libraries of Europe and the United States. II; (2). Given in alternate years.
Associate Professor Simpson
[9. History op Books and Printing.—History of the early forms of books; the
invention and spread of printing; the book trade; book-binding. II; (2). Given in alter-
nate years. Not given, 1928-29. Director Windsor]
43. High School Library Administration.—II; (2). Miss Hostetter
Prerequisite: Library School standing.
24a-24b. Selection op Books.—Foreign fiction; drama; poetry; special problems
in selection. I and II; (2), Miss Hostetter
26b. Library Administration.—Library organization; work with children; special
topics. II; (3). Miss Gramesly and others
28. Practice.—Advanced practice in departments of the University Library. II;
(1 to 4).i Associate Professor Simpson
40a-40b. Practice.—A continuation of Library 30. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Bond
13a-42. Public Documents.—I: Production and distribution of United States
documents. 11: American state and municipal documents; publications of foreign govern-
ments. I; (2). II; (3). Assistant Professor Boyd
44. Book-buying for the Large Library.—I; (2). Miss Garver
45. Library Buildings and Equipment.—I; (2). Miss Gramesly
Courses for Graduates
101. Thesis.—I and II; (1 to 2 units).^
Director Windsor; Associate Professor Simpson and others
102. Seminar.—Special topics in library administration and history, and in bibliog-
raphy. I and II; {1 unit). Director Windsor; Assistant Professor Boyd and others
103. Advanced Reference Problems.—Transactions of societies; government
publications; periodicals and indexes. I; {% unit). Associate Professor Simpson
104. Advanced Cataloging and Classification.—Systems of book classification;
comparative rules for cataloging books; bibliographical institutions. II; (% unit).
Assistant Professor Bond
Summer Session Courses
During the academic year of 1927-28 in connection with the University of Illinois summer
session, the Library School offered the following courses:
Eight weeks' courses for college graduates, for credit toward the degree of B.S. in
Library Science or the Master's degree in Library Science. Only those students are reg-
istered in these courses who can meet the entrance requirements of the Librarj' School.
•In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list not the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to
take the course; i.e., not 1 to 4, but 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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S2a. Reference.—Bibliographical research; use of reference books. (3).
Assistant Professor Boyd; Miss Ambuhl
S3a. Selection of Books.—Selection for libraries of different types; standard lists,
critical periodicals; practice in writing book annotations. (2).
Assistant Professor Boyd; Miss Ambuhl
S16. Order and Accessions.—Order department records and book-buying; pub-
lishers and discounts; serials; gifts; exchanges; duplicates. (2).
Miss HosTETTER, Miss Ambuhl
S30. Practice.—Work in assigned departments of the University Library. (3).
Assistant Professor Bond
Prerequisite: Library 17, 18.
S40. Practice.—Advanced. (3). Assistant Professor Bond
Prerequisite: Senior standing in the Library School.
543. High School Library Administration.—(2). Miss Hostetter
Prerequisite: Library 2, 17, and 18 or registration therein.
544. Book-buyinq for the Large Library.— (2). Miss Garver
545. Library Buildings and Equipment.— (2). Miss Gramebly
SlOl. Thesis.— (^/^ to 1 unit).^ Director Windsor and others
Eight weeks' elementary courses for which credit is not given toward the degree of
B.S. in Library Science. These courses are intended for persons not eligible for admission
to the Library School and such students must hold library positions or be imder appoint-
ment to such positions or must have done at least one j^ear's work in a recognized college
or university.
570. Classification, Cataloging, Book Numbers. Miss Pressey
571. Selection of Books. Miss Gramesly
572. Libraries and Children, Miss Gramesly
573. Reference Work. Miss Gramesly
574. Library Administration, Order Work, and Extension. Miss Pressey
MATHEMATICS
Major: 20 hours made up from any undergraduate courses offered by the depart-
ment except Mathematics la, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8. The courses selected must include Mathe-
matics 7 and 9, and at least one of the following courses: Mathematics 10, 16, 18, 20, 21,
30, 40, 90, 91.
Minors: 20 hours selected from not more than three of the following subjects:
astronomy, chemistry, physics, statistics (Mathematics 22, 23, 30, and 31), philosophy,
theoretical and applied mechanics, and surveying. At least 8 hours must be offered in
some one subject.
Credit for seniors who take Mathematics la, lb, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 6a will be reduced
one hour.
For undergraduate students intending to take advanced work or a major in mathe-
matics, the following outline of freshman and sophomore work is suggested: Freshman
year: Mathematics la, lb; or first semester, Mathematics 2 (or 3) and 4; second semester.
Mathematics 6. Sophomore year: first semester. Mathematics 7 (Section T); second
semester, Mathematics 9 (Section T) and 19.
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Introduction to College Mathematics.—I; (5). (Seniors receive four hours'
credit only). Dr. Moore, Mr. Purdy, Mr. Edgett, Mr. Moore, Mr. McClellan
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, IH units; plane geometry, 1 unit.
lb. Introduction to College Mathematics.—II; (5). (Seniors receive four
hours' credit only.) Dr. Moore, Mr. Purdy, Mr. McClellan
Prerequisite: Mathematics la.
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not J^ to 1
unit, but Hi or 1.
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2. College Algebra.—I and II; (3). (Seniors will receive two hours' credit only.)
Assistant Professors Levy, Maria; Dr. Steimley, Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Bourgin,
Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Miller, Dr. Hummell, Mr. Oakley, Mr. Edgett,
Mr. Bristow, Mr. Amelotti, Miss Harshbarger, Mr. Norris, Mr. McClellan, Mr.
Grant, Mr. Dennis, Mr. Warnock, Mr. Starcher, Miss Nelson, Mr. Rea, Mr. Sig-
ley, Mr. Reagan, Mr. Smith, Mr. Wood, Mr. Klinger, Mr. Cell, Mr. G. E. Moore
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, 13^ units; plane geometry, 1 unit.
3. Algebra.—(For students presenting only 1 unit of entrance algebra). Advanced
elementary algebra and college algebra (Mathematics 2). I and II; (5).^
Professors Miller, Shaw; Assistant Professors Green, Brahana; Dr. Ketchum,
Dr. Bourgin, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Ogg, Dr. Smiley, Dr. Moore, Dr. Miller,
Dr. Pepper, Dr. Hummell, Dr. Peters, Mr. Edgett, Mr. Bristow, Mr. Amelotti,
Miss Harshbarger, Mr. Grant, Mr. Dennis, Miss Nelson, Mr. Sigley, Mr. Reagan,
Mr. Klinger
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit.
4. Plane Trigonometry.—I and II; (2). (Seniors will receive one hour's credit
only.)
Professors Miller, Shaw; Dr. Bailey, Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Bourgin, Dr. Armstrong,
Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Pepper, Dr. Smiley, Dr. Moore, Dr. Hummell, Dr. Peters, Mr.
Oakley, Mr. Edgett, Mr. Bristow, Mr. Amelotti, Miss Harshbarger, Mr. Norris,
Mr. Moore, Mr. McClellan, Mr. Grant, Mr. Dennis, Mr. Warnock, Mr. Starcher,
Miss Nelson, Mr. Rea, Mr. Sigley, Mr. Reagan, Mr. Smith, Mr. Wood, Mr. Klinger,
Mr. Cell
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit.
5. Advanced Trigonometry.—I; (2). (Seniors receive one hour's credit only.)
Associate Professor Crathorne; Dr. Bailey, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Ogg,
Mr. Dennis
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, 114 units; plane geometry, 1 unit; solid geometry,
3^ unit; entrance trigonometry, J^ unit (or Mathematics 4).
6. Analytic Geometry.—Plane and solid analytic geometry. I and II; (5). (Seniors
receive four hours' credit only.)
Professor Shaw; Assistant Professors Brahana, Levy, Maria; Dr. Bailey, Dr.
Armstrong, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Ogg, Dr. Miller, Dr. Pepper, Dr. Hummell, Dr. Peters,
Mr. Oakley, Mr. Bristow, Mr. Amelotti, Miss Harshbarger, Mr. Norris, Mr. Moore,
Mr. Grant, Mr. Warnock, Mr. Starcher, Mr. Rea, Mr. Smith, Mr. Wood, Mr. Klinger
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 (or 3), 4.
6a. Analytic Geometry.—(For chemists and chemical engineers). Plane and solid
analytic geometry. This course is planned as a preparation for Mathematics 8a-8b. II;
(4). (Seniors receive three hours' credit only.) Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Smiley
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 (or 3), 4.
7. Differential and Integral Calculus.—The principles developed and applied
to functions of one and of several variables. I and II; (5).
Professors Townsend, Carmichael; Assistant Professors Lytle, Brahana, Levy,
Maria; Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bailey, Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Bourgin, Dr. Armstrong, Dr.
Hoersch, Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Smiley, Dr. Miller, Dr. Pepper, Dr. Hummell, Dr. Peters
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6, or Mathematics la, lb.
9. Differential and Integral Calculus.—The principles developed and applied
to functions of one and of several variables. I and II; (3).
Professors Townsend, Coble; Assistant Professors Levy, Maria; Dr. Bailey, Dr.
Ketchum, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Ogg, Dr. Smiley, Dr. Miller, Dr. Moore, Dr. Hummell,
Dr. Peters
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7.
8a. Differential and Integral Calculus.—(For students in chemistry and
chemical engineering.) I; (3).
Associate Professor Crathorne; Assistant Professor Green; Dr. Armstrong, Dr.
Ogg, Dr. Smiley, Dr. Miller, Dr. Moore
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6a or 6, or Mathematics la, lb.
8b. Differential and Integral Calculus.—(For students in chemistry and
chemical engineering). II; (3).
Associate Professor Crathorne; Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Ogg, Dr. Miller
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a.
'Students having 1)^ entrance units in Algebra will receive but 3 hours* credit for this course ; aeoiors
receive four hours' credit only.
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9a. Differential akd Integral Calcttlus.—(Second course). Definite integrals;
formation of problems in applied mathematics; line, surface, and volimie integrals. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Green; Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bailey, Dr. Ogg, Dr. Smiley
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
19. Solid Analytic Geometry.—II; (3). Dr. Hoersch
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 or 8a.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
10. Theory of Equations and Determinants.—I; (3). Dr. Hopkins
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
[15. Advanced Course in Plane Analytic Geometry.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).]
16. Dlfferential Equations and Advanced Calculus.—I; (3).
Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bailey
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
17. Differential Equations and Advanced Calculus.—II; (3).
Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bailey
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
18. Constructive and Projective Geometry.—II; (3). Dr. Ogg
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
20. Graphical and Numerical Methods.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Green
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
[21. Theory of Probability.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Crathorne
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).]
22. Statistics.—I; (3). Associate Professor Crathorne
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 and 6; junior standing.
23. Mathematics of Finance.—II; (3). Associate Professor Crathorne
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2; junior standing.
24. Mathematical Theory in Aeronautics.—II; (2). Assistant Professor Green
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16, 17.
[30-31. Actuarial Theory.—I and II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Crathorne
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).]
32. History of Mathematics.—Lectures. II; (3). Assistant Professor Lytlb
Prerequisite: 18 hours of mathematics, including Mathematics 7, 9.
35. Teachers' Course.—I; (3). Assistant Professor Lytlb
Prerequisite: 18 hours of mathematics, including Mathematics 7, 9.
[40. Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Lytle
Prerequisite: 18 hours of mathematics, including 7, 9.]
90a-90b. Undergraduate Thesis.—I and II; (2). Members of the department
Prerequisite: 24 hours of college mathematics.
91a-91b. Introduction to Modern Mathematics.—I and II; (3).
Professors Coble, Carmichael
Prerequisite: 20 hours of mathematics and permission of the instructor.
Courses for Graduates
Students entering on graduate study with a major in mathematics must have had twenty-
five semester hours of undergraduate work in mathematics, including a year's course in
calculus, and a course in theory of equations or in differential equations.
100. Seminar and Thesis.—I and II; {1 or 2 uniis).^ Professors in department
*In registering for a course with variable units, as 1 or 2 units, a student must put down on his study-
list not the possible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course;
i.e., 1, or 2.
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101. Functions of Real Variables.—(Introductory). I and II; (1 unit).
Professor Townsend
[102. Functions of a Complex Variable.—I and II; (/ unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Townsend]
[110. Elliptic Functions.—I and II; (/ unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Carmichael]
112. Theory of Linear Difference Equations.—I and II; (1 unit).
Professor Carmichael
[113. Linear Differential Equations.—I and II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Carmichael]
122, Modern Algebra.—I and II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Maria
[124. Theory op Numbers.—I and II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Hazlett]
[126. Theory of Groups.—I and II; (/ unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Miller]
127. Theory of Groups.—Advanced course. I and II; (1 unit).
Professor Miller
129. Theory of Statistics.—I and II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Crathorne
[131. Advanced Algebraic Geometry.—I and II; (i unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Emch]
[132. Projective Geometry.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Levy]
135. Differential Geometry.—I and II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Levy
[136. Non-Euclidean Geometry.—I; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Emch]
[137. Algebraic Forms.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Emch]
138. Algebraic Geometry and Related Function Theory.—I and II; (1 unit).
Professor Coble
139. Analysis Situs.—I and II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Brahana
[141. Vector Methods.—I and II; (i unit). Not given, 1928-29. Ph)fessor Shaw]
[143. Linear Algebra.—I and II; (/ unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Shaw]
145. Linear Operators.—I and II; (1 unit). Professor Shaw
Summer Session Courses
The Department of Mathematics offers at least five courses each summer for graduates
and advanced undergraduates, and these courses will be so varied as to enable advanced
students to secure a suitable sequence during four or five successive summer sessions to
meet the requirements for at least the Master's degree. Three of these five courses are of
an intermediate grade, open to advanced undergraduates as well as to graduates, while the
other two are primarily for graduate students.
The intermediate courses are for the present to be devoted to the following six subjects:
Theory of equations and determinants, advanced calculus, constructive geometry, advanced
algebra, differential equations, and advanced analytic geometry. It is proposed to give a
course on each of these subjects every two years.
The prerequisites and credit values are the same as for these courses in the regular
semesters unless otherwise stated.
Courses for Undergraduates
52. College Algebra.—(3). Professor Shaw
53. Algebra.—(5). Dr. Bender
54. Plane Trigonometry.— (2). Assistant Professor Brahana; Mr. Edqett
2% Mechanical Engineering
56. Analytic Geometry.—(5). Mr. Moohe
57. DiFTERENTiAii Calcxtlus.—(5). Mr. Oakley
S9. Integral Calctjltts.—(3). Dr. Bailey
Courses for Advanced Undergbadttates and Graduates
S16. Differential Equations.— (3). Dr. Steimley
S19. Solid Analytic Geometry.—(3), Dr. Steiiiley
S24. Mathematics of Statistics.—(2J^). Mr. Edgett
S35. Teachers' Course.—(2J^). Dr. Bailey
Courses for Graduates
SlOl. Functions of Real Variables.—{1 unit). Professor Shaw
S122. Modern Algebra.— {1 unit). Professor Miller
S132. Projective Geometry.— (/ unit). Assistant Professor Brahana
S150. History of Mathematics.— (i unit). Professor Miller
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Steam and Air Machinery.—Construction, operation, and care of boilers,
engines, and air compressors. (For students in chemical, civil, and mining engineering.)
I; (3). Professor Polso.n; Mr. Espy, Mr. Larson, Mr. Ambrosius
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
2. Steam Engineering.—Engines, boilers, pumps, condensers, etc. II; (3).
Professor Polson; Mr. Larson, Mr. Ambrosius
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b.
3. Steam Engineering.—The steam power plant and auxiliaries. (For students
in electrical and general engineering.) I; (3).
Professor Polson; Associate Professor Macintire; Assistant Professor Degler;
Mr. Mohn
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 10 with concurrent registration in Mechanical
Engineering 61 for electrical engineers and railway electrical engineers. Mechanical Engi-
neering 10 for general engineers.
6. Steam Engineering.—The steam engine, steam turbine, and other steam machin-
ery. (For students in mechanical engineering.) II; (4).
Professor Polson; Assistant Professor Degler; Mr. Mohn
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Mechanical Engineering 13; registration in Mechan-
ical Engineering 16.
7. Internal Combustion Engines.—Operation and design. I; (3).
Professor Polson
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Mechanical Engineering 13.
10. Thermodynamics and Heat Engines.—Transformation of heat into work;
the second law; properties of media; applications. (For students in electrical and general
engineering.) II; (3). Professor Goodenough; Associate Professor Macintire; Mr. Espy
Prerequisite: Physics 1 and 3; Mathematics 9.
13. Thermodynamics.—Transformation of heat into work; the second law; prop-
erties of heat media; perfect gases; saturated and superheated vapors; flow of fluids. I;
(3). Professor Goodenough; Mr. Espy
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
16. Heat Engineering.—Thermodynamics of combustion; selected topics. II; (3).
Professor Goodenough
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 16.
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16. Thermodynamics.—The steam engine, steam turbine, internal combustion
engine, air compression, and refrigeration. II; (2). Professor Goodenough; Mr. Espt
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 13.
17. Refrigeration Engineering.—Mechanical cooling in industrial processes.
I and II; (3). Associate Professor Macintire
Prerequisite: Senior standing in mechanical engineering.
23. Mechanical Equipment of Buildings.—Heating and ventilation, refrigera-
tion, fire protection, vacuum cleaning, elevators, lighting, and small power plants. Lec-
tures; laboratory. I; (5). Professor Willard; Associate Professor Severns
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
25. Heating and Ventilation for Architects.—Direct and indirect heating;
ventilation and air analysis; air conditioning. I; (2).
Professor Willard; Associate Professor Severns
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
28. Heating and Ventilation.—Steam boilers and water heaters; direct and in-
direct heating; gravity systems; district heating; ventilation and air analysis; air con-
ditioning. II; (4). Professor Willard; Associate Professor Severns
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 65.
31. Mechanics of Machinery.—Cams, gears; graphical constructions; kinetics;
balancing; critical speeds; force and mass reduction. I; (5).
Professor Ham; Mr. Ryan, Mr. Black
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
33. AERONAimcAL Engineering.—^Aerodynamic principles in airplane design. I;
(3). Assistant Professor Riddell
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
34. Aeronautical Engineering.—Loads and stresses; materials and methods of
construction. II; (3). Assistant Professor Riddell
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 33; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21
and 29, 25.
40. Mechanical Engineering Design.—Design of machinery subjected to heavy
and variable stresses. II; (3).
Professor Ham; Mr. Henwood, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Black
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 29; Mechanical Engineering 31.
41. Mechanical Engineering Design.—Continuation of Course 40. I; (4).
Professor Leutwiler; Mr. Henwood, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Black
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 40.
52. Power Plant Design.—II; (3).
Professor Leutwiler; Mr. Henwood, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Black
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 43 and 65.
61. Power Measurement.—Testing and calibration; the indicator, calculation of
horse-power and steam consumption; valve setting. (For students in Chemical and Elec-
trical Engineering.) I; (2).
Professor Polson; Associate Professor Severns; Assistant Professor Degler; Mr.
Espy, Mr. Mohn, Mr. Larson, Mr. Ambrosius, Mr. Reed
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 1, 2 or 3. Concurrent registration in Mechan-
ical Engineering 3 for electrical and railway electrical engineers.
62. Power Measurement—Steam and Air Machinery.—Laboratory, supple-
mented by lectures. II; (3). Professor Polson; Associate Professor Severns; Mr. Reed
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
64. Power Measurement.—Apparatus for engine and boiler tests; calibration;
tests for horse-power of steam engines; pumps; gas engines. Reports. II; (3).
Professor Polson; Associate Professor Severns; Assistant Professor Degler, Mr.
Mohn, Mr. Larson, Mr. Ambrosius
Prerequisite: Registration in Mechanical Engineering 6 and 16 for mechanical engi-
neers and Mechanical Engineering 3 for general engineers.
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65. Power Laboratory.—Experiments on engines, turbines, gas engines, pumps,
boilers, injectors, air compressors, heating apparatus, and refrigerating machines. I; (3).
Professor Polson; Associate Professor Severns; Assistant Professor Degler; Mr.
Larson
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 6, 16, and 64.
85. Pattern and Foundry Laboratory.—Wood and metal patterns; floor, bench,
and machine molding; foundry management; work operation; core making; brass furnace
and cupola practice; tool and stock room methods. I and II; (3).
Professor Casberq; Mr. Hall, Mr. Spencer, Mr. Wright, Mr. Earnill, Mr. ScHtr-
BERT
87-88. Machine Laboratory.—Machine tools for duplicate production of parts;
investigations of machine tool performance with dynamometers. I; (3). II; (3).
Professor Casberg; Mr. Thomas, Mr. Starr, Mr. Derrough
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 85 or equivalent.
89. Heat Treatment of Metals.—Annealing, hardening, tempering, and carburiz-
ing carbon and alloy steels, and study of their microstructures. Heat treatment of non-
ferrous metals. I and II; (3). Professor Casberg; Mr. Lanham, Mr. Lancashire
Prerequisite: Senior standing in Mechanical Engineering and Railway Mechanical
Engineering.
97-98. Thesis.—Investigation of special subjects and preparation of thesis embody-
ing review of the literature; discussion of results. I and II; (3).
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses fob Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in mechanical engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
107. Thermodynamics.—Application of thermodynamics to the solution of physical
and engineering problems. I and II; (/ unit). Professor Goodenough
109. Machine Design.—Rational design; the application of mechanics of materials.
Individual problems. I and II; (/ unit). Professor Leutwiler
112. Laboratory Investigations.—Combustion of fuel, boiler economy; steam
engines and turbines; gas engines and producers; explosive mixtures; mechanical refrig-
eration. Original work. I and II; {1% units).
Professors Willard, Kratz, Polson; Associate Professor Macintire
115. Theory of Internal Combustion Engines.—Ideal cycles. Effect of chemical
equilibrium and dissociation. I or II; {1 unit). Professor Goodenough
MECHANICS, THEORETICAL AND APPLIED
Courses for Undergraduates
10. Hydraulics.—Pressure and flow of water; utilization as motive power; measure-
ments; power and efficiency; determination of experimental coefficients. Laboratory
weekly. I and II; (3).
Professor Enger; Assistant Professors Fleming, Putnam; Mr. Howe
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
14. Elements of Mechanics.—Kinematics, kinetics, and statics. (For architects
and others who have not taken the calculus.) II; (4).
Assistant Professor Draffin; Mr. Howe
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2, 4.
15-16. Strength of Materials.—Graphical methods; elastic curve of beams;
centroids and moments of inertia of areas; reinforced concrete beams and columns; tests
of materials. (For students in architecture and others without the prerequisites for course
25 or 29.) I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Draffin; Mr. Howe, Dr. Cox
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 14.
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20. Analytical Mechanics.—Force systems, equilibrium, centroids, and center of
gravity; friction; kinematics; problems. I and II; (3).
Professors Seely, Westergaard; Assistant Professors Ensign, Draffin; Mr.
ScHWALBE, Mr. Sturm, Mr. Howe, Dr. Cox, Mr. Ducommun
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7; registration in Mathematics 9. (Mathematics 8a and
registration in Mathematics 8b for students in chemical engineering and industrial ad-
ministration.)
21. Analytical Mechanics.—Continuation of course 20. Kinetics. I and II; (2).
Professors Seely, Westergaard; Assistant Professor Ensign; Mr. Schwalbe, Mr.
Sturm
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
25. Resistance of Materials.—Abbreviation of course 29. (For students in
architectural, ceramic, chemical, electrical, and mining engineering.) I and II; (4).
Professor Enger; Assistant Professors Fleming, Ensign, Putnam, Draffin, R. A.
Hall; Mr. Schwalbe, Mr. Sturm, Dr. Cox, Mr. Ducommun
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
26. Analytical Mechanics and Hydraulics.—Kinematics, kinetics, and hy-
draulics; problems; hydraulic laboratory. (For students in architectural, electrical, and
mining engineering.) Laboratory weekly during the last half of the semester. II; (4).
Assistant Professors Fleming, Ensign, Putnam, R. A. Hall; Mr. Schwalbe, Mr.
Sturm, Mr. Howe
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
29. Resistance of Materials.—Mechanics of materials; properties and require-
ments for materials of construction; specifications and standard tests. (For students in
civil and mechanical engineering.) Recitations; lectures; reading. Laboratory weekly.
I; (5).
Professors Moore, Seely, Westergaard; Assistant Professors Fleming, Ensign,
Putnam; Mr. Schwalbe, Mr. Sturm, Mr. Howe
Prerequisite: Theoretical and AppUed Mechanics 20.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
41. Advanced Mechanics of Materials.—Special problems met in engineering.
I; (3). Professor Seely
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29.
42. Properties of Engineering Materials: Specifications and Inspection.—
Properties and uses of materials of construction. Standard specifications for materials.
II; (2). Professor Seely
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29.
[43. Laboratory Work in Hydraulics.—I; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 10 or 26.]
44. Laboratory Work in Testing Materials.—Testing machines and strain
measuring apparatus; practice in making standard tests in tension, compression, and
flexure. II; (3). Professor Moore
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29.
45. Advanced Technical Statics.—Theories of deformation and stresses in elastic
systems; graphical and algebraic methods of analysis; virtual work, substitute structure,
slope-deflection, etc. I; (3). Professor Westergaard
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29, or approved work in
physics and mathematics.
46. Advanced Technical Statics.—Selected topics in mechanics of elastic ma-
terials. II; (2). Professor Westergaard
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29, or approved work in
physics and mathematics.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in theoretical and appUed mechanics presupposes a full under-
graduate course in that subject.
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101. Analytical Mechanics.—Historical development of methods of analysis;
advanced problems in statics and dynamics; critical and comparative study of texts. I;
(i unit). Professor Moobe
102. Resistance of Materials.—Analysis and investigation in mechanics of
materials; properties of materials used in engineering construction. II; {1 unit).
Professor Moore
103. Hydraulics.—II; {% to 1 unit).^ Professor Engeb
104. Experimental Work in the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics.—(a)
Investigation in the materials-testing laboratory; (b) experimental work in hydrauUc
laboratory. I and II; (% to 2 units).^
Professors Enger, Moore; Associate Professor Richart
105. Experimental and Analytical Work in Reinforced Concrete.—Research;
interpretation of test results and their application to the design of structures; construction.
I and II; {I to 2 units).
^
Associate Professor Richart
106. Theory of Elasticity and Application to Engineering Problems.—I and
II; (i unit). Professor Westergaard
Summer Session Courses
520. Analytical Mechanics.— (3). Mr. Schwalbb
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7; registration in Mathematics S9.
521. Analytical Mechanics.— (2). Mr. Schwalbe
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
S25. Resistance of Materials.— (4). Assistant Professor Fleming
Prerequisite: Theoretical and AppUed Mechanics 20.
MILITARY BANDS
Note: The following courses are open only to those who have passed the examination
for admittance to one of the bands. All new students who play band instniments and
who desire to try for places in the bands should make application at the Band OflBce,
12 Band Building, at the earliest possible time. Those who are accepted for membership
will be given a slip indicating that they have been accepted.
Former members of the bands whose work has been satisfactory, will be permitted
to register in these courses without further examination.
Service in the bands takes the place of the regular military drill.
1-2. Freshman Band.—(1). Twice a week. Days and section to be assigned ac-
cording to proficiency. Director Harding
3-4. Sophomore Band.—(1). (See foregoing.) Director Harding
5-6. Junior Band.— (1). Twice a week. Days and section to be assigned. For
those who are serving in the Concert and First Regimental Bands for scholarship stipend.
Director Harding
7-8. Senior Band.—(1). (See foregoing.) Director Harding
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
Freshman Infantry
la-2a. Practical.—Physical drUl; command and leadership. I and II; (14)-
Assistant Professors: Captains Burney, Innis
lb-2b. Theoretical.—Command and leadership; rifle marksmanship; first aid;
military courtesj-; scouting and patroUing; National Defense Act. I and II; (3^).
Assistant Professors: Captains Burney, Innis
>In registering for a course with variable unite, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not J^ to 2
units, but Ht or li or 1^, or 2.
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SOPHOMOBE InFANTRT
3a-4a. Practical.—Infantry weapons; command and leadership: interior guard
duty. I and II; (J^). Assistant Professor: Captain Kellogg
Prerequisite: la-2a.
3b-4b. Theoretical.—Musketry; scouting and patrolling; automatic rifle and
manual of interior guard duty; and the theoretical instruction in command and leadership.
I and II; (3^). Assistant Professor: Captain Kellogg
Prerequisite: lb-2b.
Junior Infantry
6a-6a. Practical.—Duties of officers, including all subjects in la-2a, 3a-4a; ac-
companying weapons. I and II; (3^). Assistant Professor: Captain Krabieb
Prerequisite: 3a-4a.
5b-6b. Theoretical.—Military sketching and map reading; infantry weapons
(machine gim and howitzer weapons); combat principles; command and leadership. I
and II; (1). Assistant Professor: Captain Kramer
Prerequisite: 3b-4b.
Senior Intantry
7a-8a. Practical.—Duties of officers, including advanced work in subjects la-2a,
3a-4a, 5a-6a; solution of problems in minor tactics. I and II; (J^).
Associate Professor: Major Sarratt
Prerequisite: 5a-6a.
7b-8b. Theoretical.—Administration; military history and policy; combat prin-
ciples, command, leadership, military law and officers' reserve corps regulations; rules of
land warfare; field engineering. I and II; (1). Associate Professor: Major Sarratt
Prerequisite: 5b-6b.
Freshman Field Artillery
lla-12a. Practical.—Instruction in the fundamentals of the private, which leads
to a gunners' examination and classification of students as 1st Class and 2nd Class gunners.
Badges are awarded to qualifiers in each class. I and II; (J^).
Associate Professor: Major Brady; Associates: Lieutenants March, Lee
llb-12b. Theoretical.—Parallels 11a and 12a whenever possible, also school of
battery dismounted; customs, courtesies, discipline; individual equipment. I and II; (J^).
Associate Professor: Major Brady; Associates: Lieutenants March, Lee
Sophomore Field Artillery
13a-14a. Practical.—Instruction of the N. C. O. and Battery Specialists; equitation,
maneuvers mounted, reconnaissance, communications, map reading, elementary gunnery.
I and II; (H)-
Associate Professor: Major Brady; Assistant Professor: Captain Mallory; As-
sociates: Lieutenants Price, Lewis
Prerequisite: lla-12a.
13b-14b. Theoretical.—Parallels 13a and 14a. Same subjects studied from the
theoretical side. I and II; (3^).
-
_
Associate Professor: Major Brady; Assistant Professor: Captain Mallory; As-
sociates: Lieutenants Price, Lewis
Prerequisite: llb-12b.
Junior Field Artillery
15a-16a. Practical.—Instruction in the technic of conducting artillery fire on
terrain board and smoke bomb, gunnery and orientation, hippology, topography, ordnance
and materiel. I and II; (J^).
Associate Professor: Major Brady; Assistant Professor: Captain Mallort
Prerequisite: 13a-14a.
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15b-16b. Theoretical.—Parallels 15a and 16a. Gunnery, orientation, military
administration. I and II; (1).
Associate Professor: Major Brady; Assistant Professor: Captain Mallort
Prerequisite: 13b-14b.
Senior Field Artillery
17a-18a. Practical.—Drill regulations; instruction and drill of basic students;
reconnaissance and tactics; equitation; moimted drill; duties of officers. I and II; (^).
Associate Professor: Major Brady
Prerequi^te: 15a-16a.
17b-18b. Theoretical.—Reconnaissance; field engineering and fortifications;
military law; military history of the United States; rules of land warfare; army adminis-
tration. I and II; (1). Associate ftofessor: Major Brady
Prerequisite: 15b-16b.
Freshman Cavalry
21a-22a. Practical.—School of the trooper, mounted and dismounted; care of
horses and equipment; rifle marksmanship; scouting, patroUing; manual of pistol and
saber. I and II; (3^).
Assistant Professor: Captain Collins; Associate: Lieutenant Johnston
21b-22b. Theoretical.—Discipline and courtesy; first aid, hygiene; National
Defense Act; rifle marksmanship; scouting, patrolling. I and II; (J^).
Assistant Professor: Captain Collins; Associate: Lieutenant Johnston
Sophomore Cavalry
23a-24a. Practical.—Equitation; drill; pistol marksmanship; use of saber; musketry;




23b-24b. Theoretical.—Discipline and courtesy; cavalry drill; employment of
cavalry; pistol marksmanship. I and II; (J^). Associate Professor: Major Palmer
Prerequisite: 21b-22b.
Junior Cavalry
25a-26a. Practical.—Equitation; driE; machine gun; pistol marksmanship; employ-
ment of cavalry. I and II; (J^). Assistant Professor: Captain Baird
Prerequisite: 23a-24a.
25b-26b. Theoretical.—Map reading and sketching; employment of cavalry;
hippology; weapons; pistol marksmanship. I and II; (1).
Assistant Professor: Captain Baird
Prerequisite: 23b-24b.
Senior Cavalry
27a-28a. Practical.—Eqmtation; drill; employment of cavalry weapons. I and
II; (M).
Assistant P*rofessor: Captain Collins; Associates: Lieutenants Sullivan, Johnston
Prerequisite: 25a-26a.
27b-28b. Theoretical.—Military history; administration; field engineering; O. R.
C. regulations; employment of cavalry; military law; drill; equitation. I and II; (1).
Associate Professor: Lieutenant Colonel Smith
Prerequisite: 25b-26b.
Freshman Engineers
31a-32a. Practical.—Infantry drill, rifle marksmanship; minor tactics (scouting
and patrolling); miUtarj' courtesy and discipline; engineer supplies and interior guard duty.
I and II; (J^). Associate Professor: Major Lemen; Associate: Lieutenant Griffiths
31b-32b. Theoretical.—Infantrj' drill regulations; militarj* courtesy and discipline;
engineer organisation; administration and supply; military history and policy. I and II;
(K)- Associate Professor: Major Lemen; Associate: Lieutenant Griffiths
\
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Sophomore Engineers
33a-34a. Practical.—Infantry drill and command; minor tactics (musketry);
infantry weapons; map reading. I and II; (J^).
Associate Professor: Major Lemen; Associate: Lieutenant Griffiths
Prerequisite: 31a-32a.
33b-34b. Theoretical.—Minor tactics (musketry); military law; infantry weapons;




35a-36a. Practical.—Infantry drill, command and leadership; rifle marksmanship;
minor tactics (combat principles applied to squad, section, platoon); demolitions; roads,
bridges, map making, sketching. I and II; (J^).
Associate Professor: Major Lemen; Associate: Lieutenant Griffiths
Prerequisite: 33a-34a.
35b-36b. Theoretical.—Demolitions: command and leadership; minor tactics
(combat principles up to and including platoon); roads (military type, construction);
bridges (rnilitary fixed and floating); engineer organization; field fortification; map making
and sketching; three hours a week. I and II; (1). Associate: Lieutenant Griffiths
Prerequisite: 33b-34b.
Senior Engineers
37a-38a. Practical.—Infantry drill, command and leadership; pistol marksman-
ship; minor tactics (combat principles to include the infantry battalion); bridges. I and
IIj (^)- Associate Professor: Major Lemen; Associate: Lieutenant Griffiths
Prerequisite: 35a-36a.
37b-38b. Theoretical.—Command and leadership; minor tactics (combat prin-
ciples to include infantry battalion); general construction; engineer organization; field
fortification; bridges; three hours a week. I and II; (1).
Associate Professor: Major Lemen
Prerequisite: 35b-36b.
Freshman Signal Corps
41a-42a. Practical.—Organization of the company; interior guard duty; infantry
drill; personal equipment; international code practice; military telephones; line construc-
tion; telephone switchboard operation. I and II; (H). Associate: Lieutenant Hayden
41b-42b. Theoretical.—Administration of the company; hygiene; first aid and
sanitation; courtesy and customs of the service; interior guard duty; infantry drill; army
organization; military telephones; international code practice; line construction; telephone
switchboard operation. I and II; (3^). Associate: Lieutenant Hatden
Sophomore Signal Corps
43a-44a. Practical.—Infantry drill; military sketching and map reading; wire
telegraphy; radio sets; radio net operation; message centers. I and II; (J^).
Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
Prerequisite: 41a-42a.
43b-44b. Theoretical.—Infantry drill; military sketching and map reading; wire
telegraphy; radio sets; international code practice; message centers; radio procedure. I
and II; (J^). Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
Prerequisite: 41b-42b.
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Junior Signal Corps
45a-46a. Practicai..—^All members of this class are oflBcers or non-conmussioned
oflBcers and drill with the companies to which assigned: practice in command of troops
and instracting in technical subjects; pistol practice. I and II; (3^).
Associate: Lieutenant Hayden
Prerequisite: 43a-44a.
45b-46b. Theoretical.—Tactical use of signal communication; staff organization
and duties; mihtary history and policy of the United States; administration; military law




47a-48a. Practical.—Vacuum tubes; radio measurements; damped and undamped
wave radio telegraphy. All members of this class are officers or non-commissioned officers
of the freshman and sophomore companies. Practice in command and instruction of
troops. I and II; (3^). Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
Prerequisite: 45a-46a.
47b-48b. Theoretical.—Radio engineering; a mathematical and physical study of
the principles of radio telegraphy and telephone. Field engineering, hippology, telephone;
net construction and operation. Leadership. CryptanaUsis. I and II; (1).
Assistant Professors: Brown (E.E. 51), or Captain Parsons
Freshman Aviation (Heavier and Lighter than Air)
51a-52a. Practical.—Courtesy, discipline, arms and equipment, ground drill. I
and II; (3^). Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
51b-52b. Theoretical.—Mihtary organizations and national defense; hygiene,
first aid; military customs; school of the soldier, squad, flight, and squadron; armament;
history of aeronautics. I and II; (3^). Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
Sophomore Aviation (Heavier and Lighter than Air)
63a-54a. Practical.—Ground drill; interior guard duty; engines; machine guns;
equipment. I and II; (3^). Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
Prerequisite: 51a-52a.
53b-54b. Theoretical.—^Air Corps fundamentals; drill regxdations; armament, air
equipment, engines. I and II; (3^). Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
Prerequisite: 51b-52b.
Junior Aviation (Heavier than Air)
65a-56a. Practical.—Ground drill, sketching and map reading; radio mechanics;
ground and airplane radio sets; aerial photography. I and II; (3^).
Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
Prerequisite: 53a-54a.
55b-56b. Theoretical.—Sketching; command and leadership; buzzers; navigation;
instruments; observation; photography; tactics. I and II; (1).
Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
Prerequisite: 53b-54b.
Senior Aviation (Heavier than Air)
57a-58a. Practical.—Squadron paper work, administration; command and leader-
ship; observation; equipment. I and II; (3^). Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
Prerequisite: 55a-56a.
57b-58b. Theoretical.—Command and leadership; administration; meteorology;
mihtary history; mihtary law; tactics. I and II; (1).








1. Elements of Mining.—Explosives; drilling; blasting; coal-cutting; shaft-sink-
ing and tunneling. I; (3). (For mining students only.) Mr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: Physics lb-3b.
2. Mining Principles.—Terminology; explosives and blasting; well and rock drill-
ing; shaft-sinking and tunneling; methods of working and timbering flat and inclined
deposits. (For students in courses other than mining.) I and II; (3). Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Chemistry and Physics; junior standing.
4. Mining Methods.—Methods of working bedded, vein, and placer deposits.
II; (3). Mr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: Mining 1 and registration in Geology 43.
6. Mechanical Engineering of Mines.—Hoisting; ropes, cages and skips, hoist-
ing engines. Haulage; cars, locomotives, track. Mine drainage and pumping. II; (3).
Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Mining 4 and 10; Mechanical Engineering 62; Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 26.
8. Mine Administration.—Mining law; mine accounting and cost-keeping; trade
agreements; relations between employer and employee. I; (3). Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Mining 4.
[9. Preparation of Coal and Ore.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24; Physics lb-3b; Geology 20 or equivalent.]
10. Electrical Engineering of Mines.—Electrical machinery; direct and alter-
nating current motors and generators; storage batteries; power-plant equipment. I; (3).
Mr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: Physics lb-3b.
15. Mine Ventilation.—Mine gases and safety lamps; the ventilation of mines;
mine fires and explosions. I; (2).
^
Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Mining 4 and Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 26.
[16. Non-Ferrous Ore Treatment.—II; (5). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 73a; Mining 9.]
[18. Metallurgical Problems.—Laboratory work to accompany Mining 16. II;
(2). Not given, 1928-29. Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Registration in Mining 16.]
20. Mine Ventilation Laboratory.—Laboratory work to accompany Mining 15.
I; (2). Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Registration in Mining 15.
21. Examination, Valuation, and Reports.—Prospecting mineral deposits;
methods of examining, valuing, and reporting on mining properties. II; (3).
Mr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: Mining 4; Geology 20 and 43 or equivalent.
41. Mining and Metallurgical Design.—Mine tipples, head-frames, bins; crush-
ing plants for coal and metal mines; flow-sheets and plans for coal preparation and ore
dressing plants. I; (3). Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 58 and senior standing in mining engineering.
42. Mining and Metallurgical Design.—^A continuation of Mining 41. II; (2).
Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Mining 41.
61. Elementary Mine Surveying.—The compass, transit, and level; computation
of areas and volumes; map construction; land lines; elements of mine surveying. Field
problems. I; (3). Mr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4.
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62. Mine Surveying.—^Advanced mine sxirveying; mineral land surveying; field
astronomy. A surveying trip is made to neighboring mines; estimated cost, $10. II; (3).
Mr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: Mining 61.
64. Coal and Ore Preparation Laboratory.—Crushing, dry preparation, and
washing of coals; wet and dry concentration of ores; sampling; analysis of raw and finished
products. II; (3). Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Mining 9.
68. Mine Topography.—Stadia; plane table; application of topographic and rail-
road surve5ang to mining conditions. II; (1). Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Mining 62.
[69. Fire Assaying.—I; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24; Geology 20.]
90. Mining and Metallurgical Reports.—Review of mining and metallurgical
Uterature; reports; technical writing. I; (1). Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Senior standing in Mining Engineering.
97-98. Thesis.—In accordance with regulations of College of Engineering. I or
II; (3).
99. Mining Inspection Trip.—No credit.
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
The prerequisite for graduate work in mining engineering is the equivalent of the under-
graduate courses required for the degree of Bachelor of Science in mining in the branches
of the subject in which registration is desired.
Note.—Of courses 104 and 105, only one will be given in either semester, at the
election of students. The same rule applies to courses 106 and 107.
101. Advanced Mining Practice.—Comparison of foreign and American methods;
beneficiation of ore and utilization and storage of coal; transportation and markets. I
and II; (1 unit). Professor Callen
[102. Advanced Preparation of Coal and Ores.—I and II; {1 unit). Not given,
1928-29.)
104. Mining Reports.—Classification of coal and ore lands; conservation of mineral
resources; mine examinations and appraisal reports. I and II; (i unit).
Professor Callen
105. Welfare Work and Education Among Mine Employees.—Organization
and operation of mining institutes, night classes, welfare, mine rescue, and first-aid work.
I and II; (/ unit). Professor Callen
[106. Advanced Coal, Ore, and Metallurgical Plant Design.—I and 11; (1
unit). Not given, 1928-29.)
[107. Advanced Non-Ferrous Metallurgical Projects.—I and II; (i unit).
Not given, 1928-29.)
MUSIC
1-2. History.—I and II; (2). Associate Professor Schwartz
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
3-4. Theory of Music (Harmony).—3: 1 and 11; 4: I and II; (2).
Miss Dunn, Mrs. Phipps
5-6. Theory of Music (Harmony).—Continuation of 3-4. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Miles; Miss Dunn
Prerequisite: Music 3-4.




9-10. Analysis, Musical Form.—I and II; (2). Associate Professor Schwartz
Prerequisite: Music 7-8.
11-12. Advanced Composition (for Theory Major).—I and II; (4).
Assistant Professor Miles
Prerequisite: Music 9-10.
13-14. Music Appreciation.—^Appreciative listening. Illustrated with phonograph
and reproducing piano. Primarily for non-music students. I and II; (1).
Director Stiven; Miss Kitchell
15-16. Instrumentation and Orchestration.—I and II; (1 or 2).'
Professor Harding
Prerequisite: Music 3 to 6 inclusive.
17-18. Advanced Orchestration (for Theory Major).—I and II; (4).
Professor Harding
Prerequisite: Music 10, 15, and 16.
19-20. Rudiments of Theory.—Taken in conjunction with Music 3-4. I and II; (1).
Associate Professor Schwartz
21-22. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—First year. I and II; (1).
Miss Percival, Mrs. Phipps
23-24. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—Second year. I and II; (1).
Miss Percival, Mrs. Phipps
Prerequisite: Music 21, 22.
25a-25b. Methods of Teaching.—^Primarily for students preparing to teach music
in the public schools. I and II; (4). Mr. Krone
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
26a-26b. Methods of Teaching.—I and II; (4). Miss Kitchell
Prerequisite: Music 25a-25b.
27. Thesis.—(Senior elective). (1).
28-29. Keyboard Harmony.—I and II; (2). Associate Professor van den Berg
Prerequisite: Music 4.
30-31. Course in Accompanying.—I and II; (1). Miss Watt
Prerequisite: Consent of the Director.
32-33. Advanced History of Music.—I and II; (1). Associate Professor Schwartz
Prerequisite: Music 1 and 2.
34. Recital Course in Applied Music.—(For juniors in Music 44b, 54b, 64b,
74b, 84b, or 94b.) (2).
Prerequisite: At least two satisfactory appearances in major subject in students'
recitals.
35. Recital Course in Applied Music.—(For seniors in Music 45b, 65b, 75b, 85b,
or 95b.) (4).
36. Recital Course in Applied Music.—(For seniors in Music 55b.) (3).
37. Recital Course in Composition.—(For seniors in Theory Major.) (4).
38a-38b. Band and Orchestra Conducting.—I and II; (2). Professor Harding
Prerequisite: Music 16.
APPLIED MUSIC
Students in the School of Music will receive 4 or 5 hours' credit for their major subject in
Applied Music. They will receive 3 hours' credit for their minor subject. Students from
other colleges will ordinarily receive 2 hours' credit if in accordance with the regulations
of their college.
•In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
variable hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 or 2,
but 1, or 2.
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PIANO
Associate Professor van den Berg; Miss Watt, Miss Ruffin, Miss Pebcival, Miss Dunn,
Mr. ScHOONMAKER, Mrs. Phipps, Miss Kitchell
Prerequisite for Music 42a: Entrance examination.
42a-42b. Piano, First Year.—I and II; (2-4).
i
43a-43b. Piano, Second Yeah.—I and II; (2-4) .»
44a-44b. Piano, Third Year.—I and II; (2-5).
»
45a-45b. Piano, Fourth Year.—^I and 11; (2-5).*
VOICE
Assistant Professor Beresford; Mr. Johnson, Miss Buck, Miss Sutheblin
Prerequisite for Music 62a: Entrance examination.
52a-52b. Voice, First Year.-I and II; (2-4).
53a-53b. Voice, Second Yeah.—I and II; (2-4).
»
54a-54b. Voice, Third Yeah.—I and II; (2-4).i
65a-55b. Voice, Fourth Yeah.—I and II; (2-4).*
VIOLIN
Assistant Professor RoosA
Prerequisite for Music 62a: Entrance examination.
62a-62b. Violin, First Year.—I and II; (2-4).i
63a-63b. Violin, Second Year.—I and II; (2-4) .»
64a-64b. Violin, Third Year.—I and II; (2-5) .*




Prerequisite for Music 72a: Entrance examination.
72a-72b. Violoncello, First Year.—I and II; (2-4).*
73a-73b. Violoncello, Second Year.—I and II; (2-4).*
74a-74b. Violoncello, Third Year.—I and II; (2-5).*
75a-75b. Violoncello, Fourth Year.—I and 11; (2-5).*
ORGAN
Assistant Professor Miles; Mr. Baltz
Students desiring to take organ must pass the entrance examination in piano. Under no
circumstances will they be accepted if their piano work falls below the standard of this
examination.
82a-82b. Organ, First Yeah.—I and II; (2-4).*
83a-83b. Organ, Second Year.—I and II; (2-4).*
84a-84b. Organ, Third Year.—I and II; (2-5).*
85a-85b. Organ, Fourth Year.—I and II; (2-5).*
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
ible hours, as showi
ut 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.




BAND AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
Professor Haeding; Mr. Dvorak, Mr. Waln
Prerequisite for Music 92a: Entrance examination.
92a-92b. Wind Instruments, First Year.—I and II; (2-4).*
93a-93b. Wind Instruments, Second Year.—I and II; (2-4).*
94a-94b. Wind Instruments, Third Year.—I and II; (2-4).*
95a-95b. Wind Instruments, Fourth Year.—I and II; (2-4).*
Summer Session Courses
Sib. History of Music.— (1). Director Stiven
Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: Music 1 (second half).
S3. Harmony.—(2). Director Stiven
Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: Music 3.
S13. Music Appreciation.—(1). Director Stiven
S21. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—(1). Mr. Seitz
Prerequisite: Entrance credit.
Equivalent: Music 21.
S26b. Public School Methods.— (4). Mr. Seitz
Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: Music 26b.
S42-45. Piano, Collegiate Grade.—(lor 2).*
Associate Professor van den Berg; Assistant Professor Milbs
Prerequisite: Three years of piano study.
Equivalent: Music ^-45 (in part).
S52-55. Voice, Collegiate Grade.—(1 or 2).* Mrs. Barton
Prerequisite: Three years of vocal study.
Equivalent: Music 52-55 (in part).
S82-85. Organ.—(1). Assistant Professor Miles
Prerequisite: Three years of piano study or the equivalent.




(See Classics, English Language and Literature, Germanic Languages and Litera-
ture, and Romance Languages and Literature.)
PHILOSOPHY
(See also Psychology and Education.)
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered by the department, including Philosophy
1, 2, 3, 4, and 7. Six hours in psychology may be coimted toward a major in philosophy.
Minor: 20 hours in (a) psychology (at least six additional hoiu^, if psj'chology is
counted toward a major), and one other subject in the following groups; or (b) any two
subjects in the same group in the following list: (A) economics, history', political science,
education, sociology; (B) English, French, German, Greek, Latin; (C) botany, chemistry,
geology, mathematics, physics, zoology. No course in any subject of the above groups
may be counted for the minor requirement if it is excluded from the major requirement
of its respective department.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to
4, but 2, or 3, or 4.
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CouBSES FOE Undergraduates
1. Logic.—Reasoning; detection of fallacies; evidence. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Benjamin; Dr. Nicholson, Dr. Gotshalk, Dr. DeLabqt, Dr.
SWERTFEGER, Mr. KuBITZ
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
2. Introduction to Philosophy.—II; (3).
Assistant Professor Benjamin; Dr. Nicholson, Dr. DeLargy, Mr. Kubitz
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
Courses fob Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. History of Ancient and Medleval Philosophy.—I; (4).
Dr. Nicholson, Dr. Gotshalk, Dr. DeLargy, Dr. Swertfegeb
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
4. History of Modern Philosophy.—II; (4).
Dr. Gotshalk, Dr. Nicholson, Dr. Swertfegeb
Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy and junior standing, or senior standing.
7. Ethics.—Fundamental questions of ethical theory; social and economic prob-
lems of the present. II; (3). Dr. DeLargy, Dr. Swebtfegeb
Prerequi^te: Three hours in philosophy and junior standing.
[8. Philosophy of the Recent Past.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Dr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: Philosophy 4.]
[9. Political and Social Ethics.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Daniels
Prerequisite: Two years of university work.]
10. Concepts of Science.—I; (3). Assistant Professor Benjamin
Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy; junior standing.
14. Advanced Logic.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Benjamin
Prerequisite: Philosophy 1 and junior standing.
16. Metaphysics.—II; (3). Dr. Gotshalk
Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy.
20. HoNOBs Course.—I and II; (2).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses fob Gbaduates
103. Ethics.—I; (1 unit). Professor Daniels
105. Seventeenth Century Continental Thought.—II; {1 unit).
Professor Daniels
[108. Plato.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor McClube]
[112. German Idealism.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor McClube]
Summer Session Courses
51. Logic.— (3). Dr. Benjamin
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
Equivalent: Philosophy 1.
52. Introduction to Philosophy.—(3). Associate Professor Lamprecht
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
Equivalent: Philosophy 2.
S7. Ethics.—(2). Associate Professor Lamprecht
Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy.
Equivalent: Philosophy 7 (in part).
SlO. Concepts of Science.—(2). Dr. Benjamin
Prerequisite: Junior standing and three hours in philosophy.
Equivalent: Philosophy 10 (in part).
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
Freshmen with pronounced physical deficiencies are excused from miUtary and must
enroll in courses numbered 11 and 12. All other freshmen must elect from the courses
numbered 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17.
Sophomores with pronounced physical deficiencies are excused from military and must
enroll in courses nimibered 21 and 22. All other sophomores must elect from the courses
numbered 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27.
Students taking Individual Gymnastics must continue to take this course until notified
otherwise.
AU other students must elect a different course each semester.
9. Circus Work.—I and II; (1). Mr. Wagneb
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing.
11-12. Individual Gymnastics.—I and II; (IJ^). Mr. DeCook, Mr. Picard
13. Swimming.—(Freshmen who cannot swim fifty yards are advised to enroll in
this course.) I and II; {}4)- Mr. Treece
14. Individual Athletics.—I and II; (^). Mr. Kulcinski
15. Tumbling Stunts.—I and II; (3^). Mr. Heidlofp
16. Soccer Football.—I and II; (H). Mr. Price
17. Gymnastic Dancing.—I and II; (H)- Mr, Brainard
21-22, Individual Gymnastics.—I and II; (1J4). Mr. DeCook, Mr. Picard
23. Advanced Swimming.—I and II; (J^), Mr. Paterson
24. Boxing,—I and II; {}4). Mr. Voyles
25. Wrestling.—I and II; (J^), Mr. Kennet, Mr. Cbowningshield
26. Fencing,—I and II; {}4). Mr, Craig
27. Apparatus Stunts,—I and II; ()^). Mr, Wagner
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
Major: 20 hours in this subject excluding 7 and 8. 20 hours in courses from Educa-
tion and registration in the College of Education the junior and senior years,
7a-7b. Practice.—Class work; outdoor sports; gymnastics; folk dancing; group
games; natural dancing; clogging; swimming; individual gymnastics, (Required of all
freshman.) I; (1). II; (1).
Assistant Professor Hughitt; Miss Smith, Miss Robertson, Miss Clemans, Miss
NoYES, Miss Kitzinger, Miss Richter, Miss Frazier
8a-8b. Practice.—(Continuation of 7a-7b, Required of all sophomores), I; (1).
11; (1).
10a, History of Physical Education.—(A general survey), I; (1),
Professor Freer
Prerequisite: Physical Education 15,
10b, Organization and Administration of Physical Education,—II; (1),
Professor Freer
Prerequisite: Physical Education 10a and senior standing in College of Education,
11a. Therapeutics.—I; (1). Miss Noyes
Prerequisite: Seniors specializing in Physical Education.
lib. First Aid IN Emergencies.—(Examination for Red Cross certificates). II; (1).
Assistant Professor Hughitt
Prerequisite: Juniors speciaUzing in Physical Education.
15a-15b. Physical Education Methods.—Lectures, assigned reading; practice
teaching. I; (3). II; (3). Miss Robertson
Prerequisite: Registration in College of Education; junior standing.
16. Kinesiology.—I; (3). Miss Kitzinger
Prerequisite: Anatomy 2, Designed for students specializing in Physical Education,
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17a-17b. EoucATiONAii Practice.—Lectures; assigned reading; practice teaching.
I; (3). II; (3). Miss Feazier
Prerequisite: Physical Education 15a-15b.
18. Theory of Corrective Gymnastics.—II; (3). Miss Noyes
Prerequisite: Physical Education 15, Anatomy 2.
19. Physical Diagnosis.—II; (2). Dr. Etheredqe
Prerequisite: Physical Education 15, 16, and 18.
Summer Session Courses
530. Physical Education in the Elementary School.— (3). Miss McKinley
531. The Teaching op Health Education in the High School.— (1).
Miss McKinley
532. Group and Individual Gymnastics.— (1). Miss Robertson
533. Elementary Clog and Gymnastic Dancing.—(1). Miss Downey
534. Elementary Folk Dances.—(3^). Miss Robertson
535. Advanced Folk and National Dances.—(J^). Miss Robertson
536. Coaching op Soccer, Tennis, Basketball, and Baseball.— (1).
Miss Robertson
537. Group Games.— (1). Miss McKinley




Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department.
Minor: 20 hours in mathematics, astronomy, chemistry, education, psychology,
and geology.
Physics 7a-7b and 8a-8b are recommended to students not specializing in mathematics,
chemistry, or engineering. For undergraduate students taking advanced work or a major
in physics, the following outhne of work is suggested:
Freshman year: Trigonometry (Mathematics 4) and chemistry. Sophomore year:
Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or Physics 7a-7b, 8a-8b. Junior vear: Physics 15, 16, and 36, 17,
23, or 24. Senior year: Physics 44a^4b, 14a-14b, 20, 22, 25, 30, or 31.
Introductory Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. General Physics.—Lectures with classroom demonstrations; recitations;
written exercises. (For sophomores in engineering, mathematics, physics, and chemistry.)
I; (3). II; (2).
Professor Carman; Associate Professor Schulz; Mr. K. O. Smith, Mr. Swenson, Mr.
Guthrie, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Ludolph, Mr. Thews, Mr. Hause, Mr. Fuller, Mr. Furry
Prerequisite: (For la). Credit in Mathematics 2 and 4; registration in Mathematics 6
and Physics 3a.
Ibx. General Physics.—Same as Physics lb except for an extra recitation each
week. II; (3). Professor Carman
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 3a-3b; Mathematics 4.
3a-3b. Physical Measurements.—Laboratory experiments; quizzes in connection
with Physics la-lb. I and II; (2).
Associate Professor Schulz; Mr. K. O. Smith, Mr. Swenson, Mr. Guthrie, Mr.
Thews, Mr. Ludolph, Mr. Hause, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Fuller, Mr. Furry
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb or registration therein.
7a-7b. General Physics.—Lectures; classroom demonstrations; recitations. (For
students in arts and science.) I and II; (2K)-
Professor Watson; Mr. Tyler, Mr. Nusbaum, Mr. Schmidt, Mr. W. N. Smith, Mr.
Gibbons
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4, or registration therein; registration in Physics 8a-8b.
One year's university standing advised.
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8a-8b. Introductory Laboratory Physics.—Physical measurements. I and II;
(2H)-
Assistant Professor Paton; Mr. Tyler, Mr. Schmidt, Mr. Nusbaum, Mr. Watson,
Mr. W. N. Smith, Mr. Gibbons
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 7a-7b.
9a-9b. General Physics.—Lectures; class-room demonstrations; recitations. (For
students in architecture.) I and II; (2). Professor Watson; Assistant Professor Paton
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4; registration in Physics lOa-lOb.




Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 9a-9b.
Intermediate Courses
15. Electricity and Magnetism.—For students in non-technical courses who wish
a knowledge of electricity and magnetism beyond the course in general physics. Lectures;
laboratory. II; (3). Dr. Sanders
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
17a-17b. Light.—Reflection, refraction, interference, diffraction, polarization; op-
tical instruments. Lectures; quizzes. (For students in general physics, but also adapted
to those who wish to learn the use of optical instruments.) I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Paton
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
(41. Experiments on Present Problems in Physics.—II; (1). Not given, 1928-29,
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 40.]
Courses fob Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[36. Heat Measurements.—Laboratory to accompany Physics 16. II; (1). Not
given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.]
44a-44b. Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.—I: Resistances; galvanom-
eters; electric currents; capacities. II: Determination of capacity; damping; resistance
and self-induction; self and mutual induction; magnetic properties of iron; curves; hys-
teresis losses. Potentiometers. I; (3). II; (2).
Professor Knipp; Assistant Professor Williams; Dr. Sanders, Mr. Cooke, Mr. Brown
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7, 9.
14a. Introduction to Theoretical Physics.—Motion, mass, and force. (For the
student of general science as well as for students of physics and mathematics.) Recita-
tions; problems; lectures. I; (3). Dr. Sanders
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8.
16. Heat.—Heat phenomena; mechanical theory of heat; thermodynamics. Lec-
tures; recitations; laboratory. II; (3). Assistant Professor Libman
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
20a-20b. Light.—Special phenomena; modem theories. Lectures; recitations. I
and II; (2). Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8.
22a-22b. Advanced Light Measurements.—Wave length determinations; spectro-
scopic work; Zeeman effect; polarimetric analysis; resolving power of instruments; photo-
metry; spectrophotometry. I and II; (2 to 5).* Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
23a. Sound.—Wave motion; origin, propagation, velocity, interference, and diffrac-
tion of sound; vibrations of strings and organ pipes; music and speech. Lectures; recita-
tions. I; (3). Professor Watson
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
•In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to
5 hours, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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[23b. Sound.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Physics 23a.]
[24. Properties of Matter.—Recitations; lectures. II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Physics 1 and 3, or 7 and 8; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8.]
25. Architectural Acoustics.—Theoretical and experimental investigations on
the acoustics of buildings. II; (2). Professor Watson
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b; or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; or 9a-9b, lOa-lOb.
[27. Fundamental Physical Measurements.—Laboratory. II; (1). Not given,
1928-29.
Prerequisite: Course in general physics.]
30. Introduction to Theoretical Electricity.—Electrical and magnetic phenom-
ena discussed with calculus methods. (For advanced students in physics, chemistry,
mathematics, and engineering.) Lectures; recitations; demonstrations. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Williams
31a-31b. Special Problems in Advanced Physical Measurements.—I and II;
(3 or 5).* Professors Carman, EInipp, Watson
33a. Sound.—Laboratory experiments to illustrate and measure the fundamental
phenomena of sound. I; (1). Professor Watson
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
45b. Principles of Radiation.—II; (3). Dr. Sanders
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 8 or 7 and 9.
46a-46b. Advanced Electrical Measurements.—I and II; (2).
Assistant Professor Williams
Prerequisite: Physics 44a and 44b or their equivalent.
50. Theory and Use of Optometric Instruments.—A theoretical and experi-
mental course, the experimental part including practical work. I; (4).
Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 17 and 37.
61. Practical Optics.—I or II; (5). Alternates with Physics 53.
Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Physics 17 and 37.
52. Advanced Theory and Use of Optometric Instruments.—Clinical work in
continuation and advance of that of Physics 50. II; (5).
Associate Professor Schulz and special experts
Prerequisite: Physics 50 and 51.
53. Physiological Optics.—I or II; (4). Alternates with Physics 51. Refraction
in the human eye, and defective vision. Accommodation, convergence, etc.
Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Physics 17 and 37.
97. Thesis.—I; (2 to 5).^ Professor Carman
98. Thesis.—II; (2 to 5).^ Professor Carman
Courses for Graduates
The prerequisite for graduate work in physics is a college course in general physics with
a year's laboratory course in introductory physical measurements. The student who is
to do major work in physics should also have had additional courses in physics or teaching
experience, unless the training in his minor subjects, mathematics or chemistry, has been
strong and complete. He should also have a knowledge of French and German suflScient
to use references in these languages. The courses named below are those open for candi-
dates for the Master's or Doctor's degree. A large part of the last j^ear's work of the
candidate for the Doctor's degree is investigational in either experimental or theoretical
physics. In addition to these major graduate courses, the courses in elementary dynamics,
heat, light, electrical measurements, and introductory electrical theory are arranged with
>In registering for a course with variable hours, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e.,Dot2to 5,
but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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certain additions for graduate credit. The "intermediate" and "advanced" courses on
heat, light, and electricity, and magnetism (Physics 15, 16, 17, 24) may be offered by
students making a minor in physics, and with certain limitations by students in their first
year of graduate work for major credit.
104a-104b. Selected Problems in Electrical Measurements.—I: Resistances;
galvanometers; damping; capacities; Dolezalek electrometer; dielectric constants; the
measurement of v and e/m for cathode rays; positive electricity; potentiometer. II:
Properties of iron, hysteresis curves and losses. Recommended for graduate students in
chemistry. I and II; (% to 1 unil).^ Professor Knipp; Assistant Professor Williams
120. Light.—I and II; {1 to 2 units)}
Associate Professor Schulz; Assistant Professor Paton
[121. Recent Advances in Physics and the Electron Theory.—Given in con-
junction with Physics 124. II; (% unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
123. Sound.—Wave motion; forced vibrations; velocity and energy relations of
sound waves; resonance; vibrations of strings and organ pipes. I or II; (% or 1 unit)}
Professor Watson
124. Conduction of Electricity Through Gases.—Discharge phenomena.
Laboratory; collateral reading; discussion. I; (/ to 2 units)} Professor Knipp
125. Architectural Acoustics.—Theoretical and experimental investigations on
the acoustics of buildings. I or II; (1 unit). Professor Watson
126. Physics Colloquium.—Weekly meetings of instructors and advanced students
for the presentation and discussion of papers on current problems. Attendance expected
for all graduate students. I and II; {no credit). Professor Watson
[127a. Recent Problems in Physics.—I; (% unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
[128. Some Problems and Methods in Theoretical Physics.—II; (1 unit). Not
given, 1928-29.]
131. Investigation of Special Problems.—Advanced laboratory or design and
calculation. A problem worked out with the advice and direction of the instructor. I
and II; {1 to 2 units).
^
Professors Carman, Knipp, Watson, Kunz; Assistant Professor Paton
132. Mathematical Physics.—Special phases of theoretical physics. One sub-
division given each year. Professor Kunz
[(a). Dynamics.—I and II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
[(b). Electrodynamics.—Lectures; reading. I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-
29.]
[(c). Hydrodynamics and Elasticity.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
[(d). Electric Oscillations.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
(e). Thermodynamics.—I: Introduction. II: Enetic theory of matter and statis-
tical mechanics. I and II; (1 unit each).
133. Seminar.—I and II; (1 to 2 units)}
Professors Carman, Knipp, Watson, Kunz
Summer Session Courses
S7I. General Physics (Part I).—Lectures with experimental demonstrations and
recitations on mechanics, including the fundamental laws of motion, forces and their effects,
equilibrium, etc. (For students in Arts and Sciences). (13^).
Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Plane geometry and high-school algebra; registration in Physics S8I.
Plane trigonometry desired.
Equivalent: S7 (I, II, III) together with S8 (I, II, III) are equivalent to Physics
7a-7b, 8a-8b, or to Physics 9a-9b, lOa-lOb for the college year.
iln registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not Ji to 2
units, but ^, or 1, or 2.
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SSI. Introductory Laboratory Physics, (Part I).—^A laboratory course in phys-




Prerequisite: Registration in Physics S7I.
Equivalent: See S7I.
S7n. General Physics (Part II).—Experimental lectures with recitations on
electricity and magnetism. (1^). Assistant Professor Paton
Prerequisite: See S7I.
Equivalent: See S7I.
S8II. Introductory Laboratory Physics, (Part II).—Laboratory experiments in
electricity and magnetism to accompany S7II. (IJ^). Mr. Guthrie
Prerequisite: Registration in S7II.
Equivalent: See S7I.
S7III. General Physics (Part III).—Heat, light, and sound. (IM)-
Mr. SwENSON
Prerequisite: Same as S7I,
Equivalent: See S7I.
S8III. Introductory Laboratory Physics (Part III).—Laboratory experiments
in heat, light, and sound to accompany S7III. (IJ^). Mr. Tyler
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics S7III.
Equivalent: See S7I.
515. Electricity and Magnetism.—Lectures and recitations. A comprehensive
course for teachers of physics. (2). Mr. Cooke
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
Equivalent: Phj^sics 15 (in part).
516. Heat.—Lectures and recitations. (1). Mr. Tyler
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
Equivalent: Physics 16 (in part).
517. Light.—Lectures and recitations. (IM)- Associate Professor ScHXHiZ
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
Equivalent: Physics 17 (in part).
518. Teachers' Course.—(1). Assistant Professor Paton
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
Equivalent: Physics 18 (in part).
S21. Recent Advances and Applications in Physics.—Popular lectm-es, illus-
trated by experiments. (3^). Mr. Cooke, Mr. Swenson
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S31. Special Problems in Advanced Physical Measurements.— (1, 1}4, 2).^
Associate Professor Schulz; Assistant Professor Paton
Prerequisite: A course in general physics, elementary calculus.
S36. Heat MEASUREifENTS.
—(3^). Mr. Tyler
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
Equivalent: Physics 36 (in part).
S44a. Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.— (3). Mr. Cooke, Mr. Swenson
Prerequisite: A course in general physics and calculus.
Equivalent: This course is the equivalent of the first semester of Physics 44.
Courses for Graduates
S104a. Selected Problems in Electrical Measurements.—{1 unit).
Assistant Professor Paton
S131. Investigation of Special Problems.— (1, 1%, or 2 units).^
Associate Professor Schulz; Assistant Professor Paton
S133. Seminar and Thesis.—{1 to 2 units)} Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Registration in Graduate School.
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the jjos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2 units,
but 1, or lyi, or 2.
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PHYSIOLOGY
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department exclusive of Physiology 1.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than three of the following: Bacteriology, botany,
chemistry, entomology, and zoology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elements of Physiology.—Mammalian physiology. I and II; (2). (Seniors
receive one hour credit only.) Associate Professor Burge; Mr. Verda, Mr. Green
2. Physiology of Physical Exercise.—(Required of Athletic Coaching and Phys-
ical Education Students.) I and II; (4). (Seniors receive three hours' credit only.)
Dr. Weatherby, Miss Williams, Mr. Seager
Prerequisite: Physiology 1.
4. General Physiology.—Circulation, respiration, glands of internal secretion,
digestion, metabolism, excretion, reproduction, special senses, nervous system, muscle,
vitamines, and osseous system. (Required of Home Economics students.) I and II; (5).
(Seniors receive foiu* hours' credit only.)
Associate Professor Burge; Mr. Seager, Mr. Green
6. Advanced Physiology.—Nervous system, glands of internal secretion, respira-
tion, and muscle. (Recommended for the general student.) I and II; (3). (Seniors wiU
receive two hours' credit only.) Mr. Wickwire, Mr. Green, Mr. Seager
Prerequisite: Physiology 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Advanced Mammalian Physiology.—I; (3).
Associate Professor Burge; Miss Williams
Prerequisite: Physiology 1, 8 hours of chemistry.
8. Thesis.—I and II; (3 to 5).^ Associate Professor Burge
Prerequisite: Senior standing, 15 hours of physiology.
9. Physiology of the Special Senses.—II; (2).
Associate Professor Burge; Mr. Verda
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Physiology 1 and 6.
Courses for Graduates
101. Journal Club.—Review of literature. I and II; (^^ unit).
Members of the staff
102. Research.—I and II; {1 to 2 units).
^
Associate Professor Burge
103. Experimental Physiology.—Respiration, circulation, digestion, metabolism,
excretion, secretion, glands of internal secretion, nervous system. I and II; (% to 1 unit)}
Associate Professor Burge
POLITICAL SCIENCE
(See also Economics, History, and Sociology.)
Major: 20 hovu-s from any courses offered by the department. A major may include
three hours of constitutional history (History 27, 44, or 62).
Minors: 20 hours selected from two of the following subjects: History, economics,
law, sociology, philosophy, and education.
Courses for Undergraduates
Note.—Courses 1 and 3 give a general survey of national, state, and local governinent
in the United States. Undergraduates beginning the study of political science are advised
to take first, course 1, 3 or 16; and those planning for advanced work should take courses
1 and either 3 or 16 in their sophomore year.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list not the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to
take the course: i.e., not H to 5, but J^, or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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I. American National Government.—Historical development, organization,
powerS; limitations, and practical working of the national government. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Berdahl (in charge); Professor Mathews; Dr. Egbert, Mr.
Stimson, Mr. Stone, Mr. Bloomfield, Mr. Altman, Mr. Tascher, Mr. Gulp
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
3. State and Local Government.—Powers, obligations, and rights of states in the
federal union; state constitutions; organization of state and local government; political
methods. (A continuation of Political Science 1; may be taken independently.) II; (3).
Assistant Professor Berdahl (in charge); Professor Mathews; Mr. Stimson, Mr.
Stone, Mr. Bloomfield, Mr. Altman, Mr. Gulp
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
Note.—Students may not take both 3 and 16 for more than a total of four hours'
credit.
[15. American Government and Politics.—(Primarily for students in the Colleges
of Engineering and Agriculture.) II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work. No credit allowed for this course if the
student has already had or subsequently takes course 1 or 3.]
16. Government in Illinois.—Gommonwealth and nation; constitutional develop-
ment; organs of state government and their work; local governments and their functions;
constitutional convention of 1920-22. II; (2). Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
Note.—Students may not take -both 3 and 16 for more than a total of four hours'
credit.
GouRSES FOR Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note.—Junior standing is required for admission to the following courses:
4. Municipal Government.—Growth of cities; their legal and social status; munic-
ipal poUtics and organization in the United States and abroad. I; (3).
Professor Fairlie; Mr. Altman
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
5. Constitutional Law of the United States.—Judicial interpretation of the
constitution. Separation of governmental powers; relation of state and national govern-
ments; control of interstate commerce; jurisdiction of the courts. I; (3).
Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: Pohtical Science 1; junior standing.
6a. International Law: Law of Peace.—Nature, sources, and development of
international law; rights and duties of states; treaties, settlement of international disputes.
I; (3). Dr. Egbert
Prerequisite: Open to seniors, graduate students, and law students with junior stand-
ing.
6b. International Law: Law of War and Neutralitt.—II; (3). Dr. Egbert
Prerequisite: Same as for course 6a.
7. American Diplomacy.—Participation in international affairs; Presidential initia-
tive; development and organization of the Department of State; diplomatic intercourse;
the consular service; the treaty-making power; neutrality. II; (3). Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: Political Science 1 or Historj' 3a-3b; junior standing.
8. International Organization.—Early projects of international federation; ad-
ministrative commissions; international congresses; international legislation; efforts at
organization; the League of Nations. II; (2). Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
9. Principles of Jurisprudence.—Nature and sources of law; Roman and English
systems; English law in the United States; classification of law. II; (3).
Professor Fairlie
Prerequisite: Political Science 1 or its equivalent; junior standing.
[10. Administrative Law.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Fairlie]
II. Constitutional Aspects of Social and Industrial Problems.—II; (3).
Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: 6 hours of political science or economics; junior standing.
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[12. National Administration in the United States.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Fairlie
Prerequisite: Political Science 1; junior standing.]
[13. State Administration in the United States.—I; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: Political Science 3 or its equivalent; junior standing.]
14a. Political Parties: Party History and Issues.—I; (3). Alternates with
Political Science 14b. Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
[14b. Political Parties: Organization and Methods.—I; (3). Alternates with
Political Science 14a. Not given, 1928-29. Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: Junior standing.]
[17. Judicial Organization and Administration.—I; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: Political Science 1 or 3; junior standing.]
[18. Legislation in the United States.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of political science; junior standing.]
21. British Government.—The Crown, Cabinet, House of Commons, and House of
Lords; party system; courts of law; local government; crown colonies and self-governing
dominions. I; (2). Professor Fairlie
Prerequisite: Graduate or senior standing, or junior standing with six hours of political
science.
22. Continental European Governments.—PoUtical systems of France, Germany,
Italy, Switzerland, and Russia. II; (3). Dr. Egbert
Prerequisite: Graduate or senior standing, or junior standing with six hours of poUtical
science. History 20a-20b recommended.
27. Public Opinion.—Motives as causal factors in the genesis of poUtical practices.
I; (3). Dr. Casey
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
^ 28. Problems of Contemporary Politics.—Factors of major importance in do-
mestic and foreign poUtics. II; (3). Dr. Casey
Prerequisite: Junior standing with 6 hours of political science or 12 hours of history,
sociology, and psychology.
34. Municipal Problems.—Municipal administration in the United States and
Europe; city planning and housing; pubUc utilities; police and sanitary administration;
municipal finances. II; (3). Professor Fairlie; Mr. Altman
Prerequisite: Open to graduate students, and to imdergraduate students who have
had Political Science 4, or Economics 1, or who have senior standing.
36a-36b. Thesis and Honors Course.—Research for candidates for honors and
other seniors. I and II; (2 to 4).i
Courses for Graduates
101. History of Political Theories.—^Ancient, medieval, and modem political
thought. I; (1 unit). Professor Fairlie
102. The Nature of the State.—Principles, methods, and nature of political
science; origin, forms, and functions of the state; sovereignty and liberty; organization of
government; recent political ideas. II; (1 unit). Professor Fairlie
103. Seminar in Political Science and Public Law.—Special problems; reports;
discussions and criticism. The research of candidates who are writing theses is under the
direction of some instructor. I and II. Members of the department
104. Municipal Administration.—I; (1 unit). Professor Fairlie
[105. The American Constitutional System.—Selected topics on the judicial
interpretation of fundamental constitutional provisions; investigation of special problems.
I; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Mathews]
_>In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to
4, but 2, or 3, or 4.
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106a. Special Topics in International Law.—Research course. I; (J. unii).
Dr. Egbert
106b. Special Topics in International Law.—Research course. 11; {I unit).
Dr. Egbert
107. Foreign Relations of the United States.—I; {1 unit).
Professor Mathews
112. Public Administration.—Comparative studies in national and local adminis-
tration. II; (1 unit). Professor Fairlie
[113. State Government and Administration.—II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Mathews]
114. Studies in Political Parties.—Problems in primary legislation, party organi-
zation, and other phases of party activity. II; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Berdahl
Summer Session Courses
S3. American State and Local Government.—(2J^). Dr. Egbert
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
Equivalent: Political Science 3 (in part).
S6a. International Law.—(2J^). Professor Garner
Prerequisite: Senior standing, or junior standing in law, or permission of instructor.
Equivalent: PoUtical Science 6a (in part).
S7. American Diplomacy.— (2J^). Dr. Egbert
Prerequisite: Political Science 1 or History 3a-3b; junior standing.
Equivalent: Political Science 7 (in part).
S22. Continental European Governments.—(2)^). Professor Garner
Prerequisite: Senior standing, or junior standing with six hours of poUtical science.
Equivalent: Political Science 22 (in part).
S103. Research in Political Science.—{Y2 io 1 unit).^
Professor Garner; Dr. Egbert
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
PSYCHOLOGY
Major: 20 hours chosen from courses announced by the department, excepting 1.
Minor: 20 hours chosen from not more than three of the following subjects: educa-
tion, physiology, philosophy, sociology, and zoology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Psychology.—Constituents and structures of experience;
perception, memory, imagination, action, emotion, thinking; development and socializa-
tion. Lectures; sectional meetings. I and II; (4).
Associate Professors Culler, Young; Dr. Sullivan, Dr. Moller, Dr. Hatfield
and assistants
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
2. General Psychology.—Genetic psychology; animal psychology; the mind of
the child and its racial conditions; social psychology; the abnormal; psychotechnology.
I and II; (4).
Associate Professor Young; Assistant Professor Higginson; Dr. Moller and as-
sistants
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 or senior standing.
3. Laboratory Practice (Elementary).—Experiments following Course 1 in the
field of normal adult psychology. Drill in scientific method. I and II; (2).
Assistant Professor Higginson; Mr. Lechay
Prerequisite: Psychology 1; consent of the instructor.
'In registering for s course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not ^ to 1
unit, but }4t or 1.
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7, Imagination and Thought.—Classes and types of imaginal complex; recent
experimental literature of memory, imagination, and thought. I; (2). Dr. Sullivan
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2, or 1 and 3.
26. Recent Experimental Problems.—Recent experimental methods and results
in selected fields. II; (2). Dr. Sullivan
Prerequisite: Psychology 1.
4. Psychological Measurements.—The metric and correlational methods. II;
(2). Associate Professor Culleb
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 ; consent of the instructor.
5. Comparative Psychology.—Psychological implications of organic evolution;
human and animal experience. (Recommended to students who intend to pursue advanced
courses either in animal psychology or in the study of behavior.) Lectures; laboratory.
I; (2). Assistant Professor Higginson
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and one other course; consent of the instructor.
8. Feeling and Emotion.—A critical analysis of the facts, problems, and methods
of afifective psychology, with special reference to recent physiological studies. II; (2).
Associate Professor Young
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2, or 1 and 3.
11. Learning and Comprehension.—Processes and functions involved in acquiring
new knowledge and skill. II; (2). Associate Professor Culler
Prerequisite: Psychology 2 or 3.
12. Minor Problems (Advanced Laboratory).—Application of methods suitable
to new problems in general and comparative psychology. I; (3).
Professor Woodrow; Assistant Professor Higginson; Dr. Sullivan
Prerequisite: Psychology 1, 2, and 3.
13. Minor Problems (Advanced Laboratory).—II; (3).
Professor Woodrow; Assistant Professor Higginson; Dr. Sullivan
Prerequisite: Psychology 1, 2, and 3; consent of the instructor.
14. Social Psychology.—Socialization viewed from the standpoint of the group
and of the individual member. SociaUzation of the psychological functions. Conflict
and adjustment. II; (3). Dr. Sullivan
Prerequisite: Psychology 1; consent of the instructor.
[16. Genetic Psychology.—I; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and one other course.]
[17. History of Psychology.—II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2; consent of the instructor.]
18. Perception.—Perceptual experience; recent revisions of perceptual theory
including the doctrine of the GestaU. Lectures and discussions. I; (2).
Associate Professor Culler
Prerequisite: Psychology 2 or 3.
20. Systematic Psychology.—A critical study of contemporary systems: be-
haviorism, GestaU psychologie, purposive and functional psychology. For advanced stu-
dents. II; (2). Professor Woodrow
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor; Psychology 1, 2, and 3.
27a-27b. Thesis and Honors Course.—For major students and candidates for
honors. I and II; (2). Professor Woodrow
Prerequisite: Psychology 1, 2, and 3; consent of the instructor.
30. Attention.—Lectures and discussions. II; (2). Dr. Moller
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2 or 3.
34. Individual Differences.—Variations in mental traits such as attention, free
association, intelligence, and personality; description, significance, theory of measurement
and causation. I; (3). Professor Woodrow
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2 or 3.
Courses for Graduates
102. Translation op Psychological Treatises.—Critical reading of French and
German books and articles. I and II; {% unit). Professor Woodrow
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103. Research.—Experimental investigations. I and II; (% to 2 units).
^
Professor Woodrow; Associate Professors Culler, Yottno
105. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics in their historical setting, with especial
emphasis upon research problems. I and II; {1 unit). Professor Woodrow
106. Neural Theory of the Psychological Functions.—II; (/ unit).
Associate Professor Culleb
107. Psychological Theory.—The postulates of contemporary psychology. I;
(1 unit). Associate Professor Young
108. Quantitative Methods.—The logic of research methods in psychology. I;
{1 unit). Associate Professor Culler
Summer Session Courses
SI. Introduction to Psychology.— (3).
Assistant Professor Dallenbach; Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Freiberg
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing or consent of the instructor.
S24. How TO Study.—(2J^). Mr. Jenkins
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
S30. Attention and Its Every Day Uses.—(2^)-
Assistant Professor Dallenbach
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S13. Minor Problems (Advanced Laboratory).—Application of methods suitable
to new problems in general and comparative psychology'. (3).
Assistant Professor Dallenbach
Prerequisite: Psychology 1, 2, and 3; consent of the instructor.
PUBLIC SPEAKING




Railway Civil Engineering—Courses 31-51.
Railway Electrical Engineering—Courses 59-74.
Railway Mechanical Engineering—Courses 1-9.
Common to all groups—Courses 25, 98, and 99.
Graduate Courses—Courses 102-110.
Courses for Undergraduates
2. Locomotive Design.—Calculations and designs of engine and boiler details;
current standards and proportions. I; (3). Mr. Schbader
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 16, 64; Railway Engineering 4.
3. Locomotives.—Locomotives and locomotive terminal facilities. I; (2).
Mr. SCHRADEB
Prerequisite: Junior standing in the College of Engineering.
>In registering for a course with variable unite, a student should put down on his study-list not the po»-
Bible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not >^ to 2
units, but Ht or h ot 2.
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4. Locomotives.—Mechanics, performance, design. A continuation of Railway
Engineering 3. II; (3). Mr. Schrader
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 3; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21 and 29;
registration in Mechanical Engineering 64.
5. Railway Laboratory.—Locomotive testing; experimental work with test cars;
brakeshoe and drop testing machines; air-brake apparatus. I; (3). Mr. Schradeb
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 4; Mechanical Engineering 16, 64.
7. Advanced Design.—Problems in locomotive and car design. II; (3).
Mr. Schrader
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 2.
8. Railway Laboratory.—Train resistance and locomotive tractive effort; the
railway test car. Analysis of results; tonnage rating problems. II; (2). Mr. Schrader
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 5.
9. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned
topics and reports. I; (1). Professor Schmidt
Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only.
25. Railway Development.—History and organization of steam and electric rail-
ways; statistics. I; (2). Professors Kino, Younq
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
31. Railway Yards and Terminals.—Design of freight sorting yards; mechanical
terminals; passenger terminals; problems. I; (3). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51, or senior standing in railway engineering.
32. Railway Construction.—Earth and rock work; cost analj-sis; specifications;
railway structures. II; (3). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51; registration in Civil Engineering 81.
33. Economic Theory of Railway Location.—Influence of volume of traffic,
alignment, and gradient on operating expenses; locomotive and grade problems; relocation
of existing lines. II; (4). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
33a. Economic Theory of Railway Location.—A portion of course 33, for civil
engineering students. II; (3). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
35. Railway Signaling.—Block and route signaling; train control. I; (1).
Professor Kino
Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering.
36. Railway Maintenance.—Track materials; track stresses and track design;
track problems; timber preservation. II; (3). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51; Theoretical and Apphed Mechanics 29.
37. Railway Maintenance.—Problems in design of railway track and structures.
I; (2). Professor King
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 36; registration in Civil Engineering 85.
51. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned
topics and reports. I; (1). Professor King
Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only.
59. Electric Railway Principles.—Mechanics of traction; train resistance; rail-
way motors; problems. I; (2). Assistant Professor Tuthill
Prerequisite: Registration in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 and Electrical
Engineering 25, 75.
60. Electric Railway Principles (Continuation of 59).—Graphic time charts;
distribution systems; feeder calculations; electrolysis; sub-stations. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Tuthill
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 59; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25;
Electrical Engineering 25, 75.
61. Electric Traction.—Electric railway theory and practice for students of other
engineering departments. II; (3). Assistant P*rofessor Tuthill
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21 or 25, Electrical Engineering
11, 61, or 25, 76.
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62. Electric Railway Laboratoht.—^Tests of electrical machinery used in rail-
way service; tests with the electric test car and the steam road dynamometer car. I;
(2). Assistant Professor Tuthill
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 60; registration in Railway Engineering 64.
64. Electric Railway Practice.—Energy consumption; tonnage rating of steam
and electric locomotives; braking of electric railway trains; cars and car equipment. I;
(3). Assistant Professor Tuthill
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25; Electrical Engineering 26, 76;
Railway Engineering 60.
67, Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned
topics and reports. II; (1). Professor Schmidt
Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only.
70. Electric Railway Design.—Problems in electric car design; plans and speci-
fications for the city and interurban railway equipment; sub-station design; distribution
and overhead systems for electrified lines. II; (2). Assistant Professor Tuthill
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 64; registration in Railway Engineering 74.
74. Electric Railway Economics.—Location and operation; choice of systems;
transmission and distribution circuits; maintenance of way and of equipment; electrifica-
tion of steam roads. II; (3). Assistant Professor Tuthill
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 64.
98. Thesis.—Independent solution of some problem, or investigation. The thesis
may consist of an original design or experimental investigation, or may be the analysis
and discussion of facts already in existence. II; (3).
Professors Schmidt, King, Young; Assistant Professor Tuthill
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in railway engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
102. Locomotive Design.—Steam pressure, comi>oimding, superheating. I and II;
(1 unit). Professor Young
106. Locomotive Operation.—Train resistance and locomotive tractive effort;
tonnage ratings. I and II; (1 unit). Professor Schmidt
110. Railway Location.—Effect of location on earning capacity; problems in
original location, relocation, and reduction of grades of existing lines. I and II; (1 unit).
Professor King
ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
French
Major: 20 hours of French, excluding French la, lb, 2a, 6a, 6b, and including at
least two semester courses or the equivalent from the group for advanced undergraduates
and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects: Comparative
hterature, EngUsh (excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, and 12), German, Greek, history, Itahan,
Latin, Spanish, provided that at least 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
Spanish
Major: 20 hours of Spanish, excluding Spanish la, lb, 2a, and including at least
two semester courses or the equivalent from the group for advanced undergraduates and
graduates.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects: Comparative
literature, English (excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, and 12), French, German, Greek, history,
Italian, Latin, provided that at least 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
A. FRENCH
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Elementary Course.—Grammar; pronunciation; reading of modem authors;
composition; conversation. Each half is given every semester. I and II; (4). (Seniors
receive three hours' credit only.)
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Dr. Tharp, Mr. Alciatore, Mr. Alexander, Mrs. Anderson, Miss Bond, Miss
Breathwit, Miss Breuillaud, Mr. Bussard, Mr. Gamble, Miss Gardner, Miss Kissel,
Miss Moore, Mr. Perrine, Miss Pietrangeli, Mr. Snodgress, Mr. Steep, Miss Wight
Prerequisite: la open to students who have had no previous work in French; lb,
^prerequisite: la, or one year of high-school French.
2a. Modern French.—Rapid reading of modem authors; syntax and composition.
I and II; (4).
Dr. AsHTON, Dr. Ltjndeberg, Mr. Alciatore, Mr. Alexander, Mrs. Anderson,
Miss Bond, Miss Breathwit, Miss Breuillaud, Mr. Gamble, Miss Gardner, Miss
MooRE, Mr. Pegues, Mr. Perrine, Miss Pietrangeli, Mr. Steep, Miss Wight
Prerequisite: French la-lb, or two years of high-school French.
Note: Certain sections, designated "Oral-Aural Sections," devote much time to
practice in speaking and hearing French.
2b. Modern French.—II; (4).
Dr. Ashton, Mr. Alexander, Mrs. Anderson, Miss Bond, Miss Breuillaud, Miss
Carlock, Miss Gardner, Miss Moore, Mr. Perrine, Mr. Steep, Miss Wight
Prerequisite: French 2a or three years of high-school French.
3a. Introduction to French Literature.—I; (3).
Dr. Palfrey, Dr. Ashton, Dr. Tharp, Miss Gardner, Mr. Jacob
Prerequisite: French 2a-2b, or four years of high-school French.
3b. Introduction to French Literature.—II; (3).
Dr. Palfrey, Dr. Ashton, Dr. Tharp, Miss Gardner, Mr. Jacob
Prerequisite: French 3a or its equivalent.
6a. Second-Year Composition and Conversation.—I; (2).
Miss Breuillaud, Mr. Alciatore, Miss Kissel
Prerequisite: French la-lb, or two years of high-school French.
6b. Second-Year Composition and Conversation.—II; (2).
Miss Breuillaud, Mr. Alciatore, Miss Kissel
Prerequisite: French 6a, or three years of high-school French.
7a. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted in French. I;
(2). Mr. Jacob, Mr. Alciatore, Miss Breuillaud, Miss Kissel
Prerequisite: French 2a-2b or French 6a-6b.
Note: Required of those who are given the departmental recommendation to teach
French.
7b. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted in French. II;
(2). Mr. Jacob, Mr. Alciatore, Miss Breuillaud, Miss Kissel
Prerequisite: French 7a or its equivalent.
Note: Required of those who are given the departmental recommendation to teach
French.
8a. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—Idiomatic constructions; syntax;
themes. Conducted entirely in French. I; (2). Miss Breuillaud
Prerequisite: French 7a-7b.
8b. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—II; (2). Miss BREUiLLAxn)
Prerequisite: French 8a or its equivalent.
25. Course for Teachers.—Methods of teaching French; discussion of classroom
problems. Discussion group; laboratory' practice in phonetics and class technic. I; (3).
Dr. Tharp; Mr. Alexander
Prerequisite: Twenty-two hours' credit in French, or sixteen hours' credit in French
plus twenty-two hours' credit in Spanish.
28a-28b. Senior Thesis.—For candidates for honors in French. I and II; (2).
Members of the department
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for the following courses: French 3a-3b or the equivalent, and junior standing;
or senior standing and the permission of the instructor.
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lOa-lOb. Survey of French Literature.—The main currents of French literature
from the beginning to the present time. 10a: I; 10b: II; (3).
Dr. Palfrey, Dr. Ashton, Mr. Jacob
lla-llb. Selected Topics from the History op French Literature.—Open to
students who have had or are taking French 10 or the equivalent. 11a: I; lib: II; (2).
Professor Cons
17a-17b. French Drama of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.—17a:
I; 17b: II; (2). Assistant Professor Hamilton
24a-24b. Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Drama.—Comeille, Racine,
Moliere, Ilegnard, Voltaire, Marivaux, Sedaine, Beaumarchais. Lectures; interpretation.
24a: I; 24b: II; (3). Professor Oliver
29a-29b. French Lyric Poetry.—I: French versification; Lamartine, Hugo, Mus-
set, Vigny, Gautier. II: Parnassian and Symbolist Schools; representative contemporary
poets. 29a: I; 29b: II; (2), Dr. Palfrey
32a-32b. Le Roman et la Nouvelle au 19i:ME et au 20feME SifecLES.
—
(In French).
32a: I; 32b: II; (3). Professor Cons
Courses for Graduates
Before entering on the study of Romance Languages as a major for the degree of A.M.,
the candidate must have had at least (a) three years of college work in one Romance
language, and a reading knowledge, satisfactory to the department, of another Romance
language; or (b) two years of college work in each of two Romance languages. In either
case a reading knowledge of German is highly desirable. Before being accepted as a recog-
nized candidate for the degree of Ph.D., he must have had in addition satisfactory train-
ing in Latin, and must be able to read ordinary German prose.
Before entering on the study of Romance languages as a first or second minor for
an advanced degree, the candidate must have had at least two years of college work in
the language desired.
101. Old French Literature.—Reading and interpretation of the masterpieces
of old French literature. I and II; {1 unit). Professor Oliver
[102. Villon, Rabelais, Montaigne, la PlSiade.—(In French). I and II; (t/2
unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Cons]
103. Seventeenth Century Prose Writers.—I and II; (/ unit).
Professor Oliver
104. Eighteenth Century Prose Writers.—I and II; {1 unit).
Professor Oliver
106. La Fontaine et les Fables.—(In French). I and II; {^2 unit).
Professor Cons
[127. French Romanticism.—I and II; (/ unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Professor Carnahan]
[128. Origin and Development of the Novel in France.—I and II; (/ unit).
Not given, 1928-29. Professor Carnahan}
[142. CouRS d'Explication Franjaise.—(In French). I and II; (1 unit). Not
given, 1928-29. Professor Cons]




la. Elementary Course.—Grammar; composition; conversation; reading. I; (4).
Associate Professor Van Horne; Miss Welch
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
lb. Elementary Course.—II; (4). Miss Welch
Prerequisite: Italian la.
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2a. Modern Italian Authors.—Review of grammar; composition. I; (2).
Associate Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: Italian la-lb.
2b. Modern Italian Authors.—II; (2). Associate Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: Italian 2a.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3a. Introduction to Italian Literature.—I; (2).
Associate Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: Italian la-lb.
3b. Introduction to Italian Literature.—II; (2).
Associate Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: Italian 3a.
Courses for Graduates
[140. Italian Literature of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries.—
I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Associate Professor Van Horne]
143. Italian Literature of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries.—I and
II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Van Horne
[146. Modern Italian Literature.—I and II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Van Horne]
C. SPANISH
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Elementary Course.—Grammar; pronunciation; reading; composition;
conversation. Each half is given every semester. I and II; (4). (Seniors receive three
hours' credit only.)
Miss Breathwit, Dr. Tharp, Mr. Bickley, Miss Briones, Miss Burks, Mr. Burner,
Miss Carlock, Miss Jeffries, Miss Kidder, Miss McLain, Miss Marchant, Mr. Pegues,
Mr. Petty, Miss Puehler, Mr. SXenz, Miss Staudinger, Mr. Utley, Miss Welch
Prerequisite: la open to students who have had no previous work in Spanish; lb,
prerequisite: la, or one year of high-school Spanish.
2a. Modern Spanish.—Rapid reading; review of grammar; composition, con-
versation. I; (4).
Dr. Lundeberg, Miss Breathwit, Mr. Bickley, Miss Burks, Mr. Burner, Miss
Jeffries, Miss McLain, Mr. Pegues, Mr. Petty, Miss Puehler, Mr. SXenz, Miss
Staudinger, Mr. Utley
Prerequisite: Spanish la-lb, or two years of high-school Spanish.
Note: Certain sections, designated "Oral-Aural Sections," devote much time to
practice in speaking and hearing Spanish.
2b. Modern Spanish.—II; (4).
Dr. Lundeberg, Miss Breathwit, Mr. Bickley, Miss Burks, Mr. Burner, Miss
Jeffries, Mr. Petty, Miss Puehler, Mr. SXenz, Miss Staudinger, Mr. Utley
Prerequisite: Spanish 2a, or three years of high-school Spanish.
3a. Introduction to Spanish Literature.—Reading of modern authors, and of
authors of the seventeenth century. I; (3).
Professor Fitz-Gerald; Assistant Professor Hamilton; Dr. Lundeberg
Prerequisite: Spanish 2a-2b, or four years of high-school Spanish.
3b. Introduction to Spanish Literature.—II; (3).
Professor Fitz-Gerald; Assistant Professor Hamilton; Dr. Lundeberg
Prerequisite: Spanish 3a or its equivalent.
5a. Commercial Spanish.—I; (2). Mr. Petty. Mr. SXenz, Miss Briones
Prerequisite: Spanish 2a-2b, or four years of high-school Spanish.
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5b. CoMMERCiAi. Spanish.—II; (2). Mr. Petty, Mr. Saenz, Miss Briones
Prerequisite: Spanish 5a or its equivalent.
7a. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted in Spanish. I;
(2). Mr. SXenz, Miss Briones, Miss Marchant
Prerequisite: Spanish 2a-2b, or four years of high-school Spanish.
Note: Required of those who are given the departmental recommendation to teach
Spanish.
7b. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—II; (2).
Mr. Si.ENz, Miss Briones, Miss Marchant
Prerequisite: Spanish 7a or its equivalent.
Note: Required of those who are given the departmental recommendation to teach
Spanish.
8a. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—I; (2). Mr. SXenz
Prerequisite: Spanish 7a-7b.
8b. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—II; (2). Mr. SXenz
Prerequisite: Spanish 8a or its equivalent.
25. Course for Teachers.—Methods of teaching Spanish; discussion of classroom
problems. Discussion group; laboratory practice in phonetics and class technic. II; (3).
Dr. Tharp; Dr. Lundeberg
Prerequisite: Twenty-two hours' credit in Spanish, or sixteen hours' credit in Spanish
plus twenty-two in French.
28a-28b. Senior Thesis.—For candidates for honprs in Spanish. I and 11; (2).
Members of the department
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for the following courses: Spanish 3a-3b or the equivalent and junior standing,
or senior standing and permission of the instructor.
lOa-lOb. Survey of Spanish Literature.—10a: I; 10b: II; (3).
Assistant Professor Hamilton
lla-llb. Spanish Drama of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.—11a:
I; lib: II; (2). Associate Professor Van Horne
[17a-17b. Modern Spanish Drama.—I and II; (2). Not given, 1928-29.
Associate Professor Van Horne]
Courses for Graduates
132. The Novela of the Golden Age.—I and II; (1 unit).
Professor Fitz-Gerald
133. Origin of the Spanish Novela and of the Comedia.—I and II; (1 unit).
Professor Fitz-Gerald
135. The Modern Novel in Spain.—I and II; (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Hamilton
[136. Origins of Spanish Literary Movements in the Nineteenth Century.—
I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Associate Professor Van Horne]
138. Spanish-American Literature.—I and II; (1 unit).
Associate Professor Van Horne




171. Introduction to Romance Philology.—^I and II; (1 unit).
Professor Fitz-Gerald
176. Old French Phonology and Morphology.—^11; (/ unit). Professor Oliver
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[185. Oldest Monuments of the Spanish Language; Origins op Spanish
Poetry.—I and II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Fitz-Gerald]
195. Seminar.—Research work in preparation for theses in the field of Romance
languages. I and II; {1 to 2 units).
^




Sla. Elementary Course.—Pronunciation, grammar, reading of easy prose. (4).
Miss Breathwit, Miss Pierson
For students who have no credit in French.
Equivalent: French la, or one year of high-school French.
Sib. Elementary Course (continued).
—
(4). Miss Puehler
Prerequisite: One semester of college French, or one year of high-school French.
Equivalent: French lb, or the second year of high school French.
S2a. Modern French.—Reading of modern authors. (3). Miss Breuillaud
Prerequisite: One year of college French, or two years of high-school French.
Equivalent: French 2a (in part).
S4. Grammar and Syntax.—Special attention to the chief difficulties of modem
French syntax. (1). Miss Pierson
Prerequisite: One year of college French, or two years of high-school French.
S7a. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Study and practice of idio-
matic expression in speaking and writing. (Conducted largely in French). (2).
Miss Breuillaud
Prerequisite: Two years of college French, or the consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: French 7a.
S12. La Litterature contemporaine.—(Lectures in French). (1).
Miss Breuillaud
Prerequisite: Two years of college French, or the consent of the instructor.
S25. Teachers' Course in Romance Languages.—Methods and problems of
teaching French and Spanish. (2). Associate Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: Twenty-two hours in French or Spanish, or the consent of the in-
structor.
Equivalent: French 25 or Spanish 25 (in part).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for following courses: Three years of college French or the consent of
the instructor.
SlOb. Survey op French Literature.—The main cxirrents since the beginning of
the eighteenth century. (2). Professor Carnahan
Equivalent: French 10b (in part).
S17a. Modern French Drama.—(2). Miss Pierson
Equivalent: French 17a.
Courses for Graduates
A cycle of four courses will be given in four successive summer sessions.
S128b. Origin and Development of the Novel.— (1 unit).
Professor Carnahan
Equivalent: French 128b.
S195. Special Topics for Research Work in French Literature.—Hours to
be arranged. (% to 2 units).^ Professor Carnahan
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
Bible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not )^ to 2




Sla. Elementary Course.—(For students who have no credit in Spanish) . Pro-
nunciation, grammar, reading of easy prose. (4). Miss Jeffries
Equivalent: Spanish la, or one year of high-school Spanish.
Sib. Elementary Course (continued).
—
(4). Dr. Lundeberg
Prerequisite: One semester of college Spanish, or one year of high-school Spanish.
Equivalent: Spanish lb, or the second year of high-school Spanish.
S2a. Modern Spanish.—Reading of modern authors. (3). Miss Jeffries
Prerequisite: One year of college Spanish or two years of high-school Spanish.
Equivalent: Spanish 2a (in part).
S4. Grammar and Syntax.—Special attention to the chief difficulties of modem
Spanish syntax. (1). Miss Marchant
Prerequisite: One year of college Spanish, or two years of high-school Spanish.
S7a. Intermediate Composition an*d Conversation.—Study and practice of
idiomatic expression in speaking and writing. (Conducted largely in Spanish). (2).
Miss Marchant
Prerequisite: Two years of college Spanish, or the consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: Spanish 7a.
S25. Teachers' Course in Romance Languages.—Methods and problems of
teaching French and Spanish. (2). Associate Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: Twenty-two houis in French or Spanish, or the consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: French 25 or Spanish 25 (in part).
Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S17. Modern Spanish Drama.— (2). Dr. Lundeberg
Equivalent: Spanish 17a.
Courses for Graduates
A cycle of four courses will be given in successive siimmer sessions.
Sl35b. The Modern Novel.— (I unit). Associate Professor Van Horne
Equivalent: Spanish 135b.
S195. Special Topics for Research Work in Spanish Literature.—(% to 2
unils).^ Associate Professor Van Hornb
SCANDINAVIAN
(See Engush Language and Literature.)
SOCIAL SCIENCES
(See Economics, History, Political Science, and Sociology.)
SOCIOLOGY
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in the department.
Minor: 20 hours in any two of the following subjects: History, economics, philoso-
phy, psychology, political science.
Graduate students electing sociology as their major must have at least eight hours
in sociology and, in addition, fifteen hours in one or more of the following subjects: philos-
ophy, history, psychology, genetics, economics, and political science. It is recommended
that graduate students electing sociology as a minor have at least eight hours in sociology
before beginning graduate work in the department.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Sociology.—I and II; (3).
Professor Taft; Assistant Professors Abel, Hiller; Dr. Tylor, Mr. Kbout, Mr.
VoELKER, Mr. Watson
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or sophomore standing and either the elements of
economics or five hours of history.
>In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
nble units as shown here, but the number of units for which A« intends to take the course; i.e., not H to 2
onits, but }i, or 1, or 2.
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2. Social Factors in Personality.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Abel
Prerequisite: Sociology 1. Sociology 2 is required for all sophomores registering
for courses in the department beyond Sociology 1, and of all juniors majoring in the depart-
ment. No seniors will be admitted to this course except those who need it as a concurrent
requirement for Sociology 4 or 8.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
A. General Courses
3. Social Evolution.—Primitive society; the origin and development of social
institutions; the processes of social change; the problem of progress. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Abel
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and junior standing.
4. Social Control.—Conventionalized nature of conduct; group norms and sanc-
tions; factors in disorganization; mechanisms of control. II; (2). Mr. Watson
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and 2. The latter may be taken concurrently with Sociology 4.
6. Urban Sociology.—A study of the nature and causes of urbanization; structure
and ecology of cities; urban social types and institutions. I; (3). Dr. Tylor
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and junior standing.
7. Rural Sociology.—Institutions and problems of rural life; attitudes, structure,
and organization of rural communities. II; (3). Dr. Tylor
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and junior standing.
B. Specialized Courses
8. Charities.—Modem philanthropy; dependency; charitable institutions. I and
II; (3). Mr. Krout
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and Sociology 2 or 4, and the elements of economics or
five hours of history. Sociology 2 or 4 may be taken concurrently with this course.
9. Criminology.—Crime from the point of view of personaUty and social situations;
treatment of the criminal; prevention of crime. I and II; (3). Professor Tapt
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and senior standing.
10. Population Problems.—Theories regarding numbers and quality; conven-
tional class differences. II; (3). Assistant Professor Hiller
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and senior standing.
[17. Methods op Sociological Research.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Abel
Prerequisite: Limited to Sociology majors, with the consent of the instructor, and
to graduate students.]
[24. Penology.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Taft
Prerequisite: Sociology 9.]
[26. Educational Sociology.—I; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.]
[27. Community Welfare Administration.—II; (3). Not given, 1928-29.
Prerequisite: Sociology 1, 2, 4, 8, 9.]
28. Immigration and Assimilation.—The migration of peoples, especially into the
United States; the resulting problems of adjustment; the process of cultural fusion. I;
(3). Assistant Professor Hiller
Prerequisite: Sociology 1, 2, 4.
90a-90b. Honors Course.—Individual study of research projects. I and II; (2).
For senior and graduate majors in Sociology. Assistant Professor Hiller
Attention is called to Economics 41, 42, and 44, and to Political Science 27.
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Courses fob Graduates
100. Sociological Theory.—I; (% to i unit).^ Assistant Professor Hiller
[102a. Early Developments ln Sociology.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
[102b. Recent Developments in Sociology.—II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.
Assistant Professor Hiller]
103. Development of Culture.—I; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Abel
107. Rural Communities.—II; (i unit). Dr. Tylor
[108. Research in the Social Effects of Poverty and Their Prevention and
Treatment.—II; (i unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
[109. Research in Crimlnology.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Professor Taft]
112. The Sociology of Conflict.—II; (/ unit). Professor Taft
[126. Educational Sociology.—II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29.]
(128. Disorganization and Fusion of Culture Resulting from Immigration.—
II; {1 unit). Not given, 1928-29. Assistant Professor Hiller]
150. Seminar.—Preparation of theses. I and II; {1 to 2 units).
^
Members of the department
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
Si. Principles of Sociology.—(3). Dr. Hiller, Dr. Moore
Prerequisite: Junior standing or sophomore standing and either the elements of
economics or five hours of history.
Equivalent: Sociology 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
56. Social Problems of the Urban Community.— (3). Mr. Thompson
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
Equivalent: Sociology 6.
57. Social Problems of the Rural Community.—(3). Mr. Thompson
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
Equivalent: Sociology 7.
SlO. Population Problems.—(3). Dr. HnJiBR
Prerequisite: Sociology 1, or Economics 1; senior standing.
Equivalent: Sociology 10.
Course for Graduates
S108. Research in the Social Effects of Poverty and Their Prevention
and Treatment.—(i unit). Dr. Moore
TRANSPORTATION
Course I is an introduction to the more advanced work in transportation and must be
taken by all students taking transportation. The more advanced work is subdivided into
two groups of courses, one for those planning to enter railroad emploj', the other for those
who are primarily students In transportation economics. For the first group courses 8, 10,
and 16 should be taken; for the second group courses 6, 7, and 10. Graduate students
taking course 100 should first take courses 7, 10, and 16.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Economics op Transportation.—Development of the transportation system
in the United States; the causes, growth, and results of Federal regulation; Interstate Com-
merce Act and its amendments; war p)eriod and federal control. I and II; (3).
Assistant Professor Locklin; Mr. Orlajnd, Mr. Fox
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Economics 1 or 2.
»In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the poB-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which A« intends to take the course; Le., not H to
2 units, but ^, or 1, or 2.
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7, Railboad Finance.—Railroad capitalization; types of securities and their uses;
study of federal regulation of capitalization; receiverships, reorganizations, etc. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Locklin
Prerequisite: Transportation 1.
8. Railroad Organization and Working.—Organization of American railway
systems; functions of and relation between various departments; employee organizations;
railroad associations. I; (2). Mr. Orland
Prerequisite: Transportation 1, jimior standing.
10. Railroad Rates.—Freight classification; rate systems in the United States;
interpretation of rate sections of Interstate Commerce Act; passenger rates, local, interline,
and cormnutation. II; (3). Assistant Professor Locklin
Prerequisite: Transportation 1; senior standing.
16. Railroad Operation.—Station and yard design and operation; construction
of time tables and schedules; train rules; freight movement; car service problems and
rules. II; (3). Mr. Orland
Prerequisite: Transportation 1; senior standing.
22. Ocean Shipping.—Ocean transportation; ports and terminals. I; (3).
Professor Litman
Prerequisite: Transportation 1.
26. Current Transportation Problems.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Locklin
Prerequisite: Transportation 1.
Course for Graduates
100. Railroad Problems.—Analysis of economic and statistical features of selected
financial, rate, and operating problems. I, II; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Locklin
Summer Session Course
SI. Economics of Transportation.—(3). Assistant Professor Locklin




Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in the department, excluding Zoology 1,
and including Zoology 2, 3, 4, 6 or 7, and 9.
Minor: 20 hours chosen from two or three of the following subjects: Animal hus-
bandry, bacteriology, botany, chemistry, entomology, physics, physiology, psychology,
paleontology, and physiography.
Courses 1 and 2 constitute an introduction to later work in zoology. In the second
year, a student may choose as a line of work either morphological, experimental, ecological,
faunistic, or systematic courses. The courses on microscopical technic (3), heredity (5),
evolution (7), and animal ecology (9), are of value for all students. Medical students
should take course 3 the second year. Those preparing to teach zoology in the high school
should take invertebrate morphology (4), field zoology (16, 17), ecology (11), and a course
in general entomology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Zoology.—Animal biology; structure, function, interrelations, origin,
and development of animal life. Modem theories. Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I and II;
(5). (Seniors will receive four hours' credit only.)
Assistant Professors Thomas, Kudo; Dr. Luce, and assistants
2. Vertebrate Zoology.—Systems and organs in vertebrates; their function and
evolution. Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I and II; (5). (Seniors will receive four hours'
credit only.) Assistant Professor Adams; Dr. Cahn, and assistants
Prerequisite: Zoology 1.
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3. Microscopical Technic and Early Vertebrate Embryologt.—Microscopical
technic using embryo of chick; early stages of vertebrate development. Lectures; labora-
tory. I and II; (5). Associate Professor Shtjmway; Dr. Adamstone, and assistants
Prerequisite: Zoology 1, 2.
4. Invertebrate Morphology.—Lower invertebrates; structure and development.
Application of biological principles. Laboratory; lectures; demonstrations. II; (3).
Associate Professor VanCleave
Prerequisite: Zoology 1.




Professor Zeleny and assistants
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
7. Evolution.—With special reference to the biological processes in which man is
involved. Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. I; (3).
Professor Zeleny and assistants
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work, including one semester of laboratory
science or its equivalent in high-school coiu-ses.
9. Animal Ecology.—Relations of animals to their natural environments. Field
and experimental work; lectures. II; (3 or 4).* Professor Shelford
Prerequisite: One year of zoology or one and one-half years of university work, in-
cluding Zoology 1.
10. Field Ecology and Ornithology.—Study in forests, streams, and caves in
the vicinity of Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee. Easter vacation. Expenses about $26. II;
(1). Professor Shelford; Dr. Cahn
Prerequisite: Registration in Zoology 9 or 16 or their equivalent, and 30 hours of
university work.
15.^ Genetics.—Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. (For students in the Col-
lege of Agriculture.) I; (3). Professor Zeleny and assistant
Prerequisite: Two years of university work and Botany 1 or 5 and Zoology 1 or
Entomology 1.
16. General Ornithology.—A study of native birds. Identification; food re-
lations; seasonal distribution; migration activities; economic importance; conservation.
Lectures; readings; field trips. II; (2). Dr. Cahn and assistants
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
17. Field Zoology.—Collection, preservation, and identification of lower verte-
brates and land and fresh-water invertebrates; identification work; habits and life histories
of selected forms. Field and laboratory work; readings. I; (3).
Associate Professor VanCleave and assistant
Prerequisite: One year of zoology.
18. Introduction to Protozoology.—Morphology, physiology, and life-history
of representative free-living and parasitic protozoa. Laboratory; quiz; reports; demon-
stration. II; (2). Assistant Professor Kudo
Prerequisite: One year in zoology.
19b. Advanced Ornithology.—Detailed study of classification; geographical
distribution; origin and evolution of birds; laboratory identification of the more diflBcult
groups. Lectures; laboratory. II; (2 or 3).* Dr. Cahn
Prerequisite: Zoology 16.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
11. Animal Ecology and Geography.—Physiology of environmental relations;
behavior; ecology; animal distribution. I; (3 to 5).' Professor Shelford
Prerequisite: One year of zoology and senior standing.
63. Ontogeny of Vertebrates.—Cellular embryology; germ layers; early or-
ganogeny; technical methods. Lectures; readings; reports; laboratory. (Open to seniors
and graduate students.) I; (2 or 4).* Associate Professor Shumway; Dr. Adamstone
Prerequisite: One year of zoology, and senior standing.
'Credit may not be received for both Zoology 5 and Zoology 15.
'In registering for a course with variable hoiirs, a student should put down on his study-list not the poB>
rible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to 6
hours, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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66. Ontogent of Vertebrates.—Development of selected systems of organs.
Lectures; readings; reports, laboratory. (Open to seniors and graduate students.) II;
(2 or 4).^ Associate Professor Shumway; Dr. Adambtone
Prerequisite: Zoology 63.
22. Morphology op Vertebrates.—Systems of organs from the comparative
standpoint. Lectures; laboratory; readings. I; (2 to 4).^ Assistant Professor Adams
Prerequisite: Zoology 3.
23. Morphology of Vertebrates.—II; (2 to 4).^ Assistant Professor Adams
Prerequisite: Zoology 3, 22.
21a-21b. Introduction to Zoological Research.—Individual study on morphol-
ogy, life history, or reciprocal relations of some invertebrates, especially parasites. Labora-
tory; conferences; reading. 21a: I; 21b: II; (2 to 5).^ Professor Ward
Prerequisite: One year in zoological courses, and senior standing.
20a-20b. Current Investigation.—Analysis of results of recent investigations.
Required of all graduate students majoring in Zoology. May be elected by seniors major-
ing in Zoology with consent of instructor. 20a: I; 20b: II; (1).
Members of the department
8a-8b. Thesis Investigation.—Individual work on assigned topics. I and II;
(3 to 5).^ Members of the department
Prerequisite: Two years of zoology.
Courses for Graduates
Students entering on graduate study in the Department of Zoology should have had two
years of undergraduate work in that subject. When chosen as a minor the courses listed
for graduates and undergraduates must be preceded by at least one full year's undergrad-
uate work in zoology. Work done at other institutions will be evaluated on conference
with the head of the department.
[102. Evolution of the Vertebrates.—Lectures; readings; discussions. I;
(% unit). To be given in 1929-30, and in alternate years. Assistant Professor Adams]
[103. Cytology.—Lectures; laboratory. II; {1 unit). To be given in 1929-30, and
in alternate years. Associate Professor Shumway]
[106. Topics in Vertebrate Embryology.—Lectures; demonstrations. II; {1 unit).
To be given in 1929-30, and in alternate years. Associate Professor Shumway]
107. Parasitology.—Structure and life history of animal parasites; their relations
to disease; origin and biological significance of parasitism. Conferences; assigned reading;
demonstrations. I and II; {1 unit). Given, 1928-29, and in alternate years.
Professor Ward
109. Physiological Ecology.—The regulatory mechanism of organisms in relation
to natural environments. II; (% to 1 unil).^ Given, 1928-29, and in alternate years.
Professor Shelford
[110. Economic Ecology.—II; (% to 1 unit).^ To be given, 1929-30, and in alter-
nate years. Professor Shelford]
111. Experimental and Field Ecology.—Repetition of published experiments in
physiology and ecology; modem methods and apparatus. I and II; (% to 2 units).^
Professor Shelford
115. Factors of Individual and Racial Development.—Experimental embry-
ology; regeneration; heredity; variation; evolution. I and II; (1 unit each semester).
Professor Zeleny
117. Faunistic Zoology.—Taxonomy and distribution with special reference to
local fauna. Laboratory; field work. I; (1 unit). II; (% to 1 unit).^
Associate Professor VanCleave
[127. Theories of Animal Phylogent.—I and II; {1 unit). To be given in 1929-
30, and in alternate years. Professor Ward]
*In registering for a course with variable hours or units, a student must put down on his study-list not
the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take the
course; i.e., not >i to 6, but H. or 1» or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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Individual Reseabch Courses
121. Invertebrate Morphology and Parasitology.—Individual research course.
1 and II; {1 to 2 units) y Ptofessor Ward




123. Faunistic and Systematic Zoology.—Individual research course. I and II;
(i to 2 units).
^
Associate P*rofessor VanCleave
124. Experimental Zoology and Genetics.—Individual research course. I and
II; (i to 2 units).
^
Professor Zeleny
125. Animal Ecology and Behavior.—Individual research course. I and II;
(1 to 2 units). Professor Shelford






Sl. General Zoology.—Animal biology; structure and function; origin, developn
ment, and interrelations of animals. (5). Assistant Professor Kudo; Dr. Walton
Equivalent: Zoologj' 1.
S7. Evolution.—With special reference to the biological processes in which man is
involved. Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. (3). Professor Zeleny
Equivalent: Zoology 7.
S12. Biology of the Frog.—An introduction to vertebrate anatomy and physio-
logy. Laboratory and recitation. (2). Assistant Professor Kudo
Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S25. Experimental Zoology and Genetics.—The application of the method of
experimental analysis to specific problems in embryologj', regeneration, heredity and
evolution. Hours to be arranged. (2 to 5).^ Professor Zeleny
Prerequisite: One year of Zoology.
Course for Graduates
S124. Experimental Zoology and Genetics.—Hours to be arranged. {1 to t
uniXs).^ Professor Zelent
ANATOMY
1. Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology.—The structure, development and
types of vertebrates; detailed laboratory dissection of a vertebrate; microscopic studies;
osteology and myology emphasized. Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I; (3). (For students
in athletic coaching only.) Dr. Cahn, Dr. Edwards, Mr. Hoheisel, Mr. Quiring
2. Outline of Human Anatomy.—Skeletal and muscular s>-stems emphasized;
kinesiology; topographical anatomy; demonstrations on the human body. Laboratory;
demonstration; quiz; occasional lecture. II; (3). (For students in athletic coaching only.)
Dr. Edwards, Mr. Hoheisel, Mr. Quiring
Prerequisite: Anatomy 1 or its equivalent.
2a. Outline of Human Anatomy.—Skeletal and muscular systems emphasized;
kinesiology; topographical anatomy; demonstrations on the hvunan body. Laboratory;
demonstration; quiz; occasional lecture. II; (3). (Exclusively for women in physical
education). Dr. Edwards
Prerequisite: Zoology 1 and 2 and registration in the curriculum for physical education
for women.
^
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list' not the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hoTirs or units for which he intends to
take the course; i.e., not 1 to 5, but 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
PART IV
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D,, President of the UNiVERsriT
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director of the University Press
The University of IHinois Press was organized in 1918 to have charge of the
work of editing, printing, and distributing the publications of the University.
The University of Illinois publishes, through its several departments
and experiment stations, the publications named below. Persons wishing
to obtain any of the publications are requested to correspond with the de-
partment concerned or with the Director, 161 Administration Building.
Libraries and institutions offering material of equivalent value may secure
exchanges by corresponding with the University Librarian. A complete Hst
of the pubUcations available was included in the annual Publishers Trade
List for 1927.
The list of series of publications is as follows:
Agriculture :
The Bulletin of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
The Circular of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
The Soil Report of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
Commerce :
The Bulletin of the Bureau of Business Research.
Engineering:
The Bulletin of the Engineering Experiment Station.
The Circular of the Engineering Experiment Station,
The Ceramics Bulletin.
Education:
The College of Education Bulletin.
The Bulletins of the High School Visitor's Office.
The Bulletins of the Bureau of Educational Research.
English:
The Illinois Association of Teachers of EngHsh Bulletin.
Graduate School:
The Journal of English and Germanic Philology (quarterly, $3 a year).
The University Studies (occasional).
The University of Illinois Studies in the Social Sciences (monographs,
quarterly, $3 a year)
.
The University of Illinois Studies in Language and Literature (mono-
graphs, quarterly, $3 a year).
The Illinois Biological Monographs (quarterly, $3 a year).
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War and Reconstruction:
The War Bulletins and Circulars.
General:
In addition to the serials enumerated above, the University has published
a number of books, among which may be mentioned the following:
Alumni Record, 1918; 1,147 pages, 9 plates, $5.
Directory of Matriculants, 1916; 35,000 names, 1,284 pages, $5.
Konungs Skuggsja, the main manuscript of, in facsimile, with diplomatic
text, by G. T. Flom, 1915; 67 plates, 191 pages, $15.
The Genus Phoradendron, by William Trelease, 1916; 224 pages, 245
plates, $2.50.
Semi-Centennial History of the University of Illinois, volume I, by Burt
E. Powell, 1918; 631 pages, $3.50.
Sixteen Years at the University of Illinois, a statistical study of the ad-
ministration of President Edmund J. James, 1920; 264 pages, $2.50.
Life of Columcille, compiled by Manus O'Donnell in 1532. Edited and
translated by A. O'Kelleher and G. Schoepperle. Irish Foundation
Series, I; 1918; 516 pages, $3.50.
The Life of the Pleistocene, by F. C. Baker, 1920; 500 pages, 56 plates,
$5.
La Collecion Cervantina de la Sociedad Hispanica de America (The
Hispanic Society of America) : Ediciones de Don Quijote, by Homero
Seris; 158 pages and 11 facsimiles, $1.50.
The Power of a God, and other plays, by T. H. Guild, 1919; 151 pages,
5 plates, $1.25.
The Pilgrim Tercentenary, 1920; 42 pages, $0.75.
An Historical Study of Vestibular Equilibration, by Coleman R. Griffith,
1922; 178 pages, $1.50.
Paleopathology, by Roy L. Moodie, 1923; 568 pages; 117 plates, $7.50.
Cahokia Mounds III, by Warren K. Moorehead and M. M. Leighton,
1929; 176 pages, 50 plates, 6 figures, $1.50.
Selim Hobart Peabody, a biography, by Katherine Peabody Girling, 1923;
215 pages, $1.70.
William Edward Quine, a memorial, 1923; 55 pages, given with copies
of the Alumni Record (Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy), $0.50.
The Life of Solitude. A translation of Petrarch's De Vita Solitaria, with
introduction and notes, by Jacob Zeitlin, 1924; 320 pages, $4.
Contributions toward a Bibliography of Epictetus (with a facsimile repro-
duction of Jacob Schenk's translation of the Encheiridion, Basel, 1534)
by William A. Oldfather, 1927; 240 pages, paper, $3.50; boards, $4.
Renaissance Student Life: The Paedologia of Petrus Mosellanus, trans-
lated by Robert F. Seybolt; 100 pages, $1.25.
PART V
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
Extension work is not organized as a separate unit in the University. Several
departments, however, have initiated activities, both on the campus and in
the State at large, which make some of the facilities of the University avail-
able to mature persons engaged in various industries and professions.
Agricultuke
Each department of the College of Agriculture does extension work and
provides trained speciaHsts for this purpose. For a separate service known
as Agricultural College Extension, see "College of Agriculture," page 129.
For the Cooperative Extension Service in agriculture and home economics
conducted by the University and the U. S. Department of Agriculture, under
the provisions of the Federal Smith-Lever Act of May 8, 1914, see below.
Ceramic Engineering
In addition to the four-year technical curriculum, the Department of Ceramic
Engineering cooperates with the clay and allied industries by offering bi-
annually, at Urbana, a two weeks' industrial course in the manufacture of
ceramic products for those who have not the time or the preparation for
academic studies. The work includes lectures, laboratory work, practice in
firing kilns, and informal discussions. A common-school education is sufficient
for admission to this course. No charge of any kind is made.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
University of Illinois and United States Department of Agriculture
under the Smith-Lever Act
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., D.Agr., Director of Agricultural Extension
Service
Agriculture
William Herschel Smith, M.S., State Leader of County Farm Advisers
James Dater Bilsborrow, B.S., Assistant State Leader of County Farm Advisers
John Clyde Spitler, B.S., Assistant State Leader of County Farm Advisers





Frederick Charles BAtrER, Ph.D., Professor of Soils (^assigned to Extension)
Jay Courtlaxd Hackleman, A.M., Professor of Crops (assigned to Extension)
Clyde Maurice Linsley, M.S., Assistant Professor of Soils {assigned to Extension)
John Lamb, Jr., B.S., Associate in Soils (assigned to Extension)
Animal Husbandry
William Herschel SifiTH, M.S., Professor of Animal Husbandry (assigned to Ex-
tension)
Ernest Thompson Robbins, M.S.A., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry (as-
signed to Extension)
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Professor of Animal Pathology and Hygiene (assigned
to Extension)
Herbert Howard Alp, B.S.A., Extension Specialist in Poultry Husbandry
Dairy Husbandry
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry (assigned to
Extension)
John Howard Brock, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Husbandry (assigned to Extension)
Farm Mechanics
Glenn F Hoover, B.S., Extension Specialist in Farm Mechanics
Farm Organization and ManagemerU
Robert R Hudelson, A.M., Associaie Professor of Farm Organization and Manage-
ment (assigned to Extension)
Martin Luther Mosher, M.Agr., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and
Management (assigned to Extension)
Paul E Johnston, M.S., Associate in Farm Organization and Management (assigned
to Extension)
Horticulture
Ray Stanley Marsh, A.M., Assistant Professor of Horticulture (assigned to Extension)
Brayton Ladd Weaver, B.S., Assistant in Vegetable Gardening (assigned to Extension)
Junior Clvh Work
Edwin Ivan Pilchard, B.S., Extension Specialist in Junior Clvh Work





























































DeWitt 0. M. Allyn Clinton
Douglas F. W, Gahrett Tuscola
DuPage E. A. Carncross Wheaton
Edgar H. D. VanMatre Paris
Edwards H. N. Myers Albion
Effingham G. H. Iftner Effingham
Ford G. T. SWAIM Gibson City
Franklin E. E. Glick Benton
Fulton J. E. Watt Canton
Gallatin J. G. McCall Ridgway
Greene R. H. Clanahan Carrollton
Grundy F. E. LONGMIRE Morris
Hancock J. H. Lloyd Carthage
Henderson E. D. Walker Stronghurst
Henry H. K. Danforth Cambridge
Iroquois L. W. Wise Watseka
Jackson C. J. Thomas Murphysboro
Jefferson L. R. Caldwell Mt. Vernon
Jersey F. H. Shuman Jerseyville
Jo Daviess V. J. Banter Elizabeth
Johnson L. J. FULTZ Vienna
Kane H. P. Kelley Greneva
Kankakee J. S. Collier Kankakee
Kendall M. H. Watson Yorkville
Knox L. R. Marchant Galesburg
Lake H. C. Gilkerson Grayslake
La Salle C. E. Gates Ottawa
Lawrence H. C. Wheeler Lawrenceville
Lee C. E. Yat,e Amboy
Livingston H. 0. Allison Pontiac
Lc^n J. H. Checkley Lincoln
Macon E. H. Walworth Decatur
Macoupin W. F. COOLIDQE Carlinville
Madison Alfred Raut Edwardsville
Marion F. J. Blackburn Salem
Marshall-Putnam R. J. Laible Henry
Mason T. R. Isaacs Havana
Massac 0. M. McGhee Metropolis
McDonough R. C. Doneghue Macomb
McHenry E. M. Phillips Woodstock
McLean W. H. Coultas Bloomington
Menard L, W. Chalcraft Petersburg
Mercer J. E. Harris Aledo
Monroe C. A. Hughes Waterloo
Montgomery Alden E. Snyder Hillsboro
Morgan F. A. Fisher Jacksonville
Moultrie C. C. Turner Sullivan
Ogle D. E. Warren Oregon
Peoria J. W. Whisenand Peoria
Piatt S. S. Davis Monticello
Pike W. B. BUNN Pittsfield
Pope A. J. Andrews Grolconda
Pulaski J. H. Hughes Mound City
Randolph E. C. Secor Sparta
Richland C. L. Beatty Olney
Rock Island J. R. Spencer Rock Island
SaUne J. E. Whitchurch Harrisburg
Sangamon Edwin Bay Springfield
Schuyler L. E. McKiNziE Rushville
Scott Alfred Tate Winchester
Shelby H. M. Adams Shelbyville
St. Clair B. W. Tillman Belleville
Stark E. E. Brown Wyoming
















Under the provisions of the Smith-Lever Act, approved by the President
of the United States on May 8, 1914, and the terms of its acceptance by the
State of Illinois, the University becomes cooperatively responsible for a
demonstration service designed to combine the results of scientific discovery
with approved practice on the farms and in the households of the State.
Important lines of work undertaken under this act are:
(1) Cooperation with county farm and home bureaus in the employ-
ment of agricultural and home advisers.
(2) Employment of extension specialists in agriculture and home eco-
nomics for demonstrational field work.
Adviser Address
Ralph E. Arnett Pekin
Anna
DanvilleOtis Kercheb
H. H. Lett Mt. Carmel
A. A. Olsen Monmouth
G. E. Smith Nashville
L. L. Corbie Fairfield
C. W. Simpson Carmi
L. 0. Wise Morrison
L. W. Braham JoUet
Dee Smat,t< Marion
C. H. Keltner Rockford
H. A. DE Werff Eureka
HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION
Ruth Aimee Wardall, A.M., Vice Director
Kathryn Van Aken Burns, A.M., State Leader
Mart Louise Chase, A.M., Assistant State Leader
Departmental Specialists
Clothing
Edna Ruth Gray, A.B., B.S., Associate in Clothing {assigned to Extension)
Foods and NiUrition
Grace Besseleene Armstrong, A.M., Assistant Professor of Foods and NtUrition
{assigned to Extension)
Child Care and Training
Edna Elliott Walls, A.M., Assistant Professor and Specialist, Child Care and Train-
irtg {assigned to Extension)
Health
Fannie Maria Brooks, A.B., R.N., Assistant Professor of Home Economics (assigned
to Extension)
Home Management
Mary Attib Souder, B.S., Associate in Home Management {assigned to Eaiension)
Junior Club Work
Mary Annette McKee, A.B., Extension Specialist in Junior Club Work
Mart L Grady, B.S., Extension Specialist in Junior Club Work
Dorothy Emma Lynch, A.B., Assistant in Junior Club Work
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County Home Advisers
Edwina Heflet Grieser, A.B., (Mrs.)
Adams
Bernice Mitchell, B.S. Bureau
Blanche Moore, B.E., (Mrs.)
Champaign
Ida Didier, B.S. Coles
Blanche Hedrick, B.S., (Mrs.) Fulton
Katherine Patterson, A.M. Hancock
Lulu Black, B.S. Kane
Naomi Christen Allen, B.S., (Mrs.)
Kankakee
Helen Morling, A.M., (Mrs.) La Salle
Anna Searl, B.S. Livingston
BONNABELL FuLLMER ROGERS, A.B.,
(Mrs.) Macon
Grace Gerard, B.S. Marshall-Putnam
Clara Greaves, B.S. McHenry
Clara Brian, A.M. McLean
Esther Klotzsche, A.B. Mercer
Ruth Nelson, A.B., (Mrs.) Rock Island
Dora Pearcy, A.B. Saline
Maude S. Watson, B.S., (Mrs.)
Stephenson
Jessie Heathman, A.B. Tazewell
Dorothy Iwig, B.S. Vermilion
Thelma Shafer, A.B. Williamson
The services in home economics extension are classified as follows:
1. Home Bureaus.—Twenty-one counties in the state have county home
bureaus. These organizations are interested in the development of better
living conditions and their educational work is directed by a home adviser,
who is assisted by the university speciahsts. Thus the home bureau takes
the findings of the laboratory to the homes of the people.
2. Movable Schools.—Specialists from the extension staff conduct mov-
able schools of instruction in communities which are sufficiently interested
to request such a school and to pay local expenses and the traveling and
Uving expenses of the specialist while away from the oflSce.
Counties having a home bureau may have a similar service without cost,
except local expenses, on request through the home adviser.
3. Correspondence.—Correspondence is carried on with teachers and
home makers in the state who wish to know the results of recent investigations
in home economics, or who wish advice on problems of home making.
4. Service for Organizations.—Assistance by means of lectures, demon-
strations, and study programs has been given the following organizations:













Illinois League of Women Voters
Parent-Teachers' Associations





The Extension News, issued monthly by the home economics extension staff,
is sent to the advisers, to the members of the executive boards in each home
bureau organization, and to those asking to be placed on the mailing list.

PART VI
EXPERIMENT STATIONS AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC BUREAUS
THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
David Kinley, Ph.D., President of the University
Staff
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., D.Agr., Director
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, B.S., Consulting Entomologist
Anna Cushman Glover, Secretary and Manager of Publications
Edna Mae Walters, A.B., Editorial Assistant
Blanche Penrod, A.B., Editorial Assistant
Frederick Johnson Iveilholz, B.S., Extension Editor
In Agricultural Economics
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Chief in Agricultural Economics
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Assistant Chief in Agricultural Economics
Rodney Whitaker, B.S., Research Assistant in Agricultural Economics
In Agronomy
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., D.Agr., Chief, Crop Production; Head of Department
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D., Consulting Plant Physiologist
Lottie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Chief in charge of Publications of Soil Survey
Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Jay Courtland Hackleman, A.M., Chief, Crops Extension
Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Physics
Ernest E DeTurk, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Technology
Clyde Melvin Woodworth, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Plant Breeding
Howard John Snider, M.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Orland I Ellis, B.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Survey Mapping
David Cleveland Wimer, M.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Physics
Ogle Hesse Sears, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Soil Biology
George Harland Dungan, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Crop Production
John Jacob Pieper, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Crop Production
Benjamin Koehler, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Crop Pathology
Ethan Arlo Norton, B.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Survey Mapping
John Lamb, Jr., B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Robert Watt Stark, M.S., Associate, Crop Production
Carroll John Badger, B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Marion Boyer Harland, M.S., Associate, Soil Physics
Floyd Hamilton Crane, M.S., Associate, Soil Fertility
Lacey Fletcher Rickey, B.S., M.B.A., Associate, Grain Marketing Technology
Russell Scott Stauffer, M.S., Associate, Soil Physics
Floyd Leslie Winter, Ph.D., Associate, Plant Breeding
Joshua Clayton Anderson, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Fertility
Roger Hammond Bray, M.S., First Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
Alfred Uhno Thor, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
Francis Matthew Clark, M.S., Assistant, Soil Biology
Lawrence Byrne Miller, B.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
DA%aD Crawford Maxwell, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Mapping
William Reynolds Paden, M.S., Assistant, Soil Biology
Forrest Monroe Willhite, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
Luther Kent Eby, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
John Eldon Gieseking, M.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
Herman Wascher, B.S., Assistant, Soil Physics and Soil Survey Mapping
Eric Winters, Jr., B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Mapping
Walter John Mumm, M.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding
Harold Edwin Myers, B.S., Assistant, Soil Biology
Orvtlle Thomas Bonnett, M.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding
Fred Emerson Schlots, B.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
In Animal Husbandry
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Chief, Animal Husbandry; Head of Department
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Chief, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
James Lloyd Edmonds, B.S., Chief, Horse Husbandry
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Leslie Ellsworth Card, Ph.D., Chief, PovUry Husbandry
William Herschel Smith, M.S., Chief, Animal Htisbandry Extension
William Ernest Carroll, Ph.D., Chief, Swine HiLsbandry
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Chief, Animal Nutrition
Harry Sands Grindley, D.Sc, Associate Chief, Animal Nutrition
Roscoe Raymond Snapp, M.S., Associate Chief, Beef Cattle Husbandry
Sleeter Bull, M.S., Associaie Chief, Meats
Elmer Roberts, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Animal Breeding
Robert Childers Ashby, M.S., Associate Chief, Live Stock Marketing
William Garfield Kammlade, M.S., Assistant Chief, Sheep Husbandry
Chalmers Woodruff Crawford, B.S., Associate, Animal Husbandry
Thomas Sherman Harhlton, M.S., Associate, Animal Nutrition
Fred Carl Olson, M.S., First Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Mary Helen Keith, A.M., First Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Jessie R Beadles, B.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Frank James McClure, M.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Frank Simpson, B.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Wilfred B Young, B.S., Assistant, Beef Cattle Husbandry
Lawrence C Thomas, M.S., Assistant, Animal Genetics
George Edward Hunt, B.S.A., M.S., Assistant, Swine Husbandry
Gary David Palmer, M.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Frank Thorp, Jr., M.S., D.V.M., Assistant, Animal Pathology
Horace Raymond Getz,* B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Ronald Lester Hectorne, D.V.M., Assistant, Animal Pathology
Frank Newton Barrett, B.S., Assistant, Poultry Husbandry
Garrett Lowell Jordan, B.S., Assistant, Poultry Husbandry
In Dairy Husbandry
Harrison August Ruehe, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Manufactures; Head of Department
Martin John Prucha, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Bacteriology
Walter Lee Gaines, Ph.D., Chief, Milk Production
William Wodin Yapp, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Dairy Cattle
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Associate Chief, Dairy Husbandry
Oliver Ralph Overman, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Chemistry
William Barbour Ne^^ns, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Cattle Feeding
James Marshall Brannon, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Bacteriology
Paul Hubert Tracy, M.S., Assistant Chief, Dairy Manufactures
Frank Paul Sanmann, M.S., Associate, Dairy Manufactures
Charles Andrew Brown, M.S., Associate, Dairy Economy
Alvin Fred Kuhlman, M.S., First Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
Orlando Ford Garrett, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Chemistry
Dewey DeWitt Shaw, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Production
Stewart Lawrence Tuckey, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Manufactures
In Farm Mechanics
Emil Wilhelm Lehmann,* B.S., E.E., A.E., Chief, Farm Mechanics; Head of the Department
Ray Iris Shawl, M.S., Assistant Chief, Farm Mechanics
Arthur Leighton Young, M.S., Associate, Farm Mechanics
Daniel Arthur Albrecht, A.B., B.S., Assistant, Farm Mechanics
In Farm Organization and Management
Harold Clayton M Case, M.S., Associate Chief, Farm Organization and Management
Roy Harold Wilcox, M.S., Associate Chief, Farm Organization and Management
Robert R Hudelson, M.S., Associaie Chief, Farm Organization and Management
James Burton Andrews, RI.S., Associate
Robert Cooke Ross, M.S., Associate
Paul Evans Johnston, M.S., Associate
Lena Cecilia Rhue, B.S., Assistant
Russell G Trummel, B.S., Field Assistant
Floy Lee Underwood, B.S., AssistoTit
Everett Jacob McConnell, B.S., Field Assistant
Reynolds Irwin Nowell, B.S., Assistant
Walter William Wilcox, B.S., Assistarit
George Boyd Byers, B.S., Assistant
George Horace Reuss, B.S., Assistant
'First semester.
Khi leave of absence, first semeeter.
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In Home Economics
RossiiEENE Merle Hetler, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Nutrition
Anna M Schreiber, A.M., First Assistant in Foods
Clara M Rocke, M.S., Assistant in Nutrition
In Horticulture
Joseph Ctjllen Blair, M.S., D.Sc., Chief, Horticulture; Head of Department
John William Lloyd, M.S.A., Ph.D., Chief, Olericulture
Charles Spencer Crandall, M.S., Chief, Plant Breeding, Emeritus
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Chief, Floriculture
Maxwell Jay Dorsey, Ph.D., Chief, Pomology
Warren Albert Ruth, Ph.D., Chief, Pomological Physiology
Harry Warren Anderson, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Pomological Pathology
Stanley William Hall, B.S., Assistant Chief, Floriculture
Walter A Huelsen, M.S., Assistant Chief, Olericulture
Frederick Francis Weinard, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Floricultural Physiology
James Hutchinson, Associate, Floriculture
Victor Wendell Kelley, M.S., Associate, Pomology
Ernest Paul Lewis, M.S., Associate, Olericulture
Merl Conrad Gillis, Ph.D., Associate, Olericulture
Samuel Wesley Decker, M.S., First Assistant, Floriculture
Richard Lacey McMunn, B.S., First Assistant, Pomology
Lee Adrian Somers, M.S., First Assistant, Olericulture
LuciAN Hart Strubinger, B.S., First Assistant, Olericulture
Brayton Ladd Weaver, B.S., Assistant, Olericulture
Horace Mead Newell, B.S., Assistant, Fruit and Vegetable Marketing
James Streator Potter, B.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding
Halbert Houston Thornberry, M.S., Assistant, Pomology
By an act approved March 2, 1887, the national government appropriated
$15,000 a year to each state for the purpose of establishing and maintaining,
in connection with the colleges founded upon the congressional act of 1862,
agricultural experiment stations "to aid in acquiring and diffusing among
the people of the United States useful and practical information on subjects
connected with agriculture, and to promote scientific investigation and
experiment respecting the principles and appUcations of agricultural science.
"
Under this provision the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University
of Illinois was founded in 1888 and placed under the direction of the Trustees
of the University.
The federal grant was later increased to $30,000 a year, and in 1925-26
an additional sum of $20,000 was provided as a result of the Pumell Act.
This amount has been increased annually by $10,000 up to this year. The
federal grant is supplemented by state appropriations of approximately
$400,000.
Some 200 investigations are being conducted by the Station in the im-
provement and economic production of crops; the growing of fruits and
vegetables; the growing of flowers under glass; methods of livestock pro-
duction; principles of animal breeding and nutrition; the production and
manufacture of dairy products; the control of plant and animal diseases;
the economical organization of different types of farms; and the application
of principles of economics to agricultural problems, particularly to those of
marketing. The great basic problem of maintaining and increasing the
fertility of the soils of the state is being studied in the laboratory and in
experimental fields located on different types of soil over the state. All but
a few counties have been covered by the detailed soil survey.
The results of investigation are published in bulletins, which are issued
in editions of 5,000 to 30,000 and distributed free of charge.
Much of this work is of interest to students, especially of graduate grade,
and it is freely available for this purpose so far as is consistent with the
interests of the Station.
THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the Untversitt
Executive Staff
MiLO Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc., Director
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc.., AssistxirU to the Director
Albert Pruden Carman, A.M., D.Sc., Professor of Physics and Head of the Department
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., Professor of Heating and Ventilation, and Head of the
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., Professor of Railway Engineering and Head of the
Department
LoRiNG Harvey Provine, B.S., A.E., Professor of Architectural Engineering and Head of
the Department of Architecture
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of the
Department
CuLLEN Warner Parmelee, M.S., Professor of Ceramic Engineering and Head of the Depart-
ment
Alfred Copelant) Callen, M.S., E.M., Professor of Mining Engineering and Head of
the Department
Melvin LfORENius Enger, M.S., C.E., Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics, and Head
of the DepartmerU of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Whitney Clark Huntington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head of
the Department
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
Research Corps
Norville James Alleman, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Engirieering Materials
George Alfred Ballam, M.S., Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Rex Lenoi Brown, M.S., Research Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Dana Burks, Jr., Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemical Engineering
Homer Russell Duffey,* M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemical Engineering
Maurice Kendall Fahnestock, B.S., Special Research Associate in Mechanical Engineer-
ing
Richard Ernest Gould, B.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Albert Eby Hershey, M.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Emanuel A Hertzell, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Maurice Coffyn Holmes, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Electrical Engineering
Rodney Bruce Hoover, B.S., E.M., Special Research Assistant in Mining Engineering
Henry Eraser Johnstone, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemical Engineering
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
Alonzo Plumsted Kratz, M.S., Research Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Wallace Monroe Lansford, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Joseph Gibson Lowther, B.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Stuart W Lyon, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Engineering Materials
Jerome Ellis Machamer, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Mining Engineering
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.E., M.M.E., D.Sc., Research Professor of Engineering Mater-
ials
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., D.Sc., Professor of Applied Chemistry, Emeritus
John Ford Quereau, M.S., Special Research Assistavl in Mechanical Engineering
Frank Erwin Richart, M.S., C.E., Research Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Cloyde Moffet Smith, M.S., Research Associate in Mining Engineering
Frederick Guy Straub, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemical Engineering
Sherlock Swann, Jr., Ph.D., Research Assistant in Chemical Engineering
>flrat semeBter.
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Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., D.Sc., D.Eng., Professor of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering, Emeritus
Howard Rice Thomas, C.E., M.S., Special Research Assodaie Professor of Engineering
Materials
Joseph Ttkocinski Tykociner, E.E., Research Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Wilbur M Wilson, M.M.E., C.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
Everett Gilham Young, M.S., M.E., Research Professor of Railvoay Mechanical Engi-
neering
Research Graduate Assistants
Charles Rhodimer Amberg, B.S., Research Gradvxite Assistant in the Feldspar Investigation
Alfred Earl Badger, B.S., Research GradiuUe Assistant in the Ageing of Porcelain Investi-
gation
NiLES HuTTON Barnard, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Railway Engineering
Marcell Debts Daniels, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Jointing Materials for
Clay Sewer Pipe Investigation
Rot George Ehman, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in the Ageing of Porcelain Investi-
gation
Marshall Holt, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Ralph Wendel Kluge, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Investigation of Bearing Value
of Large Rollers
Seichi Konzo, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Donald Edward Larson, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Concrete Arch Investigation
Marvel Fred Lindeman, B.S., Research GradiuUe Assistant in Civil Engineering
Bill Harrt Mackey, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Gas Engineering
Joseph Marin, B.A.Sc., Research GraduMe Assistant in Investigation of Biaxial Stresses
James Mather, B.S., Research GraduMe Assistant in the Investigation of Riveted Con-
nections
Albert James Monack, B.S., Research Graduaie Assistant in the Feldspar Investigation
Raymond Lewis Moore, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Concrete Arch Investigation
Ora Edwin Mulvane, B.S., Research GraduMe Assistant in Investigation of Effect of Com-
bustion on Enamels
Nereus Hubert Roy, B.S., Research Graduaie Assistant in Investigation of Fissures in
Steel Rails
Richard David Rudd, B.S., Research GraduMe Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Harry Edward Schlenz, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Herman Julius Stoever, B.S., M.E., Research Graduate Assistant in Mechanical Engi-
neering
Raymond Edward Tarpley, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Electrical Engineering
Cyril James Woodbridge, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Mortimer Alexander Youker, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Gas Engineering
The Engineering Experiment Station is an organization in the College of
Engineering, created by the Board of Trustees on December 8, 1903, to
stimulate engineering education and to investigate problems of importance
to professional engineers and to manufacturing, railway, mining, and other
industrial interests. The knowledge thus obtained is pubHshed in bulletins
and in circulars.
Control is vested in an executive staff composed of the Director and his
assistant, the heads of departments of the College of Engineering, and the
Professor of Industrial Chemistry. This staff is responsible for the estab-
lishment of the general policies of the Station, including approval of material
presented for publication. The research is conducted chiefly by the research
corps composed of full-time research professors and assistants, research
graduate assistants, and special investigators. Those employed for special
investigations are engaged for a limited time on a single problem.
The University maintains fourteen research graduate assistantships in
the Station. In addition, two research graduate assistantships in gas engi-
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neering are maintained by the Illinois Gas Association; two in civil engineer-
ing by the American Society of Civil Engineers; and ten by other outside
industrial organizations. These assistantships are open to graduates of
approved universities and technical schools who are prepared to undertake
graduate study in engineering, physics, or applied chemistry. Each assistant-
ship carries a stipend of $600 and freedom from tuition, incidental, and
laboratory fees. Appointment must be accepted for two consecutive colleg-
iate years, at the expiration of which, if all requirements have been met,
the degree of Master of Science is conferred. Not more than half of the time
of these assistants during ten months of each year is required in connection
with the work of the department to which they are assigned; the remainder
of their time is available for graduate study. Further details on the research
graduate assistantships will be supplied on request by the Director of the
Station.
The Station has published 187 buUetins and 17 circulars. All these
publications are regarded as contributions to the literature of engineering,
and many of them present important additions to the science of engineering.
Cooperative Investigations.—In addition to the research conducted with
University funds, cooperative investigations have been undertaken with
funds supplied by outside agencies which are chiefly interested in a particular
investigation. In such investigations, the University reserves the right to
control the results secured and to publish them. The funds for such cooper-
ative investigations are paid to the University and are administered by it
for the special purpose for which they are provided.
The following important cooperative investigations are now in progress:
1. Stresses in railroad track (in cooperation with the American Society of Civil
Engineers and the American Railway Engineering Association).
2. Problems in the mining of coal (in cooperation with the State Geological Survey
Division. See statement concerning cooperative investigation of problems of Illinois
mineral industries on page 357).
3. Warm air furnaces and furnace heating (in cooperation with the National Warm
Air Heating and Ventilating Association).
4. The fatigue phenomena of metals (in coojieration with the Engineering Founda-
tion, the National Research Council, the General Electric Company, the AUis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Company, the Copper and Brass Research Association, and the Western
Electric Company).
5. Cast iron enamels (in cooperation with the Research Bureau on Cast Iron Enamel,
representing the Crane Enamelware Company of Chicago, Illinois; Humphries Manu-
facturing Company of Mansfield, Ohio; U. S. Sanitary Manufacturing Company of Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania; Union Sanitary Works of Noblesville, Indiana; Wolflf Manufacturing
Company of Chicago; Barnes Manufacturing Company of Mansfield, Ohio; Chicago
Hardware Foundry Company of North Chicago, Illinois; Richmond Radiator Company of
Uniontown, Pennsylvania; and Iron City Sanitary Manufacturing Company of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania).
6. Enameling on sheet steel (in cooperation with the Ingram-Richardson Manu-
facturing Company, Frankfort, Indiana).
7. Cast iron pipe (in cooperation with the Sectional Committee on Specifications
for Cast Iron Pipe, organized under the procedure of the American Engineering Standards
Cominittee with the American Gas Association, American Society for Testing Materials,
American Water Works Association, and New England Water Works Association as Sponsor
Societies).
8. Car axle failures (in cooperation with the Utilities Research Commission. The
UtiUties Research Commission is composed of representatives of the following public
utilities companies which supply the funds for the investigation: Commonwealth Edison
Company, the Peoples Gas, Light and Coke Company, the PubUc Service Company of
Northern Illinois, the Middle West Utilities Company, the Chicago Rapid Transit Com-
pany, the Chicago North Shore and Milwaukee Railroad Company, and the Northern
Indiana Public Service Company).
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9. Impact in elevated steel raUway structures (in cooperation with the Utilities
Research Commission).
10. Methods of testing high voltage cables (in cooperation with the Utilities Research
Commission)
.
11. The ageing of porcelain (in cooperation with the Utilities Research Commission).
12. Boiler feed water treatment (in cooperation with the Utilities Research Com-
mission).
13. Prevention of corrosion by flue gases (in cooperation with the Utilities Research
Commission).
14. Water treatment for ice making (in cooperation with the Utilities Research
Commission).
15. Fissures in steel rails (in cooperation with the Utilities Research Commission).
16. Methods to eliminate stretching of lead sheaths of high voltage cables (in coopera-
tion with the Utilities Research Commission).
17. Methods of heating asphalt in containers with city gas to obtain maximum
allowable heat transfer with minimum coking effect (in cooperation with the UtiUties
Research Commission).
18. Effect of products of combustion on quality of enamel baked in gas-fired furnaces
(in cooperation with the Utilities Research Commission).
19. The production of gas (in cooperation with the Illinois Gas Association).
20. Large steel rollers (in cooperation with the American Railway Engineering
Association).
21. The drying of clay wares (in cooperation with the National Brick Manufacturers
Association).
22. Steam and hot water heating systems (in cooperation with the Illinois Master
Plumbers Association and the National Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers' Association).
23. Feldspar (in cooperation with Golding Sons' Company of Trenton, New Jersey).
24. Biaxial stresses (in cooperation with the Chicago Bridge and Iron Works).
25. Riveted connections (in cooperation with the Chicago Bridge and Iron Works).
26. Boiler furnace refractories (in cooperation with the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers).
27. Preparation and washability tests of IlUnois coals (in cooperation with the
Zeigler Coal and Coke Company).
28. Combustion tests of Illinois coals (in cooperation with the Zeigler Coal and
Coke Company).
29. Reinforced concrete arches (in cooperation with the American Society of Civil
Engineers).
30. Clay sewer pipe (in cooperation with the Clay Products Association).
31. Jointing materials for clay sewer pipe (in cooperation with the Clay Products
Association).
32. The fatigue tests of metals at elevated temperatures (in cooperation with the
Joint Research Committee on the effect of temperature on the properties of metals, or-
ganized by the American Society for Testing Materials and the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers).
I
BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION
OF THE State




Addison M Shelton, A.B., Director, Department of Registration and Educalion
Ex-OflBcio Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean, Collie of Commerce and
Business Administraiion, Representing the President of the University of Illinois
Chemistry William Albert Notes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chem.D., Professor of Chemistry,
Emeritus, University of Illinois
Engineering
—
John W Alvord, C.E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago
Geology
—
Edson Sunderland Bastin, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, University of Chicago
Forestry Henry Chandler Cowles, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, University of Chicago
Biology William Trelease, D.Sc., LL.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus, University of
Illinois
Under an Act of the General Assembly entitled "The Civil Administrative
Code, " the functions and duties formerly exercised by the Scientific Bureaus
located at the University of Ilhnois were vested in the Department of Regis-
tration and Education, with the proviso that they continue to be exercised
at the University of Illinois.
The Board of Natural Resources and Conservation, acting through sub-
committees composed of the Director of the Department of Registration
and Education, the President of the University of Illinois, or his represent-
ative, and one or more expert advisers especially qualified, decides all matters
pertaining to the Bureaus, including research, investigational and scientific
work, the selection and appointment of the members of the scientific staff,
the cooperation with the University of Illinois in the use of scientific staff
and equipment, and cooperation with allied Divisions and Departments.
These Bureaus include the Divisions of Natural History Survey, State Water
Survey, and State Geological Survey.
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Committee
Addison M Shelton, A.B., Director, Department of Registration and Edtication
Chaeles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean, College of Commerce and Business
Administration, Representing the President of the University of Illinois
William Trelease, D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus, University of Illinois
Henry Chandler Cowles, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, University of Chicago
Staff
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chief
Robert Earl Richardson, A.M., Zoologist
David Hiram Thompson, Ph.D., Zoologist
Victor Ernest Shelford, Ph.D., Biologist in charge of Research Laboratories
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, B.S., Economic Entomologist
Stewart C Chandler, B.S., Field Entomologist
Charles Chalmer Compton, B.S., Field Entomologist
John H Bigger, B.S., Field Entomologist
Theodore Henry Frison, Ph.D., Systematic Entomologist
Herbert Holdsworth Ross, B.S.A., Assistant Entomologist
Clarence John Telford, M.F., Forester
Leo Roy Tehon, A.M., Botanist
Gilbert Leonidas Stout, A.B., Field Botanist
Henry Carl Oesterling, A.B., Publicist and Editor
It is the duty of the Natural History Survey Division to make a complete
survey of the biology of Illinois, giving preference to subjects of educational
and economic importance and especially, under the latter head, to all in-
sects injurious to agriculture or horticulture, to the truck farm and vegetable
garden, to shade trees and other ornamental vegetation, to the products of
mills and the contents of warehouses, and to insects injurious to the pubHc
health. It is further required to make experiments for the prevention of
such injuries and to instruct the people of the state by lecture, demonstra-
tion, and bulletin in the best methods of protecting their property and
health against injuries by insects, and to publish the product of its investi-
gations in bulletins, circulars, and reports covering the entire field of the
zoology and botany of the state. Such publications now comprise 17 volumes
of its Bulletin, containing 10,130 pages, 18 entomological reports of 3,017
pages additional, and two volumes of final reports on the birds of the state
and two on its fishes, besides a large number of circulars and pamphlets
on special topics. It has accumulated and permanently preserved for study
very large collections, including 46,000 fishes in alcohol, 460,000 insects,
25,000 mollusks, 35,000 mounted specimens of plant parasites of the crop
plants of the state and other vegetation, and many thousand bottles, vials,
and packages of a more miscellaneous character. All its collections and a
carefully selected library of 21,000 books and 54,000 pamphlets, which it
has lately transferred to the University of Illinois for permanent care and
maintenance, are available to instructors and students of the University for
reference and study. It maintains offices and laboratories in various build-
ings of the University of Illinois and has also four branch stations; three of
them at Arlington Heights, Jacksonville, and Carbondale, occupied by field
entomologists of northern, central, and southern Illinois respectively, and
a fourth movable center of field operations in aquatic biology, located as
the progress of the work requires.
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Committee
Addison M Sheltox, A.B., Director, Department of Registration and Education
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean, College of Commerce and Business
Administration, Representing the President of the University of Illinois
William Albert Notes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus, University of
Illinois
John W Alvord, C.E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago
Staff
Arthur Moses Bcswell, Ph.D., Chief
WiNFRED D Gerber, B.S., Engineer
Herbert Leroy White, B.S., Assistant Engineer
Sidney Lionel Xeave, M.S., Assistant Chemist
Orin Wainwright Rees, M.S., Assistant Chemist
Edmund L Pearson, B.S., Assistant Chemist
Clair S Boruff, M.S., Assistant Chemist
George Edgar Symons, B.S., Assistant Chemist
Donald C Tar\in, B.S., Assistant Chemist
The State Water Sun'ey Di\'ision of the State Department of Registration
and Education has succeeded to the duties of the Illinois State Water Surv^ey,
which was organized in the Department of Chemistry of the University of
Illinois in 1895. Offices and special laboratories are maintained in the
Chemistry Building of the University of Illinois.
A chemical survey of the waters of the State was begun by the State
Water Survey in the latter part of September, 1895. In 1897, the legislature
authorized the continuance of the work and directed the Trustees of the
University to establish a chemical and biological survey of the waters of
the State. In 1911, the legislature made an increased appropriation and
imposed additional duties on the State Water Survey.
The Survey had collected data concerning water supplies and sewer
sj'^stems and had surveyed many watersheds.
According to the administrative code the State Water Survey Division,
cooperating -with, other di^^sions of the department, is to investigate and
studj- the natural resources of the State, to prepare plans for their conserva-
tion and development, to cooperate with similar departments in other states
and with the United States government, to study the geological formation of
the State with reference to its resources in mineral and artesian water, to col-
lect facts and data concerning the water resources of the State, to determine
standards of purity for drinking water for the various sections of the State,
to publish from time to time the results of its investigations of the waters
of the State to the end that the available water resources may be better
known and that the welfare of the people in the various communities may be
conserved, to make analysis of samples of water from municipal or private
sources, to consider and decide all matters pertaining to water and water re-
sources and allied investigational and scientific research, to cooperate with
the University of Illinois in the use of scientific staff and equipment, and to
cooperate with the various departments in research, investigational, and
scientific woric useful in the prosecution of the work of any department.
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Committee op the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Addison M Shelton, A.B., Chairman, Director of the Department of Registration and
Education
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean, College of Commerce and Business
Administration, Representing the President of the University of Illinois
Edson Sunderland Bastin, Ph.D., Geologist, Chairman of the Department of Geology,
University of Chicago
FuLL-TiME Staff
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D., Chief, Urbana
Gilbert Haven Cady, Ph.D., Senior Geologist in charge of Coal Section, Urbana
John Everts Lamar, B.S., Geologist in cliarge of Non-Fuel Products Section and Petroleum
Engineering, Urbana
Gail Francis Moulton, M.S., Geologist in charge of Petroleum Section, Urbana
William W Rubey, Geologist, United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
Alfred Hannam Bell, Ph.D., Geologist, Petroleum Section, Urbana
J Marvin Weller, Ph.D., Paleontologist, Urbana
George Elbert Ekblaw, Ph.D., Associale Geologist, Section of Engineering Geology,
Urbana
Lewis Edwin Workman, M.S., Associate Geologist, Section of Sub-Surface Data, Urbana
Dorothy Elizabeth Rose, B.S., Technical Editor, Urbana
Helen Oldfather, A.B., Technical Files Clerk, Urbana
Earl Rudelie Fritz, B.S., Oil Scout, Petroleum Section, Urbana
Part-Time Staff
Geologists
David White, Ph.D., United States Geological Survey
Thomas Edmund Savage, Ph.D., University of Illinois
Adolph Carl Nofi, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Arthur Charles Bevan, Ph.D., University of Illinois
D Jerome Fisher, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Paux MacClintock, Ph.D., Princeton University
Associate Geologists
Harold Rollin Wanless, Ph.D., University of Illinois
John R Ball, Ph.D., Northwestern University
John R Van Pelt, Jr., M.S., Rosenwald Industrial Museum
Assistant Geologists
Walter V Searight, Ph.D., University of South Dakota
Lloyd George Henbest, A.M., Yale University
William E Powers, M.S., Northwestern University
Harold Bowen Willman, A.M., University of Illinois
Carl Edwin Dutton, A.M., University of Minnesota
Thomas A Hendricks, B.S., University of Colorado
Assistants
Sidney E Ekblaw, University of Illinois
Kenneth W Stott, B.S., University of Chicago
Oscar E Wagner, University of Illinois
Consulting Staff
Ceramics
Cullen Warner Parmelee, M.S., Consulting Ceramic Engineer, University of Illi-
nois
Chemistry
Samuel Wilson Parr, D.Sc., Consulting Chemist in Coal Investigations, University
of Illinois
Justa Morris Lindgren, A.M., Chemist, University of Illinois
Drainage
George Wellington Pickels, B.C.E., C.E., Drainage Engineer, University of Illinois
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Geography
Harlan Harland Barrows, Ph.D., Geographer, University of Chicago
Topographic Surveys
William Harrison Herron, B.S., Topographic Engineer in charge of Cooperative
Topographic Surveys, Urbana and Washington, D. C.
The State Geological Survey Division was established to study the geo-
logical formations of the State with reference to its resources of coal,
ores, clays, building stones, cement-making materials, materials suitable for
use in construction of roads, petroleum, gas, mineral and artesian water, and
other products, and with reference to the education of the people of the State.
It publishes bulletins describing the State's geological and mineral resources,
and topographic and geological maps. It cooperates with the U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey in the preparation of a topographical map of the State.
During the current year, special attention will be given to the preparation
of a comprehensive bulletin on the coal resources of the State, outlining of
coal stripping areas, determination of geological structures favorable for
testing for oil and gas, study of the chemical composition of oil field waters
(in cooperation with the State Water Survey), study of the effects of the
different types of oil field waters on the setting of neat cements, study of the
Siggins pool with reference to mining for oil, testing of fire clays to deter-
mine the nature of the coarser mineral impurities and the effect of their
removal upon ceramic products, study of the non-metallic mineral resources
of the extreme southern part of Illinois, study of the water resources
of the glacial drift in central Illinois, study of the geologic problems encount-
ered in highway construction, interpretation of well logs and well cuttings
of deep artesian wells, paleontological and stratigraphic studies of the Silurian,
Pennsylvanian, and Pleistocene systems, paleobotanical studies of the Penn-
sylvanian, further study of the mode of occurrence and origin of the
fluorspar deposits of Hardin County, detailed study and mapping of the
areal geology of parts of nine quadrangles, totaling approximately 1,500
square miles, the writing of educational bulletins, and the furnishing of
geologic information and advice to mineral operators, producers, and
citizens of the State.
The year's topographic mapping program has been carried forward in the
Barry, Geneva, Hannibal, Mackinaw, Meredosia, Mound City, and Thebes
quadrangles and in the preparation of highway-strip maps for the State
Highway Division which will later be incorporated into quadrangle maps.
Horizontal and vertical control was also extended into areas which are likely
to be sketched in the near future.
The offices and laboratory quarters in the Ceramics Building are equipped
for the work of the Survey. Drill records, detailed mine notes, coal analyses,
and other data on economic resources of Illinois form a growing collection.
A special laboratory for miscroscopic sedimentary studies, a paleontological
laboratory, and a laboratory for the study of well cuttings have been equipped.
One hundred and four publications, thirty-one of them in the Mining
Investigation series, have been issued, as well as short excerpts, press bulle-
tins, and numerous drainage, topographic, structural, and geologic maps.
Under an agreement with the College of Engineering cooperative investi-
gations are made of the Illinois mining industry.
The Survey also cooperates actively with other State departments and
technical divisions on problems having a geological or geological-engineer-
ing aspect.
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEMS
OF ILLINOIS MINERAL INDUSTRIES
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President op the University
Staff
Engineering Experiment Station
MiLO Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Director
Alfred Copeland Callen, E.M., M.S., Professor of Mining Engineering
Clotde Moffett Sahth, M.S., Research Associate in Mining Engineering
State Geological Survey
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D., Chief
Gilbert Haven Cady, Ph.D., Senior Geologist, in charge of Coal Section
Lloyd George Henbest, A.M., Assistant Geologist, Coal Section
Harold Bowen Willman, A.M., Assistant Geologist, Coal Section
The Engineering Experiment Station
Through the Department of Mining Engineering of the University of
Illinois and the State Geological Survey, the Engineering Experiment Station
is cooperating throughout the State in investigations and dissemination of
information, with a view to improving conditions in the mining, quarrying,
metallurgical, and other mineral industries, safeguarding life among em-
ployees, preventing unnecessary waste of resources, and otherwise contribut-
ing to the advancement of these industries, under authority granted by the
Forty-seventh General Assembly.
Through the cooperation of the two contracting parties, a staff of trained
engineers, geologists, and metallurgists is at the disposal of the mining and
metallurgical industries of Illinois.
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THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN ACCOUNTANCY
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Board of Examiners
Harold Benington, C.P.A., Chairman, Chicago
Eric Louis Kohler, A.M., C.P.A., Secretary, Chicago
Herbert Pope, LL.B., Chicago
University Committee
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D., Chairman, Urbana
George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Secretary, Urbana
William Everett Britton, A.M., J.D., Urbana
By a law passed in 1903, the State University was made an examining board
of applicants for the certificate of Certified Public Accountant. To carry out
the provisions of the law the Board of Trustees appointed a board of three
examiners to prepare, conduct, and grade examinations, and a University
committee to conduct the routine work. The law prescribed that one exam-
ination must be held each year in May, but examinations have been held
also in November or December of each year in which there were a suflScient
number of applicants.
Applicants for the certificate of Certified PubUc Accountant have been
required to pass examinations in the theory of accounts, commercial law,
auditing, and practical accounting.
The Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants has offered annually
a gold medal and a silver medal to be awarded, respectively, to the persons
passing the C. P. A. examination with the highest total marking in all sub-
jects, and with the second highest total marking in all subjects.
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PART VII
LIST OF STUDENTS, DEGREES, HONORS, ETC.





125H hours (Univ. of Illinois)
Acosta, Emilio Vicente—Spanish
A.B. {Park Coll.), 1922
A.M., 1927





B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1920
M.S., 1926
Afremow, Melvin Louis—Bacteriology
B.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1926
B.S., 1927
Ahalt, Henry Carlton—Mathematics








A.B. (Greenville Coll.), 1921
A.M., 1925
Alexander, Melancthon Herbert—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., 1925
Alexopoulos, Constantino John—Horticulture
B.S.. M.S., 1927, 1928
Alford, Marion Watson—Accountancy
B.S. (Northwestern Univ.), 1921
Alleman, NorviUe James—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S., 1926
Allen, Bernard—Physiology
B.S. (Coll. of the City of New York), 1926
Allen, Carl Elmer—Economics
B.S., M.S.. 1923, 1925
Allen, Charles Ir—EngUsh








B.S. (Alfred Univ.), 1928
Alp, Herbert Howard—Animal Husbandry
B.S.A. (Toronto Univ.), 1922
Alps, Bayard Garfield—Education




B.S. (Univ. of Oklahoma), 1926
Altman, Orven Roland—Political Science




B.S. (Alfred Univ.), 1927
'Indicates attendance during the Summer Session, 1928.
Attendance during the first semester.
tAttendance during the second semester.
SS» Chicago
t Morion




ss * t Chicago
ss Champaign
ss Chicago








ss * t Urbana
ss * t Towner, North Dakota
SS St. Louis, Missouri
* t Oak Park
SS * t Hyderabad, India
* Granton, Ontario, Canada
SS Loveland, Colorado




* t Elmira, New York
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B.S.. M.S., 1925, 1927
Amos, James Ellwood—Economics
A.B. (Colorado CoU.). 1923
Amstuts, Kenneth Leland—Chemistry
A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1928
Ander, Oscar Fritiof—History
A.B. (Autrustana CoU.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Andersen, Teddy Warren—Education
A.B. (Univ. of Wichita), 1922
Anderson, Mrs. Catherine Dunlop—French
A.B., 1925
Anderson, Corliss Doran—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1926, 1927
Anderson, Harold Victor—Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Michigan), 1912
M.S. (Lehigh Univ.), 1925
Anderson, Harry D—Education
LL.B., 1922




B.S., A.M., 1923, 1925
Andrews, Franklsoi Lehman—Sociology
Ph.B. (Univ. of Chicago), 1922
Andrews, Henry Ivan—Railway Engineering
B.S. (London Univ.), 1927




A.B., A.M. (Austin Coll.), 1917, 1922
M.S. (Vanderbilt Univ.). 1923
Armstrong, Robert Bruce—-Chemistry
B.S. (Alma Coll.), 1926
Amett, Helen—English
A.B. (Georgetovm Coll.), 1924
Arnold, Henry Johnson—Education
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1923
Arquin, Sergius Felix—Pathology
B.S., M.D., 1925, 1927
Arvin, Martin Joseph—Physics
A.B. (Indiana State Normal School), 1926
Aflhmore, Ransom Edward—Chemistry
B.S. (South Dakota Stale Coll.), 1928
Atkinson, Norman Jefcoate—Zoology
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Saskatchewan), 1925, 1926
Axelson, Joseph Victor—Education
A.B. (Wheaton Coll.), 1925
Babcock, Dale Friend—<;hemistry
B.S. (Kansas StaU Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Babcock, Lucy Ann—Library Science
A.B. (Unit, of Oklahoma), 1926
B.S., 1927
Badger, Alfred Earl—Ceramics
B.S. (Case School of Applied Science), 1922
Baehr, William Fredrick—Library Science
Graduate (Concordia Sem.), 1924
B.S., 1927
Bailey, William Fleming—Chemistry
B.S. (Monmouth Coll.), 1924
M.S., 1925
Baker, Charles Edward—English
A.B., A.M. (Cornell Univ.), 1927, 1928
Baker, Clarence Edward—Pomology

















SS High PoitU, North Carolina
* t TreiUon, Ohio
* t Granville
SS Macomb
* t Mason City, Iowa
* t UrhatM
* t Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
SS GilTnan
SS * t CarterviOe
* t Champaign
* t Decatur








SS * t Artesian, South Dakota
* Manchester, England
SS Red Oak, Iowa
* Poplar Bluff, Missouri
SS El Reno, Oklahoma
* t ClevelaTui, Ohio
SS * t Urhana
SS Sparland

















B.S. (Northwestern Univ.), 1928
Barger, Ida Lee Alderson—History
A.B. (Univ. of West Virginia), 1922
Barkdoll, Orman Russell—Education
137 J^ hours (Univ. of Illinois)
Barlow, Reuel Richard—Political Science
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1917




Barnes, Robert Stubba'—Political Science
B.S., 1925
Barnett, Esther Frances—Spanbh
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1927
Barnett, Neville Everett—Education
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1927
Barr, Clarence Crawford—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1929
Barrett, Frank Newton—Poultry Husbandry
B.S., 1917
Barton, Margaret Mae—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928
Bauer, Ezra Edward—Civil Engineering
B.8., C.E., 1919, 1927
Bauer, Myra Mildred—Education
B.S., 1928
Baughman, Floyd Riesemy—^Public Utilities
B.S., 1928
Bayley, Herbert Grant—Economics






B.S. (Monmouth Coll.), 1923
Beardslee, Marie Ruth—Education
A.B. (Northwestern Univ.), 1917
Beatley, Catharine Bancroft—English




A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1928
Beck, Abner Frank—Education
A.B. (Franklin Coll.), 1921
Behling, Burton Neubert—Economica
A.B. (Latvrence Coll.), 1928
Behrens, Martin Albert—Economics




A.B. (Univ. of Colorado), 1925
M.S., 1927
Beil, Alfred John—Sociology
A.B. (Midland Coll.), 1921
Bell, Delia Ann—English
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1928
Belsley, Margaret Helen—English
A.B., A.M., 1926, 1927
Bennett, Chester Wallace—-Chemistry
B.S., 1926
M.S. (Northwestern Univ.), 1927
Bennett, Harry Jackson—Zoology
B.S. (Louisiana State Univ.), 1926
Benson, George Charles—Political Science
A.B. (Pomona Coll.). 1928
Benson, Lamont Joseph—Education
B.S. (Monmouth Coll.), 1925
Benton, Webster Ward—Chemistry
B.8. (Dartmouth CoU.), 1926
M.S., 1928
Berardi, James Bernard—Pharmacology
Ph.G., B.8., M.S., M.D., 1921, 1924, 1926, 1927






















SS * t Kirkwood
SS Clifton
* t Urbana
SS * t Danville
SS * t Glenwood, Indiana
* t Alwood









* t Ukiah, California
SS Monmouth


























• + ru.'.-^—..•VI, A.Vrcnd
SS /".:.•.-;
» t tVicsa
Sc • t CUew*
• t La&lb
S3 • Bwlit,^a-.v:.:o, C3-.3.f^
SS Ui^mmm
SS gfrwtwf
SS JiwwflU. AMimmm t
BS * t CImmKfmitm






























B.S. {Monmouih CoU.), 1923
M.S., 1925
Bottenfield, Ezra Oren—Education
Ph.B. (Uniz. of Chicago:, 1916
A.M., 1928
Boiirland, Langford T—Phj-sics
B.S., M.S.. 1926, 1925
Bousquet, Euclid Wilfred—Chemistry
A.B., M.S., 192.5, 1926
Bower, Oliver Kenneth—Nfathematica
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1927
Bowers, Ruasell Louia—Philosophy
A.B. (Miami Univ.'i, 1925
Bowlin, Barbara Louise—Library Science
A.B. (Coe CoU.), 1926
B.S., 192S
Boyce, NIra. Sadie Ruth—Education
A.B., 1925
Boyd, Anne Morris—Education
A.B. (Jame-i Miiiikin Univ.), 1906
B.L.S,, 1918
Bradel, Siemund Francis—Metallurgy
B.M.E. (Ohio SUUe Uniz.), 1923
D.D.S., 1928
Bradley, Gerald A—English
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1927
Brainard, Albert Franklin—Education
B.S., 1927
Branch, William Lyman—Electrical Engineering
B.S., 1926
Brandenburger, Julius Philip—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois StaU Sormal J,'ni>,\ 1928
Brandatadt, Elizabeth Bowen—Sociology
Ph.B. {Unit, of Chicago), 1922
Bratten, Maude—History




B.S. (Penn»yhania State Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1926
Breathwit, Rachel Augusta—Romance Languages
A.B., A.M., 1920, 1921
BreckenmaJjer, Mildred Plorence—History
B.S. (Monmouth Coll.), 1928
Breedlore, Marv- Louise—Latin
A.B. (Oklahoma CoU. for ^omen"^, 1923
Brent, Gertrude Eliaabeth—History
B.S. (Monmouth Coll.), 1925
Breuillaud, Cesarine—French
A.B. (Coll. of St. Teresa), 1923
A.M., 1927
Brewer, Irene—Mathematics




A.B. (DePautr UniT.\ 1922
Briones, Marina—Romance Langtiages
A.B. (Western CoU..\ 1926
Bristow, Leonard—Mathematics
A.B. (Colorado Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Brock, John Howard—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., 1925
Brown, Charles Andrew—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., M.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1917, 1920
Brown, Charlotte—Botanv
A_B. (^Antioch Coll.', 1928
Brown, Edna Mae—Library Science





A.B. (.McKendret Coll.), 1927
Brown, Mary Martha—English




B.Ed. (Sc-iithern lUinoU Normal Univ.), 1918
B.S., 1922
Browning, Eugene—ChemistTv





S3 * i Urbana
* t Urbana












SS * t Urbana
* t Urbarui
SS Kirhcood
* t Ardm^jre, Oklahoma
t MonmouOi
* t Blois, Prone*
* t Tula Grot't
SS Peoria
53 Urhana
* t Buin, Mai-po, ChUs
* Coliyrado Springs, Colorado
* Kankake*
* t Urbana
* t Poquonoclc, ConnediexU






SS • t Blcc-minjion
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Bruhn, Elmer Franklin^—CSvil Engmeering
B.S., 1923










A.B. (Hope CoU.), 1925
BuU, Mary Lois—Library Science
B.S. (MissouH Teachers' CoU.), 1922
B.8., 1927
Burdick, Orel Zeno—Chemistry
A.B. (Albion CoU.), 1927
Burks, Margie Nickelson—Romance Langtiages
A.B. (Georgia Wesleyan Univ.), 1905
A.M., 1926
Burner, Jarvis Burr—Spanish
B.S., A.M., 1924. 1928
Burner, Philip Ernest—Chemistry
A.B. (Bradley Polytechnic Inst.), 1924
Burris, Qtiincy Guy—English
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1927
Burrows, William—Bacteriology




A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1925
A.M. (Northwestern Univ.), 1928
Butchart, John Harvey—Mathematics
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1928
Butcher, Mary Elizabeth—English
A.B. (Ohio State Univ.), 1928
Butler, William Glenn—Animal Husbandly
B.S., 1914
Butterfield, Paul Kenyon—History
B.S., A.M., 1927, 1928
Bute, Lewis William—-Chemiatry
B.S. (Univ. of Pennsylvania), 1927
Byerley, Jacob Roy—Education
B.S., 1928
Byers, George Boyd—Farm Management
B.S., 1928
Byrnes, John Edward—History
A.B. (Columbia Coll.), 1926









B.S. (Utah AgricuUural Coll.), 1925
Campbell, Walker Elliott—Economics
B.S., 1928
Cannon, Ward Curtis—Farm Management
B.S., 1922
Canopy, Williard Brannan—Education
B.Ed. (lUinois StaU Normal Univ.), 1920
Carlock, Margaret Louise—French
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1925
Carothers, Doris Isabelle—Political Science
B.S. (KirksvilU State Teachers' CoU.), 1926
Carothers, Mary Margaret—Economics
B.S. (KirksviUe StaU Teachers' CoU.), 1924
Carpenter, Cecil Clayton—Economics
B.S. (Univ. of Kentucky), 1926
M.S., 1927
Carpenter, Kathleen Edithe—Zoology
B.S. (Univ. of London), 1910
M.S., Ph.D. (Univ. of Wales), 1923, 1925
Carroll, Floy Caroline—Library Science
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1919
B.S., 1927
Carroll, Mary Ellen—Spanish
A.B. (James MQlikin Univ.), 1911
* t Golden, Colorado
SS Murphysboro




SS * t Urbana
* t Bart, Michigan
SS t Urbana
SS * t Champaign
* t Champaign
SS * DanviOe
* t Indianapolis, Indiana
SS Aremville
* t South Charleston, Ohio
* t Eureka
* t DanviUe
SS * t Champaign
SS * t Urbana
* t Cardington, Pennsylvania
* t St. Joseph














* t Gainsborough, England
SS * t Aledo
SS Decatur





B.8.. M.S., 1912, 1919




Cha, Lincoln Hsiu—Political Science




A.B. (Univ. of Nanking). 1923
Chao, Fuk Ling—-Civil Engineering
B.S. (Tokyo Imperial Univ.), 1927
Chapman, Marian L—History
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1925
Chase, Mrs. Ethel Reynolds—History
A.B., 1911
A.M. (Univ. of Kansas), 1925
Chung, Lung—Economics
B.S., M.S , 1927
Clapp, Martha Robertson—Greek
A.B. (Randolph-Macon Woman's Coll.), 1928
Clapper, Sadie Evalyn—Mathematics
A.B. (Univ. of Iowa), 1920
Clark, Edgar Charles—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S. (Univ. of Kansas), 1925
Clark, Francis Matthew—Agronomy
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926
Clark, Merle S—Chemistry
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1921
Clark, William—Education
A.B. (Bradley PolyUchnic In«t.), 1923
B.S., 1927
Clatisen, Clarence Arthur—History
A.B. (St. OlafColL), 1923
Claypool, Chester Burns—Geology
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1924
Cleary, Thomas Francis—History
A.B. (St. Viator Coll.), 1912
Clemens, Eugene Charles—Ceramic Engineering
B.S., 1929
Cofer, Leonora Adelaide—Political Science
125 hours (Univ. of Illinois)
Coffman, Donald Drake—Chemistry
B.S., 1927





A.M. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1927
Collins, William Gus—Business Organization and Operation
B.S., 1925
Concepcion, Juan B—^Agronomy




B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1921










B.Ed. (Eastern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1928
Cooke, Francis West—Physics
A.B. (Coll. of WiUiam and Mary), 1916
M.S^ 1925
Cooper, Elizabeth Morgan—Mathematics
A.B. (Radcliffe Coll.). 1913
A.M. (Bryn Mawr Coll.), 1923
Copley, Michal Joseph—Chemistry
A.B. (Rock HUl Coll.), 1918




B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Corey, Stephen Maxwell—Education






SS * t KaT^saa City, Missouri
SS t Anhwei, China
t Urbana




* t Taichow, China
* t Paducah, KerUueky
SS Spencer, Iowa
* t Urbana
SS * t Champaign
SS IdaviUe, Indiana
SS * t Peoria
* t NorthfUld, Minnesota








* t Anao, Tarlae, Philippine If
larids
SheffieldSS







* t Syracuse, New York
* t Weston, West Virginia
SS Lewistown
SS Canton
SS * t Indianapolis, Indiana
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Combleet, Theodore—Dermatology




B.S. (Knox CoU.), 1928
Coener, Russell Brown—Mathematics
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1925
CoBtilow, Okey Witter—Education




B.S. (.\fiami Univ.), 1928
Cox, Ernest N—Education
Ph.B. (Franklin CoU.), 1908
Cox, Glen N—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.E., M.S. (Univ. of Iowa), 1925, 1926
Ph.D. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1928
Cox, Helen Mae—Chemistry










A.B. (Illinois CoU.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Crane, Floyd Hamilton—Agronomy
B.S. (Ohio State Univ.), 1921
M.S., 1926
Crane, William Piers—Architectural Design
B.S., 1928
Crawford, Clarence Elmer'—Education
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1923
Crawford, Lucille Verne—Library Science
A.B. (Illinois Woman's CoU.), 1927
B.8.. 1925
Crawford, Mary—English
B.Ed. (Southern lUinois Normal Univ.), 1926
Cressman, Paul Ej-eidler—German
A.B. (Lahigh Univ.). 1926
Crouch, Rhoda Bliss—Botany





Cnimpacker, Grace Fannie—Library Science





A.B. (Hopt Coll.), 1924
M.S. (MassachuseUs Aarieuliural CoU.), 1926
Currie, Althea Elizabeth—French
A.B., 1918
Dahlberg, Arthur Chester—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Minnesota), 1915, 1916
Dahlke, Howard Gottlieb—Economics
B.S. (MarquetU Univ.), 1928
Dailey, Don Marcus—Economics
A.B. (Oberlin CoU.), 1920
A.M. (Northwestern Univ.), 1922
Dalton, Standlee Vincent—Botany
A.B. (Baker Unit.), 1927
Daly, Alice EUen—Library Science
A.B. (St. Mary-of-the-Woods CoU.), 1927
B.S., 1928
Danforth, Grace Violet—English
B.S., A.M., 1925, 1929
Daniels, Marcell Deets—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1928
Darby, Isaac Harry*—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1917
Dart, Dorothy Louise—History
A.B. (Illinois Woman's CoU.), 1928
Davenport, Francis Garvin—History
A.B., A.M. (SuTOcuse Univ.), 1927, 1928
>Completing thesis in absentia.
^Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
t Chicago
* t Pav) Pav
* t GaUsburg
* t Ashland
ss Clarksburg, Weat Virffinia
ss Urbana
* t Fremont, Ohio
ss Springfield
* Urbarta












* t Colorado Springs, Colorado
* t Champaign





* t Genera, Nev) York
* Weatfidd, Wisconsin
SS t Hoxcea, Michigan
* t Harwood, Missouri
* t Ml. Carmd
SS t Cairo
t Champaign
* t Kansas City, Kansas













Davis, Rachel Catherine—Home Economics
A.B. {Ohio State Univ.), 1928





B.S. [Tufts Coll.), 1927
A.M. (Univ. of Michigan), 1928
Dawson, Lyle Ramsay—Chemistry
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1928
Dawson, Walker Myrick—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Univ. of Maryland), 1925
M.S., 1926
Day, James Kelsey—Bacteriology




A.B., A.M. (LelatKi Stanford Univ.), 1924, 1927
Debevoise, Neilson Carel—History
A.B., A.M., 1926, 1927
Decker, Samuel Wesley—Horticulture
B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1924
M.S., 1927
DeHays, Carl—Accountancy
A.B. (Earlham Coll.), 1924
De Jonge, Marvin Willis—Mathematics
A.B. (Hope Coll.), 1928
DeU, George Harper—Civil Engineering
B.S., C.E. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1922, 1926
Denison, Sidney Alexander—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1922
Dennis, Homer Asbury—Mathematics
A.B. (Southern Methodist Univ.), 1920
Dewees, Horace Gerald—Education
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1926
Dickhut, Beula Celestine—EngUsh
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1927
Dickinson, Burrus Swinford—Economics
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1928
Diers, Clara Alma—History
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1920
A.M., 1925
Dillard, Paul Richardson—Political Science
A.B. (Univ. of Oklahoma), 1928
Diller, Audrey—Latin
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1925, 1927
Dingledy, Paul George—Public Utilities
B.S., 1925
Diserens, Albert Francis—English




A.B. (Amherst CoU.), 1904
Doland, James Josephs-Civil Engineering
B.S., C.E. (Univ. of Colorado), 1914, 1928
Dolk, Lester Charles—English
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1927
Donohoe, Heber Clark—Entomology
B.S. (Montana State Coll.), 1927
M.S. (State Coll. of Wctshington) , 1928
Doran, Edwin Beale—Farm Management
B.S., 1906
Dore, Mary EUzabeth—French
137 hours ( Univ. of Illinois)
Dostal, Joseph—Education
A.B. (Univ. of South Dakota), 1923
Doty, John Roy—Physiological Chemistry
B.S. (Monmouth Coll.), 1927
SS Waverlv
* t Auburn
* t Appfeton, Wisconsin
SS Murphysboro
SS * t Webster Groves, Missouri
* t Toledo, Ohio
* Champaign








SS * t Holton, Kansas
* t Cambridge City, Indiana
* t Zeeland, Michigan
* t Urbana
SS Pontiac
SS * t Champaign
SS Eureka
SS Camp Point
SS * t Eureka
SS Bloomington
* t Waurika, Oklahoma
* t DiUer. Nebraska
* t Youngstoum, Ohio




* t Michigan City, Indiana
* t Bozeman, Montarui




'Completing thesis in absentia.
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Doiiglas, Donald Dewey—Education
B.S. {Purdue Unir.), 1924
Downey, Alarian J—English










A.B. {Rockford Coll.), 1928
Drier, Roy Ward—Chemistry
B.S., E.M.. E.Met., M.S. {Michigan CoU. of Minei), 1925, 1925,
Driver, Ernest Charles—Zoology
A.B. {Iowa Stale Teachers' Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1926
Ducommun, Jesse Clarence—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
A.B. {Momingside Coll.), 1926
B.8., M.S. {Univ. of Iowa'), 1927, 1928
DueU, Mrs. Martha WUey—Education
B.S. {Oxford Coll.), 1900
Dueringer, Viola Henrietta—English
A.B. {Illinois Wesleyan Unit.), 1925
Duffey, Homer Russell—Chemistry




Duffy, Helen EsteUe—Library Science
A.B., B.S., 1926, 1928
Duguid, Genevieve—Education
A.B. {Indiana Unit.), 1919
M.S., 1927
Elakins, Genevieve Lois—Sociology
B.S. {Michigan State CoU.), 1927
Eby, Luther Kent—Agronomy
B.S. {Pennsylvania State CoU.), 1927
Eddy, Samuel—Zoology
A.B. {James Millikin Unit.), 1924
A.M.. 1925
Ederle, Helen—Education
A.B. {Indiana State Normal Unit.), 1923
Edgett, George Lewis—Mathematics




A.B. {Union CoU.), 1925
Edwards, Josephine—Physiological Chemistry














A.B. {WellMley Coll.), 1924
A.M.. 1928
Engelbart, Max Dissette—Education
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926
Engle, Clarence Hobart—Education
B.Ed. {Western Illinois State Teachers' CoU.), 1926
English, Mary Agnes—EngUsh








A.B. {Unit, of Kansas), 1928
Ets, Harold Norris—Pharmacology
B.S. {Unit, of Rochester), 1920
M.S., 1923
Evans, Florence Lydia—Bacteriology
A.B. {Univ. of South Dakota), 1928
t Crav/fordtviHe, IrtdioTia
SS Wheaton




* t Calumet, Michigan
1926, 1928
* t Jesup, lorca
* t Urbana





* t Fremont, Indiana
t Gumee
SS t Urbana
SS * t Urbana





88 * t Chicago
SS East St. Loui*
* t Chicago
SS * t Long View
SS Urbana
* t Atwood
* t Ansonia, Conneetieut







SS Point Pleasant, Neve York
* t Parker, SovUh Dakota
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Evans, Percy Griffith—Sjianish
A.B., A.M. {Boston Univ.), 1919, 1923
Ewer, Seth JudBon—Botany




A.B. (Milton Coll.), 1926
Fahnestock, Maurice Kendall—Mechanical Engineering
B.8., 1924
Faith, William Lawrence—Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Maryland), 1928
Falberg, Mabel Louise—English
BJEd. (Western lUinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1926
Fardig, Francis Fletcher—Education
B.S., 1928
Faucett, Max Albert'—Electrical Engineering
B.S., M.S. (Rose Polytechnic Inst.), 1921, 1924
M.S., 1928
Faye, Christopher Urdahl—Library Science
A.B. (Luther Coll.), 1909
A.M. (Univ. of Minnesota) , 1924
Fender, Joseph Cephas—Education
BJki. (Eastern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1925
Fernald, Charles Henry—Economics
B.S. (Massachusetts Agricultural Coll.), 1916
M.B.A. (Harvard Univ.), 1921
Ferrall, Sarah Catherine—Psychology
A.B., 1929
Fetteralf , Luther D—Ceramic Engineering
B.S., 1926
Fielder, Jean Marguerite—English
A.B. (Kansas Wesleyan Unit.), 1927








B.S. (Roanoke Coll.), 1928
Fisher, Omer Mack—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1925
Fit»-Gerald, Gerald Hartpence—Political Science
A.B., 1928
Flack, Charles Ruthven—English
A.B. (Univ. of Alberta), 1925
B.L.S., 1926
Flatley, Ligouri Thomas—^E3conomics
B.S. (Univ. of Iowa), 1928
Flesh, Orin—English
A.B. (McKendree Coll.), 1921








B.S. (Oregon StaU Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1927
Foreman, Mrs. Helen Cleary—History




B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Fox, Arthiir W—Transportation
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Fox, Charles Warren—Psychology
A.B. (Cornell Univ.), 1926
Freeman, Richard Walter—<Siemistry
B.S., 1926
Freeman, Ruth Crawford—Home Economics
A.B., 1917
French, Margaret—English
A.B. (Middlehury Coll.), 1911
A.B. (Mt. Holyoke CoU.), 1912
A.M., 1924
Frese, Walter Fredrick—Accountancy
A.B. (Univ. of Iowa), 1928
Friedli, Ferdinand Jacob—Entomology
B.S. (McKendree Coll.), 1916
^Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
* t Greencasile, Indiana
* t Leyden, Massachusetts
SS Piano
SS * t Oofc Park
SS * t Urharux





* t Ringsted, loiva
Westfleld
* Urbana




SS * t Chicago
SS Urbana
* t Salem, Virginia
SS LawreneevHU
* t UrbaTia
* t Edmonton, Alberta, Canada




SS * t Chamvaign





* GloversviUe, New York
SS Medina, New York
* Urhajta
* t Swanton, Vermont
* t Denison, loxoa
SS BeUeville
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Friedrich, Martin E—Chemistry
A.B. (Augustana Coll.), 1925




A.B. {Wabash Coll.), 1928
Fuller, Nanny Curtis—English
A.B. (Northwestern Univ.), 1919
Fullerton, Greer Gilbert—Finance




A.B. (DePauw Uniz.), 1928
Gaines, Isaac Allison—Chemistry











A.B. (Park Coll.), 1923
A.M., 1924
Garnett, Hugh Wells—Chemistry
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.). 1924





B.S., M.S., 1924, 1927
Gassman, Emmert Alfred—Chemistry
A.B. (Carthage Coll.), 1927
Gates, Margaret Haynes—English
A.B. (Univ. of Texas), 1926
Geen, Carrie Smith—Bacteriology
B.S. (Univ. of Michigan), 1921
George, Edwin Ordell—Economics
A.B. (Lombard Coll.), 1928
George, James Putnam—Economics
B.S. (Iowa State CoU.), 1918








B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Normal Univ.), 1926
A.M., 1928
Getz, Horace Raymond—Animal Husbandry








A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Texas), 1921, 1926
B.S., 1924
Gilbert, Belma Deressa—Latin




B.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1927
Gillespie, Horace Beaven—Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1925
M.S., 1926
Ginnings, Defoe Childrees—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1926, 1927
Girhard, Harold Raymond—Education
A.B., 1918
Glaister, William Walter—Animal Husbandry




A.B., A.M., 1922, 1923
* t Hobart, Indiana
* t Olnev
* t CrawfordsTtlle, Indiana
SS Rantotd
SS * t Champaign
* t Decatur
* t Farmersburg, Indiana
* t Webster Groves, Missouri
SS JohnsonvUle
SS t Kewanee
SS t Bone Gap
SS Urbana
SS * t Urbana
SS Paxton






* t Petoskev, Michigan
SS * t Champaign
* t Frankfort




* t Oak Park
* t Cullman, Alabama
t Joliet




• t Hancock, Michigan
* t Macomb
SS Greenfield
* t Durham, Erigland




A.B. {Knox Coll.), 1902
GIos, Raymond Eugene—EconomicB








A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1916
A.M., 1917
A.M. (Harvard Univ.), 1926
Goodman, John Ben—Chemistry
B.S.. M.S. (Univ. of Denver), 1927, 1928
Goold, Robert Harold—Economics
B.S., 1925
Gorham, Edwards Doremus—Farm Management
A.B., 1911
Gougler, Frank Alfred—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical Coll.), 1909
M.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1916
Gould, Mary James—English
A.B., 1923
Gould, Richard Ernest—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1923
Graham, George Adams—Political Science
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Grahfim, James Ray—Education
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1920
Graham, Mary Eleanor—Education
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1922
Grant, Alice Louise—EngUsh
B.S., 1927
Grant, Isabelle Fitch—Library Science
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Grant, Joseph Derby—Mathematics
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Michigan), 1925, 1926
A.M., 1928
Greathouse, Glenn Arthur—Botany
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1927
Green, Carl—Political Science
B.Ed. (Eastern Illinois Normal Univ.), 1924
A.M., 1925
Green, Frank Clayton—Physiology
A.B. (Milton Coll.), 1925
A.M. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1928
Green, Mildred Amelia—English
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1924
Green, Paul Martin—Economics
A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1926
M.S., 1927
Green, William Albert—Education
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1904
Greengard, Harry—Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Northwestern Univ.), 1925, 1927
Greer, Clay Myers—Chemistry




A.B. (Univ. of Arkansas), 1927
Gress, Margaret Lois—English
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
A.M., 1928
Griffin, Judson Roy—Geology
A.B., A.M., 1925, 1927
Griffith, Esther Meryl—Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1920, 1923
Griswold, Frances Catherine—English
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Groshong, Morene—History
A.B. (Washington Univ.), 1925
Gross, Meda Floy—History
A.B., A.M., 1925. 1928
Guin, Russell Lowell—Education




A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1923
Gurley, Helen Jane—Chemistry
B.S. (Illinois Weslei/an Univ.), 1928
Gutekunat, Hans Jacob—Mathematics





* t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Charleston
* t Middltiown, Ohio











* t Ann Arbor, Michigan




* t East Liverpool, Ohio
SS Witt
* t Chicago
* t Nashville, Tennessee
SS * t Sims
SS Lovington
* t Bellaire, Ohio
* t Champaign
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Guthrie, Albert Nelson—Physics
B.S. (Unit, of Arizona), 1926
M.S., 1928
Haas, Dorothea—Chemistry
A.B. (Ml. Holyoke Coll.), 1928
Habberton, William—History
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1925
Hackett, Robert Phillip—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926
Haga, Clifford—English






A.B. (Wheaton Coll.), 1928
Hale, Joseph Baylies—Chemistry
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1928
Hall, Earl Roscoe—Education
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1927
Hall, Henry—Zoology
A.B. (James MiUikin Univ.), 1926
Hall, Serena Goss—English
A.B., A.M. (Boston Univ.), 1923, 1924
Hall, Stanley Gilbert—Theoretical and Applied Mechanica
B.S. (Univ. of Maine), 1923
Hamilton, Conrad French—Education
B.S. (Franklin ColU, 1919
Hamilton, John Allen—English
A.B. (Marietta Coll.), 1927
Hancher, Eleanore Faye—Zoology
A.B. (Mt. Union Coll.), 1924
M.S. (NoHhwestem Univ.), 1925
Hansen, Estelle Gertrude—Mathematics
B.Ed. (Milwaukee State Teachers' Coll.), 1928
Hansen, Ethel Belle—Botany
A.B. (Grand Island Coll.), 1916
M.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1927
Hansen, John Wilbur—Accountancy
B.S., M.S.. J.D., 1924, 1926, 1927
Hansen, Roy—Bacteriology
B.S., M.S., 1914, 1918
Harbauer, Frank Joseph—German
A.B. (St. Viator Coll.), 1927
Harbison, WLnfred Audif—History
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1926
Harding, Florence Marie—Library Science
A.B., 1924
Hardy, Vernal Richard—Chemistry
B.S. (McKendree CoU.), 1928
Hare, Fay Charles—English
A.B., A.M., 1913, 1927
Harland, Marion Boyer—Soils
B.S., M.S., 1920, 1928
Harman, Marian Anna—Greek
A.B. (Franklin CoU.), 1923
A.M., 1924
Harmon, Jesse—Chemistry
A.B. (Hanover Coll.), 1928
Harms, Henry Roy—Education
A.B. (North Central CoU.), 1924
Harnish, Wilber Eugene—Education
A.B. (Lebanon VaUey CoU.), 1910
Hamly, Vivian Yvonne—English
A.B. (McPherson Coll.), 1927
Harper, Joel William—Economics
B.S.. A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1921, 1927
Harris, Jesse W—English
B.S., A.M., 1927, 1928
Harshbarger, Frances—Mathematics
A.B. (GrinneU CoU.), 1923




A.B. (Earlham Coll.), 1921
A.M., 1927
Haswell, Richard Ellis—English
A.B., A.M., 1926, 1928
Hatfield, Harriett Eloise—English
B.S. (lUinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
Haugen, Einar Ingyald—English
A.B. (St. OlafColl.), 1928
Hause, Clarence Duane—Physics
AJB. (ComeU CoU.), 1927
SS * t Mesa, Aruotia
* t WhiU Plains, New York
SS * t Mt. Carmel
* Rochelle




* t Richmond, Indiana
SS Detroit
* t Latham
* t Haverhill, Massachusetts
* t Bangor, Maine
t St. Joseph
* t Marietta, Ohio
* t WhigvUle, Ohio
SS Milwaukee, Wisconsin








SS * t Urbana
* t Detroit, Michigan





SS t Carrier MiUt
* t Onawa, Iowa
SS Mt. Vernon
* t Lt/nn, Indiana
SS t Champaign
* Curran
* t Sioux City, Iowa







B.S. (^Univ. of Maryland), 1928
Haygood, Tyler Francis—Public Finance
B.S. {Univ. of Georgia), 1926
M.S., 1928
Hays, Verla Gladys—Mathematics
B.Ed. {Eastern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1927
Heath, Alfred Wesley—Education
B.S. {Bradley Polytechnic Inst.), 1923
Heath, Vernon Lawrence—Political Science
B.S., 1928
Hectorne, Ronald Lester—Animal Pathology




B.P.E. {International Y. M. C. A. CoU.), 1925
B.S., 1928
Heinzman, Walter Philip—Mathematics
A.B. {DePauw Univ.), 1925
Held, Mary Ann—Political Science
A.B., 1928
Helms, Lloyd Alvin—Economics
A.B. {DePauw Univ.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Henderson, Earl Wilton—^Animal Husbandry
B.8., A.M. {Univ. of Missouri), 1921, 1924
Henderson, EueU Blaine—Education




A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Texas), 1924, 1925
Hendriz, Gertrude—Education
A.B. {DePauw Univ.), 1926
Henning, Ruth Elizabeth—Mathematics
A.B. {Huron Coll.), 1917
Henry, Nina Rose—Education
A.B., 1924
Henwood, Proctor Edwin—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. {Armour Inst.), 1910
Herrick, Winfred Grouse—Latin
A.B. {BeloU Coll.), 1922
A.M., 1927
Herriott, Marion Eugene—Education
Ph.B. {Univ. of Chicago), 1921
A.M. {Univ. of Missouri), 1923
Hershey, Arthur Willis—Electrical Engineering
B.E.E. {Ohio State Univ.), 1925
Hertzell, Emanuel Amoa—Ceramic Engineering
B.S. {Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1925
M.S. (Carnegie Inst, of Technology), 1926
Hexter, Edward George—Education




A.B. {Franklin Coll.), 1915
Hill, Benjamin Harvey—Zoology
A.B., M.S. {Texas Christian Univ.), 1921, 1925
HiU, Ernest Lynn—Education






A.B. {Univ. of Michigan), 1924
Hollander, Leonore Beatrice—Chemistry
A.B. {Bryn Mawr Coll.), 1928
Holmes, Leslie Arnold—Geology
B.S., M.S., 1926, 1928
Holmes, Maurice Coffyn—Physics
B.S. {West Virginia Univ.), 1925




















SS East St. Louis
SS Cameron, Missouri
* t Chicago
* t Silsbee, Texas
















SS * t Vienna
* t Norway, Michigan
* t Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
* t Freeport
* t Raleigh, West Virginia
* t Greenup
SS Cairo
SS * t Champaign
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Hopkins, Sewell Hepburn, Zoology
B.S. (Coll. 0/ William and Mary), 1927
Hornback, Charles Austin—Education






A.B., A.M., 1912, 1913
Hornung, Timothy G—Farm Management
B.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1922
Hower, Charles Clare—Latin
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1927
Hudson, Hersel Wendell—Economics






B.S. (Cornell Univ.), 1917
M.S., 1926
Huffman, Harold Funston—Electrical Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Kansas), 1924
Hughes, Geffrey Henry—Education
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1927
Hughes, Gordon—Chemistry
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1928
Hulet, Jay Earle—Education
A.B. (Greenville Coll.), 1922
HuU, Ted Gordon—Education
B.S., 1925
Hunt, George Edward—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (McGill Univ.), 1925












B.S., M.S., 1926, 1927
Huston, Louis Arnold—Accountancy
B.S., 1927
Hutcheson, Dallas Paul—Business Organization and Operation




A.B., A.M., 1924, 1926
Hyde, Elizabeth Charlotte—Chemistry
A.B. (Mount Holyoke Coll.), 1909
A.M., Ph.D., 1922, 1925
Hyneman, Charles Shang—International Law
A.B., A.M. (Indiana Univ.), 1923, 1925
Iben, Icko—Library Science
Diploma, Ph.D. (Univ. of Halle), 1922, 1923
Usley, Lucretia Little—Political Science
A.B. (Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1928
Ireland, Clarence Edward—Physics








Degree (Univ. of NetichateT), 1914
A.M., 1926
James, Glenna Lucile—History
A.B. (Defiance Coll.), 1924
Jarman, Harry Hugh—Education




A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Kansas), 1922, 1925
Jehle, Mimi Ida—German
B.E. (Univ. of Akron), 1928
Jenkins, John GameweU—Psychology
A.B. (Cornell Univ.), 1923
M.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1927











SS * t Urbana
SS Christopher







ss * t Urbana




ss * t Urbana
t Malone, New York
SS Urbana
ss t Hohenkirchen, Germany
* t Newburyport, MassachuseUt
* t Decatur





SS t Long View
SS SteelevQle
* t Columbia, Missouri






M.D. (Washington Univ.), 1921
M.S., 1928
Johnson, Clarence Albert—Physiological Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1925, 1927
Johnson, Clarence Fredrick—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois Stale Normal Univ.), 1927
Johnson, Clarence Oliver—Education
A.B. (Augustana Coll.), 1915
Johnson, Earl Hanford—Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1928
Johnson, John Thomas—Botany







B.S., M.S., 1917, 1926
Jones, Edwin Channing—Electrical Engineering
B.S. (West Virginia Univ.), 1925
Jones, Glendolyn Price—Education
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1920
Jones, Marie DeVere—Botany
A.B. (North Carolina Coll. for Women), 1926
A.M., 1928
Jones, Norman R—Education
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1922
Jones, WilUam Ernest—Education
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1922
Jordan, Garret Lowell—Economics
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1922
Jorgensen, Albert—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics





A.B. A.M., 1925, 1926
Kammlade, William Garfield—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1915
M.S., 1917
Kamp, Henry Wilbur—Latin
A.B., A.M., 1917, 1918
Kao, Tsi Yu—Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Washington), 1927
Karns, Loren V—Education
B.S. (Manchester Coll.), 1923
Karrenbrock, Wilbert Eugene—Economics
A.B. (Central Wesleyan Univ.), 1921
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Keinigsberg, Aaron—Zoology




A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Texas), 1922, 1925
Kelley, Cornelia Pulsifer—English
A.B. (Colby Coll.), 1918









A.B. (Defiance Coll.), 1926
Kendeigh, Samuel Charles—Zoology
A.B., A.M. (Oberlin Coll.), 1926, 1927
Kendrick, Hazen Wallace—Accountancy
A.B. (Univ. of Colorado), 1926
Kennedy, Josephine—Physiology
A.B. (Wheaton Coll.), 1912
M.D., 1918





A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1924
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1926
'Completing thesis in absentia.
SS t Chicago
ss * t Chicago
SS * t Waterford, Wisconsin
* Sibley
* t Danville
ss * t Fond du Lac, Wisconsin
* Maryville, Tennessee
SS Austin, Minnesota
SS * t Chicago
ss * t Urbana
* t Smithburg, West Virginia
SS Fulton, Missouri
* t Durham, North Carolina
SS Alton
SS Marion, Kansas
SS * t Terre Haute, Indiana
SS * Muskegon, Michigan
t Bombay, India
SS * t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
SS * t Honan, China
SS North Manchester, Indiana
* t New Melle, Missouri
* Chicago
* t Davenport, Iowa
* t Robstown, Texas
* t Waterville, Maine
SS Loda
SS * t Urbana
SS Rushville
SS Urbana
* t Amherst, Ohio
* t Champaign
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Keeel, Robert George—Bacteriology
D.D.S.. 1926
Kidder, Harley Walter—Political Science
A.B., 1928
Kidder, Margaret—Spanish
A.B. (Morningside Coll.), 1923
Kilby, Glenn Matlock—History
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1922
Killinger, Marie Helen—Home Economics
A.B., 1928
Kilpatrick, William Earl—Education
B.S. {Illinois Coll.), 1908
Kimpling, Guy Henry—Education




B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Syracuse Univ.), 1921, 1922, 1927
King, Edward Peter—Chemistry
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1927
King, Ernest Quinchester—Physiology
A.B. (Univ. of Utah), 1926
King, Floyd Enos—Chemistry




A.B. (Univ. of Denver), 1926
Kinison, Charles Richard—Education
B.S., M.S., 1926, 1927
Kirk, Flossie Marie—Chemistry
A.B. (Stetson Univ.), 1924
Kirk, James Thornton—Education
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1900
A.M., 1911
Kissel, Suzanna Ernestine—Political Science




A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1924
Klein, Reuben Isadore—Physiological Chemistry
A.B., 1927
Klinger, Earl Lloyd—Mathematics
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1924
Kluge, Ralph Wendel—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1928
Knauf, Albert Ensign—Chemistry
B.S. (Western Reserve Univ.), 1928
Kneer, Leora Pauline—Physiology
B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1928
Knight, Elizabeth E—Mathematics






Knudtzon, Kermit Frederick—Oral Surgery
D.D.S., 1927
Koch, Edwin George—Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of Montana), 1928
Koch, Elmer Cornelius—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1922, 1928
Koide, Andrew Teiji—Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of Denver), 1929
Konzo, Seichi—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S. (Univ. of Washington), 1927
Kovener, Florence Fannie—English




B.S. (Univ. of Minnesota) , 1928
Krenz, Mathilde Hannah—Botany
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1926
Kronenberg, Henry Harold—Education
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1926
Krueger, Ruth Caroline—Library Science





B.S. (Ohio StaU Univ.), 1928
SS * t Aurora
* t Barre, Vermont
SS * t Sioux City, Iowa
SS Mackinaw




* t Syracuse, New York
SS * t Eureka
* t SaU Lake City, Utah
SS Pontiac
SS * t Lakewood, Ohio




* t Charente-Inferieure, France




SS * t Champaign
* t Chicago






* t Missoula, Montana
SS Alton
t Tottori-Ken, Japan
SS * t Tacoma, Washington
SS CrothersviUe, Indiana
SS Chicago
* t Hutchinson, Minnesota
* t Chicago
* t Jacksonville
SS Madison, SotUh Dakota
SS Nashville





A.B. {James Millikin Univ.), 1924
A.M.. 1926
Kuettel, Glen MarceUus—Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1928
Kiihlman, Alvin Frederick—Dairy Husbandry











A.B. (Columbia Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1927
Kurtz, John William—German
A.B. (Wariburg Coll.), 1927
Kuster, Ruben Reinhard—German
A.B. (BeloU Coll.). 1924
La Huta, Ignatius—Economics





Lansford, Wallace Monroe—Theoretical and Applied Mechanica
B.S., 1924
Lansing, William Dwight—Physics
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Larm, Ethel Amanda—English
A.B., A.M. (Indiana Univ.), 1919, 1924
Larmore, Helen Brian—Home Economics
A.B., 1928
Larmore, Mary Ruth—Mathematics
A.B. (Rockford Coll.), 1927
Larson, Donald Edward—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Oregon StaU Agricultural Coll.), 1928
Larson, Reinhold F—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1923
Lash, Abraham Fae—Obstetrics
B.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1919







B.S., M.S.. 1921, 1923
Lawson, Francis Raymond—Zoology
A.B., 1929
Layson, Stanley Vimont—Dairy Husbandry
B.S. (South Dakota State Coll.), 1918
Layton, Gertrude Marie—History










B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1926
Lees, Lena Mae—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1926





B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1922
Lemke. Frederick Daniel—English
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1926, 1927
Leonard, Maude Marie—English
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1921
Letsinger, Kenneth Leo—Education
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1923
Lewis, Samuel H—Education
A.B. {Wathington and Lee Univ.), 1915
ss * t Danville
* t Champaign
* t Neenah, Wisconsin
* t Lowell, Wiscorisin
ss * t Urbana
SS Urbana
* t Shansi, China
* t Ibarakiken, Japan
* t Bellevue, Iowa
ss * t Fontanelle, Iowa
* t Neponset
* Stolen Island, New Yorl
* t Newton
* t Trenton, New Jersey
* t St. Peter
* t Champaign
* t Oxford, Indiana
* Tuscola
* t Tuscola
* t Portland, Oregon
* t Urbana
ss * t Chicago
ss * t Tainan, China
ss Rockford
ss * t Champaign
t Casey
ss Millersburg, Kentucky
ss * t Alton
ss * t Chicago
* t New York, New York
t Mackinaw
ss * t Honan, China
ss Oconee
ss Flanagan
* t St. Louis, Missouri
ss * t Rantoul
* Carlinville
* t Watertown, Wisconsin
ss Decatur
ss Villa Grove
ss Alderson, West Virginia
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Li, Ching Heien—Physics
B.S. (Soochow Univ.), 1925
Liebtag, Charlotte Elizabeth—Botany











LL.B. (Drake Univ.), 1922
B.S., 1925
Lindeman, Marvel Fred—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1928
Lipe, Cora Zenobia—Education
B.S. (Carthage Coll.), 1911
Littleton, Ananias Charles—Economics
A.B., A.M., 1912, 1918
Littmann, Edwin Robert—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1922, 1923
Liu, Chuan—Chemistry
A.B. (Ohio State Univ.), 1928
Loemker, Kenneth Karl—Psychology
Ph.B. (Univ. of Chicago), 1927
Lopushansky, Joseph—English
A.B. (Allegheny Coll.), 1928
Loucks, Maurice Fry—Chemistry
A.B. (Heidelberg Coll.), 1928
Lough, Inez G—Latin








A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1925
Lowery, William Renwick—Education
A.B. (Muskingum Coll.), 1909
Lowther, Joseph Gibson—Mechanical Engineering




B.S., M.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Inst.), 1910, 1913
Luce, Wilbur Marshall—Zoology





A.B. (St. Mary-of-the- Woods Coll.), 1928
Luney, Kenneth Dean—Economics
A.B. (Geneva Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1928
Lunt, Herbert Arthur—Agronomy
B.S. (Oregon StaU Coll.), 1922
M.S. (Washington State Coll.), 1923
Luther, Ruth M—Education
B.S. (Hillsdale Coll.), 1925
Lycan, William Hiram—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Lyon, Luther Hancock—Business Organization and Operation
B.S., 1926
Lyon, Stuart Wellington—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S.. 1924
McAdam, Joseph—History










B.S. (Miami Univ.), 1918
A.M., 1925
* t Soochow, China
* t Indianapolis, Indiana
SS Virden
SS Leaf River
* t Canton, China
* t Urbana
SS Mohridge, Souih Dakota
* t Channing, Afichigan
SS Witt
SS • t Urbana
SS * t Champaign
* t Shantung, China
* t Hitchcock, South Dakota
* t Greensburg, Pennsylvania
* t Old Fort, Ohio
SS Sidell
SS t Champaign




* t Austin, Texas
t Laoag.Ilocos Xorle, Philippine
Islands
UrbanaSS
SS Readfield Depot, Maine
SS * t Urbana
* t Fort Wayne, Indiana
* t Oakdale
SS Champaign
* t Markle, Indiana





SS * t Wichita, Kansas
SS Grand Rapids, Michigan
SS * t Champaign
SS * t Urbana




McClure, Frank James—Animal Nutrition
B.S., M.S. {Purdue Univ.), 1919. 1924
McConnell, Everett Jacob—Farm Management
B.S.. 1926
McCormick, Carl C—Education
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1925
McCoy, Cecil A—Education
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1923
McCoy, Louise IsabeUe—Mathematics
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1924
McCulloch, Ernest Carr—Parasitology
D.V.M. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1924
MacDiarmid, Wilbur Leroy—History
A.B. (Albion Coll.), 1901
McDonald, Edmund Urban—Education




A.B. (Austin Coll.). 1928
MacFate, Robert Preston—Physiological Chemistry




B.Ed. (Illinois Slate Normal Univ.), 1924
McGuire, Letha Pearl—Library Science














Ph.B., A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1925, 1926
MacLaren, Catherine—Home Economics
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1928
McLarty, Vi\'ian Maurine—History






B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928
McMahon, Edward Merrill—Chemistry
B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1927
McMillan, Helen Marie—English








B.S. (Central Coll.), 1917
McQuerry, Norton B—Education
1303-i hours (Univ. of Illinois)
Macbeth, Gilberti—English
A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Mack, Minnie May—Psychology
Ph.B., A.M. (Dickinson Coll.), 1892. 1895
Mackey, Bill Harry—Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Denver), 1927, 1928
Madden, Mildred Marguerite—Latin





A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1927
Malcomson, Richard Oglesby—Entomology
B.S. (Western Illinois State Teachera' Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1928







SS * t West Lafayette, Indiana




SS Los Angeles, California
SS Tolono
SS Decatur
t North Liberty, Indiana
* t Denison, Texaa








* t Columbia, South Carolina
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Mange, Alyce Edythe—History
A.B. (Greenville Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Mann, Mary Abegail—History
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1922
B.L.S., 1927
Manning, Elizabeth—Bacteriology
B.S. (Earlham Coll.), 1925
Marin, Jo8eph^<3ivil Engineering
A.B. (Univ. of British Columbia), 1928
Markus, Henry C—-Zoology
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Normal Univ.), 1928
Marlin, Delia Pearl—English
B.S. (South Eastern Missouri State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Marsh, Richard Riley—Bacteriology
A.B. (Baker Univ.), 1927
B.S. (Kansas State Teachers' Coll.), 1928
Martin, Cecil Willard—Education
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1925
Martin, John R—Education




B.S. (Univ. of Utah), 1928
Matlock, Robert LaVern—Crop Production
B.S., 1924
Matthews, Jim P'—English
A.B. (Univ. of Arkansas), 1916
Maxey, Benjamin Collins—Botany
B.S. (McKendree Coll.), 1923
Maxwell, David Crawford—Agronomy
B.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1924
Maxwell, Robert William—Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Nebraska). 1925, 1926
Major, John Roberts—Mathematics
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1928
Meeker, Lucille—English
A.B. (Bradley Polytechnic Inst.), 1928
Megel, Carl Jacob—Education
A.B. (Franklin Coll.), 1923
Melnick, Perry Julius—Pathology
B.S.. 1927
Meyer, Herbert Otto—Dairy Husbandry




B.S., M.S. (South Dakota State Coll.), 1923, 1925
Michel, Rudolph—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin). 1916
M.S., 1928
Mikalauckas, Monica M—Philosophy
Ph.B. (Univ. of Chicago), 1926
MilhoUand, Evelyn Patricia—EngUsh




A.B. (Wabash Coll.). 1924
Miller, Edwin Lynn—Zoology
B.S. (Iowa Wesleyan CoU.), 1928
MiUer, Josephine EUza—English
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1923
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1926
Miller, Kenneth William*—Electrical Engineering
B.S., 1919
Millhouse, Louise Elizabeth—Bacteriology
A.B., M.S., 1925, 1927
Milliken, Mrs. Margaret Eugenie—Chemistry








A.B. (Concordia Seminary), 1919
A.M. (Univ. of Nebraska). 1922
Moffett, Avis Janet—Latin
A.B. (Monmouth CoU.), 1924
* t (rreenvtUe
SS * t Urbana
SS Economy. Indiana






SS St. Louis, Missouri
* t SmUhfield, Utah
SS * t Urbana
SS * t FayettevQle, Arkansas
SS * t Shattuc
t Urbana
SS * t Champaign
* [ La Harpe
* Peoria
* t Toluca
SS * t Chicago
SS * t Croum Point. Indiana
SS * t Urbana
















'Completing thesis in absentia.




Mohn, Paul Eugene—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (.Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1922
Mohr, Carl Otto—Entomology
A.B. (Univ. of Minnesota), 1926
A.M., 1928
Moinat, Arthur David—Botany
B.S. (Colorado State Agricultural Coll.), 1924
M.S. (Oregon State Agricultural Coll.), 1925
Monack, Albert James—Ceramics
B.S. (Univ. of West Virginia), 1927
Montgomery, Burtis Edgar—Bacteriology
B.S. (McKendree Coll.), 1922
Mood, Robert Gibbs—English
A.B. (Southwestern Coll.), 1920






B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1922
A.M., 1925
Moore, Fred—German
A.B. (Univ. of Akron), 1927
Moore, Gerald Everett—Mathematics
B.S. (Redding Coll.), 1922
M.S., 1923
Moore, John Thomas—Education
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Moore, Katherine BoUiger—Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1926
A.M., 1927
Moore, Marion Blanche—French
A.B. (Hillsdale Coll.), 1923
A.M. (Univ. of Michigan), 1925
Moore, Merle Graydon—Education
B.S., 1926
Moore, Raymond Lewis—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1927
Moore, Thomas W—Mathematics
B.S. (Washington and Jefferson Coll.), 1922
Ph.D. (Yale Univ.), 1927
More, Grace Van Dyke—Education
B.Mus., 1922
Morgan, Florence Blanche—Library Science
A.B. (Univ. of Colorado), 1925
Morris, Lloyd Parker—Electrical Engineering
B.S., 1928
Morrison, Alice—English




Ph.G., Ph.C, M.S. (Univ. of Iowa), 1918, 1922, 1927
B.S. (South Dakota State Coll.), 1924
Morton, Roscoe William'—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1923
Moss, Hugh Ernest—History
A.B. (Mt. Morris Coll.), 1926
Moulton, John Maxine—Zoology
A.B. (Bates Coll.), 1928
Mouzon, Edwin Du Bose—Mathematics
A.B. (Southern Methodist Univ.), 1920
Moyer, Dorothy Emeline—Library Science
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1924
B.S., 1927
Moyer, Wendell William—Chemistry
B.S. (Findley Coll.), 1924
A.B., M.S., 1926, 1927
Mozumdar, Madhusudan—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S.E. (Univ. of Michigan), 1928
Mulvane, Ora Edwin—Ceramic Engineering
B.S., 1928
Mumm, Walter John—Agronomy
B.S., M.S., 1919, 1928
Munro, Donald Farnham—German
B.S., A.M. (Acadia Univ.), 1926, 1927
Munro, Howard Everett—Chemistry
B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1928
Munson, Anton Irving—Education




* t Fort Collins, Colorado
* t Urbana
* t Harrisburg
* t Dallas, Texas
t St. Louis, Missouri
SS Indianapolis, Indiana
SS * t Champaign
* t Akron, Ohio
SS * t Champaign
SS Texas, Georgia
* t Urbana






SS * t Urbana
SS Hanson
SS Mahomet
* t Oak Park
* t Golden, Colorado
SS Unionville, Iowa
* t Portland, Maine
SS * Champaign
t St. Joseph
SS * t Markleysburg, Pennsylvania
* t Bengal, India
* t Robinson
SS * t Urbana
* t Wolfville, Nova Scotia, Canada
* t Heyworth
SS Momence
^Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
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Murphy, Forrest Windsor—Chemistry
A.B. (Transylvania Coll.), 1917
Murray, Ethel Ruth—Latin
A.B. (Momingside Coll.), 1909
A.M., 1917
Myers, Harold Edwin—Agronomy
B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1928
Neave, Sidney Lionel—Chemistry
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1926
Neely, Charles—English
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Normal Univ.), 1927
Nelson, Peter—Economics
B.S., A.M. (Agricultural Coll. of Utah), 1920, 1924
Nelson, Vada Lee—Mathematics
A.B. (Baylor Coll.), 1921
A.M. (Univ. of Kentucky), 1926
Neville, William Francis—Oral Surgery
D.D.S. (Univ. of Michigan), 1926
Newcomer, Hale Lloyd—Accountancy




A.B. (Univ. of Arizona), 1927
Newton, Charlotte—Library Science
A.B. (Agnes Scott Coll.), 1921
Nichols, William Abner—Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Oberlin Coll.), 1925, 1927
Nicholson, Hugh Philo—Geology
B.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1923
Nickel, Elmer Victor—Education
A.B. (Illinois Coll.). 1923
Nicol, William Howard—Mathematics
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1925
Nicoll, John McCaleb—-Chemistry
B.S. (Tarkio Coll.), 1925
Nielsen, Paul E—Civil Engineering
B.S.. 1927
Noble, Mildred Jeannette—English






A.B. (Manchester Coll.), 1922
M.Ed. (Harvard Univ.), 1926
Norris, Robert Earl—Mathematics







Nowell, Reynolds Irwin—Farm Management
B.S. (Utah Agricultural Coll.), 1928
Noyes, Gertrude Elizabeth—English
A.B. (Connecticut Coll. for Women), 1925
A.M. (Yale Univ.), 1926
Nusbaum, Ralph Emerson—Physics
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1926
Oakley, Cletus Odia—Mathematics
B.S. (Univ. of Texas), 1923




B.S. (Mt. Morris Coll.), 1925
Okada, Riichi—Electrical Engineering









Olson, Fred Carl—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Washington Stale Coll.), 1924






* t Sioux City, Iowa




* t Pittsburg, Texas
* t Chicago
SS * t Champaign
* t Champaign
SS MorrisonvUle














* t Murray, Utah
* t New London, Connecticut
* t Middlebury, Indiana







SS * t Chicago
* t Palouse, Washington
* t Gifford
SS CoUinsville
^Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
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Orland, Charlotte Metzger—History











A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Paden, William Reynolds—Soil Biology
B.S. (Univ. of Missouri), 1925
Palmer, Cary Davis—Economics
B.S. (Massachusetts Agricultural Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1928
Palmer, Oron Allston—French
B.S. (The Citadel), 1916
Palmer, Mrs. Rachel A—English
A.B. (Western Coll.), 1921
Paredes, Lorenzo B—Education
A.B. (St. Paul Coll.), 1914















A.B. (Univ. of Kansas), 1919
A.M., 1926
Pegues, Charles Melton—Spanish
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Texas), 1924
Peirce, Donald Durand—Chemistry






A.B. (Hamilton Coll.), 1925
A.M., 1928
Peters, Woodford W—Education
A.B. (Manchester Coll.), 1915
A.M. (Ohio State Univ.), 1922
Peterson, Lewis Vincent—Education
A.B. (McKendree Coll.), 1927
A.M., 1928
Petty, McKendree—Spanish
A.B. (Univ. of Vermont), 1916








B.S. (Univ. of Arizona), 1925
M.S., 1926
Phipps, Harris Eugene—Chemistry





M.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1927
Pickett, Lucy Weston—Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1925, 1927
Picknell, Mrs. Genevie Blankenship—History
A.B., 1926
Pieper, Ezra Henry—History
A.B. (North-Westem Coll.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Pierson, Arabella Lorraine—French
A.B., A.M. (Transylvania Coll.), 1916, 1917





SS * t Rock Island
SS * t Neenah, Wisconsin
SS * t Shamrock, Missouri
* t Urbana
* Cartersville, South Carolina
SS Wood River
t Imus, Cavite, Philippine
Islands
SS Sycamore
SS Lake View, Ohio
SS * Oakland
* t Normal
* t Baxter, Kentucky
* t Utica
* t Eureka, Kansas
SS * Crystal City, Texas
* t Ridgway, Pennsylvania
SS Belle Rive
t Peoria
SS * t Urbana
* t Champaign








* t DeLand, Florida
* t Beverly, Masscxhusetts
* Champaign
SS * t Elmwood, Nebraska
SS Cincinnati, Ohio
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Pietrangeli, Angelina Rosalia—French





A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1921
Pike, Sharley Kathleen—English
A.B. (Colorado Coll.), 1911
A.M. (Marietta CoU.), 1924
Poggi, Edith Muriel—Geology





B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926
Price, Hartley D'Oyley—Education
B.S. (Springfield CoU.), 1927
B.S., 1928
Price, John Knox—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1925
Prichard, Louise Gilman—Library Science
A.B., B.S., 1921, 1927
Pritchard, Earl Hampton—History




A.B. (St. Clara Coll.), 1920
A.M. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1921
Purdy, Jesse Raymond—Mathematics




Quereau, John Ford—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S. (Univ. of Texas), 1926
M.S., 1928
Quiring, Daniel Paul—Zoology




A.B. (Colorado CoU.), 1928
Ramser, Joseph Retz—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925
Randall, Leta Faye—Mathematics
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1922
Ranney, Willard Parminter—Farm Management
B.S., 1917
Rapp, Esther H—English
A.B., A.M., 1923, 1925
Rappaport, Ben Zion—Pathology
B.S., M.D., 1920, 1923
Rasmussen, Daniel Irvin—Zoology
B.S. (Brigham Young Univ.), 1928
Rathmann, Franz H—Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Minnesota), 1924, 1927
Rea, Hazel—Library Science
B.S. (Southwestern Missouri State Teachers' CoU.), 1925
B.S., 1927
Rea, Philip Lewis—Mathematics
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1920




A.B. (Louisiana State Normal Coll.), 1926
Reagan, Lewis Martin—Mathematics
A.B. (Missouri Valley Coll.), 1924
A.M. (Univ. of Kansas), 1928
Redd, Leonard Berry—Physics
B.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1920
Reed, Archie Laurence—History
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1928
Reed, John Clifford—Mechanical Engineering
B.M.E. (Ohio StaU Univ.), 1928
Rees, Orin Wainwright—Chemistry
B.S. (Earlham Coll.), 1922
M.S., 1925
Reese, Romola Jean—French




A.B., A.M. (Univ. of North Carolina), 1924, 1925




* t New York, New York
SS * t Urbana
* t Cambridge
* t Champaign
SS * t Mahomet
SS Champaign
* t Pullman, Washington
* t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* t Gambler, Ohio
SS CarrolUon
* t San Antonio, Texas
* t Urbana
* t Georgetown






* t Mt. Pleasant, Utah
* t Champaign
SS * t Buffalo, Missouri
* t MarieUa, Ohio
SS Newton
SS Natchitoches, LouisiaTia







SS * t Nathans Creek, North Carolina
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Rehm, John B—Bacteriology







Reu88, George Horace—Farm Management
B.S., 1928
Reuse, Lawrence Adkins—Farm Management
B.S., 1929
Reynolds, Thomas Albert—Education
LL.B. {St. Louis Univ.), 1920
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' CoU.), 1925
Rhode, Chris Simeon—Dairy Husbandry




Ph.B. {Univ. of Chicago), 1923
Rice, Lucile Addie—Zoology
A.B. (Univ. of Kentucky), 1922
Rice, Percival Simmonds—Psychology




B.S. {Iowa State Coll.), 1923
A.M. {Northwestern Univ.), 1924
Rinard, Harriet Virginia—Library Science
Ph.B. {Univ. of Chicago), 1920
B.S., 1928
Ritchie, Walter Wayne—Education
B.Ed. {Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1926
Robbins, Jerome E—Education
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1925
Roberts, Charles Walter—English
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1924








B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1921
Robertson, Carita—Education
B.S. {Univ. of Wisconsin), 1925
Robertson, Glenn Isaac—Education
A.B. {Wabash Coll.), 1928
Robertson, Loretta—Mathematics
B.S. {Greenville CoU.), 1927
Robey, Lewis Cleon—Education
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1903
Robinson, Anna Belle—Education
A.B., A.M., 1912, 1924
Robinson, Edith Mae—History
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1927
Rocke, Clara M—Physiological Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928
Rodewald, Mary Elizabeth—Mathematics
A.B. (Hanover Coll.), 1922
Roepke, Martin Henry—Physiological Chemistry
B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1928
Rofkar, Albert Walter—German




B.S. (Illinois Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1926
Roll, Leslie James—Chemistry






Romig, John William'—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1924
Root, Blake Smith—Political Science
B.S. {Monmouth Coll.), 1927
t Turtle Creek, Pennavl^ania
SS Urbana
ss * t Chicago
SS Waterloo, Indiana






* t Richmond, Kentucky
* t Dorchester, Massachusetts
t Stockton, California
* t Urhana
ss * t Kentland, Indiana
ss * t Barry
ss Tampico
* t Sterling












* t Manhattan, Kansas
* t Port Clinton, Ohio
ss Table Grove
ss Litchfield





'Candidate for degree in professional engineering
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Rose, Myron Potter—Economics
B.S., 1928
Rosecrans, Crandall Zachariah'—Mechanical Engineering




A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1910
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1920
Ross, Herbert Holdsworth—Entomology
B.S. (Univ. of British Columbia), 1927
Ross, Ira Guild—Physics
B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928
Ross, Robert Cooke—Economics
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1914




B.S. (Tarkio Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1928
Rothenberg, Albert Gottlieb—Business Organization and Operation
B.S., 1928
Rowlands, WilUam H—Economics
A.B., B.S.L., B.D. (Butler Univ.) 1926, 1926, 1927
Roy, Nereus Hubert—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S. (Univ. of Texas), 1920
Rubey, Arthur Carson—Chemistry
A.B. (Austin Coll.), 1928
Rucker, Herbert Judson—Education
B.S. (Illinois Coll.), 1911
B.S., 1913
Ruckman, Kathleen Margaret—Library Science
A.B., B.S., 1921, 1928
Rudd, Richard David—Ceramic Engineering
B.S., 1927
Rumble, Chester A—Education
B.S. (Oakland City Coll.), 1916
Rumsey, Mary Ben—Mathematics
A.B. (Birmingham-Southern Coll.), 1927
Rutherford, Harriet—Zoology
A.B., 1921
Ryan, David Gerald—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1923
Sdenz, Hilario S^enz—Spanish
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1923
A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1928
Sage, Leland Livingston—History
A.B. (Vanderbilt Univ.), 1922
A.M., 1928
St. Julian, Ruth Elizabeth—^Physiological Chemistry
A.B., A.M., 1920, 1927
Sandage, Charles H—Economics
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Iowa), 1926, 1927
Sanders, James Meadows—Zoology
A.B. (William Jewell Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Sandin, Eric Verner—English
B.S. (Connecticut Wesleyan Univ.), 1920
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1926
Sands, John William—Education
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1924
Sanford, Charles Wilson—Education
125}^ hours (Univ. of Illinois)
Sanford, George William—Education
B.S., A.M., 1927, 1928
Sanmann, Frank Paul—-Dairy Husbandry
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1923
Saul, Willis^Dairy Husbandry
B.S. (Univ. of California), 1922
Saunders, Alexander Marion—English
B.S., M.S. (Alabama Polytechnic Inst.), 1922, 1925
Saylor, Cerilla Elizabeth—Library Science
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1927
B.S.. 1927
Scheuerman, Lee N—Physics






A.B. (Albion Coll.), 1927
Schimpff, Gust Weber—Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Louisville) , 1928
'Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
SS * Champaign
* t Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Decatur





SS * t Stanton
* t Chicago
SS * t Urbana
* t Urbana
* Dallas, Texas
* t Kirkwood, Missouri
* t Champaign
* t West Chicago
SS Henning





* t Marion, Indiana
SS Lamoni, Iowa
* t Savannah, Missouri







SS * t Hebron, Indiana
* t Brooks, Oregon
SS * t Chicago
SS Carlyle
* t Urbana
* t JeffersonvUle, Indiana
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Schisler, Rev. Herbert Aloysius—English
A.B. {St. Bede Coll.), 1914
Schlenz, Harry Edward—Sanitary Engineering
B.S.. 1927
Schmidt, Henry Edward—Physics
A.B. (Park Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1928
Schmitz, Robert Morell—English
A.B., A.M. (.Washington Univ.), 1924, 1928
Schniepp, Albert E—Education
A.B. (Central Wesleyan Coll.), 1924
Schoggins, Carl—French





A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1926
Schrader, Herman John—Railway Engineering
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1923
Schubert, Ray Edward—German
Ph.B. (Muhlenberg Coll.), 1926
Schwartz, Natalie Felice—English








A.B. (Univ. of Arkansas), 1925
M.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1926
Scott, Marguerite Del Gratia—English
A.B. (Wheaton Coll.), 1925
Scott, Modesta Louise—English
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1924
Scott, Robert A—Chemistry




B.S. (Earlham Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1927
Seager, Lloyd Donald—Physiology
A.B. (Milton Coll.), 1925
Seiler, Grace—English
A.B. (Washington Univ.), 1927
Sellers, John Alvan—Chemistry
A.B. (Manchester Coll.). 1922
A.M.. 1927
Sellschop, Jacques Pierre—Botany
B.S., M.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1927, 1928
Selwood, Pierce Wilson—Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of British Columbia), 1927
M.S., 1928
Seymoiir, Glen Huron—History
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1925
Shaw, David Tehui—Ceramic Engineering
B.S.. 1928
Shaw, Dewey DeWitt—Dairy Husbandry




A.B., A.M., 1917, 1925
Shear, George Myron—Botany







A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1922
A.M., 1925
Shidler, Jesse—-Chemistry
B.Ed. (Illinois Slate Normal Univ.), 1926
Shields, Harold P—Education
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1916
Shipley, Max LeRoy—History






* t Bluff City, Kansas
* t St. Louis, Missouri
SS Bible Grove














ss * t Richmond, Indiana
* t Hammond, Louisiana
ss Benton
ss * t Urbana
ss * t Pretoria, South Africa
SS * t Urbana
ss * t Champaign
* t Nanchang, China
ss * t Urbana
* t Joliet
ss Decatur






SS * t Winchester
* t Pleasant Plains
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Shuck, Arthur Lee—Botany
A.B. (Central Coll.), 1925




A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1927
Sigley, Daniel Tell—Mathematics
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Kansas). 1927, 1928
Simpers, Helen Vannort—History
A.B. (Washington Coll.), 1925
B.S. (Simmons Coll.), 1926
Simpson, Edna—English
A.B., A.M. (Northwestern Univ.), 1926, 1927
Singer, Charlotte H—Bacteriology




B.S., A.M. (Roanoke Coll.), 1926, 1928
Sister Kathleen Adams—Education
A.B., A.M. (Catholic Univ.), 1923, 1924
Sister Mary John Baptist Bacon—French
A.B. (Columbia Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1927
Sister Mary Carmel Cummiskey—Latin
A.B. (Rosary Coll.), 1924
Sister Mary Reginald Durick—Mathematics
A.B. (Rosary Coll.), 1921
Sister Mary Constantia Fox—French
A.B. (Mount St. Joseph Coll.), 1924
Sister Rose Marie Grady—English
A.B. (Catholic Univ.), 1920
A.M., 1923
Sister Mary Evangela Henthome—History
A.B. (Catholic Univ.), 1916
A.M. (Creighton Univ.). 1922
A.M., 1927
Sister Mary Dolores Hohman—History
A.B. (De Paul Univ.), 1926
Sister Mary Benoit Holahan—French
A.B., A.M. (Loyola Univ.), 1919, 1924
Sister Mary Gilbert Kelly—History
A.B. (Rosary Coll.), 1925
Sister Mary Margaret Knoer—Library Science
A.B. (Mount Si. Joseph Coll.), 1927
B.S., 1928
Sister Mary Veronica Kort«ndick—Latin
A.B. (Rosary Coll.), 1919
Sister Mary Donald McNeil—Latin
A.B. (Mount St. Joseph Coll.), 1920
A.M., 1928
Sister Mary St. Genevieve Nash—History
A.B., A.M. (Loyola Univ.), 1917, 1922
Sister Mary Rose O'Donnell—English
A.B. (Trinity Coll.), 1913
Sister Mary Josephine Rank—English
A.B. (Trinity CoU.), 1922
Sister Mary Benigna Reisel—Education
A.B. (De Paul Univ.), 1927
Sister Alberta Savoie—French
A.B., A.M. (Creighton Univ.), 1919. 1924
Sister Agnes Marie Smyth—Mathematics
Ph.B. (St. Xavier Coll.), 1922
A.M. (Loyola Univ.), 1926
Sister Mary Evarista Sweeney—Education
Ph.B. (Loyola Univ.), 1923
Sister Mary Benedict Walsh—English
A.B. (Catholic Univ.), 1924
Sister Mary Evelyn Walsh—English
Ph.B. (St. Xavier Coll.), 1925
Sister Mary Michaelina Walsh—Latin
A.B. (Catholic Univ.), 1926
Sister Mary Ursula Walsh—Mathematics
A.B. (Catholic VniT.), 1928
Sister Mary Bernarda Welch—Romance Languages
A.B. (Mount St. Joseph Coll.), 1913
A.M., 1927
Sister Mary Camilla Woermann—Economics




A.B. (Carthage Coll.), 1921
Skroder, Carl Eric—Electrical Engineering




* t Wichita, Kansas
Chtsttriown, Maryland
* t Raton, New Mexico
t Chicago
SS t Urbana





SS * t Dubuque, Iowa
SS * t Philo



























B.Ed. (Eastern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1927
Sloan, William Finlay—Education
B.S., M.S., 1916. 1926
Slow, John Ralph—English








A.B. (Lincoln Coll.), 1922
Smith, Cloyde Moffett—-Geology
B.S., M.S., 1920, 1928
Smith, George Herbert—History







A.B. (Cornell Coll.), 1921
A.M., 1923
Smith, Marion Ashton—Horticulture
B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1922
M.S. (Iowa State CoU.), 1925
Smith, Paul Kimbrell—Mathematics
B.S., A.M. (Univ. of South Carolina), 1916, 1917
M.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1925
Smith, Raymond Frank—Accountancy
A.B. (Miami Univ.). 1927
Smith, Thomas Bernhardt—Education
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1924
Smith, Vivian Thomas—Education
A.B. (OreenvUle Coll.), 1916
Smith, Walter Nelson—Physics
B.S., 1925
Snapp, Roscoe Raymond—Animal Husbandry
A.B.. B.S., M.S., 1913, 1913, 1921
Snider, Howard John—Agronomy
B.S., M.S., 1913, 1921
Snodgress, Paul Clements—French
A.B., A.M. (Little Rock Coll.), 1920, 1922
LL.B. (Arkansas Law School), 1923
Somers, Lee Adrian—Horticulture
B.S., M.S., 1925. 1927
Sommer, Beatrice Elizabeth—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928
Sparks, Frank Milton—Physics
B.S. (Alabama Polytechnic Inst.) , 1926
Sparr, Herman Asa—Education
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1923
Spencer. George Everette—Civil Engineering




M.D. (Novorossisk Univ.), 1920
Springer, Clifford Harry—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics




B.P.E. (Springfield Coll.), 1917
B.S., 1926
Stahly, Ernest Irving—French
A.B. (Bluffton Coll.), 1924
Staley, Harold B—Chemistry
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1928
Staley. Seward Charles—Education
B.P.E. (SpringfUld Coll.), 1917
A.M. (Clark Univ.), 1920
Stampfli, Joseph Gail--Chemistry
A.B. (St. Louis Univ.), 1927
Stanley, Wendell Meredith—Chemistry
B.S. (Earlham Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1927
Stanley, WiUard Francis—Zoology
















SS * t Baiesburg, South Carolina
SS * t Norwalk, Ohio
SS East St. Louis
* t Urbana
SS * t Neto Canton
* t Urbana
t Urbana
* t Little Rock, Arkansas
* t Urbana
SS Hinsdale
* t Cullman, Alabama
SS Olney
* t Royal Centre, Indiana
t Champaign
* t Chicago






SS * t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Earlham, Indiana
SS t Champaign
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Starcher, George William—Mathematics
A.B. (Ohio Slate Univ.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Stark, Mrs. Helen Kiser—Education
A.B., 1919
Statham, Henry Graham—Library Science
A.B. (Syracuse Univ.), 1925
Staudinger, Mabel—Spanish
Ph.B., A.M. (Univ. of Chicago'), 1924, 1925
Stauffer, Russell Scott—Agronomy
B.S. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1917
M.S., 1923
Stearns, Horace Avery—Chemistry
B.S. (Oregon State Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1927
Steele, Catherine Cassels—Chemistry
A.M., B.S., Ph.D. (Univ. of St. Andrews), 1923, 1925, 1928
Steele, Sherwood Hall—Library Science
A.B. (Bowdoin Coll.), 1926
B.S., 1928
Steep, George Walter—French
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Iowa), 1927, 1928
Stein, Hilda Anna—Zoology
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1925
Steninger, Raymond B—Education
B.S. (Lincoln Coll.), 1928
Stephens, Lowell Oliver—Political Science










B.S., A.M., 1927, 1928
Stewart, Helen—Library Science





B.S. (Alabama Polytechnic Inst.), 1926
Stiff, Ethel—English
A.B., 1918
Stimson, Ralph Humphreys—Political Science
A.B. (Ohio State Univ.), 1921
A.M. (Harvard Univ.), 1924
Stinson, Marguerite Marie—Education




B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1928
Stoke, Harold Walter—Political Science
A.B. (Marion Coll.), 1924
A.M. (Univ. of Southern California), 1925
Stolte, Norman Henrys-Chemistry
B.S. (Alfred Univ.), 1928
Stone, George William—Agronomy
B.S., 1922
Stone, Ivan McKinley—Political Science
A.B. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1923
A.M., 1926
Stone, Rev. Morton Charnleigh—Psychology
A.B. (Yale Univ.), 1909
B.D. (Na.^hotah Theological Seminary), 1924
Stoughton, Roger Wolcott—Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Middlebury Coll.), 1927, 1928
Stout, Gilbert Leonidas—Botany




Straub, Ernest Joseph'—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1918
Straub, Lorenz Georgei—Civil Engineering
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., 1923, 1924, 1927
Strom, Carl Walther—Mathematics
A.B. (Luther Coll.), 1919
A.M. (Univ. of Iowa), 1924
A.B. (Univ. of Oxford), 1927
Stroud, Jessie Ruth—Education
B.S., 1926
'Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
* t Cheshire, Ohio
SS Champaign
* t Albany, New York
* t Chicago
* t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* t Fifeshire, Scotland
* t Worcester, Massachusetts






* Merchantville, New Jersey
* t Urbana
* t Heyworth











* t Auburn, Alabama
Denver, Colorado
* t Columbus, Ohio
* Buda
Raymond






* t Hardwick, Vermont
t Urbana
Mainesburg, Pennsylvania
* t Kansas City, Missouri







D.D.S., B.S., 1912, 1927
Stubbs, Frank Whitworth—Structural Engineering
B.S., C.E. (Univ. of Colorado), 1921, 1926
Sturm, Holland George—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1924
M.S.. 1926
Sublette, Myrick Hughs—Economics
A.B. (Indiana Stale Normal School), 1921
LL.B. (Univ. of Michigan'). 1925
Sullens, Elsie Deane—Library Science
A.B. (Goucher Coll.), 1923
Sullivan, Airs. Evalene Kramer—Library Science
B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1919
B.S., 1928
Sullivan, Thomas Lawrence—History
A.B. (St. Viator Coll.), 1927
Summerfield, Marion C—French
A.B. (Rockford Coll.), 1926
Summers, Beulah Fay—English
A.B. (Georgetown Coll.), 1923
A.M., 1926
Summit, Paul Maurice—Botany
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1925
Swam, Walter Hetrick—Mathematics
B.S. (Franklin and Marshall Coll.), 1926
Swanson, Wesley—English
B.L., A.M. (Northwestern Univ.), 1926, 1927
Sweeney, Elmer Dewey—Entomology
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1927
Sweet, Roger Spencer—Chemistry




A.B. (Carleton Coll.), 1925
M.S., 1927
Swertfeger, Mrs. Betty BeU—English
_






A.B., A.M., 1927. 1928
Tarpley, Raymond Edward—Electrical Engineering
B.S., 1927
Tarvin, Donald—Chemistry
B.S. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1928
TaBcher, Harold—Political Science
A.B., A.M.. 1925, 1926
Taylor, Mary D—Library Science
A.B. (Grinnell Coll.), 1904
B.S., 1928
Taylor, Mildred Ellen—Mathematics
A.B. (Oxford Coll. for Women), 1921
A.M., 1922
Taylor, Sarah Helen—-Education









B.S. (Oregon State Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1928
Thomas, Clare Lewis—Accountancy
A.B. (Colorado Coll.), 1926
Thomas, Eleanor Jane—History
A.B. (Washington Univ.), 1925
Thomas, Franklin Cramer—Education
A.B. (Ml. Morris Coll.), 1925
Thomas, Mrs. Grace P—Latin
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1909
Thomas, Lawrence Clifford—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Ottawa Univ.), 1919
M.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1926
Thompson, Carl Denison—Chemistry












* t Georgetown, Kentucky




* t Denver, Colorado
* t Champaign
ss * t Urbana
* t Urbana
ss Farmer City
ss * t Champaign
ss * t Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Roberts
ss * t Ashkum
* t Urbana
ss Urbana
* t Lawlon, Michigan
SS Auburn, Indiana
ss Alton
SS * t Chicago
* t Urbana
SS Colorado Springs, Colorado
* t East St. Louis
SS Oregon
SS Carlinville
* t C'iav Center, Kansas
* t Appleton, Wisconsin
SS t Mt. Vernon
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Thompson, Jean McMillan—Education
A.B. (Redding Ceil , 1922
Thornberrv, Halbert Houston—Plant Pathology




D.V.M. ilou-c 5:/j,v CM.\ 1926
M.S. (rirjir.ia Pjly-'.f^:}.n<c Inst.'', 1927
Tien, Chung Chin—Political Science
A.B. IPeking .Vaii'yr.ai Unir.', 1923
A.M.. 1927
Tinglev, Freeman Thaver—Electrical Engineering
B"S. iB'Mrkndl Ur.ir.', 1922
Tobie, Jane—Parasitology
A.B. 'ni<w:ii.3 Wcyman's CjU.\ 192S
Toland. Jessie Mav—History
A.B., B S., 1908, 1919
Tolbert, Lillian Dorothv—History
A.B. ^Kn-DX C-Al.\ 1922
Toler, Henry N'iles—Geology
B.S. (Louiiianfi Staii t'nVr.'', 1925
Torrevson, Homer Cnarles—Education
A'.B. iHe-iiir.ci CoU.', 1922
Towns, Qrla A—Education
A.B., A.M., 1912, 1917
Townsend, George—Business Organixation and Operation
A.B., 192S
Townsend, Lee Hill—Entomology
B.S. ,1'niv. of Virginia', 1925
Tracv, Paul H—Dairv Husbandry
B.S.. M.S., 192<3, 1922
Trager, Vida Lois—Home Economics
A.B., 1928
Travis, Mvrtle Elizabeth—English




A.B^ (Carsryn-.S'e-XTnan Coll.), 1926
Troiel, Shirley Monroe—Chemistrv








Tschentke, Herman Louis Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1920, 1925
Tsui, Chung Hsin—Pohucal Science
A.B.. 1929
Tuckev, Stewart Lawrence—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., 192-8
Turner, Fred Harold—Education
A.B., A.M., 1922, 1926
Turnipseed, David .^derson—Education




B.S. (Bradley Polytechnic In-'t.), 1926
Tyler, Rayen Welch—Phjrsics
A.B. !Jime.i MilliMin UniT.\ 1926
A.M., 1927
Underwood, Floy Lee—Farm Management
B.S., 1927
Unfer, Louis'—Education












VanderPloeg, Jeannette EUiabeth—Librarv Science
A.B. (Hope CoU.', 1921
Van Doren, Cornelius Austin—Agronomy
B.S., 1928





* t Corydon, Kentucky
SS t Champaign
* t Urbatia
* t Kan^u, China




* t Greenteood, Mittistippi
SS Datenpori, lotea
SS Reddick
SS * t Champaign
* t Winona, Mistiatippi




SS * t Eidson, Tenne«te
* t Champaign
t Orearui







SS * t Urbana
SS * t Urbana








SS Winona Lake, Indiana
* t Cleveland, Ohio
MDompletLng thesis in absentia.
*Not a candidate for a degree.
Graduate Students 393
Van Hook, Clarice Edna—Mathematics
B.8. {Earlham Coll.), 1926
Van Orden, Seymour Libolt—Chemistry




B.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Tnst.), 1926






A.B. (Aiigustana Coll.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Voelker, Edgar William—Sociology








B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Wagner, Olive Elizabeth—Zoology




B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1927
Wagy, Justin Young—English




B.S. (Baldwin-Wallace Coll.), 1927
Walker, Joseph Henry—Parasitology
B.S. (Univ. of Georgia), 1923
Walker, Leonard Dilworth—Education
B.S. (South Dakota State School of Mines), 1925
Wall, Melvin Merrill—Education
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1926
Wallace, Gerald Leroy—Political Science
B.S., 1924
Waller, Charles Arthur—Education
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Normal Univ.), 1926
Waller, Corem—Education
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Normal Univ.), 1927
Walley, Harlan Elbert—Education





Walsh, Thomas John—Chemical Engineering
A.B., 1928
Walters, Ernest Gardiner—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1926, 1927
Walz, Louis George—Zoology
A.B. (Univ. of RochesUr), 1927
Warnock, Fanny Bell—Bacteriology
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1918
Warnock, Walter George—Mathematics
A.B., A.M. (Mt. Allison Univ.), 1926, 1928
Warrick, Elvin S—Library Science





A.B. (Ml. Holyoke Coll.), 1927
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1928
Watson, Martin Calvin—Physics
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1926
M.S., 1928
Watts, Harold Holliday—English
A.B., A.M., 1927, 1928
Weaver, Findley—Economics
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Texas), 1924, 1926
Webb, Richard Lockwood—Anatomy




A.B. (JUinois Coll.), 1924
ss Anderson, Indiana










* t Burlington, Wisconsin












ss * t Decatur




* t Rochester, New York
* t Champaign
ss








SS t Farmer City
SS t Urbana
SS t Hume
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Webster, Rosanna Grace—French
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1928
Webster, William D—Zoology
B.S. (jGuUford Coll.), 1914
B.S. (Haverford Coll.), 1915
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1924
Weed, Ruth Davidson—Education
A.B. (Augustana Coll.), 1921
Weidemier, Emery George—Chemistry
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1927
Weil, Thomas Eliot—History
A.B. (Bowdoin Coll.), 1928
Welborn, John Pullman—SoUa
B.S. (Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical Coll.), 1921
B.S. (loua State CoU.), 1927
Welch, Edith Lucile— Italian
A.B., A.M., 1926, 1927
Welker, R.ollie Prescott—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1927
Wells, Alvin Young—Bacteriology
B.S. (Kansas State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Werner, Charles Dunlap—Education
B.S., 1927
Wessman, Harold Everett'—Civil Engineering
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925
West, Mrs. Eda G—German
B.S., 1927
West, Gladys Florence—-Botany






B.S. (Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical Coll.), 1928
White, Julius—Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Denver), 1925, 1926
Whiteford, Mary Elizabeth—English








A.B. (Univ. of Arizona), 1927
Wickwire, George Charles—Physiology
B.S., M.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1920, 1924
Widger, Howard DeForest—English




A.B. (Smith Coll.), 1927
Wilcox, Jerome Kear—Library Science
A.B. (Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
B.S., 1927
Wilcox, Roy Harold—Economics
B.S. (Univ. of Minnesota) , 1915
M.S., 1918
WUcox, Walter William—Farm Management
B.S. (Iowa State CoU.), 1927
Willey, Maud—Mathematics
Ph.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1923
A.M. (Mills Coll.), 1926
WUlhite, Forrest Monroe—Agronomy
B.S. (Univ. of Missouri), 1926
Williams, Byron Burdette—Education




B.S., M.S., 1923, 1925
WiUiams, Hannah Esther—History
B.S., 1923
WiUiams, John Everett—Political Science
A.B. (St. Viator Coll.), 1923
WiUis, Albert—Education
B.S. (McKendree Coll.), 1925
Willman, Harold Bowen—Geology
A.B., A.M., 1926, 1928
Wilson, AUen D—Library Science
A.B. (Univ. of Kansas), 1919
^Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
* t St. Louis, Missouri
SS * t Urbana
* Rock Island
SS Longford, Kansas







* t Johnston City
SS Columbus, Nebraska
SS Washington, D. C.
SS Champaign
* t Muskogee, Oklahoma
SS * t Urbana











* t MonticeUo, Iowa
SS * Waverly, Nebraska
* t Columbia, Missouri
SS Greencastle, Indiana
t Lovington
SS * t Urbana
SS Mattoon






B.S. {Univ. of Missouri), 1925
Wilson, Mrs. Frances Douglass—^Education
A.B., 1923
Wilson, Stanley McCue—Physics
A.B. (Westminster Coll.), 1923
Wimer, David Cleveland—Agronomy
B.S., M.S. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1915, 1921
Winakor, Annette Wright—Home Economics
B.S., 1926
Winakor, Arthur Harry—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1926, 1928
Windsor, Margaret—Entomology
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1925
Windus, Wallace—Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of Montana), 1925
Win6eld, Gerald Freeman—Zoology
B.S. (Southern Methodist Univ.), 1928
Winslow, Rex Shelton—Economics




A.B. (Rockford Coll.), 1926
A.M., 1927
Wood, Frederick Lewis—Mathematics
B.S., M.S. (Brown Univ.), 1926, 1928
Wood, Susie Harriett—History
B.S., 1927
Woodbridge, Cyril James—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S. (Univ. of California) , 1927
WooddeU, Joseph Morton—Education
B.S. (Ohio Univ.), 1926
Woodrow, Harold Wright—Chemistry
B.S. (Denison Univ.), 1920
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1923
Woodruff, Eugene Hurlbut—Chemistry
A.B. (Grinnell Coll.), 1926
Woodworth, Max Edward—Chemistry




A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1912
Wright, Abraham—Education
Ph.B. (Shurtleff Coll.) , 1921
Wright, Karl Theodore—Farm Management
B.S., 1924
Wu, Han Tao—Pohtical Science
M.LL. (Tokyo Imperial Univ.), 1925
Yang, Shou Chen—Chemistry
B.S. (Peking National Univ.), 1925
Yohe, Gail Robert—Chemistry









A.B. (Marshall Coll.), 1927
Young, Wilfred B—Animal Husbandry




A.B. (Soochow Univ.), 1921
Ziegler, Esther Ruth—Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1928
Ziegler, Martha Jean—Political Science
A.B., 1928
Zimmer, John Charles—Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1927, 1928
Zimmerman, George Fulton—Economics
LL.B., B.S.. 1910, 1928
Zingler, Leonard Marion—Public Utilities
A.B. (Laxorence Coll.), 1928
SS Ketoanee
ss * t Urhana
SS * Molina, Missouri
ss * t Urbana
* t Champaign
SS * t Springfield
* t Urbana
ss * t Urbana




* t Hopedale, Massachusetts
ss Quincy
* t Epping, Australia
ss Wakefield, Ohio
* t Urbana






ss * t Kirin City, China
ss * t Mukden, China
* t Burlington, Iowa
ss McLeansboro
ss * t Riner Forest
* t Urbana






* t Lincoln, Nebraska
ss * t Urbana
* t Suring, Wisconsin
UNDERGRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL COLLEGES
AND SCHOOLS IN URBANA, 1928-1929
(Including the Colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Commerce and Business
Administration, Education, Engineering, Agriculture, and Law,
the Library School, the School of Music,




AC Athletic Coaching lEd
AE Architectural Engineering Ins
AEd Smith-Hughes Teacher Training in Agri- Irr'
cult»ire, College of Education Jnl
Agr General Agriculture Law (3)
Arch Architecture Law (4)
Bank Banking and Finance LArch
Bus General Business LAS
CE Civil Engineering Lib
Cer Ceramics ME
CerE Ceramic Engineering MinE
Chem Chemistry Mus
ChE Chemical Engineering MusEd
CL Commerce and Law PEd
CT Commercial Teachers PreJ
EcE Economic Entomology PreL
Ed General Education PreM
EE Electrical Engineering PU
Eng General Engineering RA
EPh Engineering Physics RCE
FC Foreign Commerce REE
Flor Floriculture RME
GE Gas Engineering RT
HEAgr Home Economics, Agriculture SS
HEEd Smith-Hughes Teacher Training in Home TCS
Economics, College of Education Unc














Public School Music in Education




















































































































•Students holding a degree but taking undergraduate work.
'Credit hours are computed as of September 17, 1928, except that hours earned the first semester of 1928-
29 are included for students who transferred to the two-year curricula in the College of Education or to the
School of Journalism in February, 1929. For students in the College of Law and in the Library School, only
those credits are shown that count toward degrees in those curricula.
Attendance first semester is indicated by the asterisk.





















































Adsit, Stephen Bert, A.B., 1928
Agee, Carolyn N
















Albertson, Walter Stanley, B.S., 1928
Albrecht, Daniel Arthur,


















Lib • St. Charles, Missouri
Mus * • Rockford
LAS * - • Champaign
AC 32 * Champaign
LAS 98 * t Chicago
Chew, 41 * t Lima, Ohio
Agr 106)4 * t Morion
CE * t Oak Park
Agr * t Sibley
Law (S) S9 t BellevilleEE 6S * t Huntley





LAS UH # ' Joliet
LAS 95 * T JolietLAS 69 * T Mt. VernonLAS * t Peoria
SS 123)4 Kewanee
LAS 36 * t Washington, D. C.
* t Downers GroveLAS 100
BU9 62 * t Lexington
Agr * Moweaqua
LAS 118 * Coconut Grove, Florida
LAS 7114 * t Downers Grove
* t TaylorvilleMua 2
PreM 28y2 * t LaGrange
PreM * t Chicago
Bus 36 * t Rockford
Agr 31)4 * t Moweaqua
ChE 42)4 * t Washington, D. C.
Ed 61 * t Olney
* \ De LandAC 98
Ed 68 * t Gridley
LAS 121 * Coconut Grove, Florida
LAS 42 t Taylorville
Law(S) 67 * t Oak Park
PreM unc * Montreal, Canada
EE 66)4 1 Robinson
Bus * • ' Centralia
Bus 85 * Chicago
Law {3) 30 * • Kankakee
LAS * ' Chebanse









Law (5) 30 Pontiac
LAS unc (SS) 16 * Louisiana, Missouri
Lib * Urbana
Bus 28 * ChUlicothe
CE * 1 Monticello
Bus lis * Lyndon
Bus * t EdwardsvUle
* T TrentonBus
EE * t ShelbyvUle
* t Winthrop HarborLAS 29
Jnl 67 * t Marissa
LAS 32 * t Mason City
PreJ * t Chicago
* t FloraBus 31
PreM 71 * Maywood
PreM Sl)4 * t Beecher
PreM * t Urbana
LAS (SS) 68)4 t ^eifctn
SS Genoa
MinE irr * Champaign
LAS 47)4 * t Stratford, Connecticut
LAS * t Chandlerville
LAS 33 * t Chicago
Ed (SS) 116 * Urbana
SS Litchfield
Ed 120)4 * Concord, New Hampshv
LAS 98 « Chicago





LAS 96 * • Chicago
HEAgr 66 • • Lockport
Bus 63 « Danville
LAS 98H * PitUfield
CerE lis * Auburn
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Alexander, Jarvis Madison LAS * t Chicago
Alexander, John, A.B., A.M., 1921, 1925 LAS irr * Urbana
Alexander, John Robert ME 74H * t Auburn
Alexander, Myron Daniel LAS S4 * t Chicago
Alexander, Phoebe Frances LAS u- * Yuma, Arizona
Alexander, Phyllis Marion LAS 98 * t Chicago
Alexander, Roblee FC 33 * t Chicago
Alexander, Zelma Electa SS 7H Reno
Alford, Mary A SS ISl Urbana
Alion, Jack Joseph PreM * t Chicago
* T HoopestonAlkire, Georgia Frances LAS 95
Allabough, David Brewster EE * t CoUinsville
* T LaGrange, GeorgiaAllen, Abner Callaway Eng 81
Allen, Edward Briggs Agr {SS) 106 * t Allentown
t Colorado Springs, ColoradoAllen, Edward Gordon AC unc
Allen, Elfie Davis Bus * t Champaign
Allen, Eliza Corinne SS soH St. Louis, Missouri
Allen, Frank Donald LAS 16 * t Long Point
Allen, Frank Hedrick Accy * t flinton. West Virginia
Allen, Glenn Wakefield LAS 18 t Delavan
Allen, Harry Drennan Ed (SS) 97H * t Champaign
Allen, Herman Stuart, A.B., 1926 Law (S) {SS) 63 * • Galesburg
* T ChampaignAllen, John Henry FC 32
Allen, Joseph Lloyd Arch * t Champaign
Allen, Josephine LAS 101% * t Green Valley
Allen, Lawrence Jones AC 31 * t Long Point
Allen, Louise SS 6V2 Allentown
Allen, Margaret Ruth LAS * t Champaign
Allen, Mildred Carolyn PreJ 33 * " Champaign
Allen, Miriam Ury LAS 33 * LaGrange
Allen, Pauline Curtis LAS * t Chicago




Bus 36 * + Mendota
Allen, William Gordon ME 7j8 * f Chicago
Allen, William Hendry Bus * t Oak Park
Allers, William Dewain LAS £6}^ * Maywood
Allison, Clarence Milton Bus 31 * t Mt. Prospect
Allison, lone Flora Ed (SS) 7eH * Charleston
Allison, Lawrence Andrew SS 71 Macomb
Allison, Roland George Bus 16 * t Glenview
Allison, Walter Ray CerE 9 * Yale, Oklahoma
Alloy, Jay Jacob Law (3) 30 * t Peoria
Allweil, Leo Leonard LAS 26 * Chicago
von Almen, Mary Elizabeth Mus Si * t Olney
Alpert, Samuel Gompers Bus * t Chicago
* T Columbus Junction, IowaAlsip, Irene Ed 94
Alster, Mitchell Joseph Arch * t Chicago
Alston, Ben Bernard LAS 88 * East St. Louis
Alston, Lillian Runnings SS 7Vi Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Alston, William Thomas PreL * t East St. Louis
Altbach, Rose LAS t Chicago
Alter, Meyer Bus 7 * Davenport, Iowa
Altera, Robert Charles CE 16H * t Chicago
* T ChicagoAltman, Harrie Pond PreM
Altringer, Dorothy Adelaide LAS 67 * t Berwyn
Altschul, Samuel Bus * t Chicago
Alvarez, Fernando Losoya EE 46H * t Durango, Mexico
Alvis, Harry James PreM {SS) 82 * t Champaign
* "• ChicagoAlward, Walter Carey LAS 71
Amber, Rhea LAS * t Chicago
* t DwightAmbler, Basil AC 33
Ambrosio, David Manangan Chem 29 * Urdaneta, Philippine Islands
Amerson, William Palmer LAS 112 * t Chicago
Ames, Gordon Paul Law (S) 7 * Antioch
Ames, Oliver Dean Bus * t Chicago
Amick, Ethel Bell, A.B., 1928 SS St. Joseph
Amos, Douglas Jacques, B.S., 1916 SS Cairo
Amsbary, Virginia Aletha LAS * t Urbana
* f ChicagoAmster, Harriet LAS
Amundson, Bessie Mae SS 8 Herrick, Souih Dakota
Ander, Mrs. Ruth J LAS 69 * t Granville
Anderle, William Law {3) * t Cicero
Andersen, Emma Evaline HELAS 31 * t Oak Park
Andersen, George Andrew Bus * Blue Island
Andersen, Glen Cook PreM 25 * t Oak Park
* T Ponca City, OklahomaAndersen, Howard M Accy S3H
Andersen, Irene Sophie Ed 95 * t Chicago
Andersen, Leola Hulce SS 66)4 Watseka
Andersen, Rose Marie LAS * t Champaign
Anderson, Alice May LAS 66 * "• Chicago
* • Emsworth, PennsylvaniaAnderson, Arthur Donald AC 36
Anderson, Bertha Alida LAS * Seneca
Anderson, Carl Brown LAS Urbana
Anderson, Carl Forest AC 104 * Aledo
Anderson, Carl William Jnl 62 * t Chicago
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Anderson, Chester Accy (SS)
Anderson, David Berg ME
Anderson, Edward Eric LAS (SS)
Anderson, Edward McCarter AE
Anderson, Edward Ragnar PreM
Anderson, Elmer Edgar Bus
Anderson, Ethel Mary LAS (SS)
Anderson, Florence Eugenia LAS
Anderson, Glenn Lincoln FC
Anderson, Grace Minnie, A.B., 1928 SS
Anderson, Harold Bernard Bns
Anderson, Harriet Elizabeth LAS
Anderson, James PreM
Anderson, James Alphonse Bus
Anderson, John Albert Bus
Anderson, John Clarence CE
Anderson, Karl William LAS
Anderson, Kathryn Helen LAS
Anderson, Kenneth Paul AC
Anderson, Lawrence Werner Arch
Anderson, Louise Elizabeth LAS
Anderson, Margaret Lorraine HEAgr
Anderson, Mary Ellen LAS
Anderson, Mary Geneve SS
Anderson, Melvin Bus
Anderson, Mildred Leslie HEEd (SS)
Anderson, Milton Carl Accy
Anderson, Neal James BE
Anderson, Nettie Mae LAS
Anderson, Pearl Evangeline LAS
Anderson, Philip Albert CE
Anderson, Ragnar Theodore Accy
Anderson, Ralph Curtis Bus
Anderson, Ralph Vernon Accy
Anderson, Raymond Bus
Anderson, Robert Henry Eng
Anderson, Robert Howard CE
Anderson, Robert James Bus
Anderson, Sherman Carroll Bus
Anderson, Sigward Axel Bus
Anderson, Thomas Milburn Law (S)
Anderson, Walter Elvin LAS
Anderson, Walter Willard MinE
Anderson, Willard Curtis Agr
Anderson, Willard Victor LAS
Anderson, William W Accy
Anderson, William Wold AE
Andestad, John Lawrence Chem
Andresen, Wendell Arnold Bus
Andrews, Clyde Hughey Bus
Andrews, Curtis Ronald AC
Andrews, Donald Herbert AC
Andrews, Dwain CE
Anen, Raymond John ME
Angus, Winfield Scott AC
Anselm, Enoch Raymond SS
Anslinger, Cyril Jacob PreM (SS)
Anthony, John AC unc
Antle, Marshall Bragg, A.B., 1916 SS
Antoine, Harold Wilbur LAS
Antonides, Anton Frank AC
Antonides, Robert Charles, B.S., 1928 SS
Antrobius, George John CE
App, Bernard Auman LAS
Appelhane, LeRoy George AC
Applebaum, Anne Vera LAS
Appleby, Carroll Francis ChE
Appleby, Ralph Hallett EE
Applegate, Eleanor LAS
Appleman, Milo Donaldson Chem
Appleton, John McGregor Bus
Araki, Saburo Bus
Arbegast, Clyde Emerson AC
Arbuthnot, Birdie Viola LAS (SS)
Arch, Charles Eugene Bus
Archer, Samuel Worth EE
Arehart, Deri Leiter AC
Arends, Walter H Agr
Arentsen, Mervin Fremont Accy
Arford, Carroll Wade LAS
Argudin, Eugenio Ruben EE
Arkebauer, Harry Henry LAS
Armbruster, Ross Ernest Law (3)
Armendt, Mrs. Ellen Crook SS
Armould, Robert Campbell ME























t Fort Worth, Texas
t Pleasant Plains
Chicago
97 * t Chicago
6Z * 1 Chicago
* 1 Mt. Pulaski
S4 * t Poughkeepsie, New York
* -[ Park Ridge
32 * t Hardin
US * t Chicago
* Gary, Indiana
10 Galesburg




* • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
16H * Crystal Lake
* • Rockford




6314 * • Wilmette




61 * t Leland
11414 * Chicago




101 * t Chicago
* t Evanston
Winnetka
SO * • Chicago
sen * Chicago
32 * • Champaign











49 * t Chicago
Chicago





112 * • Olivet







IISH « Wood River
32 * Piper City
72 Detroit, Michigan
Lucas, Ohio
103 * 1 Melnin
Ottawa91 * 1
31 * Marshall































Arrington, William Russell, A.B., 1928
Arts, Stanford Louis




























































EE 108 * t Champaign
LAS * Elmhurst
Accy * t HumeME S7 * t Kewanee
LAS 96 * t Lincoln
LAS 6614 * t Chicago
LAS S8 * Indianapolis, Indiana
TCS (SS) seVi * t Paris
Bus 61 * t Benton
HEEd 6U * i El Paso
LAS SU * T Vincennes, Indiana
Ed 96 * T Chicago
Bxu * i Chicago
* t Areguipa, PeruAE
Ed(SS) 99 * t Arequipa, Peru
t QuincyEng
Ed (SS) 84V2 * t Chicago
Bus S8H * t Peotone
SS Chicago
PreL S6 * t "San Diego, California
CE * Loraine
CT 98H * t Cicero
* T QuincyLAS
LAS 61 * t Quincy
Law (3) 30 * t East St. Louis
AC t Carroll, Iowa
LAS irr * Loogootee, iTidiana
HELAS 26 * t Urbana
HELAS S6 * t Urbana
LAS 116 * TaylorvUle
Agr * t Sullivan
PreJ * T Aurora
LAS 99H * T Kankakee
EdiSS) 108 * T Champaign
SS 18 Chicago
LAS * t Chapel Hill, North Carolina
ChE Mattoon
* BeltidereBus 4
AC S9 t Chicago
EE 27 * t PoTUiac
SS Homer
Cer iSS) 94 * Champaign
CE iioH * t Chicago
LAS 98 * t Berwyn
LAS * t Evanston
LArch 72H * t Rockford
AC * Rockford
Arch 68 * t St. Petersburg, Florida
LAS * t HHUboro
Arch S8 * t Bartleit
Ed 75% t Mt. Auburn
LAS 72 * t Champaign
Bus 16H * t Momence
Bus 28 * t Blue Island
Bus SO t Scales MouTid
Ed 104 * t Oak Park
EE * t St. Elmo
LAS 49 * t Mendon
AE * t Jackson, Mississippi
SS Norris City
LAS 99H * t Mendon
AC 72 Poughkeepsie, New York
* t Cleveland, OhioAccy 72
PreM t ChicagoME 111 * t New Britain, Connecticut
* T EvansviUe, IndianaAC 10214
EE 75 * t Oak Park
Ed 8S * t Champaign
Arch 194 Silvis
Eng * Poplar Bluff, Missouri
LAS 87 * t Rocky Ford, Colorado
EE 109 * t Pecatonica
PreJ 33 * t Chicago
HEAgr 96 * t Berxoyn
AC (SS) 107 * Indiana Harbor, Indiana
LAS 93 * + Chicago
LAS 91 * t Aurora
* J ChicagoLAS
LAS SI * t Chicago
PreL 3214 * t Little Rock, Arkansas
SS 8 Newman
HELAS (SS) S4H * t Newman
* T ChicagoPreL 66M
Accy 100 * t Pawnee
Bus 61 * Champaign
























































































AC 106 • Streatcr
LAS * LaGrange
Bus 69 * Summerfield
LAS 65 * Mattoon
LAS * Chicago
Accy UM * Chicago
PreJ 96% * t Keicanee
CE 86Vi * t New Haten, Missouri
Bus * Marion
Bus 68 * t Beecher
LAS 29 * t Beecher
* t Highland ParkFlor 32
SS 25 Champaign
Ed 97 * t Rosamond
SS 7 Champaign
Bus * t Princeton
Lib * t Twelve MUe, Indiana
FC 25 * Rochelle
PreL 61 * t Park Ridge
SS 10 Danville, Indiana
ME (SS) 60H * t Kankakee
LAS esVi * t Jamaica
PreM 66 * t Edwardsville
PreJ 102 * Marshall
LAS 66 * t Waukegan
SS 9 Hale, Missouri
LAS * Neoga
Agr * t Atwood
Arch * t Chicago
Bus 80 * i Avon
T MattoonMus
PreJ 3014 * t Chestnut
PreM * Chicago
Bus (SS) 100 * t Stillman Valley
* T DwightCE
Ed H * t Champaign
SS 20 Austin, Texas
LAS 49V2 * t Springfield
SS 106% San Jose
Ed 60 * t Neoga
SS Urbana
LAS 77H * t Downs
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 109 * t Marion
* t Oak ParkLAS 65
Bus 97 * t Atwood
Law (3) 8 Geneva
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * Champaign
PreM 105 * t Lincoln
* t CenlraliaBus SO
SS 8 Centralia
Agr S4 * t Edgewood, Pennsylvania
LAS * Odell
Bus 70 * t River Forest
LAS * t Urbana
CE 27 * \ De Kalb
LASunc * T Urbana
LAS 64 * t Park Ridge
LAS 29 * t River Forest
Bus * Elliott, Iowa
Bus • • Tonica
CL 68 * Pana
PreL * • • Pana
Bank 66 * •r Joliet
AE * •t Springfield, Ohio
EE * \ Clinton
LAS * t Chicago
ME 36 * T Metropolis
Bus (SS) 35 * t Champaign
Bus 99 * t Charleston
HELAS * t Champaign
LAS * t Champaign
ME 66 t Evanston
SS 4 Auburn, Indiana
SS 8H Franklin, Indiana
LAS (SS) 142H * Auburn, Iruiiana
LAS (SS) 6 * Auburn, Iridiana
Bus 6 * Evanston
PreM * t Chicago
LAS 3414 * Wheeling
LAS 32 * t Urbana
SS St. Louis, Missouri
EE 106 t Blue Mound
* T TaylorvUlePreL
SS esH Greenup

























































































LArch 65 * t Brookline, Pennsylvania
Law (S) (SS) 65 * t Chicago
LAS * Springfield
Bank * t DeWHt, Iowa
LAS 97% * t DeWitt, Iowa
Accy SS * t Fithian
Law (3) 61 * t Galeskurg
LAS * t Etanston
Bus 85 * t Chicago
LAS * t McHenry
LAS * Lewistown
CT * t Donotan
PreM * t Donovan
LAS t Chicago
AE S7 * 1 Salem
SS zeVi Toledo
lEd so * 1 Urbana
CE 99 * t Chicago
AC (SS) izeVi * t Naperville
Bus 72 * Pittsburg, Kansas
LAS S5 * t Monticello
PreJ S3
'\ ChicagoHELAS 100 Oak Park
SS 5 Cave in Rock
LAS * Urbana
PreL * t Pontiae




MusEd 83 Ithaca, Michigan
SS 1S% Atwood
CE 103H * t Chicago
Arch 17 * lUiopolis
Ed unc * Gardner




AC 100 * t Johnston City
SS 7 St. Cloud, Minnesota




Bus * t Chicago
Bus 1S2 * LaGrange
Agr 48 * t Gardner
LAS 94 * t Chicago
LAS * Springfield, Missourt
LAS * t Oak Park
Ed 101 * t Urbana
SS Urbana
RCE S6V2 * t Chicago
Bus * t Oak Park
LArch * Chicago
PreM * t Mattoon
LAS * t Harvard
'LAS OSVi * t Sterling
Agr * t Bridgeport
LAS 77 * t Chicago
Bus * t Oak Park
LAS S2V2 t Michigan City, Indiana
PreL * t Peoria
LAS 49 * t Aurora
Mus unc f Urbana
Bank S3 * t Elgin
Bus * t Mansfield
PreM S2]4 * t Princeton
ME 76 * t Oak Park
LAS 67 * Homer
LAS * Berwyn
AC (SS) 109% * Redmond, Oregon
Bus S2 Sublette
AC unc * Chicago
PreM * Rock Island
PreM * • Chicago
PEd 96 * • Chicago
Accy • Chicago
Accy 22 Urbana
Ed 104 * • Urbana
Bus 103 * • Joliet
PreM 43V2 * Streator
LAS S714 • Parma, Missouri
LAS * Chicago
AC 104 * Sac City, Iowa
PreL * • Pleasant HUl
SS Chicago
CL * Chicago
LAS (SS) 93 * 1 CarroUton
Undergraduate Students 403
Bassie, Angela LAS * t
Bassin, Arthur Arch S5 * t
Bast, Ervin Carl Agr unc * t
Batchelder, Grant Wilbur ChE S3M *
Batdorf, Mahlon Hubler AC unc *
Bateman, Harry Paul Agr * t
Bates, Bryant Lee Accy 67 * t
Bates, Donald Edward LAS * t
Bates, George Conklin Agr 116 *
Bates, James Fremont AC 106 * t
Bates, Martha Virginia LAS 74 * t
Bates, Nellie Florence, A.B., 1922 ss
Bateson, Elizabeth Beatrice LAS ••
*BattersheU, Bernus Berry Agr (SS) lOS
Battershell, Gene Stipp LAS soi4 *
Baucom, Rolin L Bus *
Baudino, Frank EE * t
Bauer, Anna Kathleen LAS * t
Bauer, John Allen AC t
Bauer, Paul Barnabus SS 63
Bauer, Stewart Thomas Chem * t
Bauerle, Louis Marion LAS (SS) SB * t
Bauerle, Theodore Robert Bus 102)4 * t
Baughman, Eliza Amanda Ed 64 * t
Baum, Ralph Arthur Bus *
Baumann, Christopher Columbus
Baumann, Mildred Elizabeth
ME 76 * t
LAS 99 * t
Baumgart, Charles Thomas Bus * t
Baumler, John Otto Agr * t
Baur, Elizabeth Clara Bus 27 * t
Baur, Helen LueUa Bus Z8 *
Bawolak, William Michael Law (3)
:{Baxter, Edward Stewart PreM
Baxter, Marjorie Spelman LAS t
Bay, Alfred Paul PreM S * t
Bayer, Clarence Henry CE m *
Bayer, Karl Orrin PreM 47V2 t
Bayles, John Clapp EE 90 * t
* tBayles, Susan Helen HEEd S7H
Baylor, Robert Benson Cer * t
Bayman, Mary Elizabeth LAS 69 * t
Bazelon, David Lionel LAS 49% *
Beach, Ethel Maxine PreJ *
Beach, Fred Harold Bus *
Beadles, Thomas Harvey Bus 67 * t
Beaird, Dorothy Marguerite Bus * t
Beal, John Weed CL 68
:tBeale. Hazel Irene, A.B., 1927 Lib
Beall, Beatrice Elizabeth HELAS (SS) 38 * t
Beall, Helen Dorothy LAS * t
Beall, Miriam Helen PEd 66 * t
Beaman, James Harry CE 98 *
Bean, Beryl Kenneth LAS 95 * t
Bean, Elizabeth Sheldon LAS 99 * t
Bean, James PreM (SS) *
Bean, Richard Barker EE * t
Bear, Arthur Prentice Eng SIV2 * t
Bear, Edward Knighton Eng 48V2 * t
Bear, Leland Paul Agr *
Bear, William Harold PU S9V2 * t
Beard, Clinton Earl LAS *
Bearsh, Florence LAS t
Beary, D Hartley SS 93i
Beasley, Gail Helen SS 8
Beattie, Myron Eugene LAS 67 * t
Beauchamp, Christine LAS *
Beauchamp, Page Edwin Bus 66
•?
Becher, Harold R LAS 9
Bechtold, Grace Louise LAS SB * t
* TBechtold, Harriet LAS 48
Beck, Arline Josephine Accy 67 * t
Beck, Calvin David LAS 88 * t
Beck, Esther Lily LAS SS * T
Beck, Hilding Vincent ME 110 * T
Beck, Nellmarie LAS 11 * t
Beck, Raymond James LAS *
Beck, Robert Martin LArch 98
:fBeck, Walter Elmer Agr
Becker, Dolores Selma LAS S3 * t
Becker, Edna Irene LAS (SS) 100 *
Becker, Edwin Henry Bus
Becker, Elton John Agr
Becker, Harold Holmes LAS *
Becker, Lee Allan LAS SS
•Becker, Margaret Marie LAS (SS) 9SH











































































































































































Bennett, James Hallam, A.B., 1925
Bennett, Joe Lyle
Bennett, Lucille Elizabeth
lA 99 * t Hinsdale
PreM * t Princeton
Agr SS * t Fremont
Bus * t BelleviUe
LAS * t Peoria
Accy 14 * t Chicago
* t MolineArch 103
Cer * t Battle Creek, Michigan
LAS 66H * t Kankakee
HELAS * t Kankakee
LAS 86 * t Kankakee
AE * t Freeport
LAS * Winnetka
PreM SO * t Danville
Bug 66 * t Danville
HEEd (SS) 112 * t Champaign
HEAgr SS * Petersburg
SS 7% Dayton, Ohio
Bus 69 * t Chicago
Ed 60 t Chicago
SS Palestine
LAS S6H * t Chicago
LAS so * t Kewanee
Bus * GiUespie
CE * t Chicago
Law (4) 107 * Champaign
Arch 76 * t Quincy
PreL * t Oak Park
Arch * t Oak Park
Bus S8 * t Barrington
CL SO * t Mt. Vernon
* T Oklahoma City, OklahomaArch 29
SS 13 Milford
HELAS 10 * t Urbana
* t Oak ParkBus
MB 36 * t WilmetU
LAS (SS) SO * t Urbana
LAS * t Bement
BroctonEE 66li
Bus unc 14 * t BondviUe
LArch 11014 * t Urbana
LAS * t Waukegan
Chem Chicago
* T AvonLAS 97
lEd 63 * Barberton, Ohio
LAS 31 * + Barberton, Ohio
* t ChatsworthHELAS 32
Bus une * Hillsboro
Bus 100 * t Crystxil Lake
LAS 72 * Chicago
LawiS) 26 * t Hammond, Indiana
PreM 39% * Peoria
CL 68% * t Chicago
LAS 104 * t Danville
PreL * Danville
LAS 40 * t Sycamore
LAS * i Sycamore
HELAS 611/2 * t Aurora
Agr • t Hoopeston
Aor(SS) 67 * t Hoopeston
SS AUerton
Bus 88 * t Memphis, Tennessee
* t Oak ParkLAS
CE * t Springfield
LAS 60 t Urbana
EE 109 * t Chicago
SS IS * t Decatur
CL * t Kewanee
LAS (SS) 92 * t Paxton
* t Cleveland, OhioLAS 32ME 32
Lib * t Chicago
LAS SO * t Freeport
Bus 98V3 * t Chicago
LAS 29 * 1 Freeport
* T Waterloo, IowaCer 99
Agr 26 * Urbana
LAS * t Evantton
AE * t Pittsburgh, Pennsyltania
Ed 78 * Champaign
LAS * Evanston
LArch 66% * Elwood, Missouri
SS Evanston
Arch 6S * t Urbana
LAS 6 * t Champaign
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Bennett, Margaret St«arns Accy 36 * t
Bennett, Mary Elizabeth SS 103
Bennett, Mary Leone LAS S3 * t
Bennett, Robert Franklin Bus (SS) 73H i
Bennett, William Gansel LAS 32 * t
Bennett, Wilma SS 9
Bensinger, Arthur Blackburn LAS S9 * t
Bentley, Ford Bus * I
Bentley, Madelyn Gertrude LAS 97 *
Benton, Eva Faye LAS 90 * •
Benton, Eva Maye LAS 86 * •
Bepko, Marie Katherine PreM 62 *
de Berard, Dorothy HELAS 90 *
Berbaum, Wallace EE * t
Berbiers, Leopold De Bruyne Arch 27 Hf
Berchekas, Basil Anest SS 9
Berchtold, John Andrew Law (3) {SS) 27 *
Berdolt, Kathryn Suzzane LAS 6Jt *
Beren, Irvin Bernard Law (3) 30 *
Beresford, Winifred Evelyn Mus Ed {SS) 104 *
Berezowsky, David Henry Chem 12 * •
Berg, Carl Edward LArch 100 * •
Berg, Ebba Eleanor LAS 33% * •
Berg, Esther Laura LAS *
Berg, Gustav M PreL
*Berg, Harvey Erling ChE 2614
Berg, Henry MinE *
Bergan, Geraldine Elizabeth LAS *
Bergan, Robert William Law (S) *
Berger, Bernard Max ChE (SS) iieVi *
Berger, Ruth Shirley PreM
}Berges, Melburn G IA unc
Bergeson, Carl Henry AC 69 * t
Bergholtz, Victor Edwin, B.S., 1928 SS
Berglund, Brita LAS
•Bergman, Ruth Elizabeth, A.B., 1924 Lib unc {SS) 9
Bergman, Victor Robinson CE 106 *
Bergquist, Howard Andrew Bus 71% * t
Bergstrom, Arthur James SS 6
Bergstrom, Eric Victor ME 113
:tBergstrom, Hugo Ernest AC 107
Bergstrom, Leland Warren, B.S., 1928 SS
Bergstrom, Samuel Herbert RCE 106 * t
Bergstrom, Violet Marie SS 8
Berkey, Bruce Ezra AC * t
Berkman, Walter Simon PreL * t
Berkowitz, Elaine Pearl LAS
:?Berkowitz, Jacob Law (S)
Berleman, Lawrence Francis SS 131
H
Berman, Lotiis PreM 37 * •
Bernard, Cecil O lA •
Bernard, Marion Lavonia PEd 62Va * •
Bemdt, Edward Allen Bus * '
Berndt, Estelle LAS 36 * •
Berneking, Lenore LAS {SS) 23)4 * •
Berner, Fred John LAS 106
Berns, Paul Donald PreM 28 *






Bernstein, Sam Carol PreL 34 *
Bernstein, Samuel Leonard PreM 20H * •
Bernstein, Seymour CE 73y3 *
Bernstein, Seymour Irving LAS 36 *
Bernstein, William Rosenberg AC 64% *
Beroth, Charles Everett LAS 21 *
Berry, Charlotte McKee LAS 32 *
Berry, George Raymond Bus * t
Berry, John Robert Law (3) *
Berry, Robert Edgar, B.S., 1928 SS
Berry, Robert Newell LAS (SS) 67 * t
Berry, Walter Reginald CE 108 *
Bert, Arthur Louis Bus *
Bert, Vernon Julius lA *
Bertelsman, George Allen LAS 27
Bertetti, John ChE (SS) 36 * •
Berthold, Mildred LAS 31
Besley, Walter Bennett LAS 99 • •
Besore, Margaret Elizabeth LAS S3 *
'
Best, George Earl Accy 99 «
Best, Thilo Max Bus 98 *
'
Besuden, Helen Dorothy, A.B., 1925 Lib (SS) IS




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bus 64 * • Tiskilwa
PreM 66 Fairfield
EE * Decatur
Mus 4OV2 * Champaign
Bits * t Oak Park
LAS 34 * Earhille
SS Westfield
LAS 33 * t Olney
SS 29 Whealon
SS 14% Pattonsburg, Missouri




PreL 67 t Grant Park
SS 60% Yorkville
Mus «o% * t Chicago
Law (S) * t Chicago
LAS 44 * t Joliet
PreL 67 * t Joliet
PreJ * t Elwood
PreM * t Oak Park
Chem 67 * T Chicago
SS 14814 Aledo
LAS 6V2. * i WaukeganLAS 68 * T Chicago
EE 32 * Durand
PreJ 14 * t Hillshoro
Mua * t Peoria
Ed 77 * t Urbana
LAS 34 * t Morrison
LAS * Harvard
LAS 414 * t Chicago
MusEd 65% * t De Kalb
LAS {SS) 69)4 * t Port Jervis, New York
LAS 20)4 * Fredonia, Kansas
EE * t Herrin
LArch 30 * t Butternut, Wisconsin
LAS 75y2 * t Streator
Arch 72 * Chicago
TCS 65% * t Chicago
Bus 65% * t Chicago
Bus S3 * t Moline
CE * t Chicago
LAS (SS) 113 * Champaign
AC * Medina, New York
AC 69 * Oak Park
Mus * • Chicago
Law (S) SO * • Chicago
LAS * Belleville
LAS * • Belleville
CL * • Chicago





AC * • Agosta, Ohio
Bus * Highland Park
Bus 101 * y Park Ridge
Bank 67 * • Woodstock
LAS 64 Robinson
SS 14 Palmyra
LAS 30 * 1 Bement
Law (3) (SS) 7SJ4 * Bement
EE * 1r Chicago
LAS 43 * • Oak Park
Agr 69 * Trenton
LAS * • Quincy
CollinsvilleAccy 33H * •
Bus « Champaign
LAS 17 * Downers Grove
Accy * • Christopher
PreL llVi * Chicago
LAS * East Orange, New Jersey
AC 104 * • • Bethel, Vermont
Bus 31 * • Chicago
LAS * Hinsdale
AC 22 * Marseilles
LAS 3814 * East St. Louis





Bus 99 * • Lake Charles, Louisiana
Law (3) 27 * Chicago
PreM * • Chicago
LAS 68 * • Chicago
Law (3) SO Harrisburg
SS 96H Woodlawn
EE *1 Chicago













































Boswell, James Harlan, B.S., 1928
Boswell, Lee Hale
Bothe, Edna Emilie,







































LAS 66}4 * t Gary, Indiana
ss S3H Anderson, Indiana
ChE SI * 1 Murphysboro
Law ^3) S8 * t Pekin
Bus * • ^ Pekin
PreM (SS) 72 * Harrishurg
LAS * Le Roy
Iru * Danville
PreL 66 * Peoria
Law (S) {SS) esVi * t Chicago
Law (S) * Chicago
PreL * t Danville
Bus * j Danville
Ed eiH * T Newton
RCE 112V2 Evanston
EE 3114 * Drew, Mississippi
lA 102 * Joliet
EE * t Wilmington
Bus 3114 * t Marshall
PreM * • Chicago
RA S2H T Batangas, Philippine Islands
SS 8 Dundee
Ed (SS) 83 * t Dundee
Bus *
1f FairfieldPreL 70}^ * T Decatur
LAS * Decatur
PEd (SS) 67H * t Decatur
LAS * Chicago
LAS 67 * t Chicago
LAS * 1t Nashville
AC * • Lewistown
LAS Downers Grove
LAS * Champaign
LAS t Tiskilwa.ME 36 * t East St. Louis
Mug 29 * t Freeport
HELAS 121 * Metropolis
Agr 60 Cerro Gordo
AC 40 Indiana Harbor, Indiana
CE * t Pleasant Hill
PreM UVi * Chicago
Chem 8514 * t Napertille
LAS 32 * t Peoria
LAS 6614 * Peoria
SS McLeansboTO
SS 7H McLeansboro
Lib * t Springfield, Missouri
Accy 26 * 1 Gas City, Indiana
Mus 97 * Oak Park
LAS (SS) 43 Champaign
MinE 68 * t Sheridan, Wyoming
LArch 40H * t De Soto
ChE 67 * Aurora
SS 7 Los Angeles, California
RME 20 * t East Liverpool, Ohio
Cer * t Urbana
SS 7 Oxford, Ohio
Ed 60 * • Fountain Green
Bus * St. Anne
LAS 99 * • ^ Oak Park
LArch 66i4 * "• Hope, Arkansas
Ed 99 * t Champaign
SS 34 Chiliicothe, Ohio
LAS 31 * 1
* 1
Tolono
Bus 95}4 Pleasant HUl
LAS * t CrawfordsvUle, Indiana
HELAS 68 * Champaign
AE « St. Anne
Lib « ' Washington, Iowa




Accy 102 Mt. Pulaski
Jul 114 * Mason City, Iowa
Bus * Urbana
ME 66 * t Little Rock, Arkansas
LAS 62 * t Chicago
HELAS 103 * 1 Urbana
LAS 33 « Chicago
Ed 113 * Casey
LAS SO * Mason City




























































































Accv loe * Danville
BaiA 67 * t Robinson
Agr * t Coulterville
SS 1614 New Sharon, Iowa
MinE 70H * t Glen Ellyn
HEAgr 93% * t Aledo
HELAS 61 * t Ludlow
Accy * J Lewistown
Accy 2914 * \ Milford
LAS * Urbana
LAS 98 * t Carmi
lA * Nexmnan
LAS * t Champaign
ChE 118 * t Bradford
Bus * Mattoon
Ed 9614 * t Lanark
t Blw IslandBus 99 4:
CL 49H * t Chicago
SS £1 Staunton
Ed 71 t Lemont
EE 108 * t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Roberts
RCE 33 * t Pekin
SS 3m Claremore, Oklahoma
LAS 39}i * t Evanston
LAS * t Evanston
LAS H * HopkinsvUle, Kentucky
LAS t Champaign
Bus * Geneseo




Law (S) (.SS) * t Champaign
LAS * t Kansas City, Missouri
SS 7% Titusville, Pennsylvania
Agr S1J4 * t Pawnee
LAS * Freeburg
Eng 8714 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Charleston
CE 62 * i Chicago
PreM 68 * t White Heath
AE 1S5% * t Champaign
Ed 96 * Chicago
SS Danville
LAS 814 t Danville
LASirr * t Champaign
LAS * River Forest
AE S7 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
PreL * Urbana
Bus * • Chicago
• ChicagoCL
HEEd 103 * j Urbana
f WoodbineCL 29 *
SS BOK Marion
SS 6 Marion
Ed 743i * t BushrUa
SS 88)4 Mattoon
Agr 76 * t Barrington
LAS * t Pekin
SS Chicago
Accy 4S14 * t Joliet
LAS 16 * Chicago
EE 6914 * Mattoon
AE * Sumner
LAS S3 * • ' Peoria
LAS 11 * Gerard
ChE * • Detroit, Michigan
PreM 41 * Chicago
LAS * + Savanna
T ChicagoBus «
AE 10914 * t Chicago
Accy 96 * t Allendale
Accy 31 * Cairo
LAS 100 * Paw Paw
Law (3) (SS) 68 * Waukegan
Accy 84 * t Traverse City, Michigan
Eng 106 * Highland Park
WaukeganFC *
SS Greenville
LAS 96)4 * + Urbana
t UrbanaMus 119 *
Bus Chicago
LAS « t Streator
























































































r.As as * t Mctfoon
T.4S asH * t Chitaoo
ss Strtt2iOT
Bua iiH * RiSman^ Oki»
HBT.AFi S£ • t EUu
J.AS S3H • t O^icoffo
E»g * t Chicxiffo
HEAgr 67 * t C>tampaign,
Bm* 6iH * t Chicago
SS ts Steward
Aam * t Morri$cm
SS 104 Ahtrdeen, WoMiifftom
AC • t Cliai^
ES(SS) 110 * t Pt^ria
Aer 30H * t AtifXMi
T.AS * + Waui^!ffan
Sd 60 * t L>iT':'n
SS 8 HosfX^VFQ
Aary SS 89
SS 16 Ka>icia, Miuonri
s c 7 Liiw!>bi, \ebratka
aWa * t AndenoK, Imdiama
A'T.K * Cftotfwwa
LAS * Chiemffo
LAS * t CUcaom
C V Vritamm




LAS * t Chieaao
Bw £8 * t Galeibmt
Lib * MargrOU. Mi-puri
BE * t 'Ufam
But * t C^emeoe
R:-.h 96 * t Dtlmma
* t CkieagoP-^L 38




LAS vne ' Chaatpaign
EE * Mamtat*
LAS 31 * t WoodMoek
LAS 43 * CMawtpaiem
AE 37 * t Park Ridf
Jni 63 * t P^mm
LAS iiH * t Pontine
LAS * Pana
CE 8iH • t Bunitr Ha
AC 31 * t 1^a^tAaa^ Manaekmmm
But * t Chicago
EnaiSS) 104H * t CMeaoo
Acew 33^ • t MolUe
But * Soforuta
LAS 66 * f St. LntU, lti*mmri
AC 108 * t Weal PHUtam, Pemtuj/trnMim
LAS S3 * t QlMKV
LAS 9SH
LAS irr • Urhmta
Acfv 78 * t doj/tonmOe
C>.£m 96H * t Citattworlk
PreL 60hi * t ClavtonrHle
AE SO • t ChuOffO
EE 41 * t Prteporl
EE * Peoria
LAS 9S * t CUeaffo HeieHi
LAS Bermgm,
LAS B7 * t BtamMbm
SS
AC 3S * t BeardMtowa
PreM H914 * t CAioo^o
AcrT, 6SH * t Ckieago
AST * t TUhOwa
Bu-i * CUeagQ
LAS Ctifje
E4 100 * ITeil Framkfprt
Aec9 ^ * BImelwhmd
LAS * - OUeotf*





ME * t OflWawflBpB, Temmenae
CE 104H * i El Reno. OUai^mm
Arch SSH * t CkieagoEE SS * Abma
Bttf * t AIM
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Brown, Mrs. Mary Lap*®
Brown, Otis -^va
Brown, Phyllis Marion, A.B., 1925
Brown, Rajinond Shearer
Brown, Richard McPherson

















Browne, Sylvia'Glenn, B.S., 1914
BrowneU, Marian Lois























Lib * t Dybuque, loma
LAS * Champaion
£u« * t Baldwin, Midtiomi
CE UH t WHmuite
Bui SB * t St. Amu
LAS * t TayloTTiOe
Eng 115 * t Wibneae
SS l-oM Vandalia
Ed 113H * GiOetpie
PrtJ S3 * t Chicago
LAS 65 * t LoringioH
EE S5}i * f Jolia
Preif * t ilendota
LAS 103 * t CissJM Park
Accy 66 * t ElKood
Etu3 108 * t Etanston
AC t Red ITuv, MiMMCScta
Eng * t Ur^^iui
Bus SS * t Bloomit>ston
LAS 31 * t Quincy
Chem 7Z * t Highland Park
LAS SO * t Terr* Hatdt, IwHoMa
LAS * + rr6a««
LAS 99 * t Pana
lEd 66 * t Alrin
LAS * t Chicago
CE se * t GUnEatfn
Agr loiH * t Rockford.
EE 106 * t Ezansion
But i9 * t Pontiac
Ed 97 * t StSbman VaOe^
EE 60 * t Ckieaoo
Bank 34 * t AriingUm. HagkU
AC 105 * t Alrin
SS 9 Penfidd
LArdi 95 * t den EUyn
SS 7H
SS 46
LAS * t Ckieam^
SS 60}i SL Peter
SS S9H Cofeen
Lib * t Webtter. S«mA Dakota
CE se^ * Sharon, PenntuhoMim,
LArch 110 * t Prinett^
SS
Accy SS * t Geneteo
LArch 117^ * t Kokomo, Indiana
AE IBS * t Mt. iforris
LAS (SS) 41 * j Urbana
EE 105 T Er^nston
LAS * t WUmeOe
LAS (SS) 84 » + ViOa Growe
LAS * r Rockford
Lib * t Xieiamn, KoMm*
Ed 97 * t Chaa^aia*
PreL 31 * t Peoria
Accy * ChampaigM
PreL * t Chicago
But SS * Cherry FcQey
LAS * t Ewmton
LAS 64 * t Chicago
Lib * t KirkswiOe, Mieaonri
Ed {SS) 95 * t Chaatpaien
La^s (3) S8 t Bembm
LAS 66 * Benton
Bus * t Chvcaoo
Bus * t Dwi{)kt
Mus 10 * t Piainfidd
Ed S8H * t Chicago
LAS * f Bliomimtlvm
Bus * t Chiemoa
Ins SS • t WHmette
Bus * Elgin
ME 7S * t Emtton
Bu* 76H * i Oak Park
Bus 19 * t Oak Park
LAS 61 * t 2>«v**
Cer • t Moiia*
CB So * t Flotmtoor
Lav (5) (.SS) 65 * t Chamtpaitm
MhmEH 67 • t CUeave
LAS • t rr*«iia
LAnA 109 • t CTl>ana
AE SO * Oak Pork
Pr€M • t Rockford
Artk S7 * t Avrora
























































































Flor 29 * t River Forest
lA * T Marion, Indiana
LAS 73 * T Evansville, Indiana
HEAgr * t Xenia
* f Crystal LakeCer 99
CL 25 * Quincy
SS Downers Grove
LAS * t Elmhurst
Arch SO t Elmhurst
Bus * t Chicago
AC 63 * Woodside, New York
EE (SS) 70 * Robinson
ME 106 * ' Chicago
PreM 31^ * t Freeport




Bus 113 * t Prineeville
ChE 109 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Chem 31 * t Springfidd
LAS * Divemon
Bus * t Champaign
* T Coon Rapids, IowaAC 84
Arch zm * t Villa Park
Bus t Marshall
SS le Evansville, Indiana
Arch ito * t Chicago
LAS 31 * Wamette
lA 106\i * Elgin
LAS unc iSS) 6 * Champaign
LAS 98 * t Chicago
SS 41 Sterling
HELAS 66 * t Bonfield
LAS * t Evanston
Agr * t TaylorvilU
Flor unc IS * t Memphis, Tennessee
LAS 106 * t Tonkaica, Oklahoma
Lib(SS) 7 * j NashvilU
* T UnionAgr 33M
Agr 63 * t Kings
lA 69 * t Abingdon
Eng 3i * t Urbana
SS Urbana
AC * t TaylorvUle
Bus 98 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
Agr * t McNabb
LAS * f MonticeJlo
* t DanvilleLAS
PreM 94H * t Belfry, Montana
AC lot * t Roseburg, Oregon
PreM 60}i * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * t Quiney
PreJ 36 * t Chicago
Bus * t Woodstock
SS Maywood
CL * Chicago
Bus 27 t Chicago
LAS 119 t Urbana
Agr * t Carlock
LAS (SS)
Flor




6614 * t Blue Mound
* Canton
EE 28 * 1 WestvUle
* T RiversideLAS
Law(S) 22 * t Chicago
* T ChicagoLAS 33
LAS 66 * t Chicago
LAS * t Champaign
* T ChicagoLAS
Bus 47 * Chicago
Bus 32 * t Berkeley, California
EE * t Glen Ellyn
* t CamargoLArch
EE 33 * t Chicago
EE 19 * t East St. Louis
* 1 Oak ParkME
Bus 33 * t Oswego
* BentonPreM 32
EE 22 * • Trinidad, Colorado
* T ChampaignAC
SS 18 Nauvoo
Eng 107 * t Chicago
HEAgr 26 * Peoria
Ed unc (SS) 28 St. Louis, Missouri
Agr 31 * Chicago
Bus * Libertyville






















































































Call, Merner Bennett, B.S., 1927
Callahan, Eileen Marie
Bus * St. Joseph, Missouri
LAS * t Chicago
HELAS 66 * t Oak Park
Arch 10 * • Chicago
LArch 67 * Chicago
LAS 35 * f Greenfield
LAS 104 * Wilmette
LAS 34 * t Robinson
PreM 36 * t Carlinville
* T ChicagoLAS 31
PreL 33 * t Edwardsville
LAS 66 * t Oak Park
SS Wood River
Eng S6 * Wood River
PEd 101 * t EdwardsvUle
* T ChicagoLAS 34
LAS 69 * t Urbana
LAS 31 * t Riverside
ACunc (SS) 44 * t Rockford
LAS * Oak Park
Agr t Chicago
LAS 46H * t Allerton
HEAgr 31 * McLean
CerE * t Mount Vernon, New York
Mus 110 * t Bunker Hill




EdiSS) 106 * • GrossmorU, California
Accy 46 * Chicago
Law (3) * • Chicago
LASunc Urbana
SS 76 Urbana
Ed 101 t Joliet
* T QuincyAgr 21
HELAS * t Normal
Bus SS * t Chicago
LAS 67 * t Chicago
SS Oak Park
Bus * Kewanee
lEd (SS) 97 * t Putnam
Mus * t Lincoln
LAS (SS) 96 * t Lincoln
ME (SS) 66H * t Decatur
SS 9 Staunton
lEd siyi t Lanark
Bus * t Griggsville
EE SS * Elmwood
SS Pana
SS B Galesburg
Arch 87 * t ChicagoME * Chicago
SS 96% Decatur
PreM S5H * t Chicago
AC 88 * Fryeburg, Maine
T St. Joseph, MissouriAccy 63
HEAgr 66H * ' Augusta
* T ChicagoLaw (S) 66
Chem SI * t Blue Island
SS 6 Bicknell, Indiana
Bus 121 * Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
AE 60 * La Salle
Law (3) 60 * t Ottawa
AC 28 * t Chicago
EE 44M * i Durango, Mexico
Eng S2 * + Moline
LAS T Moline
LAS * t Urbana
CE es * Wheaton
Bus 91 * t Chicago
* T TampicoAC S2
PreM * i Chicago
T East St. LouisLAS
SS S8 Sheldon
Agr 49 * Peoria
LAS 86 * t East St. Louis
* ChicagoLAS SS
Law (3) * t Nokomis
Mus WilmetU
LAS 61 * MonticeUo
LAS Lovejoy
Law (3) * f Galesburg
* t AledoBus S2
SS Alvin
SS 16H Peoria














Cammack, Eleanore Adelene, A.B., 1928 Lib









































































Bus 66 * t Champaign
Agr * Milford
PreJ * t Park Ridge
Law (3) * t Vincennes, Indiana
* T ByronLArch
CE (SS) 36 * Augxista
lA + Chicago
* t UrbanaLAS
ChE (SS) 115V2 * Delavan
lA seVi * t River Forest
* t SibleyBank 103ME 17 * t Chicago
* T Greencastle, Indiana
SS Bement
AC 99 * t Edmonds, Washington
LAS lU t Chicago
Chem 67 * i La Harpe
PreL 32 * t Ottawa
Bank 31
H
* t Downers Grove
Arch ISOVi * t Fort Dodge, Iowa





* T ChicagoLAS 32
LAS 70 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
T TuscolaMus 65
Ed(SS) 90H * t Chicago
SS 10 Jennings, Louisiana
LAS + Evanston
* t Nunn, ColoradoLib
Law (S) 67 * t Ladd
* t MaywoodAC
Agr * Winnebago
LAS 89 * t Chicago
EPh 69 * Flat Rock
Jnl 60 f Kokomo, Indiana
Flor * Barrington
Lib * Austin, Texas
Agr 69 * Cantrall
LAS 79 * Danville
AC * Tovey
Law (3) 63]4 * - Champaign
ChE * Kansas City, Missouri
Bxia S6y2 * Berwyn
CE 41 * t Manila, Philippine Island*
AC * t Rochester, New York
Bits * Morris
Bua * • Indiana Harbor, Indiana
AC * • Auburn




PreL 62H * Chicago
LAS 72% Chicago
CL 28 * ^ Champaign
SS 22 Moline
AE 27 * Chicago
CE * • ' Ottawa
Law (3) SO * Aledo
Lib * Waukegan
PreM * Urbana
Bus 86 * Stillman Valley
LAS Danville
AC * • Barre, Vermont
AC * • Emden
Agr 104H * Sterling
LAS * • Oak Park
EE 42H * ' Kirksville, Missouri
LAS 37 * Danville
Bus 13 * Chicago
PreJ * • Chicago
AE S4 * • Paoay, Philippine Islands
* • Ravinia
AC 63 * • Highland Park
EE S7H * Chandlerville
LAS 65 * i Indianapolis, Indiana
* T Attica, IndiaruiAC 69
AC 35 t Oak Park
* T DonovanLaw (S)
Bus * Chicago
Law (S) * Chicago
























































































ME 108 * f- Sandoval
PreJ SS * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS S2 * t Chicago
LAS S4 * t Chicago
SS St. Louis, Missouri
SS 40H St. Louis, Missouri
LAS SI * t Champaign
Bits S8 * t Melrose Park
* T PeoriaLaw (S)
LAS * f Philo
* T UrbanaLAS 35
Acoy 99% * t Greenup
AC unc 6 * Champaign
PreL * t Urbana
Arch * t Indianapolis, Indiana
lEd 12 * t ChicagoME 25y2 * River Forest
CE * Rockford
Arch 91 y2 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 101 * t St. Louis, Missouri
PreJ so * t Onarga
* t RockfordPreM
LAS * t Mahomet
Bua n * t Decatur
Bus 34 * t Moline
Eng * t SherrardME S8 * t Chicago
SS sy^ Decatur
LAS SlH * t Maywood
LAS * t University City, Missouri
Ed 100 * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * Chicago
SS 16 * t Ramsey
Bus 40 * t Champaign
Eng (SS) 126 * t Girard
LAS 30 * ' Lombard
AE 36 * t MendotaME 110 * t Pittsburg, Kansas
SS 6 Champaign
Law (S) 70 * 1 Bloomington
Accy 98 * Ohio
MusEd 101 * • • Riverside
Bus * Chicago
CE 107H * • Murphysboro
Agr esH * • Oreana
Agr * Oreana
LAS so * Ridgefarm
Bus * • Oak Park
PreM * St. Joseph
Bus so * • Chicago
Chem {SS) 73 * • Urbana
AC * Kingsburg, California
ChE 106 * 1 Litchfield
SS Willow Hill
Agr 104 * t Fairoiew
LAS 26 * t LaGrange
LAS 56 * t Geneva
Law (S) (.SS) 6714 * t Urbana
Bus (SS) 95% * t Carrington, North Dakota
Agr * t Olney
Bus 36 * t Chicago
AC 61 * t Brownsville, Texas
PreM * Cairo
LAS * Forest Park
Law (S) 69 * t Cicero
Bus 67 * t Cicero
PreL S4 * t Oak Park
Law (3) * Anhwei, China
Arch 67 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
AC 4^H * Milton, Wisconsin
LAS 63 * t Chicago
LAS 100 * t Carlinville
SS 10414 Shabbona
Bus 61 y^ * t Joliet
Agr 29 * • Chicago
LAS 27 * T Champaign
Chem 6S * t Pontiac
LAS * • Blue Island
PreJ SS * T Rinard
AC 69 * t Grandfield, Oklahoma
LAS 20 * Lerna
EE 108 * t Valparaiso, Chile
Bus 60H * i Canton, China























































































AE 115 * • Canton. China
LAS * T Divemon
SS 8 Mounds
AC * t Milhaie, New Jersey
LAS * Chicago
CE unc 4S * t Thomasboro
Ed 97 * t Denver, Colorado
EE li9 * t Piano
Arch 71 * t Springfield
SS Fengtien, China
AC * t Kankakee
But 1X8 * Tientain, China
SS 8 Jacksonville
EE 7A * t Urbana
LAS * Chicago
LAS IS * t Kewanee
HELAS 27 * t Mahomet
AE S7 * t Chicago
Law (S) * 1 Urbana
Bus 64 * • Hanover
Bus lis * • Newkirk, Oklahoma
LAS £6 * • • Newkirk, Oklahoma
Jnl es * • Champaign
LAS * t Chesterton, Indiana
Bus * Apple River
Bus 13 * J ChicagolEd 4SH * Princeton, West Virginia
HEAgr 67 * t Urbana
AC {SS) SO * Ashland, Kentucky
LAS (SS) UH * Urbana
Arch * • Chicago
FlOT 72 * t Oak Park
Bus 61 * T Mason City
LAS (.SS) S3^ * t Marshall
SS 6 Baxter Springs, Kansas
PreM 61 * t Herrick
Ins S6 * t Streator
* ChicagoHELAS 69
AE S7 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Chicago
Bus * t Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
LAS unc * Chicago
SS 17 Council Bluffs, Iowa
Agr 91 * 1 Chicago
CE 73 * Chicago
Ed 96 * Antioch
AE * Chicago
Arek lis * Chicago
Mua * Anna
ME * Evanston





Law (S) * Woodstock
ME 67}4 * t Sibley
Cer lUH * Seymour, Missouri
CE 67 t Chicago
AE 73 * t Chicago
LAS 65 * t Sheldon
Bus * Chicago
Arch * ' Stoughton, Wisconsin
PreM SS Chicago
AE * T Ilion, New York
Bus 48 * t Chicago
EE 11 * Aurora
PreM (SS) S8H * t Champaign
CL 61 * i Quincy
* T QuincyLAS 491
LAS unc * i LaGrange
SS Danville
Bus * t Weslervelt
FC * t CaseyME eoH * Rosamond
Agr 96]^ * t CaseyME 38 * t San Francisco, California
RCE 1S4 * Chicago
LAS 36 * t Chicago
LAS 34 * t Maywood
REE 60% * McComb, Mississippi
LAS 69 * t Chicago
LAS 31 * 1 Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
Ed 94 Cicero
LAS SS * 1 Champaign
Agr t9 * • Chicago
























































































CE 68 * t Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
LAS (SS) 103 * t Champaign
ss 9H Kankakee
Mtis 68 * t Oakland
Accy 91 * t Areola
Bus £0 * t Springfield
LAS * t Rockford
Bus SX * f Prophetstown
Arch * Indianapolis, Indiana
EE 36 * New Boston
ME H * Aurora
PEd 101 * t Georgetown
LAS S7 * t Glen Ellyn
Bus * t Peoria
LAS 33 * Champaign
HELAS 84 * t Urbana
LAS 71 * t Rizal, Philippine Islands
Bus 67H * t Carlinville
HELAS 6S * t Harrisburg
CL 65}4 * t Ashmore
EE 107 * Springfield
SS 23 Centralia
Agr * t Allendale
Bus 60 * t Muncie, Indiana
Bus 6SH * Streator
HELAS 69% * t Momence
EE 71 * t Chicago
LAS 9SH * t Danville
Law (5) * t Chicago
PreM 97 * t Detroit, Michigan
Bus S4 * Danville
LAS 33 * t Goshen, Indiana
AC SS * t Worcester, Massachusetts
LAS 6S * t Freeburg
Law (S) 35 * t Freeburg
RCE (SS) 18 * t Cochabamba, Bolivia, S. America
Bus * Chicago
LAS SO * t Chicago
JEd {SS) 97H * t Windsor
ChE S5 * t Gatesburg
Agr 103^ * t Marshall
Agr (SS) 39 * t Marshall
Bus * t Chicago
Chem 40 * 1" Dixon
PreM * t Pawnee
LAS (SS) 90 * t Danville
Bus 42 * t Champaign
Bus SS * t Champaign
Bus SS * t Hanna, Wyoming
AC 71 * t Hanna, Wyoming
LAS UVi * t Chicago
SS 86 Urbana
Agr 69 t Urbana
HELAS (SS) 115H * Urbana
LAS * t Springfield
Co- 123)4 * Cannelton, Indiana
las t Manistee, Michigan
ChE * Centralia
LAS 34 * t Taylorville
LAS 31 * t Crawfordsville, Indiana
LAS * t Tolono
PreJ 31 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Arch S3 * t Seward
SS SSH Bloomington
Bus 18 * Dayton, Ohio
LAS SO * t Georgetown
* t MonticelloBank 67
Ed 87 * t Herrin
Ed 63 * t Urbana
LAS 66 * t Urbana
ChE * t Greenville
Accy 30H * t Macomb
SS 2 Rochelle
Accy 72 * t Gary, Indiana
Ed 99 * t Milton, Wisconsin
MU8 ssH * t Mt. Vernon
AC 23V2 * Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
LAS 60 * 1[ River Forest
LAS • r Burlington, Iowa
AC 70 * • \ Urbana
LAS unc f Ptieblo, Colorado
LAS * • r Evanston
LAS 70 * ' ^ Urbana
Bus * t Huntington, Indiana

























































































HELAS B7 t Indianapolis, Indiaru.
LAS * t Vandalia
LAS * Casey
Bus * t Urbana
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 46 * t Chicago
SS Champaign
Accy * t Christopher
Arch * t Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 7 * t Princeton
LAS 29 * t Chicago
Bank 62 * t Rochester
HELAS 68 * 1" Robinson
Ed 110 * t Charleston
Ltb(.SS) * t Galesburg
PreM * t Chicago
LAS * Urbana
HEAgr * Urbana
LAS AZVi * t Washington, Indiana
Arch 34 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 61 * t Chicago
LAS * Champaign
PreM {SS) 73 * t Maryville
lA 109 * t Chicago
EE t Chicago
PreM 38 * t Chicago
LAS * t Muskogee, Oklahoma
LAS 14 * Chicago
Bus u * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Chicago
PreL 18 * Chicago
Chem 90H * t Chicago
AC unc * t Muskogee, Oklahoma
Law (3) * t Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
LawU) 100 * t Chicago
CL t Chicago
Law (S) so * Chicago
ME 74 * t Chicago
Arch * Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
Law (S) 37 * t Chicago
SS 62)4 Saybrook
CE t Chicago
Agr 102 * t Kewanee
ChE * t Springfield
SS Brookfield
LAS 26 * t Maltoon
LAS t Gary, Indiana
LAS * t Champaign
Bus Si * t Sidney
EE 70 * t Chicago
LAS (SS) 71 * t Dalton City
SS 76V2 Champaign
AC 38 * Macon
HEAsr {SS) 108 * t Urbana
Ed 97 * t Macon
Bus 3OV2 * Danville
LAS 65 * t Aroma Park
LAS SO * t Urbana
Chem 65 * t Mt. Carroll
Bus 27 * t Evanston
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * t Pekin
AC 32 * Chicago
Eng 25 * t Chicago
HELAS 69 * t Kankakee
* T MarseillesLAS 69
LAS * t Berwyn
LAS 32 * t Areola
PreJ * Western Springs
AE 36 * t Rock Island
LAS {SS) 40% * t Johnston City
LAS 6314 * t Western Springs
LAS 27 * Western Springs
Lib * t Galesburg
Law (3) {SS) * t ChampaignME 35 * t Long Point
PreJ {SS) 7 * Urbana
LAS * t Wheaton
Bus S3 * t Olney
Agr 98H * t Chester
HEAgr * Ottawa


























































































Bus 36 * t Decatur
MusEd (SS) 107 * 1 Champaign
* T ChampaignChE {SS) 74
Bus 98 * t Pecalonica
SS 91 hi East St. Louis
Cer 1S6 * Chicago
SS Oak Park
Biis 37 * t Chicago
LArch 123 * t Chicago
LAS SO t Buchanan, Michigan
HELAS 104 * t Urbana
Agr 106 * t Urbana
AE 31 * t Oak Park
Law (S) 60 * t River Forest
LAS * t Champaign
Law(S) * t Quincy
LAS * Chicago
PreM 21 * Morton
LAS * t Chicago
AE * t Paris
SS 6% Baltic, Connecticut
Jnl 61 t Los Angeles, California
Bus SS * t Chicago
Bus 34 * t Albion
Bus * t Chicago
FC (.SS) 68 * t Champaign
AC 65 * t Chicago
LAS 34 * t Chicago
LAS 94y^ * t Chicago
LAS 96 * t Champaign
SS 17}4 Dix
Law (3) * t Chicago
Bus * t Rock Island
AC * t Divernon
Law (3) * t Greenup
LAS * t Toledo
Chem (SS) 107 * t Newton
LAS 30% * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Agr 67H * t Robinson
Cer 79 t Chicago
CL SO * t Jacksonville
Ed unc (.<?«) 70H * Champaign
Bank 66 * t Altoona, Pennsylvania
LAS 99 * t Harmon
CE S5 * t East St. Louis
EE 108 * t Staunton
Lib * t Elk Point, South Dakota
JA 106)4 * t Harvey
Bus 6714 * t Tucumcari, New Mexico
Bus 63 * t Urbana
AC * t Vermont
Arch SS * t Berwyn
LAS * t Steward
PreL * t Madison
PU 100 * t Springfield
EE 107 * t Cfreenup
* T Ferguson, MissouriJnl 98
LAS 6514 * t Victoria
FC 98 * t Dixon
Bus 41 y2 * Champaign
EPh t Chicago
LAS * • Champaign
Bus unc isVi * " Chicago
AE * • Elmhurst




CE 73 * t Urbana
EE (SS) 167V2 * Urbana
Bus * 1 Fieldon
Youngstown, OhioLAS 106 * 1
LAS 66 * 1 Gary, Indiana
PreM 36)4 * \ • Chicago
Accy SS * 1 Rockford
EPh (SS) 40% * 1 Palestine
Law (3) SO * 1 • Chicago
LAS * 1f Chicago
EE 74 * 1] Chicago




Accy 17 f Bellflower
Agr
••]\ BellflowerAE 119 Chicago










Cornell, Owen Lincoln, B.S., 1927
Corner, Faye Emma
Corney, George Willis







































































Craig, Donald Peter .
Craig, Edwin James
Craig, Florence Marceline
PreL * t Chicago
lA 69 t Moline
AC * t Moweaqua
HELAS * t Champaign
Agr 19 * Rosamond
Agr 64 * t Atwood
LAS 4 * t Chicago
Ed unc t Georgetown
Bus * t Moline
SS Paw Paw
LAS iSS) 112 * Urbana
Agr t Brimfield
1921 SS 4 Pine Island, Minnesota
SS 97 Gridley
Ed 63 * t Rinard
SS 10 Rantoul
EE S6 * t Ottawa





Accy 65 * Chicago
Agr SO * t Taylorrnlle
PreM 5 * t Oak Park
ME * t iSt. Louts, Missouri
HEAgr * t Potomac
LAS * t Chicago
Agr 68 * t Staunton
AC * t Champaign
Bus unc t Lombard
PreM 32 * t Chebanse
LAS t Chicago
* t Gibson CityHELAS {SS) 69
Agr 10214 * t Gibson City
Arch 61 * t Pana
lA 14 * t Gibson City
LAS 107 * t Muskegon, Michigan
Arch * + Chicago
LAS 29H * + Akron, Ohio
LAS 28 * T Oregon
CerE * Terre Haute, Indiana
LAS {SS) 95 * t Berkeley, California
Law (S) * t Sumner
Bw * t Granite City
LAS 63 * t Kokomo, Indiana
LAreh 40 * t Anderson, Indiana
SS 8H Beverly, Massachusetts
Bank t Chicago
AC * t Iliff, Colorado
LAS * t Chester
Jnl {SS) 68 * t Urbana
* t AltonJnl 98
Law (S) * t Springfield
LAS 60 * t Chicago
LAS 97 * Urbana
Bus 109 * t Chicago
LAS * Chicago
PreJ S6H * t Champaign
lA SO * t Urbana
Bus {SS) 98M * t Maroa
EE 70 * t Plymouth
Bus * Wyoming
Bus 9oy2 * t WUmette
SS MorristUle, Missouri
LAS 100 * t Savanna
* T Robinson*Ed 93
LAS 3» * t Urbana
Jvl 65 * t Chicago
Jtd 101 * t Sheridan, Indiana
Agr 131 * Charleston
Bus 99 * t Chester
Chem 71 * t Savanna
LAS * Champaign
LAS t Urbana
PreM * t Chicago
Accy 68 * t EdwoLTdstille
ME 30 * t Decatur
AC 71 * t Huntingdon, Pennsylvania
LAS 97 * t Macomb
SS 7}i St. Elmo
HELAS * Crystal Lake
EE 109 * t ScotUand
SS 7 Weston, Ohio
Bus 28 * t Havana
Bus * Lacon
Bus t Cadwell
HEAgr 119)4 * Charleston
Undergraduate Students 421
Craig, Harold Alfred Law (5)
Craig, Margaret LAS
Craig, Rahe Wileffa SS
Crain, Percv Vernon LAS
Grain, Ralph Waldo AE (SS)
Craine, Marion Kendall LAS
Cram, Raymond E Chem
Cramer, Clyde Fred Bus
Cramer, Gilbert Morand PreM
Cramer, Helen Louise LAS
Crammand, John Elbridge Bus
Crandall, Florence Ella HELAS
Crandall, John Paul LAS
Crane, Richard Sineus EE
Crane, Russell Joseph AC
Cranmer, Ruth Lorraine LAS
Cranston, Bernice Hope PreJ
Cranston, Crystal LAS
Crathorne, Anne Harrison LAS (SS)
Crathorne, Arthur Robert LAS
Graver, Virginia Bartlet LAS
Crawford, James Merle, B.S., 1928 Law (4)
Crawford, John Newton Bank
Crawford, Lawrence Walter Arch
Crawford, Margaret McCune S.S
Crawford, Norma Aliene LAS
Crawford, Quinton Jerome ME
Crawford, Theodore Rockwood LAS
Creamer, Harold Griffith EE (SS)
Creath, Ada Marie PEd
Creath, Cecil Vernon SS
Creighton, Curtis Crawford Arch
Cresap, Susan Grace LAS
Creasy, Philip John Bus
Crews, Halbert Otis LAS
Crews, Rhea Verona Mus
Crigler, Ross Lloyd SS
Criner, George Cranford CL
Crippin, Julianna LAS
Crissey, Marion Colehour LArch
Critchlow, Harold Stephen Bus (SS)
Crocker, Margaret Blackwood LAS
Crocker, Margaret Elizabeth LAS
Croft, Harry Edward LAS
Croft, James Frederick LAS
CroU, Herbert Greiss Arch
Cromwell, Frederick Paskell ME
Cromwell, Janet Andrews Ed
Cronin, William Marcus EE
Cronkhite, Dale Irving ME
Cronquist, Eldon Olaf ME
Crook, David Kenneth AC
Crook, Elinor Josselyn LAS
Crook, William Henry LAS
Cropp, Stanley Homer ChE
Crosbie, Maurice Hartley Chem
Cross, Eva Louise Ed
Cross, Mabel C HEAgr (SS)
Grossman, Lyman Bus
Crosson, John Alan AC
Grost, Harold Arch
Crow, Floyd Garver LAS
Growder, Samuel Arthur Bus
Crowe, Robert Heade AE
Crowley, Wilda Agnes LAS
Croysdale, Lowell Goodman LAS
Crull, Harry Edward LAS
Grum, George E AC
Crum, Susan Abigayle LAS
Crumlish, Daniel Joseph AE
Crump, Elizabeth Ed
Guculic, Anthony CE
Culbertson, Roy Frederick PreM
Culbertson, Virginia Graham LAS
Culhane, Catherine Margaret Ed
Cullinan, David James LAS
Cullings, John Regan CE
Gullison, Charles Cyrenus AC
Cullison, Joseph Ralph Agr
Gulp, Earl June SS
Gulp, Kenneth Wesley Bus
Gulp, Maurice S Law (S)
Gulp, Melvin Mark RCE (SS)
Cultra, Robert Ronald Flor
Culver, Jeanne Louise LAS































































































































































































B.S., M.S., 1922, 1926





































PreM 6214 * Poughkeepsie, New York
Bus * t Mazon
* T HarrisburgMus (,SS) 93
Lib * t Clarksville, Arkansas
LAS 100 * t Joliet
LAS 60 * t Virginia, Minnesota
CE * t Rock FalU
Agr 74 * t Martinsville
Agr (SS) 108 * t Urbana
lA t Chicago
LArch 13 * t Centralia
SS 32)4 Champaign
Ed 68 * t Pinckneyville
SS 17% Decatur
CE leVi * t Chicago
LAS irr t Loda
LAS 66 * t Maywood
LAS 33 * t Maywood
AC * t Chicago
Accy 63 * J St. Louis, MissouriAC T Chicago
Ed 78 * t Lostant
Bank 65V2 * t Rockford
LAS 100 * t Paducah, Kentucky
CE 36 * t Oak Park
SS H Olney
Accy 82y, t Morrison
LAS 33 * t Evanston
SS 6% Venice
PreL SO * t Grant Park
LAS 2 * t Tolono
LAS una * Edwards
LAS * t Bunker Hill
LAS 63 * Maywood
LAS 60% * Henryetta, Oklahoma
Agr 67)4 * t Casey
Law (5) * t Casey
Chem 31 V2 * t Berwyn
LAS 113V2 * t ChicagoME 66 * \ La Union, Philippine Islands
LAS 28 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
SS 2 Urbana
PU 104 * t Chicago
LAS * i Chicago
Law (5) * Chicago
Accy 38 * t Urbana
EE * Chicago
SS Perry
Law (3) 43 * TaylorvUle
LAS * 1 Chicago
AC 126 * ' San Antonio, Texas
LAS 66 * • Urbana
Ed 107 * Fitchburg, Massachusetts
LAS * • Danville
Ed 10114 * Mahomet
LAS 7014 * Portsmouth, Ohio
AE 27 Chicago
LAS Vt. * Chicago
EE * BelleviUe
Law (5) * Chicago
PreL 66y2 * • Waukegan
LAS 91 * Kent
EE SI * Aurora
LAS * Chicago
LAS 99 * • Basco
AC * Forrest
Law (3) * Champaign
LAS 69 * 1 Champaign
LAS (SS) 102 * • Glencoe
LAS * . Palatine
Eng 3014 * . Chicago
CE * Champaign
CE * PatM
CE (SS) 79y2 * Chicago
Mus 34 * • • Edgewood
PreM 2614 * East Chicago, Indiana
Bus 66 * Elgin
RCE 109 * • Astoria
LAS S2 * • Chicago
CE * ' Melrose Park
CE 109 * • • St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * • Chicago
ME 37 * • • Chicago
SS 6 Urbana


























B.S., A.M., 1926, 1928
Davies, Elmer Frank
Davies, Francis Marshall



























































Dean, Helen Elisabeth, B.S., 1928
LAS 6A * Waterman
BlLS 100 * t New Athens
* T Transvaal, South AfricaAgr (SS) 76
Accy una * ' Youngstovm, Ohio
* f ChicagoPreL 65%
Chem * Nauvoo
Bus 35 * t Cicero
Agr * t Albion
HELAS uy% * t Reddick
LAS * t Streator
AC 70 * t Muncie, Indiana
SS Streator
AC * Lockport
AC 108 * t Tuxedo Park, New York
PreL * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * t Harrisburg
Ed 65 * t Harrisburg
Mus * t Oak Park
Bus ee * t Ruleville, Mississippi
Bus * DanvUle
PreM SS * t Mt. Auburn
Law (3) * t Canton
SS Elmwood
Law (3) * t Urbana
AtcK S4 * t Maywood
SS Vienna
Bus SO * t LaOrange
Arch * t Evanston
AE * t Champaign
LAS {SS) 80H * f Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Bus 69 * t Chicago
Arch 38 * t ChicagoME 10% * t Joliet
Law (3) 13 * t Fairfield
Bus 32 * t Kewanee
Bus 96 * Aurora
Law (3) * t Bloominglon
Bus * Earlville
Bus S9 * t North Chicago
* T Scales MoundLAS 70
LAS 101% * t Decatur
Bus * Wakefield
LAS 61 * t Streator
LAS * t Chicago
Accy 66 * t Roberts
PreJ * t Evanston
Jnl 8614 * " Urbana
* AtwaterME 30
Bus 99 * t Greenville
Bus * t East Moline
HELAS 61 * t Peoria
SS 8 St. Louis, Missouri
CE 116 * t Mt. Olive
* t PatokaAgr
Bus SI * Chicago
Law (3) {SS) 62 * t Harrisburg
Bus t Tuscola
LAS 80 t Hinckley
Flor 136 * t Mindenmines, MissouriME 96 * t Chicago
LAS SA * t Springfield
LAS 29 * Tuscola
Bus 66 * t Decatur
LAS * Urbana
SS 116H Birmingham, Alabama
SS Champaign
CL 29 * t Park Ridge
EE 12 * Gilman
LAS * t Kankakee
SS 46 Ashley
Bus * Lexington
Bus SO * t Cicero
Bus * t Dixon
HEAgr 63 * t Petersburg
LAS unc 48 t Little Rock, Arkansas
Ed (SS) 94 * t Melvin
* T ChicagoHEEd 104
PreM * t St. Louis, Missouri
AC * t Clinton
AC Waynesboro, Virginia
* • ChampaignLAS SI
Flor * f Morrisonville
Agr Sg * • LaMoille
Lib * Manhattan, Kansas











De Atley, Ethel Lorena
De Atley, Jack Carter

















































De Tomasi, Frank Ambrose
Detrich, John Hay
De Turk, Charles Alvin






De Van, William Allen
Devine, James Harry
Devlin, Leianna





Dey, Mrs. Elma Wittnam
Dey, Raymond Harlan






Bus 99H * t Rushville
AE 48H * t Venice
CL 36 * Peoria
PreM * t Mt. Morris
T HinsdaleBus 64 *
Bus * t Decatur
LAS * t Gleneoe
Ed(SS) 109% * New York, New York
PreL 63 * t Peoria
Law (3) * Chicago
HELAS t Metcalf
Agr SA * t Urbana
HELAS 31 * t Urbana
LAS 40 * t Wilmette
CE 37 * t Wilmette
CE nm * t Peru
AC 94 * t Mansfield, Pennsylvania
ChE 35 * t Granite City
LAS t Long View
LAS (SS) 109 * t Long View
Arch 66V2 * t Minot, North Dakota
Bus * t Pecatonica
Agr * t Arthur
CE i9y2 * Chicago
AC 117 * Stevens Point, Wisconsin
LAS 99H * t Atlanta
ss 93y2 Transvaal, South Africa
ss 41 Pittsfield
LAS 108 * t Chicago
LArch f Foosland
Bus SI * t Cullom
PreM * t Waterloo
Bus * T Chicago
LAS S6V2 * T Kankakee
ChE * t Cora
Law (S) * t Harvard
PreM 3S * t Pekin
AC 101)4 * t Garrett, Indiana
t UrbanaHELAS 102 *
Bus 26 * t Barron, Wisconsin
LAS * t East Lynn
LAS 64 * Park Ridge
HELAS * t Normal
LAS S$ * t La Harpe
SS 7% Austin, Texas
LAS t Peoria
AC 31 * Barre, Vermont
Ed 60 t Elizabethtown
Law (S) * t Tonica
Arch 95 * Danville
BataviaME
CE 107 * ' Batavia
ME * Chicago
AC {SS) 60 * Champaign
AC 106 * • Bushnell
Agr 36 * t Durand
Ed 64 * " Kankakee
Ed 97 * T- Carlatadt, New Jersey
SS 7H Lebanon, Missouri
LAS 65H * t Chicago
lEd 45y2 * t Chicago
Bus * t Herrin
Bus 38 * t Chicago
LArch 91 V2 * t Martinsville, Indiana
AE 109H * t Urbana
LAS 65 * t Chicago
Jnl 120 * Chicago
Bus 33 * t Canton
Bus 33 * t Canton
PreM 3314 * Chicago
lA 22}i * t Chicago Heights
ChE (SS) 120 * t Sedalia, Missotiri
Ed 87 t St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 20 * t Chicago
LAS 107 * t Goodhue, Minnesota
LAS * t Camp Grove
ChE 3414 * t Armstrong
REE 73 * t Houston, Texas
HELAS t Nokomis
EE SI * t Urbana
JA 98H * t Chicago
Law (S) 30 * t Cary
Ed 98 * t Veedersburg, Indiana
LAS * Chicago
Arch 103H * t Evansville, Indiana
SS 8 Camp Point
Undergraduate Students 425
Dickinson, Beryl Herbert EPh llSVi * t Harcey
Dickinson, Charles Frederick LAS SI * t Evanston
Dickinson, Harold Kingsley Bus 66)4 * t Harvey
Dickinson, William Lee Arch * t Lake Forest
Dickman, Bernard CE 32 * t Chicago
Dickson, Donald Edward Bus 63H * t Chicago
Dickson, Ruth Jane LAS 65 * t Homer
Diederich, Leo John LArch 87V2 * t Streator
Diehl, Archie Harold Agr SS * t Polo
T ChicagoDiehl, Dorothy Mae LAS *
Diehl, Kenneth Donald Agr SO * t Lanark
Diekrnan, Harry Garrett Mu^ una * t Monroe, Michigan
t ChicagoDiener, Edward Lenke Bus 102 *
Dieterle, Donald Lyle Accy 66 * t Sterling
Dieterich, Charles Russel SS 8 Springfield
Dietsch, Raymond Arthur Bus 23% * Evanston
Diggs, Olive Myrl Bus unc S6 * t Fort Wayne, Indiana
Dilks, Sidney Harold
Dill, Clifford Donald
Law (3) 49 * t Roberts
Bus * Pierceton, Indiana
Dill, Robert John Bus * Winchester
Dillavou, Ward Everett Bus 30 * t Champaign
Dille, Robert Evan Accy 24 * j Cairo
t ChampaignDillman, Lucius Matlock PreM 6814 *
Dillman, Marvin Earl AC 4£ * t Hinsdale
Dillner, Arthur E Law (S) * t Dolton
Dillon, Arthur William Agr 73 * t Champaign
Dillon, Charles Francis Bus 74 * f Joliet
Dillon, Dorothy Gladys HEAgr 69 * t Champaign
Dillon, Jane LAS 96 * t Atlanta, Georgia
DiUon, Scott CE * t Urbana
Dillon, William Kimball lA 71 * t Chicago
Dimberg, Albert Joseph LAS 16H * Chicago
Dimmitt, Edison Hewitt Arch 66 * t West LaFayette, Indiana
Dinsmore, George Raymond AC 65 * t St. Johnsbury, Vermont
Dinsmore, John Bell CL 34 * t Chicago
Diorio, Alexander Andrew PreL * t Chicago
Dippell, Clara Jane Mus 71 * t Urbana
Diserens, Mary Cordelia SS 7 Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Disher, Charles Robert Agr 69 * t Shirley
Distelhorst, Henry Sonuners PreL 61 * t Quincy
Dittmann, Paul Steen Bus * f Chicago
Ditto, Richard Wesley LAS * Keithsburg
Diver, George Lewis Bus 110 * t Bridgeport
Diver, Joseph Francis PreL 33 * t Bridgeport
Dixon, Carl Anthony AC 20 * Urbana
Dixon, Dorothy Genevieve LAS 38 * t Champaign
Dixon, Paul Ryde Bus * Champaign
Dixon, Virgil Anthony AC * Streator
Doak, Harry Everett Bus * Macomb
Doak, Wilbert Frederick LAS 35 * t LaOrange
Dobbins, Leonard Oliver Law (3) 27 * Champaign
Dobbs, Ross William PreM 6 t Granite City
Dobias, Frank Joseph Law (3) * t Berwyn
Dobry, Laddie Francis ChE 69 * t Beru^n
Dobyns, Owen Trimble ME unc t Champaign
Dod, Karl Christ LAS 71 * t LaGrange
Dodd, Lester Miller Agr (.SS) 6214 * t Loami
Dodd, Wilma Gray SS 6 Urbana
Dodds, Glenn Wilbert Ed (SS) II2V2 t Heyworth
Dodds, Mary Pearl SS ISO}^ Chicago
Dodge, Dorothy Emery HELAS 66 * t Chicago
Dodge, Harold Arthur EE 86 * t De Kalb
Dodge, Lewis Elliott CE * t Jerseyville
Dodge, Mildred Isabel LAS 22 t Urbana
Dodge, Ralph Upham Agr 66 * t De Kalb
Dodson, Charles Edward Arch 69 * Chicago
Doerrmann, Frank Henry AC SO * Swedesboro, New Jersey
Doescher, Adalbert Clemens ME 69 * Crete
Doescher, Arnold Joel LAS 94 * Crete
ElmhurstDoherty, Maynard Thomas Bus 28 *
Dohme, Gladys Louise LAS * Champaign
Dolan, Margaret Anastasia Flor 122 * Clarksdale, Mississippi
Dolan, Thomas James CE 110 t Chicago
Doland, Dorothy Elizabeth HELAS * t Quincy
Doll, Douglas David Law (3) 18 * Allentown, Pennsylvania
Dollahan, Lowell A CE 74 * t Champaign
DoUahan, Virgil Cleoh LAS 64 * t Mahomet
Dollins, Curtis Walter AE 74 * i Champaign
f ChampaignDoUins, Eleanor Fay LAS SO *
Dollins, Mary Gertrude Ed 66 * t Benton
Dombrowski, Theodore EE 36 * t Staunton
Dominic, William James AC * Streator
Doms, Elizabeth Ann LAS (SS) 69 * t Slayton, Minnesota
t WilmetteDonahue, Alice Virginia LAS *
Donaldson, Charles Derr Bus « t Lockport
t CubaDonaldson, Robert Forsythe LAS *
































Douglass, Bonnie June, B.Mus., 1923
Douglass, James Theodore
Douglass, Jane Lucinda
Douglass, Thomas Jay, B.S., 1922






















Drain, Leaonead Justine, A.B., 1927
Drake, Alida Eleanor, A.B., 1928















Dreman, Cyril Carl, A.B., 1928











Ed 98 * t Wilmington, Delaware
CE {SS) 41 * Quincy




LAS S3 * t Champaign
PreL 67)4 * t Kinmundy
SS 74y2 Springfield
Mus * t Chicago
lA * Chicago
LAS S4 * Watseka
Bus 97 * • Ipswich, South Dakota
LAS unc * Chicago
LAS 100 * Woodstock
ChicagoBus (SS) 9m *
ChE (SS) 77 * Urbana
PreJ 43V2 Lansing, Michigan
Ed 96 * Chicago
Ed nm * Chicago
ME (SS) 68 * Elgin
Biis 99 * t Chicago
SS Bloom ington
Bus * t West Frankfort
AC 9 * t Chicago
PreL SI * Wilmington
PreL SO * • Tuscola
ChicagoLAS 28 *
Bus 31 * Clinton, Indiana
Jnl 91H • Nashville
LAS * Danville
J UrbanaMus irr *
PreJ * t Urbana
LAS (SS) S9 * t Newman
SS Batchtown
AC 109 * t Urbana
SS 66H West Frankfort
EE * ' Chicago
Agr SShi * Waukegan
ME 14 * Chicago
LAS * Pana





PU * Mt. Pulaski
PU SS * t Mt. Pulaski
HEAgr * Urbana
Accy * t Mt. Vernon
SS Clinton
AC 68 * Troy, New York
LAS unc (SS) 48 * • Clinton
MinE * • Indianapolis, Indiana
Cer 46 * Chicago
Law (3) 60 * Springfield




EPh 76 * t Rockford
AC SSVi * t Flora
Bus 64 * • Moline
Bus * Chicago
T UrbanaMus 44 *
Bus 12 * t Crawfordsville, Indiana
Bus * Fort Wayne, Indiana
LAS unc * t Chicago
AE 63 * t Omaha, Nebraska
LAS * t Chicago
PreJ * t Dou-ners Grove
LAS 21 * t Chicago
LAS 108 * t Downers Grove
" PrincetonLaw (3) (SS) 31 Vi *
Law (3) 68 * Walnut
lEd esVi * t Walnut
AC (SS) 107 * " Centralia
Btis 6oy2 * Willow Springs
LAS * • Chicago
Accy * Glencoe
CE SS * t Waukegan
AC lOS * t Champaign
LAS SS * Champaign
HELAS * Villa Grove












Dry, Vaille, A.B., 1927
Dubach, Frank Everett
Dubin, Eugene Arthur
DuBois, Charles De Witt



































Dunn, V/illiam Wood, B.S., 1928
Dunninghton, Miles William
Dunteman, Orland Fred


































Accy 92 * \ Riverside
LAS * t Urbana
SS 9 Danville
Agr 70 * t Chicago
Bus * t Grand Rapids, Michigan
ChE * 1 Saybrook
* T River ForestLAS 99ME * t Ri^er Forest
Law (S) * Zion City
LAS * t Freeport
Law (3) 69 * t Freeport
Bus 36 * t Kansas City, Missouri
AE 74 * t Chicago
Bus * t Evanston
LAS irr Urbana
CerE 71 * • Monticello
HELAS 63 * t Edwardsville
Bus (SS) 97K * t Tolono
* T TolonoTCS (SS) 65
EE 140 * t Champaign
Bus * t Schiller Park
EE * t Chicago
Bus 59 * t Chicago
LAS * t Oxford, Indiana
PreM 37)4 * Chicago
Bank 107 * t Oxford Indiana
SS 4 Paris
SS 61)4 Westville
Ed 61H * t Chicago
T Gary, IndianaAC
LAS 6314 * t LaGrange
PreL 5014 * Oak Park
LAS " Little Rock, Arkansas
Bus * • Blue Mound
* " • Martinsville, IndianaAE 36
EE 107 * • Champaign
* " JacksonvilleLAS 100
LAS * t Aurora
Bus * Alexis
EE * 1 Elgin
Law (3) * • Urbana
Accy 106 * 1 Minonk
PreM 2 1 • Urbana
PreM 26y2 * • Chicago
Bus unc ' Jacksonville
LAS (SS) 98 * 1 Oak Park
HEAgr 30 * St. Joseph
Chem 65 * t Dow
LAS unc * Dallas, Texas
Law (4) 81 * Carthage
LAS 97 * t Washington
T BensenvilleFlor 66
Lib * t Huntertown, Indiana
* T WaukeganChem 36
LAS 32 * t Chicago
SS ISO Bellmont
LAS * t Hinsdale
SS 49 Campbellsville, Kentucky
LAS 70% * t Steward
LArch * t ChicagoME 36)4 * t Stockton
PreM * Urbana
Arch * t Fort Wayne, Indiana
PreM S6y2 * t Chicago
Agr * t ^^ew Canton
SS Pocahontas
SS 136 Urbana
LAS (SS) 113 * Urbana
Bus * Chicago
LAS 102 * t Allentown
Bank 97 * Champaign
Cer 40 * 1 Monticello
Accy 83 * Peotone






Law (3) 10 Paris
Chem 109 * 1 Flora
SS Z Forman, North Dakota
Accy 60)4 * i Chicago Heights
t West FrankfortBus 107)4
CE 106 * t Pittsburg, Kansas
EE 108 * t Erie
CE * Chicago
SS 22)4 Ansted, West Virginia























































































LAS {SS) 74 t Clay CityME 23 * 1 Salem
AC 45 * Westwood, California
LAS 96 * •
* •
Springfield
Chem 60 Tulsa, Oklahoma
Bits * t Kewanee
EE 7314 * Eaton, Colorado
CL t Newton
LAS 65 * Decatur
AC 91 * t Newton
Agr 35 * 1 Huntsville
SS nu Edwardsville
LAS * t Chicago
EE * Urbana




Accy 57 Chicago '
SS 5 Quincy
LAS SO * Alton
PreL 65Vi * Pana
Bus S9 * " Urbana
LAS 55 * • Chicago
AC 46 * t Marshalltown, Iowa
LArch * Oneida
LAS * 1 Chicago
Sua * 1" Champaign
Agr 73 * -j Belleville
ChE 71 * 1' East St. Louis
AC {SS) 52 * Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
SS 3H Kankakee
LArch 2 * t Chicago
Arch * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Chicago





PreM (SS) 72V2 * \r Du Quoin
Arch 8414 * t Chicago
ChE 114 * t Newark, New Jersey
PreL lOH * Chicago
LAS 4Shi * \ Chicago
LAS S2H * • ^ Peoria
LAS 98 * • f Maywood
CE 37 * I Chicago
LAS 36yi * t Chicago
lA * t ChicagoME * 1\ Blue Mound
Accy 59 * ^ Chicago
Bus 66 * [ Kansas City, Missouri
Agr 26 * • ' Meron, Indiana
PEd 63 * • - Springfield
LAS H * Champaign
LAS 122 * Champaign




LAS {SS) 7 * r Urbana




But SO \ Mendota
Agr 23 * Merom, Indiana
LAS * 1' Chicago
SS 68 Chicago
Arch SO * t Danville
EE * • Danville




LArch 44 ' Aurora
LAS 98 * t Carthage
Law (3) r Urbana
LAS * • [ LaGrange
Ed 86 r Streator
Law (4) esM * t Chicago
Bus 32H * t Chicago
EE 29V2 * t Champaign
Bus 29 * t Oak Park
LAS 91 * t Kinsley, Kansas
SS S6Vi Dolton
AC 17 * 1• Mt. Olive
LAS 36 * t ChicagoME 37 * 1 Chicago
CL 64 * t Chicago
SS 7% Berkeley, California
Bus 62 * 1 Belleville
HEAgr {SS) 64 * t Champaign
LAS 34 * t Oak Park






















































































England, Thomas Harold, A.B., 1928
Engle, Irene Leonora, A.B., 1923
PreJ * t Chicago
Agr 28 * t LaGrange
PreL une * t Quincy
LAS 97 * t Belleville
Chem (SS) 99H * t Gillespie
Bus * Gillespie
LAS 29y2 * t Chapin
LAS 107 * t Quincy
Bus 37 t Chicago
Law (S) * t Waukegan
LAS t Cleveland, Ohio
PreL * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Chicago
SS 15 Evansville, Indiana
LAS lllH * t Paxton
LAS 116 * Oak Park
ME 39 * t River Forest
PreM S3 * t Rockford
CE 36 * t Waukegan
Bus * t Rockford
Arch 99 * t Omaha, Nebraska
HEAgr 91 * t Arthur
Agr 26 * t Roy, New Mexico
Bus 31 * t Carrollton
Bus * t Chicago
LAS t Oak Park
SS 6 Jacksonville
Bank 48 * t Chicago
HEAgr 69 * t Chicago
AC 18 t El Paso
LAS 104 * t Chicago
LArch 35 * t Kansas City, Kansas
Mua * t Connersville, Indiana
Law (3) * t Urbana
HELAS 100 * t St. Charles
CL * t Little Rock, Arkansas
SS 23% Galeshurg
LAS 31 * St. Charles
LAS 28 * t Mattoon
* T PeoriaLAS
Eng 35 * LaGrange
SS 9 Arkadelphia, Arkansas
LAS * Oak Park
CE llSVi * t Champaign
* "• DanvilleLAS
Chem 36 * " Atwood
Accy 66 * " Chicago
AC 35 * "• Chicago
Bus 65 * Princeton
LAS * t Wichita, Kansas
* t DetroitPreM 62H
Lib * t Lafayette, Indiana
SS 8 Vermilion G;ove
SS 17 Anna
FC 9814 * t Fairfield
Law (3) 10 * t West Frankfort
AE 66% * Dayton, Ohio
AE 4 * t Chicago
Law (3) 27 * Chicago
AE 100 * t Chicago
AE 25V2 * t Chicago
AC * Chicago
CL SO * t Elgin
AE t Chicago
LAS * t Oak Lawn
Bus 24 * LaGrange
PreM t Chicago
* i De KalblA 70
LAS unc * t Mountain Lakes, New Jersey
EE * t LaGrange
PreL * t Evanston
Bus SOV2 * t Ottawa
Agr * t Villa Ridge
HEAgr 76y^ * t Urbana
Bus * t Hoopeston
Bus 84 * Chicago
CE 7nA * t Washburn
Chem 109% * t Wheaton
ChE 130 * Chicago
PreJ * + Urbana
* T GirardCL
CE 32 * t Chicago
LAS 9 t Villa Grove
SS 82}4 Judson, Indiana
SS Fort Collins, Colorado
SS 9 Des Moines, Iowa
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Eustis, Howard Hooper, B.S., 1928
Evans, Anna Jones, A.B., 1923
Evans, Chloe Elizabeth
Evans, Edgar Miller





























Ed(SS) 96 * t San Antonio, Texas
AE 31 * t Champaigrt
PreM 71 * Paris
Law (3) * t Urbana
HELAS 40 * t Wheaton
AC (SS) 8U * j Kingsburg, CaliforniaLAS 98H * T Champaign
PreM 32 * T Springfield
AE * Champaign
EE unc * t Chicago
LAS 97 * t Evanston
Jnl 109% * t Urbana
PreJ 34 * Chicago
CerE S6^ * Cateel, Philippine Islands
Chem G7 * t Morrison
AC * t Benton
Law (S) IB t Benton
Law (S) {SS) SoY, * t Benton
Accy * t Herrin
CT 34 * t Chicago Heights
PreL t Chicago
LAS * \ St. Louis, Missouri
PreL * t St. Louis, Missouri
Arch * t Ottawa
HEAgr 67 * t Urbana
LAS * Atwood
Arch * t St. Charles
SS 8 Kirkland
Flor 102 * t Princeton
PreL * Morris
LAS * + Chicago
* t AuroraLAS 64
SS Potomac
LArch 63 * Eaton, Ohio
EE * t Quincy
Agr (SS) 99 * t Sparta, Tennessee
LAS * " Browns
LAS 33 * t Chicago
Law (S) (SS) * t Benton
PreJ * Chicago
AC 4S * t Dayton, Ohio
Accy * t Dayton, Ohio
TaylorvilULAS
LAS * t Rushville
PreM * West Frankfort
Bus 18 * t Canton
Ed 97 * Ogden
Arch * T Urbana
AC * t Byron
FC 38 * t Winnetka
* t WinnetkaBus 67
PreL * t Waiow HiU
LAS 65)4 * t East St. Louis
SS Marblehead, Massachusetts
Lib * t Greencastle, Indiana
PreM * Parker, South Dakota
AC * T Greenville
Lib (SS) 4 * f UrbanaCE * t Springfield
AC 16 * t Dayton, Ohio
LAS 65 * t Peoria
LAS * t Barrington
SS 16 Areola
HELAS 31 * i Rantoul
* T ChicagoEE S4H
Lib * t Modale, Iowa
AE 6814 * t Urbana
LAS 66 * Chicago
Arch (SS) 77% * t Urbana
SS Woodbine
LAS 10214 * t Chicago
Law (3) (SS) 63 * 1 Geneseo
* T Cedar Rapids, IowaFlor 6614
EE 5 * t Oak Park
Arch * t Kansas City, MissouriME 127 * + Mason City
* T UrbanaBus
MusEd 114 * t JuUsburg, Colorado
LAS SO * t Areola
LAS urtc t Boulder, Colorado
lA 153 * Chicago
AC 4SH * Berwyn
AC 134 * Fairland
Agr 95)4 * t Champaign
























































































Bank 95 * t Santa Monica, California
Bus SI * t Oak Park
Bus er t Dwight
LAS 101 * t Urbana
LAS Si * • • Chicago
* T RandolphEd 96
LAS IB * t Elgin
Law (5) * t Bloomington
Bus 68 * t Bloomington
LAS 69 * t Chicago
LAS * t ChicagoME U * t Decatur
Eng * Chicago
SS ni% Decatur
AC t York, Pennsylvania
Bus 98 * t Chicago
SS 8 Pekin
Accy 68 * t Henning
SS 20 Knoxtille
EE S6M * t Fisher
HELAS 68 * t Illiopolis
CE * Chicago
AE * t Evanston
SS Urbana
AC 4 * Urbana
AC 100 * t Sheldon, North Dakota
Bus * t Urbana
AC 18 * Kempton
SS Jacksonville
Bu^ unc St * t Sandwich
Bus 28 * t Chicago
LAS * t ChicagoME * t Watseka
PreM 23H * t Berwyn
LAS SO * Berwyn
ChE 68]4 * t ^Iton
* t AltonChE 35
AE * t Alton
ChE SS * t Mt. Vernon
CerE * t Urbana
Bus * t Chicago
HELAS (SS) looH * t Park Ridge
Agr 98 * t Grand Ridge
LAS 32 * t Chicago
EE 12 * t Oak Park
LAS 64 * t Harrisburg
AC 103 * t Tuxedo Park, New York
LAS * t Chicago
* t ChicagoLAS S3V2
Lib * Grand Forks, North Dakota
Bank 37 t Chicago
Agr * t Mansfield
SS 6 Charleston
LAS * t LaMoille
Agr * t Chicago
LAS 100 * t Urbana
Bank 23 * Auburn, Indiana
HEAgr 12 * Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
Chem 5814 * t Pekin
LAS * t Peoria
Ed 98 * t Kokomo, Indiana
LAS 62 * Fulton
EE 27 * t Rockford
AC (SS) 66H * t Chicago
LAS 102 * t St. Louis, Missouri
AC * Chicago
LAS se * 1 Fort Pierce, Florida
T ChicagoBus
ME 16 * t Bloomington
* T Sandtisky, OhioLAS 31 .
Law (3) * t Belleville
PreJ 28 * t New York, New York
PreM * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS SS * t South Bend, Indiana
Bus * t Sterling
PreL * t Lockport, New York
LAS 63% * t Hillsboro
* t DanvilleCL 15
Bus 40H t Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
AC * t Cicero
LAS (SS) 69 * t Quincy
But * Champaign
LAS (SS) 99U * t Chicago
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Ferguson, John Wilson

























Field, Frances Bernice, A.B., 1927



























































Agr 103 * t Winslow
Law (3) 73 * t Willow Hill
PreM 40 * t Rock Island
PreJ * t Harvard
LAS (S.SO 112 * Albuquerque, New Mexico
LAS 90 * t Champaign
LAS * t Gary, Indiana
AC t Oskaloosa, Iowa
ss 7% Laddonia, Missouri
PreL t Kankakee
LAS 25 * t Champaign
Bank * Champaign
Arch * t Chicago
Ed unc S2 * Morristown, Pennsylvania
AE 66 * t Chicago
Agr 64 * McHenry
LAS * t Midlothian
Accy 32 * i Mt. Carroll
Arch 31 * t Ottumwa, Iowa
CerE * St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * Quincy
LAS 94 * t Staunton
AE * t Chicago
LArch 63 * t Chicago
LAS 6 * t New Athens
Bus * Chicago
SS 16 Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
Lib * t Minneapolis, Minnesota
Ed (SS) ii3y2 * f CharlestonLAS 32 * f Dielerich
Eng 73 * t Elkhart, Indiana
Arch 108 * t LaOrange
CE 109 * t Elgin
Bus 26 * Dundee
LAS 96 * t Oak Park
Bank 83H t Palestine
Bus 1 LaOrange
BE 67 t Chicago
LAS 100 * t Urbana
PreM 36}4 t Olney
CE * t Chicago
LAS * Champaign
Law (3) 60 * t Champaign
LAS (SS) 6214 * t Carmi
LAS * t Amboy
* T VeronaBus
LAS 116 * Champaign
PreJ 36 * 1 Chicago
Bus * • Rossville
PreL 69% * • • Chicago
AE 18 * • Indianapolis, Indiana
Flor 92% * • Lake Zurich
LAS 66% * Maywood
Accy * New York, New York
EE 110% * Chicago
ME (SS) 34 * 1 • Cicero
Agr * Sparta
Bus * t Catlin
PreM 27 * Chicago
ChE * t Champaign
LAS (SS) 88% * Oneida
HEAgr 7% * t Sparta
* T PrincetonChem 36
LAS * t Chicago
LAS unc (SS) 24% * t Homer
LAS 67 * 1 Chicago
* t ChicagoLAS
EE 29 * Depue
LAS (SS) U * t Champaign
Accy 103 * t Fenton
Agr 22% * Gainesville, Texas
LAS (SS) 24 * Milford
Ed 94 * t Shabbona
EE 27 * Oregon
ME 31 * t Blue Island
CE 88% t East St. Louis
LAS 34% * Dupo
LAS 33 * Trenton
LAS (SS) 96% * I Mt. Olive
T SumnerLAS 126%
Ed (SS) 106 * Woodstock
SS 8 Somerset, Kentucky
LAS * j Fillmore
* T CarrolltonBus SO
HELAS 29 * t Oak Park
















Fisher, Robert Eugene, A.B., 1928







































































EE (SS) 108)4 * t Kansas City, Missouri
PreM 72 * • Chicago
LAS 103 * • Chicago
LAS J Chicago




Law (3) 30 * Champaign
Bus * t Des Plaines
* t Oak ParkEng 36
Bus 113 * Chicago
LAS * t Hopedale
Accy 65 * t Des Plaines
* J ChampaignAE 6714
LAS 97 * t Orangeville
SS Champaign
SS Chicago
LAS 47 * t River Forest
* t ElginAccy 98
Agr 601 * t Streator
* T East Chicago, IndianaLaw (3) SB
LAS *
'f St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 3g Marengo
LAS 34 • Marengo
Chera 66% * t Joliet
EE * t Greenup
EE * t Chicago
Accy * t Rossville
Bus 96 * t Belvidere




Bus SS * Ipswich, South Dakota
Bus 95 * t Kenilworth
LAS 6£ * t Springfield
SS S Tuscola
Law (3) * Chicago
LAS unc * t Champaign
AC * t West Boylston, Massachusetts
Jul 69 * t Moro
LAS 9 * Chicago
CL 32 * t Rockford
PreL 33 * Decatur
PreJ ' McLeansboTO
AC (SS) 10114 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Elmwood
LAS unc * t Chicago
Ed (SS-) 60 * t Weldon
Bus * Danville
SS Urbana
LAS S3 * t Chicago
Mus (SS) 46 * Urbana
MusEd 27 * t Weldon
* T ChampaignBus 36
Chem * t Amboy
SS 12% Rossville
AE 66 * t Amboy
Chem 68 * t Amboy
LAS 17 * t Wilmette
Accy {SS) 74yi * t Urbana
SS 6 Minneapolis, Minnesota
Ed 60 * t Urbana
Ed 114 * LaGrange
SS 9H Shelbyville, Indiana
Bus 91 * + Urbana
* t Rushville, IndianaArch
Bus 31 * + Collinsville
* t ChicagoEd . 97}4
LAS Highland Park
SS 20}4 Keenes
HELAS 99 * t Bellflower
* t FairfieldLAS 31
LAS * f Chicago
LAS 46\4 * t Rockford
ME HVi * T Chicago
AC 93H * + Blackwell, Oklahoma
PreL 4514 * t Chicago
LAS 27 * t Bloomington
ME 72 * t St. Louis, Missouri
PreL * t Oak Park
LAS (SS) 121 V2 * St. Louis, Missouri
LAS t Chicago
FC * Greenville
HELAS 63 * • Dixon
Bus 49 * Pueblo, Colorado
LAS SO * T Chicago


















Ford, Mrs. Louise Horning












Fosnaugh, Irwin Silverthorne, A.B., 1928
Foss, Willis Morgan























































LAS t Fort Wayne, Indiana
Ed 118 * River Forest
Agr 66 * t Sterling
PreM * t ScoUland
SS Decatur
ME IBVi * 1 Chicago
LArch 38 T Oneida
Bus 10% * Chicago
EE 84V2 * • ' Chicago
Chem (SS) ssy^ * t Nora




ME 41 yi * t Oak Park
LAS 31 * t Chicago
LAS 30 * Fort Wayne, Indiana
Jnl 66 * Urbana
LAS 96 * • Urbana
SS Vienna
Law (3) (SS) S9M Eldorado
LAS 36 * t Chicago
EE 37 * T Chicago
Law (3) 27 * t Danville
Arch 40% * t Chicago
EE 78 * t Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
LAS 32 * - Chicago
LAS 34 * t Worcester, Massachusetts
ME * T Chicago
Bus 96 * t Mt. Vernon
EE * St. Elmo
SS Clinton
Bua 97 * \ Oak Park
SS * T Blandinsville
AE 109 * T Urbana
HELAS 99 * Alexis
LAS 31 * • St. Louis, Missouri




Accy (SS) 98 * T Amity, Missouri
AE 12114 * t Champaign
Ed 96 * t Shelbyville
SS 7K China Springs, Texas
Agr * t Areola
Agr * Areola
LAS 48% Chicago
LAS 107% * Urbana
LAS * Champaign
Agr 29 * • Gibson City
Ed (SS) 105 * ' Litchfield





ME 36 * Omaha, Nebraska
PreM 18 Omaha, Nebraska
LAS 128 Omaha, Nebraska
LAS Chicago
SS Logansport, Indiana
AE * Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 74H * Madisonville, Kentucky
Bus (SS) 36 * • Centralia
Bank (SS) 122}^ * Wood River
Bus i Princeton
Watkins Glen, New YorkFC * '
LAS 30 * Chicago
PreJ * Champaign
Btis 94 * - Champaign
PreJ Champaign
LAS * 1 Oak Park
LAS 66 * Woodstock
AC 72 * Watchung, New Jersey
LAS S4 Aurora
LAS Chicago
LAS 68 * Chicago
LAS 31 * Urbana
Bus 98 * Dakota
LAS 14 * i Louisville, Kentucky
LAS 70 Rochester, New York
LAS Wilmette
LAS 31 * Nebo
LAS 21 Vi * Morrisonville
Ed 64% * - Nebo
LAS * Bloomington


























































































HELAS 116 * Rockion
CE em * t Camp Point
Lib * t College Station, Texas
lA UVi * Palos Park
Bus 1 Columbus, Ohio
AE * Elmhurst
LAS iny% * t Peoria
Bus 67 * t Chicago
PreL S7V2 * Blue Island
PreJ * t Chicago
EE SS * Rardin
LAS Sg * 1 Villa Grove
LAS * Chicago
Bus 98H * t Park Ridge
lA 119 * Silverdale, Washington
Jnl (SS) 72% * t Nokomis
CE * t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
LAS 62 * Olney
LAS * t Crawfordsville, Indiana
Bus eg * t ChampaignME * t Fithian
Ed 63 * t Palestine
LAS SI * t Urbana
Accy 69 t Champaign
LAS sm * t Chicago
HEAgr * t Broadlands
LAS seVi * t Evanston
CL SS * t Urbana
lEd 66 * t Sullivan




LAS SI * t Chicago
LAS SS * t Jacksonville, Florida
Bus * t Pana
LAS 127 t Murphysboro
Agr unc * t Jacksonville
LAS S2 * Chicago
Ed 99 * t Chicago
CE 6 * Madisonville, Kentucky
AE 66 * t Danville
Accy * t Little Rock, Arkansas
HEAgr 7SH * Chicago Heights
Accy * t Paris
Law (S) S9 * t Pana
PreL S8 * t Marion
ChE 6 * t Oak Park
SS 18% Franklin, Indiana
PreL 6iy2 * t Chicago
LAS 16 * t Chicago
LAS (SS) 106)4 * Chicago
Mus 22 Peoria
Law (S) 85 Peoria
LAS 66 * t Chicago
LAS 23 * t Chicago
Accy 36H * t Chicago
LAS 66 * t Streator
LAS * t Peoria
Law (S) 6 * t Chicago
PreL * t Rock Island
LAS * Calumet
LAS SSVi * Chicago
LAS unc * • Princeville
AC SO * Worcester, Massachusetts
Bus 62H * • East Las Vegas, New Mexico
EE * • East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Law (3) SS * Pekin
Agr * Champaign
LAS 98 * Champaign
LAS 68 * Danville
LAS S4 * • Rockford
PreM 60 * Peotone
EPh lis * 1f Glen Ellyn
LAS * Blue Mound
EE * Ashkum
LAS * 1 Centralia
Agr iim * Gridlev
PreM SI * Gridley
PreL * • Decatur
CL S9}4 * • Sheridan
Accy 32 * Marseilles
Bank SO * Marseilles





LAS 98 * • Chicago
MusEd irr (SS) * 1 Chicago
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Fry, Vernon Clarence Mus S7
Fuchs, Erhard William LAS
Fuermann, Warren Howard Bus 3
Fues, Raymond A LAS 36)4
Fukumoto, Fukuichi SS 3
FuUenwider, Harlan Stewart ME 35
Fuller, Brooks fiu« 96
Fuller, Byron Henson Bank (SS) 100
Fuller, George Harvey LAS
Fuller, Guy CUfford Agr 120
Fuller, Marlin Randal EE 37
Fuller, Melville Weston LAS 39
Fuller, Spencer Vernon, B.S., 1928 SS
Fullerton, Anna Mae LAS
Fullerton, Ray Alexander LAS
Fullerton, Willard Wilson PreM 7S
Fulton, Dale Henry Bus 60H
Fulton, Irene Margaret LAS 66
Fulton, James Martin Chem S7
Fulton, Robert Busey Biis SI
Fulton, William John LAS 99
Funk, Mary Alice Agr
Funk, Nedra LAS 98
Funkhouser, Francis Marion EE 90
Furby, Seeley B PreM 64
Furman, Robert Charles Law (3) SO
Furness, Elmer John AC (SS) 94
Furr, Lavinia LAS
Furst, Elizabeth LAS
Fuzak, William George AC SO
Gaa, Charles John Accy
Gaa, Margaret Frances Bus 31)4
Gabel, Kathryn Dorothy HELAS
Gaber, George PreL
Gable, Edward Oliver ME 68
Gabriel, Frank Clarence Accy (SS) 104^2
Gabris, Helen Billie LAS
Gaddy, Peter Paul LAS unc
Gaebe, Oliver Fred Agr 71
Gage, John Charles Bus SO
Gaines, Froebel Frank SS 31)4
Galantiere, Seymour Barry PreM SO
Galaty, Helen Bird HELAS 60
Galbreath, Verdie Pearl LAS S3
Gale, Alice Carolyn HELAS 60%
Gale, Frank Carl EE
GaUnato, Juan Galinato CE S4
Galinato, Severo PreL 73%
Gallagher, Adeline F LAS
Gallaher, Virginia Euphemia LAS 66
Gallaspie, Harold Money SS 16%
Gallati, Cyril Melchoir PreM
Gallentine, Joseph Austin Bus
Galloway, George Mills ME 74
Galloway, Josephine Mills PreM 31
Gamble, Charles Donnelly AC 102
Ganansky, Sylvia Ruth LAS 46%
Gangstad, Margaret Elizabeth LAS
Gano, Avison PreM
Gano, Walter Aaron Bus 67
Ganschinietz, Robert Frank AE 74
Ganschinietz, WiUiam Lee ME
Ganschow, Clarence Earl Bus 66%
Ganster, WilUam AUaman Arch 72
Gansz, Charles WilUam CL S4
Ganter, Reynold Earnest Bu^
Gantz, Richard Henry Agr
Garcia, Pedro Auguilar SS 32
Gard, Dorothy Josephine LAS
Gard, Lester Alexander Bus
Gardiner, Cecil Merritt ME S6%
Gardner, Barton Jay Bank 81
Gardner, Hubert Vernon AC
Gardner, Lucia Harriett LAS 96%
Gardner, Murl Euin Agr (SS) 104
Gardner, Raymond Joseph AC 86
Gardner, Ruth LAS
Garelick, Bennie AC
Garing, Harry Raymond CE 110
Garland, Gerald Hazleton AC 40
Garland, Norval Woodworth LAS
Garman, Feme M LAS
Garms, Hilda Marie HEAgr 76
Garner, Donald Scott AC 49
Garretson, Donald Dicker FC








* t West Frankfort
* Galesburg
* Galesburg
* t Flat Rock
* t Flat Rock
Downers Grove
* Ttiscola
































* t Paoay, Philippine Islands










* t Baton Rouge, Louisiana
* + Carrollton
* t Martinsville, Indiana
* f East St. Louis





* t De Land
Manila, Philippine Islands
* t Chicago
* Crown Point, Indiana
* t Vulcan, Alberta, Canada
* t Chicago
* t Mitchell, SoiUh Dakota
* t Springfield
* t Newton
* t Erie, Pennsylvania
* t Chicago
* Syracuse, New York
* t Champaign


































































Gerhold, Esther Viola, B.S., 1928
Gerhold, Raymond Earl
























Gibson, Agnes Lucille, A.B., 1926
Gibson, Bertha Louise
Arch 160 * Girard
SS B2H Mt. Carmel
SS 7 Galva
PreL 101 * t Littleton
LAS * t West Frankfort
HELAS e4H * t White Hall
PreL 26 * T Chatsworth
Agr t Lake Forest
Bus * Chicago
Eng lis * • Chicago
LAS * St. Joseph, Missouri
LAS 91 * t Dayton, Ohio
Law (S) (S5) * Urbana
AE * • Collinsville
Accy 66 * Chicago
LAS SS * t Harrisburg
Bus SZ * t Swastika, New Mexico
LAS * t Urbana
Flor 65 * t Chicago
LAS 69 * t Career
SS Chicago
EE * Tuscola
Bus 102 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
HELAS S7 * t Tuscola
HELAS IHH t Tuscola
LAS * t Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Bus SS * Collinsville
Bus * t Chicago
SS Wilmette
Agr 62)4 * t Rock Falls
Bus ssy^ * t Chicago
Mus Ed 107 * t Urbana
LAS {SS) 43 * Champaign
Arch 92 * t Louisville, Kentucky
AC * t Chicago
CE 71 * t Marissa
SS UIV2 Aurora
SS West Brooklyn
LAS em * t Lincoln
Accy {SS) 39 * t Peoria
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 28 * t Beckemeyer
LAS S3 * 1 Cissna Park
LAS 93% * Chicago
LAS * t Evanston
Accy 106 * t Chicago
Bus 25 * t Chicago
Bus 27 * t Elgin
Bus 27 * t Highland Park
LAS S5 * t Chicago
EE 75 * 1 Highwood
LAS SO * T Farmington
LAS * t Oak Park
EE * t Litchfield
Arch * t Evanston
PreJ * Morton
CE 34P2 * t Champaign
AE 71V2 * t Edwardsville
SS Frankfort
AE 111 * t East St. Louis
LAS SI * Breese
CE 86 * Hillsboro
LAS 32 * r Hollywood
CerE 29 * t Brimfield
Bus * 1- Chicago
PreM * T Kankakee
LAS * Chicago
Bus SO * • Chicago
Accy 101 * t Chicago
Bus * t Oak Park
Bank 33 * t Coello
Law (3) {SS) * t McLeansboro







LAS 92 ' Chicago
Accy 27 * • Chicago Heights
LAS 102 * Palatine
LAS 2614 * Indianola
Bus SI * • River Forest
CE 74 * Harrisburg
Law {3) {SS) 65 * • Alton
Lib • Newark, Ohio
SS 7 Urbana
























































































PreM * "• Danville
LAS 68H * • Tulsa, OklahomaAE 109 :|c Elgin
GalenaLAS 104 *
EE * •• EdwardsvUle
ME * • St. Louis, Missouri
SS 8 Decatur
CE 109 * t Highland Park
Flor t Princeton, Indiana
SS 10 Allendale
SS Belvidere
BU3 * Glen Ellyn
Agr IS * t Chicago
LAS 60 * t Emden
HELAS {SS) 101 * t Atlanta
CE * t Oak Park
SS Virginia
AC S2 * Lake Charles, Louisiana
LAS 64 * Virginia
Flor B7y2 * Washington, Indiana
LAS 68 * Albion
PreL * Rockford
AC * • CoUinsville
LAS (SS) 96 * Clinton
Eng 70H Chicago
LAS S8 * Urbana
AC (SS) 70 * t Vienna
ChE 74 * t Little Rock, Arkansas
LAS * Fisher
LAS 36 * t Weston
Accy (SS) 10414 * Fisher
Birmingham, AlabamaCL
Agr 36 * Gibson City
ME * • Glenkeen, Aghadowey, Ireland
Ed 99 * Gibson City
HEEd 60 * Emberton, Pennsylvania
RockfordBus 97 *
LAS 9£ * t Chicago
LAS 99 * t WUmetU
HEAgr \ Red Bud
Flor 34 * T Lombard
Bus 99 * t Marshalltovm, Iowa
B%18 * Marshalltown, Iowa
Agr 105 * t Princeville
AC 104 * t Savanna
LAS 97H * t Joliet
AC t Chicago
ChE * t Chicago
PreM 17 * j Chicago
f HarceyLAS 64 *
SS 116 Newton
AC 8 * Eureka
PreJ So * t Forest Park
PreM * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 37 * t Ilomewood
Bus * f Orland
Bus 97H * t Chicago
Bus * • Trenton
Lib * • Wyaconda, Missouri
Law (S) * Monticello
CE 1SS% * t Chicago
AC 107 * t Kokomo, Indiana
Agr * t Tampico
Bus 7Byi * t Chicago
PreL 26 * t Lockport, New York
PreL * Chicago
Chem 72 * Chicago
HEAgr 55% * Paris
LAS 65 * • Ottawa
Eng * Urbana
LAS 98 * t Champaign
PreM 62\4 * t Marissa
PreJ 21 * Pana
LAS t Unitersity City, Missouri
LAS 67 * Kewanee
LAS 99}4 * t Champaign
Arch 66 * Cudahy, WiscoTisin
LAS 95 * WestvUle
LAS 102 * Oak Park
Ed 88 * Chicago
Arch 36 * Chicago
T MattoonPreJ 4OV2 *
LAS 91 * t Frankfort, Indiana
























































































LAS 72 * t EMrigham
HEAgr * t Vrbana
LAS Z6 * t Windsor
Law (3) SO * t Davenport, Iowa
* t Oak ParkLAS 60
SS 19K Spokane, Washington
Law (3) * t Morris
* T Louisville, KentuckyAC
LAS 93 * t Chicago
SS 6614 Effingham
lA 102 * t Evansville, Indiana
Bu3 (SS) 100 * t East St. Louis
Lib * t Urbana
LAS * t Deerfield
AC 67 * t Trenton, New Jersey
Chem 71 * t Colorado Springs, Colorado
ChE 69 * t Bunker Hill
HELAS * t Chicago
LAS 29 * t Melvin
PreL * t Chicago
Law (3) 27 * Chicago
LAS sm * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * Streator
LAS 60 * Chicago
Bus * Chicago
HELAS * t Hinckley
Jnl 100 * t Urbana
Mus 100 * t Flora
* T ChicagoLAS
Bus * t Chicago
AE * t Chicago
Law (S) 6U * t Chicago
LAS 31 * t Chicago
* T ChicagoLaw (3)
Law (3) {SS) * t Chicago
Accy 94 * t Chicago
Law (S) * t Chicago
LAS * f Gloversville, New York
Ed 9814 * t Atlanta, Georgia
PreL S9y2 * t Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 63 * t Chicago
LAS 11 * t Chicago
CL 10914 * t Canton
Bus S3 * t Phoenix, Arizona
* t DecaturLaw(S)ME 63% * Chicago
LAS (SS) S9% * t Hong Kong, China
PreL * Wilmette
Law (3) * t Carbondale
CE * t Beardstown
PreJ (.SS) 64 * t Champaign
LAS * t Morrison
LAS (SS) 107 * t Kane
ChE * Dardanelle, Arkansas
HEAgr irr t Belleville
LAS * Chicago
SS 144 * t Centralia
LAS * t Gardner
CE * i Chicago
* J EtanstonLAS 65
LAS 38% * t Chicago
LAS 28 * t Leadwood, Missouri
CT 97 * t Champaign
EE 26 * t Hollywood
PreM * Ttiscola
LAS * T Potomac
ME * t LaGrange
HELAS * Fairbury
* • FairburyHELAS 32
HELAS 94 * t Fairbury
SS Yates City
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 25 * t Gary, Indiana
SS 7 Delaware, Ohio
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 69}4 * t New York, New York
LAS * Chicago
PreL 60 * t Chicago
AC (SS) 95 * t Chicago
Ed 64 * t Chicago
LAS Chicago
HEAgr * • Champaign
PreM * t Benton























































































Bus 95% * t Laicrenceville
PreL 4syi * t Chicago
Arch u * t Cedar Rapids, Iowa
LAS S9 * Chicago
LAS t Sidney
AC * Champaign
AC S8 * t Bridgewaier, Massachusetts
Agr 62 * t Chicago
Bus T Chicago
CL * t Lawrencerille
AC 32 * t Rockton
AC 67 * t Pomerania, New Jersey
Flor 10414 * t Oak Park
Ed 72 * t Oak Park
PreM 60 * Chicago
PreM 35)4 * t Brooklyn, New York
Eng * Park Ridge
AC * t York, Pennsylvania
LAS (SS) 1 * t Urhana
EE OoVi * t Chicago
SS sVi * t Bone Gap
Bus 32 * t Allegan, Michigan
SS Chicago
LAS 38 * t Alton
LAS 27 * t Berwyn
Eng 126 * Oak Park
lA t Chicago
AC t Chicago
PreJ * t Mobile, Alabama
Mua 91 * t Champaign
LAS * t Gibson City
FC SO * t Chicago
Ed 62 * t Urbana
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 33 * t Tampico
EE 16 * 1 Chicago
* f SpringfieldPreL 37
Bus 64H * Springfield
LAS 34 * t Danville
Agr 26 * t Elmwood
Bus t Chicago
Bus * Rock Island
AE (SS) 36 * t St. Louis, Missouri
* T Granite CityPreJ
PreL 29H * t DanvilleME * Chicago
Lib * t Lynchburg, Virginia
Ed irr (SS) * t Urbana
SS 8 Aurora
Law (3) 36 * t Chicago
AC * Palatine
Agr * t Jerseyville
Mus * t Champaign
Bus * River Forest
LAS 73H * t Pi^er Forest
SS Quincy
EE 116% ^ River Forest
HEAgr 68 Marion
Accy esVi * • Cicero
LAS 101 * Chicago Heights
Bus unc SS * Duncan
LAS SS * • Rantoul
LAS (SS) 100 * Waukegan
LAS 33% * Oak Park
EE 72 * • Chicago
Lib * • Marine on St. Croix, Minnesota
LAS * Denver, Colorado
Agr 22\i * Warsaw
Cer (SS) 29 * t Urbana
Agr * t Waverly
SS 8 Urbana
LAS 69 * t Champaign
* t DecaturPU 103
EE 23 * Chicago
HELAS (SS) 35 * t Urbana
* t WatermanLAS 95
Accy (SS) 76^ * j Urbana
* t JunctionAgr 7nA
Bus 25 * Westfield
LAS 30 * t Ottawa
Bus * j Chicago
Bus 34 * T Chicago
Agr 72 * T Equality
Bus (SS) 96 * " Urbana
Undergraduate Students 441
Green, Lowell Oliver MinE
Green, Lucien Astor Accy
Green, Martin Lincoln LAS 10814
Green, Ralph Agr
Green, Roy Nathaniel AC
Green, Vivian Julius, B.S., 1924 SS
Green, William Edward CE 69
Green, William Joseph CE 8414
Greenberg, Edward Joshia LAS
Greenberg, Herbert James PreL
Greenberg, Max Arch So
Greenblau, Jerome LAS (.SS) 32
Greene, David Arthur Law (5)
Greene, Helen Margaret Ed 7614
Greene, Raymond Forest Bits SO
Greene, Robert LeRoy PreM 32
Greene, Royner Carl AC 101
Greene, Singleton Pope Bus 105
Greenfield, Sidney Lester LAS 22
Greenleaf, Warren Theodore Bus
Greenlee, Elmer Andrew CE
Greenspahn, Minette Theodora LAS 6BH
Greenstein, Milton Albert LAS
GreenweU, Paul Montgomery Law (S)
Greenwood, William Benjamin ME 100
Greer, Homer Drury Bus 33
Greffe, Dale Cjrrus ME
Gregg, Edna Lyndall SS 814
Gregg, George Bence ME 71
Gregg, James Willard Jnl 80
Gregg, Marion SS 5
Gregory, Elizabeth Adeline LAS 98
Gregory, Elmer Duane Agr 66
Gregory, Helen Jane PEd 101
Gregory, James Arnold Chem 101
Grellinger, Alvin lEd
Grenley, Frances Mary LAS 114
Grenman, Arne William LAS
Grenman, Greta Louise LAS S9}4
Grennan, Charles Andrew CE lOQ^s
Grennan, Henry Arthur PreM
Grennan, Philip Michael Arch 67
Gress, Sara Elizabeth LAS 82\4
Greuel, Eugene Anthony Arch 21
Grey, Jose Marshall EE {SS) 8
Grieger, Mary Louise Ed 73)4
Grier, John Sheldon LAS 123
Grier, Lee David Bv^
Griesel, Lawrence Anthony PreL IS
Griesenauer, Theodore Howard Bank
Griesheimer, Edward Ray PreL {SS) 67
Grieseer, Richard William LAS 78
Griffin, Albert Henry Agr 65H
Griffin, Bruce Cullum SS 9%
Griffin, Erville Glenn LAS 27
Griffin, Harry Daniel PreL 6
Griffin, Mrs. Helen Phebe HELAS 124
Griffith, Blanche Alberta LAS 23
Griffith, H Russell LArch B0l4
Griffith, Joseph Gordon CE 17
Griffith, Lucy Isabel LAS
Griffith, Marion Scott Agr 38
Griffith, Mary E LAS 70
Griffith, William Bryce AC
Grigg, Lawrence Millard PreM {SS) 38
Griggs, Dorothy Marian LAS 80
Griggs, Merritt Miller Bus
Grigsby, Florence Lewis LAS
Grigsby, Madelyn HELAS 74M
Grill, Clifford Acey Bus 23
Grimes, Nedra Cecile LAS 27
Grimma, Galen Alvin Chem 66
Grimmer, Wilbert William Flor {SS) SI
Gring, John Lukins ChE
Grinker, Winona Louise LAS
Grinton, William LAS 75
Grisamore, John Frederick SS 6
Griswold, Clifford Postlewait Bus
Grochowski, Joanna Bernice Mus 100
Groen, Donald Meade ChE
Groenier, Marjorie Susanne LAS 33
Groeser, Arthur Raymond LArch 76
Groff, Donald Raymond EE 129
Groh, Harold Bernard LAS 99
Groh, Henry William Bus
Gromer, Earl Harry, A.B., 1928 Law (5) 39
* t Danville









































* t Bellaire, Ohio
* Effingham
* t Manila, Philippine Islands



























* t Ponca City, Oklahoma
* t Highland











* t Oak Park
* t Elgin























































































Accy 65 * t Onarga
Bua 17 t CoUinsville
EE * Atlerberry
SS 9V2 West Frankfort
PreM UVi t Chicago
Bua * Venice
PreL t New York, New York
Ed 71 * t Ottawa
LAS 18 t Ottawa
Law (S) 10 * Chicago
Accy 66 * t Chicago
LAS SS * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Chicago
* T JolietLAS 97V2
PEd 105 * t Carthage
Lib * t Pau'tucket, Rhode Island
AC 65 * t Canton
* t Mt. CarrollHELAS (.SS) 100
LAS * t Mt. Carroll
Chem 65 * t Mt. Carroll
* • • QuincyLaw (S) 63
Btis 29 * t Quincy
CE (SS) 40 * t Decatur
Jnl 68 * Decatur
Bus * t LaGrange
LAS 38H * t Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
Ed 96 * t Chicago
LAS * t River Forest
Bus AS * Chicago
Bus 62 * Naperville
LAS 6214 * t Mt. Carroll
Law (3) t Conway, Pennsylvania
LAS 95H * t Wyoming
PreJ * t Champaign
Jnl 68 * t Vincennes, Indiana
CE t Dingras, Philippine Islands
LAS 64 * t Urbana
CE * t Urbana
SS Columbia
Bus * t Oak Park
Law (3) 7 * t Belleville
LAS 36 * t Evanston
SS ISO Areola
Ed 94 * t Chicago
LAS * • JEvanston
LAS * T Danville
Bank 70 * t Monmouth
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * Chicago
LAS t Chicago
LAS eg * t Chicago
PreL IS * t Chicago
Lib unc * t Ashland, Wisconsin
* CambridgePreM
LArch 134 * ' Evanston
* • VirginiaLAS 98%
Chem 66 * t Waukegan
FC 62)4 * t Elgin
* i Johnson CityBank SS
LAS * Maywood
PreM S2 * t Champaign
LAS 32 * t Danville
Accy 28% * Washington
LAS SS]4 * Chicago
Agr 32 * t Chicago
Mus 37 t Chicago
Eng 106 * t Chicago
LAS (SS) 98 * t Farina
LAS * t ChicagoME * t Cincinnati, Ohio
LAS 63 * t Cincinnati, Ohio
* i El PasoBus
LAS 66% * t Terre Haute, Indiana
LAS 66 * t Chicago
CE * t Sterling
LAS 46 * t Momence




Chem 96 * Carlinville
AC 69 * • Ottawa
LAS 64 * • Champaign
Jnl 67 * Chicago
Ed(SS) 76 * Decatur
AC * 1 Chicago
Undergraduate Students 443
Hadaway, W Maurice LAS
Haddon, Jesse Eugene Bus
Hadley, Alice Eugenia, A.B., 1927 55
Hadley, Clayton Major AC (SS)
Hadley, Ervan Ins
Hadley, Marion Evelyn HELAS
Haefele, Joseph Lynn ME
Haeger, Wilma Carolyn LAS
HageHn, Vernon David PreJ
Hagen, George Arthur, B.S., 1928 SS
Haggard, Charles Larah PreM
Hagnauer, EstcUe Louise HEAgr {SS)
Hagstrom, Adolph Werner LAS
Hagstrom, Louis Edwin SS
Hahn, Anita Catherine Ed
Hahn, Jacob Francis PreM
Hahn, Richard Ferdinand CL
Haier, Otto Charles ME
Haight, Samuel John Bus
Hain, Charles Edwin EE
Haines, Alma Lorraine HEAgr
Haines, Richard Warren Bxis
Hainsfurther, Robert Maurice CerE
Haire, Louise Kathryn LAS
Hairston, Carl Thomas SS
Hakala, Laurie John PreM
Halcom, Denzil Ray PreM
Haldeman, Robert Sheridan I
A
Hale, Alice Leeta, A.B., 1928 SS
Hale, Dan Hall LAS
Hale, George Lester Bus unc
Hale, James Bartlett CL
Hales, Ralph Jose 55
Halfpenny, Harold Thomas Imw (S)
Hall, Andrew Arnold CE
Hall, Archie Martin LAS
Hall, Charles Vaughn AC {SS)
Hall, Doris Evelyn LAS
Hall, Dorothy Mus
Hall, Dorothy Irene LAS
Hall, Duane Forsman EE
Hall, Edwin Hadley Flor
Hall, Eleanor LAS
Hall, Gwendolyn Noreen LAS (55)
Hall, Harry Howard EE
Hall, Henry Russel PreM
Hall, Herbert Henley Bu^
Hall, James Dickey EE
Hall, John Crow 55
Hall, Keith WiUis ME
Hall, Marcell Harry AC
Hall, Margaret Cawston LAS
Hall, Marjorie Frances LAS
Hall, Marjory Isabel LAS {SS)
Hall, Mary Frances LAS
Hall, Pauline LAS
Hall, Raymond Walter CE
Hall, Sarah Elizabeth PEd
Hall, Virginia Edwards Bus
Hall, William Edward Ins
Hallen, Irma Ingrid LAS
Hallett, Albert Edward Law (3)
Halley, Leroy Franklin Chem {SS)
Halligan, Eugene Patrick, B.S., 1928 55
Hailing, Milton E 55
Hallowell, Harriet PreM
Hallstein, Herbert Paul FC
Halsey, Rebecca Martha Ed
Haltug, Louis Conrad Accy
Halvorsen, Halvor A ME
Halvorsen, Lars John ME
Halvorsen, William Theodore CL
Hamacher, John Martin AE
Haman, Henry William AC
Hambright, Dorothy Alice Ed (55)
Hambrook, Mary Elizabeth LAS
Hamel, Edgar Ulrich ChE
Hamel, Owen Wray Bits
Hamersmith, Arthur Paul Bus
Hamerson, Norma Leonora Mus
Hamilton, Clarence Wesley Accy
Hamilton, Donald William Agr
Hamilton, Frank Joseph PreL
Hamilton, Jack Bryan LAS unc
Hamilton, John King LAS
Hamilton, Luther Elmer Agr
t Lavjrencevtlle
98 * t Dana, Indiana
Kansas City, Missouri
esH * t Dunham, Indiana
83 * Willow Hill
* t Osco
S7 * t Chicago
* t Oak Park
* t Geneseo
Marquette, Michigan
80H * t Urbana
115 * Highland
65 * t Chicago
4114 Boone, Nebraska
no t Spearfish, South Dakota
8AV2 * t Donnellson
65 * t Chicago
82K * t Chicago




7314 * t Chicago
* t Beardstown
7 Institute, West Virginia
60 * Red Lodge, Montana
* t Weldon
37 * t Evanston
Omaha




60 * t Streator
* t Chicago
104 * t East St. Louis
* T Normal63}4
98 * t Champaign
138 * t Sullivan
* t Champaign
* t Peoria
117H * Cedar Rapids, Iowa
* t Berwyn
8 * t Urbana
* t Chicago
63 t Centralia
66 t Des Plaines
61 * Berwyn
8K Mt. Vernon
* t Blissfield, Michigan
7S * t Momence
32 * Conneaut, Ohio
32 * t Chicago




119 * Fort Worth, Texas
* t Dundee
* t Evanston
92^ * t Chicago
* t Oak ParkH * St. John, Kansas
River Forest
10 Lebanon
70 * t Charleston
42 * t Winnetka
99 * + Joliet





31 * t Whiting, Indiana






81H * t Hopedale
114 * t Lyndon
12 * t Chicago
sm * t Idaho Falls, Idaho
101 * Lombard
* T DuQuoin
444 University of Illinois
Hamilton, Robert G





















































































LAS unc * Newcastle, Indiana
Law (3) (SS) 76 * t Anna
LAS 28 * t Chicago
Bus SB * t Annawan
LAS
Btis
101 * t Youngstotcn, Ohio
* t TrentonME * t Chicago




LAS 100 * t Elmhurst
CE SoVi * t Sycamore
Ed 65 * t Marion, Arkatisas
CL Si * t Litchfield
Bus * t Macomb
LAS * Champaign
LAS (SS) 114 * Abingdon
PreM * t Wautoma, Wisconsin
PreL SB * t DanvUle
Ed 61 * t Evanston
PU 66 * t Etanston
Eng * t Park Ridge
PreM * Harrisburg
LAS 9» * t Oak Park
Arch 109 * t Chicago
Mus lis * t Danville
LAS * t Urbana
LAS 71 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Centralia
Ed 97V2 * t Vienna
AC 61 * t Tripoli, Iowa
Eng 69]4 * Denver, Colorado
Law (3) * t Fairbury
Bus t Sterling, Kansas
Bus 96 * t Rock Island
LAS 119 * Chicago
Agr * t White Heath
LAS * Tiskilwa
Chem 103 * t Danville
Agr sm * t Palestine
LArch 63}4 * t Davenport, Iowa
Law (3) (SS) 92 * Princeton
Bank * t Chicago
AE IS * t Racine, Wisconsin
CE t Chicago
LAS 66 * t Havana
* T ChicagoBus 29
TCS 99 * t Springfield
AC lOB * t Rib Lake, WisconsinBw S2 * t WaUeka
Bus SS * t Etanston
Agr 60H * t ChicagoME 35 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Bus * Franklin Park
PU 23 * Park Ridge
Ed 120 * St. Louis, Missouri
Agr 29 * t Streator
LAS iSS) SO * t Champaign
PreL * Atterberry
Chem * t Evanston
LAS * t East Chicago, Indiana
Bus * t Momence
* t StreatorCerE lU
Ed 60 * t Kansas City, Missouri
ChE 68 * t Joliet
SS 17 Macon, Mississippi
PreM 32 * t Watseka
CUSS) 8 * t AdamsME t Colorado Springs, Colorado
AE (SS) 110 * t Charleston
LAS 67 * t Hoopeston
SS 38 Mansfield
Arch t Chicago
Bus * t Oak Park
Cer 131 t Champaign
Arch 68)4 * t Chicago
HELAS * Champaign
LAS 28 * Chicago
Law (3) * Urbana
Law (3) 27 * Urbana
SS 10 Springfield
ME 35 * t Auburn
Jtd 99H * t Cicero
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 63H * Oak Park
SS 8 Avena
























































































AC 67 * I Chandlerville
* T OnargaEng 60
AC S5 * t Chandlerville
LAS 107 * t LaGrange
Arch 28 * Peoria
Bus 32 * t LaGrange
LAS * t Wilmette
LAS 106 * t Evanston
LAS S3 * t Urbana
Bus * Evanston
AC * Lucas, Ohio
Bus 64 * t Rochelle
HEAgr * Danville
CL 71 * t Chicago
LAS 112 * Chicago
Arch 72 * t Decatur
Bus 40 * t Denver, Colorado
LAS * Chicago
PreM 61 * t Marion
PreM 68 * t Shelhyville
LAS * t Chicago
LAS unc * Lnvejoy
Ed 82V2 * t Hecker
SS 49 Hartford
Bus 49y2 * Marion
Bank 65 * t Shelbyville
* t AlbionLAS
ME 74 * t Champaign
Agr * t Paris
* T PeoriaCL 34
HEAgr 70 * t PrincevUle
Agr * Carmi
Bus 57 * Christopher
HELAS 104 * t PrincevUle
ChE * t Flora
Bus unc * t West Salem
PreM 97yi * t Bascobe, Wisconsin
LArch 91 * t Glen Ellyn
lA 4iyi * t Decatur
LAS £3 * t Decatur
Agr * t Benld
* t MattoonLAS 64
Ed 78 * Itesdale
LAS 113 * Atwood
EE 110 * t Belleville
Bus t Chicago
CerE sm * t Chillicothe
Agr {SS) 30 * t Champaign
Arch 31 * t Clinton, Iowa
LAS SOH * t Chicago
CL * t Ashton
LAS unc 31 * t Clinton, Iowa
SS 77 La Salle
Bus 60 * t Ancona
PreJ t Chicago
Ed 83 * Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * Tolono
PreM * Lebanon
Law (S) SO * t Toulon
Agr SO * " Anna
LAS 94 * t Loami
Bus 22 * t Oak Park
Accy * t Rockford
* • DanvilleLAS 25
CE 66 * t Orangeville
LAS S3 * t Chicago
EE * t Plainfield
SS 17 Plymouth
PreJ 110)4 * t Chicago
LAS 44y2 * Danville
HEAgr {SS) 131 * Carthage
AC * t Allentown, Pennsylvania
EE S6y2 * t Raton, New Mexico
LAS S3 * t Coffeen
Bus i9y2 * t Mt. Vernon
LAS * t Wilmette
AC 99 * t Chicago
Mus * t St. Louis, Missouri
EE 113 * t Edina, Missouri
Agr 4m * Walnut
SS 6 Tuscola
SS 19 Mendota
ME * t Deerfield
* t BloomingtonAC

















































































































































































86 * t Urbana
68 * t Urbana
* t Urbana
66 * t Wellington, Kansas
* t Casper, Wyoming
* Metcalf
7Z * T Chicago
88H * t Divernon
* t Oblong
* t Granite City
46 * t Chicago
* t Chicago
t Chicago
101 * t Chicago




79 * t Chicago
* t Monticello
SS * t Hobart, Indiana
16 * t Rosamond
* t Mounds
87 Lebanon, Indiana
96 * t Mt. Vernon
* T Greenville98)4
49 * t St. Joseph
* T Lexington, Nebraska
* i St. Louis, Missouri
68 * t Lowell, Indiana
* t DuQuoin
4814 * t LaGrange
64H * t Peoria
* Chicago
106 * t Lena






85 * t Glen Ellyn
* T RiversideSI
109)4 * t Centralia








H}4 * t Kewanee
98 * t Downers Grove
* t Downers Grove
se * t Downers Grove
72 * t Kenilworth
* t Easton
* T Centralia
98 * t Sheldon
* T Champaign
em * t Chicago
27 * St. Joseph
* t Watseka
27 * t Crescent City
* t Chicago
68H * t Urbana
* Chicago
t St. Louis, Missouri
66 * Evanston
25 * t Champaign
31 * t Plainfield
64 * Lake Bluff
* t Champaign
98 * t Maywood
46)4 Union
3 * t Union
15% Moline
71 * t Hubbard Woods
112 * St. Louis, Missouri
* t South Bend, Indiana
68 * t South Bend, Indiana
em * " Decatur
* T Ida Grove, IowaS9?i
109 * t Mendota
107 * Chicago























































































































































































31 * f New York, New York
S3 * T Urbana
105 * t Raymond
* t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
69 * j Chicago Heights
* T Scales Mound
65 * t Chicago
* t Edwardsville
* t Crescent City




89 * t Elgin
63 * • Terre Haute, Indiana
* t Salem
97 * Oak Park
sm * Effingham
46H He Carrier Mills
6 * t Effingham
71H * [ Joliet
61 t Mattoon
39 * Downers Grove




102% * t Harvard





105 * t Springfield
52^A * West Bridgewater, Massachusetts
* t Alton
* t Sterling




105 * t Paris
8Z * Hanna City
S3 t Effingham
35 * t Chico, California




* t West Frankfort
107K * t Norris City
67 * + Urbana
* T DanvilleSo
95 * t LaGrange
niVi * Peru
53 * 1 Cincinnati, Ohio
97 * 1 Divernon
* 1 Antioch
101 * i Westville
27 * Anlioch




70 * t Chisholm, Minnesota
2714 * Fillmore
105 * Villa Grove
* t Villa Grove
55 * t Chicago
* t Shelbyville
30 * t Chester
* t FrankfortSU
S5H * t Mt. Carmel
33 * Urbana
67 * t Ml. Pulaski
60 * Brook, Indiana
69 * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
t Wilmington
* T Kankakee68
34 * t Momence
117 * Chicago
65 * t Ohtman
86 * 7 Altamont
*1 Chicago
























































































PreJ * t Canton, Mississippi
PreM * Canton, Mississippi
Ed 57K * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 66 * t Elgin
EE (SS) 7314 * t Minonk
PreJ * t Urbana
LAS (SS) 9 * t Urbana
Ed 66 * Berwyn
LAS 105 * t Scottsburg, Indiana
LAS (SS) S8V2 * t Magazine, Arkansas
PreM 65 * Harrisburg
LAS * Sioux Falls, South Dakota
AC 84 * t Chicago
AC 118 * Radnor, Ohio
Arch 96V2 * t Long Beach, California
Flor 80 * t Marengo
Law (3) * Carbonddle
PreL * t Ripley, New York
Mus * t Dixon
Jnl 102 * t Albuquerque, New Mexico
LAS S8 * t Chicago
LAS 10 * Chicago
CerE 45y2 * t Terre Haute, Indiana
Jnl 76% * t Benton
PreM * t Benton
Law (5) SO * t Benton
FC lUVi * Champaign
lA 66 * t Evanston
LArch * f Chicago
LAS 63H * i Chadwick
Law (3) 63 * t McLeansboro
Accy 106 * f Beardstown
SS 6 Atianta
HELAS S9H * t Atlanta
SS 14 Urbana
SS 61 Monticello
SS 6 Kansas City, Missouri
SS IDS West Terre Haute, Indiana
CerE 71 * t Neoga
Bits g9 * Chicago
CE 74 * t Chicago Heights
LAS S6 * Anna
PreM * t Pesotum
AC * i Le Roy
lEd une 16 * Champaign
LAS (SS) 64 * t Bellmont
SS SS Chicago
LAS 100 * t Urbana
ChE 29% * Little Rock, Arkansas
Biu 6814 * t Chicago
FC 91 * t East Alton
EE S7 * t Oak Park
Ed 61 * t Athens
* T ElginAC S4
AE ISO * t Ursa
Lib * t Vinita, Oklahoma
LAS SO * t Springfield
PreL * t Chicago
SS 9 Shelbyvaie
LAS (SS) lis * Urbana
PreJ 61 * t Joliet
LAS * Champaign
LAS * t Champaign
Ed 89 * • Champaign
EE SO * Chicago
PreJ * T St. Louis, Missouri
LAS unc (SS) 9 * t Columbia
AE 37 * t Chicago
Bus * Chicago
CE 1S7 * Chicago
Jnl es * T Bloomington
Bus lie * t Walsh
Bus 18 * Champaign
Bus SS * t Ottawa
PreM * f Chicago
* t JolietEE
LAS 62% * t Chicago
AC 66 * t Springfield
AC es * t Carroll, Iowa
Bus t Friars Point, Mississippi
Bus t Chicago
PreM SS * t Chicago
PreJ SS * + Charlotte, North Carolina
LAS * t Evanston
LAS 101 * t Chicago
Undergraduate Students 449
Hise, Robert Theodore





















































































AC 7» * tLaw U) 7S *












Agr (SS) u * •
EE * ••




Agr SO * t
Agr 56 *




Ed 68 * •
Bus SI * ••
CL u •
MinE * ••








HEAgr 31 * tME * t






PreL 6OV2 * •
Cer 125 *
LAS 101 *
Bank (SS) 98 * ••
LAS *
LAS 100 * t
LAS * t
PreJ *
Law (S) 61 * t






Bus 63 * ••




LAS 97 * ••
Agr •
LAS * ••
REE 96 * •
EdiSS) 102K * •
Agr *
LAS S2 * ••
PreJ 27 * •











Bus SS * t
Bus *












































































































































































Hoskins, Clay Van Voorhis
Hosier, Paul Robert
Eng &9 t Champaign
LAS 76 * t Mishawaka, Indiana
EE * t ForrestME * DeWitt, Iowa
Lib IS * t Urbana
SS 6 Marshfield, Wisconsin
ss 15 Chicago
PreL SSVi * t Chicago
LAS * t Urbana
HELAS SO * Oneida
SS Evanston
lA 106 * t Chicago
LArch 99V2 * t Chicago
AE So * t Chicago
PreM * t West Frankfort
Bus S3 * Mt. Carmel
SS 67 Peru
SS 8 Remsen, Iowa
LAS SO * t Urbana
LAS 32 * t Nashville
PEd (SS) 103 * f Parts
t El PasoAgr S9 *
Agr 41H * t Mil/ord
Ed 7614 * Fairfield
Ed 96 * t Paducah, Kentucky
LAS 28 * t Chicago
Bus 99 * t Chicago
SS 115 Quincy
LAS * t Durand
EE * Rock Island
Bus * t Grant Park
PreL * t Effingham
T HinsdaleBus SO *
RA 92 * t Hinsdale
Agr siVi * t Assumption
Bus 67% * t Barrington
t SterlingMusEd 61 *ME 60H * t Sterling
EE 70 * t Kanai, Hawaii
T Sheboygan, WisconsinME 37 *
CE 8314 * t Brookfield
Jnl 111 * f Cicero
Bus * Sparta
SS Paris
Bux unc * t Springfield
LAS * t East St. Louis
AC * t Lovinglon
PreL 6 * t Rock Falls
HELAS soM * t Cayuga, Indiana
Arch 9 * Danville
SS 8 Illmo, Missouri
LAS * Walnut
SS 8 Jerome, ArizorM
Bus * t Champaign
Bus 49 * Champaign
LAS * t Champaign
Bus * Elgin
LAS 62 * t Brookfield
PreL * t Urbana
Cer 17 * t Cicero
LAS 65 * Chicago




Bus * • Chicago
EE 107 * Elmhurst
T Granite CityChem 95 *
LAS * " Aurora
LArch 130 * Danville
LAS * Kewanee
LAS * Kewanee
Bus * • Lafayette, Indiana
REE 36 * Wenona
SS Palestine
LAS 43H * t Chicago
AC 32 * Farmer City
LAS * t Rockford
Ed{SS) 83 * t Chicago
CL * t Bunker Hill
SS Ellery
AC 70 * t Albion
LAS * t Tolono
LAS S8% * t LaGrange
Bus * f Tolono
t Oak ParkEd 68
CE 19 * Havana
































































































AC lOS * t Luzerne, Pennsylvania
* Grand Junction, ColoradoME
ME 76 * • Grand Junction, Colorado
T CiceroLASME (SS) 78}4 * t Hannibal, Missouri
Agr 67 * Bellflower
Agr * t Atlanta
* t CaseyEd 97%
Bus 97 * t Salem
LAS 61 * t Champaign
LAS * t Champaign
HEAgr 101 * t Westfield, New Jersey
SS Elburn
LAS 1S6 * t Lakeville, Indiana
PreJ (SS) 34 * t Pekin
Bank 99 * t Chicago
PreM * • Chicago
* T ChicagoChE
LAS * t Longview
LAS 68 * t Wilmette
Eng 125 * t Chicago
AC * t Hornell, New York
SS Chicago
HELAS 61 * t Champaign
SS 7 Emporia, Kansas
Cer (.SS) 71 * Urbana
LAS (SS) 66Y2 * t Rantoul
SS 152 Wenona
SS 76 Champaign




Ed 105 * • Frederick
HELAS SIM * • Arthur
Bus 91 * t Champaign
Law (S) SO * t Champaign
Arch * Crawfordsville, Indiana
LAS * t Champaign
LAS (SS) 90 * t Champaign
Chem 102 * t Tuscola
LAS 70 * t Huntley
Accy (SS) 74 * t Lombard
AE * Lima, Peru
AE 136 * t Szechuan, China
Chem 64 * t Oak Park
Agr 91 * t Urbana
HEEd (SS) 104 * t Harrisburg
Law (3) 60M * t Berwyn
Agr * Pitlsfield
Eng * t Berwyn
EE 108 * t Urbana
HEAgr 66 * t Quincy
Agr 35 * t Urbana
PreM 24V3 * t Urbana
* f St. Louis, MissouriEE
PreM * Carmi
LAS 105M * t UrbanaME 66 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Champaign
Eng SIM * t Chicago
LAS 63 * t Huntington, West Virginia
* T ChampaignAC (SS) U
SS 114 Independence, Kansas
Bus unc * Champaign
TCS 44 t Champaign
Law (3) * t Sunbury, Pennsylvania
Ed 61% * t Chicago
CE 37 * t Chicago
Bus 62 * t Moweaqua
LAS 66 * t Owensboro, Kentucky
CE S2H * Moweaqua
EE 74 * t Chicago
LAS Congress Park
Bank 99 * t Nashville
* t BrookfieldLAS
Accy * t Tuscola
* t UrbanaLAS
LAS * t Saugatuck, Michigan
PreJ * t Taylorville
PreM * f ParisME 17 * t Kankakee
EE 72 * " Chicago
Lib (SS) 16 * Champaign
LAS 66 * Mattoon
PreM 29 * Harvey























































































Agr 98 * Woodstock
LAS eiH * St. Anne
PreM * Irving
LAS 67 * Hoopeston
LAS Oak Park
LAS * t LouistUle, Kentucky
LAS S9 * Champaign
Ed 81 V2 * t Providence, Rhode Island
LAS (SS) H * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Law (S) (,SS) * t Burlington, Iowa
T Boston, MassachusettsCer *
Ed 107H * Marion
Bus * t Chicago
EE 107 * t Washington
Agr * t Sesser
LAS 65 * Sesser
PreM 100 * East St. Louis
KankakeeBus 63 *
ChE 70 41 • Clinton
LAS 100 * t Chicago




Bus * t Rockford
AC 64 * t Geneseo
Chem 9014 t Chicago
EE S6 * Earlville
LAS 29 * t Chicago
AC S3 * t Huntington, Indiana
Cer t Chicago
LAS 71H * t Joliet
Lib * Dublin, Texas
LAS S6H * t UrbanaME * Chicago
LArch lOi * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Bus H * Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
AC S4H * t North Chicago
Ed rsVi * t Chicago
LAS * Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS Si * t Champaign
Law (5) 39 * t Chicago
LAS * t Decatur
Bus 6 * LaGrange
PreL 16 * t Chicago
Arch 129 * t Lake Forest
LArch 61 t Macomb
SS SO Wheaton
Arch (SS) 43 * t Staunton
LAS 63 * t LaGrange
LAS irr Rock Island
Bus * t Chicago
AE 37 * t Blue Island
Bus 64 * t Champaign
LAS t Kenilworth
LAS 106 * New York, New York
LAS 23 * t Champaign
Arch 105 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
SS North Manchester, Indiana
LAS (SS) 104 * t Pecatonica
Ed(SS) 123^ * De Land
LAS 9414 * t Urbana
CE 31 * Chicago
PreM 64H * t Chicago
PreM 25 * Chicago
AE mVi * t Chicago
PreJ t Chicago
Ed 95 * t Ava
Agr 108)4 t Chicago
LAS 34 * Evanston
Bus * + Chicago
Accy 65 * f Urbana
Bv^ 60 * t Cornell
Ed 94 * t Champaign
Accy 113V2 * Cambridge
HELAS 85 * Urbana
Law (3) 26 * t Fairfield
Jnl 109 * t Effingham
HEAgr (SS) 99 * t Urbana
PreM 36 * t Rockford
PreL 34 * 1 Chicago
T MonticelloHEAgr 48H
LAS * t Danville
Bus * + Auburn
Flor 85 * T Moorestown, New Jersey































































Jackson, Ruth De Ette
Jackson, William Leonard























Arch 60 * 1 Champaign
ME S7 * Chicago
PreM 1 Troy, Jamaica
Bus {SS) 9814 * 1 • Morris
Bus * t Chicago Heights
BE 37 * t Highland
EE (SS) 73 * t Freeport
Bus 31 * t Chicago
SS 17 Freeport
LAS 33 * t Oakwood
ChE 4m * t Washington
RCE 38 * t Eureka
SS 7 Minier
Arch S6H * River Forest
SS Moline
FlOT 97 * t Chicago
Arch * t Chicago
Accy 31 * Chicago
LAS una * Chicago
LAS * + Chicago
SS 8% Cresson, Pennsylvania
LAS 66 * t Chicago
Bus UVt. * Wakonda, South Dakota
LAS 97 * t Flossmoor
Bus * Oak Park
PreL 32 m Peoria
PreJ 32% Paxton
PreM se * Chicago
LAS 66 * • Pittsfield
LArch 17 * • Chicago
Bxis 65 * Blandinsville
AC (SS) 39 * Thomasboro
PreM 27 * • Champaign
LAS 32 * • Champaign
PreM 42^ * Mt. Vernon
SS 9 Beason
Law (3) 67 * t Plymouth
AC 34 * 1r Ben Avon, Pennsylvania
AC 67 * Bridgeport







HEAgr SI t Pekin





LAS 36 * St. Louis, Missouri
PreM SO * Riverdale
LAS 9 * Berwyn
LAS * • Vandalia
LAS SO * Urbana
SS Waukegan





SS AS Kansas City, Kansas
Bus IS * 11- York
Bus * t Champaign
LAS (SS) 111 * Eureka
Arch 72 * Chicago
PreL * 1 Chicago
LAS 48 :|: Chicago
Bus 20H t Chicago
SS Urbana
LAS * Chicago
Accy (SS) 80)4 • Springfield
Accy 1S7 * Champaign
HEAgr * • Olney
LAS S9 * River Forest
LAS 97 * 1 • Chicago
HEAgr 31 * Olney
PreM 67)4 * 1 Chicago
LAS irr 1 • Urbana
Law (3) SO * 1 Chicago
Bus * Champaign
LAS 72 * Chicago
Bus 17K * H Chicago
ChicagoLaw (3) •
SS Chicago
Bank 27 * 1 Waukegan
• ChicagoLaw (3) 22 * 1
Law (3) * Chicago
LAS 29 Peoria
PEd 65 1 East St. Louis
Hillsboro, KansasLaw (S) 30 * 1
Agr * Annawan
454 University of Illinois
Jakn, Arthur Morris But
Jahn, Marion Crampton Bank
Jahns, Edwin Bus
Jahns, Mildred Lorraine LAS
Jahrling, Carlyle Carl AC
Jamerson, Leslie Andrew AC
James, Archibald Stephens LAS
James, Arthur Lester EE
James, Robert Wayne Bus
Jameson, John Almus EE
Jameson, Lester Stuart AC
Jameson, Vernon Loris SS
Jamison, William Owen PreJ
Janecek, Charles John, B.S., 1928 SS
Janensch, Ernest William Bus
Janezic, Wilhelmina SS
Jansen, Chesley Ernest Chcm
Jansen, Norman Roos LAS
Jansen, Robert Ellsworth LArch uric
Janssen, Xeora Gertrude HELAS
Jantac, Frank Bohamil Bus
Jarman, Loring Phelps ME
Jarman, PauUne LAS (SS)
Jarvis, Harry Leo Bus
Jarvis, John Parker AE
Jaseph, Malcolm Bryant AE
Jasinski, Vetol Joseph PreM
Java, John Joseph AC
Jeanmairet, Georgia Rhodes LAS
Jefferson, George Silbey LAS
Jefferson, Virginia LAS
Jefferson, William Magill LAS
Jeffrey, Garnet Lucile LAS
Jeffrey, Joseph Richard Bus
Jenkins, Howard Lester Bus
Jenkins, Samuel George Law (S)
Jenkins, Thomas Mordicai AC (SS)
Jenkins, Walter Dale ME
Jenkinson, Barbara Jane LArch
Jenkinson, Hugh Reinhardt ChE
Jenner, Albert Ernest Law (S)
Jenney, Edwin Arthur CE
Jennings, Wa>Tie Luther Chem
Jens, Mary Elizabeth LAS
Jensen, Marie Margaret LAS
Jensen, Phoebe Ann, A.B., 1918 Lib
Jensen, Vernon Peter CE
Jessee, Lillian Eva, A.B., 1928 SS
Jessen, Eloise T^-ilstedgaard HEEd
Jester, Harold Snoddy EE
Jeter, Grace Loretta Ed (SS)
Jeter, Harold William Arch
Jewell, Harold Benson PreJ
Jewell, Helena Matilda FC
Jewell, Lester WajTie TCS
Jewell, Marian Isabel LAS
JeweU, Seth Wh>'te SS
Jirik, SteUa Eleanor LAS
Johannober, Edna Mary, A.B., 1919 Lib unc (SS)
Johannsen, Charles Henry Flor
Johansen, Helen Margaret LAS
Johansen, Ralph Stevenson CE
Johler, Orville William Bus
Johler, Walter William ChE
Johnsen, Miles Charleston AE
Johnson, Alfred Carl AE
Johnson, Alice M3t)el LAS
Johnson, Alice Victoria LAS
Johnson, Allan Warren Arch
Johnson, Anna Alida LAS
Johnson, Anna Maye SS
Johnson, Archibald Goodloe AC
Johnson, Arthur Carl Agr
Johnson, Arthur Dean AC (SS)
Johnson, Bernice Catherine LAS
Johnson, Bishop Bus
Johnson, Burdette Shapland PreL
Johnson, Carl H ME
Johnson, Carl Hjalmer AE
Johnson, Carl Melvin CE
Johnson, Carl Milton Flor
Johnson, Carleton Ware LAS
Johnson, Carol Elizabeth LAS
Johnson, Carroll Le Roy AC
Johnson, Charles Andrew Bus
Johnson, Charles Harliss CL
61 * t Taylor Ridge
103 * t Taylor Ridge
67 * t Elbum
* t Elbum
27 * t Arlington Heights
6H * Champaign
64 * t EtanstonM * Springfield
4S * t Mahomet
re * Canton
8 * Oak Park
isH Kewanee
* t Oak Park
Cicero
24H * t Chicago
62 Staunton
69 * t Galesburg
62 * t Pekin
* t Kankakee
64H * t Golden
* t Cicero
111 * + Elmwood
102 * t Kewanee
13 * Champaign
161 * t Champaign
* t Green Bay, Wisconsin
7 * Chicago
108H * t MinevUle, A'eic York
* t RockfordU * f Carmi
66 * Birmingham, Alabama
* t Etanston
33 * t Freeport
118 * Joliet
H)^ * t Long Point
* t ShelbyrHU
122^ * t Georgetown
107 * t Chicago
T Chicago75H *
71 * t Chicago
T Chicago26 *
34 * t Middleboro, Massachuseitt
* t Chicago




108 « t Chicago
Urbana
117H * t Urbana
73 * t Perrystille, Indiana
111 * Big Rock
64H * Chicago
* t Danrille
* t Lafayette, Indiana
100 » t Clinton, Indiana
99 * t Park Ridge
4 DanrUle
* t Berwyn
16 * t Warrenlon, Missouri
31 * t Joliet
30 * t Glen Ellyn
36 * t Winnetka
t Blue Island
* Alton
60 * t Harvey
104 * t Genera
35 * t Champaign
* t Chicago
14 « Chicago
101 * t Crystal Lake
111 Martinstille
24 * t Danville
88 * t Millington
98 * t Rockford




loeVi * t Kewanee
62% « t Chicago
16 * t Tyndall, South Dakota
74 * t Urbana
* t North Muskegon, Michigan
* t Spring Valley, New York
65 * t Urbana



























































































































































































































































Agr S5 t Champaign
Agr 98 * t AlexisME 109 * t Memphis, Tennessee
LAS 31 * t Chicago
Chem 66 * t Kansas City, Missouri
LAS * t Martinsville
Accy 101 * t ChicagoME SSVi * t Peoria
LAS S3 * t Paxton




Law (S) * t Paxton
BtLS * t Chicago
PreL 32 * t Chicago
Lib * t Alderson, West Virginia
PreL * t Donovan
Bus 31 * t Chicago
AC * t Buda
LAS t Chicago
LAS 28 * t Kankakee
Bru 99 * t Rockford
Agr S3 * t Geneseo
LAS t Chicago
PreM 104 * t Paxton
BlLS * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
lA * t Mt. Vernon
LAS 41 y2 * t Paducah, Kentucky
EE * t Areola
SS 32 Eagle Grove, Iowa
Law (S) (.SS) * t Chicago
HELAS 102 * t MartinsvUl-e
Ed (SS) 110}i * Galva
HEEd 117 * t Moline
LAS (SS) SO * Champaign
CL * t Litchfield
HELAS 66 t Chicago Heights
SS 9 Casey
Bits 56 * Monticello
LAS 25 * Danville
LAS 41 y2 * t Chicago
Bzis * t Elgin
HEAgr 34 * t Flora
Accy 68 * t MolineME 37 * t Glentiew
Agr 70 * t Martinsville
PreL 67 * t Blue Island
Bus 94V2 * t Crystal Lake
Bank 65 * t Martinsville
Bus unc * t Chicago
SS S Fillmore
Bus sen * t Chicago
ChE (SS) 75 * t Kirkxcood
PreM (SS) 8 * Danville
Agr 77 t Oregon
LAS 60 * t Louisville, Kentucky
PEd 66 * t Kendallville, Indiana
MusEd 98 * t Chicago
PreM SO * t Chicago
LAS 66 * t Taylortille
HEAgr 6S * t Leland
Law (3) * t Chicago
LAS * t Woodhull
Bus * Chicago
PreL 32 * t Divemon
LAS * t Geneva
Bus * t Tuscola
lEd 42y2 * t Champaign
PEd 97 * t Chicago
CE 94y2 t Hackensack, New Jersey
Bus * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Taylorville
ME 63H * t WUmington
LAS 34 * t Rock-y Ford, Colorado
Bus * t Chicago
* t ElginEE 68
LAS * t Rock FaUs
EE 60 t Vrbana
LAS * t Brooklyn, New York
Bus * Blue Island
CL H * t Chicago Heights
LAS * T Roachdale, Indiana
EE * t Winnetka
456 University of Illinois
Johnstone, Joseph Franklin
Joiner, Elizabeth
CE * 1 Chicago
LAS 96H * ' Le Roy
Jokisch, Edwin William, A.B., 1928 Law (3) 68 * t Decatur
Jolley, Burton Evans Bus 69 * t North Chicago
Jolley, Walter LAS 66 * t Chicago
Jones, Ada Josephine LAS 96 * t Champaign
Jones, Alaneon Bartholomew PreM 6% * t Chicago
Jones, Allen Monroe Law (3) * t Decatur
Jones, Anne Priolean LAS * Urbana
Jones, Archie Edwin LAS * 1 Chrisman
Jones, Bertha Marie Ed 60 * Normal
Jones, Beulah Doris LAS 4^H * Monticello
Jones, Mrs. Carolyn Lenz SS s Napenille
Jones, Cecil Glenn Agr {SS) 95 * t Salem
Jones, Charles Joseph Accy (SS) 34 * t Elgin
Jones, Clarence Maiden Jnl 106 * t Springfield
Jones, Claude Harold SS 8 London Mills
Jones, Daniel Leroy Bus * t Hoopeston
Jones, Edith Melvina Agr * t Fisher
Jones, Emery Elwood Agr 66 * t Fisher
Jones, Ethel Mamie Ed {SS) 105
:i
Sumner
Jones, Eugene Clyde AC Elgin
Jones, Everett Charles LAS
::
MorrisonviUe
Jones, Everett Joseph LArch Oblong
Jones, Frank Edward LAS * ^ LeRoy
Jones, Harold Clyde Law (3) * t MorrisonvUle
Jones, Harold Verne Bus * t Danvaie
Jones, James Lee Arch 61 * t Danville
Jones, Katheryn Armenta LAS 66 * t Champaign
Jones, Kenneth Roy CE * t Monticello
Jones, Lettie Edith SS 8 Decatur
Jones, Lewis Charles LAS 49 * t LaGrange
Jones, Loretta Mae, B.S., 1927 Lib * t MaryvUle, Missouri
Jones, Lou Crabb Mus unc (SS) * Delavan
Jones, Lucille Audine LAS {SS) SS * t Urbana
Jones, Marshall Cornell AC 108 * t Cornell
Jones, Marshall Edward EE * Marseilles
Jones, Mary Alberta SS Zeigler
Jones, Mary Olwen LAS * LaGrange
Jones, Mildred Van Voorhis LAS lOOH * t Tuscola
Jones, Miriam Eileen LAS * t Sironghurst
Jones, Norris Edward Bxis im * Chicago
Jones, Oliver Wendell LAS 4£H * t Peoria
Jones, Paul Guy EE * t MorrisonvUle
Jones, Paul Hadley LAS 88 * t Chicago
Jones, Rea Franklin Law (3) 61 * t Benton
Jones, Rogers Draper LAS * t Belleville
Jones, Ruth Odette LAS * t Kankakee
Jones, Samuel Keener CL 101 * t Karisas City, Missouri
Jones, Thomas Redmond Bus * Oak Park
Jones, Virginia Marine LAS * t Streator
Jones, WiUiam Donald, A.B., 1928 Law (3) SO * t Streator
Jones, William Harold PreL 111 * Dixon
Jones, WilUam Perry CE * t MorrisonviUe
Jones, Winifred Ellen LAS 66 * t Salem
Jonescue, Nicholas AC 9714 * t Chicago
Jonsson, Arthur Niels ME 95H * Chicago
Joplin, Margaret Elizabeth LAS 92 * t Amarillo, Texas
Jordan, Edmund Harold Bus * t Mattoon
Jordan, Giles Everett Law (3) SO * t Christopher
Jordan, Nicholas Thomas Accy * t Carmi
Jordan, Robert Leslie EE 93 * t Urbana
Jordan, Stanley Robert EE 74 * t Sycamore
Jordan, William Kenneth PreL S3 * t Oak Park
Jorgensen, Charles Joseph FC 3414 * t Springfield
Jorison, Walter Joe Chem {SS) 102 * t De Kalb
Joseph, JuUus P Bus 32 t Chicago
JosUn, Van Wilder ME 67H * t Z>e Kalb
Joslun, Joseph Law (3) * Waukegan
Jost, Herman H CE 78H * t East St. Louis
Jourdan, Albert Martin Bus * t Oak Park
Jourdan, Louis Robert Bus S9i4 * Oak Park
Jouris, Harriet Lillian LAS SS * t Chicago
Journay, John Louis PreM 67 * t Peoria
Joyce, Eileen Rita LAS * t Chicago
Joyce, Joseph Peter AE * t Chicago
Joyce, Ray Bost SS 6H Fillmore
Judd, Carleton Edward PreM * Lockport, New York
Judson, Hampden Cutts Bus 79 * Evanston
Jueal, Dorothy Hogle LAS 61 * Chicago
Juergenson, Janice Helmina Ed 61
H
* Chicago
Julian, William Lincoln Eng 107 * Grant Park
Jun, Charles CE 70 * Chicago
Jun, James CE SI * Chicago
Jung, EUsabeth Amelia LAS lot * r Woodstock

























































































PreJ ^8H t Chicago
PreJ * t Taylor Springs
Bus SS * Oak Park
Bus 98 * • Detroit, Michigan
Accy Chicago
CL * 1 Chicago
HELAS 64 * Chicago
PEd 99 * • < Fulton
LAS (,SS) 6OV2 * • Emden
lEd it< ' r Madison, Wisconsin
Arch 91 * • • Madison, Wisconsin
CHE * Chicago
lEd 79K * t Chicago
HELAS 22 r Elmhurst
Law (S) * - Pekin
LAS 16 * • Chicago
CE S9'A * • Chicago
LAS 26 * Chicago
Bus * t Cairo
LAS * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
PreL * Chicago
CL H% * t Chicago
* f ChicagoLAS S3





Bus * t Huntley
AC * Huntley
Agr 99H * t Elmhursl
* t St. Louis, MissouriEd 100
CE * t Chicago
AC 6SH * t Chicago
EE 36 * t Mendota
CT {SS) 71 * t Barrington
LAS 97 * t Park Ridge
" KankakeeAccy
LAS 66% * t Mascoutah
LArch 119 * Champaign
LAS * t Champaign
Accy * t South Haven, Michigan
Bus * f Mt. Carmel
* t Mt. CarmelBus
CL 73 * Chicago
PreL * Elgin
Arch 117 * 1 Sioux City, Iowa
LAS 49% * • Columbia, Missouri
LAS 66 * • Pinckneyville
Arch 96y2 r Edwardsville
LAS 100 * Harrisburg
LAS * Bement
Bus * • Chicago
LAS 63 • r Chicago
ChE I2V2 * i Evanston
LAS * Chicago
Law{S) SO * 1' Champaign
LAS * Champaign
Chem 68 * • Chicago
LAS 69 * • Chicago
Bank 99 North Chicago
Bus 106 * Chicago
LAS * Chicago
Ed 102 * Elmhurst
LAS • Chicago
LAS 66 * • Chicago
LAS Chicago
Eng 132)4 * Chicago
Chem 69 * Waukegan
Law (3) * • ' Chicago
ChE 68 * Chicago
EE 67 * Chicago
CE 110 * • Kansas City, Missouri
PreM 83 * Chicago
LAS • Seymour





« ' Yokohama, Japan
PreL 60 * r Chicago
LAS * Oak Park
LAS 66H * • Berwyn
PU 100 • Mt. Carmel
Bus 61 Vi * Galena
Law (3) 63 * ' New York, New York
EE 104 Highland
458 University of Illinois
Katterjohn, Frederick William PreL
Katz, Abraham A CE
Katz, Charles PreM
Katz, Isabel Martha LAS
Katz, Morris PreJ
Katz, Samuel Frank PreM
Katz, Sylvia Myra LAS
Katzman, Louis Arch
Kauffman, Earl AC
Kauffman, Eldon Elmer AE
Kauffman, William Howard Agr
Kauffmann, Otto Theodor Cer
Kaufman, Conrad George Btis
Kaufman, Irvin Adolph Bus
Kaufman, Juanita Geraldine LAS
Kaufmann, Charles Leopold LAS
Kaufmann, Harold Mathias Law (S)
Kaufmann, Rose Loretta LAS
Kaupke, Dorothy Ehdy MusEd
Kautt, Elmer Charles AE
Kautz, Helen Elizabeth LAS
Kauzlarich, Emily Marguerite LAS
Kawal, Edward Joseph AC
Kay, Fred Daniel Arch
Kay, Robert Thomas Agr
Kayser, Evelyn Marie, A.B., 1926 Lib
Kazowski, Matthew WilUam AC
Kazy-Garey, Boris Constantinovich ME
Kealey, Chfford Robert CE
Kean, Mary Elizabeth LAS
Kearnaghan, Homer E Agr
Kearney, Cletus Timothy PreM
Kearns-Preston, Davis Alvin LAS
Keating, Daniel Joseph LAS
Keating, Judson Walter Bus
Keating, Truxton Ferdinan AE
Keck, George Henrv SS
Keck, Richard McCutchen, A.B., 1928 Law (S)
Keck, WilUam AE
Keefe, J Arthur SS
Keefer, Gladys Faith, B.S., 1928 SS
Keeley, Richard Barry LAS
Keeney, Kenneth Kendrick LAS
Kehart, Adam W Bus
Kehoe, Elizabeth Helen Bus (SS)
Keilholz, Frederick Johnson Agr unc
Keiser, Grace Louise HELAS
Keith, Carl LAS
Keith, Lewis Elsworth Bus
Keith, Mary Charlotte LAS
Keller, Donald Eugene Bus
Keller, Guy Veer LAS
Keller, Henry William EE
Keller, Richard Talbot PreJ
Kelley, Clara Louise LAS
Kelley, Eldon LAS
Kelley, Emily Josephine LAS
Kelley, Letta Fern SS
Kelley, Lloyd Cecil Accy
Kelley, Paul Estes Bus
Kelley, Robert Reed LAS
Kelley, Zelma Waneta SS
Kelling, George Fred LAS
Kellman, Bernard PreL
Kelly, Claire Louise LAS
Kelly, Eileen Bus
Kelly, George Dilworth LAS
Kelly, Joseph Edgar Law (S)
Kelly, Lester Joseph AC
Kelly, Walter Kendall Bus
Kelly, William Henry Bus
Kelly, WiUiam Michael PreJ
Kelsey, Harold Glen Bus
Kemp, Jack Theodore PreM
Kemp, Mildred Madonna Ed {SS)
Kemper, Mildred Agnes SS
Kempf, Conrad E AC
Kempton, Arlene Josephine LAS
Kendall, Donald Robert Flor (SS)
Kendall, Dorothy LAS
Kendall, Erion Joseph CL
Kendall, George Preston Ins
Kendall, Margery Frances LAS
Kendall, Mary Elizabeth SS
Kendall, Raena HELAS
KendaU, Raymond David Law (S) (SS)
6£ * t Paducah, Kentuckv
t Chicago
68 * t Brooklyn, New York
S£ * t Hoopeston
t Chicago
* t Chicago
76 * t Chicago
* t Chicago
106 * t Uniopolis, Ohio
* t Congerville
36 * t Waterman
91 Vi * t Dresden, Germany
105H * t Lafayette, Indiana
* t Cairo
103 * t Peoria
lU * Chicago
35 * t Oak Park
* t Chicago
t Rock Island94 *
IIOV2 * t Riverside
S3 if t Ml. Pulaski
31 * t Canton
* t Cicero
62 * + Chicago
* t Plainville
* t Parkston, South Dakota
71 * t Chicopee, Massachusetts
* t Pheodosia, Cremea, Russia
SO * t Chicago
* t Evanston




S3 * " Urbana
* i Urbana
39 Chicago
SO * t Champaign
36 * t Waterlown, Wisconsin
7 Piper City
Amboy
U * t Princeton, West Virginia
65 t Chicago
S2}4 t Benld





65H * f LaGrange
32 * t Davenport, Iowa
82 * t Champaign
109^ * • Cicero
* Chicago
S6 * t Chicago
S8 Pana







77 * t BelletUle
S6 * t Chicago
67 * t Chicago







T Lowell, Indiana100 *
67 « t Kejpanee





* t Duluth, Minnesota
29 * t Champaign
63 * t Oak Park
* Peoria




























































































ChE 70 * t Chicago
Bus * 1 Newburg, Pennsylvania
* T EffinghamHEAgr unc 16
PreL 17 * t Chicago
LAS 103 * t Chicago
LAS * t Manhattan
LAS * t ChicagoAE 26 * Chicago
LAS 66 * t Dixon
Eng S3H * Pana
LAS * t Sterling
LAS * t Dixon
SS 6 Spickard, Missouri
LAS * t Villa Grove
LAS * t Dayton, Ohio
* t ChesterLAS 67
LAS 36 * t Springfield
SS 103 Springfield
Agr * t Watseka
LAS * t Champaign
Jnl 60 * t Ottumwa, Iowa
Ed unc * t Paris
Flor 22 t Des Plaines
Law (S) 68 * t Chicago
Bus 99 * t St. Louis, Missouri





LAS * t Chicago
Bus 83 * t Aurora
Bus 63 * Chicago
Bus * t Decatur
PreJ se * t Decatur
Bus 1414 t Chicago
Agr * Canton
ME 72 * Cicero
Bus * t Belleville
PreM * Chicago
lEd (SS) 9S}i * t Waverly
SS Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
LAS 64 * t Oak Park
SS 7 Bloomington
AE 109 * t Louisville, Kentucky
LAS 30% * t Joliet
LAS 63 * t Joliet
Ed 60 * t Cairo
Law (S) SO * t St. Louis, Missouri
ME 72 * t St. Louis, Missouri
* t PekinCE 72
LAS * t Waco, Texas
LAS * Chicago
LAS 96 * • Urbana
CE 34 * t Kansas City, Missouri
CE 36 * t Urbana
LAS 37 * t Aurora
SS im Orion
Bus * t Saunemin
Law (») (SS) 61 * t Onarga
AC * t Coultertille
HELAS 90K * t WUlow Hill
EE 68 * Metropolis
LAS 97 * t Urbana
Bus 96 * t Keokuk, Iowa
LAS 64 * t Chicago
Bank * Sterling
SS S Quincy
PreM S6% * i Le Roy
Flor 28 * t Carlyle
Agr unc * T Chicago
LAS SO T Decatur
SS 20 Virginia
PreL * t Kansas
LAS (SS) 67}4 * f Kansas
* t St. CharlesLAS 67
FC SO * t Fairfield, Iowa
LAS 62 * f Chicago
LAS 66 *
-f Bushnell
ChE 64H * t Parts
SS Tlwmpsonville
LAS 26M * t DuQuoin
SS 9 Chicago
Chem (SS) 112 * Champaign
Bus 4 * Newman
SS 8 Decatur
PreL SlH * t Litchfield
















































































































































































S3 * Oak Park
em * East St. Louis
lis * f Springfield




SS « t Chicago
t Crystal Lakeer *
8% Trenton, Missouri
88 * t Memphis, Tennessee
* t Quincy
1071^ * t Chicago
* Mt. Vernon
£8 * + Chicago
T ChicagoS3 *
87 * t Chicago
101 * t Mt. Carroll
* t Mt. Carroll
S7H * t Urbana
60 t Chicago
66 * 1 Waukegan
T Indianapolis, Indiana*
* t Nashville, Tennessee
t Sandwich97H *




































































































Kneen, Leonard John Bm
Knickerbocker, William Edmund Bus
Kniep, Emily Helen LAS
Kniep, Rosalie Marie • Flor
Knierim, Lloyd Victor CL
Knifke, Lester Theodore AC
Knight, Edward Walter PreL
Knight, Frances Inez Bua
Knight, Jay Fred Law (S)
Knight, Wilbur De Forrest Accy
Knipe, Virginia HEAgr
Knipp, Julian Knause LAS
Knoblauch, Don Eugene AE
Knoblock, Irma Elizabeth LAS
Knoblock, Ralph Conrad FC
KnoU, Harry Walter Bus
Knop, William Frederick Chem
Knotts, David Mayes LAS
Knowe, Charles Patten lA
Knox, James Dale lA
Knudsen, William Nelk PreM
Knuth, Hazel Dorathea LAS
Knutzen, Theodore John, B.S., 1928 SS
Koch, Alexander Ryrie LAS
Koch, Francis Joseph, B.S., 1927 Law (.4)
AE (SS)Kochendorfer, John Wesley
Kochis, Frank CE
Koci, Ludvik Joseph ChE
Koebbeman, Fred William PreL
Koehler, H Arpin, B.S., 1928 SS
Koehler, Robert Leo, B.S., 1928 SS
Koehn, Irene SS
Koeller, Herman Douglas Bus
Koelln, Marguerite Louise
Koelmel, Celia Elfrieda SS
Koenig, Francis Jacob LAS
Koerner, Gerald Joseph Bus
Koerner, Violet Mae Ed
Koff, Adeline Ethel Bua
Kohler, Henry Lebrecht ME
Kohlhagen, Eloise Frances LAS
Kohlstedt, Donald Winston LAS
Kohn, Elliott PreL
Kohn, Milton Lionel PreL
Kohn, Myron Leroy Bank
Kolbe, George Dixon Bus
Kolbus, Ernestine Elizabeth LAS
Kolfenbach, Edwin Joseph AE






Konopasek, Helen Pauline Ed
Konopasek, James Frank PreM
Konradt, Martha Anna LAS unc
Koolish, Bernice Janet PreJ
Koolish, EUman Samuel LAS
Koons, Mary Josephine LAS
Koontz, Helen Katherine LAS {SS)
Koontz, Ruth Genevieve Ed
Korb, John Theodore Bus (SS)
Korfist, Norman Adolph PreL
Koritz, Alvin Clarence Agr
Kornegger, Clifford William LAS
Kornmeyer, Paul ME
Koscielny, Agnes Cecelia SS
Kosick, Adolph Anton AC
Kosin, Mildred Agnes LAS
KostakoB, Alice Jean LAS
Kostka, Anna Beatrice LAS
Kotek, Charles LAS
Kotosky, Marion Shirley LAS
Kotovic, Charles Lewis TEd
Kousser, Joseph Max Accy
Koutnik, Henrietta Annette LAS
Kowalski, Herbert John Bus
Kowitz, Arthur William CE
Kozak, Joseph Paul Accy
Kozma, Julianna LAS
Krafft, John Albert SS
Kraft, Beatrice Olive LAS
Kraft, Irving Hildreth Bank
Kraft, Milton Edward LAS
Kraft, Robert Eugene PreM
Kraft, Vera Elsa HELA8
Krainock, Suzanne PreJ
101 * t Galva
105 * Chicago



















69 * t Hinsdale





79 * 1 Champaign
109 * • Elgin





32 * t New Canton











































80 * 1 Chicago
SI * Kankakee




* East Chicago, Indiana
8% Chicago





























































































PreM 39 * t Brooklyn, New York
PreL SO * t East St. Louis
LAS 12 t ChicagoME 77 « Chicago .
Law (3) 27 * Chicago
PreL 17 * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
LAS 15 * t New York, New York
PreJ * t Aurora
SS 101 Virden
Lib * t Moundridge, Kansas
Chem S8 * t Joliet
Chem 106 * t Joliet
LArch 32 * t Chicago
LAS * t MendotaME 138H * t Piermont, New York
Bus * Effingham
Bus 66 * t Chicago
LAS 71 * t Shenandoah, Pennsylvania
AC S3 * t Toluca
LAS 63 * t Rensselaer, Indiana
Bank S4 * t Elgin
PreM 6814 * t Chicago
Law (3) 60 * 1 Berwyn
LAS 32 * t Granite City
LAS * t Chicago
CE * t Clinton
LAS 35 * t Clinton
Agr * t Clinton
Jjd 103 * t Vandalia
LAS 32 * t Chenoa
EE 36 * 1\ Westville
LAS 96 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Agr * 1 Delavan
ME 33 * t St. Louis, Missouri
AC 72 * t Elyria, Ohio
LArch SS * Grant Park
LAS * t Michigan City, Indiana
PreJ S3 * t Oak Park
Bus 97K * t Toledo, Ohio
Bus * t Chicago
PreM * t Chicago
PreL * Chicago
LAS 26 t Chicago
LAS (SS) 98 * t Donnellson
LAS 80 * t Chicago
LAS 98H * t Chicago
SS 6 Champaign
AC 98 * 1 • Urbana
PEd 64 * t Champaign
EE * 1 Chicago Heights








AC * t Crystal Lake
Law (3) * t CarlinvUle
LAS * Elmhursl
LAS UVt. * Joliet
Law (3) 6 * 1 Joliet
Bus SOH Mattoon
Bank 69 * WilmetU
AC 9m * Maywood
Bus 87 * Marseilles
Agr 70 * ' Marseilles
Arch 26 * Milwaukee, Wisconsin
AE * Milwaukee, Wisconsin
LAS 61 * BeUflower
Mus 67 * • Urbana
LAS 33 * • Woodstock
LAS * • BellevUle
Law (3) SO- * • \ Elgin
AE seVi * Chicago
Bus 27 * 1 Chicago
Bus 97 * 1 Chicago
SS 130 Argo
Ed 111 * 1^ Chicago
Eng 25 * Riverside
EE 33H * Berwyn






RCE 126 * Canton, China
LAS 4: Chicago


























Lambert, Anna Carolyn, B.S., 1928





























































Agr * 1 Evanston
AC * Chicago
CE 74 * Chicago
Agr 69 * Casey
Law (3) 9% * Decatur
LAS 103% * t Chickasha, Oklahoma
SS Lawrenceville
EE 109 * t Kansas
Accy 127 * t Rockford
SS 143 Prophetstown
LAS 1^V2 • Elmhurst
PreL * • Quincy
EE * - Pawnee
Arch 71H * t Sterling
LAS St. Anne





Law (S) * t Griggsville
SS Wheaton
ME 110% * t Chicago
Ed 65 * t Rifer Forest
PreM (SS) 8 * Bement
LAS Z9 * • r Boswell, Indiana
CE 8414 * t St. Charles
Bus * St. Joseph
SS Oglesby
SS Parkersburg
LAS SO * Rock Island
ChE * t Albion
Ed 96 Chicago
Law (S) 8 * Warsaw
Agr 8614 * • Lanark
Ed 69% * t Rockford
LAS 30 * t Dahlgren
Law (3) * 1r Pine Bluff, Arkansas
LAS 26 * • Moline
HEAgr (SS) 98 * t Behidere
Bus SO * Oak Park
Bus 83 * • Chicago
LAS 65 * • Chicago
SS IZlVi Manila, Philippine Islands
LAS irr * t Kokomo, Indiana
Law (S) Z5 * t Chicago
LAS unc t Jerseyville
SS 10914 Decatur
PreM 35 * t Coplay, Pennsylvania
CE 36 * 1
*
Chicago
AC 70 r Lincoln
Agr 6814 f De Kalb
LAS * Chicago




Law (S) 27 f Cairo







Eng SB * Peoria
LAS unc * Chicago Heights
AC 48 * • • Chicago Heights
Law (S) 65 * • Chicago
PreM 27 * •
*
Chicago
Accy East St. Louis
SS Urbana
EE S7 * 1 Riverton
Ed 65 * • Saunemin
Bus * Casey





LAS 66 * • Champaign
Arch $7 * Chicago
SS 6 Chicago
LAS 1 • Chicago
PreM 83 * Chicago
LAS S« * Chicago
LAS 96 * Paw Paw
Arch * Maywood
EE 64 * 1 Saybrook
Accy 72 * Urbana
SS Galena
LAS * Owaneco
FloraAE 27 * •























































































ME * t Oak Park





Ed 61 * t Hinckley
LAS BA * t Chicago
CE 4e * t Chicago
LAS 8S * Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
CE 109 * t Elgin
LAS 96 * t St. Anne
Accy 65 * Lombard
EE * t Chicago
HELAS * t BlandinsvUle
Bus Si * t Glen Ellyn
Accy 64 * 1 Kewanee
LAS * • Chicago
Bus * t Fort Dodge, Iowa
AC * t ^ew Haven, Connecticut
Bus * Moline
Chem * Chicago
Ed (SS) 101 * Winchester
Bus Little Rock, Arkansas
Accy Melrose Park
Bus * Walnut Hill
PreM S6 * t Brooklyn, New York
SS Urbana
LAS * t LaGrange
EE S8V2 * t Oak Park
AC 6S t Carterville
HELAS lOZ * • Shumway
Mus SIV2 * t Oakland
LAS * t Clifton
Arch 7S * t Oak Park
PreM 36 Chicago
HELAS * t Fairbury
PreM Z8 * 1 Ford City, Pennsylvania
PreM * t Fairbury
LAS * t Flossmoor
LAS * Ridgway
Chem * Peoria
EE S6 * t Springfield
SS 14% Champaign
Agr (SS) 36 * t New Burnside
LAS 31 * t Oak Park
EE « Fairfield
LAS 29 * Danville
LAS (SS) n3y2 * Chicago
SS Urbana
CE 70 * t Downers Grove
LAS (SS) 117% * Casey
AE t Chicago
LAS 18 * Mt. Olive
LAS 68% * t Peoria
Bus 67 1f HiUsboro
LAS T Chicago
SS Rockford
Bank 118 * Urbana
LAS 9S * • Indianapolis, Indiana
Law (3) 36 * • Chicago
HELAS 71 * ' Joliet
HELAS 30% * • Bloomington
LAS 35 * Chicago
AE 62 * • Chicago
Agr (SS) 7 * • Charleston
AC 66 * • Rockford
Bus * • Champaign
PreL S9% Muskogee, Oklahoma
Agr 32H Chicago
Agr * Georgetown
LAS SS * Chicago
Ed 76 * Champaign
ME 31 * Ogden
LAS 72 * Quincy
HELAS 32 * Pesotum
Law (3) * • Tiskilwa
LAS * • Chicago
ChE 90 * • Portland, Oregon
RME * • Chicago
Ed 101 * Lebanon, Indiana
Mus 67 * Valley City, North Dakota
Ed 84 * ' Albion
LAS * Memphis, Tennessee
lEd (SS) 86 * • Champaign
























































































ss HI West Frankfort
Law (3) * Chicago
LAS 111 * \ Silvis




ME * T Fengtien, China
AC SO * t Cleveland Heights, Ohio




Ed 68 * Centralia
Agr * T Centralia
SS S9 Mt. Vernon




Arch 115 * • r Clinton
Jnl 71 * t Topeka, Kansas
LAS S4 * r Hermanville, Mississippi
LArch * • Berne, Indiana
PreM * Olney
PreJ * t Chicago
Bus 2SH * Chicago
Bus t Chicago
CE * t Quincy
SS Sparland
HEAgr SS * t LawrencevUle
LAS SS * t Macomb
Law (3) * • Minonk
LAS 100 * Joliet
Bus S4 * • Springfield
LAS so * t Des Moines, Iowa
SS Charleston
EE 68yi * t Peoria
Bus * t Oak Park
Agr 63 * t Basco
LAS B6]4 * Abingdon
LAS * t Urbana
LAS art * Maywood
LAS S3 * t SpringfieldAE * 1 Peoria
ChE SB * t Dixon
Bus * • West Frankfort
CL SOV2 * • Mounds
Bus 95 * Chicago
Bus SO * T Springfield
PreJ * Niantic
Bus 4814 * 1 LaGrangeME * Champaign
SS 1 Oakdale, Tennessee
HELAS * Chicago
Cer * Rock Island
LAS {SS) ssVi * t Champaign
SS Chicago
Accy SI * ' • Washburn
UrbanaMus s *
LAS £7 * Tolono
SS 7 Apple RiverME * t St. Louis, MissouriME 110 * 1 Urbana
PreL 21M * Chicago




Bus 115 * Chicago
LAS 31
H
* ^ New York, New York
PreM « Chicago
CL 10 River Forest
PreM * • Lincoln
Law (3) * • Terre Haute, Indiana
PreJ * Omaha, Nebraska
CE 6m t Chicago
EE 72 * - • Chicago
PreL * 1 Chicago
LAS 14 ^ Rixburg, Idaho
Accy 63 * Detroit, Michigan
Bus 36 * H • Kansas City, Missouri
ChicagoCL 36H *
Bus * Chicago
Law (S) • Chicago
LAS 1 Chicago
LAS <¥ Chicago
Accy 16H * Chicago
EE * Oak Park
AE * J ' Glencoe
466 University of Illinois
Levy, Herbert EE 114 * t Chicago
Levy, Jacob PreM 70 * t Chicago
T ChicagoLevy, Nathan Norton ME 109 *
Levy, Sara LAS 97% * t Madison
Levy, Seymour Benjamin Law (5) 8Z * Chicago
Lewellen, Farley Robert ChE S7 * t Mattoon
Lewin, Maxwell Marshall Law (S) SO * t Chicago
Lewis, Alberta Fern LAS 64 * t Chicago
Lewis, Arthur Lee, B.S., 1928 SS Benton
Lewis, Charles Rutherford PreM t Chicago
Lewis, Donnabell LAS S9 * t Pesotum
Lewis, Edwin Joseph Bus 87 * t Clinton
Lewis, Florence Juanita HELAS 76}4 * t Sheldon
Lewis, Frances Evelyn LAS * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Lewis, Freda Naomi HEAgr * t Champaign
Lewis, Grover Cyrus CE 96 * t Chrisman
Lewis, James Warren AC 66 * t Waukegan
Lewis, Jerdie Dale Law (S) 22 * t Orchardville
Lewis, John Wilson LAS 32 * t Harrisburg
Lewis, Kenneth Elbert PreM 38 * t Chicago
Lewis, LiUian Lee HEAgr 36 * t Chicago
Lewis, Loren Elmer PreL 35 * t Benton
Lewis, Louis, B.S., 1928 Law (3) 55 * t Chicago
Lewis, Meyer Law (3) * t Chicago
Lewis, Morris Bus * t Chicago
Lewis, Musa Adelaide Ed 74 * Galesburg
Lewis, Myer Arthur LAS S4 * t Jackson, Mississippi
T Lafayette, IndianaLewis, Olive, B.S., 1928 Lib *
Lewis, Perry Henry Chem 66 * t Mendota
T MarionLewis, PhiUp Francis ME 71V2 *
Lewis, Ruth Kathryn LAS 62 * LaGrange
Lewis, William David Bus 67 * t Glen Ellyn
Lewis, William Francis LAS X6 * t Lafayette, Indiana
Lichty, Robert Eldon Bus SS * Zion
Lickliter, Anne Martha LAS 29 * t Gary, Indiana
Liddell, Nathaniel Morris ME * t Danville
Lidwinoski, Dorothy Edna Bus * Farmington
Lieberman, Bernard Harry Accy * t Chicago
Lieberman, Seymour C
Liebert, Theodore Edward
Bws SO * t Chicago
Arch 70% * Chicago
Liebhardt, Robert Glenn Arch * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Liebling, Eleanor Helen LAS SS * t Chicago
Liek, Jerome Henderickson Bus 48 * t Elgin
Lierman, AdeUne Emma, A.B., 1928 SS Champaign
Lierman, John William Bus 88 * t Champaign
Lierman, Naomi Marie LAS 99 * t Champaign
Liese, Edward Ernest Bus 49 * t Danville
Liesenfelt, Mathew Valentine EE SB * t Chicago Heights
Liestman, Minnie Louise LAS * t Mahomet
Lietzow, Gordon Fredrick Bus * Chicago
Liggett, Melvin Ross CerE * t Muncie
Lightbody, Randall Alexander Bus 45V2 t Gary, Indiana
Lightholder, Glen Eldon PreL * t Chicago
Lill, Maxine Stewart LAS 136 * Kenilworth
Lilly, Olive Rosalie Ed (SS) 98 * Sullivan
Linberg, Robert Andrew Bus * Evanston
' Gary, IndianaLincoln, Calvert Joseph Law (3) SO *
Lincoln, Franklin Arch 1421^ * Joliet
Lind, Eva NataUe LAS 68 * Chicago
Lind, Herbert Gustave Bus 101 * • Chicago
Lind, Kenneth Nels Arch SS * Rockford
Lind, Levi Robert LAS 105 * t Joliet
T ChicagoLindberg, Augxist Gabriel Cer 112H *
Lindbloom, Arthur Leonard Jnl 105 * t Chicago
Linden, Jessie Kathrine LAS SS * Chicago
Linder, Helena Mae LAS * t Mattoon
Linder, Mary Virginia Ed {SS) 81
H
* t Patterson
Lindgren, Evelyn Pierce SS 14 Paxton
Lindgren, Truel Lamoine Bus * Paxton
Lindley, Calvin Evert lEd {SS) 80 * t Pecatonica
Lindley, Frances Gertrude Mus 58 * t Paxton
Lindsay, Barbara Ann LAS 30% * t Waukegan
Lindsay, Driver Bradshaw Arch 31 * Champaign
Lindsay, Forrest Holmes Law (3) 24 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
Lindsay, Maurice Lemon Agr lis * t Macomb
Lindsey, Anna Elizabeth LAS 6 * Urbana
Lindsey, Carl Glenn LAS 112 * t Petersburg
Lindsley, Leslie LAS 67% * t Rockford
Lindstrom, Mable Marie LAS * t Chicago
Linebarger, Mildred Pauline Ed 9814 * t Metcalfe
Linfield, Harold Gardner LAS * t Kansas City, Missouri
Linfield, Lenore Gardner Mus 106 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Lingg, Antoinette Lillian Bus * t Chicago
Link, Elmer Charles Bus 88 * Springfield
Linkonis, Anthony William Arch 104 * t Chicago























































































EE St t Danville
CL S7 * t Gas City, Indiana
Law(S) * i Peoria
* t ChicagoPreL 16
AC t Chicago
T Indiana Harbor, IndianaPreM
LAS 69 * t Chicago
Bus * Kewanee
LAS 98% * t Kewanee
Chem 36 * t Kewanee
Jul 72H * Urbana
LAS * t Granite City
RCE 107 * t Webster Groves, Missouri
AE Z7 * Chicago
LAS * t Weldon
* T ChampaignPU(SS) lOSM
Eng 71 * t Michigan City, Indiana
Accy * t Urbana
Aecy * t Chicago
LAS SS * Rantoul
LAS 71 * t Champaign
Law (3) SO * i Urbana
* T RockfordLAS
Bus * f Henry
* T Kansas City, MissouriChE 107
SS 1614 Staunton
LAS 96 * t Palatine
LAS 63 * t Winnetka
•• ChicagoAgr
Bus * t Belleville
Chem esVi * t Kingston, Jamaica
HELAS 27 * t Areola
AC * t River Forest
Mus unc Champaign
* f Kuala Lumpur, Federated MalayCE 161H
States
Mus SSH * t Zion
Bus SS * t Chicago
SS Glen Ellyn
LAS {SS) 99 * t Glen Ellyn
HEAgr • Urbana
* t Glen EllynPreL zm
LAS t Hammondsport, New York
Bus * t River Forest
CE 3614 * t Dixon
LAS 101 * t Lawrenceville
CE 7U Wellington
SS SVe North English, Iowa
ME losH * t Danville
LAS (SS) 28 * Zeigler
PreM * T Danville
SS 8 Yellow Springs, Ohio
LAS 41 * t Bloomington
Arch 36 * t Fithian
Mus 68 * t Peru
Law (3) SO * t Chicago
SS S Edinburg
EE * Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Ed (SS) 73 * • St. Louis, Missouri
CE 36 * Middleboro, Massachusetts
LAS 83 * • r Chicago
Law (3) * • I Salem
Bus 29 * • • Paris
LAS 104 * Chicago
Bus SI * 1 Indianapolis, Indiana
PreL * 1 Chicago
ME 6SH * 1 Louisiana, Missouri
Law (3) * i • Maywood
LAS 8 i • Chicago Heights
RA unc \ Shanghai, China
SS 9 Sherman
EE 17 * t Mt. Carmel
Ed (SS) 114)4 * Moline
Bus * t Urbana
* t Beecher CityEE 42K
LAS * Champaign
Agr 68H * t Urbana
EE * Swissvale, Pennsylvania
LAS * Mt. Auburn
PEd 69% * t Peoria
ME unc * T Gary, Indiana
Law (4) 73 * T Marion
PreM * East St. Louis
LAS * t Joliet
Bus 100 * t Joliet
PreL SO * H\ Hillsboro























































































EE 18H * t Chicago
LAS * Marengo
PreM 63H * t Makanda
LAS Makanda
LAS 68 * T Augusta, Kansas
LAS S8H * 1 Makanda
Agr 97}4 * t Makanda
PreL 28 * t Quincy
LAS SS * t Delaware, Ohio
ChE S7 * t Northbrook
Ed 95}i * f Chicago
SS Portland, Maine
Bus sm * t Hebron
LAS 65 * t Urbana
LAS * t Newton Centre, Massachi
HEAgr SI * t Union
AE SS * Decatur
ME SI * Chicago
LAS 64H * 1 Germantovm, Tennessee
Mtcs una Lewistovm
LAS * " Urbana
LAS * T Lewistown
LAS * f Brookfield
Agr 67 * f Aroma Park
Bus * t Decatur
LAS 68 * t Byron
CL * t Chicago
Law (3) * + White Hall
LAS 4914 * T Chicago
HELAS * t Pekin
SS 6H Olmsted Falls, Ohio
LAS 60H * t Chicago
LAS 18H * Davenport, Iowa
LAS 96 * t Chicago
LAS S3 * Chicago
Bits * t Ravinia
SS S6H Champaign
LAS 69H * t Loami
* f Fond du Lac, WisconsinAE 79H
LAS 46H * t Chicago
LAS 117% * Chicago
LAS 86 * t Las Vegas, New Mexico
Arch * Chicago
SS Ceres, California
Arch 77 * t Chicago
* T ChicagoLAS SO
PreJ * Evanslon
LAS 60 * t Paxton
Bus * t East Chicago, Indiana
LAS SO * Western Springs
Accy * t Sheldon
Accy (SS) 69 * t East St. Louis
LAS SO * i Chicago
t ChicagoMus unc
LAS unc * t Hoopeston
CL * Chicago
AC * t Keasbey, New Jersey
SS 17 Rockford
Bus * t Rockford
EE * • Evanston
LAS sen * T Chicago
SS 162^ Chicago
Flor 83 * t Oak Forest
* f RockfordLAS 9M
LAS isH * t Chicago
Flor * f SterlingEE Si * 1 Sterling
AE 106 * T Chicago
Law (3) 69 * t Decatur
* T BerwynLAS
AC SS * t Plainfield, New Jersey
ME 76 * T LaGrange
Bank 66 * T Round Lake
Ed 64)4 * Chicago
ME 38)4 * Decatur
Bus 36 * t Cicero
* T HampshireHELAS 20
Agr 84 * t Wilmington
Agr * t Clifton
LAS 69 * f West Frankfort
LAS S3 * t Urbana
LAS (SS) 31 * t Marshall
AC * Orion
AE 2S * Hillsboro
SS HillsboTO

























































































HELAS 68 * Cordova
SS 16 Sparta
HELAS 43 t Decatur
AC 40 * t Argo
AC 29 * • Wray, Colorado
Bus * T Champaign










Bus (SS) S5 * \ Urbana
LAS 4^)4 * Urbana
Bus 16 * Pontiac
Arch 87 * • Pana







LAS 32 * Robinson
SS Urhana
Bus em * t Oakland
SS 8 Greenwood, Indiana
LAS 9S}4 * t Chicago
Law (3) 33 * Metropolis
AC 2 * Pana
SS 67% Urbana
SS 20H UrbanaME 60 * t Burlington, Iowa
Law(.S) SO * t Sterling
LAS * t Springfield
MinE 64 * Bicknell, Indiana
LAS 99 * t Peoria
CE 86H t Barry
LAS 3214 * t Evanston
* f ChicagoEd 72
SS 130 Kokomo, Indiana
CE 136 * t Monmouth
Bus 116 * Watseka
Bus * Moline
LAS S3 * t Hutsonville
* T Phoenix, ArizonaAccy {SS) 6
Bus SO * t Macomb
RA 23)4 * t Springfield
SS en Lincoln, Nebraska
ME 69 * t Sumner
CE 110 * t Milton
ME * t Chicago
Bus 1014 * Rochester, New York
SS 124 Homer
ME 69)4 * Chicago
ME 108 * t Stockton
* t EganEE 78
LAS 38 * + Sparland
* t St. JosephPreL (SS) e8l4
AE 74 * t Areola
EE 70H * Chicago
EE * t Rock Island
* f CarlinvilleBus
SS £4}4 Olivet
HELAS (SS) 63}4 * t Loami
Law (S) * La Salle
Ed 66 * t Leland
PreL 26 * t Eugene, Indiana
LAS 98 * t Decatur
LAS 32 * t Champaign
* T DecaturLAS 99}4
Bus 2114 * Champaign
EE * t East St. Louis
* T Lake View, IowaAC 104
LAS * t River Forest
LAS IH * Urbana
CE * Oglesby
PEd 102 * • Blue Mound
PEd 68 • Blue Mound
Agr 105 * Assumption
LAS 89 * New Lenox
Ed 9814 * Holland, Michigan
PreM * Mt. Vernon
LAS 66 \ Hillsboro
EE SS * [ Chicago
Law (3) * Louisville
LAS * Pontiac
CL SO * Quincy
Columbia City, IndianaEd 99 *
AC 42V2 * Flora
470 University of Illinois
McConnell, Robert Morris
McConnell, Winston Woods




















































McDowell, William Scott, A.B., 1926
McEachem, Virginia Stewart
McEdwards, Wilber James



































Accy £7 * t
Bus * t




LAS SI * tME 84 * t
Mua 4^ *




LAS 83 * t
Law (S) (,SS) 48 * t
MinE 36 * t
AC 105)4 * +
EE






* TCE (SS) 60
Accy 65 * t
* TAE 134)4
AC SI Ml
Bus S9 * +
Bus 64 * t
LAS 60H * t
SS 9
AC 65 * t
* IBus St
SS 139
LAS 34 * t
Cer 136 *






LAS S6H * t
Bus t




Law (S) (SS) siVi *
LAS (SS) 111 * t
Bus 32 * t
SS
Bus 66 * t
LAS 63% * t
LAS 64V2 * t
CL 36 * t
SS 14
AE 18 *













Arch 95)4 * t
LAS 43% *
LAS 79V2 * t
AC 86 t
SS 42
Bus 101% * t
AC 70 * t









































































































McHatton, Mrs. Florence Butler
McHatton, Lloyd Charles
McHenry, John Savage
McHenry, Phoebe Ruth, A.B., 1920

































































Eng 105 * t Lakewood, Ohio
Ed 106 * t Champaign
LAS 114 * Auburn
LAS * Chicago
Ed 114 * Manhattan
Bits 70 * t Paris




LAS H * t Champaign
LAS t Chicago
LAS * t Park Ridge
Bus * East St. Louis
LAS * t East Chicago, Indiana
ss Tonkawa, Oklahoma
PreM * t Chicago
PreM * Streator
Agr 71 * t Havana
LAS * t Sparta
Agr unc 12 * - Baldwin
Law (S) * t Springfield
Lib * t Baldwin City, Kansas
ACirr * 1 Griggsville
LAS 35 * t Chicago
CL 66 * t Springfield
Bus 32 * t Danville
PreM * t ML CarmelME * t Chrvitopher
LAS 33 * t Chicago Heights
SS Champaign
LAS SO * t Chicago
PU (SS) 43V2 * Champaign
LAS S3 * t Barry
AC * t Crystal Lake
LAS ss}4 * t Harvey
LAS S7K * t Chicago
PreM * t Sheffield
HELAS 67 * t Yates City
Ins 63 * Chauncey
LAS 61 * 1 Sparta
Mtis * t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Law (5) * t Joliet
Bus BOVi * t East Liverpool, Ohio
LAS lis * Chicago
Lib unc * Aledo
Jnl 70 * t Greenfield, Indiana
Bus 48}4 * t Chicago
PEd (.SS) 86 * Riverside
LAS irr * Appleton, Wisconsin







Law (3) so * Hillsboro
LAS * Champaign
LAS S3 * • Chicago
SS 68 Granite City
LAS * r Granite City
Bus 25 * • Champaign
LAS * Oak Park
Accy SS * Flora
LAS 64 * Oak Park
Ed(SS) 8214 * • Champaign
HELAS 61% * • Georgetown
Law (3) H * • Chicago
LAS * • Taylor Ridge
LAS * • Oak Park
PreJ S4 * Lawrenceville
LAS 99 * • Stronghurst
Law (3) * • Carthage
LAS 68 * Hinsdale
LAS S3 * • Chicago
LAS 62H * Macomb
Arch East St. Louis
Bus East St. Louis
Bus 69 * De Land
SS lllH Urbana
LAS * Champaign
LAS 28 * • Streator
Ed 67 * Johnston City









Bus * - Summit























































































PreM ee * Lewistown
Bua 26 * t Prophetstotm
SS 10 Olney
LAS (SS) zsVi * t Kansas City, Kansas
LAS (SS) ZZVi * t Kansas City, Kansas
EE 46 * Roberts
LAS (SS) 83}4 * t Carlyle
* t ChicagoLaw (3) 30
Bus SO * River Forest
LAS 62 * t Ogden
Bus * t Rock/ord
Arch 113}4 * t Chicago
SS SS Danville
SS 7 Dahlgren
Lib * t Canton, Missouri
Arch 31 * f Pendleton, Indiana
LAS * t Oak Park
Bus 32)4 * Downers Grove
Chem * Dormant, Pennsylvania
Bus 36 * • Anderson, Indiana
LAS 10914 • Evanston
EE 36 r West Frankfort
HELAS * • ' West Frankfort
Bus 33K * Chicago
PreL * Toluca
Jul 64 * • Chicago
LAS 33 * Chicago
LAS 64H i^ LaGrange
Law (3) * ' Berwyn
Ed 60 * Benton
Bank * Edivardsville
CE * Flora





Bus 97 * Decatur
ME 74 * t Chicago
LAS 36 * + Chicago
LAS S4 * t Chicago
SS Ripley, Tennessee
PreJ * \ Chicago
Agr * Yakoruda, Bulgaria
Accy * Chicago
LAS SI * Bluford





PreM * t Centralia
* t Flat RockPreL
CE S7 * t Kankakee
* t ChicagoME 104
Bus t Champaign
AC * t Strealor
SS 6 Greenville
Ed(SS) 00 * t Flat Rock
* t Ogden, UtahCE
AE * Morris
Ed 91 * t Berwyn
Ed 62H * t Berwyn
Ed 7SH * t ChicagoME * t Campus
CerE 36)4 t CampusME (SS) 66 t St. Louis, Missouri
PreJ (SS) 71^A * t Streator
LAS * Urbana
LAS 76% * Monticello
CE * t Lake Forest
SS Metropolis
Acey Si * t Danville
LAS * Mooseheart
Ed 91 * t Chicago
AC 62)4 * t Champaign
Bus S3H * t Chicago
PreM S8 * Chicago
PreM 78H * t Galesburg
Mus 67 * f Champaign
PreJ 34 * f Earlville
Bus 16 t Glen Ellyn
Arch 117 t Champaign
* T LeeME 129H
CL 25 * f South Bend, Indiarta
Accy (SS) 43 *i Freeport
Undergraduate Students 473























































































AC 69 H Maplewood, Missouri
Bus 31 * t ManitoAE 19 * Chicago
CerE * t Campus
HELAS SB * t East Hardin
Bus * t Campus
LAS 78H * Chicago
LAS t Chicago
Law (3) * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * 1 Chicago
LAS 1 Chicago
LAS * Tolono
Bus 11 * t Winnetka
LAS 34 * 1 Champaign
EPh HI * t Harvard
Bus u * Harvard
HEAgr (SS) 88 * 1 Flora
HELAS 31 * 1 Durand
LArch 81 * t Batavia
HELAS 34 * f Colorado Springs, Colorado
But 66 * f Flora
Ed 98 * t Urbana
Bus 109 * Lyndon
Arch * Chicago
Bus * T Morris
Bank 114 * t Buffalo, New York
EE 72% * 1 QuincyREE 74 t Harvey
Chem unc 1 Kinkiang, China
LAS * Urbana
LAS 48% * t Olen Ellyn
SS 86K Decatur
LAS * t Chicago
* f ChicagoArch
HEAgr 118 * Urbana
LAS 63 * t Chicago
* t Roswell, New MexicoLAS 76ME 68)4 * t Champaign
* T ChampaignAC
LAS 26 * Chicago
PreM t Chicago
* J PecalonicaJA
SS 6 Berea, Ohio
PreL * + Chicago
* T Louisville, KentuckyLAS 39
PreM * t Dixon
Bus 32% * Oak Park
HELAS t Cicero
PreM 37 * Chicago
ME Jfi * Chicago
HEAgr 23% * t Ashmore
* t ChicagoLAS 31
LAS 104% * t Chicago
* T SpringfieldLAS
SS 75 Springfield
EE 106 * t Chicago
LAS 62 * Hinsdale
LAS * t Urbana
Mus 108 * t Urbana
ChE {SS) 110% * t Chicago
LAS 125 * Urbana
Ed 96 * Chenoa
AC 96 * • Moline
LAS 90% * Denver, Colorado
LAS 34 * r Bowen
Mus unc 7 Urbana
LAS 99 * r Danville
CE 37 * • Urbana
SS Chicago
LAS 98 * t Chicago
AC 30 * Mattoon
Law (3) (SS) 23 * + Chicago
* DanvilleAC 79
LAS 34 * • Chicago
* T LodaAC 29
AC 62 * Danville
REE (SS) 39% * t Dana
PU * t Marion, Indiana
* T ChicagoCE 80
LAS * t Moline
Law (3) 30 * t Anchor
AC 119% * St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 102 * 1 Parsons, Kansas
LAS Lawrenceville
Agr 120 Belle Center, Ohio
PreM Parsons, Kansas























































































Aecu * t Muncie, Indiana
EB 105 * t Rock Island
LAS SI * Urbana
Bug 67 * t Urbana
LAS 102 * t Mason City
SS 15 Pleasant Plains
Agr SO * t East L'jnn
LAS * t Joliet
PreM 67 * Ponca City, Oklahoma
PreJ * t Chicago
Aeey liOH * t Lebanon, Missouri
BB 111 * t Molim
SS 19H Covington, Indiana
LAS 65 * t Wddon
SS 7 Buckley
PreM t Cicero
LAS 3S * t Kankakee
* t KankakeeLAS 33
LAS iSS) 97 * t Champaign
LAS 1S2 * t Cairo
LAS 105 * t TaylortiOe
LAS * t Champaign
LAS (SS) 109 * t DanrQle
LAS iSS) IH * t Champaign
LAS * t OUaxca
Bus S9H * t Highland Park
Bus U * t Marion, Iowa
Bus S4 * t Winnetka
But * Champaign
Lib * t Cincinnati, Ohio
Ed(SS) 95 * t Benton
LAS S3 * t Kankakee
Ed 84 * t Freeport
LAS lOlH * t Chicago
Bus 7S * Urbana
LAS sm * t Urbana
Arch 108 * t Chicago
ME t South Barre, Massaehuseits
SS 49yi Chicago
Agr 105 * t ShelbytiUe
EE 66 * t Peoria
LAS * Chicago
* t Montgomery, AlabamaBus
LAS 67 * t LouisrSle, Kentucky
HEAgr 4o * t Effingham
LAS t Chicago
Law (3) U t Chicago
PreM * t WindsorvUle, Connecticut
PU 64 * t JacksonriUe
Accy * t Oakwood
LAS 98 * t Harrey
AC 66 * t Chicago
CkE IDS * t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Ed 66 * t RossrHle
Bus * t Morrison
EE iSS) SI * t Urbana
LAS 16 t Urbana
Law (5) * Morris
LAS 96% * t Riverside
Agr * t Quiney
AS * t Quiney
Agr * t Stockton
LAS t Robinson




LAS 98 * t Vandalia
Agr 106 * t Casey
Law(S) * t Xaperrille
Ed 105 * t Sterling
Bus 11814 * Bement
Bus * t Lima, Ohio
SS Elmwood
PEd 68H * t Morton
PreM * t Vienna
LAS * t Peoria
Ed 60 * Chicago
SS 6 S'uere Eaja, PhQippiru Islands
AC 92 * t Champaign
EB 7514 * t Vandalia
CE 67 * t Joliet
CL * Chicago
Aeey * t yew York, New York





























































































Flor 68 * t Seatae, Washington
Eng 67 * Chicago
Arch * t Chicago
EE SO * t East Moline
Bus 68 * t Princeton, Indiana
PreL * t Chicago
Law (S) 21 t Joliet
Ed (SS) 11714 * HiUsboro
PreL uy2 * t Pirer Forest
Bus 31 * t Witt
AC unc * t DuQuoin
LAS 15 * t Nashville
Bus * t FlossmooT
Bus 29 * t Peoria
LAS iSS) 40H * t Urbana
LAS 68 * Chicago
* "" ChicagolA 36
PreM * t Chicago
AE * t Evanston
PreL 69 * t East St. Louis
Arch 12^ * t Wichita, Kansas
SS Noncalk, Ohio
LAS * t Webster Groves, Missouri
LAS t Chicago
LAS 68 * t St. Louis, Missouri
AC 65 * t Bay Shore, New York
LaxB (4) 64 * t Chicago
Accy 70 * t Mt. Pulaski
AC 100 * t Livingston, California
LAS 64 * t Dalton City
Bus 66 * Champaign
EE * Bridgeport
Ed IO6V2 * t Beech er
CL SSH t Chicago
AC * t San Antonio, Texas
Ed 79V2 * t Riverside
* t CiceroEd 60HME * t Cicero
HELAS 39 * t Western Springs
Bus 100 * t Axirora
LAS * t Champaign
Bus * t Chicago
LAS * t Champaign
* t SpringfieldEE 68
SS 6% Weldon
PreJ 39 * Springfield
Mus (SS) 39 * t Flora
LAS t Chicago
CE * t Pekin
Bus 19 * t Amboy
LAS 69 * t Joliet
LAS 32 * t Chicago
Bus 74 t Tulsa, Oklahoma
Bits unc * Evanston
LAS (SS) 60 * t Chicago
HEAgr 63 * Maplewood, Missouri
PreL 31 Vn * t Chicago
Ed 63 * t Minonk
Bus 32 * t Herrin
SS 22 Pearl
SS 16% Pearl
Bus 34 * t Montrose
Ed unc 22 * Montrose
Bus 34 * 1 • Elkhom, Wisconsin
Bus 74H * • Long Beach, California
EE 36 * • Grand Ridge
EE 37 * Farmer City
Bus * • • Winnebago
Bus S7% * Danville
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
* t Lexington, MassachusettsPreL
SS 3 Annapolis
LAS 68 * t Peotone
Bus (SS) 60}4 * t Weldon
* t PeoriaLAS 101
EE 60 * t Chicago
SS 7H Burlington, Iowa
Bus * Rantoul
Chem * t East St. Louis
LAS 68 * f Port Jervis, New YorkAE * T Quiney
PreM (SS) 67 * i Paris
LAS * + Galena
Law (3) * t Charleston, South Carolina











































































































































































































































t Princeton, West Virginia
t Urbarui
t Roodhouse
t Arcade, New York
t Chicago
t Mt. Carroll














































































Miller, David Absasom LAS * t
Miller, Donald Austin PreL Be *
Miller, Dorothy Duerkop PreJ * •
Miller, Dorothy Gertrude LAS 65 *
Miller, Dorothy Marianne LAS •
Miller, Edna Josephene HEAgr * ••
Miller, Francis Howard Law (3) + ••
Miller, Gladys Ruth Mua 97 *
MiUer, Glenn Earl Law (S) * -
Miller, Gus Eugene Bus * t
Miller, Gustav Adolph LAS 118 *
Miller, Helen Louise Ed 103 *
Miller, Howard Albert Bus *
Miller, Howard Russel PreM 100 * •
Miller, Hubert Vertus PreJ 5 *
Miller, James Robert LAS (SS) 93 * t
Miller, John B CerE 71 * t
Miller, John Francis LAS 106 * T
Miller, John Parker Arch * T
Miller, John Wallace CE (SS) 78 * t
Miller, Joseph Maynard Agr 66 * I
Miller, Josephine H LAS *
Miller, Katharine Elizabeth LAS * ••
Miller, Lawson Isaac LAS *
Miller, Leota Maebrae LAS 69 *
Miller, Lillian Maude LAS * •
Miller, Lois Irene LAS *
Miller, Lucille Elizabeth ss 7
Miller, Martin Kenneth Law (3) S3 *
Miller, Mary Dorothy LAS 31 UMiller, Mary Elizabeth LAS WA
Miller, Merle Andrew AC *
Miller, Mildred Anna LAS 30 * t
Miller, Milton Albert LAS 93 * •
*Miller, Milton Samuel Arch 100
Miller, MjTa Canavan LAS 66 *
Miller, Paul Matthew Accy 29V2 •?
Miller, Robert John Bus
Miller, Ross Law (3) i\Miller, Rovenia Francis, A.B., 1928 Law (S)
Miller, Roy Myron ChE (SS) losy^ * t
Miller, Samuel S Arch 79 * t
Miller, Thelma Jeannette LAS 74 *
Miller, Thomas Strain Bus 68 * t
Miller, Vola May HELAS t
Miller, Wayne Wilbur CerE * t
Miller, William Arthur Agr (SS) 108 * t
Milligan, Daisy Florence LAS 31 * t
Milligan, Harold William Bus 8 *
Milbgan, James Kenneth LAS 71 * t
Millington, Albert, A.B., 1928 SS
Million, Latimer SS 110
Millis, Sol Bus 1
Mills, Carrol Vandaver CE 77 * I
Mills, Charles Everett LAS 99 *
Mills, Douglas Raymond AC 72 * •
Mills, Ernest Kenneth Cer * •
Mills, Frank Roscoe PreJ 6814 *
Mills, George Albert Bus
:fMills, Hannah Katherine LAS 33
Mills, Harold Roscoe SS 7%
Mills, Hazel Mae LAS 23 * t
Mills, John Walcutfc PreL * t
Mills, Lowell Henry LAS
. 1
Mills, Marcia Willma HEAgr 32 *
Mills, Phyllis Dorothy LAS •
Milner, Marvin Gordon Bus S8H * •
Miltenberger, Amy Marie LAS * t
Miltimore, Carl Armington, B.S., 1928 SS
Milton, Marshall SS
Mindel, Frank LAS 32 * t
Miner, Harrison Read REE 84 * t
Mingee, Russell LAS * t
Minninger, Beth Deett HELAS * t
Minninger, Cleo Kathryn Bus *
Minot, Charles Arthur PreL 31 *
Minot, George Otis Apr lom. *
Minton, Lennis May PEd 103H «
Minton, Wilson Ellis Bus 27 * t
Mishkin, Irving PreM 66A t
Miskelly, Samuel Hughes AE 6 *
Missman, Clifford Elmer CE
:!Missner, Irving Leonard Eng 3
Mitchell, Althea Lee Ed 88 *
Mitchell, Anthony Bank























































































478 University of Illinois
Mitchell, Bemice PEd 87 * New Haven
Mitchell, Clyde Ernest LAS * West Frankfort
Mitchell, Donald Bruce lA 61
H
* t Clinton
* t Cleveland Heights, OhioMitchell, Edmund George LAS 69%
Mitchell, Edwin Elmer Bus * t Delavan
Mitchell, Elta Grace SS 1 Urbana
Mitchell, Floyd Thacker EE * t Granite City
Mitchell, Harold Webber AC * Lucas, Ohio
Mitchell, Harry Lewis Law (S) S7 * t Chicago
Mitchell, Joan MusEd lis * • Pawhuska, Oklahoma
* " ChristopherMitchell, John Max Bus
MitcheU, Lucille Helen Mus 102H * t State College, Pennsylvania
Mitchell, Madeleine Talbot PreJ * t Joliet
* T MonticelloMitchell, Max Allen Bus so
MitcheU, Mehan Hayes ME 118 * t Dakota
Mitchell, Metta May LAS 101 * t Clearwater, Florida
Mitchell, Robert Da\-id EE 84}4 * Homeland, Florida
Mitchell, Syh-ia Helen LAS 31 * t Urbana
Mitchell, Walter Leslie Bus * Amarillo, Texas
Mitchell, William Bus * t Streator
Mittelberg, Wilma Charlotte HEAgr * t Fowler
Mitterwallner, Merwin Hurst SS 134H Los Angeles, California
Mittler, Walton Danielson Bus 99 * t Oak Park
Mitts, George Norris Bus * Butler
Moberley, Deane Franklin CE t Evanston
Moberley, Kenneth Everett Law (S) SO * t Shelbyville
Moberly, Gladys Virginia LAS 66% * t Peoria
Mochon, Eunice HEAgr * t Wheaton
Moers, Thomas Charles LAS 69 * t Freeport
Moffat, Sara Amelia LAS * t Sparta
Moffett, James Edward AC * Paxton
Moffett, William McKee PreJ * t Peoria
Moffit, Myrne, A.B.. 1925 Lib * t MechanicsvUle, Iowa
Mogul, Sid Law {3) * Chicago
Mohler, Jack Wesley PreL SO * t Peoria
Mohr, William Paul LAS * t Urbana
Mohri, Gladys Eugenie SS 8 Lau-rence, Kansas
Mojonnier, Helen Mange LAS {SS) 34H * t Oak Park
Molden, Garris Terrell Bus seVi * t Rankin
Molden, Henry Jnl {SS) 106)4 * t Troy
Moll, Ruth Azalea LAS 98 * t Champaign
MoUendorf, Robert William PreL SB * Chicago
Molloy, Helena Bus t Le Roy
Molner, Florence LAS * Chicago
Moloney, Ralph Thomas LAS SO * t Chicago
Monack, Wenzella Pieper HEAgr 32 * t Urbana
Monaban, John Clement EE 36 * t Chatsworth
Monahan, Winifred Thomas LAS 67 * Chicago
Monier, Ava Dorothy Bus 68 t Annawan
Monnix, Eleanor Barbara SS 70H Steger
Monnix, Laura Helen SS 8 Steger
Monohon, Willard Ewart LAS {SS) 107 * t Urbana
Monroe, Charles Lee Arch 19H t Wheaton
Monson, John Stine CE 84K * f Chicago
Monson, Urban Conrad SS 6 Malta
Monsson, LilUe Catherine Ed 93 * t Chicago
Montel, Noela Marcella LAS 24 * Pana
Montgomery, Annie Sue, A.B., 1927 SS 9 Providence, Kentucky
Montgomery, Glenn William LAS * Birds
Montgomery, Mabel Marie, B.S., 1928 SS Maywood
Montgomery, Maude Margaret LAS * t Oak Park
Montgomery, Mildred Elizabeth HEAgr t Beason
Monti, Pierino Joseph Arch * Union City, New Jersey
Montooth, Charles Stuart,
A.B., B.S., 1905, 1917 SS Urbana
Montooth, Hazel Evelyn LAS SS * t Allerton
Moodie, Dorothy Mary Ed 9S * t St. Louis, Missouri
Moody, Charles Hamilton LAS * Fillmore
Moody, Elbert Manning Eng * t Chicago
Moody, Harry Wieland PreJ * t Springfield
Moody, Ila Allen Ed {SS) iisVi * Fillmore
Moon, Constance Hardin LAS 98 * t Oak Park
Moon, Francis Russell Bus 91 Vi * t Macomb
Moon, Roscoe ^Iojonnie^ Eng 32 * t Oak Park
Moor, Mrs. Marjorie Wrentmore SS 9 Indianapolis, Indiana
Mooradian, John Vasken Law (S) 30 * t Waukegan
Moore, Albert Stanley PreM 100 * t East St. Louis
Moore, Byron Rossell SS lom Eureka
Moore, Dicie Ann LAS {SS) 9414 * t Urbana
Moore, Donovan SS 59H Westfield
Moore, Edward Naylor Arch {SS) 106 * t Bloomington
Moore, Elsie Searing LAS * t Riverside
Moore, Enly Leola LAS 97 * t Johnston City
Moore, George Thomas Cer * t Whiting, Indiana
Moore, Grace Evelyn SS H Decatur
























































































Bus (SS) 108 * t Danville
LAS S3 * Penacook, New Hampshire
• WenonaEE *
Law (4) lis * • Champaign
SS 16 Decatur
HELAS * t Urbana
REE * t Urbana
LAS S2 * t Chicago
SS Chicago
LAS t Champaign
LAS n * t Mt. Vernon
T DanvilleLAS S3 *
Ed 74H * t St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 95 * j Otterbein, Indiana
T OilmanPreM 35 *
lA 66 * t Chicago
ChE * t Benton
LAS 68 * t Otterbein, Indiana
LAS * t Harrisburg
AC * Palestine
HELAS (.SS) 102 * McLeansboro
CE 120)4 * St. Louis, Missouri
ChE * " • Spring Lake, New Jersey
AC 62 * Aurora
AC * t AuroraME * Princeton
LAS S6H * Galva
Bus SS * + Moline
T Hot Springs, ArkansasBus *
Ed looH * t Columbia, Missouri
Law (3) * t Monticello
Cer * t Champaign
Bus 98 * t Kinmundy
LAS 9614 * t Lostant
LAS t- t Mt. Vernon
Lib (SS) 9 * Galva
EE 109H * t Glen Ellyn
LAS t Urbana
Arch 70 * t Galva
AE 6S * t El Paso, Texas
LAS 6 * t Mattoon
Ed 100 * t MattoonME 14 * t Wood River
Agr 22 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Agr {SS) 104H * t Champaign
Bus * t Evanston
Bus 64 * t Kinmundy
HELAS (SS) 100 * Champaign
CE * Chicago
AE 69 * t Honolulu, Hawaii
HELAS 108 * t Carlyle
PreJ SO * 1 Chicago
EE 107 * T Farmer City
Law (S) 57 * T Champaign
ChE 69 * t Kansas City, Missouri
PreM 35 * t Peoria
Agr I2V2 * t Urbana
CL * t Moline
LAS 70 * t Mason City
Agr * f Lanark
T Oak ParkHELAS 37 *
LAS {SS) 142H * St. Louis, Missouri
AC 67 * t Marshalltown, Iowa
Ed 101 * f Chicago
Bus * t Pecatonica
Cer lUVi * Chicago
Ed 65 * t Congress Park
lEd * t Minonk
Bus * t Oak Park
Mus * t Cairo
Bus S6 * t Grayslake
EE {SS) 26% * Chicago
Mus 38% * t ChicagoME * Oak Park
CE * t Berwyn
SS 8 Cartter
SS Taylorville
Agr 109 * t Russellville, Kentucky
LAS 94 * Urbana
ME 34 * Quakertoum, Pennsylvania
Agr * " Urbana
Bus 98 * " Sandwich
LAS 93 « " Chicago
CE * Macomb
LAS 31 * Urbana
Oak ParkCL SSH *




















A.B., B.S., 1924, 1927
























Mullen, Vernon Harry, B.S., 1926
MulUgan, Daniel Charles
Mulligan, Margaret Mary
Mulliken, Clarence Earl, A.B., 1928
MuUin, James Palmer




































Murphy, Leonard Francis, E.S., 1928
Murphy, Ralph Charles, A.B., 1928
PreL * f Paris
LAS + Chicago
Law (S) 47 * Chicago
PreJ t Chicago
* t PetersburgPreM SB
Mus unc * Mansfield
Ed 67H * t Tonica
Mus HH * Chicago
EE 8g}4 * t Champaign
* T ChicagoLAS S8]^ME SS * Joliet
Ed 72 * t Chicago
LAS IS * t Cincinnati, Ohio
PEd 68 * Hot Springs, SoiUh Dakota
Ed lOlH * t Lincoln
SS 91 Omaha
LAS SI * t Mattoon
Law (S) 49 * t Frederick
LAS irr * St. Joseph
Lib 8 * t St. Joseph
EE se * Decatur
But * Chicago
AC * ' Chicago
LAS * ' Gary, Indiana
Bru 67 * Zion
Arch S614 * Chicago
LAS IDS * 1 Elmhurst
LAS 87 * Chicago
Bus £7 * Chicago
AC 66 1 Chicago
* T ColumbiaME
LAS 7S * t Champaign
* t Oskaloosa, IowaAC 71
SS iH Newton, Iowa
AC SS * t Blue Island
* t Plato CenterLAS SI
Accy * Freeburg
CerE 67 * t lUiopolis
LAS 17 * Champaign
AC * t Palmyra
* T ChicagoJnl 104
Ed 10614 * t Chicago
SS Indianola
LAS 90 * t Champaign
SS Si Champaign
SS Champaign
Ed 100 * t Brookville, Indiana
EE * Robinson
Agr 11014 * t Urbana
* t UrbanaHELAS 98
Agr 51 * t Sidney
Agr soH * t Astoria
Ed(SS) lllH * St. Louis, Missouri
AC * t Joliet
SS 8 Kansas City, Kansas
HELAS * + Calumet CUy
* t ChicagoAgr 101
LAS * Urhana
PreM 61 * • Pesotum
LAS 76 * • Pesotum
Agr * Pesotum
LAS es * • Aurora
LAS 104 • Prophetstown
LAS 18 * Champaign
LAS * • Prophetstoum
EE 109 * Chicago
PreM * Madison
EE IS * 1 Elgin
Bus 6 * Elgin
CE 74 * -j Milwaukee, Wiscorxsin
AC * North Jay, Maine
Agr (,SS) 61 * Mogadore, Ohio
ME * • Portland, Oregon
Arch 71 * Chicago
ME 66)4 * t Minooka
AC * t Chicago
CE 70 * • Urbana
LAS * T Chicago
CE 69H * t Springfield
SS 16 Oreenville, Mississippi
LAS lOS * t Logansport, Indiana
Agr * Frontenac, Kansas
CE 76 t Hillsboro
Law (3) 30 * t Oak Park





Murray, Elizabeth Scroggs, A.B., 1923
Murray, Eugene Paul

















































































LAS 9OV2 t Canton
TCS * t Chicago
AC * t Eldorado
Lib * Wheaton
Agr 29 * t Arrowsmilh
SS Arrowsmith
Ed 96 * t Geneva
Bus S6 * Kokomo, Indiana
PreL t Olney
HEAgr SI * t East Chicago, Indiana
SS 6H East MoKne
SS 6V2 Eureka
LAS S3 * Chicago
LAS S6 * t Chicago
Eng esVi * t Chicago
LAS 34 * t Springfield
AE 97 * t Oak Park
AC (.SS) 66V2 * t Champaign
LAS 61 * t Rockford
LAS 66 * t Peoria
LAS 87 * t Mt. Vernon
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 101 * Moweaqua
LAS 65 * t Champaign
PreL * East Chicago, Indiana
PreL * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
LAS 62 * t Springfield
Agr 106 * t Amboy
PreL 26 * t Springfield
* T Punjab, IndiaEE 107)4
LAS 23;^ * t Evanslon
LAS * t Chicago
Jnl 91 * t Moweaqua
LAS S3 * Moweaqua
Mus * t Moweaqua
CE 73 * t Milledgeville, Georgia
LAS SSVi t Kewanee
Bus * ManKfield
* T EvanstonLAS 66
Bus 6814 * t Mansfield
EE * t Elizabeth
AC * t McLeansboro
ME * t Kansas City, Missouri
AC * t Loda
AC * t Champaign
CE * t Chicago
CE 64H * t Chicago
LAS 16 * Evanston
Mus * t Chicago
Flor 43 * Lawrenceville
Eng 115 * t Chicago
Eng * t Pekin
Law (S) SO * t Cicero
Bus * t Cicero
EE * Decatur
MinE 59^6 * Chicago
RME {SS) 26 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Agr 36 * t Seward
LAS * Chicago
Agr * t Pecatonica
LAS 84 * t Chicago
LAS 23 t Sidney
LAS * t Sidney
Bus 32 * t Fort Sheridan
LAS SOVi * t Chicago
Bus 65 * t Pueblo, Colorado
CerE 26 * Freeport
Ed 97 * t Ohio
CE * i Bloomington
* T SpringfieldEE 74
SS Oak Park
SS S8H Harrisburg
LAS * t Geneva
lA 4614 * Chicago
Law (S) 67 * t Rockford
* T GaleshurgCE (SS) 72
Bus * t Rockford
Agr 37 * t Oe Kalb
LAS 116 t Lynn Center
* t SpringfieldArch 19
Bus * t Dwight
EE 106 * f Lewiston, Idaho
* + RockfordBus
Bus 101 * t Crystal LakeAE * + Winnetka
Bus * t Chicago
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Ndson. Gtadys B«atxice LAS 18
Ndson. Haifand Edwin AC 101
Ndsoo, Harold Yonon Arch
Nefatm. Haiotd WiUiain ChE (SS) S9H
Nebon, Hairy AE {SS) 80
Ndaon, Hobot Ed's-ard, A.B., 1925 Loir ;3)
Ndson. It& Mola HELAS
NdaoD. Josepinxte Marsaxet LAS
Ndson, Kenneth Borni^ PnL SS^
Nelson. Lee Guy Ardi 68
Ndarai, Muriel Bemice LAS
NefecHi, Ok>f Wiffiam MB lOZH
Nelson. Onald Frank Bmt
Ndson. Paol WIDiam Btt»k
Nelson. BandaO linden &S IS
Ndson, Rath Alma PnL SOH
Nelson, Stratton E CE
Ndson, Wavne Ernest PreM
Nobitt, Geor?« Belvey LAS
NeeInK, Rober; Stephen Bant 97
Nesliitt. Warren Wilaam Act 94
Netties, Harold Ross Ziu- [3) S6




A.M.. 1924, 1927 Lib
Neoberg. MarshaU Edirard CL
Nemnds^, Donald Otto PrtL SS
Neunidter, Welden George CL
Neville, Caaode Collom, A.B.. 192S S5
NeviDe. Everest Btnla Acey 98
Neville, Jvlia Dorothy LAS 106
Newbegin. C3iazies Dean 55 11
NewlMll, Joyce Elisabeth LAS 31
Nevcomo-, Joe^ih OKver A^ 103
NeweO, Edith Malay PreJ {SS) 31
Newdl, Mrs. CHive Longsbed Ed ISlH
Newdl, Robert Henry MS 69
Newey. Helen G^tnide LAS 100
NeviMKise, Orval Loois Arek 60
Newlanda. Edward AE S8
Nesman, Helen Bianca LAS
Newman, Helen Kathfriw, AJB., 192S 55
Newman, LUIian LAS IS
Newman. Nolan CSiaries AC
NewsMi, HeDiy Winston CA«ai JiO
NewtBOo, Lawraice Edwin 55 6%i
Newtaon, Pearl LAS S6
Nidids, Aodley Looiae HELAS
Nidids, Charfes Edwin AC
Nidkols, Donald Floyd CL S3
Nidiols, Earie Barreu LA5 33
NididB. Harold Ai;r (55) 72^
Nidids, John Colra' Bm
NidtoLs, Martha Eileen L^5 (55) 66^
NidioU, Maiy AdeHa 55 20
Nidtds, Ray Janney 55 10
Nidiols, William Babcodc But (55) 93
Nidtdeon, Coiydon Mont^merv Int
Nidiolaim. Dale George Lav (-5) 60
NidiolacHi. Dongas GUtison Chem 70}i
Nidbobon. Paol CL
Nidiolson, Stanley Bonaid Eng
m^eD. liaiy Lodk 55 7
Niekefson, Avon Joehoa I.A5 50
Nidcetson, Fern 55 8
NM^erson. Frank Clement RT 96}^
Niekd, Edgar AC 119
NidcoD. Gerald Harry CE o3}4
WvexA, ahddon Clarke 55 i
Nicolk, IsabeOe Anna LAS (55) 110
Nieoloa, Jdrn CE i£
Nidwisall, Vema Alice I.A5 St
Niebarger, Edward Clarence Bu* St
Nidrarger. Mildred Emma LA5 95
Niederfaoff. August Evan CE
Niederman, Sarah Anne I,A5 101
Niednagd, Albst Daniel Flor lOt
Nidsen. Clarence Steams I
A
66^
Nidsen, Irvin Paol AC S5
Nieman. Alma .\nette HELAS (55) 99
Nieman, Arthur Rob^t CE 117}i
Niemeyer, Edward WiDiam Bu-i 38}4
Nioneyer, John AJden CL
mem. Allan Jdm EB











* t Logansport, Indiana









* t Oxford, Indiana
t MotaU GQead, Ohia
* t Cart^
























* t Farmer City
* Chicago



























* t EvannHle, Indiana
* t Minooka
* t Morris




































A.B., A.M., B.S., 1901, 1905, 1928
Norris, Herbert Marshall


















































O^Connell, Thomas Frank, B.S., 1928
O'Connor, William James
Oddsen, Donald Joseph
OdeU, Mrs. Lucy Andrews
O'DeU, WLUiam Francis
O'Donnell, ComeUus Edmond
Arch * t Terre Haute, Indiana




* t St. Louis, Missouri
PreJ * t Hobart, Indiana
PreM * t Elbum
BU9 60H * Chicago
LAS 51 * t Little Rock, Arkansas
SS 6 Christopher
Bus 2ZH * Urbana
AE 101 * t Chicago
CerE 73)4 * t Chicago
PreL isVi * Chicago
LAS S3 * t Chicago
SS Centralia
SS 4S14 Champaign
Bus {SS) 31 Vi * T Champaign
LAS 47 * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
AC * t Bed Wing, Minriesota
Chem 101 * t Chicago
AE 99 * t Chicago
lA 63 * t Santa Ana, California
Accy SO * Marion
CE 10814 * t Princeton
Bus t Chicago
LAS 65 * t Kankakee
SS 30 Indianapolis, Indiana





PreL S2 * t Champaign
Ed 98 * t Joliet
Agr 98 * i El Paso
LAS 29 * t WHmetie
LAS * t Champaign
Agr {SS) 68 * t Tolono
CE 104 * t Peoria
Bug 63 * t DantOle
ME U)4 t DantHle
LAS * t Chicago
AC {SS) 106)4 * t Chicago
Arch 35)4 * t Chicago
AC 9 * t Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
AC {SS) 103 * t Pana
LASirr t Stamford, Connecticut
Agr * t -VejT Athens
PreM 30 * Electra, Texas
AC 98 * t Port Wayne, Indiana
Agr lU * t Macomb
LArch 28H * t Chicago
AC * t Brighton, Massachusetts
LAS 99 * t Lavrenceville
LAS 33H * t Champaign
LAS * t Oregon
PU 60)4 * t Rockford
ChE 69 * t Plainfield, Indiana
LAS 4o * t Chicago
Flor unc * t Urbana
CL 73 * t JBensenriUe
Chem {SS) 67 * t Urbana
Jrd 101 * t Macomb
Bus {SS) loH * t Macomb
ME * t Cochabamla, Bolitia
LArch UIH * t Minneapolis, Minnesota
CE 87 * t Chicago
CL * Chicago
LAS 50 * t Chicago
LAS 67)4 * Chicago
PreM 64 * Decatur
AC * t Keota, loxra
Bus 26 * t Aurora
Agr 109 * t Urbana
LAS S3 * Chicago
LAS 47 * Chicago
LAS t Chicago
LAS 99 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
SS Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Law (3) 34 * t Sandwich
5S 4 Urbana
Bus 65 * t LaOrange
EE 79 * t Champaion













Ogg, James Bruce, B.S., 1928
Ogg, Oscar John
Ogletree, Middleton Lamar
O 'Grady, John Henry







































































LAS 30 * t Chicago
Bus UH * Champaign
LAS (S5) 104 * t Champaign
PreJ * t East St. Louis
Chem 80 * t Elgin
Bus * t Paducah, KentuckyME 74^ * t Chicago
LAS 82 * t Dayton, Ohio
CE IHM * t Butler, Pennsylvania
Law (S) 66 * t Quincy
SS 6S Champaign
SS Urbana
Arch S4 * t Dodge City, Kansas
SS 66 Effingham
Accy 74 * t Chicago
Bus 61 * t Oak Park
LAS S3 * Chicago
LAS t Chicago
HEAgr unc {SS) 8 * t Vermilion Grove
CE 65 * t Chicago
AC 59 * t AUentown, Pennsylvania
Bus * t WHmette
CerE 107 * t Ottawa
PreM * t Chicago
PreM 69 t Chicago
Bus 47 t Chicago
Bus 70 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Champaign
EE 107 * t Dolton
LAS 98 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 97 * t Urbana




Mus * t Peru
LAS f7 * t Peru
ME * t Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
AE * t Eaton, Colorado
LAS * t Oak Park
Bank t Chicago
AE * t Park Ridge
Ed 67H * t LelandME * Windsor
SS 147 Danville
Ed 67 * Chicago
AC 94 * t Champaign
* T ChicagoMinE S7
SS Two Harbors, Minnesota
Bus rr * Chicago
AE 64 * t Chicago
CE 35 * t Waukegan
Agr SX * t Leland
LArch * t Rockford
Bus 70 * t Two Harbors, Minnesota
LAS 31 * t Danville
EE * Chicago
RA 90 * t Kewanee
* T RobinsonLAS 107
Bus * t Chicago
Ed 98 * t Chicago
LAS * 1 Highland Park
AC * 1 Berwyn
LAS * 1 Champaign
AC 61 * Kingsburg, California
Bus 86 * Kewanee
Ed 7S * Chicago
LAS (SS) 94 * Emlenton, Pennsylvania
Accy 64 * Chicago
LAS * 1 Philo
PreL * t Chicago
ME 7H * t Ottawa
HEAgr 31 * t Decatur
SS 143yi Philo
AC 97 * t Manchester, Ohio
SS 7H Wenona
AE * t Chicago
AC {SS) 104y2 * t Quincy
SS 6% Russell, Kansas
LAS t Chicago
LAS 66 * Chicago
PreJ * 1 Chicago
Undergraduate Students 485
Opperman, Victor Leonard AE
Ordish, William John PreL
Orencia, Alipio Devera LAS
Orencia, Beingno DeVeyra Ed
Organ, Dwight Eligah SS
Oris, Alexander Manuel Law (3)
Orlando, John R Accy
Orlovieh, Robert Borgia LAS
Orndoff, John Roseberry LAS
Orndorff, Helen Magdalen MusEd
Omdorff, Norman Van Bus
Orndorff, Ross Maris Bita
Orndorff, Thomas Allen AC
Orner, Ralph Jonas EE
Orr, John Herbert SS
Orr, Wayne N AE
Ortgiesen, Rilla Alice LAS
Orth, Glen Gibson AC
Orth, Oswald Sidney AC
Osborn, Mrs. Margaret Estelle LAS
Osborn, Paul Robert Ed
Osborne, Josephine Mary Ed
Osborne, Margaret Helen LAS (SS)
Osborne, Mary Janice HELAS
Osburn, Estella HEAgr (SS)
Osburn, Myrtle Mae Mus
Osgood, Edward AE
O'Shea, James Joseph LAS
O'Shea, Margaret Winifred LAS
Oster, Fred Henry FC (SS)
Oster, Kurt Eugene Ckem
Osterman, Dorothy Genevieve Ed




Oswald, Lois Adeline Ed
Otey, Byrl Hamilton SS
Otey, Rolla Low (3)
Otis, Margaret Helen LAS
Ott, Jesse Ryal ME
Otten, John Henry Mus
Ottesen, Robert Gilchrist Bus
Otto, Ralph Michael Agr
Otto, Roy WilUam Agr
Ovelmen, John William AC
Overholser, John Dwight, A.B., 1928 SS
Overpeck, Darrell Ova PreM
Overturf, Janet Marie LAS
Owen, Donald McCabe LAS
Owen, James Wesley AE
Owens, HaUie Fern HEAgr
Owens, Hugh Francis LAS
Owens, Maurice Tilson AC (SS)
Ozment, John Richard Bus
Paaske, Helen Louise LAS
Pabst, Thelo Selmar AE
Pace, George Alva AE
Pach, Anthony Thomas CE
Paddick, Carmen LAS
Paden, Helen EUzabeth, A.B., 1928 SS
Paden, Joseph Hayes ChE
Padfield, Helen Marjorie LAS
Padgett, Robert Edgar AC
Page, Charles Hunt LAS
Page, Harriet Leona LAS
Page, Mary Catherine LAS
Page, Mary Frances SS
Page, Miriam Bennett LAS
Page, Robert Reginald AC
Pahnke, Helen Elisabeth PreJ
Paine, Elizabeth Sarah LAS
Paine, George Reginald AC
Paine, Harold George EE
Painter, Fred Arnold Agr
Painter, Winslow Jack Law (3)
Pallai, Frances Margaret Bus
Palmer, Albert Luther Accy
Palmer, Clark Francis LAS
Palmer, Dwight S LAS
Palmer, Gloria Justine LAS
Palmer, Huldah LAS
Palmer, Jesse Taylor, B.S., 1928 SS
Palmer, Ralph Leroy CE
Palmer, Richard Milo LAS
























































t LaUnion, Philippine Islands




































































t New Haven, Connecticut
Chicago Heights
t Colorado Springs, Colorado
























van Pappelendam, Alda Elizabeth















































Parsley, Vera Jeryoline, A.B., 1927
Partlow, Harry Charles, B.S., 1928
Partlow, Jessie Faye
Partridge, Donald Burleigh

























PU 99 * f Kewanee
LAS * Rockford
Arch £614 * r Chicago
Bus SlH * Wilmette
CE 107 * Honolulu, Hawaii
LAS 99 * • Chicago
StauntonAE 98}4 *
EE SI Blue Island
LAS * Moline
LAS unc Keokuk, Iowa
ME 76}4 " Keokuk, Iowa
LAS 65 * Evanston
EE 37 * Belleville
ME * Metropolis
LAS (SS) 86 * ' Springfield
Agr * - Rantoul
CL * r Chicago
Agr i7 * Grayslake
Bus 98 * Chicago
Chem 69 * Woodstock
LAS * Crawfordsville, Indiana
DieterichPreM 64 *
PreM Scottland
SS 97H Mound City
EE * Manteno
LAS 98 * Oak Park
Law (S) (SS) * Effingham
Bank * La Porte, Indiana
LAS unc * Dieterich
- ViennaLAS 68 *
LAS * Taylortille
LAS * - Paris
Mus * " Oilman
HELAS * Danville
LAS 56 * Chicago
Bus eeVi * " Harrisburg
FC 12 * Sterling
LAS 29 * " Waukegan
LAS 85 * Champaign
Bus 35 * West Frankfort
ChE {SS) 60 * Wood River
AC 109 * Pleasant Lake, Indiana
HELAS 59 Wood River
ME SS * Niantic
Lib * Pittsburg, Kansas
Arch lOS * Nashville, Tennessee
" ChampaignLAS 98 *
PEd lOS * Urbana
Bus 76 * Evanston
ME 109 * Mt. Auburn
SS 7% Lebanon, Indiana
EE 84 * Bartonville
LAS 96 * • Lawrenceville
Bus 101 « Evanston
LAS 67 * t Paris
ChE 6614 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
ChE {SS) iuy2 * Indianapolis, Indiana
Lib * t Denver, Colorado
SS Casey
LAS (SS") UBH * Stockland
LArch 9iiM * t Marshalltown, Iowa
SS Twelve Mile, Indiana
LAS * Park Ridge
AC * t Barre, Vermont
EE * t Park Ridge
PreM *7 * t Chicago
CE * t ChicagoME * t Calumet City
AC 69 * t Ford City, Pennsylvania
Law (S) * 1 Sesser
Flor * t Aurora
AC 69 * t Chicago
PreM 69 * t Chicago
Law (3) * Chicago
EE * Monmouth
LAS * t Sycamore
PreM * 1 Cisco
Ed 60 • Chicago
LAS 60 * East Dubuque
SS 6 Defiance, Ohio
Bus {SS) 85 1 Henryetta, Oklahoma
Arch 76 Springfield, Missouri
LAS * 1 Champaign
SS ISO Decatur
LAS 6S * 1 Champaign























































































Perman, George Allen, B.S., 1928
ss im Normal
LAS 97 * t Chicago
ss ISO Normal
Lib * t Kansas City, Missouri
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 111 * t Colorado Springs, Colorado
LAS 104 * t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
LAS SO * t Urbana
LAS 61 * t Carlinville
SS 112% Urbana




Jul 10o}4 * t Chicago
LAS * t Champaign
Lib * Vermillion, South Dakota
Bus S9 * t Kansas City, Missouri
PreM * t Danville
LAS 6514 * t Marseilles
LAS 4S * t Detroit, Michigan
Chem * t Alleridale
SS U Moline
LAS 10 * t Urbana
LAS SS * t Chicago
AE * t Chicago
LAS 68 * t Eldorado
Ed 72 * t Plainfield, New Jersey
LAS * Chicago




Law (3) * Rockford
LAS * Chicago
AC S6 * t Anoka, Minnesota
* T ChicagoLAS ssH
SS Camargo
LArch Bii4 * + Peotone
ME 64 * t Bloomington
LAS t Chicago
Law (3) 23 * t Chillicothe
Ed 66 * t Clifton
PreM S6 * t Whiting, Indiana
Agr * t Oak Park
Bus 65 * Maywood
ME 68)4 * t Maywood
LAS 71 * t Chicago
Law{3) SO * 1 Kansas City, Missouri
Agr * t Champaign
EE * t Durango, Mexico
Agr 96 * t Martinsville
SS 6H Tyner, Indiana
LAS * t Gladstone
LAS S4 * t Fairbury
LAS t Champaign
Ed 63 * t Chicago
LAS S3 * t Clifton
SS 32 Cairo
SS 2 Pulaski
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * t Urbana
EE 6714 * t Decatur
LAS * Champaign
LAS 21 * t Chicago
PreM 64% * t LaGrange
Bus * t Danville
Bus * t Pana
CE 81 * t Garden City, Kansas
LAS 111% t Farmington
Ed 74H * t Champaign
LAS 112% * Peoria
Chem 69 * Chicago
Arch 69 * t Chicago
CE * t New York, New York
LAS * t Rushtille, Indiana
LAS * Streator
LArch 23 * Waukegan
PreM 97 * t St. Louis, Missouri
SS 3614 Laurenceville
LAS 107 * t Paris
LAS 34 * t Canton
CE 7114 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
CE t Chicago
Lib {SS) * Chicago
























































































EE 21 * Anna
Arch * Western Springs
LAS 69 * t Belleville
Accy 100 * j Atlanta
* T MaywoodEE 115
Law (3) 29 * t Eoit St. Louis
EE * t Downs
AC iSS) 106 * t Aurora
LAS * t Chicago
CE 4 * t Chicago
Ed 69 * t Chicago
* T ChicagoChem SS
LAS IBS * t Jerseyville
LAS soH * t St. Francis, Arkansas
Bank 32 *
-f La Porte, Indiana
EE * t Quincy
AC SIK * t Billings, Montana
Bus (SS) 27 * t Urbana
AC * St. Joseph
Flor S£ * t Rockford
Accy lOS * t Lombard
Cer 28 * Chicago
ME * t Chicago
Ed iSS) 114 * Gardner
HELAS 90 * t Princeton
CE 45 * 1 Chicago
* t ChicagoEd 99
LAS 12 * t Mattoon
Bus 69 * t Batavia
LAS 21 * River Forest
Bus * River Forest
lA 99V2 * t Moline
EE 99 * t Rockford
AE U * t Chicago
LAS (.SS) 94 * t Chicago
lA 36 * j Chicago
* T VarnaLAS
Bank 33 * f Batavia
LArch i47y2 * t Orion
ChE 32 * t Gaha
LAS 64 * t Richmond
LAS SS . * + Evanston
CT * t Valier
LAS 61 * t Cicero
PreM 33 * t Cicero
Law (S) SO * t Champaign
Bus * t Decatur
PreL 48H * t Oak Park
LAS 99 * t Oak Park
EE 18 * t Prophetstown
Bus SO * t Effingham
SS Mason, West Virginia
PreM (SS) 9814 * t Troy, New York
ChE 66 * t Decatur
Agr 29 * Decatur
Accy * t Centralia
EE * t ChicagoME 11714. * t Chicago
LAS 27 * Urbana
Chem (SS) llSYl * Areola
EE 37 * t Riverton
Ed 66 * t Roanoke
SS 6 Christopher
Accy 107 * t Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 25 * Chicago
HELAS 30 * t Clinton
LAS 61% * f Le Roy
Bus * t Champaign
LAS SB * t Kankakee
PreL B2y2 * + Princeton
Law (3) * t Carlinville
AC 4S * t Pasadena, California
Agr 60 * t Elburn
MinB 130)4 * t Carbondale
CL Bradford
AE 65 t Chicago
Law (3) * t Chicago Heights
Accy 97 * t Marion, Indiana
LAS * Urbana
Bus SO * Arthur
Bus 32 * t Chicago
Law (3) SO * t Chicago
EE * t Urbana
* • UrbanaLAS 24H
LAS S4 * t Danville
























































































EE une * t Collbran, Colorado
CL 60 * t East Chicago, Indiana
PreM * t Chicago
PreL 25 * i Chicago Heights
* T StauntonLAS GAVi
Bus * Danville
EE (SS) 48 * t Urbana
Arch 87 * t Oak Park
CE 134 * i Long Point
* T UrbanaCE
Bus * Calumet City
Bus * Champaign
Arch (SS) 63 * t Champaign
LAS * t Dayton, Ohio
Law (3) * t South Holland
LAS * t Chicago




8ey2 * t Danville
68 * t Oak Park
* T ChicagoEE
Bus * t Creston
CE 111 * t Mt. Carroll
Bus * Moline
PreL 90H * t Chicago
LAS 49% * t Morrison
LAS S3 * t Urbana
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 54 * t Harvey
Bus SO * t Monticello
AC lOS * t Sioux City, Iowa
AC unc 14 * t Laird, Colorado
Law (S) * t Johnston City
LAS 64 * Champaign
PreM * Champaign
CE 73 * t Dixon
* T Carbondale, ColoradoCer
Flor * t Carbondale, Colorado
ChE * t Chicago
ChE 61 * t RushviUe
REE n * Chicago
AE 109 * t Lawrenceville
LAS 31% * t Kansas
LAS SI * Westfield
Law (.3) * t Chicago
AC {SS) 98 * t Wenatchu, Washington
Agr * t Manteno
CL 36% * t Rock Falls
AE 69^ * f Staunton
* t East St. LouisPreM
PreM 17 * t ChicagoME 34 * t Gillespie
PreM * t Chicago
EE 54 t Urbana
EE 72 * t Independence, Missouri
LAS * Urbana
Bus unc t Chicago
AC 74 * t KankakeeME 109 * t Homer
PreM t Aurora
SS 6 Springfield
AC * t Elmhurst
* T MonticelloCerE 37
LAS 60 * Chicago
* t ChicagoLAS 90
LAS * t Des Plaines
LAS t Chicago
LAS SS * Cairo
LAS 37 * t Chicago
* J ChicagoCE
LAS * Chicago
CE ISO * t Colorado Springs, Colorado
LAS * t Chicago
PreM * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Accy 33 * Chicago
PreL t Chicago
* t ChicagoPreL 12%
LAS 33 * t Urbana
Bus 86 * t St. JosephME 40 * Urbana
LAS {SS) 30% * t Champaign
SS 9 Decatur
Arch 59% * Little Rock, Arkansas
LAS 33 Chicago
























































































Accy SI * t Chicago
SS 8 Warrenton, Missouri
SS SH Warrenton, Missouri
PreM (SS) 6S14 * Chicago
Law (S) * t Port Arthur, Texas
LAS SI * t Marengo
Bus 74 * Loogootee
Mus »i * t Chicago
CE 108 * t LaMoiUe
SS se Mt. Carmel
LAS 4X * t Fulton
Bus * t Lovington
Agr 71 * t Fulton
PreJ 41 * t Oak Park
LAS * t Green Valley
* t KaneBus 71%
LAS S6 * t DuQu^in
* T ChicagoAgr 7m
PreJ * t Pana
LAS 34 * t Chicago
Bus * Aurora
LArch 38 * Indiana Harbor, Indiana
ChE 71 * t Urbana
PreJ * Joliet
AC * t Champaign
LAS 66 * Hume
* t GeneseoLaw (3) (SS) 67
LAS * t Evanston
Bus 82H * \ Salem
EE * T Rock Island
LAS (,SS) 8 * t Chicago
LAS SO * 1 Arrowsmith
PreL Chicago
LAS SS * i Chicago
LAS 38 * t Wheaton
Ed 60 * t Wheaton
EE 73 * t Chicago
CE IDS * t Chicago
LAS 60 * t Davenport, Iowa
LAS 81% * Minneapolis, Minnesota
LAS 62% * Milwaukee, Wisconsin
PreL 64% * t Peoria
Ed 60 * t Pontiac
AC {SS) 60 * t Champaign
LAS 14 * t Peoria
LAS 4ZYi * t Lafayette, Indiana
LAS 66 * 1" Chicago
Accy (SS) 106% * t Washington, Indiana
HELAS 95 * t Litchfield
EE SS * t Chicago
LAS {SS) 112 * t Rockton
LAS 26 * t Dixon
SS 34 Georgetovm
Agr {SS) 22 * t Rockton
LAS 64 * t Champaign
LAS 100 * t Canton
LAS 50 * t Champaign
MusEd {SS) 107 * t Champaign
Ed 96 * t JoHet
LAS * t Chenoa
LAS 94 * t Chicago
PreL 66 * t Pekin
AC * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Streator
LAS 30 * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 23 * t Decatur
LArch 30 * t Des Plaines
Bank 84% * t Cowden
LAS irr * Urbana
AC t Chula Vista, California
LAS * t Dormont, Pennsylvania
SS 22 Easton
Bus * t Easton
LAS {SS) 59 * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
RA {SS) 8 * t Decatur
HELAS 62 * t Hillsboro
LAS irr t Springfield
LAS 66 * t Chicago
Ed (SS) 61 * t Champaign
PreM 47% * t Salem
Lib * 1" Emporia, Kansas
HEAgr * t Champaign
SS 16 Catchings, Mississippi




















































































































































































* t Riiier Forest
* t Chicago






* t Geneva, Neiv York
* t Atkinson






















* t Fort Smith, Arkansas
* t Hennepin
* t North Chicago
* t Johnston City
* t Chicago















* t Mt. Carmel
* t Chicago


















































































































LAS S3 * t Farmington
LAS S3 * t Weldon
PreL * t Hopedale
Bus * Champaign
FlOT 48 t HutsonvUle
LAS 62 t Mt. Carroll
LAS * t Chicago
CE 37 * t Edinburg
LAS iSS) 61 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Law (3) 12 t Chicago
SS 16 Urbana
EE 70 * t Aurora
EE 36 * t Georgetown
* t MorrisonLAS
LAS 62 * t Emma
Agr 64H * t Sesser
Accy 66 * t Morris
LAS * Chicago
Ed 60 * t Owen, Wisconsin
LAS So * t Scottland
SS 99 Nokomis
SS 29 Nokomis
HEAgr SS * t Canton
Accy * t Chicago
Agr 83 * t Canton
Agr 117 t Canton
* T ChampaignBus 103
LAS ssVi * t Champaign
LAS * West Frankfort
Arch lom * t Loogootee, Indiana
LAS (SS) 31 * t Urbana
LAS * t Foosland
Ed 71 * t Rockford
LAS S3 * t Joliet
HELAS 46 * t Chicago
Law (5) IS * t Chicago
Cer 36 * t Mil/ord
Arch 106 * t Chicago
* T UrbanaLAS
LAS 35 * t Chicago
Accy 6 * t Urbana
LAS S3 t Beardstown
Ed 60 t Chicago
HEAgr 17 * Urbana
Mus 4£ * t Gibson City
AC SO * Minneapolis, Minnesota
PreL 12 * t Chicago
LAS SO * t Pana
RCE 3714 * t Chicago
LArch tos}4 * t Chicago
SS Glen Ellyn
LAS 61 * t Homewood
LAS 28 * t Chicago
Bus 74 * t Chicago
Mus S2 * t Peoria
Chem 37 * t Peoria
LAS 34 * t Peoria
EE 33 * t Danville
Bus (SS) 3514 * t DanviUe
SS 8 Malta
SS 9 Hankinson, North Dakota
Eng 37 * t Des Plaines
LAS 31 * t Logansport, Indiana
LAS 27 * t Atkinson
Bus 63 * t Atkinson
LAS * t Mundelein
Law (3) 41 * t Decatur
SS Champaign
Bus 25)4 * t Etanston
Bus 35 * t Elgin
Chem (SS) II6V2 * Springfield
AC * t Westrille
PreM * t Danville
Ed 91H * t Paterson, New Jersey
Bus 27 * t Urbana
HELAS * t Elizabeth
ChE * t Crystal Lake
LAS (SS) 75 * t Newton
HEAgr 74 t Bement
LAS (SS) 84 * t Farmer City
EE * t Jonesville, Michigan
LAS S2 * t Savanna
LAS * t DuQuoin
CE 104H * t Aurora
Accy * t Marion
LAS 27 * t Marion
Undergraduate Students 493
Reavy, Irene Elizabeth LAS
Recher, George David Arch
Rector, Lottie Bernice LAS
Rector, Richard LAS
Rector, William Henry Bus
Redd, Oliver Frankhn EPh (SS)
Reddy, Frank John Bics
Redeker, Phil Biehl PreL
Redell, Richard George LAS
Redican, Tom Joseph AE
Redman, Louis Demming AC
Redmond, Gertrude Mary Ed
Redmore, John Raymond CE
Reed, Alex, B.S., 1928 Agr irr
Reed, Alice Theresa LAS
Reed, Delmar Francis LArch
Reed, Frank Arch
Reed, Glenn Cornelius MinE
Reed, Hazel, A.B., 1927 Lib
Reed, Helen Hayes LAS
Reed, Theodore Wesley Bu^
Reed, William John PreM
Reed, William Vernon Arch
Reeder, Edwin Thorley Arch
Reeder, Van AC
Reedy, Thomas Lyman Law (3)
Rees, Robert Thomas PreJ
Reese, Daniel Scott AC
Reese, Earle LAS
Reese, Edna Margaret LAS
Reeves, Hazell Helen Chem
Reeves, Mrs. Marjorie LAS unc
Reeves, Raymond Gaylord LAS
Reeves, Redith R LAS
Regan, Edward William Bus
Rego, Donald AC
Rehm, Margaret Alice LAS
Rehm, Mary Pauline PreJ
Reibold, Conrad Carl AC
Reich, Harry AE
Reichardt, Frank John Bank
Reichmann, Alvena Dorothea LAS
Reid, Clifford Finley SS
Reid, Edith Muriel PreM
Reid, Frank LAS
Reid, Jean LAS
Reid, Karl Edward LAS
Reid, LesUe Donald Bus
Reid, Maurice Hermon Ins
Reid, Raymond King PreM
Reid, Robert Wallace Bus (SS)
Reid, Sarah Mather LAS
Reiff, Gerald Cer
ReiUy, William Augustine AE
Reiman, Helen Lucille LAS (SS)
Reimann, Emil George AE
Reimer, Walter Martin LAS
Reinauer, Jules Bus
Reinboth, Mildred Freda LAS
Reincke, Carl Ernest Agr
Reiners, Otto A CE
Reinglass, Sam PreM
Reinhold, WiUiam Robert ME
Reisberg, Eudis, A.B., 1928 SS
Reischmann, Conrad Stephens CL
Reisner, Fred Lee Agr
Reiter, Edward Leonard CE
Remley, Mrs. Ruby Kemp SS
Renaker, George Thomas Agr
Renfrew, Carlos Lentz Accy
Rennert, Geraldine Carolyn LAS
Reno, Donald Maxwell Law (3)
Reno, Ralph Carol LAS
Renwick, Charles Frankhn AE
Renwick, Frank Whipple LAS
Renwick, Harold Arthur SS
Renwick, Henry Eddy Eng
Renz, Emerson John EE
Repke, Harold Edwin Bus
Replogle, Vernon Leroy Ed
Reston, James AC
Retmier, Charles Bernard Arch
Reuss, Florence House, A.B., 1927 LAS irr
Reuss, Lawrence Adkins Agr (SS)
Reuter, Mary Bowler LAS





32 * t Marshall
146H * t Urbana
* Chicago
stH * t Chicago
* t Oak Park
105 * t Freeport
* t Westfield
93 * t Chicago
67^ * t Minonk
t Greenup
ge * \ Chicago
T LaFayette10114 *
66 * t Fort Smith, Arkansas
* t Oak Park
* t Sage, Wyoming
SS * t Chicago
84 * t LaFayette
S9H * t Peoria
T Monticello99 *
67 * t Rosiclare
71 * t Clinton, Indiana
* t Chicago
SO * t Springfield
67 * t Lansford, Pennsylvania
* f St. Joseph
* t Peoria
108 * t Vandalia
t Del Rio, Tennessee
* Plainfield
* t Atwood
68 * t Chicago
* Chicago
100 * t Oak Park
17 t Chicago
66 * t Chicago
zeM * t Mattoon
101 * t Mendota
85 * t Wilmette
77H Sparta
t East St. Louis
SS * t Aurora
59 * t Aurcfra
* t Pana
83 * t Chicago
T Champaign*
33 * t East St. Louis
46 * Oak Park
* t OH City, Pennsylvania
* t Aurora
68 * t Chicago
43 * t Urbana
32 * t Ea^t St. Louis
* t Dundee
99 * t Lake Charles, Louisiana
66 * t Amboy
SS * t Nokomis
156 * t Lennox, South Dakota
t Chicago
S6 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Chicago
* t Chicago
g6 * t Jewett




H * t WHmetU
* t Champaign
116 « Urbana







* t Dayton, Ohio
23H t Indianapolis, Indiana
t Champaign
119 * Bethany
* t Oak Park
* t Maywood














































































A.B., A.M., 1914, 1915
Rietz, Richard Frederick
Rigge, Albert George






RCE 44 * t Hocos Norte, PhUippirxe Islartda
LAS * Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
lEd 87 * t Pinckneytille
ChE * t Oak Park
LAS * t Riverside
LAS SQH * t Lombard
Mus SO * t Champaign
LAS * t Jerseyville
LAS 33 * t Summit
PreJ * Aurora
lA 74 * t Chicago
PTeM 68 * t Omaha, Nebraska
Bus 92 * t Pine Village, Indiana
Bank 17 * t Bloomington
LAS * Urbana
AC * t Ripley, West Virginia
LAS t Mt. CarroUME * t Cairo
LAS S8 * Hillsboro
AE 66 * t Mt. Carroll
LAS 42V2 * Danville
LAS * t Chicago
Law (3) 67 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
SS 4914 Lockport
FC esVi * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
LAS 27 t Waukegan




Arch 127 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * t Monroe, Indiana
CL * t Tuscola
EE 101 * t Rantoul
PreM 46 * t Bristol, Connecticut
ME * t Chicago
LAS * t Riverside
Accy (SS) SO * t Urbana
AC * t Highland Park
LAS 36 * t Plato Center
LAS 63H * t Glencoe
LAS »7\^ * t Kenihcorth
LAS SS * t Chicago
LAS t Chicaao
Ed 100 * t North Andover, MatsachusetU
AC(SS) 92H * t Chicago
PreL * t St. Lottis, Missouri
LAS 123 * Stockton, California
LAS * t Chicago
PreM t Chicago
Accy 70 * t Gary, Indiana
PreM * t Chicago
LAS * t Champaign
AC * t Keota, Iowa
SS 8 Jackson, Mississippi
SS 8 Parsons, Kansas
LAS 97 * t Chicago
Ed 86 * t Chicago
Law (S) * Oak Park
Accy 65 * t Winnetka
PreJ * t Bicknell, Indiana
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 26 * Park Ridge
EE 35 * t Freeport
Agr 114 * t Saunemin
Mus 31 * t Saunemin
Bus S2 * t Kempton
LAS 95 * t Moline
SS 10 Denver, Colorado
Bus * t Chicago
Agr 63 t Hinckley
SS 8 Galesburg
AC * t Osmond, Nebraska
SS 7 Mansfield
Bus 20 * Oak Park
Law (S) 27 * t Chicago
Ed 98 * t Cave in Rock
Ed 63% * t Cave in Rock
LAS 35 * t Richmond, Indiana
HELAS 29 * t Sheldon
Chem * Chicago
Bus 69 * Rock Island
Undergraduate Students 495
Rinehart, James Arthur Bus 64 * t Christopher
Rinehart, Margaret Anne Mxis * t Champaign
Rinehart, Millard Burton FC 63 * Champaign
Rinehart, Norman John AE * '\ La Porte, Indiana
Ring, Robert Mason SS 17 Noble
Ring, Sam Bernard PreL * t Chicago
Ringier, Harold Richard Agr 104 * t Normal
Ringquist, Clarence La Verne ME 136 * Moline
Ringwalt, Robert Adamson Bus * t Olney
Rinkenberger, Ralph E Chem 64 * t Washington
Riordon, Howard Eugene PreL * Erie
Rippey, Arthur Gordon LAS 100 * t Des Moines, Iowa
Rischar, Louis Frank Btis * t Oak Park
Rising, Raymond Henry LAS * t Chicago
Risser, Edwin Lowell LAS * t Danvers
Ritcher, Paul Osborne LAS 36 * t Urbana
Ritchie, Margaret Mildred, A.B.,
,
1925 Lib * t Cannon Falls, Minnesota
Ritchie, William Reed Agr * t Oblong
Rittenhouse, Flora Mae HEAgr 32 * t Pontiac
Rittenhouse, Harold Eugene Eng (SS) niH * t Pontiac
Rixman, Rose Louise Ed 100 * f Nashville
Robb, Archie H SS 6lH Streator
Robb, Clyde Edwin lEd * t Windsor
Robb, Martha Duttine PEd 99 * t Chicago
Robb, Robert LAS 94 * t Newton
Robbing, Blanche Veigh LAS * t Manhattan
Robbins, Frederick John ChE * t Chicago
Robbins, Mary Ida LAS * t Urbana
Roberson, WilUam Victor PreM * t Sparta
Robert, Clifford Joseph SS 80% Carlyle
Roberts, Cassius Albert Agr 66 * t Areola
Roberts, Clara Clementine LAS * t Roberts
Roberts, Clyde B Accy S * t Woodbine
Roberts, ComeHa Mary LAS 103 * t Antioch
Roberts, David Wadsworth Bus * t Crystal Lake
Roberts, Dorothy Irene HEAgr * t Leverett
Roberts, Glenna Elizabeth LAS 36 * t Antioch
Roberts, Gwendolyn LAS 33 * t Chicago
Roberts, Harmon Dale CerE * t Urbana
Roberts, Helen May Ed 95 * t Chicago
Roberts, Howard Creighton Bus 11 * t Fairfield
Roberts, John Q Bus 18 * Grayville
Roberts, Marjorie Eleanor SS 7 Eugene, Missouri
Roberts, Mark Owen CL * t Springfield
Roberts, Mary Elizabeth Ed {SS) 116% t Quincy
Roberts, Mary Elizabeth LAS 63 * t Ottawa
Roberts, Merle G Agr (SS) 102 * t Woodbine
Roberts, Nelson PbiUp Agr (SS) 105 * t Areola
Roberts, Paul Carmen Law (3) {SS) 67 * t Canton
Roberts, Victor Harold LAS t Rochester, New York
Roberts, William Gilbert SS B Danville
Roberts, William Pearson SS Z2^ Illiopolis
Robertson, Claron Atherton Law (3) * t Flora
Robertson, Eugenia Haise LAS 99H * t Peoria
Robertson, Harley Lane SS 7% Minot, North Dakota
Robertson, Josephine
Robertson, Mildred Grayce
LAS 95 * t Chicago
SS Urbana
Robertson, Olive Jane Ed {SS) 100 * t Chicago
Robillard, Blanche Elvera LAS 63 * t Elmhurst
Robinson, Bernice OUve Bus 90% * t South Bend, Indiana
Robinson, Dorothy LAS rr * t Oak Park
Robinson, Frances Jnl 67 * t Norfolk, Nebraska
Robinson, Genevieve HEEd 60 * t Warsaw
Robinson, Guy Graves Agr * t Carterville
Robinson, Hugh Stuart ME 23H * Aurora
Robinson, John Bromwell CL «9H * t Chicago
Robinson, Leonard Ely EE 81 * t Chicago
Robinson, McHenry Bus 82% * t East St. Louis
Robinson, Olaf Eleny AC 76 * t Waverly
Robinson, Ray LaVerne Bank 96 * t Chicago
Robinson, Stafford John LAS 30 * Chicago
Robinson, Wilson Charles Chem * Champaign
Robison, Irma Winifred HELAS 86 * t Morton
Robson, Scott Bus * t Milford, Ohio
Roby, Scott Bus * Peoria
Roche, Daniel Webster Bus * t Evanston
Roche, John Patrick CE 34 * Chicago
Rocke, Celeste Evelyn LAS 34 * t Logansport, Iruliana
Rockenbach, Alice Marjorie PEd 99 * t Lake Zurich
Rockenbach, Helen LAS 21 * t Lake Zurich
Rockman, Iver Axel EE 68)4 * t St. Charles
Rodde, Herbert Lesley Arch unc * t Chicago
Rodebaugh, Clara Samantha SS 8 Greenup
Rodeheaver, Joseph Newton ChE * t Chicago
Rodemeir, Marvin Rudolph LAS 104 * t Oak Park
Rodger, Louis Sands PreM * t Rochester, New York
























































































Arch 75 * t Chicago
PreM 35 * WUmetU
ME 16S * Cebu, Philippine Islands
PEd 7A * Chicago
Bus 63 * t Chicago
Mus S3 * t GUman
Accy 36 * t Oilman
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * Washington
LAS 21 * t Chicago
LAS (,SS) iU * Michigan City, Indiana
Bus {SS) 75 * t Urbana
ss 7H Newell, Iowa
EE * t Vandalia
LAS * t Mason City
PreM S3 * t Mason City
Agr 34 * t Patoka
EE * Lincoln
LAS * t Davenport, Iowa
LArch 60]^ * t ParisME 73 * t Chicago
Chem * t Pekin
Eng 31 * Pekin
ME 73 « t Pekin
PreM 33 * t Chicago
SS 20 Decatur
PreM 37hi * t Chicago
LAS 57 * t Chicago
LAS SIH * t Nokomis
Agr t Urbana
HELAS t Decatur
LAS sryi * t Decatur
AE 112 * t Oak Park
AE t Oak Park
Ed 6A * t Oak Park
LAS 67 * i Roodhouse
LAS * t Forest Park
Bus 29 * + River Forest
PreM iSH * t Chicago
Law (S) * t Morris
AE * t Urbana
CT S3 * t Hobart, Indiana
Lib * t Champaign
CL * t Chicago
EE 138 * t Moline
T NokomisAE 35 *
CE 73 * t Roswell, New Mexico
PreL * t Thebes
LAS 34 * t Chicago
Arch 41
H
* t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
PreM 47 * t Kankakee
LAS 31 * t Chicago
AC 48 * t Chicago
Eng 66 * t Chicago
PreJ * New Canton
LAS 48 * t Champaign
LAS * + Oak Park
Bank 97 * t Toniea
Lib * t Joplin, Missouri
Agr * t Parkersburg
Bank 65 * t Oak Park
LAS A8 * t Chicago
PreM t Chicago
Jnl 65 * t Chicago
LAS 31 * Shawnee, Oklahoma
PreM 30 * t Decatur
Bus t Pekin
LAS t "St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 30H * t Los Angeles, California
Bus t Chicaco
CL 31 * Chicago
LAS 60 * t Chicago
LAS « Chicago
PreM t Chicago
Law (5) * Chicago
Accy * t Chicago
PreM * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
Bus UlH * St. Louis, Missouri
ChE So * + Hillsboro
Ed 64 * t Terre Haute, Indiana
Accy 33 * t Chicago
LAS 66 * t Albany
Mus * Chicago
PreM • * t Champaign
LAS 60 * t Lake Bluff
Undergraduate Students 497
Rosenthal, Jerome Bernard PreL 17 * t Chicago
Rosenthal, Jerome Martin Law (3) 31 * Chicago
Rosenwasser, Theresa LAS 65 * t Chicago
Rosenzweig, Harold Rollo Bus 3014. * t Chicago
Rosin, Leonard David Arch * t Chicago
Roslyn, Guy William Bus * t Gibson City
Ross, Alton Perry LAS 73 * i Benton Harbor, Michigan
Ross, Charles Albert PreM 104 * t Danville
Ross, Charles Henry LAS sm * t Detroit, Michigan
Ross, Eileen Frances HELAS * Maywood
Ross, Elsie Lucille HEEd 103 * t Greenfield
Ross, Henrietta Kathryn PreJ 32 * t Watseka
Ross, Margaret Mary Bus * Robinson
Ross, Maude Irene LAS 69 * t Morrison
Ross, Otis Eugene Agr 76 * t Rossville
Ross, Stanton Halladay Bus 29 * t Sheldon
Ross, Thomas Prince BE * t Gillespie
Ross, Walter Alexander lA 64 * t Chicago
Ross, William Ernest Chem 34 * t Collinsville
Rossiter, Lyle Harold Law (S) * t Glen Ellyn
Rossiter, Maurice Louis Bus BSVi * t Chicago
Rosson, Dorothy Elizabeth Ed 66 * t Harvey
Roth, Anita Mae LAS U * Gibson City
Roth, Dorothea Helen LAS 60 t Chicago
Roth, Harper DeForest Bus 41 V2 * t Oak Park
Roth, John Bernard PreM * t Morris
Roth, Joseph Law (S) * t Chicago
Roth, Melvin Lee PreL t Chicago
Roth, Roslyn Marion PreJ * t Chicago
Roth, Theodore Herbert Agr UM * t Chicago
Rothbardt, Adolph Martin
Rothchild, Joseph Leon
LAS * t Ottawa
Bus * t Chicago
Rothenberg, Henry Byron CL * t Chicago
Rothman, Margaret AE 112 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Rothman, Martin Law (3) 60 * t Chicago
Rothstein, Jacob Bernard CL 61 * t Chicago
Roti, Samuel James PreL * t Chicago
Roughton, Raymond Mead Bus 30J4 * Urbana
Round, Esther Alice Chem (SS) 102 * t Lyndon
Round, Oliver Horning, B.S., 1928 MinE irr (55) * Lyndon
Rourke, William Martin Bus * Dixon
Roush, Dale William Bus seVi * f Blackwell, Oklahoma
t Little Rock, ArkansasRouth, Judson Burson AE 91
Row, Charles Francis PreM 30 * t Centralia
Rowan, Mary Virginia LAS 61% * t DuQuoin
Rowe, Alonzo Mayes PU (5.5) 34 * Grain Valley, Missouri
Rowe, Alton Roscoe Bank 32 * t Dryden, Maine
Rowe, Ruth Elizabeth HELAS 22 * t Kenney
Rowe, William Lewis LAS 102 * t Chicago
Rowell, Loren Jonathan LAS 99 * t Chicago
Rowland, Charles William LAS 33 * t Streator
Rowley, Francis Charles CE 32 * f Chicago
Rowley, Wendell Saunders AE 62 * Kewanee
Roy, Estella Agnes, A.B., 1927 Lib 7 * t Tuscola
Roy, Florence Margaret HELAS 69 * t Gnlesburg
Roy, Mrs. Jeanette Taggart LAS 4S * Urbana
Roy, Lloyd William Accy * t Decatur
Roy, Louis Lecour Law {3) * Kankakee
Roy, Margaret Julia LAS 101 * t Tolono
Roy, Walter Dewey, B.S., 1924 55 Pesotum
Royal, Ilus Esteline 55 6814 Champaign
Royal, John LaDrew 55 74% Baxter Springs, Kansas
Royce, Willard Curtis LAS 14 t Olmsted Falls, Ohio
Royer, James Murray LAS 98 * t Oak Park
Royer, Stanley Harold EE 96 * T Chicago
Royse, Donald Joseph Bus 64 * f Urbana
Royston, Alice Athleene HELAS 67 * + Oak Park
Rozen, Ruth LAS * i Chicago
Rozycki, Henry Walter AC 106 * t Northhampton, Massachusetts
Rubel, Ernest Norman CL 32 * t Chicago
T ChicagoRuben, Shelley PreJ *
Rubenking, Lewis John EE * t Elkhart
Rubenstein, Isadore lA 36)4 * t Chic<igo
T ChicagoRubenstein, Leo Samuel PreL 36 *
Rubenstein, Marshall William PreM 33)4 * t Chicago
Rubey, William Bonner LAS * t Dallas, Texas
Rubin, Albert Charles EE S3 * t Coal CUy
Rubin, Alfred Malcolm LAS 17 * t Chicago
Rubin, David Law {3) * t Terre Haute, Indiana
Rubin, Harold Adolph PreL 48 * t Chicago
Rubin, Mildred Alice LAS S3 * Waukegan
Rubin, Rebecca Isabel LAS 103 * t Rock Falls
Rubin, Samuel CL 72 * 1 Rock Falls
Rubin, Silvia LAS 29 * t Chicago
Rucker, Alvin Maceo Bank 104 * i St. Louis, Missouri
T BementRuddock, Raymond EE 108 «
I




















































































St. John, Margery Gertrude
St. John, Robert Charles
Sakawicz, Henry William
ME S5 * t Aurora
Bus S2 * t WalnvA
CerE n% * Chicago
LAS * t Flossmoor
LAS * 1" Chicago
LAS S7 * f Glenview
LAS S3 * Chicago
Bus (SS) 67H * t Greeley, Colorado
AE S7 * t Decatur
Bus u * Maywood
HELAS S7 * t Aurora
LAS S9 * t Gary, Indiana
LAS S8 * t Gary, Indiana
SS 17 Henning
ME ISVi * t Chicago
PreM * t Rockford
* T Ford City, PennsylvaniaPreM S6V2
Bus * t Crystal Lake
Bus 8 * Crystal Lake
EE 63 * t Chicago
PreM * Chicago
LAS * t Urbana
LAS H * t Rantoul
Arch * t Chicago
PreM S3 * t Tokio, North Dakota
CL * t Rockford
Bus * t Carbondale
LAS * Springfield
PreJ HYi * De Kalb
Agr 69 * t Neponset
HELAS 100 * t Hoopeston
Arch issyi * t Memphis, Tennessee
Ed (SS) 68 t Roberts
AC * t West Frankfort
PreJ * t Chicago
Arch UV2 * Chicago
Agr 103 * t Neponset
Chem 22 * t Chicago
* t Mt. VernonlA S5
LAS 62 * Rockford
PreM 68 * t Rockford
PreM * t Rockford
AE 35 * t Peoria
LArch unc * Oak Park
Chem * t Chicago
REE * t Ottawa
Law (3) * Bloomington
LAS se * t Woodstock
LAS * t Kewanee
PreJ * t San Jose
LAS unc 9 * t Champaign
Agr * t Yates City
Agr 36 * t Delavan
EE 4 * t Chicago
AE 72)4 * t Heyworth
LAS 23 * Bloomington
LAS * + Chicxigo
Chem (SS) 98M * t Bloomington
Bus H * Hartey
LAS 61% * t Chicago
Eng * t LUchfield
Bus * t Cicero
Law (5) * Aledo
Accy * Sullivan
Bus irr t Champaign
LAS 35 * t Chicago
Arch 40 * t Chicago
LAS * t East St. Louis
PreM 67 * Chicago
Bus 65 * t Ponliac
Law (») SO * Chicago
SS 8 Riceville, Indiana
Bus * Paoay, Philippine Islands
Agr 105 * t Sycamore
Bus 102 * t Kankakee
LAS 33 * t Chicago
AE 62H * t Chicago
lA * t Benton Harbor, Michigan
Accy 98H * t Benton Harbor, Michigan
CL 18 * t Danville
Bus 65 * Normal
Bus * Champaign
LAS t Peru, Indiana
LAS 26 * t Urbana
EE (SS) 70 * t Chicago
PreL 64 t Chicago
Undergraduate Students 499
Sakelson, Anthony John LAS
Salisbury, Douglas Henry AC
Salisbury, Eunice Viola LAS
Salkeld, John Frederick LAS
Sallemi, John Basil EE
Salmon, Calista Isabel LAS
Salogga, Fred William Arch
Salomone, David Agr
Samonte, Hilarion Tumaneng CE
Sampson, Margaret SS
Samuel, John Maurice PreM
Sand, Edward Joseph AC
Sand, John Jacob I
A
Sandberg, John Vernon Bus
Sander, Martin August PreM
Sander, Richard George CL
Sanders, Beulah Alice SS
Sanders, Ella Mary REEd
Sanders, Floyd Walsh Bank {SS)
Sanders, Harold Eugene CE
Sanders, Harold Preston Ed
Sanders, Hazel Marie HELAS
Sanders, Kenneth Raymond EE
Sanders, Loucille Bernice LAS
Sanders, Xouis Alexander SS
Sanders, Meryl LAS
Sanders, Orland Miller SS
Sanders, Walter Benjamin Arch
Sanderson, John Christopher CE
Sandgren, Joyce Ingalisa PreJ
Sandke, Edward Laurance Bus
Sandman, Emanuel Benjamin PreM
Sands, Granville Tilberg REE
Sandusky, Mary Jane LAS
Sandy, Gerald Herbert, A.B., 1928 Lib
Sanford, Charles Wilson Agr (SS)
Sanftner, Lawrence Henry AC
Sanger, Carrol Mayer Bus
Sanks, David Rees Agr
Sansone, Joseph Charles AC
Santanen, Andrew Alexander LAS
Santos, Angela Roque Ed {SS)
Sapora, George Edward Bus
Sapora, Joseph Charles Ed
Sargent, James Gordon Law (S)
Satin, Jack Harold AE
Satin, Max Joseph, A.B., 1928 Law (3)
Sattenstein, Adele Ruth LAS
Sattenstein, Harriet Selma LAS
Satterfield, Helen Louise LAS
Sattgast, Elmer Edward Law {3) {SS)
Sattley, Margaret Rowland LAS
Sauer, Elmer Louis Agr
Sauer, Violet Kathryn Ed unc {SS)
Saunders, Claud Wiig ME
Saunders, Mary Anna, A.B., 1928 Lib {SS)
Saunders, Robert Thomas LAS
Savage, Alice Elinor, A.B., 1924 SS
Savage, George Frederick Bus
Sawby, Agnes Lillian HELAS
Sawtell, Richard Bradford Arch
Sawyer, Helen Louise LAS
Sawyer, Lilian Laura LAS
Sax, Alex CL
Saxon, Bernice Margaret LAS
Sayers, Robert Penfield Eng
Sayler, Jenner Perry LAS
Saylor, Georgia Madge LAS
Scanlin, Sutton Francis Bv^
Schachenman, Walter Henry AC
Schachtman, Lillian Idelle Bus
Schad, Annette Helen HELAS
Schad, William Dee Accy
Schaefer, Earl Fredrick ChE
Schaefer, Edward George AE
Schaefer, George Henry Bus
Schaefer, Harold Paul Bus
Schaefer, John Tideman IA {SS)
Schaefer, Leslie Elmer Bus
Schaeffer, David Howard . Accy unc
Schaeffer, Ellwyn Orville AE {SS)
Schafer, Eart Clayton AC
Schafer, Everett Frederick Bus
Schafer, Oneta Mabel Ed
Schafer, Rudolph Wendell Agr







































































* t Pleasant Plains














* f Indianola, Iowa
* t Allentown, Pennsylvania





* t Manila, Philippine Islands
t Astoria, New York
* t Renovo, Pennsylvania
* t Colorado Springs, Colorado
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Oak Park






* t East St. Louis
* t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma




* t Oshkosh, Wisconsin
* t DuQuoin
* t DuQuoin










* t Indianapolis, Indiana




































































Schmidt, John Cari, B.S., 1928
Schmidt, John Julius





























Bus * t A'eto Haven, Connecticut
Bus * Quincy
PreL S4 * t Peoria
Bus * t Hobart, Indiana
LAS SB * t Decatur
EE * Urbana
LAS SS * t Freeport
Arch * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Bus t Chicago
ss Fairfield
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 100 * t Urbana
LAS 100 * t Urbana
LAS * + Mendota
T ChicagoBus
LArch 94H * t Chicago
CL * t St. Charles
Jrd 70H * t Chicago
LAS 90 * t Pekin
PreJ 52 * t Chicago
Law (S) 8 * t Chicago
SS Olney
EE S4H * t Olney
LAS * t Palatine
Ed 101 * i Ridge/arm
* T RidgefarmLAS SB
AE 7Z * t Denver, Colorado
* T ChicagoPreL 17
Bus * t Chicago
Bus B9H * t Chicago
LAS * t Lena
Bus (SS) 96 * t 0'Fallon
Ed (SS) 96)4 * t Carlyle
Agr unc 87 * Kankakee
Arch unc * Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
CE * Decatur
LAS seVi * Chicago
Arch 8& * t Chicago
Bus SB * t Mattoon
Bus 39H * t Springfield
Bank 61 * Chicago
Bus * Chicago
SS 99 Collinsville
Lib * t Columbia, Missouri
LAS B2 * t Champaign
Arch 1S8J4 * t Lawrenceburg, Indiana
Chem 84H * t Palatine
LAS gs * t St. Louis, Missouri
Bus S4 * t Chicago
EE lis * t Wood River
SS 7 Wauwatasa, Wisconsin
EE 107 * t Farina
Ed 96 * t Chicago
Bus * f Wheaton





LAS irr (SS) t Urbana
LAS S3 * t Chicago
AE * t Chicago
Bus SS * t Des Plaines
LAS * t Tallula
SS 18H HerrinME 74\i * t Chicago
LAS * t Urbana
AC * t Chicago
LAS SS * t Mason City, Iowa
LAS m * Peru
PreM is * t Peoria
ChE t Chicago
PreL szH * t Peoria
PreM 71 * Berwyn
LAS 97 * t Waterloo
FC 27 * t Olney
EE 36 * t Monticello
LAS * t Canton
Bus 77 * t Springfield
CE 114 * t Rock Island
SS 37 Freeport
LAS 28 * t Urbana
Ed 98H * t East Chicago, Indiana
LAS 19H * Albion
SS 3 Jacksonville
ME (SS) 39 * t Transvaal, South Africa
Bus 27 * j Chicago











































































Schunk, Frank Raymond, A.B., 1928












LAS 83 * t Mazon
Chem 69 * t Kankakee
HEAgr * t Chicago
LAS S3 * t Urbana
LAS * t St. Louis, Missouri
SS 137H Forest Park
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 30 * t LaGrange
Jnl (SS) 99 * t Effingham
T EffinghamChem 78H *
PreJ * t Effingham
LAS 67 * t Chicago
Ed (SS) 88 * t Roscoe
PreJ 71 * t Elmwood
LAS (SS) 102 * t Champaign
LAS * t Highland
Agr * t Montrose
CE 111 * t Clifton
CE 75 * t Chicago
Law (S) (SS) 32}4 * t Carlyle
Law (3) 30 * t Blue Island
t Plainfield, New JerseyAC unc
SS eH Burlington, Iowa
PreJ t Chicago
SS Urbana
Ed 60 * Ashmore
SS 99 Peoria
Bus * Breese
LAS 70 * t Chicago
Flor 109 * t Richmond, Indiana
Eng 37 * Chicago
ME 87V2 * • Maywood
Flor 98H * • Richmond, Indiana
AC * t Barrington
LAS 66 * " Breese
SS 5\i Independence, Missouri
AE 30 * Chicago
LAS 33 * ^: CoUinsville
HELAS 20 * " Lansing
HELAS (SS) 101 * Lansing
ME 28 * Lansing
LAS * • Champaign
ChicagoPreM 36 *
ME 69% * Park Ridge
Law (3) 30 * Chicago
LAS 66% * - Joliet
Bus 66 * - Chicago
LAS 32 * t Chicago
Law (3) 50 * Chicago
Eng H * t Chicago
SS Geneseo
Law (3) * Chicago
AC * t Geneseo
t Oak ParkArch *
EE * Wilmette
River ForestLAS 5oy-i *
LAS 99 * t Chicago




LAS * t Danville
LAS (SS) 75 * t Chicago
HEAgr 59 t Evanston
SS 73 Urbana
Bus * t Chicago
Arch 62 * t Memphis, Tennessee
CE 71 * t Memphis, Tennessee
T St. Louis, MissouriAE rm *
LArch * t Ottawa
LAS 36 * t Urbana
LAS * t Peru
LAS (SS) 106 * t Urbana
PreM 6U% * Elgin
Accy 31 Vi t Chicago
SS Chicago
Lib * t SaubrookME * t Chicago
Law (3) 27 * Peoria
Bus * t Clarence, Missouri
T ChicagolA *
Flor 65 * t Loogootee
Bus 30 * j Wilmette
t New York, New YorkLAS *
EE 27 * Urbana
EE 59 * Urbana
LAS (SS) 113 * Champaign
SS 130 Blue Island


















Scott, George Vv alter
Scott, Gladyce Ellen, A.B., 1927
Scott, Gracia Frances
Scott, Hannah Mabel, B.S., 1927
Scott, Harold William
Scott, James Putnam































































Arch 95 * t Urbana
Accy * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
PreJ 32 * t Chicago
Arch * t South Bend, Indiana
FC 7m. * t Princeton
Bus 10 t YoungstotDn, Ohio
ChE e^Vi * t Greenville
LArch S7 * Claremont, California
PreM irr * Blandinsville
LAS 26 * t Chicago
ChE * Champaign
SS 7K Jacksonville
Bus * t Oak Park
AC 91 * t Champaign
Agr 79 * t Franklin
Bus S9 * t River Forest
CE 72 * t Winnetka
Lib (SS) IS t Delaware, Ohio
SS 7 Knoxville
Lib t Newark, Ohio
LAS 109V2 * t Watseka
EE 107 * t Rosamond
AEd irr t Wapella
Ed 98 * t Champaign
Agr * t York-rille
PEd 66 * f Champaign
AC 23 * Springfield, Massachusetts
Bus * River Forest
Accy * t Carlyle
Bus 97 * t Bethany
AC 45 * t Rossville
LAS 28 * t Galesburg
Accy * t Rockford
Mus * t Casper, Wyoming
LAS 32 * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 89 * t Chicago
Agr 122 * Wapella
LAS 99 * t Peoria
PreJ * t Chicago
AC 63 * t Chicago
MinE * t JerseyviUe
HELAS 99 * t Chicago
SS 71 Mahomet
Bus im * t Chicago
EE * t Chicago
CE * t Atkinson
LAS * t Oblong
LAS 66V2 * t Atkinson
SS 65 Urbana
PreM 66 * Morrisonville
Agr 16 * Capron
Bus * Capron
Bus 72 * t Chicago
Arch 183 * t Brookhaven, Mississippi
Law(S) 60 * t DanvilleME 37 * t Kankakee
LAS mVi * t Champaign
LAS 8 * t Berwyn
LAS t Waterloo, Iowa
LAS 65 * t Hammond, Indiana
Arch 135^4 * Waterloo, Iowa
LAS 62 * t Champaign
PreM 72 * t KankakeeME 115V2 * f Chicago
Agr 24 * Decatur
CE * Peoria
LAS 64H * t Chicago
Bus UH * t San Jose
CE 106 * t Maywood
Law (3) 67 * t ChicagoME * t Edwardsrille
LAS * i Miami, Florida
Bank 65 * t Tuha, Oklahoma
LAS 42 * t Chicago
HEEd 114% * t Belleville
Flor 64 * t Peoria
PreL 28 * t Chicago
LAS S3 * t River Forest
Bus 99 * t Broadlandi
AC * t Springfield, New York
HEAgr * t Broadlands
CE 103 * t Cleveland, Ohio
LAS * t Chicago Heights
CL 4214 * t Ectst Chicago, Indiana







Seitz, Harry William, B.Mus. 1928














































































Shaw, Mis. Florence Walz, A.B., 1926
Shaw, Gladys Viola
LAS * ^ Springfield
LAS * Springfield
CE 107V2 * Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 35 * Pana




Bus 29 * Chicago
" DurandHEAgr 61 *
CE irr * Erie, Pennsylvania
SS 9 Harvey
Accy 9914 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Arch unc * Chicago
Ed 72 * Decatur
HELAS (SS) 76y2 * Urbana
MusEd 85 * Maywood
CE 34 * t Decatur
CE 76 * t Chicago
Mus (SS) 29)4 * t East Chicago, Indiana
Law {4) SOVz * Berwyn
SS 8 St. Louis, Missouri
PreJ * • Chicago
PreJ * • Chicago
LAS * Batavia, New York
LAS 34 * Centralia
Bus 34 * Harrisburg
Bus * Park Ridge
Ed 89 * Mt. Vernon
Bus 29 * - Roodhouse
SS 30}4 Mt. Vernon
Ed (SS) 90 * ' Ashland
Law (3) * Chicago
LAS eoM * - Chicago
ME 28 * ' Lawrenceville
LAS 97% * • Murray, Kentucky
Milwaukee, WisconsinAE 105 *
PreL * Blue Island
Ed (SS) 94 'A * Chicago
SS 97y2 Prophetstown
SS 112H Fairfax, Missouri
CE 97 * Glen Ellyn
HELAS 63 * Urbana
LAS Chicago
LAS * Elmhurst
LAS * " Elmhurst
Bus 6H * Findlay
SS 7 Royal Oak, Michigan
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 68% * • Moline
Agr 69 * Cerro Gordo
EE 140 * Mt. Vernon
Chem (SS) 100)4 * t Riverside
Ed (SS) 87H * t Urbana
PreL 31 * t Chicago
LAS Chicago
CE 112 * t Chicago
PreM 69 * t Terre Haute, Indiana
SS 31)4 Clay City
LAS SSVi * Chicago
EE 38 * Oak Park
LAS * Maywood
LAS * Chicago
LAS 34 * t Chicago
PreL * t Chicago Heights
Law (3) 67 * Chicago
LAS 62 * t Chicago
EE 74y2 * t Chicago
Bus * Chicago
AE 86)4 * t Chicago
Law (3) 60 * t Kankakee
Bus 84 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
HELAS 8 * t Princeton
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
PreJ 30 * t Gary, Indiana
Arch * Glendale, California
Bus (SS) 73 * 1 Chicago
LAS 16 * Cleveland, Ohio
LAS * Belvidere
LAS 87 * • Chicago
LArch 106 * • West Chicago
Mus 66 * • • Berwyn
Mus irr * • Joliet
LAS 92% Rock-ford























































































ChE 135 * t Paris
LAS lOoH * t Clinton, Louisiana
* f ChicagoPreM 19
PreM * Chicago
LAS * Chicago
Law (3) 57 * t Highland Park
LAS * f Rosslyn, Virginia
LArch 7iy2 * Onarga
PreJ * t Toulon
EE 73 * t ToulonME * Chicago Heights
ME 111 * t Ottawa
AC * t Chicago
Accy 105 * t Frankfort, Indiana
LAS unc S3H * t Chicago
LAS unc 17 t Springfield
Bus (5S) 116 t Peoria
EE * t Woodlawn
Arch t Behidere
LAS * t Urbana
LAS * t Baltimore, Maryland
HELAS * t Champaign
LAS 96 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Ed 60 * t Harvard
SS 9 Denver, Colorado
LAS 27 * t Chicago
LAS 60% * t Urbana
Bank 18 t Keensburg
Agr 111 * t Keensburg
LAS * t Peoria
PreJ * t Chicago
Bus SOH * Bloomington
SS 9 Mont Ida, Kansas
SS ssy^ Wilmette
LAS 34 * t Wilmette
Bus 65 * t Deming, New Mexico
LAS 99H * t Deming, New Mexico
LAS * t Balboa, California
Bus S7}4 * t Chicago
PreJ 32 * t Daytona Beach, Florida
Agr t Chicago
Law (3) su * t Crown Point, Indiana
AC * Maywood
LAS * t East St. Louis
CL * t Momence
Bus 15 * Danville
LAS 28 * t Oak Park
Agr 32 * t Tower HiU
CE 22 * Champaign
Agr * t Casey
SS 16Vz Stillman Valley
Bus 63 * t Kankakee
Ed(SS) 105 * t Greenfield
HEAgr * 1 Astoria
SS 8% Albion, Michigan
SS 9 Decatur
CE S3 * t Mounds
EE * t Mounds
RCE 26 * Anhwei, China
LAS (SS) 40 * t Hiroshima, Japan
PreM 37H * t Danville
PreM 32 * t Cicero
HEEd {SS) 113)4 * Ludlow
LAS 64 * t Chicago
PreM 35 * t Chicago
Bus 92 * t Chicago
SS 7 Humboldt
CE 721/2 * t Cerro Gordo
LAS (SS) 100 * t Paris
Bus 67 * t Urbana
SS Nokomis
LAS 66 t Chicago
Arch 31 * t Chicago
Agr t Audubon, Iowa
LAS (SS) 67H * t Chicago
PreJ 33 * t Chicago
Bus 63 * t Spencerville, Indiana
Agr 68 * t Tuscola
LAS 33% * t Elgin
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 52 * t Carrollton
HELAS 9314 * t Champaign
HELAS * t Chicago
Accy 94 * t Quincy

















































































Simpson, Roy Earn, B.S., 1928







ss 9H Brushy Run, Virginia
LAS U * t Champaign
AC 104 * t Huntingdon, Pennsylvania
CE 21 * Loraine
Ed {SS) 123 * Taylorville
ss 9 Findlay
ME 37 * t Rockford
LAS 65% * t Normal
EE S2 * t Champaign
PreM * Chicago
CL * t Virden
Ed {SS) 102 * 1 Roodhouse
• UrbanaPreJ 35 *
Agr * El Paso
• Davenport, IowaBus 65 *
Bus • Champaign
PreM ssVi * • Chicago
Agr * • Decatur
Agr S5V2 * Decatur
LAS * Denver, Colorado
Law (3) * Chicago
f ChicagoPreL *
Agr sm * t Greenup
lA 34 * t Chicago
Law (S) (SS) 68H * t Mt. Iron, Minnesota
T Grant ParkLAS 67 *
LArch * t Seymour
Law (5) 65 * Chicago
LAS 3Z * Chicago
Bus Chicago
LAS 86% * • Chicago
LAS 63 * Forest Park
Law (S) 30 * Chicago
LAS * Chicago
St. Louis, MissouriLAS 110 *
LAS * • Kankakee
Bus 66 * • Rock Island
• • Rock IslandEE 33Vi *
PreM * Bayonne, New Jersey
LAS 104 t Ironwood, Michigan
PreL * Chicago
ChE 68 * • Chicago
PreL (SS) 6OV2 * Chicago
PreM 32 * r Keyport, New Jersey
LAS * t Decatur
SS 61 Champaign
AE 3414 * •• Carbondale, Colorado
LAS 29H * • Chicago
PreM mVi * Vincennes, Indiana
Bus * t Chicago
PreM isVi * Chicago
Agr * t Sidney
HELAS 31 * t Vandalia
Bus 73 • f New Haven, Connecticut
SS 68% Oak Park
PreM * t Mt. Vernon
Agr 62V2 * t Albion
LAS S4 * t Chicago
Bus * Champaign
AC t Cambridge, Nebraska
Agr * t Farmersville
SS 2 Champaign




PreM S3 * t Chicago
Accy 46% * t Chicago
LAS 37 * t Highland Park
LAS * Chicago
Arch 107 * + Kansas City, Missoxiri
Flor * t Kansas City, Missouri
ChE * Joliet
AC 104 * t Joliet
LAS 68% * t Chicago
SS Smithshire
AC S3 * Antioch
HEAgr * Urbana




ME * Oak Park
Arch * t SterlingRME (SS) S3 * Buckner
LAS 23% * Chicago
RockfordBus *
AC 2 Chicago













Sister M Ambrosia Biedermann
Sister Mary Digna Blum
Sister Mary AvireUus Brennan,
A.B., 1926
Sister Mary Marina Buckley
Sister Mary Rose Cofey, A.B., 1914
Sister Mary Aquin Copley
Sister Mary Anne Datin
Sister Mary Cassilda Donahue
Sister Margaret Mary Dwyer
Sister Mary Michael Flynn
Sister Mary Geraldine Gallivan
Sister Ricarda Gallivan
Sister Mary Gerard Gunning
Sister Dolores Harrington
Sister Mary Chrysantha Hoefling
Sister Mary Hiltrudis Kappes
Sister Mary Camilla Kennell
Sister Mary Dominic Kienberger
Sister Mary Margaret Agnes Knoer,
A.B., B.S., 1927, 1928
Sister Paul Marie Lafond
Sister Mary Wilfrid Larney
Sister M Imelda Lewis
Sister Mary Innocents Leydorf
Sister Mary Edwardetta McNally
Sister Gregory Marquardt
Sister Martina Margaret Meister
Sister Mary Regis Mooney
Sister Angelica O'Halloran
Sister Mary Celine O'Malley
Sister Fabian Reimbold
Sister Mary Confirma Ruhlman
Sister Mary Aloyse Ryan
Sister M Brendon Ryan
Sister Mary Joanna Ryan
Sister Mary Consolasa Schaniel
Sister Mary Reynolds Serena
Sister Mary Eulalia Sbeehan
Sister Clementia Sprague
Sister Mary John Sullivan
Sister Mary Alexia Tighe
Sister Mary Ursula Vogel
Sister Mary Edna Walsh
Sister Mary Judith Ward






























Bus * t Chicago
LAS AS * t Buckley
Lib * t Davenport, Iowa
EE t Chicago
LAS * t Newcastle, Indiana
LAS * t Dixon
lA S4 * Peoria
LAS * Oak Park
HEAgr * t St. Anne
LAS 78 * Throop, Pennsylvania
SS 8 Chicago
SS 9 Aurora






SS B8 Rock Island





































HEAgr {SS) 82 * t Anna
SS 68 Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
LAS 71 « t Champaign
Ed unc (SS) 45 * t Champaign
AC * Waterford, Pennsylvania
LAS * t Evanston
SS Grand Forks, North Dakota
AC 36 * t Brooklyn, New York
LAS 97 * t Moline
Bus * t Chicago
HEAgr * t Homewood
Agr * Burlington
LAS 36 * + Chicago
t Johnston CityBus 67y2 *
Eng * t St. Louis, Missouri
PreM
LAS
32 * t Cicero
t Chicago
Cfiem 66H * t Chicago
Mus t Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
Cer 100 * t Polo
PreM * t Urbana
Cer 35H * t Oak Park
Cer * t Chicago
LAS * t St. Louis, Missouri
Ed 8814 * t Oak Park

























































































PreM * t Chicago
PEd (SS) 83 * t Chicago
AC * t West Haven, Connecticut
PEd 103 * t Urbana
Eng * t Princeton
Bus 31 * t Chicago
CT * t Rock IslandME * t Washington
Accy 63 * t Washington
Agr 97 * t Dixon
LAS 33 * t Chicago
SS 3 Tuscola
AC * t Urbana
Law (3) 68 * t Chicago
AE 101 * t Toulon
SS n Champaign
Bus t Kansas City, Missouri
SS sVi East St. LouisME * t Canton
lEd 44 * Chicago
SS Waverly
LAS * t St. Louis, Missouri
Bus t Berwyn
LAS 33 * t Racine, Wisconsin
lA * t Chicago
Arch S14H * t Braddyville, Iowa
LAS 99H * t Peoria
LAS (SS) 1181/2 t Chicago
SS 7 Enid, Oklahoma
HELAS 119 * t Chandlersville, Ohio
LAS es t Chicago
AC 67 * t Bridgeport
Accy 46 * t Buffalo
Bus 67 * t Joliet
Chem 94 * t Chicago
* t AltonME 105
PU 104 * t AlbionME Z7 * Allerton
EE 74 * t St. Elmo
PreL 67 * t Mt. Carroll
EE * t Elmhurst
Chem 67 * t Bridgeport
Bus 64 * t Urbana
Eng 103 * t Elmhurst
Bus SO * Niles Center
HEAgr * t Broadlands
HEAgr 59 * Champaign
LAS * Monticello
Chem 68 * t Crystal Lake
Law (S) 34 * t Orient
Jnl 93 * t Urbana
ChE 69V2 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Agr 70K * t Jacksonville
LAS f Rockford
PreM * ^ La Salle
Lib * t Batesburg, South Carolina
ChE 35 * t Urbana
Agr 7S * t Chicago
ME 108 * t Chicago
AC * t Springville, New York
AC * t Albion
Accy 9Z * t Chicago
LAS 60 * t Hammond, Indiana
Jnl 95 * t Chicago
Ed (SS) 97 * t Allerton
SS 6% St. Louis, Missouri
PreL S3 * t Evanston
Agr * t Ozark
* t ChicagoArch
Arch * t Indianapolis, Indiana
AC S3 * t Longview
Bus 67H * t Norwalk, Ohio
PreJ SO * t Sycamore
LAS * t Oak Park
HELAS 68 * t Urbana
HEAgr * t Urbana
* t ChicagoAccy
CL S4 * t Chicago
AC 12 * Gary, Indiana
EE 23 t Mt. Pulaski
SS 7H Charleston
Bus SSVi * t Magnolia
Agr * Jeannette, Pennsylvania
PreJ * t Genesco
Agr * St. Elmo
Bus 7 * Urbana
Law (3) * t Savanna












































































Snyder, Betty Beach, A.B., 1928
Snyder, Chester Lynn
Snyder, Dorothy Eleanor
























LAS 47 t Urbana
* T Plainville, ConnecticutCE 73
LAS * t Farmer City
HELAS iSS) 80 * t Urbana
HEAgr t River Forest
LAS (SS) 88 * t Champaign
Bxis * t Kewanee
LAS (SS) A3 * t SumnerME 141 t Flora
FC * t Calumet City
Bus gg * t Winchester
Agr 48 * Ozark
Accy (SS) 7SV2 * t Champaign
CE 107 * t St. Louis, Missouri
PreM 40 * t Chicago
Law (S) Z8 * ^ La Salle
Eng 34H * t Chicago
Bus 54 * t Aurora, Indiana
PreL 17 * HiUsboro
Bus S4 * t Freeport
Bus * t Calvin
EE 92H * t Cuba
Ed iSS) 107 * t Cordova
Chem * t MilfordME 13614 * t St. Louis, Missouri
AC * t Chicago
SS Urbana
Mus unc SI * Urbana
Agr 61 * Niles Center
Ed 65 * t Scottland
Bus * "• Monrni, Indiana
Chem (SS) 23 * t Omaha, Nebraska
PEd 70% * t Rockford
LAS 83% * t CarlyU
SS Pontiac
LAS 98 * t Chicago
Bank 65 * t Chicago
CL * t Murphysboro
AC 93 * t Cicero
SS 7Vi Chicago Heights
LAS 56 * Urbana
Bus * t Evanston
AE 74 * Johnston City
LAS SI * Joppa
Accy t Dongola
EE * t Rock Island




CL 6m * Urbana
HELAS 67 * t Oakwood
AE 116 * t Chicago
LAS unc S8H * t Davenport, Iowa
HEAgr 100\i * t Lanark
LAS 64 * t Davenport, Iowa
LAS * t Springfield
LAS * t Champaign
HEEd 1S6H * t Cutler
LAS t Aurora
* t ChicagoCE 66
LAS 56 * Chicago
Lib * t Sioux City, Iowa
Arch * t Rockford
LAS S3 * t LaGrange
Lib * t Indianola
Chem S6 * t Mt. Carmel
AC 99 * t Peoria
AC 36 * Chicago
AC (SS) 116 * Chicago
Bus 66H * i De Kalb
Chem 101 * t Chicago
ME * t Mt. Pulaski
Bus SS * t Chicago
LAS 7S * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
Bus S4 * t LaGrangeME 109 * t Moline
Eng * t Los Angeles, California
Ed unc * Omaha, Nebraska
Law (3) S3 * t Chicago
AE 36 * t Chicago
LAS 68}4 * t Forest Park
LAS 40 * t Chicago
Bus 67 * t Davenport, Iowa
Bus * t Birmingham, Alabama
Mus 67 * t Cairo
AE 6S * t Chicago
























































































AE * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
LAS 95 * t Champaign
LAS 35 * t Champaign
AC 86)4 * Hammond, Indiana
SS 146 DanvilleME * t Peoria
LAS t Chicago
LAS t Attica, Indiana
ChE 102 * t Sullivan
PreM * t ValmeyerBw nVi * Dwight
MusEd (SS) 110 * t Bondville
Law (3) 60 * t Vandalia
Law (3) {SS) 32)4 * t Cicero
LAS 101 * t Oak ParkME 69 * t Rockford
LAS 65 * f Champaign
FC 82 * Champaign
LAS * t Champaign
LAS * t Elmhurst
LAS t Watseka
Chem 35 * t Omaha, Nebraska
SS 61 Moline
LAS 32 * t Streator
LAS * t Urbana
Accy t Berwyn
Mus t Chicago
Accy 102K * t Kansas City, Missouri
LAS * t Troy, New York
LAS Z3 * Champaign
Bits U * t Quincy
AE 64V2 * t Chicago
Cer 126 * t Connersville, Indiana
Arch * Alton
EE (SS) 60 * Allendale
Bus 61 * t Oak Park
SS 15 Mackinaw
LAS 69 * Urbana
PreJ 34 * t Danville
LAS 27 * t ShelbyviUe
AC * t Connersville, Indiana
Bus * t Lincoln
Arch * t Mt. Lebanon, Pennsylvania
Jnl 71 * t Pontiac
LAS 66 * Polo
LAS lis * Champaign
Bus * Champaign
PEd {SS) 83 * 1 • Chicago
Accy {SS) 81 * • Rock Island
LAS 92 * • Fort Smith, Arkansas
Chem 89 * • Elizabeth
PreM * Chicago
Bus 103 * Chicago
EE 5 * Oak Park
LArch * • Hartford, Connecticut
Btis * • • Urbana
HELAS 102 * 1 • Peoria
LAS sm * Champaign
SS 9 Stillwater, Oklahoma
HELAS 6oy2 * t Payson
EE 37 * t Salem
Bus {SS) 77 * t Chicago
LAS irr * Champaign
Bus 40H * t Chicago
AE 36 * Urbana
Bus 39 * t Berkeley, California
LAS {SS) 39 * Champaign
Accy unc {SS) 2A * t Maroa
Ed 69 * t Chicago
* t WatsekaLaw (3) 26
CerE 76 * t Salt Lake City, Utah
* T ChicagoPreL
Law (S) 73 * Chicago
Ed 87 * t East St. Louis
Agr * t Nashville, Tennessee
PreJ 59 * f East St. Louis
* T ChicagoCE 12A
HELAS {SS) 69 * t Sheffield
ChE * t South Pekin
PreM * t Chicago
LAS ¥) * t Chicago
Mus irr * t Urbana
LAS * t Chicago
















































































Steider, Nelle Elizabeth, A.B., 1928
Steigle, Janice Evelyn
Steimle, Paul William







Bus 65 * t Dixon
SS 8 St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * t Peoria
LAS m * t St. Louis, Missouri
SS 7V2 St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * t Chicago
SS 7 Downey, California
Bus (SS) 37 * t Champaign
PreJ SO * t Chicago
PreJ 63 * Streator
Bank 46 * Kernan
Accy 96)4 * t Homewood
LAS B8% * t Vandalia
ME SI * t New Canton
LAS {SS) 118 t Alton
Bus 66 * t Maywood
Agr 29 * t Middlebury, Indiana
CE 126 * t Chicago
EE * Morrison
LAS S914 * Decatur
Chem 31 * t Martinsville, Indiana
Bus * t Chicago
HEEd 62 * t Donovan
CL 68 * t Paris
PreM * t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Galesburg
LAS SSVi * t Chicago
Bus SO * t Macomb
ME * t Rock Island
LAS 3 * + Rock Island
PreJ * t Champaign
Bank * West Frankfort
Accy 100 * t Chester
AC 67H * t Marion
Agr * MorUicello
LAS 62)4 * t Decatur
PreJ 62}4 * t Waban, Massachusetts
AC 73 * t West Carrollton, Ohio
HELAS * + Urbana
SS * t LavrencetiUe
Jul 69 * t Urbana
AC (SS) 101 * t St. Charles
REE 37 * t South Bend, Indiana




Bus (SS) 66y2 * t Hume
* T ChicagoBus 2814
Ed 98 * t Chicago
Agr 9oy2 * t Nebo
PreM 64 * Chicago
LAS * t Benton
LAS 69H * t Junction
SS 8H Argyle, Iowa
lEd (SS) 61 t Urbana
LAS * t Louisville, Kentucky
Law (S) (SS) * t Champaign
Bus * t Chicago
SS 16 Mulberry Grove
Agr 84 * t Farmersville
LAS 30H * t Chicago
AE * t Crown Point, Indiana
EE * t Wauconda
LAS 84 * t Glencoe
LAS 69}4 * Winnetka
PreL * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Arch 142% * t Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 60 * t Louisville
SS 7Vs Farmington, Iowa
AC 68 * t Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
PreM SO * t Mound City
CE 66 * t Chicago
Bus * t Champaign
ChE 35 * t Collinsville
Arch * t Madison, Wisconsin
Lib * t Eureka
LAS 34 * t Plainfield
EE * t Henry
LAS 86 * Urbana
LAS * t Mt. Carmel
* T ChicagoArch 36
Accy 70 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago

























































































Jnl 62H * t Chicago
Law (3) 25 * ChicagoME 69 * t Sibley
LAS * t Chicago
EE llM. * t Chicago
LAS 39 * t Glen Ellyn
PreM 65 * t Chicago
LAS * t Kansas City, Missouri
EE 108 * t Peoria
ChE 31 * Chicago
AC * t Mehin
LAS 56 * t River Forest
LAS * t Chicago
PEd 76 * t Chicago
Btis * t Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
* + Oak ParkMU9
PreL S5V2 * Oak Park
Law (S) SO * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
HEAgr 128H * Marion, Indiana
AC 102 * t Urbana
Agr S9 * t Indiana, Pennsylvania
LAS SO * t Danville
LAS 31 * t Urbana
Chem (SS) 6 * t Delavan
LAS * t Urbana
EE 108 * t Monticello, Arkansas
LAS 92 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS * Glencoe
PreL 28 * t Chicago
LAS 64 * t Chicago
LAS * t Litchfield
AE QlVi t Wilmette
PreL 36 * t Chicago
Bits * t Crescent City
LAS (SS) 23 * Chicago
Agr * t Neponset
SS 16 Altamont
PreJ 27 * t East St. Louis
Bus 67 * t East St. Louis
EE t Urbana
LAS (SS) 41 * t Battle Creek, Michigan
SS SOVi Danville
LAS 60% * t Chatham
LAS 66 * t Chicago
LAS * t Hammond, Indiana
LAS SS * t Chicago
CL 60 * Chicago
HELAS {SS) 71 * t Terre Haute, Indiana
PreL * t Chicago
LAS * Evanston
LAS (SS) 70y2 * t Hammondsport, New York
LAS * t Chicago
* T UrbanaHEAgr (SS) 22
Ed 97 * t Macomb
Agr 66 * t Hinckley
LAS 110 * El Paso
Agr iiBVi * Winslow
CE 102 * t Joliet
Jnl 62Yi * t Memphis, Tennessee
Ed 68 * t Denver, Colorado
* T UrbanaChem,
LAS S3 * t Chicago
t Muncie, Indiana
Bus 25 * t Salina, Kansas
SS 111 Champaign
Ed 79 * t Champaign
* t PaxtonLAS
AE * Augusta
CE * t Augusta
SS 6 Christopher
LAS 62 * t Du7idas
ChE 35 * t Robinson
HELAS 100 * 1" Urbana
1923 Lib * Washington
Law (3) * t Chicago
PreM 55 Vi t Saybrook
Bus 33 * t Leaf River
Agr * t Eldorado
AC * t Murphysboro
Bus 35 * t Murphysboro
Accy 70 * Savanna
Agr 67y2 * Galesburg
Mus 108 * Urbana
LAS * Urbana
LAS 66H * • ' Chicago
Accy 68H * T Moline
Chem 7014 * t Joliet






























Storm, Clark Emerson, B.S., 1928
























































LAS se * t Oak Park
LAS 27 * t Chicago
PreM SO * t Fairbury
LAS 106 * t Dallas City
LAS * t Rochelle
LAS * Vrbana
Ed 65 * t Chicago
AE OSVi * t Sesser
SS Raymond
LArch S6 * t Rockford
MinE 60 * Elgin
PreM lie * t Vrbana
AE 36 * t Marion, Ohio
ME 37 * t BellecUle
LAS 114H * Peoria
LAS 40H * t Peoria
Lib (S5) 7 * t Bethany, Missouri
SS 8% Danbury, Nebraska
Bus «7 * Oak Park
LAS * Chicago
Lib (SS) 16 * t Bethany, Missouri
SS 74K Harrtsburg
LAS 66 * t Syracuse, Indiana
ME 64y2 * t River Forest
Affr 28 * Moline
LAS 11 * Oak Park
LAS 32 * Hinsdale
LAS 61 * t Champaign
SS Windsor
SS Urbana
LAS 86 * t Tower HUl
Bus 98 * t StreatoT
PreM 32)4 * t Chicago
Jnl 103 t Motceaqua
Bus S3 * t Chicago
Lib * t MorrestUle, IndiatM
LAS 69 * Champaign
Btis 69 * t Chicago
LAS 72 * t Cbatsworth
HEAgr * t Flora
Bus * + Streator
AE 126 * t Bloomington, Indiana
AE 37 * t Chicago
Ed 66 * t Waukegan
LAS 99 * t Chicago
LAS * t Onarga
CL 32 * t Carlinville
Bus * t Chicago
PreL * t Aurora
LAS 109 * t Champaign
Flor 141 * Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
LAS * t Piper City
Bus * Cicero
AC * t Ransom
LAS * t Ransom
HEAgr 83H * t Casey
Bus 23 * t LaGrange
Ed lis * Xeillstille, WiscOTisin
LASirr t Quincy
LAS 34 * t Urbana
Bus S3 * t Lorington
ME 36 * t Chicago
ChE 17 * t Rockford
But S9H * t Winchester
LAS * t Dixon
HEAgr 21 t Barry
Chem 108 * t Geneva
Eng * t Geneva
Chem 31 * Davenport, lotca
LAS * t Champaign
Law (3) unc 12 t Lincoln, Nebraska
LAS 29 * t Peoria
SS Barry
Arch * Chicago
EE * t NaperciUe
LArch 104 * t Danville
Ed 107 * t Woodstock
Chem S3 * t Fulton
LAS 70}4 * t Ferguson, Missouri
CL * t Champaign
ChE 98 * t Yorkville
RCE 109% * El Reno, Oklahoma
Ed 60 * t Champaign
Ed 98 * t Champaign




























































































* t Port Byron
* t Honomu, Hawaii
BE * t Evanston
PreL * t Chicago
LAS 91% * t Decatur
Law (3) * t Odell
LAS * t Odell
Law (3) SO * t Odell
LAS 31 * t Morrison
LAS 105 * t GalesburgME 36 * t Chicago
Ed 97 * t Louisrille
* T QuincyBus 32
Bus SO * t Downers Grove
SS 78 Morrison
Law (3) 61 * t Harrisburg
EE * t Chicago
SS ISO Delafield, Wisconsin
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
* t TaylorcilleLAS 16
SS S2 Monticello
LAS 70% * t Urbana
Accy * t Clayton
Accy {SS) 97% * t Shanghai, China
LAS * t Carlinville
CE 120 * t Rockford
SS 6% Rantoul
Agr SIM * t Glen Ellyn
Lib * t Hunter, Oklahoma
Chem eeVs * t Illiopolis
AE 129 * t Illiopolis
Bus * t Champaign
Law (3) * t Kansas City, Missouri
SS 7 Kampsville
AC 63 * Kempton
Bus 95 * t Oak Park
SS 73 Monticello
CL 75 * t Minonk
LAS * t Champaign
SS Earltille
LAS S4 * t Chicago
ChE 26 * t Chicago
Arch 68 * t Benton
LAS SO * t Benton
LAS * t Maywood
Bus S014 * t Chicago
Ed 86 * t Rockford
Bus S7 * t Chandlers Valley, Pennsyhania
AC * t Waterman
LAS SI * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
EE SO * t Elmhurst
Cer (SS) 33 t Urbana
LAS {SS) 8 * Urbana
Flor 92)4 * t Loomis, Nebraska
Ed {SS) iieVi * Edina, Missouri
Bus 99 * t Canton
LAS 46 * t Champaign
SS Rensselaer, Indiana
SS 6 Champaign
Bank * t Chicago
Mns t Champaign
Bus * t WilmetteME 35 * • Chicago




-f El Campo, Texas
Ed 94 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
ME 125 * t Highland Park
EE 109 * t Tonica
Bus 28 * t Champaign
SS 6 Champaign
Mus 50 * t Plymouth
ME * t Sciota
Ed 10314 * t Annapolis
LAS 34 * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
CE 70 * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
AC * t Ford City, Pennsylvania




514 University of Illinois
Taft, Rosetta LAS
Taggart, Virginia Reed LAS
Tague, Margaret Phillippe LAS
Talbert, David George Bm
Talley, Mrs. Norris May Lib unc
Tammen, Margery Bernadine LAS
Tammens, Wilber Harold Agr
Tandy, Melvin Joseph SS
Tanner, James Freeman SS
Tanner, Opal Florence, A.B., 1927 Lib
Tapscott, James Andrew Flor
Tarpley, Frances Virginia PreL
Tar^^n, Frank Selby PreL
Tarvin, William Chester PreL
Tarwain, John AC {SS)
Tascher, Murl Elvyn Agr
Tate, Burgess Warren LAS
Tate, Clogne Edward, B.S., 1927 Law (4)
Tate, Gaylord Don AC
Tate, Kenneth Curtis SS
Taubeneck, George Francis PreJ {SS)
Tavs, Cathryn Olga PreJ
Tavs, Louise Erma PreM
Tawney, PUny Otto Chem
Taxon, Frederick Nystrom I
A
Taylo, Julian Martindel AC
Taylo, Mylla Eunice SS
Taylo, Violet Osborn SS
Taylor, Angus Donald Agr
Taylor, Bernard Curtis Agr
Taylor, Beryl Shenk AC
Taylor, Charles Grant SS
Taylor, Edith Frances LAS
Taylor, Emily Christine LAS
Taylor, Gaffney Attilla ME
Taylor, George Paul Bus
Taylor, John Richard PreM
Taylor, John Sydney LAS
Taylor, Mrs. Mamie Fordyee Ed
Taylor, Maurine Elizabeth HELAS
Taylor, Miriam, B.S., 1925 SS
Taylor, Paul RoUand Bin
Taylor, Raymond Augustus Ed
Taylor, Robert Dale Bus
Taylor, Roy Elmer PC
Taylor, Thomas Geer AE
Taylor, Virginia Anderson SS
Taylor, William Lewis EE {SS)
Taylor, William Richard Law (S)
Tazelaar, Ruth Lillian LAS
Teach, Dale Carpenter Agr
Teare, William Donald fiug
Tebow, Henry Jule CE
Teet«r, Laurence George LAS
Teeter, Robert Waldron LAS
Tefft, Henry Delano LAS
Tegge, Helen Wilhelmina LAS
Telford, Leroy Thomas PreM
Telford, Sarah Elizabeth LAS
Telleen, Kenneth LaVerne LAS
Tempelmeyer, William Henry Arch
Temple, Arthur Arch
Temple, Frank Dwain EE
Temple, Louis Kirk Bus
Temple, Mary Foster LAS
Temple, Mary Louise LAS
Templeman, Cecile Harriet SS
Templeton, John Breakenridge LAS
Ten Brook, Everett Arthur Bus
Tener, Richard Evans AC
Tenney, Harold Minard LAS
Tenney, Robert Imboden ChE
Tenney, Robert Lewis LAS
Tennyson, Robert William LAS
Tepper, Fannie Helen Accy
Tepper, Pearl Bus
Terrill, Don Eliot Bus
Terry, Henry Browne Bus
Terry, Mrs. Mildred KeUey LAS
Terry, Ralph Raymond Agr
Tesmer, Joseph Emmett LAS
Tewksbury, Raymond William Bus
Thacker, Dora Esther Mus
Thaisen, Lorens Hansen Ed
Thai, Donald Edward Arch
Thai, MUdred Marie HELAS
* t Chicago









9S * t Owensboro, Kentucky
* t DanvilleH * t Lawrenceville
* t Lawrenceville
71 * t Sesser
101 * t Ashkum
30 * t Pana
91 * t Benton
35 * t Beecher City
isoyi Beecher City








97 * t Urbana
H * t Urbana
* t AreiuUsville, Pennsylvania
6 Champaign
SS * t Chicago





80 t Brislow, Oklahoma
HA * Le Roy
Urbana
84H * t Morris, Oklahoma
t Mt. Upton, New York99 *
* t Oak Park
* t Normal
H * t Clinton
e Palmer
70H * t Petersburg
* t Anaconda, Montana
* + Chicago
T Avon9g *H * t Bondville
69 * t East St. Louis
* Glen Ellyn
36 * t Berwyn
* t Lombard
* t Papineau
60 * t Decatur
soH * t Olney
* t Cambridge
54 t Indianapolis, Indiana
no * t Davenport, Iowa
111 * t Champaifjn
* t Hartley, Iowa
61H * t Le Roy
* t Fairfield, Alabama
7H Quincy
66 * Hinsdale
100 * t Kansas City, Missouri
S6 * t Swissvale, Pennsylvania
7»H * t Champaign
* t Decatur
1S3% * Champaign
23 * t Potomac
66 * Urbana
SO * t Urbana
2t * Macomb
* t Kewanee




67 * t Chicago
34 « Arlington Heights
* t Arlington Heights
Undergraduate Students 515
Thalman, Hope Scott





















































































Thurston, Alfred William, B.8., 1922
LAS * t Waukegan
ss Berwyn
EE * Mattoon
HELAS 48H * t DuQuoin
PreL * t Chicago
LAS SO * t Harvey
Arch * t Pecatonica
Bus 24 * Chicago
LAS 30 * t Elgin
Law (4) 47 * t Chicago
EE 108 * t Poerwokerto, Java
* T ChicagoPreM 32
SS ISO Tuscola
LAS 48 * Danville
AC 107 * t Montezuma, Indiana
MinE 37 * t Mattoon
PreM * t Freeport
Mus 163 * t Sterling
MU3 26 * t Chicago
SS 17 Galesburg
CE * t Sterling
LAS * t Chicago
Bxis * t Aurora
Cer 31 * t East St. Louis
LAS 101% * t Greenwood, Mississippi
Arch * t Urbana
EE 113 * t Chicago
Accy * Rockford
CerE {SS) 78 * t East St. Louis
Bank S3 * Oak Park
Bus 29 * t Mahomet
LAS 95 * Charleston
Law (S) * T Onarga
PreJ 29 * t Oak Park
SS 6 Mercer, Pennsylvania
Cer * Martinsville
CE 22M * Chicago
Bus 70 * t Chicago
LAS 99 * f Oak ParkLAS T Urbana
LAS 97 * t Beardstown
LAS 44 * t Maywood
CL 22 * Harvard
Bus * Sullivan
Accy 116 * t Darlington, Wisconsin
EE 73 * t Erie
LAS * t Rockford
lEd (SS) 82V3 * t Saybrook
* T Park RidgeMus 26
CL * Frederick
LAS * t Hillsboro
HELAS 34 * t Dwight
LAS * t Pearl City
LAS 66H * Chicago
Chem 70 * t Chicago
PreL 34 * t Pontine
Bus 28 * t North Andoter, Massachusetts
ChE * Chicago
LAS 99 * t Martinsville
* T CentraliaPreJ 32
Agr une t Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Bus * t Hillsboro
Bank 67 * t Glencoe
HELAS SO * t Indianapolis, Indiana
SS 125 Dolton
SS 6 Urbana
PreM {SS) 42 * t Dolton
LAS 4914 * Chicago
Chem 27 t Seward
T UrbanaHELAS 73
PreL 26 * Chicago
CE 107 * t Rockford
* T UrbanaEd 97
Law {3) {SS) 65 * t Urbana
Accy 86 * t Urbana
SS Urbana
Ed {SS) 98y2 * t Chicago
LAS * Oregon
JA 29yi * t Chicago
Lib * t Etansville, Indiana
Mus * St. Elmo
LAS {SS) 102H * f Thawville
ChE 63 * t Peoria
LAS 97 * t Evanston





















































































Trent, Mrs. Kathleen Northington
Trepanier, Maurice Alexander
Tress, Bernice Winnifred
Tressler, Bessie Gwyneth, A.B., 1926
Trester, Orville Karl
University oj Illinois
Bus se * I HarvardAC 107 * T G!encove, Maine
Law (S) 4 * t Peoria
LAS 97 * t Evansville, Indiana
LAS 32 * t Evansville, Indiana
CE * t Faku Hsien, Mukden, Chii
LAS unc * Bloomington
EE * t Danville
AC 67 * t Champaign
Bus 18 * t Chicago
* T Colorado Springs, ColoradoME 112
Bus llSVi * t Taihsing, Ku, China
AC 66 * t Howe, Indiana
LAS S9 * t Chicago
LAS * Smiihshire
LAS 71 * t Chicago
LAS 83 * Monticello
Bus 31 * t Peoria
LAS 63 * t Quincy
LAS 17 * t Chicago
EE 33 * t Eransville
HEAgr 69 * t Emington
PreL 3AV2 * t Hillsboro
LAS 66 * t Urbana
Arch 67 * t Peoria
LAS t Gilberts
CL * t Belvidere
Law (3) 60 * t Gilberts
Accv (SS) 31 Vi * t St. Louis, Missouri
Ed 1S5 t St. Louis, Missouri
Bus * t Chicago
AC * t PaxtonME 18 * Chicago
AE 32 * t Chicago
Accy * t Rockford
* T MoundsLAS (SS) 93H
PreL * t Chicago
Ed 96 * t Chicago Heights
Bus * Chicago
PreL SlVi * t Oak Park
LAS * t Chicago
Chem (.SS) UVl * t Chicago
Law (3) IS * t Kankakee
* T Crystal LakeHELAS 29
HEAgr * t Tallula
LAS 29 * t Yakima, Washington
Chem 36 * t Mattoon
Ed unc 8 * Indianapolis, Indiana
AC 107 * t Dryden, Maine
AC 36 * t Chicago
PreL 4814 * t Chicago
SS 9 Grand Meadow, Minnesota
LAS * t Rirer Forest
LAS 103 * t Champaign
AE 113 * t LaGrange
EE 6 * t Oak Park
HELAS t Chicago
Arch 22 * Omaha, Nebraska
REE 16H * Park Ridge
LAS * t Springfield
SS 118 Urbana
LAS SO * 1I Amarillo, Texas
Ed 64 * • t LaGrange
Ed 9814 * t Palatine
Bus (SS) 101 Vi * • j- Champaign
Bus * • r Evanston
CerE S4 * ^ Eranston
Mus f Tacoma, Washington
Bus * Bridgeport
LAS 13 * t Cicero
HEAgr (SS) 98 * t Newton
Bus * Chicago
PreL 36 * t Lincoln
PreM 32H * Lincoln
Mus unc • Sadorus
LAS 32 * t Centralia
AC * t Rolette, North Dakota
CL * t Chicago
AC * t Sidney
* SidneyAC 108
LAS 851/2 * t Urbana
LAS 101 * t DeLand
SS 8 Jefferson City, Tennessee
PreM 35 * t Chicago
LAS 102 * t Chicago
SS 7 Emporia, Kansas
























































































HELAS 32 * t Peoria
SS 7 Murdoch
Ed (SS) em * t Murdoch
Ed 96 * t ^ew Vienna, Ohio
AC 132 * j Chicago
* f UrbanaAC (SS) esVi
SS 125 Urbana
LAS 64 * t Paris
AE 106)4 * t Leipsic, Indiana
Accy 68V2 * t Chester
Bus (SS) 104 * t Greenview
CE 3914 * t Behidere
AC 28H * Chicago
AC (SS) 87y2 * t Mt. Carmel
PreL 23 * Paris
LAS * t Benton
AC * t Mexico, Nexo York
SS Fargo, North Dakota
AE 103 * t Chicago
Bus 31 * t Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
CE {SS) 38 * t Mt. Vernon
LAS * t Behidere
Agr * t Wayne
PreJ 33 * t Gifford
Bus * Maroa
AC * Robinson
ME * t Chicago
LAS * t Evanston
AC * t DuQuoin
LAS (SS) 99 * Washington, D. C.
Agr 66 t Honan, China
Bus {SS) 93 * t Washington, D. C.
SS 4 Dudley, Missouri
AE * t Champaign
LAS 34 * t Highland Park
LAS * Berwyn
Bus {SS) 95 * t Champaign
CT 62 * Champaign
Agr * t Paris
Ed 98 * t Berwyn
Bus * t Champaign
AC t Chicago
EE {SS) 111 * t Jerseyville
Law (S) 30 * t Cicero
PreL t Chicago
Bus * t Coal City
1928 Law {S) {SS) S7Vi * t Rock Island
LAS * t Danville
LAS S3 * t Danville
PreM * t Elgin
HEAgr 32 * t Butler
Bus 27 * t Behidere
LAS 37 * t Chicago
AC 15 t Washington, D. C.
PreM t Oak Park
LAS {SS) 95 * t Behidere
SS 7 Atlanta
Agr * t Butler
LAS 27 * t Chicago
LAS 2914 * Omaha, Nebraska
LAS * t Belleville
Flor 33 * t Dayton, Ohio
Law (3) 12 * t Shelbyville
PreL * t Peotone
PreM 77% * Chicago
EE 27V2 * t Oak Park
Chem 99 * t Victoria
LAS * t Eldorado
ChE * t Kewanee
EE * t Shelbyville
Law (3) * Maywood
LAS * t Chicago
Jnl 90 * t Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 64 * t Chicago
PreJ * t Westville
Law (3) * t Edwardsville
Agr * Springfield
PreL 2S\4 * t Cairo
Chem * t Cairo
LAS 32 * t Evanston
Eng * t Aurora
Ed 102 * t Oak Park
Chem 110 * BelleviUe





































Van Arsdell, John Maurice
















Van Doren, David Miller
Van Doren, Franklin Henry
Van Doren, George Holmes
Van Duyn, Dill Preston
Van Duyn, Roger Campbell




Van Ness, Graham Menzel
Van Ness, Robert Carrol
Van Ness, Thelma J A.B., 1927
Van Ness, William Probasco
Van Sands, Alice Elizabeth
Van Schaack, Cornelius Peter
Van Schoick, Kenneth
Van Sickle, John Rowley
Vanstone, Ralph Frederick
Van Tress, Lester Miller, B.Mus.,
Van Tuyl, Ronald Markell
Van Vliet, Ellen Southworth













ME 115 * Butler. Missouri
Ed 93li * \ De Kalb
* t LeeEd 96H
Chem 105 * t Pekin
Eng llSVi * t Chicago
Arch * t Chicago
AC ssVi * t Chicago
AC 72 * t Bremerton, Washington
Bus * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Law (S) 68 * t Chicago
* T ChicagoJA 110
AE 41 * Chicago
CT unc * t Vandalia
Bus 49 * t Urbana
Arch * t Des Lacs, NorPi Dakota
LAS * t Oak Park
Bank 65 * t Fisher
* T GenoaLAS S3
LAS (SS) 100 * t Vienna
LAS 106 * f Chicago
* \ Oak ParkME 36
HELAS 92 * t Homer
* T Satsuma, AlabamaLAS S4
CE 70 * t Pontiac
LAS * Coffeen
ChE * t Chicago
AC * t Taylorville
Ed 87 * t Urbana
* T UrbanaMus
Arch 6S * t Chicago
Mus 12 * t Chicago
PreM S2 * t Evanston
LAS 98 * t Champaign
Ed 96 * t Chicago
CE SI * t Laoag, Philippine Islands
Bus SI * t Marseilles
LAS S7H * t Indianapolis, Indiana
ChE 71 * t Olean, New York
Bus {SS) 68 * t Champaign
JA 34 * t ChampaignME * Danville
Arch * Peoria
HELAS 62% * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 67 * t North Aurora
LAS 12 * BoTidville
PreM * t ChicagoME * t Riverdale
Arch SO * t Chicago
LAS 7814 * Champaign
PreJ SIH * t Chicago
Agr 9H * t Heyworth
* T ChicagoFlor 66
SS 9 Franklin, Indiana
Accv 68 t Champaign
EE 107 t Minonk
LAS * t Litchfield
Bus 108 * t Champaign
AC \ Champaign
* t WestvilleAC 65H
Bus 96 * t Lena
Bus * t Sumner
LAS 97 * t Chicago Heights
Law (3) * t Chicago
* T Fort Wayne, IndianaFC
Lib * i McLean
* t Fort Wayne, IndianaFC 48H
Ed 100 * t Oak Park




PreJ SS * t Durand
AC 78 * + Erie, Pennsylvania
LAS irr {SS) * t Ladd
lA 62H * t Chicago
LAS 58H * t Chicago
* t Union HillLAS
LAS 25 * t Geneseo
* T Oak ParkLAS
HEAgr 6514 * t McHenry
* T MoweaquaAgr S2
LAS * 1 Oak Park
LAS 61 * ' Chicago
LAS 61 Greenville
Ed 104 * ' Champaign
Law (S) 27 * Zeigler
LAS Lincoln














Vespa, David Raphael, B.S., 1925









































































Bus (.SS) SZ * Chicago
ss 6 Cedar Rapids, Iowa
PreM 16 * t Champaign
HEEd (SS) 104 * t Urbana
CE * Harrisburg
LAS {SS) 110 * Harvey
EE 106 * t Manito
AE * t Grayslake
PreJ * Atwood
CE * Decatur
LAS * t Salem
AC 106 * t Berwyn
SS Toluca
Law (S) SO * Toluca
LAS (SS) 40 t Toluca
LAS S3 * t Toluca
Bus t Chicago
Ed 9614 * ^ Mt. Pulaski
LAS 103 * t Rock Island
HELAS 60 * t Johnston City
Mus e4V2 * t Forest Park
LAS S3H * t Chicago
Bus 29 * t Urbana
LAS 24% * t Chicago
HELAS (SS) 77 * t Urbana
* t UrbanaEE 110
Law {3) 66H * Champaign
EE 111 * t Nokomis
FC * Rockford
Ed 66 * t Berwyn
EE * t Oak Park
Arch 18 * t Marseilles
Agr 7SIA * t Carlyle
Agr 108 * t Columbia
LAS unc 16 * t Urbana
LAS 125 * Watseka
ChE 144H * t Gary, Indiana
Law (3) * t Arthur
HEAgr (SS) srVi * t Mt. Pulaski
Agr so * t Liberty
CE 67 * t Alton
EE 110 * t Baldwinsville, New York
Ed unc * Lafayette, Louisiana
AC 1Z2 * Morgantown, West Virginia
Bus 94yi * t Winfield, Kansas
PreM 40 * t East St. Louis
SS 16 East Liverpool, Ohio
LAS 97 * t Urbana
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 161^ * t Terre Haute, Indiana
SS Champaign
LAS lOOH * t Chicago
LAS * t Riverside
LAS 112% * Riverside
LAS * t Champaign
CE 9i * t Chicago
LAS 107 * t Chicago
lA 9 * t Chicago
AC 102 * t Cherry Tree, Pennsylvania
PreM 30 * t Chicago
PreJ 14 * t Riverside
* T JerseyvilleLAS
Bus 63 * t Chicago
EE * Mattoon
LAS * t Highland Park
LAS 34 * t Vandalia
Bus 48}4 * t Chicago
SS 18 Chamgaign
PreL B4H t Peoria
SS 98 Princeton
Accy 99 * t Ogden
LAS * Urbana
HEEd 13614 * t Urbana
LAS 66 * t Chicago
EE * t Chicago
Ed 78 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 66 * t Elgin
Bus S4H * t Chicago
Bus * t Elgin
AC * t Arlington Heights
Bank 9614 * t Walnut
Arch * Peoria
Lib * + Lindsborg, Kansas
LAS * Indianapolis, Indiana
Law (S) S6 * J WaukeganLAS 5« * f Berwyn
520 University of Illinois
Waite, Howard Earle AC 65
Wakeland, Harold Edwin Agr SZ
Waldman, Irwin Jerome PreM 59
Waldron, Clifford James EE (SS) Z2
Waldron, Lillian Frances Ed 102
Waldron, Verne Donald SS 8)4
Walentine, John Gene ME 32
Walk, Harold Birrel Agr 122
Walker, Annie Louise LAS 97%
Walker, Archie Mulliken LAS «eH
Walker, Charles Albert LAS
Walker, Clyde Cavanaugh PreL
Walker, Frank Hanson AC 69
Walker, Gilbert Wayne CL U
Walker, Glen MinE S3
Walker, Harold Ballard Ed 79
Walker, Harry Stanhope ME 94
Walker, James Donald CE 72)4
Walker, Joseph Thomas LAS 67)-^
Walker, Justin John EE 83)4
Walker, Kathryn Georgia Miis
Walker, Leonard Dilworth Ed unc 6
Walker, Paul Harry Bus
Walker, Ralph Bowman Bus 93
Walker, Reta Lorie LAS
Walker, Samuel Carl PU (.SS) 100)4
Walker, William Harris SS 6
Walkovak, Sylvia LAS
Wall, Alice Theresa Bus 100
Wall, Bernard Edwin Law (S)
Wall, Mary Eleanor IIELAS
Wallace, Alice Fern Ed 106
Wallace, Harry John AC
Wallace, Mary Josephine LAS
Wallace, Myron Truman AC 89
Wallace, Raymond Alvan PreM
Wallace, Sam Eng
Wallace, Stanton Willcox LAS 46
Wallen, John Chester AC (SS) 21
Wallen, Raymond Glenn Agr
Wallenstein, Raymond Myron CL
Waller, Robert Orville CE 75
Waller, William Lyle CE
Walling, Lillian Clara PreJ
Wallingford, Mac Irvine AE 60
Wallis, Doris Elizabeth Ed 100
Wallis, Ross Melvin AE 94)4
Wallk, Silas PreL
Wallrab, Charles Victor Eng 69
Walls, Gwendolyn Anne LAS 93
Walser, Maurice Franklin Bank 23
Walsh, Carl Casimir PreL 37
Walsh, Marie SS 68
Walsh, Thomas Francis EE
Walsh, William Joseph PreL
Walsh, William Stanley PreM 26\i
Walter, Ardath Catherine LAS 67
Walter, Charles Richard LAS 63)i
Walter, Elmer Harold Agr 36)i
Walter, George AC
Walter, Robert Clark PreM
Walters, Ruth Margaret LAS 33
Walther, Harrison AE
Walton, Charles William Chem 63
Walton, Joseph Eugene PreM
Walton, Mary Elaine LAS
Walton, William Norman Accy 43)4
Walz, Jerome LAS
Walz, Judith Rice Mus 26
Wampler, Charles Edwin LAS 103
Wampler, Cora Frances LArch
Wandling, Ralph Marion ME 127
Wang, Kuang Chao CE 110
Wang, Ping Nan RA {SS) 116)4
Wang, Theodore Joseph EPh 37
Wangelin, Ruth Kathryn LAS 101
Wanger, David E Bus
Warchalowski, Anton Alexander LAS 22)^^
Ward, Elizabeth LAS
Ward, James Dayton LAS 98)-i
Ward, John Reading AC
Ward, Letitia Elizabeth Ed 96
Ward, Perry William RT
Ward, Russell Dee Bus 36
Ward, Walter William ME 37
Wardecker, Frank Elmer Law (3) 27



























































* t Elmwood Park
* t Glencoe




"f Fredericksburg , Texas
* T Champaign
* t Highland Park
* t Carlinville
* t Homer
* t Anderson, Indiana
t Oak Park
* i Rochester, New York








































Warren, Mrs. Ruth Pricer
Warren, Thelma Jane
Warrick, Paul Jean
































































HELAS em * t Jerseyville
AC 61 * t Chicago
LAS {SS) 43 * t Chicago
Bus 63 * t Stanford
T StanfordlA Z3H *
Eng {SS) 98 * t Quincy
LAS 99 * t Princeton
AC * t Homer, New York
Bus * t Oak Park
Cer 33H * Newman
SS 86 Long View
Agr * t Leland
LAS * t Leland
Chem 71 * t Watseka
EE * t Chicago
LArch SS * t Denver, Colorado
Bus 32 * t Lombard
Agr 71 * t OpdykeHELAS * t Zion
SS 36 Champaign
HELAS * t TuscolaEE 31 * t Girard
Lib (SS) 18 * t WesterviUe, Ohio
LAS * t Champaign
Ed (SS) 94 * t Champaign
EE * t Champaign
Ed (SS) 13SV2 * Champaign
EE lOZYi t Greenville
Bus lis * Chicago
AC 76 * t Bristol, Connecticut
LAS * t Coal City
HEAgr (SS) 74 * t Eldorado
LAS * t Piano, Texas
Agr 65 * t Decatur
LAS * t Peoria
PreM S9 * t Birmingham, Alabama
LAS 36% * t ChicagoME 34)4 * t Chicago
LAS * t Urbana
Accy S4 * t Golconda
ChE * t Areola
LAS 97 * t Chicago
LAS 98 * t Joliet
LAS 101 * t Urbana
Jnl 60 * t Mt. Carroll
Ed 86K * t Warren
Law (3) * t Winchester
Bus S« * t Chicago
LAS US * t Lombard
LAS 69 * t Chicago
Bus * Chicago
LAS SI * t Chicago
LAS 67 * t Herrin
LAS 100 * t Newman
AC * t Newman
PreM * t Champaign
SS 18 Virden
LAS 66 * t Urbana
PreM t Chicago
EE 99}4 * t Dowagiac, Michigan
Ed 67H * t Macomb
LAS (S,SO 107y2 * t Champaign
LAS U * t Indianapolis, Indiana
PreM 32 * t Murphysboro
Bus * t Dana, Indiana
t Mt. CarmelHEAgr *
Ed 98 * "• Mt. Carmel
La CledeEE 7S *
Law (3) * Alton
SS Ewing
SS 3% Earlington, Kentucky
LAS 28 * t Antioch
CE
LAS
6S}4 * t Geneva
t BentonME 132H * Bloomington




Law (3) (^SS) IdVi :•: t Urbana
CL SI * t Rantoul
SS Urbana
Ed 9714 * t Bloomington
EE 72 * t Kewanee
HELAS 119 « Sparta
LAS 66 « t Chicago
HEEd 141H * Glenarm
CerE 4» * Chicago
522 University of Illinois
Weber, Felii Stanley AC g * Chicago
ChicagoWeber, Norman Samuel Bus *
Weber, Robert Foster Arch ISl * Chicago
Weber, Ruth Elizabeth Ed 67 * "" Chicago
Weber, Samuel Herbert Accy 99 * Chicago
Weber, Virginia Perry LAS 12 * t Chicago
Weber, Walter John Agr * • Melvin
Webster, Annie Laura Ed 74 * t Urbana
Webster, Emma Louise LAS * t Canton
Webster, George Arthur Bits 66 * t Des Plaines
Webster, Joel Shidler CL • t South Bend, Indiana
Webster, Lillian Kathern ss 6 Olney
Webster, Lois Mae LAS * t Mishawaka, Indiana
Wechsler, Devorah Sylvia LAS m * Chicago
Wechter, Jerome Morton LAS lot t Chicago
Wechter, Ruth Xaomi LAS 15 * t Chicago
Week, Ann Elizabeth LAS t Chicago
Weclew, Adelaide Louise Ed 70H • t Chicago
Weed, Marietta Katherine LAS {SS) 41 * t Urbana
Weedman, Helene Lucile Mus 100 * t Minonk
Weeks, Dorothy Annette Ed 62 * t Chicago
Weger, Ronald Earl FC * t Bridgeport
Wehrmann, Hari'ey Edward Flor 120]^ * t HigginsviUe, Missouri
Weick, George Theodore ME 38 * Bencyn
Weicker, Louis Albert Bus * t Dvighl
Weideman, Edward Charles Bus * t Elgin
Weidner, Dorothy Lee LAS 117 t Chicago
Weil, -Arthur Wolf LAS * t Chicago
Weinberg, Herman Hj-man Accy 26 * Chicago
Weinberg, Julius PreM * t Chicago
Weinberg, Katherine Louise LAS * t DuQuoin
Weinberg, Mary Elizabeth Ed 97 * t DuQuoin
Weinberg, Silas Gunnell AE 72 * t Galesburg
Weinberger, Eloise Hortense LAS * t Chicago
Weinberger, Muriel Elsa LAS 77 * t Cleveland, Ohio
Weindruch, Himan Bus t Rock Island
Weinrich, Carl Richard LAS 35 * t Eranston
Weintz, Clair Carpenter Arch 91 * t Sioux City, lovoa
Weir, Florence Mar>' Ed 68 * i Ashkum
Weis, Audrey Jeraldine LAS * t Maywood
Weis, Louise Clara LAS * t Louisville, Kentucky
Weis, Richard Douglas PreL t Chicago
Weisent, Bessie Belle HELAS * t Anna
Weiser, John William Bus 27 * Elmhurst
Weiss, Albert George PreM * t Chicago
Weiss, Albert Joshua AS 61 * Chicago
Weiss, Anita Anne LAS * t Chicago
Weiss, Ann Marie PEd 63 * Chicago
Weiss, Elizabeth LASunc « Chicago
Weissman, Saul EE 16H « t Chicago
Weissner, Mildred Mona LAS 97H * t Chicago
Welch, Allan Dudley SS 97 Chicago
Welch, Angela Mary LAS 66 * t Deer Grove
Welch, Bertha Lucile Ed 66H * " Matioon
Welch, Helen Marie LAS 68 * Chicago
Welch, Helen Marie HlELAS * Rock Island
Welch, Margaret Katherine LAS • Chicago
ChicagoWelch, Marjorie Eleanore LAS
Welch, Martha Gertrude LAS {SS) 83 « t Chicago
Welch, Mary Catherine Ed 67H t Mattoon
Welch, Ralph Lester PreJ * t WUmetU
Welch, Raymond RT 20 « Urbana
Welch, Richard Allan Bus 31 t Rock Island
Welcher, AU-in Accy 28 « t Cleveland, Ohio
Welden, Goddina Louisa SS 6 Centralia
Welge, Albert Charles LAS * t Chester
Welge, Henry ChE 107]^ * t St. Louis, Missouri
Welge, Louis H Lau>{3) * Hillsboro
Welker, Everett Linus LAS t Congerrille
Welles, Ralph Jones Bus 27 * Penfield
Wellin, Harold CE 82 * t Chicago
Wellman, Bernard Leighton ME 72 * t Joliet
Wellman, Ruth .Alice LAS * i Chicago
Wells, Albert Adcock CE 107 * t Urbana
Wells, Aubrey Vernon CE 22 * t Libertyrille
Wells, Clayton Wallace Bus 48 « t Rockford
Wells, Earle WiUiam ME 4 * t Chicago
Wells, Franklin Burnham ChE {SS) 83)4 * t Oak Park
Wells, James Warner PreJ 29V2 * t Mt. Vernon
Wells, JoHelen PEd {SS) 117 * t Fontana, Wisconsin
Wells, John Albert LAS 96 * t Oak Park
Wells, LawTence Glen CE * Peoria
Wells, Leslie Stephen EE {SS) 77 * t Kewanee
Wells, Mary Hartley, B.Mus., 1927 Ed irr (SS) * \ Champaign
Wells, Mary Louise Ed 103H Pittsfield
























































































LAS 96 t Aledo
PreJ * t Mt. Auburn
EE * t Batavia
Bus H * t Bulacan, Philippine Islands
SS Tonica
Bus * t Chicago
PreJ 34 * t Mendota
EE 70H * t Quincy
PreL 34 * t Slaitoon
LArch 36}^ * t Rock Falls
ACirr t Chicago
LAS 64 * Elgin
Accy 31 * t Chicago
LAS 84 t Chicago
LAS * Chicago Heights
Bank 64y2 * t Robinson
Law U) 70 * t Robinson
LAS SS * t Pontiac
PreM 34 t Winnetka
HELAS 99 * t West Chicago
LAS * t Augusta
EE 37 * t Champaign
Bus 98 * t Augusta
T ChicagoFlor 66 *
CerE 82 * t Greenup
Bus * t Sumner
EE (SS) 77 * t Chicago
SS 7 St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 98H * t Glenview
EE • t Morrison
Eng 18 * t Rockford
HELAS 80 t Orion
ME 4 * t Moline
LAS 100 * t Dundee
Bus * t KaTisas City, Missouri
LAS 31 * t Mt. Carroll
Law (3) {SS) 66 * t Kewanee
SS 40 St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 100 * Chicago
Bus * t East St. Louis
LAS 97y2 * t Princeton
Bus 64 * t Chicago
LAS 31 * t Chicago
EE 72 « t Bristol, Connecticut
Bank * t Rose Hill
SS 17 Monmouth
CL 28 * t Centralia
Mus 66 * t Waukegan
Bus SO * t Vincennes, Indiana
Jnl (S.5) 67 * t St. Charles
Law (3) * t Springfield
PreL S4 * t Ranioul
LAS 101 * t Wheaton
Bus 24 * YaUs City
LAS 33 * t Chicago
AE 146 * t WilmetU
AC 106 * t Newport, Rhode Island
Arch 27 * Bethany
LAS 34 * t Urbana
Bus S7 t Chicago
LAS 28 * t Rock FalU
LAS t KenUworth
LAS S3 * t Champaign
PreJ * t Chicago Heights
Lib * t Champaign
CL * t Catlin
LAS 16 * t Danville
LAS 107 « t Muncie, Indiana
LAS 83H * t Ridgewood, New Jersey
AE * t Champaign
LAS * i Morrison
t West FrankfortJnliSS) 11614 *
SS Urbana
Bank t Webster Groves, Missouri
Law (3) * Virden
LAS * Monmouth
Agr 60 * t FarmersiUle
Accy 99 * t Moorestille, Indiana
Mus 69 « Champaign
LAS (SS) 100 t Urbana
HEAgr 31 * t Effingham
HELAS 24 « t Champaign
HEAgr 29 * t Wilmington
LAS 19% * t DantHle
LawU) S314 * Richmond, Indiana
But S2 * Urbana
624 University of Illinois
White, James Gordon PreJ S8 * Mt. Carmel
White, John Tilley AC 64 * t Bristol, Connecticut
White, Loi8 Mildred ss 9 Newman
White, Roy Perry LAS A6 * Champaign
White, Theron Oscar SS I6V2 Normal
White, VeairneU, B.S., 1928 ss Minonk
White, Vera Vernette Mus 80 * t ML Carroll
White, Winifred Ellen LAS * t Berwyn
Whiteford, Robert Boice FC 67 * t New Philadelphia, Ohio
Whitefort, Robert Louis ChE * St. Elmo
Whitehead, Beulah Octavia SS 9 Easton
Whitelaw, Margaret Joanne LAS ss% * t Webster Groves, Missouri
Whiteley, Robert Emmet Bus * t Chicago
Whiteside, Elbert Harold, A.B.. 1928 55 Odell
Whiteside, Mary,
A.B., A.M., 1919, 1920 SS Carrollton
Whitfield, Helen lone LAS 70 * t Sullivan
Whitfield, James Henry AE * t Pekin
Whitney, Herbert Wood ChE 26 * t Chicago
Whitney, Leon Richard Law (S) * t Elmwood
Whitney, Roy Bradford PreM * Chicago
Whitson, June LAS 34 * t Urbana
Whitson, Lish, A.B., 1928 Law (3) :* t Urbana
Whittaker, Elmer Carlin CE t Springfield
Whittenberg, Leslie Edwin ChE 70 * t MurphysboTO
T UrbanaWTiittington, Grace HELAS (55) 41 *
Whittle, Elliott Charles CE 85 * t Chicago
Whitwam, Joseph Edward AC 107 * t Joliet
Whyte, Dorothy Marie LAS IS * t Waukegan
Whyte, George Kenneth LAS 99 * t Waukegan
Whyte, John Stewart LAS * t Waukegan
Wibel, Dorothy Beatrice LAS 5S * t Champaign
Wiberg, Vernon LAS 6514 * t Woodstock
Wich, Harold Harrison Mus * t Urbana
Wick, Alvin Sieverson LAS * t Cicero
Wick, Catherine Marie LAS (55) 97% * t Urbana
Wickhorst, Laura LAS 30 * t Oak Park
Wickland, Edward Halter EE 65}^ * t Bridgeton, New Jersey
Wickliffe, John Keithly Ed 65 * t Kewanee
Wickman, William Wallace ME 66 * t Chicago
Wiczer, Sol Chem t09li * t Chicago
Widerborg, Robert Elmer PreM 30 * t Chicago
Wiedey, Charles Richard LAS 57 * t Edwardsrille
Wiegand, David Edgar EE 35 * t Plainfield
Wiegand, Walter William LAS 34 * t Plainfield
Wiegman, Elburn Rapp Accy SlVi * t East St. Louis
Wiegrefle, John Lemuel EE 116 * t Barnett
Wiehle, Fern Margaret LAS * t Chicago
Wiemers, Corda Lester Arch 46% * t Diller, Nebraska
Wiener, Fay LAS 1£ « t Chicago
Wienman, Harry Mansfield PreL 29 * t Dixon
Wier, Grant Harrison Accy loe t Augusta
Wies, Clarence Oscar CE 74 t Chicago
T BroctJinWiese, Julius Francis AC *
Wiese, Paul Emil Bus (55) 27 * Newman
Wiese, Theodore Burton LAS 93 * Chicago
Wiesman, Clarence Kalman ChE 66 * t Rock Island
Wiesner, Gregory Richard SS IH Peru
Wietz, Leroy John AC 68 ^t t Thornton
Wiggle, Jess Evan EE X8 * t Urbana
Wightman, Laurence Avery Eng * t Saugerfield, New York
Wilcox, Catherine Ann Mus se * t Anthony, Kansas
Wilcox, Emma lone LAS * t Anthony, Kansas
Wilcox, Mildred Evelyn LAS »< i Champaign
Wilcox, Perry Morton Arch S8M * t Freeport
Wilen, Milton O LAS {SS) S6H * t Kingsburg, California
Wiles, Margaret Whitehead MusEd ISO * Jerseyville
Wiley, Charles Frederick Arch * t Elkhart, Indiana
Wiley, Donald Frank Law (3) so * t Ottaira
Wiley, Leroy H Ed 63H t Carrier Mills
Wiley, Lockwood Elon LAS S9 * t Champaign
Wiley, Robert Dexter CE 114 * t Champaign
Wiley, Tarley Tarson CE 74 * t Champaign
Wilgus, Francis Augustus lA lOS * t Rockford
Wiihelm, George Wesley Chem 7S * t Kan.<ias City, Missouri
Wilhite, Samuel Edson PreJ t- t Springfield
Wilhoit, John Francis Ins * Springfield, Missouri
Wilkening, Francelia Adeline Flor 34% * t Crete
Wilkening, Waldemar William LArch S9 * t Crete
Farmer CityWilkes, Mary Virginia HEAgr 31 *
Wilkins, Frank Mayo Bus * Chicago
Wilkins, William Grafton REE 107 * t East St. Louis
Wilkinson, Raymond Elmer Accy 100 * t Rock Falls
Willcinson, Warren David LAS SS * Chicago
Willard, Allan Harding EE 68H * t Riverside



























Williams, Mary Elisabeth, A.B.
Williams, Maude,





























































Bank S3 * t Wyoming
HEAgr 60 * t Wyoming
LArch 1S7 * t Rochester, New YorkCE 100 * t Rock FallsAC 8 * t Rock Falls
Bank 108H * t AuroraEE asVi * t Glendale, Arizona
Mus lOS * t MurphysboroLAS u * t Urbana
Accy 78 * t LawrencevilleAC * Syracuse, New York
HELAS * t Centralia
Law (S) 11 * t Westfield
ss Bismarck
LAS * t Chicago
Accy IB * t GrayvilleAE 25 * t New Haven, Conneclicu
Law (3) {SS) zey. * t Clinlon
PreM 49U * t ChicagoAE 35 * t Danville
LAS S3 * t Vandalia
Bus * t Oak Park
Ed 60 t Urbana
AC{SS) U * Chicago
Lib * t Nashville, Tennessee
SS Urbana
AC 93 * t Chicago
LAS * t Maywood
LAS * Chicago
AE 37% * t Kenosha, Wisconsin
AC H * Noblesville, Indiana
AC * McPherson, Kansas
CE 27 * Washington, Indiana
Law (S) * Evanston
SS HK Kansas City, Missouri
EE 109 * t Mt. Olive
Bus t Chicago
LAS 34 * Rossville
CE 120 * t Chicago
Ed 100 * t Urbana
CE 66 t Mt. Carroll
LAS 32 * t Urbana
LAS 62 * t Opdyke
Bus * t Cornell, Wisconsin
LAS * Maywood
CE 74H * Carbondale
Bus SO * t Moline
LAS 82 * t Kankakee
ChE 66 * t Carlinville
Bus 25 * Urbana
LAS 16 t Champaign
SS 24- Chicago
Lib 16 t Lebanon
LAS t Chicago
SS 6% Beebe, Arkansas
AC * t Springfield
Chem 103 * t Peoria
* T ChicagoBus 127
SS 6 Greenville
LAS 32 * t Chicago
ME 116 * t Woodstock
SS 107H Brownstown
HELAS 66 * t Granite City
T EvanstonLAS
LAS 30 * t Chicago
LAS SO * t Urbana
Ed 80 * t Oak Park
Mus 66 * t Urbana
PreM 83 * Chicago
AC 64 * Bondville
Arch 99 * t Urbana
T DanvilleAgr I6V2
Bus 69 * t Dwight
Agr 109 * t Urbana
Bus * t Clinton
LAS * t Urbana
AC 99 * t Middletown, Ohio
LAS West Frankfort
Agr ssyi * t Melvin
AE 67 * Geneva
EE * t Mattoon
LAS 68 Chicago
LAS 72 * Chicago
Bxis Newton
I
























































Wisherd, Margaret Amanda, A.B., 1923
Wisnosky, George Joseph


























Wolfe. -Mbyn Garrett, A.B., 1928
Wolfe, Lydia Pearl
Wolff, Evelyn Gertrude
LAS 96 • t UrhanaME 70 • t Chicago
LAS 34 « t Prairie City
LAS 32 * t Wheaton
LAS 66 * Urhana
ss H Wheatland, Missouri
ss Homeward
ss 7H PhUo
RA * t Danville
Agr * t Macon
LAS 65 * + Metropolis
T Irvington, Xew JerseyAC S4 *
Bus t Denver, Colorado
LAS * t Oak Park
SS 9 Chandler, Indiana
AC 29 * t St. Joseph, Missouri
Law (3) * t Decatur
TCS SO t Carlyle
PreJ A2 * t Chehanse
PreM * HUlsboro
Agr 30 * Elmwood
LAS * t St. Louis, Missouri
CerE (,SS) iim * t Colchester
LAS (SS) 45 * t Urhana
Law (3) * t Flora
PreL U * Springfield
Bus * t NapercxUe
Law (S) (SS) 64 * t Chicago
AC * t Chicago
CE 78 * t Kansas City, Missouri
CE 10 * t Urhana
LAS 67 * t Urhana
EE 67 * t Arthur
Ed 61 * Berwyn
Ed 65 * t Vincennes, Indiana
AC * t Chicago
LAS * Sandhom, Indiana
SS 16H Murphysboro
Arch 166 * t Murphyshoro
PreM 36 * t Chicago
LAS * t Antioch
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 7IK « t Chicago
Law (S) 30 * t Rock Island
AE 6814 * t ChicagoME 80 * t Chicago
LAS 27J4 * t Godfrey
Arck 6614 * t Davenport, Iowa
FC 101 t Athens
LAS 80 « t Urhana
Ed 103 * t Decatur
SS 27H Harrishurg
Agr 132 * Tamalco
Bus 10 t Cincinruiti, Ohio
Eng 36 * t Asheville, S'orth Carolina
SS 6 Denver, Colorado
PreM 65 * Springfield
SS Champaign
CE 87 * t CookstUie
EE (SS) 147 * t Independence, Missouri
Bus 66 * i Kewanee
PreJ * t Kewanee
Law (3) * t Hibhing, Minnesota
HEAgr * t Springfield
LAS 64 * t Chicago
SS 10 Carthage, Missouri
Agr * t Leland
Bus 64 * t Mt. PulaskiME 47 * t Chicago
AC 35 * t Louisville, Kentucky
Law (3) * t Alton
Law (3) 60 * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * + Oak Park
HELAS 103 * t CollinsviXU
HELAS * t Chicago
lA 36 * t St. Charles
PreM 3914 Calumet City
CHE 66 * t Chicago
T ChicagoMinE 68H *
CE 93 t Chicago
PreL 43H * Chicago
Arch 67 * " Logansport, Indiana
LAS 97 * • Chicago
SS Jacksonville
SS 8 Forreston












































Woodward, Alan Otis, A.B., 1925
Woodworth, Cleda Irene
Woolard, James Brown









































CerE 1S8 * t Des Plaines
PreM + Oak Park
* T DanforthMus SO
AC 101 t Aurora
Bus * t Danforth
CE 10614 * t Chicago
PreJ * t Rockford
CE 47}4 * t Chicago
AC 35 * t Elmira Heights, New York
PreJ S2\i * Chicago
LAS 96 * Chicago
Bus unc * t St. Louis, Missouri
SS BH Durango, Colorado
Ed 6SM * Chicago
LAS {SS) 88 * t Urbana
SS BVi Mt. Vernon
Bus * t Kewanee
Eng 129 * Oak Park
LAS * t Granite City
LAS 15 * t Maroa
Law(S) SO * t Batavia
EE 110 * t Benton
LAS * Dixon
Bus * t Watseka
AE * Mattoon
LAS 64 * t Maroa
LAS * t LaGrange
EE 16H * t Urbana
Law (3) * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 31 * t Joliet ^ ,.^ .
Arch * Los Angeles, California
EE 60 * t Aurora, Missouri
lA * t Manito
REE 93 * t Champaign
PreJ sm * t Evanston
LAS {SS) 77 * t Urbana
Mus * t Behidere
Flor unc BOM * t West AlHs, Wisconsin
Lib (SS) SO * t Fort Wayne, Indiana
Accy unc * t Fort Wayne, Indiana
Bus 31 * t Tampico
CE ISAM * t Bunker Hill
LAS irr * t Chicago
LAS 66 * Champaign
CL * Hillsboro ^
,, ,
LAS 99 * t Port Jervis, New York
Bus {SS) 61 * t Palestine
SS 8 Carlock
LAS 60 * t Chicago
PreJ 33 * t Granite City
Chem 116% * Chicago
Ed 98 * t Elmwood
Mus 68 * t Dixon
LArch 67 * t Aurora
Ed irr t Shelbyville
EE t Morganton, North Carolina
LAS 98 * t Newburyport, Massachusetts
LAS 99 * t Chicago
lA 99 * t Oak Park
LAS * t Chicago
SS 60 West Union
SS 6H Blanchard, Washington
Agr unc t Bradford
Bus t Urbana
LAS * Mattoon
Mus 74H * t Springfield
Agr 104% * t Bradford
Agr * f Marshall
* T BrookportPreM 69V2
AflM 57J-2 * Oakland
Agr 111 Bradford
HELAS * t Waukegan
LAS * t Racine, Wisconsin
* T UrbanaAccy 66
SS 6H Kansas City, Missouri
Agr sgVi * + Greenup
Bus * t Morrison
Chem {SS) m\i * Waukegan
ME * t Urbana
FC 26 * t Rock Island
LAS * t Toulon
Ed 62 * t Eureka
Arch 66 * f ChicagoRT 72 * 1 Washington, D. C.
PreJ T Chicago
Arch * t Alton
528 University of Illinois
Wuesteman, Adelbert Earnest,
B.S., A.B., B.S., 1922, 1925, 1926
Wurdell. Clara Louise, A.B., 1924
Wurtz, Clifford Henry
Wurtzel, Harry Albert

















































































ss 16 St. Paul, Minnesota
EE losH * t Joliet
Bus 45H * Freeport
Arch * t Chicago
Lib * t Chicago
AC lie * Bloomington
CL seya * t Danville
Mtia 65 * t Waverlu
Ed ooVi * t Hamilton
Bus 79 * t Plainfield
* t PlainfieldLAS 97
Ed 114 * t Plainfield
LAS 67% * t Rock Falls
LAS (SS) 86 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 4414 * t Fort Wayne, Indiaru
ChE 62 * t Champaign
SS 102 Nokomis
Bus * t Chicago
PreJ 25 * St. Louis, Missouri
LArch 89 * t Miyagiken, Japan
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * Chicago
Bus * Carthage, Indiana
Aecy IDS * t Champaign
PreM t Chicago
AC (SS) S7y6 t Kewanee
Bus * t Wenona
Agr t Winchester
LAS * t Pontiac, Michigan
HEAgr (SS) 29 * + Winchester
* T ChicagoPreL
Bus * t Macomb
Mus 31 * t Ogden
RCE 41 V2 * t Hongkong, ChinaHELAS 32 * Oak Park
AC 30 * t Chicago
LArch * t Paducah, Kentucky
AC (SS) 31 * McLeansboro
PreL 31 'A * t Chicago
LAS 61 * Fithian
* T HarveyAC 32
Bus 66}4 * t Chicago
Mus (SS) 65 * t Benton
LAS t Chicago
LAS * t Lewislown
Bus * t Chicago
EE * Matloon
SS SH Richriew
PreJ * t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Chicago
LAS 39 * t Hoopeaton
EE t Seattle, Washington
SS 2 Helena, Arkansas
LAS 103)4 * t Glen Ellyn
LAS 100 * t Dayton, Ohio
lA SO * Maywood
HEAor 68 * t Rossville
Chem (.SS) 102 * t Urbana
Flor 106 * Latorenceville
* T ChicagoLAS 33%
LAS 83^ * t Chicago
LAS 37 * t Moline
T LawrencevilleHELAS
LAS (SS) 32 * Chicago
ChE 70 * t Centralia
LAS 28 * t Carterville
PreM * Hurst
Bus 8 * t Decatur
PreM * t Mt. Carmel
PreM * t Chicago
PU 26 * t Mattoon
LAS SO * t Sidney
* T BataviaLAS 70
Ed 90 * t Bloomington
Eng 108 * t Collinsrille
CE 138 * t Fengtien, China
EE 36 * • Chicago
Bus 26 * St. Joseph, Missouri
CE 6014 * T ChicagoHELAS 66 * Beecher City
Bus * t Kewanee
* T Detroit, MichiganChem 110

















































LAS S3 * Chicago
AC 103 * t Chicago
Jnl 60 * t Brooklyn, New York
lA * t Oregon
PreM SZ * t Danville
Bus * t Chicago
Accy 103 * t Lake Fork
LAS 32 * t Lake Fork
LAS * Highland Park
Bus 70 * t Waukegan
T UrbanaLAS 15 *
Agr 112 * t Benld
Law (S) (SS) * t Urbana
LAS * t Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 66 * t Peoria
• ChicagoPreL 5114 *
HELAS 31 * Durand
HELAS 31 * " Durand
LAS 96 * r Aurora
Ed 105 * t East St. Louis
PreL * Warsaw
Bus 61 * t Rock Island
Bus 98)4 * t Aurora
CL (.SS) 106% * t Waterloo
LAS * t Decatur
PreJ * t Urbana
Eng 18 * t San Jose
Lib * t Shamokin, Pennsylvania
LAS * t Ohlman
Mus t Frankfort, Indiana
PreM 32 * t Chicago
LAS * 1 Peoria
f Indianapolis, IndianaArch *
LAS * Champaign
SS 2H Christiansburg, Virginia
SS 4 ChampaignME 103 * •j" Chicago
T ChicagolA 71 *
LAS 32 t Dixon
Bus * Chicago
LAS 29 * t Litchfield
Agr 69 * t Hoopeston
LAS * t Belleville
Bus 95 * t LaGrange
AC 108 * Briarcliff Manor, New York
CerE lllVi * t Robinson
HELAS 103 * t Robinson
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Aaroneon, Abe Louis, B.S.
Abbott, Orville L, B.S.
Abrams, Irving Richard, B.S.
Adams, Wright Rowe, B.S.
Afremow, Melvin Louis, B.S.
Akina, Henry
Alcorn, Kent Archibald
Alcorn, Marshall Wells, B.S.
Allison, Robert Howard
Altman, James Sloan, B.S.
Ambrose, Stephen H
Anderson, Dwight Wilson, B.S.
Anderson, Kenning Meredith, B.S.






Aronson, Jacob Morris, B.S.
Baer, Walter Hilmar
Baird, Lester White
Baker, Ranson Bright, A.B.
Balding, Laurence Grant, B.S.
Baldridge, William Odus
Banen, David Merton, B.S.
Barnett, Andrew
Barone, Anthony Martin
Barton, Walter Earl, B.S.














Blanck, Earl Elmer, B.S.
Bloom, Charles Robert
Boren, Ralph Clinton, B.S.
Boswell, Clay Stephen, B.S.
Boudry, Marshall Ovid, B.S.
Boyd, John Richard, B.S.
Boylan, Charles Edward
Brandenberger, Arthur Russell, B.S.
Braunstein, Benjamin Davis, B.S.
Bretz, William Edward
Brezina, Helen Clara






Brown, Martin Van, B.E.
Brown, Walter Scott, A.B.
Browning, Levi Martin
Bruner, Allen Maxwell, B.S.
Bucek, Oscar L
Budd, John Phillip




Burton, William Tracy, A.B.
Busby, Eugene Spencer, B.S.
Carelli, Paul Vincent, B.S.






















6 t Oak Park
4 t Forest, Mississippi








t t Oak Park
4 t Ahin






















4 t East St. Louis


















1 t Kokomo, Indiana
1 t Chicago
S t Salt Lake CUy, Utah
g t Baraboo, Wisconsin
B t Decatur
9 t Ogden, Utah
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Name
Clark, Alvin Howard, B.S.








Copeland, William Jackson, A.B.




Croft, Martin Saul, B.S.
Cywinski, Casimir Arthur
Danziger, Fred, B.S.




Dedrick, Martha Louise, B.S.
Denenholz, Edward Jack
DeTrana, George Edward, B.S.









Dorman, Henry Pickett, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Drew, Francis Emmons, B.S.
Dreyer, Irving, B.S.
Du Mont, Murray Sayle, Ph.G.
Dunn, Max M
Edahl, Edwin Waldamar, B.S.
Eddy, Corinne Schenck, Ph.B.
Edelman, Maurice Irwin
Edinburg, Jacob
Edwards, Gilbert Harold, A.B.
Effron, David
Eggers, Henry William B.S.
Eisenberg, Benjamin
Eisenstein, Milton William, B.S.
Ekstrand, Rowland Magnus, B.S.
Emch, Minna Elizabeth, A.B., B.S.












Ferrias, Irving Benwith, B.S.
Finder, Jerome Gordon, A.B., B.S.
Finkelstein, Charles, B.S.
Finkelstein, Philmour, B.S.
Finne, Burton Albert, B.S.
Finney, Howard Albert
Firth, John Oscar, B.S.
Fishel, Glenn Francis
Fleischli, George Herman
Forkosh, Sydney Richard, B.S.
Fox, William
Franco, Joseph Richard
Francona, Nicholas T, B.S.
Frazin, Bernard, B.S.





Garrett, Roy Preston, B.S.
Gay, Elmer Deloss, B.S.
Gernon, John Talbot, B.S.
Geymer, George C
Gier, Jacob B, B.S.
Gillen, Thomas A
Tear Residence

















* t Monongah, West Virginia
* t Mounds
* t Mount Olive





* t Oak Park
* t Maroa
* t Chicago














g * t Chicago
S * t Whiting, Indiana
s * t Chicago
s * t Chicago
6 * t Waukegan
6 * t Chicago
1 * t Peoria
1 * t Champaign
S * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
4 * t Sioux Falls, SoiUh Dakota
t * t Berwyn
S * t Chicago
Vne * t Wilmette
1 * 1 Chicago
* T Chicago4
g * t Marion
* T Pontiac4
S * t Chicago
S * i Chicago
4 * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
1 * t Girard
1 * t Sparta
g * t Chicago
1 * t Springfield
4 * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
B * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
g * t Johnston City
S * t Chicago
g • t Chicago
T Chicago4
S * t Rock Port
S * t Bloomington
1 Chicago
S * Chicago
t * T Beardstovm
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Gillesby, William James, B.S.
Gilmore, John Hamilton
Giltner, Otis Beryl, B.S.
Gittlestein, Fred, B.S.







Graham, James Edward, B.S.
Gray, J Wilson, B.S.
Greenberg, Leo
Greenfield, Michael Breinar, B.S.
Greenstein, Harry, B.S.
Greenwald, Jack, B.S.
Greenwood, Lilburn Silvas, B.S.























Hick, Ford Kimmel, B.S.
Hickerson, Robert Grantham
Highman, Benjamin
Hill, Elizabeth Webb, A.B., B.S.
HiU, Harold Herrin, B.S.
Hillebrand, John George, B.S.
Holleman, WilUam Wallace





Hubata, Joseph AUan, A.B.
Hudson, Theodore, A.B.
Hughes, Marc Jacob












Jenkins, Albert H, B.S.
Johnson, Elmer Theodore, B.S.
Johnson, Esther Concordia, B.S.
Johnson, James Manuel, B.S.
Johnson, Richard Paul
Johnston, Kenneth P, B.S.
Jones, Earnest Eugene, B.S.
Jones, Warren F
Joseph, Louis David
Joss, Edward Francis, B.S.








S * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
S * t Bradford
6 * t Chicago
3 * t Dahlgren
6 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
A * ^ El Paso
s * t Springfield -
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
5 * t Chicago
5 * t Chicago
5 * t Chicago
B * t Petershurg
6 * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
5 * t Chicago
Unc * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
6 * t Wagner, South Dakota
2 * t LaGrange
S * t Benton
1 * Chicago
t * t Chicago
2 * t Tmilon
6 * t Eldorado
6 * t yfarissa
1 * t Chicago
5 * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
S * t Black Rirer Falls, Wisconsin
1 * t Chicago
t * t Cicero
4 * t Chicago
S * t Oak Park
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
4 * t Eranston
6 * t Athens
6 * t Chicago
1 t Chicago
6 * t Stevardson
1 * Rantoul
5 * t East St. Louis
1 t Ashley
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Oak Park
2 * t DantHle
S * t Burlington, Iowa
s * t CorirUh, Mississippi
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
1 * t Mt. Vernon
1 * t Chicago
6 * t Farmington
2 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
1 * t Chicago
S * t Danville
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
6 * t Cloquet, Minnesota
5 * t Rock Island
4 * + Chicago
2 * t Chicago
S * Warsaw
6 * t Chicago
1 * t Elwood, Kansas
3 * t Chicago
6 * t Joliet
5 * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
1 * i Chicago
* T Chicago5
2 * t Champaign
2 * i Chicago
* T Chicago2




Kaufman, Sol Stein, A.B., B.S.




Keren, Meyer Jacob, Ph.G.
Kesert, Benjamin Herman, B.S.
Kilgard, Frank Milton, B.S.
King, Ernest Q, A.B.
King, Oren
Kirchner, Herbert John, B.S.
Kirshbaum, Jack D
Klein, Otto G, B.S., A.B.
Klein, Reuben
Klomhaus, Alfred Paul
Knapp, Robert Dana, B.S.
Knight, Lyle Burnside, A.B.
Kocour, Elmer Joseph









Kramer, Willard Edwin, A.B., B.S.
Krishna, Ikbol
Kuehl, Fred Otto
Kunstadter, Ralph Hess, B.S.
Kweder, David James
Lando, David Herman, B.S.




Lavieri, Frank Joseph, B.S.
Layman, John Albert
Lazere, Albert Herman, A.B.










Levin, Herm.an G, B.S.
Levine, Arthur Harry
LeVine, Howard Jack, B.S.
Levine, Samuel
Levitt, Leo L, B.S.
Lichtenstein, Ben William
Lidovsky, Rebecca Betty, B.S.
Limarzi, Louis Robert, B.S.
Lipow, Eugene George
Litwack, Isadore David, B.S.





Lucius, Naomi Therese, B.S.
Lustgarten, Earl Matthew, A.B.
McCool, Dick Canthen, B.S.




McLaughUn. .\lan F, B.S.
MacLeod, Sidney James
McMillan, Robert Glen
McNulty, Edward Joseph, B.S.
McPherson, Mahlon Daniel, A.B.
McQueen, Slax Boyd
Mack, Charles Andrew, B.S.
Mallin, Isadore, B.S.




£ * t Blue Island
X * t Chicago
s * t Vicksburg, Mississippi
s * t Yankton, South Dakota
1 * t Livingston
1 * i DuQuoin
t Melvins *
6 * t Chicago
6 * t Chicago
6 * t Clear Lake, Minnesota
4 * t Salt Lake City, Utah
1 * Burnt Prairie
6 * t Harvey
6 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
4 * t Plainfield
s * t Scobey, Montana
S * t Spain, South Dakota




1 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
1 * t Chicago
S as t Chicago
» * t Chicago
4 * Oil City, Pennsylvania
4 :*: t Chicago
« * t Elmu-ood Park
4 * t Homewood
T Waukegan2 *
S * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
B * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
6 * t Danville
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Smiths Grove, Kentucky
s * t Sioux City, Iowa
s * + Chicago
T Chicago4
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Carmi
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Kewanee
s * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
B * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
B * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
e * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
s * t Chicago Heights
e * t Chicago
1 * t Johnston City
4 * t St. Louis, Missouri
S * t Chicago
3 * t Canton, Mississippi
6 * "• Monmouth
4 * Warren
S * Missoula, Montana
1 * Charleston
4 * " Carbondale
B * "' Chicago
S * "• Marissa
4 * Carlinville
B * • Santa Cruse, California
1 * Hutsonville
S Benxcood, West Virginia
4 * t Chicago
6 « • Brooklyn, New York
4 • Chicago
B * • Eldorado
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Mathis, John Archibald, B.S.
Mauzey, Armand Jean, B.S.
Mearns, Jack Greene, A.B., B.S.
Melnick, Perry Julius, B.S.
MerriU, LaVille Hendricke, A.B.
Merritt, James Francis, B.S.
Mershon, Donald Glenn, B.S.
Mesirow, Sidney David, B.S.









Miller, Leo Frederick, B.S.
Miller, Maurice, B.S.
Miller, William Edward. A.B., B.S.
Montgomery, Burtis Edgar, B.S.
Montgomery, Max Malcolm, B.S.
Moore, Laurence Moses
Moreland, James Wilber
Moreland, Randall B, B.S.
Mortimer, Harold Montgomery, B.S.
Moskowitz, Milton Mitchell
Movius, Alfred Henry
Murphy, Lawrence Joseph, B.S.
Murphy, Virgil Leroy
Murphy, Waldo Evans
Muus, O Harold, A.B., B.S.
Nagel, Frank Emil
Nash, Justin Russell
Neal, Lovell Arthur, B.S.
Neeseman, Arthur Chris
Nelson, Roland Clifford, B.S.
Nereim, Theodore Julius, A.B.
Newell, Robert Henry





O'Donnell, Frederick Dennis, B.S.
Ogle. Dan Clark, B.S.
Olin, Lester Cleo, A.B.
Oliver, Irwin Lovette, B.S.
Olsen, Roger
O'Meara, Maurice Power
O'Neill, Clement Paul, B.S.
Orloff, Morris Phillip
Orr, Eli Holmes, B.S.
Ossman, Julian Anthony, B.S.
Ostrofsky, Peter
Ostrom, Meredith Louis, B.S.
Padnos, Emanuel, B.S.
Pattengale, Nell Treva, B.S.




Petri, Kenneth Norman, B.S.






Powell, Barton Jerome, B.S.
Price, Sydney
Pritchett, Everett Howard, B.S.
Prohovnik, Julius, B.S.




Ramenofsky, Abraham Isadore, B.S.
Rasmussen, Hugh Alexis, B.S.
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Name
Reich, Walter Jacob, B.S.
Reichman, Martin Abraham
Reingold, Joseph Cyrus, B.S.
Reisch, Jacob Edgar, B.S.
Rettberg, William Anton
Reynolds, John Todd
Rezek, George Henry, A.B.
Reznick, Samuel
Rice, Alfred George, B.S.
Rice, Paul Montel
Richburg, Louis Allan, B.S.
Richburg, Welton Edwin, B.S.
Richmond, Samuel Irving
Rife, Dwight William, B.S.
Riser, Roy O, B.S.
Riskind, Lester
Ritchie, Cyril Brown, B.S.
Ritt, Arnold Elmer
Ritter, Vern William, B.S.
Robbins, Nahurn L
Roberson, Brooks Leek





Ross, Perry W, Ph.G.
Rossi ter, Lewis J
Roth, Harold Alan, B.S.
Rubin, Harold Xavian
Rue, Doran Therman, A.B.
Ruggiero, John Bartholomew, B.S.
Rulney, Max, B.S.














Schnepp, Kenneth H, A.B.
Schori, John Wheeler
Schorr, Arthur Melville, B.S.
Schorr, Hyman Joseph, B.S.





Scuderi, Carlo Salvadore, B.S.
Seid, Benjamin, B.S.
Seidmon, Edward Edgar, Ph.G.
Seifert, Martin Henry, Ph.G., B.S.
Sellers, Galen Krauth, B.S.
Seron, Vaheh M, B.S.
Seymour, Fred William
Seymour, Guy E, A.B.
Shabat, Louis Willard, B.S.




Shapiro, Isadore M, B.S.
Shapiro, Louis Bernard
Shapiro, Samuel, B.S.









Silverstone, Eugene H, B.S., Ph.C.
Simmons, Daniel Anderson, B.S,
Simon, Abraham, B.S.


















































































































Singer, Jacob D, B.S.
Skorodin, Bernard
Smith, Carey M
Smith, Charles Otis, A.B., B.S.
Smith, Francis Kirk
Smith, Kenneth John, B.S.











Stark, Walter Alfred, A.B.
Stearns, Alexander Louis, B.S.
Steck, Isadore E
Steigmann, Frederick, B.S.




Stephens, Harry Hart, B.S.
Stevens, John Wayne
Stickley, William Thomas, B.S.
Stilwell, Leland Manfred Thomas, A.B., B.S.
Stone, Fred D
Stroh, James Eugene, B.S.
Strohl, E Lee
Stuart, Carroll W, D.D.S., B.S.
Stuttle, Fred Louis, B.S.
Sugar, Carl
Sulhvan, Clifford Patrick
Summers, Raymond Charles, B.S.
Summerville, Milton Joe, A.B.
Swanson, Paul Edgar
Sweet, Samuel, B.S.
Swenson, Henning Melville, B.S.
Taft, Emanuel
Tait, Arthur Alfred, A.B., B.S.
Tate, Cecil Earl
Taylor, James Sherwood, B.S.
Taylor, Marion Meredith, B.E.
Terman, Louis A
Thacker, Edgar A, A.B.
Thayer, Janet Campbell, B.S.
Thelen, Leo Leonard
Thorek, Philip, B.S.
Tobin, Walter WilUam, B.S.
Toman, Andrew John, B.S.
Tschetter, Joseph S
Turowetzky, Isadore
Twitchell, Benjamin Edward, A.B., B.S.





Van Der Aue, Otto Ernest
Varney, Harley Roosevelt
Varzino, Louis Stephen, B.S.
Vernon, George Heywood, A.B., B.S.
Vinnedge, Kenneth Houston





Walsh, James Stewart, A.B.
Walton, Wilham Hester, Ph.B.
Wanger, Halvard, B.S.









2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
Une * Chicago
S * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
6 * t Mt. Carmel
4 * t Chapin
t * t Barrington
* t Blue Island4
4 * t Clay City
t * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
£ * t Peoria
6 * t Olney
« * t Chicago
i * t Chicago
4 * t Burkburnett, Texas
4 * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
s * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
6 * t Wilmington
1 * Chicago
6 * t Chicago
* i WestfieldS
S * t Saginaw, Michigan
6 * t Champaign
4 * t Chicago
S * t Kettle Falls, Washington
g * t Paris
4 * t Traer, Iowa
4 * t WilliamsvUle
1 * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
6 * t Chicago
6 * t Mayfield, Kentucky
i * t Peoria
4 * t Chicago
6 * f Jolietg * f Chicago
4 * t Elmhurst
1 * t Benton
S * f Ashland
* t NobleS
» * t Chicago
1 * t Danville
* T Chicagos
» * t Elgin
s * t Chicago
4 * t Gilberts
4 * t Chicago
S * t Yole, South Dakota
1 * t Chicago
9 t Belleville
S * t Odell
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Riverside
S * t Chicago
6 * t Chicago
t * j Chicago
* t Brougton1
S * t Chicago
s * t Beardstown
4 * t Oak Park
S * t Superior, Wisconsin
g * t Chicago
s * t Bloomtille, Wisconsin
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
6 *
-f La Salle, Colorado
1 * t Belleville
4 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
* T Chicago1
» * t Chicago
6 * t Oak Park
B * t Dalton
S * t Maywood
1 * t Chicago
S * i Chicago









Whalen, Charles Peter, B.S.
Whittaker, Lawrence Forest, B.S.
Whittaker, Lorin Dixon, A.B.
Wien, Norman Arnold, B.S.
Willis, Lyle Joseph, B.S.
Wilson, Arthur Dickinson
Wilson, Finis Ellsworth
Wilson, Ona Verne, A.B.
Wilson, Robert Bruce
Wing, Herbert John





Wynekoop, Waldo Waite, B.S.
Yonan, Marshall E
Young, Louis Glide
Young, Morris Leon, B.S.
Zatz, Leo, B.S.
Zeitlin, Howard
Zuker, Samuel David, B.S.
Year Residence
5 * t Marshall
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Oak Park
2 * t Crete
1 * t Golconda
6 * t Chicago
S * t Paris
6 * t Lawrenceville
1 * t Bridgeport
A * t Chicago
6 * t Rock Island
2 * t Morrisonville
1 * t West Frankfort
6 * t Dalton City
1 * t Le Roy
6 * t Maywood
2 * t Southbridge, Massachusets
4 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Champaign
s * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
4 * t Taylorville
S * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
g * f Chicago






Anderson, Herbert W, A.B.






Bass, Paul B, Ph.G.
Becker, Stanley Warner





































4(SS) * Forest Park
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
3 * t Burlington
4 * t Moline
3 * t Rock Island
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
4(.SS) * t Chicago
3 (SS) * t Peoria
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Olney
3 * t Chicago
4(S5) * t Chicago
S {SS) * t Chicago
4 (S.S) * t Watseka
4 (SS) * t Joliet
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
4 {SS) * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
4(SS) * t Detroit, Michigan
1 * t Berwyn
2 * t Gary, Indiana
3 * t Harvey
1 * t Porter, Indiana
1 * 1 Chicago
1 *
' Perry
1 * • • Paterson, New Jersey
e * Bronx, New York
1 *








2 * 1 Chicago
4(.SS) Poona, India
2 * t Chicago
3(SS) * t Chicago

























































































































































































* t New York, New York





















* t Larvik, Norway
* T Embarrass, Minnesota
































* t Elizabeth, New Jersey
* Chicago
* Chicago
* t Hoboken, New Jersey
* t New York, New York
* t Riverside
* t Chicago





* T Hartford City, Indiana
* t Cicero







t New York, New York



















































































i * t Chicago
* t Chicago4{SS)
1 * t Chicago
1 * t New York, New York
1 * LaGrange
4 * t Chicago
1 * + New York, New York
* T Chicago«
S{SS) * t Hutchinson, Kansas
g * t Chicago
1 * t Moline
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
S{SSi * t Chicago
s * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
4(SS) Brooklyn, New York
1 * t Chicago
4(.SS) * t Bloominglon
* t Chicago2
1 * Chicago
S * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
4(SS) Detroit, Michigan
2 * t Chicago
1 * f Chicago
* t New York, New York4
4(.SS) * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
Unc * Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
3 (SS) * t Chicago
4{SS) * t Chicago
1 * t Joliet
1 * t Moline
4{SS) * Brooklyn, New York
2 * t Nashville
4 * t St. Joseph, Missouri
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Columbia, Missouri
1 * t Forest Park
2 * t Chicago
1 * f Chicago
* t Oak Park1
2 * t Detroit, Michigan
4{SS) Bronx, New York
4 (.SS) Bronx, New York
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
5 * t Chicago
4(SS) Chicago
4 * 1\ Chicago
S{SS) * 1 • Chicago
2 * ] Oak Park
3{SS) * i Chicago
1 * • Maywood
2 * • \ Harvey
4(SS) * \ Rockland, Maine
S{SS) * \ Chicago
3 * 1\ Marion
1 * r Belmore, Ohio
S(5S) * • r Chicago









3 f Aberdeen, South Dakota
2 « f Chicago
























































































2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Oak Park
g * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
1 * t Belvidere
2 * t Elmhurst
1 t Three Lakes, Wisconsin
S * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
s * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
2 * t Brookfield
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Morris
2 * t Chicago
3 * t Macomb
3 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * i Chicago
* T Chicago2
1 * t Chicago
* T Chicago3
S * t Chicago
3 * t WalshvUle
2 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * • Chicago
3 * T Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Gross Point
3 * t Quincy
1 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
3 * Chicago
3 * t Aurora
* T Chicago1
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
* T Chicago1
2 * t Cicero
2 * Springfield
2 * t Chicago
5 * t Newton
1 * De Kalb
1 * t Bourbonnais
3 * t Cicero
3 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Lewislov^
3 * t HiUsboro
2 * t Chicago
* t Chicago1
t * t Waukegan
t t Mt. CarroU
































































































1 * t Chicago
1 * t Glen Ellyn
S * t Watseka
* f Chicagos
1 * Kohler, Wisconsin
2 * t Chicago
* T ChicagoZ
s * t Chicago
1 * i La Harpe
£ * Elgin
1 * Chicago
1 * 1" Chicago
Chicago1
« * t Chicago
1 * t Dixon
g * • Mt. Vernon
* "• PeoriaS
1 * t Monmouth
1 * t Mt. Pulaski
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
S * t Chicago
S * t DuQuoin
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 •• Chicago
* T Chicago2
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * Berwyn
2 * t Chicago
* f Chicago1
1 * Chicago
3 * t Chicago
* T Herein1




3 * T Chicago
1 * t Chicago
* T Triplett, Missouri2




3 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Antioch
1 * t Chicago
1 * Elgin
1 * Champaign
1 * t Lincoln
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * 1 Peoria
* T Pawnee1
1 * Chicago
S * t Chicago
* t Melrose Park1
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Crown Point, Indiana
* t Chicago3
3 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * t Aurora
1 * t Carbondale
1 * Ayton, Ontario, Canada
2 * t Spring Valleu
1 t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
T Chicago2
2 * t Chicago
1 * Aurora
1 * t Chicago
S * Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago














































































































































































































































































1 * River Forest
s * 1 Auburn, Indiana
3 * Stambaugh, Michigan
1 % Chicago
1 * Highland Park
S * Chicago
1 * Chicago
3 * " Rushville
Tripp, South Dakota3 * J
2 * Chicago
2 * Berwyn
1 * De Kalb
1 * 1 • Chicago





2 * 1 Chicago
Chicago3 * -
2 * 1 Chicago
1 * Chicago
2 * 1 • Syracuse, New York
2 * t Pecatonica
1 * i Chicago
1 * 1 Chicago
£ * 1 Chicago
1 * 1 Chicago
1 * H • Chicago
S * • Paxton
1 * - Paxton
1 * t Rockford
3 * 1 Chicago
2 * t Chicago
3 * i Chicago
2 * t Chicago








3 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * ''' Chicago









2 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Joliet
2 * Chicago
2 * t Decatur
1 * t Easley, Missouri
2 * t Chicago
1 * t McAlistertUle, Pennsykania
3 * 1 Chicago
2 « ' Chicago
1 *
' Joliet
1 * f Waukegan














































































































« * t Forest Park
1 * Chicago
1 * t NeshkoTO, Wisco
1 * Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
£ * f Chicago
* t Highland Parki
S * t Highland Park
1 * t Mt. Carmel
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
3 * t Chicago
1 * Springfield
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
« * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago




3 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
» * Chicago
1 * Chicago
g * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
1 * t Blue Island
g * t Chicago
g * t Cicero
1 * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
g * t Jolict
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago










g * t Park CUy, Utah
g * t Herrin
3 * t Springfield
g * t Joliet
* t Chicago
* t Marengo








g * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
g * Champaign
3 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
* T ChicagoJ
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
g * t Evanston
3 * t Chicago
1 * Cicero
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
g ' * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
g * t Chicago



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* t Laurium, Miehxgan
























































































































g * t Chicago
g * " Chicago
g * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Waterman
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Buncombe, Iowa
g * t Chicago
S * t Chicago




1 * t Chicago
* Chicagog
s * t Chicago
g * t Chicago
* t Chicago1
1 * t Berwyn





g * t Bertvyn
g * t Chicago
1 * t Harrishurg
s * Elgin
1 * T Chicago
g * t East Afoline
s * t Brookfield
1 * Chicago
g * t Chicago
1 * i Sycamore
* • Berwyns
1 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
g * T Chicago
g * " Chicago
* T Chicagog
1 * t Chicago
* T South Haven, Michigcg
g * t Chicago



























1 * t Cicero
g * t Chicago
1 * Sirealor
g * Chicago
g * -j Chicago
548 University of Illinois
EXTRA-MURAL COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FOR TRAINING
OF TEACHERS UNDER THE FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ACT
At the present time the University of Illinois is offering at seven local cent€r8—in Alton, Belleville, Champaign-
Urbana, Decatur, Granite City, Jacksonville, and Joliet—extra-mural courses in industrial education for
the training of teachers under the Federal Vocational Educational Act, including courses for shop teachers,


















































Green, Mrs. Isabelle M
GrosBtuck, Fred W
Hackman, Elizabeth M



































































































































































































































































































































































Degrees are conferred at fotir times in the year, as follows: (1) at the end of the first semester, in February;
(2) at the end of the second semester, in June; (3) at the end of the Summer Session, in August; (4) in October.
Unless otherwise stated, the degrees in the following lists were conferred on June 13, 1928.
THE UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES
(Degree of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Music)
Clarence Edwin Adams, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lois Genevieve Adams, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Irving Deiningeh Adelman, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Stephen Bert Adsit, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Carle Ahlbrand, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Walter Fulton Aikman, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
JtJLiAN Fbux Aland, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Rudolph Albert, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Walter Stanley Albertson, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Alfred Frederick Aldous, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Elizabeth Rose Aldrich, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
George ^L'V.RTIN Allen, Bachelor of Science TEiectrical Engineering)
Kathryn Irene Allen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Paul Laurell Ambelang, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Edgar Elmer Ambrosius, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ova Delia Andersen, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Alvin Anderson, Bachelor of .\rts (Liberal Arts)'
Mrs. Elsie Osborne Anderson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Grace Minnie Anderson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Ivan Neil Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Jeff Agamemnon Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teaching)
Lois Marie Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)*
Melvin Stanley Anderson, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Lynore Ethyl Andress, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Charles ANTO^^DE8, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Helen Harry Applegate, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wilbur Ross Appleman, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Theodore Basil Argeropolos, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Edward Louis Stock Arkema, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Beatrice Ruth Armstrong, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Fred Dickerson Arnn, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Richard Leonard Ahon, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Russell Arrington, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Frances HARRiErrE Ash, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Marie Ash, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Russell Leonard Ash, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Francis Charles Atkinson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Darell Elizabeth Austin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Othel Austin, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Floy Dora Aylswohth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Leon Aylward, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Jame» Watson Babcock, Bachelor of Science fAccountancy)
Sylvia Bach, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
Carl Chelton Baer, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Francis Bernard Bailey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Arthur Guy Baker, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Donald Oliver Baker. Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Edna May Baker, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Eleanor Louise Baker, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Hazel Belle Baker, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Lois Benson Baker, Bachelor of .\rts (Liberal Arts)*
Marian Elizabeth Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Marjorie Virginia Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Lee Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ransom Bright Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ree Balaban, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Filvncis Baldwin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Rodney House Balensiefer, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
RuRA Oswald Ball, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Alice Warren Ballard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Randall Clarence Ballard, Bachelor of Science (Electrical EngineerinK)
George Joseph Banta, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Reginald Eugene Bard, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
NiLES HuTTON Barnard, Bachelor of Science (Railway Mechanical Engineering)*
George Cadwell Barnds, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Hanks Barnes, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Gladys Virginia Barnes, Bachelor of Science (Education) i
Joseph Earll Barnes, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Govert Baron, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
James Dorwin Barr, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen Rate Barrett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gladys Marie Barrick, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Anita Bartelsmeyer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Alice Maida Bartholomew, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hyman Bass, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
John Herman Bassler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Hcston Badghman, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Floyd Riesemy Baughman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Myra Mildred Bauer, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Albert Carl Baumann, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Paula Teresa Bayne, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virginia Laura Beach, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Henry Charles Bear, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)*
Paul Robert Beath, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Pauline Beatty, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)*
Keith Henry Beauchamp, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Alice Tilton Beaver, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Eugene Henry Beaver, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Frances Elizabeth Beebe, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harry Richey Beeson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Foster Alexander Begg, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Paul Reinholt Beier, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Hugh Beinhauer, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Carl Ainsworth Bell, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Fernando Alfonso Belon, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Robert Benjamin, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Howard Stevens Bennethum, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Charles Hodges Bennett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Elizabeth Clare Bennett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Floyd Wilton Bennett, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Gordon Thubman Bennett, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
John Jordan Bennett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Oren Benson, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Harry Oldham Bercher, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Herbert Berg, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)'
Victor Edwin Bergholtz, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Leland Warren Bergstrom, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Eloise LaMotte Bernstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Pauline Fay Bernstein, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics) i
Robert Edgar Berry, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Russell Edward Berthold, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
William Manford Bertholf, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lillian Irene Bickford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vernon Christian Bigler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Victor William Bigler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Grace Etter Bilhorn, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Delmar Steele Bingham, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Olma Blanche Bird, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edwin Rat Birkhimer, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)*
Florence Esther Birks, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Harold Robert Bishop, Bachelor of Science (Journalism'*
Ella Amanda Esther Bivin, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Mazo Mazelle Bixler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles William Black, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Glenn Reeder Black, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
LuELLA Simpson Blair, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Houlton Blankley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts')
Edmund Richard Blaschke, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
William Ambrose Bledsoe, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Edmund Berthold Blei, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Edward Elliott Bliss, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harris Hartuno Blixen, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
William Block, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alfred Theodore Blomquist, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
John Ralph Blondin, Bachelor of Science (Ci\nl Engineering)
Ruth Amelia Blount, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Charles Henry Blumenfeld, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Martin Bodach, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Earl Herdien Bodinson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Elmer Edward Boeker, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
*Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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ViEGiNTA Marie BoE>rrxG, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ellsworth Fraxcts Bogart, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engmeering)
Albert Harris Bo4l\sh, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Maurice David Boxe, Bachelor of Science 'Ag.icvilt'jre"i
Edgar Booker, Bachelor of Science TAgricultural Education"!
Harold Marsh.ml Bohdex, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helex BoRfcx, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Art^^
Edward Gustaf Borlixg, Bachelor of Science (General Busine-^s)
Mart Christixe Bosie, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Harlax Boswell, Bachelor of Science (Education")*
Edward Johx Bottomlet, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
MixxiE Emily Bovtlle, Bachelor of Science (Education)
DoROTHT Naomi Bowers, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charlotte Schooxover Bowmax, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Richard Fay Botd, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts^i
Clarexce Rodxtt Botxtox, Bachelor of Science ("General Business)*
Gl.ujts Jackltx-x Brach, Bachelor of Science CEducation)
Ratmoxt) Lee Br.U)Let, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts'*
Booker Talmadge Bradshaw, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Grace ^LADELLE Braxdexberger, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carl Cox'R.^.d BEAtrx, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Fritz BE.irx, Bachelor of .Arts ^Liberal Arts>*
Mart Helex Bre-vrtox, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal_ Arts)
JoHX" Gr.\bam Brimm, Bachelor of Science 'Education)*
IvT ^L4^^DE Brittox, Bachelor of Science Education)
Elma Gerlich Brock, Bachelor of Science Education)
RoMAJXo Fraxk Brodarich, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Cl.\eice Ieex"e Brodmax, Bachelor of Science (Education)*'
RcTH Alberta Broom, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts')
Helex Bess Brovehmax, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Frederick; Wixtield Browx, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Gertritde Ella Browx, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
JcxiAX (Tliftord Browx, Bachelor of Science i.Civil Engineering)*
Kittredge Browx, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Mae3h,u.l Herbert Browx, Bachelor of Science ^Chemistry)
'WixsoR Williams Browx, Bachelor of Science (Phjrsical Education)
Johx 'William Browxixg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal .Arts)
Helex Martha Bbuxt:, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
>L4Rgaret Eveltx Brtdox, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Elizabeth Bcckxer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts'
KL\therixe Elizabeth Bchrmax, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Kimball Staxlet BtT-LARD, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Herbert Harry BrxxHMAX, Bachelor of Science Accountancy'i
William Roberts Brxx', Bachelor of Science ' Fhysical Education)
Glex^x W BrxnxG, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ievixg Bcrger, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Loins Alembth Bitrkhalteh, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Carl White Bitrxham, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
August Emile Burxter, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
>L4Rgaret Adele Burx-s, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Charles Edward Burroughs, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lelaxti Cl.are Bttrroughs, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
Fr.^xk Raymont) Burtox, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Paul Roxald Bush, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Boxtta Busiax, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Artsi
Rebecca Loose Buss, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
loxE Clyde Buswell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Otis LeRoy Buswell, Bachelor of Science ^General Business)*
ViRGixnA Butler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts *
William Elliott Butler, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Dudley Garr.*.ux Butterfield, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Johx Homer BuTTEEnELD, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Agxes BrTTS, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Jacob Roy Bterley, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
George Boyd Byers, Bachelor of Science (Agriciilture)
James Morrisox Byrx-s, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
ACDRET Belle Cadwell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ruth Louise Cady, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Chapm.a.v Caldwell, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
ViRc-ixTA Cartel Cale, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helex Mat Callah^vx, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts')
JoAX"x-A Esther Callvhax, Bachelor of Science (Education)
WixTTRED Wesley Camerox, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walker Elliott Campbell, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Wexdell Eugext: CaX"Xox, Bachelor of Science (Education')**
Bexjamix Watsox Carey, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Earl .\lfhed C.arlsox, Bachelor of Science '^Education)
Gordox 'V'erx-er Carlsox, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Harold Delm.4.s Car.vahax, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Rb^-xbth William Cabk, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
*'With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred .\ugust 11, 192S.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Maboe Cabboll, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Mabtin Frank Cabboll, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Edna Cabson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Gobdon Cabson, Bachelor of Science (General BusineBs)
William Edward Carter, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Charles William Casbell, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Sidney Vern Caughey, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Theodore Parsons Cavins, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Stephen Johnes Chamberlin, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Alan Raymond Chambers, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alan Burton Chapman, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Theodore Con Hin Char, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Joseph Eugene Charles, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Yu HwA Chen, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
William Byron Cheney, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
EvLYN Thomas Chenoweth, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
loNA Belle Cherrington, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jean Margaret Christie, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Francis Joseph Christman, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
Alice Isabel Clark, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edgar Wilbur Clark, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lewis Abner Clark, Bachelor of Science (Agrilculturel*
Oren Paul Clark, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance')
Fbed Mabtin Clarke, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Vincent Alvin Clemens, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Edgar Thomas Clinton, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Everette Alan Cluts, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Carlyle Joseph Coash, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Whitney Coble, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
AuDRA Earl Cockrum, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Edward Elmer Codner, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Doris Jennette Coe, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Clyde Stoecklin Coffel, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Mary Alice Coffey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Sidney Bruce Cohen, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Florence Cohn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Curtis Alvin Collins, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Francis Meacham Collins, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Lois Emily Collins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas Adolph Collins, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)*
William Leighton Collins, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Gladyce Camille Collopy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Colwell, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vera Abrietta Conard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Winifred Theresa Concannon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Meryl Ann Condit, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bruce John Conibear, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alice Marguerite Connell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Catherine Margaret Conner, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)**
Ruth Elizabeth Connor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Katherine Margaret Conrad, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lillian Catherine Conrad, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Norma Madelaine Contratto, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Elizabeth Cook, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)
Lois Margaret Cook, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Warde Cecil Cookman, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Edwin William Cooney, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Donald Leo Cooper, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineeringi
Josephine Ruth Cooper, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Jackson Copeland, Bachelor of Arts (I,iberal Arts)'
Harry Henry Cordes, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Mildred Bernice Corley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carroll Morten Cornelius, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Sarah Hollingswobth Cornick, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mibiam Iva Cornthwaite, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Charles Rule Correll, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Allen DeWitt Corzine, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Frances Bernice Cottrell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
_Carolyn Elizabeth Countryman, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
LuELLA Shively Covalt, Bacheloi of Arts (Home Economics)
Garrett Christopher Covington, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
AsHER Benjamin Cox, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Evelyn Virginia Cox, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Francis A Cox, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Mabel Nelia Cox, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
RiCHABD Cbabbs, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Hebbert Walker Craig, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Maxine Habbiette Cbaio, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Henby Lawson Chain, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
•Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
<Ab of the class of 1926.
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SuLBT Devobb Craine, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
John Casneb Cbane, Bachelor of Science^ (Chemical Engineering)*
William Piebs Cbane, II, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Jean Edwin Cbanston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mabt Pbeston Crathorne, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
LuRA Elizabeth Crawford, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mabgaeet Louise Crawford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Charles Crawford, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Fknton Locns Crews, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Catherine Evelyn Crofton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Arthur Sullivan Crom, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ethel AIeredith Cromwell, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Louis Maxwell Crouch, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Bernard Russell Crowningshield, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Webster Randall Crowley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Shelley Cullison, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Bernice Cobeine Cultra, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
i
Gbace Mabie Cunningham, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Paul Bernard Cubbieb, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Gerald Jay Daane, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Werner Frederick Charles Daib, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Arthur D'Ambbosio, Bachelor of Science (General Business)!
Ruth Gbacb Dammers, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Marcell Deets Daniels, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Eugene Bland Danzeisen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Margaret Elizabeth Darraqh, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edwin Lawrence Davidson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Clarence Fbedebick Davies, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Alice Frances Davis, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Catherine Mary Davis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Hubbard Davis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Claude Bowman Davis, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)'
Georgia Evelyn Davis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*; Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Mildred Inez Davis, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
NoBMAN Habcourt Davis, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)'
Henry Grant Dawson, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry-)'
Dorothy Gene Day, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Francis H Day, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Kenneth William Day, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Walter Nivling Day, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)^
Gilbebt Reuben Dayton, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Mabgabet Elizabeth Deal, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lilly Anna Dean, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dobothy Mildbed Deabth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arta)
Milton Harry Decker, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harry Burton DeCook, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Eldon Louis DeCosted, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Leroy Keller DeHabt, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Leslie Geobge De Motte, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
CoRNisE Denise, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Ardis Mae Denison, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)
Primo Edmund DeRochi, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Paul Harold Derh, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Ivan J Deutsch, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Dudley Leon Dewey, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Clarence William Dexter, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Margaret Bernice Dickerson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robebt Fobrest Diekman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Eugene Edward Dierking, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Carl Edgar Dillon, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Wilbur William Doeblin, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Clabence Geobge Doerr, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Chester Lawbence Domke, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ruth Marguerite Domke, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mae B Donaldson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Ruth Dooley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Roy Martin Dooley, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Vincent Joseph Dornaus, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Samuel Harold Dorsey, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lloyd W Doty, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Lois Dougl.vss, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Thelma Elizabeth Dubson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Evelyn Julia Dueringeb, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gladys Justine Duebinger, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frances Maby Duffy, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
Frank Hamlin Dugan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Mobeland Dunfobd, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ruth Lois Dunn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Augustus Cobnelius Dubdin, III, Bachelor of Science (Railway Mechanical Engineering)
Henby Christian Dutleb, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928,
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Chables Fleuino Dutall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alida Eluanob Drake, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)'
Edwin Henry Drake, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Harry Andrew Drake, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Cyril Carl Dreman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Erwin John Drenckpohl, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Harold Minier Dresback, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Graham McFarland Dressler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bernice Gladys Drozdowitz, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Donald Arthur Drum, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Mrs. Marjorie Bullard Drury, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Clarence H Dykema, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Harry Ebbert, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Harry LeRoy Ecklund, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Francis Johnson Edwards, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Harold Emerson Edwards, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teaching)
Louis SiGisMUND Ehrenreich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Pearl Edithe Eicholtz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Jenness Eldredge, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)'
Fritz Herman Elich, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
George Burger Elliott, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Rose Meredith Elliott, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Waite Wagner Embree, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Edwabd Kendall Emebson, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
DwiQHT Martin Emrich, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
John Carl Engbrecht, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Thomas Harold England, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Shirley H Engle, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Francis English, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
William Jefferson English, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wilbur Gunter Enns, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Robert Allen Ermentrout, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Isabel May Erzinger, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ethel Catherine Eskilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Stephens Espey, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Howard Hooper Eustis, Bachelor of Science (Education)
'
Gladys Estelle Evans, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vernon Deloss Evans, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Emma Louise Fager, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Jacob Faissler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Francis Joseph Fallon, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)'
Francis Fletcher Fardig, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
William Hume Farmer, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alice Esther Farrell, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)
James Kenneth Felts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frances E Ferguson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Marion Francis Fiedler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Violet Maurine Finley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Richard Glassbrook Finn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Edward Finston, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)'
Adeline Dorothy Firchau, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Neal Emerson Firkins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
'
Carl Sodemann Fischer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles Manning Fish, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles Franklin Fishback, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Louise Fisher, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edwin Cornell Fisher, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Gail Robertson Fisher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Henry Richard Fisher, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Robert Eugene Fisher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Russell William Fisher, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)**
Seymour Fisher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Eugene Edward Fitchner, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Gerald Hartpence Fitz-Gerald, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Willard Gershom Flagg, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Frank Michael Fleck, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Sarah Naomi Monica Fleming, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lawson Wandless Fletcher, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Karl August Folkers, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)*
M Joseph Foran, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Raymond Calvin Ford, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Andrew Gillespie Forrest, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Fayrlene Mary Forsyth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Josephine Anna Forsythe, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Robert Torrey Forward, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Irwin Silverthorne Fosnaugh, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur Edmond Foster, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Beatrice Elizabeth Foster, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Basil Dolph Fowler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Benjamin Leslie Fowler, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
With honors.
With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Richmond Roe Fowxeb, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Alden Fox, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
KATHERi>rE FoT, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Henht Feedebick, Jb., Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
RoBEBT Byron Freed, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
George Pebct Fbeeland, Bachelor of Science (General Business)**
Ruth Irene Freese, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Marshall Fbies, Bachelor of Science (Ci\'il Engineering)
Eabnest Melvin Fulleb, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Spencer Vernon Fttller, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Frances Ltjcinda Alice Fitllerton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Btbl Cammie Fulling, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
George Clark Gairing, Bachelor of Science fArchitectural Engineering)
Loyal Tom Galbreath, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Charles Bolles Gale, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
William Filbert (Sale, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Libby Harriet Galst, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John William Gannaway, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gretchen (Z!ecelia Ganschinietz, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Emeric Gara, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Esther Evelyn Garbe, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Erma 'SIae Garbisch, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leland Edward Gard, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Winnifred Lorena Garland, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)*
Edwin Henry Garlich, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Leroy Allin Garrett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Marie Garvey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charlotte Augusta Gasaway, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teaching)
George William Gauger. Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)'
Charles Frederick Gebhardt, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Walter David Gehant, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Ruth Etta Gehrs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Charles Ger.vrd, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Clarence Christian George Gebhold, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Esther Viola Emma Gerhold, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Joseph Gibbons, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Margaret Elizabeth Giertz, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edmund Warland Gifford, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Gertrxtde Grace Gifford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alyce June Gilbertson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Gerald S Huff Gill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts")'
Vaughn Arthur Gill, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education')*
Alfred Truesdell Gilman, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Bertha Anne Gilman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ethel Mildred Gilmore, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Nan Hawkins Gilpin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Albert Gindler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Ruth Adele Girsberger, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Emmett Glenn, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Margaret Golden Glenn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Robei""» Gertrude Glenn, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frieda Alma Goad, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Louise Goben, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edwin Dibbell Godbold, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Robert Francis Goddard, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Max Theodore John Goebel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carlos Clyde Goff, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Adele Goldfinger, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lillian Goldstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Grace Lillian Goodman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Grace Katherine Goodmann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Katherine Helen Goodwin, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Gertrude Elizabeth Goodyear, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Golda Frances Gore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Clark Gotschall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hugh Hunter Goudie, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Walter Bernard Gould, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
Chester Arthur Gowin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Leonard Grable, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herm.vn Wallace Grace, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Willi.^m Graham, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Charles Sheldon Graves, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Dorothy Leal Gray, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Kathhyn Louise Gray, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Arleen Marie Green, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clara Mildred Green, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Frances Montross Green, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jonathan Paul Green, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Richard Leon Green, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Evelyn Ruth Greenbaum, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
•Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Shirley Frances Greenlaw, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ellsworth Henry Greenwood, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Russell Taaffe Gregg, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
Wilfred George Greubel, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)*
Vera Elizabeth Grim, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Donald Robert Grimes, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Griswold, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Raymond Frederick Grohne, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Earl Harry Gromer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Wilfred Edward Gronberg, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Bernie Joseph Gronski, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
William Arthur Guegel, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leona Alberta Guirl, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ernst Henby Gummersheimer, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
Norman Joseph Gundlach, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Philip Henry Gustapson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Wilbur Gustin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Raymond Henry Guthoff, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Ray Chester Guyer, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Helen Catherine Hackbmack, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Robert Campbell Hadley, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
George Arthur Hagen, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Herbert Glenn Hahn, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Mary Catherine Hahn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arva Jasper Haines, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Alice Leeta Hale, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Hugh Knight Hale, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Halbert Hugo Hall, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
William Wallace Hall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Eugene Patrick Halligan, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
Blanche C Halper, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Leo David Halpbrin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Anfin Albert Haltug, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Arthur Hamilton, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Robert Tillman Hamlett, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ruth Mildred Hammon, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)'
Wayne Hance, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Wing Handford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Martha Hanes, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Frederick Arthur Hansen, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Mabel Sylvia Hansen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Marian Hansen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Lamport Hanson, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Hodge Jackson Hanson, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Raymond Bruce Harrington, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Harvey Carson Harris, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Wade Coffee Harrison, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth Luella Harrowbr, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Gordon Hart, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Alice Helen Hartenfeld, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert J Hartley, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Frederick Charles Hartmann, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Theodore Denebn Hartsell, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Thomas Meredith Harvey, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Albert Charles Hasse, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Jephthah Otis Hathaway, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Myrtle Lucile Haun, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Alice Genevieve Haven, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Constantine Havlik, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Eleanor Burr Hawkes, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Maude Margaret Hawks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur William Hawley, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
Barney Hayden, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)'
John Everett Hayes, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lelia Leona Haynes, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Harold Sinclair Hayward, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ethmer Jennings Hazen, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Donald Clarence Hazlett, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Mildred Heiarn, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Vernon Lawrence Heath, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Irwin Alfred Hecht, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Raymond Conrad Heidloff, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Hays Malcolm Heimbaugh, Bachelor of Science (General Railway Administration)
Catherine Ann Hein, Bachelor of Science (Educationt
Alfred Gustav Heinze, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Mary Ann Held, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marguerite Florine Heller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Henderson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Helen Hendricks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ernest Hbnnings, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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William Herbebt Henbon, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Howard Ratmond Herrick, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Arthtr Theodore Hebsbt, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Helen Rose Hershman, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Stanley Abraham Herzman, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
George Richard Hess, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Elizabeth Davis Hettick, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Ellis Hevron, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Melva Elizabeth Hewetson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gordon Shitb Hetlin, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
James Stafford Hibbert, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Wb^let Hickman, Bachelor of Science (General Business) *
Vera Nanct Hicks, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
John Willard Hiebontmus, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
John Norris Higgins, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
LuciLE Elizabeth Hill, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)
LoBBAiNE HiNDE, BachcloT of Scicncc (Education)'
Ya Tung Ho, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)*
Helen Pearl Hockadat, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Katherine Ann Hocker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)'
Lois Patricia Hodgson, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)
Theophil Henry Fredrick Hoefer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Leslie Martin Hoenscheid, Bachelor of Science (Education")
HowLAND White Hoerr, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Abe Hoffman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Ralph Vernon Hoffman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Frank Ward Hoglund, Bachelor of Science (NIechanical Engineering)
Elizabeth Mat Holbbook, Bachelor of Science (Education)**'
Dorothy Emma Holder, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Beulah D Holland, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)
Amy Irene Hollem, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Maurice Hollingswobth, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Winchester Holman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)!
Louise Blum Holmes, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Frank Elmer Holmstband, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Habrt Heltman Holscheb, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics^**
Zenith Manlove Homberger, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Welsh Hoover, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Karl Max Hoover, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Hopkins, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
George Lewis Horneb, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Imo Irene Horning, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Abraham Lincoln Hobnob, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harold Raymond Hortin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Isabelle Elizabeth Horton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Katherine May Houtz, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Roger William Hovlan-d, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Marshall Stanley Howard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Maybelle Lorraine Howard, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)'
Stewart Samuel Howe, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Albert William Howell, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Marie Emily Hoyler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jerry Joseph Hrdina, Bachelor of Science (Ci^Tl Engineering)
Eber Jesse Hubbard, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Ernestine Hubbard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Vernon Hubbell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)**
Lbona Hudson, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
George Alexander Huff, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Rachel Louise Huffman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Art«)
Frank Reid Hughes, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Hazel Erma Hughes, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Gbiorge Elwin Hull, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Kenneth Noel Hull, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Lynne Harris Hull, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Arthur Paul Hunnemann, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Leigh Hale Hunt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Rosemary Huntoon, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Owen Hurley, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Maby Louis Husband, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Lillian Hussemann, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)*
Mary Adeline Hussey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Joseph Hutchins, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Drake Hutchinson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Abe Selig Hyman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Ethel Lorraine Hyman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Benjamin Hyman, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Mrs. Bessie Pierce Iles, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Mabjorie Jean Imbs, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Everett Estell Irick, Bachelor of Science (Agricultiire)*
Nbllith C Irish, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Ross Shubtz Ible, Bachelor of Science (Education')
Henrt Fbancis Irving, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Vernon William Ittner, Bachelor of Art8 (Liberal Arts)'
Andrew McCormack Ives, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
John Hiett Ives, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
MARGARBrr Ellen Jack, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Cbcile Mae Jackson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Thomas Edward Jackson, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Zernt Monroe Jackson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
'
James William Jacobson, II, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Charles John Janecek, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Otto Janes, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Henrt Nicholas Jaszkowski, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Allen Burton Jeffert, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Florence Marie Jensen, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Lillian Eva Jessee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Inez Jeteb, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Donald Frederick Johannsen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur Lenox Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Burton Kenneth Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Charlotte Alice Johnson, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)*
Clarence Earl Johnson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clyde William Johnson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marion Aileen Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mtbtle Lennea Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Eugene Everett Johnston, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Marie Harriet Johnston, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Jennie Maude Jones, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Lleweltn Bruce Jones, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Maurice Jones, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Sperling Dee Jones, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Donald Jones, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elizabeth Jorzick, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Emig Jutkins, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ohville James Kacena, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Martha Elizabeth Karnahan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Albert Kaup, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)'
La Verne Edward Kautt, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Eleanor Marie Keane, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Blust Keck, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Richard McCutchen Keck, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gladys Faith Keeper, Bachelor of Science (Education) ^
Elizabeth Margaret Keiser, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Floyd Magnus Kbxler, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lawrence Keller, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Marian Kelly, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Ola Almarine Kelly, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Marie Vera Kempe, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Alice Eleanor Kendall, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Florence Myra Kendall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Mitchell Kendrick, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Dorothy Ann Kennedy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Barry Kent, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Gladys Marie Kessler, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gilbert Clarence Kettelkamp, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John James Keys, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Charles Clarence Kilander, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Dorothy Vera Kilgore, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Conrad Henry Kilich, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Marie Helen Killinger, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Sylvia Dorinda Kilton, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)*
George Edmond Kimble, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Lloyde Landis Kimmel, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lyman Burton Kimmel, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Harry Evert Kincaid, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Arthur Mansfield King, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Harrietts King, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mildred Katherine King, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lyle George Kingsland, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Harry L Kinne, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mart Ramon Kinney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wallace Nelson Kirby, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Margaret Kirkbbide, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lawrence Raymond Kirkpatbick, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Glen D Kistler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Walter Klabunde, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Ervin Carleton Kleiderer, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
LuciLE Patricia Klein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vera Florence Klintz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Klooz, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
•Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Ralph Wekdei. Kluge, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
BuBDETTE R Knappenberger, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Henry William Knerr, Bachelor of Art8_(Liberal Arts)**
Theodore John Kntttzen, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Luther Kg, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Irma Lottise Koch, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
H Arpin Koehler, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Robert Leo Koehler, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
Marion Alfred Koeller, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Alberta Marie Kohlenback, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Bebnice Olivia Kohr, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Steven Arthur Kostakos, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles Watson Kraft, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
»
Fred William Kraft, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Reva Beatrice Kramer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Christine Marie Louise Kbause, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Freda Rat Krieger, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Howard Lowell Krinke, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Edwin Charles Krumsieg, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Joseph Max Kkuwel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) ; Bachelor of Music (Music)
Robert Hamilton Kube, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Henry Thomas Kucera, Bachelor of Science ("Mechanical Engineering)
George Jacob Meier Kuechler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Walter William Kuehl, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Edgar Henry Kuehne, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Henry Kuhlmann, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Raymond Charles Kuhn, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Alvin Waldemar Kunke, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Ching Fen Kuo, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Vytautas Kurtinaitis, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)**
ToYO Kwcosawa, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
_
Lohine Lillian Lair, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Brewer Lake, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)'
Foster William Lamb, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)'
Ann Carolyn Lambert, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Eleanor Virginia Lambert, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Howard Clifford Lambert, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Helene Aimee Lamet, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ralph Henry Landon, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Beatrice Harriett Lane, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leslie Stukdevant Lane, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Louise Anna Langenohl, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carroll Spencer Langston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Charles Pernemenis Lansford, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Mildred Annetta LaPlant, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Brian Larmore, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Lois Marian LaTourette, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
TsiNG Lai Lau, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
WiLMA Law, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Harold Lawler, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Marie Lucile Lawrence, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Ira Jennings Laws, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Harold Fletcher Layman, Bachelor of Science (Public Utilities)*
Mr8. Clara Derby Leach, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Mildred Dorothy Lease, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Isabel Ledbetter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Virginia Lee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
SiANG Chibh Lee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Gladys Leeper, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Willie Reeves Lehmann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Freida Belle Leibovitz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Raymond Charles Leimbacher, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Glenn Perry Leonard, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Walter Vladimir Lesak, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Bemis Lester, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Allan Cablyle Le Vine, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Ahthub Lee Lewis, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Kenneth Gale Lewis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Louis Lewis, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)i
Wen Pang Li, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Judith Lichtebman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
William Harold Lichty, Bachelor of Scienee (General Business)
Harold Albert Lidsteb, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Adeline Emma Henrietta Lierman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Thomas Reed Liggett, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)**
Chung Gen Lin, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
Abthub Lincicome, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)**
Mabvel Fred Lindeman, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)**
Alban William Lindroth, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Robert Lawson Lindsay, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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William LaRub Lindsay, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Mart Juanita Lindsey, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
ViEGiL Raymond Liptrap, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Frederick Moore Littell, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Carl Gleason Livengood, Bachelor of Science (Agricultiire)
Clement Vivian Lloyd, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Dorothy Margaret Lock, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Sarah Dorothy Locke, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Lionel London, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Eleanor Alice Lonek, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Chester Vernon Long, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Henry Alvertis Long, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Clayton Loring, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Rudolph Frederick Lotz, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
William Wray Love, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)J
George William Lowe, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Fae Robertine Lucas, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charles Dallman Lucid, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Hermon Milton Lundeen, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Nancy Marie Lundgren, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Maiden Claire Lundy, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Herman Chauncey Luse, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Orrin A Luster, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts')
^
Eleanor RobbinB Luttrell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Monica Lucile Lyman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Daniel Robbel Lyon, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Harriet Elizabeth Lyon, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Julia Marion Lyons, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)*
William Young McBurney, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)*
Bernice Elizabeth McCarron, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Margaret Estella McCarthy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Blanche Rae McClave, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Perry Cecil McCollom, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Genevieve Mary McConnell, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
Herbert Porter McConnell, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
John William McConnell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Claude Washington McCrae, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Beth Mildred McCrory, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Emory Elliott McDaniel, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Helen Edwina McDonnell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Pearl Janette McEachran, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virginia Love MacElhern, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Frances Alberta McGinnib, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Louise Gertrude McGinnis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Lillian Mary McGlone, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harmon Webber McGrath, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Glenn Merle McGuckin, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)^
Walter Harris McIntyre, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Frances Bignall McKee, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
John Frederick McKee, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lois Bernice McKeown, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Louise Katherinb McKinney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virgil McKnight, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Bardwell McLaughlin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Glenna McNair, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Maurice Landon McNaught, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Charles Robert McNaughton, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Caswell McNaughton, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
William John McNutt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Alene McRoberts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elizabeth Mack, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Hurley Mackay, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marshall Comer Macke, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)*
Edmond Anderson Maclin, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)'
Iris Granville Macpherson, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Harold Michael Madsen, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Merrill Martin Main, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Rebecca Maizel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Elizabeth Maloney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
LoA Frances Malsbury, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Eleanor Katherine Mangan, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Addison Cook Manley, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Lester Martin Marriner, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Lecib Mae Marsh, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Horace Gilbert Marshall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Delmar Everett Martensen, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Clara Anna Martin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Lampe Martin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Herschel Brown Martin, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Lloyd Clifford Martin, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
With honors.
With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
•Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Mabjobie Mason, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
George Preston Mathis, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
EsTiNE Neil Matthews, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Sadie Edith Mattson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Genevieve V Mautz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Allen Mavitt, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Edwin Albert Maxant, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jean Maxwell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Rot William Matberrt, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Gebtetjde Estelle Mates, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)!
Natalie Meadeb, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lucille Meeks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edward Keung Mei, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Hilda Kathehtn Meisenbach, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Robert Meloan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Btbon Henet Melvin, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Helen Fern Melvin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
RoscoE Ellington Menz, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Viola Beatrice Menzimeh, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Esther Hazel Merchant, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthub George Mebkel, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
James Wallace Mebriman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Mehrt, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
Leslie Caeltle Meskimen, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
Albebt Ulrich Metzgee, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Elmer Meter, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
Harriett Kathehtn Michener, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mrs. Verna Neathert Millar, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Alice Rose Miller, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Charles Robert Miller, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)**
Clara Mat Miller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Doris Keane Miller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mart Mabel Miller, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Mtrtle Christine Miller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Norman Russell Miller, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Rovenia Francis Miller, Bachelor of Arts (Lilseral Arts)
Vivian Anna Miller, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Walter Herman Miller, Bachelor of Science (Gas Engineering)
Watland Rickwood Milleb, Bachelor of Science (Education)
EuLAH Bernice Milliken, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Yvonne Milliken, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albebt Millington, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Candace Elizabeth Mills, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Carl Aej«ngton Miltimore, Bachelor of Science (General Bufiinesa)*
Harold Harrt Minister, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Florence Marie Mitchell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Art-s)
Robert Buchanan Mitchell, Bachelor of Science (Architectiire)
Angelene Priscilla Saling Mitchem, Bachelor of Science (General Busineae)
John Thomas Mock, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Erna Barbara Moehl, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
Emma Gladts Mostat, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Elizabeth Mulket Mohn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Minora Maria Molles, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Doris Pauline Monson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mabel Alice Monsson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mabel Marie Montgomert, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Russell Moonet, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Charles Kenneth Moore, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
Habbt Frederick Moore, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Malcolm Paul Moore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mart Virginia Moore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Richard Scott Mooee, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Robebt Dimmitt Moobe, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Obfha Catherine Morlet, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Kenneth Ralph Morrat, Bachelor of Science (Agrictilture)*
Freda Morris, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kurt Robert ^IoRRI8, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Llotd Parker Morris, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Edgab Crawford Morrison, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Madison Bruce Morse, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Rollin Morton, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Julia Louise Morton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Kenneth George Morton, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
George Thomas Moses, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Clarence Calvin Moss, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Hazel Bettt Moss, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Morris Alfred Moss, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Clarence Theodore Mudgett, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Loins William Muegge, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Edward Edwin Muhs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
^Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Clabbncb Earl Mui,i.rKEN, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Ora Edwin Mulvane, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Olin Wix Munger, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Arvelle Isaac Murphy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Leonard Francis Murpht, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)*
Ralph Charles Murphy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Dickson Murray, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Francis Joseph Myer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Frances Helen Myers, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Wilfred Stanley Myers, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 1
Stephen Emanuel Napierai^ki, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Eda Katherine Nelsch, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Evelyn Juanita Nelson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Evert Fritchof Nelson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hallac Henry Nelson, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)'
Hubert Edward Nelson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Jean Elizabeth Nelson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
NoRDis Louise Nelson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Claude Cullom Neville, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Nadine Paddock Newbill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Katherine Newman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
John Clarence Newton, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Marie Aurelia Nicholl, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Paul Robert Nichols, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Raymond Fred Nicholson, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Virginia Anna Nickerson, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Elizabeth Eunice Nickolls, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Wesley John Niebergall, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ernest Ellsworth Nield, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Audrey Sophia Niemeyer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alfred Rudolph Nilson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
George Ronald Nish, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Edward Bernard Noel, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)**
Gertrude Engel Nolting, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Mariel Josephine North, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Arthur Norton, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Robert Julius Nowlan, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Marshall Albert Oceert, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Thomas Frank O'Connell, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Harold Waldo German, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
George Henry Getting, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)**
Herman George Getting, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Florence Elizabeth Ogden, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Ruth Alice Ogden, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Bruce Ogg, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Stuart Basil Ogg, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Carl Halmar Olson, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Gilbert Leslie Olson, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Grant Franklin Olson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Irene Mildred Olson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Thomas Patrick O'Neill, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Joseph Andre Oravec, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
John Clarence Orsley, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Edward William O'Shaughnessey, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen Gertrude O'Shea, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bernice Susanne Oster, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Simeon Leon Ostermeier, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Mabagreta Alice Otto, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Dwight Overholser, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
LoRENE M Pacey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Lois Margaret Paddock, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Elizabeth Paden, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Howard Joseph Palmer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jesse Taylor Palmer, Bachelor of Science Ci^griculture)'
Anthony John Panagontsos, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
William Lawrence Parazinski, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Myrtle Ruth Parker, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Ralph Eugene Parker, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Nelson Parker, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Harry Charles Partlow, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)'
Harold Lester Passman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Norman Willard Pate, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Earl Albert Paul, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Lester Paul, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gkayce Melva Paxton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dauba V Peacock, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Gordon Arthur Peacock, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Dora Ethebedge Pearcy, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Eric Gunnard Pearson, IJachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Della Irene Peck, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Heakl Aubrey Peeples, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas Clayton Peffeh, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Cecil Perkins, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Florence Eleanor Perkins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virgil Ray Perry, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Donald Edward Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Elsa Christina Peterson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herbert Wymon Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Ralph Waldo Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Kathryn Bernice Pettingill, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charles Edmond Petty, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Elmer William Pfeiffeh, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Lloyd Delmak Pfoff, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Robert Wesley Phares, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vernon Lovell Phelps, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)*
Marie Louise Pieper, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mabel A Piety, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Elizabeth Pike, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Louise Plaster, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Raymond Benton Plummer, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Irving Edward Poehler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Verney George Politsch, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Dorothy Drane Pollard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Basil Henry Pollitt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Mary Pope, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Mae Popham, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Guernsey Porter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herbert August Potratz, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Mary Louise Powell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Katherine Powers, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Hartley D'Oyley Price, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Lucille Prideaux, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Herbert England Phimm, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)!
Arnold Abbott Prucha, Bachelor of Arts ^Liberal Arts)
Ida Helen Quatman, Bachelor of Science (Education) ^
Philip James QueL'VLY, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lyman Vane Racster, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Alex Leopold Radomski, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Carl Henry Ragatz, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Ruth Roxayn Ralston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Katherine Todd Ramsbtt, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lucille Ethelyn Rankin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Rowland Rathbun, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)*
Mary Irene Rausch, Bachelor of Science_(Home Economics Education)
Lawrence Clark Ravlin, Bachelor of Science (Education)i
Robert Tracy Rawlings, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Ruth Sara Rayburn, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Richard Thain Raymond, Bachelor of Science (General Buisness)
Margaret Minnie Read, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
Nette Lou Reaugh, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Martin Rebuffoni, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Alexander Reed, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Cecil Verne Reed, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Howard Reed, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Crockett Reed, Bachelor of Science (General Buisness)
Glen Reeder, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Mary Elizabeth Reeder, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Elizabeth Laura Reichmann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Emily Reid, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leslie Lightfoot Reid, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Don Ziegler Reinertsen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Milton Allen Reinhart, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)*
EuDis Reisberg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
RoBHiRT Reitsch, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Helen Renker, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)*
George Horace Reuss, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) *'
Gertrude Leola Rew, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charlotte Bestow Reynolds, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas George Reynolds, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
George Henry Rezek, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Adam Rhea, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Winifred Rhoades, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Carolyn Rice, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Herman Bennett Rice, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Marvin Wayne Rice, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Vivian Bixby Rice, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teaching)
Edward Lloyd Rich, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lillian Louise Rich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Samuel Allen Richards, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Louis Alexander Richardson, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Lyman Foster Richtbb, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Anna Lauka Rigall, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
James Jourland Riha, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
WiLLARD Oakley Roat, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Clarence Cecil Robb, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Helen Peabody Robbins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Abthur Lester Roberts, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)*
David Erwin Roberts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Henry Goddard Roberts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Margaret Adele Roberts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Martha Anne Roberts, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Juanita May Robertson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Alice Roedeb, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Garrett Richard Roelfs, Bachelor of Science (Public Utilities)
IsEL Alvera Rogers, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Everett Edgar Roll, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Hortensb Louise Roll, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ben Franklin Rombergbb, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Velma Lucille Rombebger, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Myron Potter Rose, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 3
Stanley Bernard Rose, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thblma Leiah Rose, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Elizabeth Ida Rosbnbaum, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thblma Elizabeth Rosenburg, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Helen Gertrude Ross, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lawrence Russell Ross, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Harold Charles Rothe, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Oscar Henry Rothe, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Albert Gottlieb Rothenberg, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Oliver Horning Round, Bachelor of Science (Education)
RoLLAND Reynard Roup, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Ruth T Rubenstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Esther Rubin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Emerson J Ruble, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Harry Eugene Ruby, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Cedric Ferdinand Ruch, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Mary Julia Rucker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)!
Kenneth Willace Rule, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Alma Elizabeth Russell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Glenn Everett Russell, Bachelor of Science (Trade and Civic Secretarial Service)
Howard Christian Rutt, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lawrence Haines Ryan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
William George Ryan, Jb., Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Herbert Edwin Ryerson, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Helen Ruth St. John, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Lorn Russell St. John, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Lowell Carl St. Pierre, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Louis Thomas Sampson, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Gerald Albert Sams, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)i
Marian Frances Samuel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Richard Haughton Sanders, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
William Henry Sanders, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Edwin Donald Sanderson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Tom Willoughby S.^ndebson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Erven Fredrick Sandherr, Bachelor of Science (General Btisiness)*
Mary Ruth Sarudy, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Max Joseph Satin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Joseph Walter Savage, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ruth S Savage, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)i
William Lincoln Sawyer, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Alfred Kasper Schereh, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Milton Henry Scheuerman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Karl Herman Schewe, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Sylvester Thomas Schicktanz, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Jeannbtte Schiffer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Leanor Signe Schlagenhauf, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
John Carl Schmidt, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)'
Kenneth Herman Schnepp, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herbert Jacquin Schoenbrod, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Irvin William Schoeningeh, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)*
Lydia Mary Scholfield, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
John Paul Schrader, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Wendell Herbert Schrader, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Garetta Schriber, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Emerson Franklin Schroeder, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Erma O C Schroeder, Bachelor of Science (Home Econoniics Education)
Herbert Spencer Schroeder, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Stanley James Schrom, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Ernest William Schultz, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Frank Raymond Schunk, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)'
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Veblee Schwarz, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)*
Paul Fowler Schwarzlose, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Elea-KOB Ruth Sch'weitzer, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Herman M Schwerer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Silas Sconce, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Eugene Warren Scott, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Letden Lewis Scott, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Helen Elise Seago, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Emobt Morgan Seabct, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Irma Pauline Sears, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Edward Seepe, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Frances Segraves, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Manning Da^td Seil, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)*
Edward Jay Selin, Bachelor of Science (Ci-s-il Engineering)'
Esther Selligman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen >L4.RGrERiTE Servatius, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Henbt Edward Setfarth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Theodore Tobias Shafton, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Leonard Shanhouse, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Francis Shattuck, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Ci^-il Engineering)
David Te Hui Shaw, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Elmo Audrian Shaw, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Herbert Altin Shelbt, Bachelor of Science (Trade and Civic Secretarial Service)
William Johnstone Sheldon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Robert Schember Shelton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Gr.\ce Shimberg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Robert William Shirley, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Sarah Eliz.^beth Shively, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Kathryn ^L\RGABET SHOEMAKER, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Raymond Otis Short, Bachelor of Scienc* (General Business)
Dorothy Lucille Shover, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Charles Edward Shults, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Bernadine EuGENaA Shuman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Charles Baker Shuman, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
J Vernon Sick, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Pauline Sibgel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
^IARIE Adeline Siemers, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carl I Sigal, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)'
Percy Nicholas Simmons, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Joseph Vaclav Simon, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Alfred Simons, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Don.vld Clyde Simpson, Bachelor of Science iMechanical Engineering)
Roy Earn Simpson, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Stewart Wallace Simpson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Cor-^ Ev.aline Sims, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth Singer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Fr.\nces LonsE Skiles, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gladys M Skinner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Artsj'
EvALD Alejnus Skogsberg, Bachelor of Science (NIechanical Engineering)*
Charles Phillip Slater, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Harold Herbert Slocum, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Russell Morgan Slom.^n, Bachelor of Science (Agriciilture)
Philip Joseph Slotnikoft, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Robert Sm.^le, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Arthur Frederick Smith, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Bern.ard Eugexe Smith, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Dan Smith, Bachelor of Science (Ci\-il Engineering)'
Dorothy Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Dodd Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Howard Agnew Smith, Bachelor of Science (Gas Engineering)**'
Karl Whiting Stump Smith, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
M Leora Smith, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Ki.vsey Smith, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mildred Lucille Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Carleton Smith, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Robert Cot Smith, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Roy H.\hold Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vera Josephine Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Myers Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Milton C Solomon, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Lester Benjamin Sommer, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
LoRNA DooNE Spencer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Ramsey Spencer, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
August William Sperling, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
EcGBiN-E Alden Springer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
James Clifford Springer, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)**
Luba Lucille Springer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Troy R.alph St.\.ndard, Bachelor of Science (Floriculure)
Victoria Agnes MosacA Stanka, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Fbank Akin Stansfield, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Henbt Steele, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Julian Walter Steinmetz, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Frank Locis Stellneh, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Eugene Martin Stephens, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Ctru8 Bthon Stewart, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Ibwin Charles Stoll, Bachelor of Science (General Railway Administration)
Clark Emerson Storm, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
John Lytle Stormont, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
George William Stosskopf, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Vehnon Theodore Stoutemyeb, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)*
Walter Louis Stracke, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Earl Lester Strand, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Alfred Gustav Straube, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Bthon Strohl, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Art8)>
Florence Julia Strouse, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Viola Luct Studlet, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)'
Fred Hbh^bt Studt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mabcblla Martina Stulginskis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Leonard William Sturdtvin, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Elizabeth Stutson, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Blanche Doris Stutzman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Gordon Sullivan, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Kate Amelia Sullivan, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Harriett Inez Sumner, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Li Chi Sun, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Harriet Louise Sundv.vhl, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Edward Washington Suppiger, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Virginia Mildred Supple, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jaboslav John Svec, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
Mervin Otto Svendsen, Bachelor of Science ''Education)'
John Harold Svenson, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*!
Stephan Franklin Swain, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Earl John Swanson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Bernice Evelyn Swartz, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Charles William Swartz, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ira Joseph Sweeney, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jerry George Sykora, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
George Edgab Symons, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)*
Cleo Belle Tanner, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Josephine Isabel Taylor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Archibald Taylor, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Martina Evelyn Taylor, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Virginia Kathryn Elizabeth Taylor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Haeold Edward Tegge, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Gayland Everette Tennis, A.B., Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Mildred Teplitz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Dale Tetrick, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Edwin Burton Thayer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Alton Frost Thomas, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Marion Frances Thomas, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Marian Jane Thom.\.8, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Stanley Edward Thomas, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Benjamin Thomas, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)**
Louis Max Thompson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Maby Isabel Thompson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Magnus Thompson, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Rachel Jean Thompson, Bachelor of Scienc* (Education)*
Virginia Thompson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Alice Christine Thulin, Bachelor of Science (Education)i
Robert Deyo Ticknor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Josephine Louise Timmermann, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Ray Herbert Timmons, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Paul Herbert Tipton, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Gordon Russell Titus, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Edward Fillmore Todd, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)**
Alfred Hickman Tomlinson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen Evelyn Topping, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Townsend, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
ViDA Lois Trager, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)*
George Ebwin Tbaut, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Vera Chalmers Tbayford, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Jackson Treece, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Verna Bernice Troutman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gordon Mackintosh Truman, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Wilbur Jerome Trunkey, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Gladys Merle Tucker, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Helen Tucker, Bsichelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Leah Fern Tucker, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Stewart Lawrence Tuckey, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Robert Habrell Tull, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)*
*With honors.
**With high honors.
•Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Edward Joseph Turnbaugh, Bachelor of Arta (Liberal Arte)
Elizabeth Jane Turnell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Geraldine Louise Turner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gilbert Harper Turner, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
David Joseph Twomet, Bachelor of Science (Trade and Civic Secretarial Service)
Eugene John Ullemeter, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Constance Rosabelle Usborne, Bachelor of Aits (Liberal Arts)
Edith Amelia Utterback, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Joseph Edwin Vaile, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Theodore George Vakt, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Gilbert Rene Valbert, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Henry Arthur Valerius, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Robert Clark Vandervoort, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Cornelius Austin Van Doren, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Charles Clifford VanDtke, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Olga Marie Vanek, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lester Miller Van Tress, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Meltille Christian Vaughan, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
DoMiNicK Joseph Verda, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Dewey Donato Vbspa, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Daniel W Vittum, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Richard Feltes Voell, Bachelor of Science (Architecture) **
Henry Kenneth Von Ohlen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Stella Marie Wachter, Bachelor of Science (Education)
WiLLARD Elliott Wade, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Garland Waggoner, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Carl Frank Wagner, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)'
Lester Carl Wagner, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Oscar Emil Wagner, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Edward Walter Waishwilas, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Edward William Waldman, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Carol Meriwether Waldrop, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
LixiA Jane Walker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lola Pauline Walker, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Samuel Thomas Walker, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Doran Walsh, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas John Walsh, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Leo Wendell Walter, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Ralph Cooper Walter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elizabeth Mary Ward, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
William Robert Ward, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Helen Anna Ware, Bachelor of Science (Education)
RiNNAH A Warren, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Dorothy Elizabeth Wasem, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Elmer Alfred Waterman, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
LuDwiG Martin Watne, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Howard Owan Watson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Margaret Katherine Watt, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Thomas Harold Watt, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Raymond Summers Watts, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
James Eldridge Wax, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Albert Walton Webb, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Robert Jo Webb, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
WiLLA Jean Webb, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clyde Augustin Webber, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Helmut Henry Reppin Weber, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Irma Caroline Marie Weber, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Rachel Elizabeth Weber, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harry Levi Webster, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Ralph Theodore Webster, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Arthur Christian Weick, Bachelor of Science ((General Business)
Robert Weidenfeld, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Catharine Eleanor Weidner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Virginia Louise Weigel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Bernard Weinstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Rebecca Ruth Weinstein, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Arthur Joseph Welch, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Frank Arthur Weld, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Eleanor Anderson Wells, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lillian Wendt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Wesley Clayton Wertz, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Jessie Dawson West, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Cletis Olive Westall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Sigfried Helm.^r Andrew Westby, Bachelor of Science (CiWl Engineering)
Joseph William Westhorn, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Jenny Priscilla Westling, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Anna Lucile Whalin, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
William Roderick Whit-^^^ker, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Earl Charles White, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Veaibnell White, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
*With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
»Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Frances Margaret Whitehead, Bachelor of Science (General Business)**
Elbert Harold Whiteside, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Louis Edwin Whitman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
BtTRTON Franklin Whitmore, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
LisH Whitson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
LoBiN Dixon Whittaker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elizabeth Grant Wickman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Stanley Wickstrom, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Eddie Wiegle, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virgil Anderson Wiese, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Collin Sherman Wilcox, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Frances Wilcox, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virginia Florence Wildi, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Ethelyn Wilkins, IJachelor of Science (Education)
William Clark Wilkinson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Alice Williams, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Deloris Williams, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Garner Wood Williams, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Marie Jeanette Williams, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Stanley Edward Williams, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
LuciLB Williamson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Le Roy Williford, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Julius Ernest Wilske, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Elizabeth Errett Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Norman Waldo Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Walter Lewis Wilson, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Frank Lorrain Wiltberger, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Paul La Verne Wilton, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Louise Elma Winchell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Eugenia Winchell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alice Bessie Wing, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Irene May Winholtz, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Harrison Louis Winter, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Perry Ray Winter, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Esther Mildred Wirtz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Homer Wisely, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Harry Bernard Wissman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**'
Frank Walter Wodrich, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Albyn Garrett Wolfe, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
James John Wolfson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Marcellus Wood, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
LaVerne Woodley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Jane Wooley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Wesley Theodore Wooley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Harrington Woolsey, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Jesse Loyal Worden, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering Physics)
Julius Birney Work, Jr., Bachelor of Science fCivil Engineering)
Richard Wells World, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Herman Lewis Wortman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Edward Alburn Wright, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Marian Serilda Wright, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Noel Nithsdale Wright, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Lucille Mae Wrobke, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Glen Yockey, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Eloise Agnes Yonke, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
DwiGHT York, Bachelor of Science CEducation)**'
George Clair Young, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
James Albion Young, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Marion Auburt Young 'Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Paul Ware Young, Ba*''helor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Pedro Sanchez Yujuico Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Irene Marie Zack, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Max Zaverschnik, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Martha Jean Ziegler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
George Fulton Daniel Zimmerman, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)*
John Corbin Zimmerman, Bachelor o f Science (Chemistry)
Rebecca Zwick, Bachelor of Science (.Education)'
With honors.
With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.







THE COLLEGE OF LAW
The Degree of Bachelor of Science




The Degree of Bachelor of Laics
Paul ArcrsT Balbach
James Worrell Barb. B.S., 1926
Mabshall Elliot Belshaw
Charles Eva>"S Bliss
Alfred Wellixgton" Bos-wobth, B.S., 1926
Walter Ralph Bre-Wam'
Charles Sumner Buck














Stant-et Hexrt Gcter, A.B., (Earlkam College)
1926
Feed Lotns Habbeoger, B.S., 1926










Cabhol Joseph Kohxih, B.8., 1926
Frank Spellmax Leaht, B.S., 1926
Geobge Baker Lee
Paul Bebtel Nickolai Llnd, B.S., 1926
Bkbnita Jewell Long, A.B., 1924** ^
Hebbebt Btbox Lowe, B.S., 1926
Louis Asaks Lowexstein
Habold Alvin Lowexthal
RiLET McCl.un, B.S., 1926
Gale Chesteb Mabques*
Charles Wiixiam Mead
August C Meter, Jr.
XOBMAN AbTHUR MiLLEB*
Geobge Eabl Miittu-man
William Benjamin Mobgan, A.B., 1926
William Edward Mters
Albert Edmunt) Peterson
Joseph Robert PrrEBSox, A.B. (Beloit CoQege)
1925
Edrie Mildred Peesleb
Richard Herbert Radlet, Jr.




Paul Albebt Shex-k, Jb.






Charles Arthur Wesner, B.8., 1928
Albert Leonard Wolins
The Degree of Doctor of Laves
Alton Gittobd H.ux. A.B.. 1928**
Merrill HE.^.RST Johnston, A.B., 1926**
Marshall Meter, B.S., 1926*
Alfred Fr.ancis Xewkirk, B.S., 1926
Jambb Gladwtx Thomas, A.B., 1923
THE LIBRARY SCHOOL
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Library Science
Mattie Lois .-Vlbert, A.B. (Hcnrard CoUe^e) 1926
Naomi NL^thilda Anderson, A.B. (.Watkington State CoUene) 1927
Mabt Barrett, A.B. (Woihhum CoUeoe) 1922
AuRELiA Emm.^ Bis8m.*.ieb, A.B. (£taiwmUe CoUegt) 1926
Edith Gb.\ce Bond, A.B., 1927**
Dorothy Fulkerson Bower, A.B. {Oherlin College) 1927*
Barbar.\ Louise Bowlin, A.B. (Coe College^ 1926
HoRTENSE Elaix-e Botlan, A.B. {Uniteriity of Oklahoma) 1919*
Mart Elizabeth Br.'^dt, A.B., A.M. {iTuiiana Unitersity) 1925*
Edna Mae Beowx, B.S. (Purdue Unirerrity) 1928*
Fate Cax-tr.*.ll, A.B. (Buder University) 1924**
Cleoxa Louise Case, B.S. iUnixersity of i{inne»ota)\^\*
Helex Thomas Cornx, A.B. {Unixersity of Texat) 1920
Bertha Elsie Collier, Ph.B. (Unizersity of Chicago) 1915; A.M. {Ldand Stanford, Jr., UnitersUv) 1919
Eleanor J.ane Cox-wat, A.B. (Unitertiiy of South Dakota) 1924
Lucille Verxe Crawford, A.B. (Illinoit Woman't College) 1927
Ellex Cbeek, B.S. lEarlham College^' 1903; A.M. (Indiana UnirertUy) 1908
Grace F.*..vxie Crum?.<.cker, A.B. {ifcPhencm College • 1923*
Mabtha Rebecca Cullipher, A.B. (.Indiana Unirerriiy) 1928
Alice Ellex Daly, A.B. (St. Mary-of-the-Woodt College) 1927*»
*With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred Augtist 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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Febne Evalena DeBeck, A.B. {Earlham College) 1923**
Mildred Ann Doss, A.B. (University of New Mexico) 1925
Helen Estelle Dcftt, A.B., 1926
LomsE Leslie Fant, A.B. {University of Georgia) 1925
Dorothy Johnston Fogahtt, A.B. (Miami University) 1927
Helen Thornton Geer, A.B. (Wheaton College) 1926
Mart Elizabeth Hoff, A.B. (Friends University) 1925**
Mart Francis Gilbert, A.B. (Franklin College) 1926
Sister Mary .A.niceta Guyette, A.B. (DePaul University) 1923*
ICKO Iben, Ph.D. (Vereinigte Friedrichs-Universitat, Halle-Wittenherg) 1922'
Mildred Anna Kennet, A.B. (Oberlin College) 1919*
Ruth Klugh, A.B. (Phillips University) 1926
Sister Mart Margaret Agnes Knoer, A.B. (Mt. St. Joseph College) 1927*
Lilt Sofia Koivisto, A.B. (University of Michigan) 1927
Blanche Lane, A.B. (De Pauw University) 1917
Margaret Sherman Latimer, A.B. (Mississippi College) 1922
Helen Elizabeth Laughlin, A.B. (College of St. Catherine) 1925
Roba Mittaline LiviKGsroN, A.B. (Drury College) 1924
Mart Howe McGeorge, B.S. (Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College) 1926
Jean Margaret McRae, A.B. (College of St. Catherine) 1926
Lena Barbara Nofcier, A.B. (Asbury College) 1927
Frances Helen Norris, A.B., A.M. (University of Kansas) 1901, 1905-
RuTH Parker, A.B. (Smith College) 1908; A.M. (Columbia University) 1911
Selma Patconak, A.B. (University of Minnesota) 1925*
Lois Butler Patson, A.B. (University of Wyoming) 1918*
Esther Peterson, A.B. (St. Olaf College) 1927
Frida Louise Pliefke, A.B., A.M. (University of Minnesota) 1921, 1922**'
Genie Johanna Preston, A.B. (Northwestern University) 1914*
Hazel Quasdorf, A.B. (Cornell College) 1920
Paul L.\.ne Rand.vll, A.B. (Michigan Western State Normal School) 1925
Arthur George Renstrom, A.B. (University of Minnesota) 1928'
Perma Allegra Rich, A.B. (Indiana University) 1921
Helen Ad,*.ms Ridgwat, A.B. (Brovm University) 1927*
Harriet Virginia Rinard, Ph.B. (University of Chicago) 1920
Kathleen Margaret Ruckman, A.B., 1921
Cerill.i Elizabeth Satlor, B.S. {Purdue University) 1927'
Pauline Augusta Seely, A.B. {Vassar College) 1927*
Mart Elizabeth Silverthorn, A.B. (University of Alberta) 1925**
Sherwood Hall Steele, .^.B. (Bowdoin College) 1926
Helen Stewart, A.B. (Grinnell College) 1915
EvALENE Kramer Sullivan, B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural College) 1919
Phianna Abigail Sutten, A.B. (Des Moines University) 1924*
Mart D Taylor, A.B. (Grinnell College) 1904*
Sister Mary Jovita Thompson, A.B., A.M. {De Paul University) 1920, 19211
Thelma Theo Thornsburgh, A.B., 1921
Eileen Velde, A.B. (Northwestern University) 1919*
Adele Whitney, Ph.B. (University of Chicago) 1913**
Lelia Saba Wilson, A.B., 1908**
THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE




















































JDegree conferred February 20, 1928.
»Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
































Francis James P Twohet
Louis Stephen Varzino








Abe Louis Aaronson, B.S.
Wright Rowe Adams, B.S.
John Richardson Alexander*
Kenning Meredith Anderson, B.S.
Jacob Morris Aronson, B.S.
William Odus Baldridge
Anthony Martin Barone
William James Blackard, Jr.
John Richard Boyd, B.S.
Arthur Russell Brandenberger, B.S.
Benjamin Davis Braunstein, B.S.
Olga Brolnitsky
Clyde M Brooks
Allen Maxwell Bruner, B.S.
Hyman Jack Burstein, B.S.
Paul Vincent Carelli, Jr., B.S.
James Patrick Carmody, B.S.
Morey Chapman, B.S.
Fred Cooper
Casimir Arthur S Cywinski
Fred Danziger, B.S.*
George Edward De Trana, B.S.*
Rowland Magnus Ekstrand, B.S.
Minna Elizabeth Emch, A.B., B.S.





Michael Breinar Greenfield, B.S.
Jack Greenwald, B.S.
LiLBURN Silvas Greenwood, B.S.
Amadel Ferruccio Gregoline, B.S.
Julius Gurevitz, B.S.
Harold Frederick Hansen, B.S.
Frederick E Haskins, B.S.
Tom George Hays
Ida Heissig, B.S.
Harold Herrin Hill, B.S.
John George Hillebrand, B.S.*
Wendell Francis Holmes, B.S.
Edmund H Holten
Frank Douglas Jacobs, Jr., B.S.
Elmer Theodore Johnson, B.S.
Jambs Manuel Johnson'
Earnest Eugene Jones, B.S.
Edward Francis Joss, B.S.
Joseph Hynek Just, B.S.
Joseph Kanter, B.S.
Meyer Jacob Keren, Ph.G.
Benjamin Herman Kesert, B.S.
Frank Milton Kilgard, B.S.
Paul Frederick Kionka'




John Adolph Larson, B.S.
Calvin Albert Lauer
Herman G Levin, B.S.
Howard Jack LeVinb, B.S.
Robert Hanawalt McCrackin, B.S.
Mahlon Daniel McPherson, A.B.
Sidney James MacLeod
Frank John Maiwscalco, B.S.
Cecil Lawrence Martin
Aquil Mastri'
LaVille Hendricks Merrill, A.B.
Hershel Meyer, B.S.
Oscar James Michael
Harold Montgomery Mortimer, B.S.
William Howard Newton, B.S.
Lester Cleo Olin, A.B.
Emanuel Padnos, B.S.
Nell Treva Pattengalb, B.S.
Ben Pearlman, B.S.
Dwight Pence, B.S.
Kenneth Norman Petri, B.S.
Barton Jerome Powell, B.S.
Everett Howard Pritchett, B.S.
Julius Prohovnik, B.S.
Cloyd Long Pugh, B.S.
Glenn Raymojo) Ray, B.S.
Walter Jacob Reich, B.S.
Martin Abraham Reichman, B.S.
Jacob Edgar Reibch, B.S.
Louis Allan Richburg, B.S.
Welton Edwin Richburg, B.S.
Cyril Brown Ritchie, B.S.
Vern William Ritteb, B.S.
John Bartholomew Ruggiero, B.S.
George Schatz, B.S.
Arthur Melville Schorr, B.S.
William Henry Schowengerdt, B.S.
Carlo Salvadore Scuderi, B.S.
Galen Krauth Sellers, B.S.
Isadore M Shapiro, B.S.
Daniel Anderson Simmons, B.S.
Carey M Smith
Nicholas Ernest Sodaro'
Arch E Spelman, B.S.
Edward Carl Steinkopff
Harry Hart Stephens, B.S.
Lbland Manford Thomas Stilwell, A.B., B.S.
Charles Raymond Summers'
Milton Joseph Summerville, A.B.
Henning Melville Swenson, B.S.
MiLO Edward Vacin
James Stewart Walsh, A.B.
Arthur Sterling Webb'





'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
»Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
«As of July 23, 1928.
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Lawbence Forrest Whittaker, B.S.
Ltle Joseph Willis, B.S.
Ona Verne Wilson, A.B.
Herbert John Wing*
Samuel David Zuker, B.
The Degree oj Doctor of Medicine
{Conferred in Chicago)
Samuel Victor Abraham, A.B. (July 1, 1928)
Frank Albert Bagley, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Alonzo Newton Baker (July 1, 1928)
Russell Alvohd Barrett (June 15, 1928)
Elmer Clarence Bartels, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Jesse Franklin Beabout (July 1, 1928)
Joseph Sloan Bell (July 1, 1928)
Leon Philip Belous (July 1, 1928)
Theodore B Bernstein (December 8, 1927)
Mtron Evan Bird, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
NoRBERT Alois Blickham, B.S. (June 25, 1928)
Milton George Bohrod (January 1, 1928)
William Boikan, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Albert Joseph Bown, B.S. (August 2, 1928)
Cecil David Brown, B.S. (June 15, 1928)
Florence Amelia Brown, B.S. (August 15, 1928)
Meter H Cahan, B.S., M.S. (July 1, 1928)
Cornelius Rice Cain, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Raymond Robinson Callaway, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Marcus Ryner Caro, B.S. (July 1, 1928")
Claire Eugene Carr (January 1, 1928)
James Carswell, Jr., (September 6, 1928)
Abraham Emil Cohen, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
William Henry Cooper (July 1, 1928)
Joe Tom Currey, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Ernest Maxwell Dewhirst, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Numa Pompilius Dunne, B.S. (July 5, 1928)
Harry David Ellis (September 1, 1928)
Noah Daniel Fabricant, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Anthony John Falletti (July 1, 1928)
Fred Grant Ferguson, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
George Constant Finola, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
John Virgil Fishel (October 1, 1928)
Louis Zolo Fishman, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Charles Emerson Fitzgerald, B.S. (July 3, 1928)
Bohumil Charles Foucek, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Dorothy Miriam Franklin, A.B. (August 15,
1928)
Peter Gaberman, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Amos Carvel Gipson, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Elizabeth Colver Gist, A.B., B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Glen Earl Glasgow, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Abraham Hyman Goldberg, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Samuel Silas Goldberg, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Leon Harold Gorfinkel (July 1, 1928)
Paul Edward Haley, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Eugene W Hanson, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Peter Nicholas Hatzis (January 1, 1928)
Earl Herron, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Janette Louise Holt (October 1, 1928)
Carl Julius Henry Hotz, A.B. (July 1, 1928)
Hubert Spangler Houston, Ph.G., B.S. (Sep-
tember 1, 1928)
Milton Edward Hubbard, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Lucius Lester Hutchens (July 1, 1928)
Albon Louis Jackson (July 1, 1928)
Herman Alfred Jacobson, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Jacob Robert Jacobson, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Emery Orville Jodab, B.S. (September 1, 1928)
Donald Voorhees Jordan (August 1, 1928)
Arthur Wesley Kistner, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Harry Kraut, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Joseph Harold Kris, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Clarence Roland Kroeger (February 1, 1928)
William Frederick Lauten (July 1, 1928)
Mayer Harold Levy (June 15, 1928)
John Paul McGee, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Foster Lamont McMillan, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Reuben Mark (January 12, 1928)
Jacob Louis Marks, B.S. (September 1, 1928)
John Cyrus Mason, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
John Kelly Moeur (October 26, 1928, as of
class of 1928)
Louis Nodinger (February 25, 1928)
Julius B Novak, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Haruto Okada, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
James Vincent Oliverio, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Raymond Joseph Portman, B.S. (June 15, 1928)
Arthur C Rest, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Knute Axel Reuterskiold, A.B., B.S. (July 1,
1928)
Raymond Randolph Richards, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Charles Frederick Roan, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Eugene Robbins, A.B. (June 28, 1928)
Albert Frank Rosenblum (July 1, 1928)
Sol Roy Rosenthal, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Norman Albert Ross, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Herbert Spencer Sarnoff, B.S. (June 12, 1928)
Morris J Schiff, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Sophie Willene Schroeder, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Louis W Schultz (February 1, 1928)
Max Joseph Schwartz (February 1, 1928)
Fr.ank Robert Sender (January 1, 1928)
Benjamin Shapiro, B.S. (July 12, 1928)
Sidney Sideman, B.S. (June 12, 1928)
Lucille Hammel Snow (January 1, 1928)
Louis Irwin Sokol, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Clarence Cornelius Stein, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Clyde Peter Stollar (July 1, 1928)
George William Tarry, B.S. (July 12, 1928)
Malachi Combs Topping, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Grover Tracy (January 1, 1928)
Harold Vivan Wadsworth (July 1, 1928)
Leonard Francis Waldman, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Louis Stanley Wegryn, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
Wilburn Jewell Williams (July 1, 1928)
Joseph Henry Woolf (July 1, 1928)
Felix Herman Zimmermann, B.S. (July 1, 1928)
THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
The Degree of Bachelor of Science
{Conferred in Chicago)
Herman Millard Anderson, A.B.
Morton M Herzon
Otto Bryan Litwillbb
Beulah Ghattan Nelson, A.B.
Harold Judd Noyes, Ph.B.
Olga Irene Tobiasz
The Degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery
Fred N Bazola
Isbir Khalil Beshshur, A.B.
Harold Vincent Blatnet
V/lLMER G BotTERBUBH
Sigmund Francis Bradel, B.Me.E.
Arthur W Brookstra
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.






































John J Van Dtkb'
Leo L Wexler, B.S.
August Louis Zaccaria
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
The Degree of Graduate in Pharmacy
William B Maram (Class of 1926)
Urban Oscar Oakdale (Class of 1926)
Isadore H Raff (Class of 1926)
(Conferred in Chicago)
Reuben M Reifler (Class of 1926)
Benjamin Irving Schultzi
George Yelleni
































































































'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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The Certificate in Pharmacy
Oblando D Cambio Fred Hbcht
Stuart George Dunlop Isadore Jacobson
EiNAB John Edpors Jacob Jastromb
Harold Eisenstein Robert McEvot Krebs
Joseph Endler Alexander Podall
Louis Gelfand Herman Shapiro
William A Gerbosi Manuel Udell Sievers
Nadia Clementina Hazel
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The Degree of Master of Arts
In Architecture
Albert Frederic Hbino, B.S. {Armour Institute) 1926
In Botany
Hamilton Hye Card, A.B., 1926
Eleanor Hedgcock Dorsett, A.B., 1920
Marie DeVere Jones, A.B. (North Carolina College for Women) 1926
Florence Louise Sanford, A.B. (Miami University) 1927
Gilbert Leonidas Stout, A.B. (Miami University) 1923
In Chemistry
Ruth Humphrey Ellis, A.B. (Wellesley College) 1924
Marian Staples Jay, A.B. (Rockford College) 1927
Earl Hanford Johnson, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1926'
Margaret Marie Kessler, A.B. (Illinois Woman's College) 1925
Pauline Woodworth Robertson, A.B. (Smith College) 1926'
SwANiE Siguahd Rossander, B.S. (Tarkio College) 1924>
Hildegard Newcomb Wilson, A.B. (Cornell University) 1925
Wallace Windus, A.B. (University of Montana) 1925'
In Classics
Helen Leone Bergstrom, A.B. (Illinois Woman's College) 1926^
MiGNONNE Cheesman, A.B., 1923
Marguerite Regina Connell, B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 1921
Elizabeth Dorothy Anne Graham, A.B., 1927
Charles Clare Hower, A.B. (North Central College) 1927*
Sister Mary Donald McNeil, B.V.M., A.B. (Mt. St. Joseph College) 1920«
Mary Malinda Rennoe, A.B. (DePauw University) 1927
In Economics
James Ellwood Amos, A.B. (Colorado College) 1923'
Gerald Jackson Bridges, A.B. (DePauw University) 1922'
Jesse Roscob Gillespie, B.S. (James Milliken University) 1925
Kenneth Dean Luney, A.B. (Geneva Colleoe) 1924'
Stephen Joseph Navin, B.S. (Cornell University) 1923^
George William Sanford, B.S., 1927
In Education
Henry Johnson Arnold, A.B. (DePauw University) 1923'
Ezra Oben Bottenfield, Ph.B. (University of Chicago) 1916
Wensel Langley Brown, A.B. (McKendree College) 1927
Harold Vernon Burrus, B.S., 1925'
John Hal Connor, A.B., 1921'
Okey Witter Costilow, Ph.B. (Denison University) 1924'
Catheryn Mathis Davies, B.S.,1926
Sidney Alexander Denison, B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 1922'
Joseph Dostal, A.B. (University of South Dakota) 1923'
WiLBER Eugene Harnish, A.B. (Lebanon Valley College) 1910'
Abbott Philip Herman, C.E. (Cornell University) 1920^
Darwin Alexander Hindman, A.B. (Oberlin College) 19181
Ernest Theodore Jackson, A.B., 1923
Mae E Kelley, A.B., 1913'
Walter Wesley Krumsies, A.B. (Central Wesleyan College) 1913
Walter Robert Kukets, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan University) 1923
Cora Zenobia Life, B.S. (Carthage College) 1911'
Clarence Orr, A.B., 1914'
Lewis Vincent Peterson, A.B. (McKendree College) 1927
Jerome Ephraim Robbins, A.B. (Eureka College) 1925'
Lewis Cleon Robey, A.B. (Wabash College) 1903^
Xerxes Silver, A.B. (Butler College) 1914
Harry Ernest Slusser, A.B. (Indiana University) 1925*
George Herbert Smith, A.B. (DePauw University) 1927
Maurine Bone Staley, B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 1922"
Sister Mary Evarista Sweeney, B.V.M., Ph.B. (Loyola University) 1924*
George Nelson Tremper, A.B. (University of Michigan) 1901'
Harry Stanley Young, B.S., 1927'
In English
Joseph Ellis Baker, A.B., 1927>
Delia Ann Nora Bell, A.B., 1924
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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DoBOTHT BuHROWs, A.B., 1927
Earlb Rosco Davis, A.B., B.M. (MonmotUh College) 1927
BuBBus SwiNFORD DICKINSON, A.B. (Eureka College) 1926'
TsEN Chung Fajj, A.B. (National Southeastern University, China) 1927
Mabgahet Lois Geess, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan University) 1926
Jesse W Habbis, B.S., 1927
RicHABD Ellis Haswell, A.B., 1926
Nigel Pauline Hill, A.B., 1925
Mabel Edmonson Hobart, A.B. (James MiUikin University) 1913
Mabtha Estheb Ketchum, A.B., 1926
Edith Mabt Lacket, A.B. (Oxford College for Women) 1924'
Rachel Akebs Palmeb, A.B. (Western College for Women) 1921'
Russell Solon Pabks, A.B., 1926
Stephen John Radtke, A.B., 1922'
Alexandeb Mabion Saunders, B.S., M.S. (Alabama Polytechnic Institute) 1922, 1925*
John Ralph Slow, A.B., 1925
Cliffobd Sticknet, A.B., 1923'
Ethel Stiff, A.B., 1918'
Kenneth Jackson Tabplet, A.B., 1927
Habold Hollidat Watts, A.B., 1927
Elizabeth Lois Wiley, A.B., 1920
Dobotht Ibenb West, B.S., 1926^
In Entomology
Cabl Otto Mohb, A.B. (University of Minnesota) 1926
In Geology
Cabl Evans Dutton, A.B. (DePauw University) 1926
Mary Carolyn Grant, B.S., 1927
Kathryn Elizabeth Kroenlein, A.B., 1927
Ruth Linder, B.S., 1926
Edith Muriel Poggi, Academic Diploma in Geography (University of London) 1921
Harold Bowen Willman, A.B., 1926
In German
Paul Kreidler Cbessman, A.B. (Lehigh University) 1926^
In History
Ida Lee Alderson Babgeb, A.B. (West Virginia University) 1922*
DoROTBTT Naomi Bowebs, B.S., 1927
Paul Kenyon Buttebfield, B.S., 1927
Wood Gbay, A.B., 1927
Meda Floy Gross, A.B., 1925
Edwabd Loren Majob, A.B. (Eureka College) 1927'
Chablotte Metzgeb Orland, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan University) 1922
Leland Livingston Sage, A.B. (VanderbUt University) 1922
Clifford Turner Stewart, B.S., 1927'
Jessie May Toland, A.B., 1908; B.S., 1919*
In Library Science
Frances Ida Ambuhl, A.B. (Miami University) 1915
Frances Mildred Battles, B.S. (Ohio State University) 1917
Dorothy Milleb Black, A.B. (University of Arkansas) 1922
Ruth Nelle Latshaw, A.B. (DePauw University) 1920
Downing Palmeb O'Haeba, A.B. (Southwestern College) 1925
Louise Gilman Pbichabd, A.B., 1921; B.S., 1927*
Jebome Keab Wilcox, A.B. (Wesleyan University) 1926; B.S., 1927^
In Mathematics
Mary Louise Buddeke, A.B., 1927
Frank Clifton Gebman, B.S. (Kansc^s State Teachers College) 1924'
Joseph Derby Grant, B.S., M.S. (University of Michigan) 1925, 1926
Verla Gladys Hays, B.Ed. (Eastern Illinois State Teachers College) 1927*
Raymond Leslie Krueqer, A.B., 1927
Ruth Ellen Kunkel, A.B. (Carthage College) 1927
Robert Earl Norbis, A.B., 1926
Clabence Gobdon Soward, A.B. (University of Kentucky) 1926
Helen Elizabeth Stemmons, A.B., 1927
Janet Louise Weston, A.B., 1927
In Philosophy
Beatrice Elizabeth Hadam, A.B., 1926
In Physics
Wesley Samuel Stein, A.B. (North Central College) 1927
In Political Science
Orven Roland Altman, A.B., 1927
Richard Gibbs Bbowne, A.B., 1922'
Maubice S Gulp, A.B., 1927
LoBA LuciLE Deebe, A.B., 1927
Mbs. Hjordis Lind Pratt, A.B., 1925'
In Psychology
Albert Douglas Glanville, A.B. (Cornell University) 1927
Lois Ethel Stefft, A.B., 1927
In Romance Languages
Jessie Fbances Arnold, A.B. (Indiana University) 1920
Evelyn Borcherdt, A.B., 1927
Jahvis Burr Burner, B.S., 1924
Mary Ellen Cabboll, A.B. (James MiUikin University) 1911*
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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John Probasco Gamble, A.B. (Knox College) 1927'
Julia Margaret McMillan, A.B., 1927'
Ratmond Jones Maxwell, A.B., 1918
Gertrude Louise Moeller, A.B., 1927^
George Hausbroucq Perrine, A.B. (Hamilton College) 1925
Angelina Rosalia Pibtrangeli, A.B. (Lake Forest College) 1926
John Anglin Ramsey, A.B. (Lhike Unitersily) 1926
RoMOLA Jean Reese, A.B., 1927
Margaret Anne Schultz, A.B., 1927
Gladys Maurine Small, A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan University) 1926
Reba Fredrickia Smith, A.B. (Eureka College) 1925
Ernest Irving Stahly, A.B. (Blufflon College) 1924*
Bbul.<.h Hope Swigart, A.B., 1924'
Marianne Winifred Thompson, A.B. (Illinois Woman's College) 1924
In Sociology
Luke Talbot Hood, A.B. (James Millikin University) 1927^
Georgene Phyllis Kerchneh, A.B., 1927^
Dora Blanche McVey, B.S., 1924'
In Zoology
Obie Thomas Ballard, A.B. (Central College) 1923
WiLLARD Marion Gersbacher, B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Normal University) 1926
Louise Elizabeth Gulick, A.B., 1927'
Arthur Lorimer Hjortland, A.B. (University of North Dakota) 1923'
Ernest Carr McCulloch, D.V.M. (Kansas State Agricultural College) 1924'
Willabd Francis Stanley, A.B. (North Central College) 1927
The Degree of Master of Science
In Accountancy
Daniel Borth, Jr., B.S. (University of Kansas) 1927'
Louis Arnold Huston, B.S., 1927*
Ming Chih Ma. B.S., 1927'
Walter Marvin Smith, B.S., 1927
Clare Lewis Thomas, A.B. (Colorado College) 1926*
Arthur Harry Winakor, B.S., 1926'
In Agronomy
Marion Boyer Harland, B.S., 1920^
Mason August Hein, B.S., 1917
Robert LaVern Matlock, B.S., 1924'
Walter John Mumm, B.S., 1919
John Pullm.*.n Welborn, B.S. (Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College) 1921; B.S. (Jowa
State College) 1927^
In Animal Husbandry
Lucien Linton Roux, B.S., 1927
In Botany
Olalla Elaine Glasgow, B.S., 1927
Dwight Dewitt O'Neil, A.B., 1924*
George Myron Shear, B.S. (University of Maryland) 1927
In Ceramic Engineering
Luther Delos Fetterolf, B.S., 1926'
In Chemistry
Webster Ward Benton, B.S. (Dartmouth College) 1926'
Florence Leota Catherwood, A.B., 1927
Homer Russell Dupfey, B.S. (Shurtleff College) 1926=
Edward Thomas Dunn, B.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 1927
Glenn Charles Finger. B.S., 1927^
Ralph Hogan Manley, B.S. (Beloit College) 1926i
John McCaleb Nicoll, B.S. (Tarkio College) 1925'
Leslie James Roll, B.S. (Oregon State Agricultural College) 1927*
Charles Louis Schmidt, B.S., 1927
Pierce Wilson Selwood, A.B. (University of British Columbia) 1927*
Edwin William Shand, B.S., 1923
Thomas Bunce Shoebotham, B.S. (Montana State College) 1923
Beatrice Elizabeth Sommer, B.S., 1927
Seymour Libolt VanOrden, B.S. (Syracuse University) 1923*
Roberta Whitnah, B.S., 1921'
Russell Hubert Winters, A.B. (Westminster College, Mo.) 1926'
In Civil Engineering
Lee Chow, B.S., 1927
Edward Daniel McKeagub, B.S., 1927
Newlin Dolbey Morgan, B.S.. C.E. (University of Colorado) 1910, 1925
William Albert Oliver, B.S. (University of Michigan) 1922
Mark Usona Serrurier, B.S. (California Instiltite of Technology) 1926
Charles Francis Smith, Jr., B.S. (University of Utah) 1925
SusuMU SoGA, B.S., 1927
Alton Harry Sorensen, B.S. (University of Utah) 1926
In Dairy Husbandry
St.\nley Vimont Layson, B.S. (South Dakota Stale College) 1918*
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
"Degree conferred August 11. 1928.
•Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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In Economics
Mabgaret Mae Barton, B.S., 1927*
Elson Gordon Bowter, B.S., 1927
Ttleb Francis Hatgood, B.S.C. (University of Georgia) 1926'
Elmer Cornelius Koch, B.S., 1922'
Paul James Thoma, B.S., 1927
In Education
John Rea Ambbuster, B.S., 1917'
Adam Qutnct Bennett, B.S. (Indiana State Normal University) 1920; B.S., 1927
George Frederick Courtney, B.S., 1921'
William Lloyd Davies, B.S., 1927'
Earl Ernest Downing, B.S., 1926
William Lloyd Gard, B.S., 1921
Neil Ford Garvey, B.S., 1924'
Lawrence Charles Gassman, B.S., 1927'
Glendolyn Price Jones, B.S. (Eureka College) 1920'
Norman R D Jones, B.S. (Eureka College) 1922'
Albert Lewis Lindel, B.S., 1925'
Chelsy Glessneb RiytfLEY, B.S. (Purdue University) 1915
Herbert Judson Rucker, B.S. (Illinois College) 1911; B.S., 1913'
George Thomas Stafford, B.S., 1926'
David Anderson Turnipseed, B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Normal University) 1926'
In Electrical Engineering
Max Albert Faucett, B.S., M.S. (Rose Polytechnic Institute) 1921, 1924<
Lloyd Preston Garner, B.S. (Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College) 1923
In Entomology
Richard Oglesby Malcomson, B.Ed. (Western State Teachers College) 1923'
Boyd Burton Palmer, A.B. (Park College) 1923; B.S., 1924
In Farm Organization and Management
Gary Davis Palmer, B.S. (Massachusetts Agricultural College) 1926
Willard Parmintkr Ranney, B.S., 1917'
In Geology
Leslie Arnold Holmes, B.S., 1926
Samuel Carl McMackin, B.S., 1927
Cloyde Moffett Smith, B.S., 1920
Allen Worcester Waldo, A.B., 1927
In Home Economics
Clara May Rocke, B.S., 1927
Deborah Wilda Solliday, B.S., 1926
In Horticulture
Constantine John Alexopoulos, B.S., 1927
Clarence Edward Baker, B.S., 1927i
In Mathematics
Alverta Carter, B.S. (Eureka College) 1923
Elizabeth Grace Cummins, B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan University) 1927
Margery Elizabeth Fish, B.S. (Shurtlef College) 1927
Clyde Monroe Hobart, A.B., 1912
In Mechanical Engineering
Marion Isaac Levy, B.S. (Harvard University) 1926
Rudolph Michel, B.S. (University of Wisconsin) 1916
John Ford Quereau, B.S. (University of Texas) 1926
In Obstetrics
John Ambrose Clark Busby, B.S. (Grinnell College) 1915; M.D. (University of Nebraska) 1921
In Oral Surgery
Isaac Schour, B.S. (University of Chicago) 1921; D.D.S., 1924
In Physics
Langford Todd Bourland, B.S., 1926
Kent Henry Bracewell, A.B. (Illinois College) 1927
Albert Nelson Guthrie, B.S. (University of Arizona) 1926
Clarence Edward Ireland, A.B., 1926
Ira Guild Ross, B.S., 1927
Henry Edward Schmidt, A.B. (Park College) 1926
John Gcstav Thews, B.S. (Oregon State Agricultural College) 1926
John Emil Volkmann, B.S., 1927
Martin Calvin Watson, B.S. (Knox CoUege) 1926>
In Railway Engineering
Clayton Elmer Gabbl, B.S. (Purdue University) 1908
In Surgery
MiNAB Joannides, M.D. (Washington University) 1921
In Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Richard Vernon James, B.S. (University of Oklahoma) 1918
Albert Jorgensen, B.S., E.M. (Michigan CoUege of Mines) 1924'
Hisashi Tanaka, B.S., 1927
In Zoology
Harry Jackson Bennett, B.S. (Louisiana State University) 1926'
Abraham Aaron Dumanis, B.S. (College of the City of New York) 1927
Marie Belle McCabe, B.S., 1921=
Eva Rwan, A.B. (Ginling College) 1923
John Howard Swanson, A.B. (Carleton CoUege) 1925
Professional Degrees in Engineering
Architectural Engineer
Charles Lyman Ellis, A.B., B.S., 1910, 1920
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
'Degree conferred August 11, 1928.
'Degree conferred October 13, 1928.
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CivU Engineer
Harold Thkodobb Labsen, B S., 1923
Walter Clifford Sadler, B.S., 1913; M.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 1921
LeRoy Tucker, A.B. (.Washburn College) 1912; B.S., 1923
Louis Kossuth Whitcomb, Jr., B.S., 1922
Electrical Engineer
Claudius Edmund Bennett, B.S. (University of Nebraska) 1909; M.S., 1912
Charles Alva Keener, B.S. (University of Kansas) 1919; M.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
1920
James Moss Ketch, B.S., 1917
Robert Joseph Malcomson, B.S., 1922
Conrad Lotns Pfeiffer, B.S., 1917
Lester Mabsh.\i-l Plym, B.S., 1921
Mechanical Engineer
Benjamin James Wilson, B.S., M.S. (Bucknell University) 1919, 1921
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
In Agronomy
Eugene Amos Hollowell, B.S., M.S. (Iowa State College) 1923, 1924
Ogle Hesse Sears, B.S., 1914; M.S. (Purdue University) 1917
Earl Gwin Sievekinq, B.S. (Purdue University) 1920; A.M. (University of Missouri) 1922
Floyd Leslie Winter, B.S., M.S., 1922, 1924
In Bacteriology
Luther Allen Black, B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925i
Glen Aven Lindsby, B.S. (Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas) 1923; M.S., 1926
George Ira Wallace, B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924'
In Botany
Wilhelm Gerhard Solheim, A.B. (loua Slate Teachers' College) 1924; A.M., 1926
In Chemistry
Talbert Ward Abbott, A.B. (Indiana University) 1918; A.M. (Harvard University) 1922
James Augustus Arvin, B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Gerald Hawley Coleman, A.B. (Ohio State University) 1922; M.S., 1926>
Charles Curtis Coons, B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Letha Allison Davies, A.B. (Mount Holyoke College) 1921; M.S., 1926
Chester Gust.vve Gauerke, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1923; M.S., 1924'
James Franklin Hyde, A.B., A.M. (Syracuse University) 1923, 1924
Robert Thies Leslie, B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Lawrence Forstall Martin, B.S., B.E., M.S. (Tulane University) 1924, 1925, 1925>
Raymond Merchant, A.B. (DePauw University) 1924'
Laurence Larkin Quill, B.S., M.S. (University of Nevada) 1924, 1925
Paul Lawrence Salzberg, B.S. (Knox College) 1925; M.S., 1926
Arthur Galbr,\ith Scroggie, B.S., M.S. (University of Alberta) 1922, 1924
Roy Soukup, B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Bkulah Dorothea Westerman, B.S. (University of Missouri) 1919; M.S. (University of Chicago) 1923
(College of Medicine)
Arthur Gideon Cole, B.S. (University of Chicago) 1920'
In Classics
Clarence Allen Forbes, A.B. (BaUs College) 1922; A.M., 1924>
In Economics
John Fred Bell, A.B. (Muskingum College) 1923; A.M., 1924
Ward Leslie Bishop, A.B. (Earlham College) 1923; A.M., 1924>
Kenneth Field, A.B. (University of Maine) 1925; A.M., 1926
Charles Franklin Marsh, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1925; A.M., 1926
In Education
George William Reagan, A.B. (Indiana University) 1918; A.M., 1924
In Engineering
Pen Chun Hsu, B.S. (Peiyang University) 1924; M.S. (University of Pittsburgh) 1925
In Geology
Albert Nelson Murray, A.B., M.S. (University of Colorado) 1922, 1924
In History
Carroll Brown Malone, A.B. (Western Reserve University) 1908; A.M. (University of Michigan) 1909;
A.M. (Harvard University) 1920
Inda Wilson, A.B. (Vanderbill University) 1923; A.M. (.State University of Iowa) 1924
Arthur Franklin Zimmerman, A.B. (McKendree College) 1917; A.M. (Colurnhia University) 1919;
B.D. (Drew Theological Seminary) 1920
In Mathematics
Walter Lee Moore, A.B. (Albion College) 1924; A.M., 1925
In Physics
Vernon Martin Albers, A.B. (Carleton College) 1923; A.M., 1925
Arnim Dean Hummell, B.S. (Knox College) 1923; M.S., 1924
Gerald Mark Rassweiler, A.B. (Bucknell University) 1924; M.S., 1926
Otis Bigelow Young, A.B. (Wabash College) 1921; A.M., 1923
In Political Science
Su Ching Chen, A.B. (Futan University) 1925; A.M., 1926
Denna Frank Fleming, A.B., A.M., 1916, 1920
Wallace Carlton Murphy, A.B. (University of Arkansas) 1909; A.M. (University of Chicago) 1912'
Richard Carleton Spencer, A.B., A.M. (University of Colorado) 1921, 1922
In Psychology
Ralph Harrelson Gundlach, A.B., A.M. (University of Washington) 1924, 1925'
In Romance Languages
James Burton Tharp, A.B. (Indiana University) 1921; A.M., 1924
In Zoology
HsinKuoChen, B.S.,^A.M. (Soochow University) 1923, 1925'
Justus Frederick Muller, A.B. (Johns Hopkins University) 1923; A.M., 1926
Parke Harvey Simer, B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 1924; A.M., 1926
Morris Stkgqerda, A.B. (Hope College) 1922; A.M., 1923
'Degree conferred February 20, 1928.
SCHOLARS AND FELLOWS, 1928-1929
Kathbtn Irene Allen, Scholar in Romance Languages
OsCAB Fritiof Ander, Fellow in History
Corliss Doran Anderson, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Norman Jefcoate Atkinson,' Fellow in Zoology
George Allen Baker, Fellow in Mathematics
Esther Frances Barnett, Scholar in Romance Languages (.Nominee of James Millikin Univertity)
Floyd Riesemy Baughman, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Burton Neubert Behling, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
George Charles Sumner Benson, Scholar in Political Science
Hugh Raymond Beveridge, Fellow in Mathematics
Marion Taylor Bird, Scholar in Mathematics
Marion Dolores Bonzi, Scholar in History (Nominee of Rockford College)
Lanqford Todd Bocrland, Fellow in Physics
Oliver Kenneth Bower, Fellow in Mathematics
Russell Louis Bowers, Scholar in Philosophy
Maby Louise Bheedlove, Scholar in Classics
John Harvey Butchart, Scholar in Mathematics (Nominee of Eureka College)
Lung Chung, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Donald Drake Coffman, Fellow in Chemistry
Louise Cbafton, Scholar in Classics
Paul Dado Cramer, Fellow in Mathematics
Walter Frederick Crowdeh, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Dorothy Louise Dart, Scholar in History (Nominee of Illinois Woman's College)
Marvin Willis DeJonge, Scholar in Mathematics
Paul Richabdson Dillard, Scholar in Political Science
Paul George Dingledy, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Josephine Louise Edwards, Scholar in Chemistry
Florence Lydia Evans, Scholar in Bacteriology
Emmert Alfred Gassman, Scholar in Chemistry (Nominee of Carthage College)
Edwin Ordell George, Scholar in Economics (Nominee of Lombard College)
Byron Hall Gibson, Scholar in English
Horace Beaven Gillespie, Fellow in Chemistry
George Adams Graham, Fellow in Political Science
Mary Eleanor Graham, Scholar in Education
Clarence Benjamin Hale, Scholar in Classics (Nominee of WheaUm College)
Marion Anna Harman, Fellow in Classics
Einab Ingvald Haugen, Scholar in Scandinavian
WiNFRED Crouse Herrick, Fellow in Classics
Leonore Beatrice Hollander, Scholar in Chemistry
Dorothy Lillian Hussemann, Scholar in Home Economics (Nominee of College of Agriculture)
LucRETiA Little Ilsley, Scholar in Political Science
Samuel Charles Kendeigh, Fellow in Zoology
Eleanor Kingsley, Scholar in Mathematics
Leora Pauline Kneer, Scholar in Physiology (Nominee of Illinois Wesleyan University)
Mathilde Hannah Krenz, Fellow in Botany
Henby Habold Kbonenberg, Scholar in Education (Nominee of Illinois College)
Oscar Edward Kurt, Carr Fellow in Chemistry
William D-wight Lansing, Fellow in Physics
John Roberts Mayor, Scholar in Mathematics (Nominee of Knox College)
Walter Herman Michaels, Fellow in Botany
Edward Bernard Noel, Scholar in Physics (Nominee of College of Engineering)
Ancil Newton Payne, Fellow in History
Lewis Vincent Peterson, Fellow in Education
Earl Hampton Pritchard, Scholar in History
Mary Ben Rumsey, Scholar in Mathematics
Ruth Reder St. Julian, Fellow in Chemistry
Lee N Scheuebman, Scholar in Physics (Nominee of North Central College)
Charles Wesler Scull, Fellow in Chemistry
Everett Jesse Shaw, Fellow in Chemistry
Max LeRoy Shipley, Fellow in History
Wendell Meredith Stanley, DuPont FeUow in Chemistry
Lois Alberta Stevenson, Scholar in English (Nominee of Shurtleff College)
Jane Tobie, Scholar in Zoology
Shirley Monroe Troxel, Fellow in Chemistry
Cornelius Austin Van Doren, Scholar in Agronomy
Harold Holliday Watts, Fellow in English
RoBANNA Grace Webster, Scholar in French (Nominee of Monmouth College)
Gail Robert Yohe, Fellow in Chemistry
Leonard Marion Zingler, Scholar in Economics
'Resigned, November 30, 1928.
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UNIVERSITY HONORS
Awarded by the Faculty of the University
HONORS AT GRADUATION
HIGH HONORS
College 0/ Liberal Arts and Sciences
Kathrtn Irene Allen, in French Russell William Fisher, in Chemical Engineering
Paul Laurell Ambelanq, in Journalism Mtrtle Lucile Haun, in Psychology
Alfred Theodore Blomquist, in Chemistry Dorothy Vernon Hubbell, in English
DoROTHT Agnes Butts, in Botany Henry William Knerr, in Mathematics
Catherine Margaret Conner, in Mathematics Walter Myers Smith, in Chemistry
Frances Bernice Cottrell, in Botany William Benjamin Thomas, in Chemistry
Frances E Ferguson, in French Harry Bernard Wissman, in Economics
College of Commerce and Business Administration
George Percy Freeland, in General Business Charles Robert Miller, in Accountancy
Thomas Reed Liggett, in Accountancy George Henry Getting, in Accountancy
Arthur Lincicome, in Banking and Finance Frances Margaret Whitehead, in General Business
College of Engineering
Harry Heltman Holscher, in Ceramics Howard Agnew Smith, in Gas Engineering
John Vytautas KuRTiNAiTis,in Electrical Engineering James Clifford Springer, in Electrical Engineering
Marvel Fred Lindeman, in Civil Engineering Edward Fillmore Todd, in General Engineering
Edward Bernard Noel, in Electrical Engineering Richard Feltes Voell, in Architecture
College of Law
Casil Harold Friedman Merrill Hearst Johnston, A.B.
Alton Gifford Hall, A.B. Bernita Jewell Long, A.B.
College of Education
Sylvia Bach, in Education Elizabeth May Holbrook, in Botany
Jacob Roy Byerley, in Biology Genevieve Mary McConnell, in Education
Wendell Eugene Cannon, in Education Helen Merry, in English
Frances Mary Duffy, in Botany Erna Barbara Moehl, in Education
Russell Taaffe Gregg, in Education Margaret Minnie Read, in History
DwiGHT York, in Mathematics
Library School
Edith Grace Bond, A.B. Mary Elizabeth Hoff, A.B.
Faye Cantrall, A.B. Frida Louise Pliefke, A.B., A.M.
Fernb Evalena DeBeck, A.B. Mary Elizabeth Silverthorn, A.B.
Adele Whitney, Ph.B.
HONORS
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
William Russell Arrington, in Political Science Harold Raymond Hortin, in Zoology
Lois Benson Baker, in History Abe Selig Hyman, in Political Science
Virginia Laura Beach, in English Charlotte Alice Johnson, in History
Pauline Beatty, in Mathematics Harriette King, in Chemistry
Charles Hodges Bennett, in English Reva Beatrice Kramer, in French
Edwin Ray Birkhimer, in Chemistry Marie Lucile Lawrence, in Mathematics
Ruth Amelia Blount, in Philosophy Dorothy Virginia Lee, in French
Helen Bess Broverman, in Education Judith Lighterman, in Philosophy
Margaret Adele Burns, in Spanish Julia Marion Lyons, in Mathematics
Virginia Butler, in Latin Doris Keane Miller, in Philosophy
Joseph Eugene Charles, in English Malcolm Paul Moore, in History
Lillian Catherine Conrad, in Mathematics Hubert Edward Nelson, in Philosophy
Norma Madelaine Contratto, in Zoology Irene Mildred Olson, in Mathematics
John Casner Crane, in Chemical Engineering Lorene M Pacey, in English
Catherine Evelyn Crofton, in French Margaret Mae Popham, in English
James Shelley Cullison, in Geology Ruth Rcxayn Ralston, in History
Eugene Bland Danzeisen, in English Milton Allen Reinhart, in Chemical Engineering
Georgia Evelyn Davis, in Spanish Winifred Rhoades, in French
CoRNiSE Denise, in Mathematics Helen Peabody Robbins, in History
Mrs. Marjorie Bullard Drury, in Psychology Henry Goddard Roberts, in Public Speaking
John Jacob Faissler, in History Max Joseph Satin, in History
Richard Glassbrook Finn, in English Jeannette Schiffer, in English
Karl August Folkers, in Chemistry Bernadine Eugenia Shuman, in English
Frances Lucinda Alice Fullerton, in English George Edgar Symons, in Chemistry
Libby Harriet Galst, in Psychology Vida Lois Trager, in Home Economics
Esther Evelyn Garbe, in French Elizabeth Jane Turnell, in Public Speaking
John Joseph Gibbons, in Physics Lillian Wendt, in History
Margaret Golden Glenn, in French Alice Williams, in History
Dorothy Leal Gray, in English Helen Jane Wooley, in English
Abe Hoffjian, in English Irene Marie Zack, in French
Martha Jean Ziegler, in English
College of Commerce and Bu^ness Administration
Henry Charles Bear, in Industrial Administration Vernon Lovell Phelps, in Foreign Commerce
Paul Bernard Currier, in Accountancy Everett Edgar Roll, in Accountancy
Ralph Vernon Hoffman, in General Business Alton Frost Thomas, in Accountancy
Herman George Oetting, in Accountancy Frank Arthur Weld, in General Business
Paul La Verne Wilton, in Accountancy
College of Agriculture
Lewis Abner Clark, in Agriculture
_
Helen Renker, in Home Economics
Dorothy Lillian Hussemann, in Home Economics George Horace Reuss, in Agriculture
Everett Estell Irick, in Agriculture Charles Baker Shuman, in Agriculture
Kenneth Ralph Morray, in Agriculture Vernon Theodore Stoctemyer, in Floriculture
Cornelius Austin Van Doben, in Agriculture
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College of Engineering
RuBA Oswald Ball, in Mechanical Engineering Henby Feancis Ibving, in Mechanical Engineering
NiLES HuTTON Babnard, in Railway Mechanical Eric Gunnard Pearson, in Civil Engineering
Engineering Irvin William Schoekinger, in Ceramic Engineering
Frank Hugh Bei.vhauer, in Civil Engineering Emerson Franklin Schroedeb, in Mechanical Engi-
Julian Clifford Brown, in Civil Engineering neering
Edward Kendall Emerson, in Mechanical Engi- Evald Alejncs SKOG8BEBG,in Mechanical Engineering
neering Edward Washington Suppigeh, in Civil Engineering
Wilfred George Grecbel, in Architectural Engi- John Harold Svenson, in Electrical Engineering
neering Robert Harrell Tull, in Railway Electrical Engi-
Albert William Howell, in Electrical Engineering neering
Richard Wells World, in Electrical Engineering
College of Law
John Llotd Franklin Herbert Spencer Kamin
Leo Melvin Gardner Marshall Meter, B.S.
Norman Arthur Miller
School of Music
Helen Cathebinb Hackemack AIrs. Clara Derby Leach
Mrs. Bessie Pierce Iles Eleanor Katherine Mangan
Llewelyn Bruce Jones Lester Miller Van Tress
College of Education
Clarice Irene Brodman, in Education Martha Hanes, in Mathematics
Carolyn Elizabeth Countryman, in History Lelia Leona Haynes, in French
Evelyn Virginia Cox, in French Sylvia Dorinda Kilton, in Home Economics
Grace Marie Cunningham, in French Eda Katherin-e Nelsch, in History
Winnifred Lorena Garland, in Home Economics Rachel Je.\n Thompson, in Education
Josephine Louise Timmermann, in Civics
Library School
HoRTENSE Elaine Boylan, A.B. Lois Butler Payson, A.B
Edna Mae Brown, B.S. Genie Johanna Preston, A.B.
Cleona Louise Case, B.S. Helen Adams Ridoway, A.B.
Grace Fannie Crumpacker, A.B. Pauline Augusta Seely, A.B.
Alice Ellbw Daly, A.B. Phianna Abigail SuTTEaf, A.B.
Mildred Anna Kenney, A.B. Mary D Taylor, A.B.
Selma Patconak, A.B. Eileen Veldb, A.B.




Fred Danziger, B.S. Ford Kimmel Hick
George Edward De Trana, B.S. Benjamin Ide Weiningbb
John George Hillebrand, B.S. Irving Wolinsky
School of Pharmacy
Arnold William Mintz Gilbert Mintz
Habold Joseph Shinnick
PRIZES
The Alpha Chi Sigma Cup
Ward Alexander Southard
The Alpha Zeta Cup
William Henry Childb
The American Institute of Architects Medal
Richard Feltes Voell
The Ira 0. Baker Prize
Frank Hugh Bbinhauer, First Prize Marvel Frederick Lindeman, Second Prize
The Beta Gamma Sigma Cup
John Hay Detrich, Jr.
The Bryan Essay Prize
Rexford Clark Parmelee
The Chi Omega Prize in Sociology
Dorothy Catharine Duncan
Circulo Literario Espanol Medals—The American Association of Teachers of Spanish
Winifred Ellen Jones, First Year Naomi Fleming, Third Year
John Beverly Kramer. Second Year Helen Lopez, Third Year
Kathryn Irene Allen, Third Year Marian Serilda Wright, Third Year
Conference Medal for Excellence in Scholarship and Athletics for the Year 1928
Richard Glassbrook Finn
The Delta Sigma Pi Key The Omega Beta Pi Cup
Paul Bernard Currier Donald Peter Morris
The Gamma Epsilon Pi Cup The Phi Beta Kappa Prize
Frances Marie Etzbach Charles Hodges Bennett
The Iota Sigma Pi Prize Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship
Vida Lois Tbager George Forrest Drake
The Mu Kappa Alpha Cup The Francis John Plym Fellowship in Architecture
Ursula Barbara Hampel Granville Spear Keith
The Plym Foreign Scholarship in Architectural Engineering
Edwin Arno Horner
1928 Poetry Prize
jjWYi Robebt Likd, First Prize Robert Hendbbson, Second Prize
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Recognition by the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants
David Dotle Jacobs Edward Russell Johnson
The Richer Prize in Architectural History
PiXBBB Albebt Bbzt Otis Winn Max Abramoviw
The Charles Wesley Rolfe Prize
Db. John Joseph Rutledge '94, Chief Mine Engineer of the Maryland Bureau of Mines
The Scarab Medal in Architectural Engineering
William Wolf Benn
The Scarab Medal in Architecture
Pierre Albert Bezt
The Schaefer Prize in Engineering
Noel Nitbsdai.b Wbioht, First Prize Edward Washington Suppigeb, Second Priae
The Sigma Delta Chi Medal
George Francis Taubeneck
The Skull and Crescent Watch
George Francis Taubeneck
The Solomon M. Delevie Prize of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design
Walter Benjamin Sanders
The Thrift Prize
Carl Winters, Illinois College, Jacksonville
University Landscape Architects Society Prize
Russell Spence Ratcliffb
The William Beaumont Memorial Prize
Edward A Botden, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy, College of Medicine
COMMISSIONS AS LIEUTENANTS, OFFICERS' RESERVE CORPS, UNITED





























































































The HazeUon Prize Medal
Francis John Rose
The University Gold Medal
Ben Franklin Rose
The Phalanx Award
Lloyd Dblbert Gould, Air Corps John Ralph Adams, Cavalry
Ralph Stevenson Johansbn, Engineers Severin Peter Lanohoff, Field Artillery
Vebnsal Edward Hayb, Infantry Eablb Barrett Nichols, Signal Corps
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED
1928
Deobees in the Graduate School Total
A.M 88
A.M.—(February 14, 1928) 10
A.M.—(August 11, 1928) 29
A.M.— (October 13, 1928) 24
M.S 57
M.S.—(February 14, 1928) 9
M.S.—(August 11, 1928) 16
M.S.—(October 13, 1928) 18
Ph.D 38





Total, Graduate School 313
Degrees in Liberai, Arts and Sciences
A.B.—Home Economice 23
A.B.—Home Economics (February 14, 1928) 3
A.B.—Home Economics (October 13, 1928) 2
A.B.—Liberal Arts '. 394
A.B.—Liberal Arts (February 14, 1928) 43
A.B.—Liberal Arts (August 11, 1928) 12
A.B.—Liberal Arts (October 13, 1928) 37
B.S.—Chemical Engineering 12
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (February 14, 1928) 2
B.S.—Chemistry 17
B.S.—Chemistry (February 14, 1928) 2
B.S.—Chemistry (August 11, 1928) 1
B.S.—Chemistry (October 13, 1928) 1
B.S.—Liberal Arts 15
B.S.—Liberal Arts (February 14, 1928) 2
B.S.—Liberal Arts (August 11. 1928) 1
B.S.—Liberal Arts (October 13, 1928) 1
Total, Liberal Arts and Sciences 668
Degrees in Commerce and Business Administration
B.S.—Accountancy 44
B.S.—Accountancy (February 14. 1928) 1
B.S.—Accountancy, Banking and Finance 4
B.S.—Banking and Finance 25
B.S.—Banking and Finance (February 14, 1928) 1
B.S.—Banking and Finance (August 11, 1928) 1
B.S.—Commerce and Law 12
B.S.—Commerce and Law (February 14, 1928) 3




B.S.—General Business (February 14, 1928) 21
B.S.—General Business (August 11, 1928) 16
B.S.—General Business (October 13, 1928) 11
B.S.—General Railway Administration '. 3
B.S.—Industrial Administration 11
B.S.—Industrial Administration (February 14, 1928) 2
B.S.—Public Utilities 1
B.S.—Public Utilities (August 11, 1928) 1
B.S.—Trade and Civic Secretarial Service 3
Total, Commerce and Business Administration 289
Degrees in Engineering
B.S.—Architecture 13
B.S.—Architecture (October 13, 1928) 1
B.S.—Architectural Engineering 27
B.S.—Architectural Engineering (October 13, 1928) 1
B.S.—Ceramic Engineering 12
B.S.—Ceramic Engineering (February 14, 1928) 3
B.S.—Ceramics 3
B.S.—Ceramics (October 13, 1928) •. 1
B.S.—Civil Engineering 53
B.S.—Civil Engineering (February 14, 1928) 3
B.S.—Civil Engineering (October 13, 1928) 3
B.S.—Electrical Engineering 60
B.S.—Electrical Engineering (February 14, 1928) 1
B.S.—Electrical Engineering (October 13, 1928) S
B.S.—Gas Engineering 1
B.S.—Gas Engineering (February 14, 1928) 1
B.S.—General Engineering 13
B.S.—General Engineering Physics 1
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering 39
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (February 14, 1928) 4
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (October 13, 1928) 1
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B.S.—Mining Engineering 7
B.S.—Railway Civil Engineering (October 13, 1928) 1
B.S.—Railway Electrical Engineering 8
B.S.—Railway Electrical Engineering (October 13, 1928) 1





B.S.—Education (February 14, 1928) 16
B.S.—Education (August 11, 1928) 11
B.S.—Education (October 13, 1928) 32








B.S.—Agriculture (February 14, 1928) 5
B.S.—Agriculture (October 13, 1928) 4
B.S.—Floriculture 5
B.S.—Floriculture (February 14, 1928) 1
B.S.—Home Economics 19
B.S.—Home Economics (February 14, 1928) 2
B.S.—Landscape Architecture 6




B.S.—(February 14, 1928) 2
B.S.—(August 11, 1928) 1
LL.B. 53
LL.B.—(February 14, 1928) 7
LL.B.—(August 11, 1928) 2
LL.B.—(October 13, 1928) 2
J.D 5
Total, Law 77
Degrees in Library Scibincb
bIs!—(February 14, 1928)' .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 2
B.S.—(August 11, 1928) 4
B.S.—(October 13, 1928) 5







Total, Colleges and Schools at Uhbana 2029
Degrees in Medicine
M.D 76
M.D.—(February 14, 1928) 12
M.D.—(October 13, 1928) 15










Ph.G.—(February 14, 1928) 2
Ph.C 94
Total, Pharmacy 99
Total, Colleges and Schools in Chicaoo 342
Grand Total 2371
SUMMARY OF UNH^ERSITY STAFF^





Liberal Arts and Sciences ....













Men Worn. Hen Worn.
AseiSTAJTT
Pbofessobs Associates




































Total, at Chicago . . .
TOTAL IN UNIVERSITY
42 17 36
RESEARCH AND EXTENSION STAFF
Agricultural Exp. Station .... 3
Agricultural Extension
Engineering Exp. Station .... 4























TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL, RESEARCH AND EXTENSION, AND ADMINIS-
TRATIVE
Deduct Duplicates:
Staff members having both instructional and administrative positions
Staff members having instructional positions in more than one college
NET TOTAL IN UNIVERSITY
'Including both full and part time Btaff.
'Excluding the four student assistants, these officers are commissioned by the U. 8. Government.
'Including both instructional and clinical staff.
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Men Worn. Men Worn.
23 10
Assistants Techkiciaxs
Hen Worn. Men Worn.









12 21 . .. 64 1 65
32 29 2 140 140
3 7 11 2 . .. 74 21 95
1 6 1 11 7 18
9 11 3 4 29 17 46








7 7 17 1 . .. 39 io 49
1 5 90 44 294 80 4 4 . . 779 159 938
3 .. 60 4 48 9 ]L2 10 . . . 239 23 262
1 14 6 3 1 1 . .. 33 11 44
1 5 12 4 2 29 4 33






















College and Course Seniors Juniore
Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chemical Engineering 23 23 35 35
Chemistry 37 5 42 33 12 45
General 202 345 547 213 344 557
Home Economics 63 53 . . 57 57
Preparatory to Journalism 2 3 5 6 5 II
Preparatory to Law 7 . . 7 41 3 44
Preparatory to Medicine 20 1 21 66 5 71












Public Utilities . .
Railway Administration . .
Railway Transportation . .
















Athletic Coaching and Phys. Ed.
Industrial






























































































































































































































































Total, Undergraduate and Professional Students, Urbana DepartmentsGRADUATE SCHOOL (Urbana Departments)
Deduct Duplicates*














































816 775 1591 16 29 45 8 12 20 2117 2216 4333
63 2 65 3 3 243 15 258







10 2 12 1 1 36 5 41
524 35 559 14 2 16 1 1 1199 91 1290
19 19 1 1 74 74
5 5 10 10
3 3 22 23
2 2 1 1 9 §
1 1 4 4
1 1 6 3 9
702 44 746 19 3 22 1 1 1817 129 1946
195 195 8 8 2 2 532 532
6 5 1 1 27 27
42 42










200 200 18 6 24 4 4 8 676 383 1059
69 69 1 1 217 2 219
87 2 89 3 8 251 7 258
11 11 1 1 37 37
16 16 43 43
86 86 326 326




30 30 86 86
99 99 1 1 291 291
8 8 9, 2 25 25
1 1 17 17
1 1 18 18
1 1 4 4

























15 2 17 3 3 75 12 87
157 53 210 14 3 17 1 1 2 528 160 688



















. 22 13 35
8085 3380 11,465
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SUMMER SESSION, Ubbana Dbpaetmentb
Undergraduates
Graduates
Total, Sum3ieb Session, Urbana Depabtmentb .
Deduct Duplicates'
Net Total (Summer Session only), Ubbana Depabtments
Net Total, Ubbana Departments, to Febbuart 26, 1929
Fifth Year Fourth Year Third Year
Men Wom. Total Men Wom. Total Men Worn. Total
^rEDICINE (105) (4) (109) 125 8 133 115 3 118
DENTISTRY 36 36 35 3 38
PHARMACY 152 5 157
Total, Undergraduates, Chicago Departments
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Chicago Depabtments)
Deduct Duplicates'
Total, Chicago Depabtments—Winter Session
SUMMER SESSION, Chicago Depabtments
Undergraduates
Graduates
Total, Summeb Session, Chicago Depabtments
Deduct Duplicates'
Net Total (Summer Session only), Chicago Departments.
Net Total, Chicago Depabtments, to Febbuart 26, 1929
Total, Winter Session, Urbana and Chicago
Total in University to February 26, 1929
'Students holding bachelors' degrees, but taking undergraduate work.
'Individuals registered part of the year as undergraduate students and part of the year as graduate
students.
'Summer Session students who registered also during the following Winter Session.
<Fifth-year students are internes, and are not counted as resident students or included in the total.
•Students registered for the regular curriculum in Medicine or Dentistry and also doing graduate work.







Second Year FirBt Year Unclassified
Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total
110 4 114 140 2 142 11 490 18 508
52 52 80 80 1 1 203 4 207












^ 10,156 4027 14,183
DIRECTORY OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
"Begins where your student days ended"
OflBce: 358 Administration Building (West), University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Official Publication: Illinois Alumni News, 358 Administration Building (West)
Editor: Carl Stephens, '12
President: C. S. Pillsbury, '07, Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, 1305 W. 105th Street, Chicago
Treasurer and Executive Manager: C. J. Roseberry, '05, 358 Administration Building (West), UrbanA
Secretary, and Editor of Publications: Carl Stephens, '12, 358 Administration Building (West), tJrbana
DEPARTMENTAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
The Alumni Association of the College of Medicine
President-Elect: Dr. Woodruff L. Crawford, '20, 1201 Talcott Building, Rockford
President: Dr. Ralph H. Woods, '13, 678 Newstadt Building, La Salle
The Alumni Association of the Library School
President: Ruth E. Hammond, '17, Public Library, Wichita, Kans.
Secretary: Josie B. Houchens, '05, University of Illinois Library, Urbana
The Alumni Association of the College of Dentistry
President: Thorlief Lerche, '09, 3012 E. 92nd Street, Chicago
Secretary: Arthur J. Skupa, '24, care of College of Dentistry, Chicago
The Alumni Association of the School of Pharmacy
President: John C. Wheatcroft, '02, Grayville, Ind.
Secretary: Ben. L. Eicher, '11, Berwyn
LOCAL ALUMNI ASSOCUTIONS
AlabaTna
Bibmingham: Birmingham lUini Club
President: Carl James, '07, Alabama Power Co.
Secretary: Mrs. Carl James, Alabama Power Co.
California
San Francisco: The Golden Gate Alumni Association
Secretary: Louis H. Mueller, ex-'09, 5439 Broadway, Oakland
Southern California
The University of Illinois Alumni Association of Southern California
President: Steadman Smith, ex-'21, 429 Citizen's National Bank Building, Lob Angeles
Secretary: William Simmons, '23, 1009 Wright-Callender Building, Los Angeles
Colorado
Denver: Rocky Mountain Illini Club
President: George W. Mattson, '24, Box 419
Secretary: Helen I. Withrow, '27, 1324 E. 8th Street
District of Columbia
Washington: University of Illinois Club of Washington
President: Nelle L. Ingels, '14, Government Hotel, E. F. Building
Secretary: George S. Ward, '10, 212 Metropolitan Bank Building
Illinois
Aurora: Aurora Illini Club
President: Charles L. Daniels, '02, 18 Fox Street
Secretary: Sidney P. Wint^ringham, '22, 55 May Street
Chicago: The Illini Club of Chicago
President: George E. Woods, '13, 209 South LaSalle Street
Secretary: George E. Owen, '23, 5 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago: The Chicago lUinae Club
President: Miss Alice Howe, '07, 10233 S. Wood Street
Secretary: Mrs. G. J. Winterhalter, ex-'23, 422 S. Taylor Avenue, Oak Park
Decatur: Macon County Illini Club
President: Austin H. Bennett, '22, 8 Lincoln Place
Secretary: Curtis Light, '15, 531 S. Dennis Street
Peoria: Peoria Illini Club
President: C. W. Reuling, ex-'17, 255 Rebecca Street
Secretary: Howard E. Warren, '26, 301 S. Jefferson Avenue
Rockford: Rockford Illini Club
President: W. W. Shelden, '16, Realty Building
Secretary: Joseph P. Muller, ex-'25, 216 South Church Street
Sangamon County: Sangamon County Illini Club
President: Stanley L. Funk, "24, C. I. P. S. Company, Springfield
Secretary: Henry R. Wlesenmeyer, ex-'15, 1607 South 7th Street, Springfield
Indiana
Indianapolis: Indianapolis Illini Club
President: Miss Jane Pritchard, ex-'24, 2877 Sutherland Avenue
Secretary: J. H. Waldo, '20, care of Eli Lilley and Company
LaFatette: LaFayette Illini Club
President: J. Dean Wilson, '07, 517 S. 9th Street





President: J. K. McNeely, '23, College of Engineering, Iowa State College
Secretary: Mrs. Alice Strong Alben, ex-'25, 434 Hayward Avenue
Iowa City: Iowa City lUini Club
President: Professor H. L. Olin, '14, University of Iowa
De8 Moines: Des Moines lUini Club
President: Mark Disosway, '08, 505 Country Club Boulevard
Secretary: Dorothy Kennedy, 1815 Grand Avenue
Kansas
Lawrence: Lawrence lUini Club
Secretary: Margaret Barto, '17, care of University of Kansas
Wichita: Wichita Illini Club
President: Dr. L. F. Bowman, '12, 1010 Schweiter Building
Secretary: H. S. Mueller, '14, 145 N. Main Street
Kentucky
Louisville: Louisville Illini Club
President: N. H. McNair, ex-'26, 417 Kensington Court
Maryland
Baltimore
President: C. P. Van Gundy, '88, Charles Apartment
Secretary: H. Carl Wolf, '13, 4405 Wentworth Road
Michigan
Detroit: Detroit Illini Club
President: Leo M. Bauer, '14, 36 Atkinson Avenue
Secretary: Alfred W. Gross, ex-'15, care of Cadillac Insurance Agency
Detroit: Detroit Illinae Club
President: Mrs. Robert T. Lattin, '12, 14334 Longacre Road
Secretary: Clara Hobbs, '24, Central High School
Minnesota
Illini Club of the Northwest
President: W. M. Wadsworth, '14, 2525 Dupont Avenue, S., Minneapolis
Secretary: E. W. Doerr, '24, 630 Soo Line Building, Minneapolis
Missouri
Kansas City: Kansas City Illini Club
President: C. C. Young, '24, 3403 Agnes Avenue
Secretary: G. H. Bruington, '24, Lenexa, Kansas
Kansas City: Kansas City Illinae Club
President: Mrs. F. W. Stroheker, '16, 1700 Spellman Avenue
Secretary: Mrs. D. R. Martin, ex-'15, 4707 Grand Avenue
St. Louis: Illini Club of St. Louis
President: J. E. Noon, '14, 7711 Brookline Terrace
Secretary: John Rabenau, '21, 6926 Arcade Building
St. Louis: St. Louis Illinae Club
President: Lucille Murch, '24, 7037 Maryland Drive
Secretary: Mrs. W. W. Blood, 2200 Sutton Boulevard, Maplewood, Mo.
New York
Buffalo: The Buffalo Illini Club
President: Frank J. Tresise, '90, 402 Morgan Building
Secretary: Stanley P. Irvin, '15, 304 Wellington Road
Ithaca: The Illini Club of Ithaca
President: Karl M. Dallenbach, '10, 111 Delaware Avenue
Secretary: O. A. Johansen, '94, 203 Parkway
New York: New York City Illini Club
President: Homer W. Deakman, '15, 921 Bergen Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Secretary: Rex R. Thompson, '21, 52 Wall Street
Schenectady: The Schenectady Illini Club
President: F. L. Michael, '24, 1522 Union Street
Secretary: P. A. Tilley, '27, 25 Vley Road, Scotia, N. Y.
Ohio
Cleveland: Cleveland Illini Club
President: Arthur Hagener, '15, 706 Union Building
Secretary: L. L. Donlin, '23, 27449 Lake Road, Bay Village
Columbus: Columbus Illini Club
President: D. J. Kays. '12, 1493 Perry Street
Secretary: Trent D. Sickles, '21. 1538 Mulford Street
Middletown: Middletown Illini Club
President: Harold F. Cope, '20, 1215 Woodside Street
Secretary: H. D. Neill, '26, Employment Dept., Armco Culvert Association
Toledo: Toledo Illini Club
President: Hazel Ringeisen, '19, 2448 Parkwood Avenue
Secretary: Harold Towe, '21, 2509 Hempstead Road, Ottawa Hille
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Oklahoma
Tulsa: Tulsa mini Club
Secretary: John T. Bradley, '16, Missouri Valley Refining Co.
Oregon
PoBTLAND : Portland Elini Club
President: Dr. William E. Savage, '17, 1070 Pacific Street
Secretary: Mrs. Leila K. Elden, '04, 500 Heights Terrace
Pennsyhania
Philadelphia: The Philadelphia Illini Club
President: Russell G. Cone, '22, 1077 N. Commons Road, Fairview, Camden, N. J.
Secretary: D. C. Johns, '17, 165 E. Tulpehocken Street, Germantown
Pittsbubgh: Pittsburgh Illini Club
President: A. J. Schoch, '17, 1013 Ross Avenue, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Secretary: Morris Schrero, '19, 248 Boquet Street
Tennessee
Memphis: Memphis Illini Club
President: Seth Ryan, ex-'23, 1461 Vinton Avenue
Secretary: W. G. Stromquist, '10, Room 2, Court House
Utah
Salt Lake Citt: Salt Lake City Illini Club
Secretary: Wesley E. King, '97, 116 "U" Street
Washington
Seattle: The Puget Sound lUini Club
President: P. O. Shuttleworth, '24, 8014 11th, N. E.
Secretary: Edgar Peterson, ex-'23, 1334 Terry Avenue
Wisconsin
Madison: Madbon Illini Club
Secretary: M. E. Dunlap, '14, R.F.D. 6
MiLWAtTKEE: Milwaukee Illini Club
President: Harold Rosendale, '22, 1109 Downer Avenue
Secretary: LaVerne Rapp, '23, 517 WeUs Street, care of Hoffman's Business College
Alaska
Farthest North Illini Club
President: G. W. Rathjens, '10, Fairbanks, Alaska
Secretary: Ina M. Hamlin, '20, Comm'l Department of Alaska Agricultural College, College, Alaska
INDEX OF NAMES
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Abbott, A. N., 8
Abel, T. F., 20, 330, 331, 332
Adams, E. L., Jr., 34
Adams, H. M., 341
Adams, L. A., 18, 333, 335, 336
Adams, Roger, 14, 44, 161, 227, 231, 232
Adams, W. S., 27, 246, 247
Adamstone, F. B., 22, 334, 335
Albrecht, D. A., 30, 265, 266, 346
Alciatore, J. C, Jr., 28, 325
Alexander, John, 26, 325
Alleman, N. J., 348
AUen, C. E., 24, 220
AUen, C. L., 25, 286, 287
Allen, Mrs. Naomi C., 343
AUison, H. O., 341
Allison, J. H., 340
Allyn, O. M., 341
Alp, H. H., 340
Alseth, Hilda J., 44
Althausen, Darrell, 30
Altman, O. R., 30. 318, 319
Alvord, J. W., 352, 354
Amberg, C. R., 349
Amberson, H. R., 37, 189
Ambrosius, E. E., 30, 296, 297
Ambuhl, Frances I., 25, 290, 292
Amelotti, Emil, 28, 293
Ammann, J. F., 8
Amstute, K. L., 30
Anders, Paul, 26, 227
Anderson, A. G., 17, 44, 221, 222, 223
Anderson, A. L., 40
Anderson, A. Marie, 23, 214, 251
Anderson, Catherine D., 27, 325
Anderson, C. R., 24, 261
Anderson, H. W., 16, 283, 285, 347
Anderson, J. C., 345
Anderson, R. H., 30, 274
Andrews, A. I., 17, 224, 225
Andrews, A.J, 341
Andrews, Edmund, 35, 189, 190
Andrews, J. B., 346
Anell, Esther W., 43
Apple, R. E., 340
Appleton, J. B., 19, 269, 270
Archer, L. B., 24, 255
Armstrong, Byron, 8
Armstrong, Beulah M., 23, 293
Armstrong, Grace B., 20, 342
Armstrong, J. W., 7
Armstrong, R. C., 38
Arnett, R. E., 342
Arnold, Lloyd, 35, 187, 197
Aron, A. W., 15, 259, 271, 272, 273
Ashby, R. C., 17, 208, 209, 346
Ashmore, R. E., 32
Ashton, Madeline, 25, 325, 326
Atkinson, C. E., 9
Audrieth, L. F., 22, 226
Babbitt, H. E., 15, 235, 236
Babcock, D. F., 27
Babcock, K. C., 9, 10, 11, 13, 44
Bachem, Albert, 35, 185
Bacon, C. S., 34
Badger, A. E., 349
Badger, C. J., 345
Baehr, W. O., 43
Bailar, J. 0., Jr., 25, 226
Bailey, H. W., 22, 293, 294, 296
Bailey, LaForce, 18, 210
Baily. H. H., 18, 220
Baird, H. H., 19, 302
Baird, J. R., 340
Baker, C. E., 30, 261
Baker, F. C., 10
Baker, Ida J., 27, 258, 261
Baker, Marian E., 30
Baker, R. H., 15, 214,215
Baker, V. L., 27, 262
Balduf, W. v., 18, 264, 265
Baldwin, E. C., 16, 44, 258, 259, 260
Baldwin, T. W., 16, 258, 259, 260
Balin, Meyer, 42, 203
BaU, F. D., 29, 286
BaU, G. J., 8
BaU, J. R., 355
Ball, R. W., 28
Ballam, G. A., 348
Baltz, H. W., 26, 308
Bamberger, Arrie, 36, 189
Banter, V. J., 341
Barclay, G. L., 33
Barlow, R. R., 20, 286, 287
Barnard, N. H., 349
Barnes, Irene M., 23, 280, 282
Barnes, J. E., 33
Barr, G. A., 7
Barrett, F. N., 208, 346
Barrett, O. G., 340
Barrows, H. H., 356
Bartholomew, Harland, 17, 284
Bartlett, R. W., 34
Barto, Harriet T., 18, 44, 279, 281
Barton, H. J., 12, 44
Barton, Katherine P., 309
Barton, Margaret M., 107
Bartow, Virginia, 24, 44, 226
Bastin, E. S., 352, 355
Bauer, E. E., 23, 234, 236
Bauer, F. C., 15, 340, 345
Baxter, R. K., 41
Bay, Edwin, 341
Bayley, W. 8., 13, 268, 269
Beadles, Jessie R., 346
Beals, I. D., 25, 210
Beard, Hallard, 36, 186, 187
Beard, J. H.. 10, 14, 44, 285
Beatley, Catharme B., 27, 257. 261
Beatty, C. L., 341
Beauman, Guy, 8
Beaver, Paul, 32
Beck, J. C., 35
Becker, H. C., 38
Becker, Israel, 39, 187
Becker, Roman, 27, 257, 261
Behrens, M. A., 24, 221, 222
Bell, A. H., 355
BeU, Delia A. N., 28, 257, 261
Belsley, Margaret H., 28, 261
Bender, H. A., 295
Benington, Harold, 358
Benjamin, A. C., 20, 310
Bennett, C. W., 30
Bennett, H. J., 27
Berdahl, C. A., 19, 318. 319, 320
Beresford, Arthur, 20, 308
Berg, C. P.. 28
Berg, Herbert, 30
Berg, H. J. van den, 17, 307, 308, 309
Bergeim, Olaf, 35, 188, 189, 195
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Berman, Edward, 19, 244, 245
Bernbaum, Ernest, 13, 161, 259, 260
Bevan, A. C, 18. 267, 268, 269, 355
Bevier, Isabel, 12
Bickley, J. G., 30, 327
Bigelow, Ruth M., 39
Bigger, J. H., 353
Bilsborrow, J. D., 20, 339
Birch, C. L. F., 38, 183. 184
Bird, R. D., 33
Black, Dorothy M., 43, 290
Black, Lulu, 343
Black, P. H., 33, 297
Blackburn, F. J., 341
Blackstone, G. R., 10. 22, 285
Blair, F. G., 7
Blair, J. C, 12, 285. 347
Blaisdell, Daisy L., 20. 271
Blanchard, W. O., 16. 269, 270
Blatt, M. L., 35, 184
Blayney, J. R., 40. 196
Bleyer, Leo. 37. 187
Bliss. H. H.. 31
Bloom. Margaret, 26, 261
Bloomfield, C. A., 31, 318
Bock, L. H., 31
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GENERAL INDEX
Absentees' examinations, College of Medicine, 178
Academy in Rome, fellowship, 76
prize, 75




Accredited schools, admission from, 58
committee, 44
Acoustics, courses, 314, 315
Activities, student, committee, 44
Adams act, 46
Adelphic Literary Society, 79
Administration, Council of, composition and
duties, 54
members, 11





to advanced standing, 60
age requirement, 55
athletic coaching, physical examination, 55
by certificate, 58









rhetoric for deficient students, 62
sources of credits, 58
subjects accepted, 57
description, 65
subjects prescribed, 56, 57
subjects recommended, 57
Summer Session, 173
time of entering, 55








units, high-school, defined, 65
required, 55, 56
women, to all departments, 55
to University, 46
See also under separate colleges and schools.
Admissions from higher institutions, joint com-
mittee, 44
Advanced standing, admission to, 60
College of Dentistry, 193
College of Law, 148
Library School, 159
College of Medicine, 175
Advertising, courses, 222, 286




Aeronautical engineering, courses, 297
Aeronautics, mathematics of, course, 294
Agricultural Club, 80
Agricultural College Extension, 129
course, 206
Agricultural economics, courses, 243, 246
station staff, 345




Agricultural Educational Club, 80
Agricultural Experiment Station, advisory boards,
8
founded, 46




Agriculture, for admission, 66
Agriculture, College of, 128









home economics, general, 135
nutrition and dietetics, 136
landscape architecture, 138
degrees, 128, 129
departments, agronomy, advisory boards, 8
courses, 206
description of department, 129
animal husbandry, advisory board, 8
courses, 207
description of department, 130
dairy husbandry, advisory board, 8
courses, 240
description of department, 130
farm mechanics, advisory board, 8
courses, 265
description of department, 130
farm organization and management, advisory
board, 8
courses, 266
description of department, 130
home economics, courses, 278
curricula, 134-137
description of department, 131




description of department, 131





graduation requirements, 71, 129
investigation and research, 128
officers, 10
publications, see under Agricultural Experiment
Station,
scholarships, 81
Smith-Hughes teacber training course, 139
societies, 80
theses, 129
Tractor and Gas Engine Short Courses, 139
unclassified students, 62
Agronomy, advisory boards, 8
club, 80
courses, 206






Alethenai Literary Society, 79
short story prize, 77
Algebra, adaitional entrance credit, 55
for admission, 66
courses, 292
Alpha Delta Sigma, 80
Alpha Lambda Delta, 80
Alpha Omega Alpha, 80
Alpha Rho Chi, prize, 75
Alpha Zeta, 80
cup, 77
Alumni Association, 79, 592
list of local clubs, 592
Alumni Record, 79
American Academy in Rome, fellowship, 76
prize, 75
American Ceramic Society, 80
American Chemical Society, 80
American Institute of Architects medal, 75
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 80
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers, 80
American literature, courses, 257
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 80
American Society of Civil Engineers, 80
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 80
Anaesthetics, course, 190
Anatomy, courses, 181, 195, 197, 199, 336
Andrews herbarium, 52
Animal husbandry, advisory board, 8
courses, 207
description of department, 130
extension specialists, 340
station staff, 345
Annual Register, Committee, 44
Anonian Literary Society, 79
Apiculture, course, 264
Appointment of teachers, committee, 44, 147
Archaeology, Greek, course, 238
Architect, supervising, office, 9
Architectural Club, 80
Architectural engineering, courses, 212
curriculum, 115
Plym scholarship, 75
Architectural history, Ricker prize, 75
Architecture, A. I. A. medal, 75




description of department, 108
Paris prize, 75
Plym fellowship, 75






Arithmetic, for admission, 66
Aron collection, 50
Art and design, courses, 213
practice course, 251
Art collections, 50
Artillery, courses, 301, 302
Artillery and Infantry prize, 78
Assistant professors, lists, 18, 35, 41, 42
Assistants, lists, 26, 38, 41, 42
student, 34
research graduate, 349
Associate professors, lists, 16, 35, 40
Associates, lists, 21, 36, 41, 42
Associations, 79
Astronomy, for admission, 66
courses, 214
Athenian Literary Society, 79
Athletic coaching, courses, 252
curriculum, 144
physical examination for admission, 55
gractice courses, 250







Bachelor's degrees, 87, 90, 92, 95, 106, 113, 128,
129, 140, 148, 149, 153, 157, 160, 176, 193
general requirements, 71
1928, list, 550
Bachelor's theses, 71, 90, 113, 129
Bacteriology, courses, 187, 197, 204, 215
dairy, courses, 240, 241
major and minors, 215
Baker collections, 51
Baker prizes, 75
Band and orchestral instruments, courses, 309
Band of X, 80
Bands, military, 170
courses, 300






Baudon museum collection, 51
Beaumont Memorial prize, 176
Beef cattle husbandry, course, 208
Beekeeping, courses, 264
Beneficiary aid, 81 •
Beta Alpha Psi, 80
Beta Gamma Sigma, 80
prize, 77
Beta Nu Kappa, 80
Biddle Loan Fund, 81
Biology, courses, see under Bacteriology, Botany,
Entomology, Physiology, and Zoology.
Biology, practice course, 251
Blaschka zoology collection, 51
B'nai B'rith prize, 77
Board of Examiners in Accountancy, 358
Board of Natural Resources and Conservation, 352






Bookkeeping, for admission, 66
practice course, 251








major and minors, 217
Botany and materia medica, courses, 204





Building trades option, industrial administration
curriculum. 104
Buildings ana grounds, 47
Bulletins, University, 337
Bureau of Business Research, founded, 46
staff, 107
Bureau of Educational Research, bulletins, 337
founded. 46
staff ana work, 146
Bureaus, scientific, 352-357
Burrill collections, 50, 52
Business, general, curriculum, 97
Business law, for admission, 66
courses, 223
Business letter writing, courses, 261
Business operations, superintendent's office, 9
Business organization and operation, courses, 220
Business Research, Bureau of, founded, 46
staff, 107
Butter making, course, 241
608 General Index
Cahokia Mounds collection, 51








Carr feUowship in chemistry, 168
Carter-Pennell Trust fund, 81
Casad collection, 50
Catalog, committee, 44

















Certificate, admission by, 58
Certificates, changed to diplomas, 46
Certification of high-school teachers, 147
Certified Public Accountants, see C. P. A.
Change fee, 82
Charities, course, 331
Charles museum collection, 51
Chase herbarium, 52
Cheese making, course, 240
Chemical Club, 80
Chemical engineering, curriculum, 92
Chemical industries option, industrial administra-
tion curriculum, 105









du Pont fellowship, 168
major and minors, 226
practice course, 251
Chi Omega prize, 76
Chicago departments, see under Medicine, Dentis-
try, and Pharmacy.
Child care and training, courses, 280, 281
extension specialist, 342
Children's cUnic, 195
Choral Society, 80, 153
Circulars, University, 337
Circulo espafiol, 80
Circus work, course, 311
Civic and trade secretarial curriculum, 98
Civics, for admission, 66
practice course, 251
QiwW engineering. Baker prizes, 75
courses, 233
curriculum, 117
deocription of department, 109
fourth-year options, 118
Class of 1895 Fund, 81




Greek life and history, 237
Latin, 238
Roman life and history, 239
library collection, 50
major and minors, 237
Classification in physical education, committee, 44
Clinic, children's, 195
Clinical faciUties, College of Medicine, 179
Clinton botany collection, 52
Clothing, courses. 280, 281
extension specialist, 342
Clubs, 79
Coaching, athletic, see Athletic coaching.
Coal and ore preparation, courses, 305, 306
Coal mining option, mining engineering, 124
Coif, Order of, 150
Collections, 50
College Entrance Examination Board examina-
tions, 59
Colleges, administrative officers, 10
list, 54
Commencement, when held, 71
Commerce, foreign, curriculum, 102
Commerce and Business Administration, College
of, 95
admission, recommended subjects, 58
requirements, 55-70
building, 47
Bureau of Business Research, 107
clubs, 80
curricula, accountancy, 99
banking and finance, 98









trade and civic secretarial service, 98
degree, 71, 95
















Commerce and law, combined curriculum, 106, 148
Commerce Club, 80
Commercia, 80
Commercial arithmetic, for admission, 66
Commercial geography, for admission, 66
courses, 270
Commercial law, for admission, 66
courses, 223
Commercial Spanish, courses, 327, 328
Commercial teaching, curriculum, 101
Commissions, military, 169, 170
list, 583
Committees, Board of Trustees, 7
Council of Administration, 44
Senate, 44
Comparative literature, course, 259





Constitutional history, courses, 276
Contests and prizes, 74
Cooperative Investigation of Probleme of lUinois
Mineral Industries, 357
Cooperative investigations, list, 350
Corporations, courses, 243, 244, 245, 248
Council, Student, 79
Council of Administration, committees, 44
composition and duties, 54
members, 11
County farm advisers, 340
County home advisers, 343
County scholarships, 81
General Index 609
Courses, description of, 205
Court, practice. College of Law, 151
C. P. A., Board of Examiners in Accountancy, 358
problems, course, 220
student memberships, 77
Credits, for admission, sources, 58
method of computing, 205
Criminal law, course, 288
Criminology, courses, 182, 331, 332
Crocker Land Expedition collection, 51
Crops, courses, 206, 207
Curators of museums, 10
Curricula, see under colleges and schools.
Cytology, courses, 335, 336
Dairy Club, 80
Dairy husbandry, advisory board, 8
courses, 240
description of department, 130
extension specialists, 340
station staff, 346
Dancing, gymnastic, courses, 311, 312
interpretative, courses, 311
Daniels collections, 51
Darling Memorial Loan Fund, 81
Davenport Residence Hall, 85
Dean of Men, office, 9
Dean of Women, office, 9
Debating, courses, 262
University, 74
Deficiencies on admission, 55
Degrees, advanced, admission to candidacy for,
65, 161
authority to grant, 46
baccalaureate, 1928, list, 550
Bachelor of Arts, requirements, 87
Bachelor of Laws, 106, 149
Bachelor of Library Science, 160
Bachelor of Music, 153
Bachelor of Science, 90, 92, 95, 106, 113, 128,
129, 140, 148, 153, 157, 160, 176, 193
bachelor's, general requirements, 71
with honors, 73
Doctor of Dental Surgery, 193
Doctor of Law, 106, 149
Doctor of Medicine, 176
Doctor of Philosophy, 164, 167
Master of Arts, 162
Master of Science, 162, 163, 168





Civil Engineer, 163, 164
Electrical Engineer, 164
Engineer of Mines, 164




Delta Sigma Pi prize, 77
Dental jurisprudence, course, 196




















lectures and lecture clinics, 199
library, 194





Summer Session courses, 174, 199
Dentistry, operative, courses, 197
prosthetic, courses, 198
Denture, coiirses, 198
Departmental extension specialists, lists, agronomy,
340
animal husbandry, 340




farm organization and management, 340




junior club work, 340, 342
Dermatology, courses, 181, 196
Design, courses, 210, 212, 213, 214
Dietetics and nutrition, courses, 279-282
curriculum, 136
major and minor, 278
Diplomacy, American, course, 318




Dittenberger Collection of the Classics, 50
Doctor's degrees, 149, 164, 167, 176, 193
Domestic science, for admission, 68
Drainage, courses, 235, 266
Drama, courses, 237, 258, 259, 260, 263, 271, 272,
273
Dramatization, course, 263
Drawing, for admission, 66
architectural engineering, courses, 212
art and design, practice course, 251
freehand, courses, 210, 213
general engineering, courses, 242
mechanical, practice course, 251
technical, course, 198
Drug analysis, course, 204
Du Pont fellowship in chemistry, 168
Dynamics, course, 315
Dziatzko Collection of Library Economy, 50
Ear training, courses, 307
Earle botany collection, 52
Ecology, animal, courses, 334, 335, 336
plant, courses, 217, 218, 219




major and minors, 242
practice course, 251
scholarships and fellowships, 168
Education, College of, 140
admission requirements, 55, 56, 62
appointment of teachers, committee, 44, 147
buildings, 48, 49
bulletin, 337
Bureau of Educational Research, 46, 148
Casad library collection, 50
certification of teachers, 147









home economics education, 141
industrial education, 143
physical education for women, 146







North Central Association requiremente, 147
officer, 10
publications, 337
research bureau, 46, 146
societies, 80
University High School, 146
Education, general, major and minors, 247
Education, physical, see Physical education.
Educational policy, committee, 44
Educational practice, courses, 250
Educational Research, Bureau of, bulletins, 337
founded. 46
staff and work, 146
Electives, College of Engineering, 112
College of L. A. and S.. 88
College of Medicine, 177
Electric railway courses, 323, 324
Electrical engineering, courses, 254
curriculum, 119
description of department, 110
Electrical Engineering Society, 80
loan fund, 81
Electrical industries option, industrial administra-
tion curriculum, 104
Elementary education, practice course, 251
Embryology, courses, 181, 195, 334, 335
Employment bureaus, Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C.
A., 79
Enamels, course, 224
Engineering, College of, 108













description of department, 108




description of department, 109
extension work, 339
scholarships, 81
civil engineering, courses, 233
curriculum, 117
fourth-year options, 118
description of department, 109
drawing, general engineering, courses, 242
electrical engineering, courses, 254
curriculum, 119
description of department, 110
gas engineering, see under department of min-
ing engineering,
general engineering, ciirriculum, 122
mechanical engineering, courses, 296
curriculum, 123
description of department, 110
mechanics, theoretical and applied, courses,
298
description of department, 110
mining engineering, courses, 305
curriculum, 123
fourth-year options, 124
description of depiartment. 111
gas engineering curriculum, 121
investigation of mineral industries, 357
physics, courses, 312
curriculum, 120
description of department. 111




description of department, 111
electives, 112
fees, 82
graduation requiremente, 71, 108
inspection trips, 112
language requirements, 113
lectures for freshmen, 112
officers, 10
prizes, 75
publications, see tinder Engineering Experiment
Station.





Engineering, Railway, School of, 156
created, 46
officer, 11
Engineering, see also under Architecture, Ceramic
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Drawing, Elec-
trical Engineering, Gas Engineering, General
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Mechan-
ics, Mining Engineering, Physics, Railway Civil
Engineering, Railway Electrical Engineering,
Railway Mechanical Engineering.
Engineering Council, 80
Engineering Experiment Station, coopyerative in-
vestigation of mining problems, 357
established, 46
history and work, 349
publications, 337
research graduate assistantehips, 168
staff, 348
Engineers, military, courses, 302, 303
English, students' use of, committee, 44
special fee, 82
English composition, for admission, 67
courses, 261
for deficient students, 62
English Journal Club, 80
Enghsh language and literature, for admission, 67
courses, 256
Dentistry, 196
divisions, public speaking, courses, 262
major and minors, 257
rhetoric, courses, 261
Scandinavian languages and literature, courses,
263
major and minors, 256
no-credit rhetoric course, 62
practice course, 251
teachers' bulletin, 337
English poetry prire, 77
Entomologist's Office, State, 47
Entomology, collections, 52
courses, 264
major and minors, 264
Entrance examinations, 59




European Culture, Museum of, 50
curator, 10
Evolution, courses, 218, 331, 334, 335, 336




Executive faculty, Graduate School, 161
organized, 46
Exfvenses and fees, 82
Experiment fields, 47
Experiment Stations, Agricultural, founded, 46
history and work, 347
staff, 345
Engineering, established, 46
history and work, 349
staff, 348
Extension courses. Dentistry, 199
Extension \etrs, 343
Extension service, 339






Graduate School, 46, 161
list. 12
summary, 586
Failures, removal of. College of Medicine, 178
Farm accoimting, course, 220
Farm advisers, 340
Farm crops, advisory board, 8
Farm mechanics, advisory board, 8
coiirses, 265
description of department, 130
extension specialist, 340
station staff, 346
Farm organization and management, advisory
board, 8
courses, 266























for Ph.D. degree, 82, 166
practice. Music, 83







Fellows and scholars, 1928-29, list, 580
Fellowships, American Academy, 76
Carr, 168
du Pont, 168







Finance and banking, curriculum, 98
Financial aid, 81
Fine Arts, see Art and Design, Landscape Archi-
tecture, and Music.
Fire assaying, course, 306
First aid, course, 252
First Fund for Overseas Soldiers, 81
Floral decoration, course, 283
Floricultural Club, 80
Floriculture, advisory board, 8
courses, 283
ciirriculum, 133
description of division, 131
See also under Horticulture.
Foods, courses, 230, 232, 279-282
extension specialist, 342
Football, courses, 252
Foreign commerce curriculum, 102
Foreign students, admission, 59
Foreign Trade Club, 80
Forge work, courses, 253, 298
Foundation for Architecture and Landscape Archi-
tecture, scholarships, 76
Franklin historical collection, 51
Fraternities, honorary, SO
French, for admission, 68
courses, 324, 329
library collections, 50
major and minors, 324
practice course, 251
Freshman engineering lectures, 112
Freshman honorary societies, 80
Freshman Mathematics Club, 80





Gamma Alpha Chi, 80
Gamma Epsilon Pi, 80
trophy, 77
Gamma Sigma Delta, 80
Gas engine short course, 139
Gas engineering curriculum, 121
Gas engines, course, 265, 266
Gehrmann Lectureship, 176
General Assembly scholarships, 81
General business curriculum, 97
General engineering curriculum, 122
General engineering drawing, see Drawing, general
engineering.
General Engineering Society, 80
General railway administration, curriculum, 100
General science, for admission, 68
practice course, 251
Genetics, courses, 334, 336
Genito-urinary surgery, courses, 190
Geography, conxmercial, for admission, 66
courses, 269
major and minors, 269
physical, for admission, 70
Geological Journal Club, 80
Geological Survey Di\nsion, 355
Geology, for admission, 68
collections, 52
courses, 267
graduate credit for survey work, 163
major and minors, 267
Geometry, for admission, 68
courses, 242, 293
German, for admission, 68
German Conversation Club, 80
Germanic languages and literature, courses, 271
library collection, 50
major and minors, 271
Glass blowing, course, 227
Glass technology, courses, 224, 225
Glazes, course, 224
Glee Club, Women's, 80
Government, courses, 318-320
University, 54
Grades, for admission, 55
for graduation, 71










fellows and scholars, 1928-29, list, 580
history and organization, 161




research graduate assistantships, 168
residence, method of computing, 165
scholarships and fellowships, 167
student list, 359




"transfer" of credits, 165
Graduate work. College of Agriculture, 129
College of Commerce, 107
College of Dentistry, 199
Summer Session, 162, 174
See also under the various deparimerUs.
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Graduation, degrees granted, 71
with honors, 73
Graduation requirements, in Agriculture, 129






in Liberal Arts and Sciences, 87




Greek, for admission, 68
courses, 237
major and minors, 237
Greek life and history, courses, 237
Greenhouse management, course, 283
Gregorian Literary Society, 79




Group requirements, L. A. and S., 88
Guild Memorial prize, 74
Gymnastics, individual, courses, 311, 312
Gynecology, courses, 186
Halls, women's residence, 85
Harmony, for admission, 69
courses, 306, 307
Hazelton prize medal, 78_
Health, extension specialist, 342
Health education, 171
courses, 285
Health Service, building, 49
office, 10
work, 171
Heat, courses, 229, 313
Heat engineering, course, 296
Heredity, courses, 218, 334




Hibbard museum collection, 50, 51
High school, admission from, 55
courses on, 247, 248, 249
High School, University, 146
officer, 11
High school teachers, see Teachers.
High School Visitor, bulletins, 337
duties, 59
office, 9
Higher institutions, committee on admission from,
44
transfer from, 60
Highway option, civil engineering, 118
HiU herbarium, 52
Hinkley collection, 51
Histology, courses, 181, 195, 204, 218
Historical Collections, Illinois, 168
Historical Survey, Illinois, 168
History, for admission, 68
courses, 273
library collections, 50
major and minors, 273
practice course, 251
History of architecture, courses, 210
History of books and Ubraries, courses, 291
History of chemistry, course, 230
History of education, courses, 247, 248, 249
History of fine arts, course, 214
History of medicine, course, 185
History of music, courses, 306, 307
History of the University, 45
Home advisers, 343
Home architecture, course, 279
Home bureaus, 343
Home economics, for admission, 68
courses, 278
curricula, general, 135
nutrition and dietetics, 136
description of department, 131
extension service, 128, 342
scholarships, 81
station staff, 347
for students in Liberal Arts and Sciences, 90
majors and minors, 278
Home Economics Club, 80
Home economics education, courses, 253, 279
curriculum, 141
practice course, 251
Home economics extension, course, 279
staff and work, 342
Home management, extension specialist, 342
Homecoming, committee, 44





College of Law, 150
College of Medicine, 176
See also under Prizes.
Honors Day, 72
committee, 44
Hoof and Horn Club, 80
Horse husbandry, courses, 208, 209
Horticultural Club, 80




description of department, 131
extension speciaUsts, 340
station staff, 347
Hospital Fund, Students', 79
trustee, 44
Hospitals, available for medical students, 179
McBjnley University, 49
Research and Education, 49
Hours, definition, 205
Hydraulic option, civil engineering, 118
Hydraulics, courses, 298, 299, 300
Hydrology, courses, 234, 236
Hygiene, courses, 182, 196, 204, 285
education work, 171
Hygiene and Public Health, office, 10
Ice cream manufacturing, course, 240
mini Board, members, 44
Illini Chamber of Commerce, 80
mini Clubs, 592
officers, 592
Illinois Alumni News, 79
Illinois Association of Teachers of English Bulletin,
337
Illinois Historical Survey, 168
Illinois Industrial University, 45
Illinois Law Review, 150
Illinois mineral industries, investigation of prob-
lems, 357
Illinois residents preferred, 64, 65
Illinois State Water Survey, 354
Illinois Union, 79
Illiola Literary Society, 79
Immigration, courses, 331, 332
Incidental fee, 82
Income tax procedure, course, 220, 221
Incorporation of University, 45
Industrial administration curriciilum, 102
Industrial arts, for admission, 69




Industrial University, Illinois, 45
Infant nutrition, course, 281
Infantry, courses, 300, 301
Infantry and Artillery prize, 78
Infirmary, College of Dentistry, 194
Insects, courses, 264
Inspection trips, College of Engineering, 112
Library School, 159
Instruction, officers of, Ust, 12
General Index 613
Instructors, lists, 23, 37, 41, 42




Intercollegiate transfer petitions, committee, 44
Internal medicine, courses, 182
International law, courses, 288, 318, 320









James Loan Fund, 81
Jamesonian Literary Society, 79
Joint committee on admissions from higher in-
stitutions, 44
Journal clubs, English, 80
Geological, 80
Romance, 80
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 337
Journalism, major in, 286
Journalism, School of, 157







Junior club work, extension specialists, 340, 342
Junior college, admission from, 61








Knox College, debates with, 74
Labor movement, courses, 244, 245
Laboratory fees, 82
Laboratory science, requirements, 55
Land, University, 47
Land economics, courses, 243, 244
Land Grant, Morrill, 45
Land tenure, course, 267




description of division, 131
summer scholarships, 76
U. L. A. S. prize, 76
See also under Horticulture.
Landscape Club, 80
Language courses, see Classics, English, German,
Romance languages, and Scandinavian languages.
Language requirements, for doctor's degree, 165
for entrance, 55
in Engineering, 113
See also under the Colleges and Schools.
Laryngology, courses, 182
Late registration fee, 82
Latin, for admission, 69
courses, 238
major and minors, 237
practice course, 251
LaVerne Noyes scholarships, 81
Law, business, for admission, 66
courses, 223











graduation requirements, 71, 148
graduation with honors, 73, 150
Illinois Law Review, 150
library, 148
officer, 11
Order of the Coif, 150
organized, 46
practice and procedure courses, 150
preparatory curriculum, 91, 151
scholarships, 150
three-three combined curriculum, 148
unclassified students, 62
JjOW Review, Illinois, 150
Lecture clinics, College of Dentistry, 199
Lecturers, lists, 23, 37, 41, 42
Lectures, freshman engineering, 112
Lectureships, Gehrmann, 176
Memorial, in Medicine, 175
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of, 87



















English language and literature, courses, 256
entomology, courses, 264
geology, courses, 267






political science, courses, 317
psychology, courses, 320




electives in other colleges and schools, 89
fees, 82
formed, 46











Library, Chicago departments, 194
committee, 44
Illinois State Historical, 168
Law, 148
















graduation requirements, 71, 160





special library work, 159
Summer Session courses, 174
unclassified students, 63
Library science, courses, 290
Summer Session courses, 174
License to practice in England, Dentistry, 194
Medicine, 175




Literature, American, courses, 257
English, for admission, 67
courses, 256
Dentistry, courses, 196
See also -under the Classics, German, Scandi-
navian, and Romance languages.
Livestock, courses, 207
Living expenses, 84
College of Medicine, 175
School of Pharmacy, 202
Loan funds, 81





McKinley Loan Fund, 81
McKinley professorship, 96
McKinley University Hospital, 49
McWhorter geology collection, 52
Machine design, course, 298
_
Machine industries option, industrial administra-
tion curriculum, 104
Major subjects, L. A. and S., 88
Manual training, for admission, 69
courses for teachers, 253
curriculum for teachers, 143
Marketing, courses, 206, 208, 209, 222, 223, 243
Mason Library of Western History, 50
Masonry construction, courses, 211, 235, 236
Master's degrees, 160, 162, 163, 168
Materia medica, courses, 187, 196, 204
Mathematical Club, 80
Mathematics, for admission, 66, 68
additional, 55
courses, 292




Mechanical drawing, practice course, 251
Mechanical engineering, collections, 52
courses, 296
curriculum, 123
description of department, 110
Mechanics, theoretical and applied, courses, 298
description of department, 110
Medals, American Institute of Architects, 75
Cavalry, 78
Conference, 78





Medical jurisprudence, courses, 182
Medicine, courses, 182, 196
history of, course, 185






















graduation with honors, 73, 176
hospital facilities, 179
library, number of volumes, 49





plan of instruction, 177
preparatory curriculum, 91
Rea scholarships, 175
readmission of dropped students, 178
registration, 175




Summer Session courses, graduate, 162
Memorial Lectureship, College of Medicine, 175
Memorial Stadium, 49
Men, Dean of, office, 9
MetaboUsm, courses, 229
Metallurgical option, mining engineering, 124
MetaUurgy, courses, 195, 229, 230, 305, 306
Military Bands, 80, 170
courses, 300
Military commissions, list, 583
Military Department, buildings, 48
office, 10
Militarj' prizes, J9S8, 583
Military scholarships, 81















Morrill Land Grant Act, 169
prizes, 78
Milk, courses, 240, 241
Mill tax, for University funds, 46
Mineral industries, investigation of problems, 357
Mineralogy, courses, 268




description of department. 111
fourth-year options, 124
gas engineering curriculum, 121
investigation of mineral industries, 357
Minor subjects, L. A. and S., 88
Modeling, courses, 213
Money, credit, and banking, course, 243
Morphology, courses, 217, 264, 265, 334-336
General Index 615
Morrill Land Grant acts, 45, 46, 169
Morris Loan Fund, 81
Mound builders, collection, 51




Music, for admission, 69
practice course, 251












curricula, instrumental major, 154












Music education, public school, curriculum, 142
Mythology, courses, 239, 263
Narrative composition, courses, 261
Nason collections, 61
Natural History, Museiun of, 51
cvirator, 10
Natural History, State Laboratory, 46
Natural History Survey Division, State, 353
formed, 47
Natural Resources and Conservation, Board of, 352
Nelson act, 46
Neurology, courses, 181, 184
New England College Entrance Board, approved
schools, 59
New York Regents, entrance examinations, 60
registered schools, 59
Newspaper work, courses, 286
No-credit course in rhetoric, 62
Non-Illinois students, scholarship requirement, 55
Normal schools, entrance from, 59
North Central Association schools, entrance from,
69






Nutrition and dietetics, curriculum, 136
Obstetrics, courses, 185
Ocean shipping, course, 333
Officers of colleges and schools, 10
Officers of instruction, list, 12
Offices, administrative, 9
Olericulture, courses, 282
description of division, 131
See also under Horticulture.
Omega Beta Pi prize, 77
Omicron Nu, 80
Open Forum Decisionless Debates, 74
Operative dentistry, courses, 197
Operative pharmacy, courses, 203





Oral expression, courses, 262




Orchestra, University, 80, 153
Orchestration, courses, 307
Order of the Coif, 80, 150
Ore mining option, mining engineering, 124
Organ, courses, 308







Orthopedic surgery, courses, 191
Orthopedics, course, 252
Otology, courses, 182





Parasitology, courses, 336, 336
Paris prize, 76
Pathology, courses, 187, 197
oral, courses, 197, 199
plant, courses, 217, 218, 219
Pediatrics, courses, 184
Personnel administration, course, 244
Phalanx awards, 78
Pharmaceutical Chemist, degree, 202




Pharmacology, courses, 187, 196















graduation with honors, 73






Pharmacy Loan Fund, 81
Phi Beta Kappa, 80
prize, 76
Phi Delta Kappa, 80
Phi Eta Sigma, 80
Phi Upsilon Omicron, 80
Philological Club, 80
Philology, see Classics, English languages and
literature, Germanic languages ana literature,
Romance languages and literatures.
Philomathean Literary Society, 79
Philosophy, courses, 309
major and minors, 309
Physical diagnosis, courses, 196, 253, 312
Physical education, buildings, 48
committee on classification, 44
graduation requirements, 71
for men, courses, 311
work, 171





Phveical examination, athletic coaching studente,
55












Physicians and Surgeons, College of, 47
Physics, for admission, 69
courses, 312
curriculum in applied optics, 94
description of department. 111
engineering, curriculum, 120
major and minors, 312
pharmaceutical, course, 203
practice course, 251
Physics Colloquium, 80, 315
Physiological chemistry, courses, 188, 195, 229,
231, 232, 233
Physiology, for admission, 70
courses, 317 »




major and minors, 317
Pi Kappa Lambda, 80
Piano, courses, 308
Plant breeding, courses, 206, 207, 282
description of division, 131
See also under Horticulture.
Plant pathology, courses, 217, 218, 219
Plastic surgery, courses, 197
Plym fellowship, 75
Plym foreign scholarship, 75
Plym school prizes, 75
Poetry prize, 77
Poetry Society, 80
Political parties, courses, 319, 320
Political science, courses, 317
library collection, 50
major and minors, 317
Pomology, courses, 282
description of division, 131
See alto under Horticulture.
Poultry, courses, 208, 209
Practice Court, College of Law, 151








Presidents of the University, 45
Press, University, 337
office, 9
Printing, history of, courses, 286, 291
Prizes, 74













C. P. A. memberships, 77
Delta Sigma Pi, 77
English poetry, 77
Gamma Epsilon Pi, 77
Guild, 74
Lake Forest scholarships, 76
MiUtary, 78
Omega Beta Pi, 77
Paris, 75








Skull and Crescent, 77
Thrift, 77
University Landscape Architects Society, 76
See also under Medals.
Professional degrees in Engineering, 163
Professional schools, admission to, 62
graduation with honors, 73
Professors, lists, 12, 34, 40, 42
assistant, Usts, 18, 35, 41, 42
associate, Usts, 16, 35, 40
Professorship, McKinley, 96




educational, 247, 248, 249
major and minors, 320
Psychology Club, 80
Public finance, courses, 244, 245
Public health and hygiene, courses, 187, 285
office, 10
Public opinion, course, 319
Pubhc school music education, curriculum, 142
Public speaking, courses, 262
Dentistry, 196
major and minors, 257
practice course, 251
Public utilities, curriculum, 105
economics of, courses, 245, 246
McKinley professorship, 96
operation of, courses, 222
scholarships and fellowships, 168
Publications, University, 337
Publicity methods, course, 286
Publishing, courses, 286
Radio communication, courses, 255
Radio Station, 49
Railroad transportation, courses, 332
Railway administration, curriculum, 100
Railway civil engineering, curriculum, 125
Railway Club, 80
Railway electrical engineering, curriculum, 125
Railway engineering, courses, 322
curricula, 125
description of department. 111
exhibits, 53





iSee also Railway engineering.
Railway mechanical engineering, curriculum, 126




Recital courses. School of Music, 307
Refrigeration engineering, course, 297
Regents, New York, entrance examinations, 60
registered schools, 59
Regents of the University, 45
Registrar, office, 9
See also Admission.
Registration, late, fee, 82
Registration and Education, Department of,
bureaus, 352-356
pharmacist's certificate, 202




Research, Agricultural Experiment Station, 128
cooperative, list of projects, 350
facilities, 46
Research and Education Hospitals, 49
Research assistantships. College of Dentistry, 194
Research graduate assistants, list, 349
regulations, 168, 349
Research Laboratory and Library Building, 49, 180
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, see under Mili-
tary.
Residence halla for women, 48, 85
Review, Illinois Law, 150
Rhetoric, for admission, 67
courses, 261
for junior standing in Engineering, 113
no-credit course, 62
Rhinology, courses, 182
Rhodes scholarships, committee, 44
Ricker Library of Architecture, 52, 109
Ricker prize, 75
Roads, courses, 234, 236
Roentgenology, courses, 185, 198
Rolfe priie, 75
Roman life and history, courses, 239
Romance Journal Club, 80






majors and minors, 324
Romance philology, courses, 328
R. O. T. C., see under Military.
Rural education, course, 251
Russell Loan Fund, 81
Salesmanship, courses, 222, 223
Sanitary option, civil engineering, 118
Sanitation, courses, 211, 212, 227, 230, 232, 236, 285
Savage geology collection, 52
Scandinavian Club, 80




Scholars and fellows, 1928-29, list, 580
Scholarship, recognition of, 72





















Schools, accredited, admiseion from, 58
committee, 44
Schools, administrative officers, 10
list, 54




Secretarial curriculum, trade and civic, 98
Semester hours, definition, 205
Senate, committees, 44
composition and duties, 54
members, 12, 34, 40, 42
Service buildings, 49
Sewage, courses, 227. 235, 236
Seymour botany collection, 52
Sheep husbandry, courses, 208, 209
Shop work, courses, 254
Short courses, agricultural, 139
Short story contest, Alethenai, 77
Shorthand, for admission, 70
practice course, 251
Sight singing, courses, 307
Sigma Xi, 80
Signal corps, courses, 303, 304
Skull and Crescent prize, 77
Smith Memorial Hall, 48
Smith scholarships, 81
Smith-Hughes teacher training, course, 139
curricula, 141
Smith-Lever Extension, 339
Snyder botany collection, 52
Snyder Department of Students' Aid, 81
Social hygiene, courses, 182
Social sciences, see Economics, History, Political
Science, and Sociology.
Societies, 79
Sociology, Chi Omega prize, 76
courses, 330
major and minors, 330
Soils, advisory board, 8
courses, 206, 207
Soldiers' loan fund, 81
Sound, courses, 313, 314, 315
Southern Association schools, entrance from, 59
Spanish, for admission, 70
courses, 327, 330
major and minors, 324
practice course, 251
Special examinations. College of Medicine, 178
fee, 82
Spyecialists, extension, see Departmental extension
specialists.
Sports wTiting, course, 286
Stadium, 49
Staff, summary, 586
Star Course, advisory board, 44
State Entomologist's office, 47
State Geological Survey Di-vasion, 355
State Laboratory of Natural History, 46
State military scholarships, 81
State Natural History Survey Division, 353
formed, 47
State registration of pharmacists, 202
State Water Survey Division, 354
Statistics, courses, 245, 246, 294, 295
library collection, 50
Steam engineering, courses, 296
Stenography, for admission, 70
practice course, 251
Stevens fungi collection, 52
Strong Loan Fund, 81
Structural engineering, courses, 234, 235, 236
Structural option, civil engineering, 119
Student assistants, list, 34
Student Council, 79
Student organizations and activities, committee, 44







Students' Mutual Benefit Hospital Fund, 79
trustee, 44
Students' use of English, committee, 44
special fee, 82






athletic coaching courses, 174
athletics, 174
courses, see under subjects in description ofeouriet.
Part III.
Dentistry courses, 174, 199
fees, 173
first held, 46
graduate work, 162, 174
graduation requirements, 71
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Superintendent of Business Operations, office, 9
Supervising Architect, office, 9





Surveying, courses, 233, 234
mine, courses, 305, 306
Surveys, 352-357
Swedish, course, 263
Swimming, courses, 252, 311, 312
Swine husbandry, course, 208
Tau Beta Pi, 80
Tax, for University funds, 46
Taxation, course, 244
Taxonomy, courses, 218, 219, 265
Teacher training course, Smith-Hughes, 139
Teachers, certification, 147
committee on appointment of, 44, 147
courses and curricula for, see Education.
North Central Association requirements, 147
Teaching, commercial, curriculum, 101
Technical drawing, course, 198
Technical options, industrial administration cur-
riculum, 104
Technicians, lists, 34, 40, 41, 42
Temple Loan Fund, 81
Textiles, courses, 279-281
Thacher Howland Guild Memorial prize, 74
Theoretical and applied mechanics, see Mechanics,
theoretical and applied.
Theory major cxirriculum (Music), 155
Therapeutics, courses, 187, 196, 311
Thermodynamics, courses, 296
Theses, bachelors', 71, 90, 113, 129
doctors', 166
masters', 163
for professional degrees, 164
Three-three combined curriculum, 148
Thrift prizes, 77
Timber reservations, 47
Track and field athletics, course, 252
Tractor and Gas Engine Short courses, 139
Tractors, courses, 265, 266
Trade and civic secretarial curriculum, 98
Training, course, 252
Transfer, admission by, 60




Trigonometry, for admission, 70
courses, 293
Trust farms, acreage, 47





Typewriting, for admission, 70
practice course, 251
Unclassified students, Library School, 63
regulations, 61
Summer Session, 173
iSee also under colleges and schools.
L'ndergraduate student list, 396
Uniform deposits, 82
Union, Illinois, 79
Units, graduate credit, definition, 205
high-school, for entrance, 55
University Choral Society, 80, 153
University Extension, see Extension.
University Gold Medal, 78
University High School, 146
officer, 11
University Landscape Architects Society prise, 76
University Library, see Library,
University Orchestra, 80, 153
University Press, 337
office, 9
University Senate, 12, 34, 40, 42
University staff, summary, 586








Visitor, High School, see High School Visitor.
Viticulture, course, 284
Vocal major curriculum, 155
Vocational agriculture, teacher's curriculum, 141
Vocational education, courses, 248, 253
Voice, courses, 308
Wallace memorial scholarship, 81
War bulletins, 338
Water analysis, course, 227
Water power engineering, cotirse, 235
Water supply engineering, courses, 235, 236
Water Survey Division, 354
Weather and climate, course, 270
Welfare, phj-sical, see Physical Welfare.
Welsch herbarium, 51
West Residence Hall, 48, 85
Western Conference Debate League, 74




Woman's Pharmacy Loan Fund, 81
Women, Dean of, office, 9
Women admitted to University, 46, 55
Women 's detaating league, 74
Women 's Glee Club, 80
Women 's residence halls, 48, 85
Worthen collection, 51, 52
Wrestling, courses, 252, 311
y. M. C. A.. 79
Y. W. C. A., 79
"Zero" rhetoric, 62, 261
Ziegler zoology collections, 52
Zoology, for admission, 70
collections, 52
courses, 333
graduate credit for station work, 162
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